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February 6, 1987 

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th & C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Comments of Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc. 
on ANILCA Section l0021h) Report 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On behalf of Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc., I provide the com
ments set out below on the subject Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge ANILCA Section l0021h) Report. Generally, Akhiok-Kaguyak, 
Inc. wishes to congratulate your Department on the preparation of 
a thorough and well documented report and concurs in the 
Secretary's recommendation for full leasing of the ANILCA Section 

·10021h) area. 

The report provides a thorough evaluation of prospective 
impacts from oil and gas exploration and development. However, 
in identifying these potential impacts, the Report fails to 
acknowledge the substantial mitigative effects of existing regu
latory programs of the federal, state, and local governments with 
jurisdiction over the Report area. Federal agencies such as the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers, the Environmental 
Protection ~gency, National Marine Fishery Service, United States 
Coast Guard, in addition to the United States Fish & Wildlife 
Service each have important roles to play in regulating the acti
vities which would occur in development. The Report points out 
that, for all intents and purposes, the entire area is classified 
as wetlands. Wetlands are subject to the jurisdiction of the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers. The operation of the 
Section 404 program of the Corps, by itself, involving direct 
participation by federal, state, and local agencies, will do much 
to minimize surface impacts directly and indirectly related to 
the placement of gravel fill in the area. The Environmental 
Protection Agency's authority under Section 402 of the Clean 
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Water ~ct will serve to minimize water quality impacts from 
operations in the area. The State of ~laska's Coastal Zone 
Management Program insures the involvem'ent of local communities 
affected by the operations as well as the input of interested 
state agencies such as the Department of Natural Resources, the 
Department of Fish & Game, and the Department of Environmental 
Conservation. The North Slope Borough's local zoning ordinance 
provides local authority for regulation of project activities. 
Added to this, the direct management authority of the Fish & 
Wildlife Service over the area constitutes one more layer of 
insurance that impacts will be avoided or mitigated to the extent 
possible. 

Specific seasonal restrictions listed in the Summary of 
Recommended Mitigation for the 10U2 Area should be only applied 
to the extent necessary to prevent significant impact from 
occurring. Some seasonal stipulations may be impracticable from 
the standpoint of allowing continued operations, especially if 
such restrictions were to apply during the development phase. 

With regard to the disposal of drilling muds, cuttings, 
and other wastes, there is a decided bias reflected in the Report 
in favor of reinjection, without explanation as to why the use of 
reserve pits is not appropriate. Reserve pits have been used for 
many years without causing significant environmental impact at 
Prudhoe Bay, Kuparak, and other areas throughout the State of 
Alaska. Reinjection of drilling muds, cuttings, and other wastes 
should be economically feasible as well as geologically feasible. 

With regard to site rehabilitation, Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc. 
recommends that applicable requirements be practicable, timely, 
and non-redundant. Reporting requirements should be kept to 
reasonable minimums so as not to burden both reviewing agency 
staff and operators unnecessarily with unproductive respon
sibilities in preparation and analysis of reports, proposals and 
other documents. 

Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc. recognizes the strategic importance 
of finding significant oil reserves within the United States. By 
the year 2000, when any production from the 1002 area might be 
just beginning, the United States will be at least 50-60% depen
dent upon the import of foreign oil for its domestic use. The 
present glut of oil in the international marketplace, with con
current low prices, should not be assumed to be a bellwether for 
the condition of the market 13 years hence. tf large scale 
reserves are found in the 1002 area, this country simply must 
find ways to both develop it and minimize environmental harm 
while doing so. The alternatives are not pleasant to imagine. 
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It is important to consider that if gross domestic shortages 
occur in the next ten years and petroleum prices have 
skyrocketed, the pressures for development of a highly perspec
tive geologic area might become so intense as to overshadow the 
attention which can now be given to avoiding or minimizing 
environmental harm. 

Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc. supports the recommendation of .the 
Secretary of Interior and requests that the above considerations 
be addressed in the final.report to be prepared by the Depart
ment. 

Sincerely yours, 

PR:afg 

GRUBNI~.- T~T. / ' .SPITZFADBN 

_, Jt~~ /'(\_.. C: 
By: Patrick 'ium!ey · ) 

cc: ~alph Bluska, Manager, Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc. 
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January 15, 198., 

U.s. Fish and Wildlife Serv1ce 
Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Inler1or 8uild1ng 
18 and C Streets NW 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

Dear Sirs/Madams: 

RE: Draft 1002 Report for the Arctic 
Coastal Plain 

The follo1nng comments of the Alaska Center for the "Environ
ment are Intended to supplement, amplify and/or reiterate the 
oral testimony we provided at the January 5, 1987 hearing in 
Anchorage on the Draft 1002 Report for the Coastal Plain of the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Although the Center has a long 
history of involvement in Alaska Landa Act questions, 1ncluding 
the Arct1c Refuge, in recent years we have generally deferred to 
the several Alaskan conservation organizations whose primary 
concern 1s federal lands so that we can focus on important haz
ardous waste, state land use, and local wetlands preservation 
issues which might otherwise be largely ignored. The fact that 
the Center is nevertheless participating actively in the debate 
over the fate of the Coastal Plain is a strong indication of the 
tremendous interest in this issue on the part of the entire 
Alaskan conservation community, including our members. 

The exceptionally rich biological resources of the Coastal 
Plain are of regional, statewide, national and international 
significance. In a refuge blessed with biological treasures. the 
Coastal Plain is the refuge's most productive area. Lists of 
those valuable resources have been enumerated probably hundre~s 
of ti mea. 

Contrary to what the oil industry so conclus1vely states. 
Prudhoe Bay has not demonstrated that oil exploration and devel
opment are compatible with the conservation purposes of the 
Arctic Refuge. Only m1n1mal monitoring of the impact of those 
activities has occurred. We are just beginning to learn of 
poss1 bly substantial Bl r. water and to xi cs pol J utJ on at Prudhoe. 
The U.S.F.W.S. 1s only in the process of attempt1nq to assess the 
impacts of oil and gas activities on wetlands and waterfowl. rn 
spite of the fact that some bull caribou do not avo1d t.he oi 1 
pipeline, we are n~t aware of any scientific reports by d1s1nLer 
ested observers that conclude that impacts or Prudhoe Day acl1v 
ities on caribou, especially on calvinq. are insJqntrlcanl.. In 
any case, for the reasons that we wi 11 give below. we do not. 
believe that there is a need for any 011 that n~qhl 11e under thP 
Coastal Plain sufficient to justifY the imparls lu w1JdJtfe that 
the draft 1002 Report says are likely to oc~ur. 
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An issue that development interests have carefully side
stepped. however. 1s the impact of oil and gas exploration 
Ialone, or with subsequent development) on the irreplaceable 
wilderness values of the Coastal Plain. We have not seen anyone 
from the development community willing to refute the assertion 
that leasing the Coastal Plain will destroy the wilderness values 
of the area. And to both Alaskan conservationists and millions 
of Americana in the lower 48, wilderness protection and wildlife 
conservation are co-equal goals in the drive to preserve the 
Coastal Plain for future generations. 

The Arctic Na~ional Wildlife Range was established in 1960 
in large part because or its wi lderneaa values, unlike moat 
national wildlife refuges where the primary goal is wildlife 
conservation. This is our last opportunity to preserve an arctic 
area that includes a full spectrum or ecosystems in their natural 
states, largely unaltered by man, and until now almost completely 
frea from the destructive impacts of our most modern technol
ogies. Wilderness designation for the entire Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge is also the last great spiritual gift of its kind 
that we can leave to our descendants. It would be a reaffirma
tion of our hope end belief that we can learn from past mistakes, 
and that we are motivated by forces greater than greed. 

It is not as if we need the Coastal Plain, where our chances 
of finding economically recoverabl~ quantities of oil, even under 
the most optimistic--or unrealistic--assumptions, are less than 
20J. Nowhere else has the Alaskan coastal plain been protected. 
Millions or acres of both onshore and offshore prospects are 
available or potentially available for oil exploration and devel
opment. In fact, the present administration has already flooded 
the nation with oil lease sales and driven the economic return to 
the nation to levels that are approximately half of what the 
previous administration received for the public's resources. 

But more importantly perhaps, any reasonable national energy 
plan--should the federal government prepare one--could easily 
find ways of comfortably doing without any oil that might be 
round under the ANWR Coastal Plain. At the present time, how
ever, the federal government has virtually no credibility in 
regard to energy planning after the president's recent veto of 
national appliance energy standards, which if enacted would have 
saved millions of barrels of oil, and ita general policy of 
virtually ignoring even proven energy conservation measurers. 
The destruction of the nation's last great wilderness in these 
circumstances is unthinkable. 

Nor have several technical or logistical questions been 
adequately addressed. The 1002 Report admits that we do not know 
where we will find the enormous amounts of water and gravel 
necessary for this project. Similar!~ oil and gas exploration 
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and development would create a host of potentially very substan
tial hazardous waste and pollution problems which we are only 
beginning to recognize, identify and attempt to deal w1th. To 
date we have not shown that we can deal with them adequately. 

He recommend that the Interior Department recommend to 
Congress that Alternative E, which is wilderness designation for 
the entire Coastal Plain, be adopted. lie recommend also that the 
secret negotiations which could lead to substantial public losses 
on the Coastal Plain, and which are seriously compromising this 
reporting process and could preclude Congress' ability to choose 
from a full range of options for the area, be suspended immedi
ately. 

He are very happy to be able to provide comments to the 
Interior Department on this exceptionally important issue. lie 
are deeply disturbed, however, that the department is grudgingly 
complying with the law and allowing public participation only 
after they were forced to by public interest groups who hed to 
expend considerable amounts of time and money to secure this 
right. lie are saddened by and ashamed of the Interior 
Department's actions in this regard. 

CE:dgh 

Sincerely, 

Cliff Eames 
Issues Director 



Alaska Coalition for American Energy Security 

P.O. Box 10-1515 Anchorage, Alaska 99510-1515 (9071561-8641 

February 4, 1987 

Director 
u.s. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Division of Refuges 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th & c Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

The Alaska Coalition for American Energy Security is an umbrella 
organization formed for the single purpose to encourage the 
opening the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
(ANWR) to oil and gas exploration, development and production. 
coalition members include the Alaska Oil and Gas Association, 
Alaska State Chamber of Commerce, Alaska support Industry 
Alliance, Anchorage Chamber of commerce, Arctic Slope Regional 
Corporation, Associated General Contractors, Common sense for 
Alaska and Resource Development Council for Alaska. The Alaska 
coalition appreciates this opportunity to provide written 
comments on the Draft Coastal Plain Resource Assessment. 

The Alaska Coalition strongly supports the report's recommended 
Alternative A, full leasing of the Coastal Plain of AtlWR. There 
are many compelling reasons why the Secretary of Interior must 
make that recommendation to the Congress of the United States. 

NATIONAL INTEREST tlEED 

Exploration for and, hopefully, development of petroleum on the 
Coastal Plain of ANWR is clearly in the national interest 
because of the dramatic and sustained drop in oil prices and the 
cumulative effect that it has had on domestic production, along 
with a steady rise in domestic consumption of oil and gas 
products. The United states is moving toward an ever increasing 
dependence on energy imports. The present oil surplus is 
predicted to evaporate in three to five years. Given the start 
up or recovery time required to rebuild needed domestic pro
duction, it is imperative that the industry be allowed to 
explore on highly prospective areas such as the Coastal Plain 
without delay. 

In a recent study requested by the Secretary of Energy on the 
future supply and demand for oil and gas, it was found that: 
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The positive trends of 1981-1985 towards reduced u.s. 
dependency on imported oil, particularly from the Middle 
East, are being reversed. Imports from the Middle East 
more than doubled during the firs~ seven months of 1986. 

The recent drop in oil prices has resulted in significant 
reductions in U.S. exploration, production, and drilling 
activity; these reductions cannot be quickly reversed. 

Lower oil prices are encouraging growth in energy demand 
while reducing u.s. oil and gas production. 

Finally, the Secretary concluded that, •until oil prices in
crease appreciably, u.s. exploration will remain stagnant, our 
dependence on imports will continue to increase, and our vulner
ability to oil price shocks and possible oil shortages or 
stoppages will rise to an excessively dangerous level. All of 
this could seriously affect our strategic and national security 
as well as our economic stability. • With the long lead time 
required to bring an Arctic oil field from discovery to full 
production, typically 10 to 15 years, this study only reinforces 
the need to begin exploration activity in the Coastal Plain now. 

From a national security perspective the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the National Security Agency has long pointed out that the 
most important corner stone of our nation's security is a stable 
and vital economy. Without considering the implications of 
energy shortages to our defense forces, which were dramatically 
illustrated in 1973 (the OPEC embargo), the exogenous shocks to 
our domestic economy will clearly be devastating. 

It is essential that congress and the President move quickly to 
encourage domestic exploration and production of our energy 
reserves. As the Secretary of Energy has pointed out, the down 
turn in domestic production as a result of depressed prices is 
not easily turned around. 

As u.s. production continues to decline at an accelerating ~ate, 
our ability to supply our own energy needs will be increas1ngly 
impaired and our national dependence on imported oil. will 
increase. Higher prices at best, and shortages at worst Wlll be 
the inevitable outcome without the discovery and development of 
additional domestic reserves. 

The single most important decision our Congress will make in the 
areas of domestic production and national energy security in the 
next eighteen months is the opening of the coastal plain of the 
Arctic !I at ional Wildlife Refuge to leasing for energy explora
tion and production. This relatively small area at the north
nastern corner of AlRnka holds the highest promise for signifi
cant domestic energy discoveries. Even with an affirmative 
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decision to open this critical energy reserve it will take ten 
to fifteen years before a consumer product is available. ~laska 
has proven its capability in developing vital natural resources 
while being sensitive to fish, wildlife and habitat. 

Currently, Alaskan oil and gas production represents about 20% 
of our tot a 1 domestic production. That production wi 11 be in 
decline soon and will dramatically fall over the next ten years •. 
Without new discoveries and a dramatic ~hange in domestic 
consumption there is little hope that we can avoid serious, 
national economic shocks. The nation is more dependent, than 
ever, on oil products and it cannot afford to ignore areas rich 
with potential oil resources. 

ECOilO~IICS 

By allowing for exploration, development and production on the 
Coastal Plain, the United States would receive a valuable 
resource which it would otherwise import from foreign producers 
at a tremendous cost to our national economy. The trade deficit 
for 1986 alone was $170 billion. It is estimated that about 
half of that imbalance is the direct result of foreign oil 
imports. It is interesting to note that Congress appears 
willing to take extraordinary measures to protect U.S. manu
facturers from foreign trade competition, and yet the major 
problem is in the area of oil imports. The trade imbalance 
translates directly into lost jobs for U.S. workers. Assuming 
an average value of oil of $35 per barrel, the 3.2 billion 
barrels of oil which is estimated to be the most probable 
recoverable potential from the Coastal Plain, represents more 
than $100 billion in lost revenue to foreign producers. tlot 
only would the loss of ANWR have an impact on u.s. workers, but 
it would impact the revenue deficit as well. More oil develop
ment by the domestic oil industry, means a greater return to the 
u.s. treasury from bonus payments, rentals, royalties, and 
taxes. This will help reduce the federal deficit. 

RESOURCE POTENTIAL 

As recognized in the draft report, the petroleum potential of 
the coastal Plain is the most outstanding oil and gas frontier 
remaining in the United States. However, the reserve estimates 
for the 1002 area may be understated The report indicates 
that only structural traps were considered in thP reserve 
estimate, yet many of the plays expected to contain hydrocarbons 
are stratigraphic in nature. Were the potential stratigraphic 
traps considered, the reserve estimate for the Coastal Plain 
would be even higher than what is quoted in the report. 
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ThP report estimates the chance for a commercially developable 
fiPld at approximately 19 percent. ~ 19 percent chance of 
commercial success indicates a considerable improvement over the 
historical chance of success in Alaska petroleum exploration 
which is typically a 2 percent chance of commercial success. 

A reserve potential of this magnitude cannot and must not be 
ignored, and the Secretary is correct in recommending that the 
entire Coastal Plain be opened for-leasing. 

It is estimated that the oil potential of the Coastal Plain 
could be as high as that of the Prudhoe Bay fields. Prudhoe Bay 
and adjacent fields are presently providing approximately 20 
percent of the United state's domestic oil production. A 
conservative estimate of the oil that will have been supplied by 
the known North Slope fields upon their exhaustion is roughly 13 
billion barrels. This represents hundreds of billions of 
dollars for the cost of oil that would otherwise have been 
imported from foreign producers if those fields were not pro
duced. Without this development, the u.s. economy would have 
been even more vulnerable to the inflationary effects that were 
generated by the high oil prices from foreign suppliers. North 
Slope fields have helped strengthen the U.S. economy and have 
contributed billions of dollars to the u.s. Treasury. ANWR has 
the potential of being an equal contributor to the U;S. economy. 

EIIVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION 

While the overall area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is 
quite large, that portion proposed for exploration and develop
ment represents only eight percent of the entire area. The 
actual surface impact to the resources of the Refuge in this 
small area would be minimal. The report's analysis and dis
cussion of environmental impacts and effects on wildlife result
ing from exploration and production do not adequately reflect 
the experience of exploration and ongoing production in areas of 
the Coastal Plain adjacent to AIIWR. We see this as the most 
serious deficiency of the report, which may draw unwarranted 
opposition to the Department's proposal of full leasing. 

The •worst case• speculation of potential impacts on the 
Porcupine caribou Herd ignores much of what industry and the 
regulatory agencies have learned to date about the interaction 
between arctic oil development and caribou. The report should 
take an approach which looks at impacts that are "most likely to 
occur,• based on North Slope experience. such an approach would 
significantly alter the results of the analysis and yield 
realistic conclusions of negligible impacts to caribou 
populilt.ions. 
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The over-emphasis of the importance of a so-called "core calving 
area • in the 1002 area leads the report to dismiss past ex
perience and studies which show that caribou populations thrive 
in the midst of oil field activity on the North Slope. Histor
ical data on the Porcupine Herd presented in the report clearly 
show that the coastal plain from the Babbage River in canada 
across the 1002 area to the Canning River has been successfully 
used for caribou calving. The Porcupine Herd has been observed 
in some years not to use the so-called core area at all. In 
some years, the herd has been observed to calve entirely outside 
the 1002 area. Thus, rather than a specific core area, calving 
habitat is a continuum across the Arctic coast from the Canning 
River to the Babbage River in canada. Recognizing the wide 
year-to-year variation in calving distributions, it becomes 
increasingly clear that activities such as oil exploration and 
production which use only small portions of abundant habitat 
will not affect the calving success of caribou in ANWR. caribou 
continue to use the area in and around the Kuparuk River oil
field for calving and that herd continues to increase at rates 
similar to other North Slope herds. The Department should 
re-evaluate the core calving area concept and de-emphasize the 
importance it plays in the conclusions in the report related to 
potential impacts from petroleum development. 

SUBSISTENCE 

Preservation of the subsistence resource is one of the most 
difficult and important issues relating to opening ANWR to oil 
and gas development. In evaluating this issue, it is important 
to keep in mind the following points: 

First, the oil and gas industry has a strong commitment to 
preserving subsistence resources, and an excellent track record 
in having done so. The oil and gas industry has worked on the 
North Slope and in western Alaska in close contact with Native 
communities and regulatory agencies seeking to preserve the 
subsistence resources which otherwise might be affected by oil 
and gas exploration and development. As a result, no signifi
cant impact upon any subsistence resource has ever been substan
tiated as a result of oil exploration and development in Alaska 
-- and it is our strong belief that this excellent track record 
will continue in ANWR. The industry is strongly committed to 
this concern and will closely cooperate with Native subsistence 
users. 

Second, it is also important to take note that subsistence 
impacts can only occur if there are significant impacts upon the 
wildlife resources of the area. The primary subsistence 
resource in this area is the Porcupine caribou Herd, along with 
waterfowl. The industry's excellent record in protecting 
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caribou and other subsistence resources from impact at Prudhoe 
Bay and Kuparuk is a further reason why subsistence resources 
will not be impacted in this area. 

Third, the subsistence lifestyle requires access to cash, for 
purposes of obtaining three-wheelers, guns, ammunition, and 
related supplies. The villagers in the local area will be able 
to utilize job opportunities offered by oil development to 
enhance their subsistence activities. 

Fourth, natives in the area, who are well experienced with the 
interactions between oil and gas development and subsistence, 
favor oil and gas development in ANWR. In fact, Jacob Adams, 
President of the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, himself a 
whaling captain, has stated as follows: 

We are convinced that experience gained by the 
exploration and development of energy sources within 
the last 20 years will lead to the development of new 
energy production facilities that can be operated very 
compatibly with the caribou and other living resources 
of the Coastal Plain. We know that it will require 
careful regulation and will increase project costs, 
but we believe a productive balance can be achieved." 

•our own local governments and companies have brought 
their experience and knowledge to bear on the energy 
development process, resulting in sensitive and 
effective decisions. The lands we own within ANWR 
were cooperatively placed under a regulatory scheme 
and set of stipulations that has demonstrated the 
compatibility of living resources and energy 
development.• 

"As a people reliant on our land its resources, we are 
sensitive to the long-term significance that develop
ment of the ANWR Coastal Plain may represent. We 
think that sound environmental studies and mitigation 
measures have been and will be successful in limiting 
the adverse effects of development. We are also 
confident that the existing and improving technologies 
can ensure the integrity of the environment during oil 
and gas operations.• 

WATER AND GRAVEL RESOURCES 

The 1002 (h) report indicates that water and gravel resources 
could be problematic with respect to their availability to 
support petroleum exploration and development in the Coastal 
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Plain. The Alaska coalition offers the following comments and 
observations. 

There are many means to provide water for oil and gas opera
tions. snow melt by using snow collected by use of snow fences, 
temporary roads to deep lakes, desalinization can furnish water 
for early exploration. Water supply wells could and would be 
established fairly early if surface supplies are insufficient. 
Water from these wells would be in the form of treated formation 
water from deeper horizons below the permafrost. These methods 
are routinely used in the Prudhoe Bay development area to insure 
adequate water supplies. 

Although as much as 15 million gallons of water may indeed be 
necessary for initial exploratory wells, the bulk of this water 
volume is needed not for the direct drilling of the well, but 
for the associated ice pad, ice road, and/or ice airstrip. 
Hence, much of the required water volume will decrease as 
permanent infrastructure replaces temporary annual ice struc
tures. 

For development and production, water supplies can be supple
mented by artificial water reservoirs at gravel barrow sites. 

Gravel 

The report contains conflicting discussions on the availability 
of gravel resources within the 1002 area. The Executive Summary 
(page 6, column 1, paragraph 5) states that • ••• the water and 
gravel necessary for construction and development are in very 
limited supply on the 1002 area.• Further, page 75 (column 2, 
paragraph 1) states that •specific locations and sources of 
water and gravel for exploration and development activities have 
not been identified, and it is understood that these resources, 
especially water, are not readily available on the 1002 area.• 
Page 84 (column 1, paragraph 1) states that "the availability of 
adequate gravel supplies on the 1002 areas is uncertain. 

However, the description of the physical environment on page 20 
(column 2, paragraph 4) states that "The valleys of larger 
streams are underlain by large quantities of course sand and 
gravel. • Figure II-2 on page 16 indicates abundant surficial 
deposits of sand and gravel. Although Figure II-2 indicates 
surface materials only, it is unlikely that these gravel 
deposits are strictly surficial in nature, particularly since 
similar deposits are widespread and abundant across the entire 
North Slope Coastal Plain. Abundant gravel beneath the coastal 
Plain was observed and reported by the seismic crews when 
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drilling thousands of shot-holes to depths of 75' the '1984 and 
1985 seismic programs. 

In fact, not only do abundant sources of gravel seem to be 
available in the 1002 area along the major stream valleys, but 
pages 99-100 indicate that the taking of gravel from areas such 
as river bars, river terraces, and cutbanks can be done with 
minimal adverse impacts. Furthermore, water reservoirs would be 
created, thus supplementing other water supplies. 

One last point to be made with respect to both water and gravel 
resources pertains to the ability of the petroleum industry to 
overcome technical problems. The opening of the Coastal Plain 
should not be precluded solely on the basis of the potential 
technical obstacles. Historically, these kinds of problems have 
been overcome. 

LEASING METIIODS 

The most basic action contemplated by Congress with respect to 
ANWR is leasing. However, a full discussion of the merits of 
this basic action is obscured by the debate about the environ
mental consequences of oil development. There are significant 
aspects with respect to the leasing program which should be 
developed with care. 

The draft Environmental Impact Statement states, with respect to 
leasing systems, as follows as page 89, in its discussion of 
"Alternative A": 

Under the alternative of full leasing, it is assumed 
that Congressional action would allow all Federal 
subsurface ownerships of the S 1002 area to be avail
able for development through a leasing program admin
istered by the Department of the Interior. This 
action would also open to oil and gas development in 
production the private lands within the refuge. The 
exact terms of the leasing program would be ~eveloped 
in response to specific legislation passed by the 
Congress. IF the Congress chooses to authorize 
leasing in the entire § 1002 area, the legislation 
woul~ probably contain the important elements of the 
Minerals Leasing Act and the llPRA legislations, with 
special provisions to meet the unique needs of the 
Arctic Refuge. 

It is crucial that no element of the NPRA leqislation be used. 
The NPRA leaning program did not, for instance, contain normal 
provisions regarding unitization, for the maintenance of the 
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lease and the extention of the primary period by shut-in produc
tion, etc. 

The secretary should recommend to Congress that it adopt, with 
respect to ANWR, the ANILCA SS 1008 (16 U.S.C. §3148) and 1009 
(16 u.s.c. S 3149) onshore leasing program. The SS 1008 and 
1009 program is the competitive onshore leasing program uti
lizing the statutory authority and well developed procedures of 
the Mineral Leasing Act, as applied by ANILCA to the unique 
circumstances in Alaska. The important features of this program 
include procedures to provide significant environmental pro
tection, and are intended to apply to game refuges in Alaska. 

The procedures provided in S 1008 are similar to those contained 
in the Outer Continental Shelf Leasing Act (OCSLA, 43 u.s.c. S 
1401 et ~-l including the preparation, pursuant to S 1008(f) 
of an exploration plan, and, pursuant to S 1008(g) preparation 
of a development and production plan. The Secretary retains the 
authority to monitor and modify the terms of such plans pursuant 
to S 1008 (h), and if the secretary determines that • immediate 
and irreparable damage will result from a continuation enforce 
of a lease,• then the lease may be suspended or cancelled 
pursuant to S 1008(i). 

Congress need not attempt to •reinvent the wheel." The prepara
tion of an environmentally sensitive leasing ptogram which 
applies to game refuges in Alaska has already been accomplished 
by congress and all Congress need do is to implement it. In 
other words, the simplest action for Congress to take in this 
instance would simply be to revoke SS 1002 (i) ( 16 U.s .c. S 
3142(i)) and 1003 (16 u.s.c. S 3143), and the SS 1008 and 1009 
program will automatically apply 

IltDUSTRY TRACK RECORD 

The petroleum industry has a long and well demonstrated history 
on the North Slope of working closely in consonance with the 
physical and biological environment. A tremendous amount of 
funding and effort has gone into studying the environment and 
seeking ways to minimize adverse impacts. The lack of signifi
cant impact serves as a testimony to the ability of industry to 
operate in an environmentally safe and sound manner. Meanwhile, 
Arctic technology continues to be developed, assuring that 
future projects and developments are •state of the art.• 
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We are confident that the oil industry can operate in an envi
ronmentally safe manner and we urge the Secretary to recommend 
to the Congress that the 1002 study area be opened to leasing, 
development and production. 

BB:tp:NS4:467 

Sincerely, 

\\- ~- L '~ 1 '~ \ ·-·-·-··'-~_1 
BOYD dHlirman 
Alaska Co lition Cor American 

Energy s curity 
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Alaska Friends of the Earth 
Box 3847 Anchorage. AK 99510 

Testimony on the Draft 

Arctic National Wildl.ife Refuge, Alaska 

Coastal Plain Resource Assessment 

Kaktovik Public Hearing 

January 6, 1987 

My nane is Hike lblloway and I represent Alaska Friends of the Earth. 

Friends of the Earth is a intematiooal citizen-based erwi.mnll!ntal ~. we 
believe continuation of traditiooal subsistence cultures is as vital to the 

diversity and riclmess of the earth as is the protection of plants and animals. 

we believe oil exploration and developnent of the ooastal plain of the Arctic 

Jefuge is a threat not only to international wildlife resources, but also to 

the subsistence way of life. 

EverY spring for thousands of years caribou have collected at the foot of 

the Richardson l>tJuntains and traveled north to the ooasta1 plain of Canada and 

Alaska to give birth to their young. 'lbe 1002 11eport does not show the entire 

calving grounds of the Porcupine caribou heEd, which inclmes the whole 1002 

area. However, the select portion of the calving areas s1n.1n in the report 

E!ll{lhaslzes the high use of the a:i:ea beboeen the IIulahula and Aichilik rivers, 

in direct oonflict with proposed oil actvities. 

After the long migration, giving birth, and nursing a calf, caribou cows 

are at their weakest. At a tiJJe when they can poorly tolerate DDre stress, 

DDSqlli.toes hatch out to agitate and drive heEds of animals into a frenzy. When 

the insects are at their worst, caribou are almJst continually on the nove. 

'lbey are easily stanpeded. Insect season oontributes to the high death rate 

for calves. 1\ccess to forage and insect relief habitat is crucial at this tilte. 

Any oil exploration and developrent activities would likely add to already high 

levels of stress and likely increase calf IIDrta.lity. 'lbi.s could have a drastic 

effect on the continued health of the Porcupine caribou heEd and should 

therefore be owosed by any agency ooncemed about the protection of wildlife. 

.llcoording to the 1002 Report, oil developll!llt in the Arctic llefuge ~ 

inclme the oonstructial of ports, roads, pipelines, and airfields, as well 

as tOOusands of people DDVing in. Elevated pipeliJles wu1.d disc:.ourage caribou 

access to ooastal insect relief areas. All of this devel.oprent and the 

associated air and road traffic ~ add unacoeptable stresses and losses 

to the Pru:cupine caribou heEd. 

In village meetings in Alaska and Canada in the spring of 1978 elders 

agreed that developnent of oil within the ooasta1 plain of the Arctic llefuge 

would be veey haDnful to the oontinued hP.al.th of the Porcupine caribou heEd, 

and thus bring hard tines to t00se people t.ilO law lived in close relation to 

the caribou for tens of thousands of years. 

nllike PrmiY:le Bay, wa~ is scarc:e in the 1002 area. Here the ooastal 

plain is narrow and sloped, not flat with lakes like Prm~Y:le. A lot of 

disturbance of the ground and river beds would be cbJe to provide enough water 

and gravel for oil field devel.qmmt. Oil activities will certainly have an 

inpact on water quality, especially considering the added problens of 

mawidable oil spills and the storing of toxic drilling nuds in reserve pits. 

Of course, there are efforts to develop oil offshore of this area also. 

Water traffic and activity fran all this devel.qmmt ~ effect narine 

mamnals, especially noise-sensitive bowhead whales. 

'l1le.re are also the noted effects of loss of polar bear denning, l1l.ISk 

ox habitat, and restrictions on subsistence hunting with the 1002 area. 

Page 129 of the report reads as follows: "M:>st inportant will be the likely 

decline or change in distribution of the PCf and the CAH and the harvest 

prohibitions ne.."lr developed areas. 'lbese effects, in a:llbinati.on with adverse 

effects on other subsistence use species, disruption of traditional use sites, 

and likely psychological effects on a people accustaned to isolation, will 

result in a major adverse effect on subsistence uses within the 1002 area. 

<blpetition for r:esow:ces and the potential for increasing restrictive hunting 

regulations may add to the severity of inpacts en subsistence uses." 

'lbe 1002 report and the oil industcy would have us all believe that we 

need to get the oil and gas out of the ooastal plain as soon as possible, 

that pmping this area dey of oil and gas reserves is in the best interests of 

national eoonany and security. But at current rates of U.S. use, there INOuld 

only be enough oil for several DDilths. Energy conservation efforts could 
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easily save this illDint. 

'!he Arctic National Wil.dli.fe Refuge was est:ablished in 1960 to, in part, 

•conserve fish and wildlife populations and habitats in their natural diversity, 

to provide for continued subsistence uses by local :residents and to ensure, to 

the lii!IXinun extent practicable, water quality and necessaxy water quantity 

within the refuge.• In 1978 and 1980 the u.s. lbJse of Repmsentatives voted 

twice to make the coastal plain of the Arctic am.ge Wil.demess, but the 

Senate necessitated this 1002 study and report. 

'!he ooastal plain is the RDSt biologically pmductive part of the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge. It is the center of the cycle of life for caribou, 

bi.J:ds, fish, and other aniJMls. It DUSt oot be di.stUibed for the possibility 

of a few Mlllths oil sq:.ply. 

'lb devel.q) this area oow for stnrt tetm gain will destmy forever the 

wil.demess characteristics of one of the RDSt ilrpartant biological areas in the 

entire Arctic. '1his is the only area of our Arctic slope oow pmtect:ed. IBt 

9 it :P.!!Bin protected. We reamJEIId the 1002 area be put into Wildemess with 

:! continued subsistence uses as protected in the Alaska National Interest lands 

Qlnservation Jlct. 

'Jbank you. 
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February 4, 1987 

Director 

Alaska 011 and Gas Association 

121 W. Flreweed Lane, Suite 207 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503·2035 
(907) 272-1481 

u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Division of Refuges 
United States Department of Interior 
Room 2343, Main Interior Building 
18th and c Streets 
washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sir: 

Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge, Alaska Coastal Plain 
Resource Assessment 

The Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA) is a trade association 
whose member companies account for the majority of oil and gas 
exploration, production and transportation activities in Alaska. 
AOGA appreciates this opportunity to comment on the draft Coastal 
Plain Resource Assessment. 

AOGA commends the Department of Interior on the overall complete
ness and adequacy of the report in the assessment of the resources 
of the ANWR coastal Plain. AOGA strongly supports the Department 
of the Interior's proposed recommendation that the entire •1002• 
study area be authorized for oil and gas exploration, development 
and production. 

As demonstrated since 1973, the United States is vulnerable to 
serious supply disruptions and price escalation because of its 
dependence on foreign sources of oil. The Free World's sources of 
petroleum are heavily concentrated in the Middle East where 
two-thirds of the proven reserves are located. Saudi Arabia alone 
possesses one-fourth of the world's reserves. Increased future 
dependency on politically unstable Middle East nations is highly 
undesirable from a national interest standpoint. 

Domestic crude oil production from existing fields is forecast to 
decline from the 8. 9 million barrels per day average of 1985 to 
6 2 million barrels per day by 1991, if oil prices prevail at 
about $15 per barrel. Current domestic crude oil production has 
already fallen to about 8.5 million barrels per day as marginal 
fields are being abandoned. Domestic production may decl_in': ~s 
low as 4 million barrels per day by the year 2000 unless Sl~nlfl
cant new domestic reserves are found and developed. W1thout 
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significant new discoveries, our nation could be dependent upon 
foreign sources for 60-75% of its demand, almost double the 
present level of dependency, within the next 10-15 years. Because 
it takes 10-15 years to explore, develop, and bring Arctic oil and 
gas resources into production, the opening of the ANWR 1002 area 
for development is now of timely and critical importance. 

All the geologic factors favorable for significant oil and gas 
discoveries exist in the 1002 area, including source rocks that 
generate oil and gas, thick sequences of reservoir rocks, large 
structures to trap petroleum and a favorable geologic history. 
The 1002 area is one of the most promising areas for major dis
coveries of oil and gas of all untested onshore areas of the 
United states .• 

Exploration, development, and production can proceed on the 
coastal plain with minimal environmental effects through reason
ably applied mitigation measures. Clearly, the 18 years of 
exploration and development of Prudhoe Bay and other North Slope 
oilfields and construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System 
(TAPS) has shown that proven and current industry practices can 
ensure that development can proceed in a manner compatible with 
wildlife resources and ensure· that no unnecessary adverse environ
mental impacts occur • 

AOGA strongly endorses Alternative A, full leasing of the "1002" 
study area, as the most acceptable alternative consistent with the 
national interest. Alternative R, partial leasing, is based on a 
speculative premise that a traditional core calving area exists 
and is necessary for the maintenance of a healthy caribou herd. 
This has not been demonstrated in the scientific literature and 
there is a large body of data which indicates otherwise. Alterna
tive c makes no positive contribution. Surface and regional 
geologic information already confirm that the area has oil poten
tial. The amount can only be verified by on-structure drilling. 
Stratigraphic type drilling is an unnecessary duplication and its 
surface impact would be in addition to that eventually required 
for on-structure wells. Also, Alternative C will only delay any 
eventual production from the area. Neither Alternnti ves D, no 
action, nor E, wilderness designation, would determine whether or 
not substantial petroleum reserves exist in the •1002• study area. 
Alternatives D and ~ preclude reasoned planning and would deny the 
nation the positive benefits that could come from oil and gas 
production on the coastal plain. 

our more detailed written comments on the draft Coastal Plain 
Resource Assessment report are attached for your consideration 
(Attachment A). We have also attached copies of independent 
analyses on the report's biological portions, prepared by R. J. 
Jakimchuk (Attachment B), J. Curatolo (Attachment C) and A. T. 
Bergerud (Attachment D) at the request of AOGA. Also, attached is 
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AOGA's testimony presented at hearings held in Anchorage and 
Washington, D.C. (Attachment E). We submit our written comments as 
constructive input and urge the Service to consider them in 
preparing the final report for submittal to the Congress. Thank 
you for this opportunity to comment. 
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Attachments (5) 

Sincerely, 

WILLIAM W. HOPKINS 
Executive Director 

ATTACHMENT A 

COMMENTS OF THE 
ALASKA OIL AtiD GAS ASSOCIATION ON THE 

U.S. DEPARTMEtiT OF INTERIOR (DOI) - 1002(h) REPORT 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Page 2, paragraph 1: The point from this paragraph is the bottom 
line conclusion of the entire 1002 study. We would like to 
re-emphasize our support for this position. We concur that 
adverse effects resulting from development can be minimized or 
entirely eliminated through proven mitigation measureG, lessons 
learned and technology acquired from the Prudhoe nay development 
and from construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS). 

Page 6, paragraph 2: "The Department did not include gas in its 
recoverable calculations as it was determined that the gas 
resources were unlikely to be economic at any point in the 30-year 
period considered." 

Given the quantities of gas estimated to exist in the area, we 
question the statement that the gas resources are unlikely to be 
economic during the next 30 years. 

Page 6, column 2, paragraph 4: "Oil and gas discovery will lead 
to industrial development ••• • 

There may indeed be development pressure, but adverse effects can 
be controlled or mitigated. 

Page 6, column 2, paragraph 5: This paragraph states thdl 
"changes in wildlife habitat and wilderness environment could 
include displacement and reduction in the size of the Porcupine 
caribou Herd (PCfl). The amount of reduction and its long-term 
significance for herd viability is highly speculative.• (Emphasis 
added) 

We strongly agree that many of the subsequent environmental 
consequences are overstated and highly speculative. As currently 
written, many of the conclusions of severe impacts and concerns 
for caribou populations are stated as fact, when in actuality, 
they are speculations not supportable by the experience at Prudhoe 
nay or elsewhere in the Alaska arctic. 

Thus, we ask that the authors of the report reconsider these 
speculative, •worst-case• statements. At a minimum, we ask that 
the authors emphasize the highly speculative nature of the con
clusions in th~ environmental consequences section by including 
appropriate caveats and cautionary statements to avoid further 
proliferation of these consequences as statements of fact. 
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CHAPTER II - Existing Environment and 
CHAPTER VI - Environmental Consequences 

comment 1 - Often the NEPA-mandated EIS process is forced to 
predict environmental consequences of new developments with little 
or no previous field experience to guide the predictions. Clear
ly, for the AUWR coastal plain, the test case has already been run 
at Prudhoe Bay. Collectively, the experience of the regulatory 
agencies and industry is captured in the DEIS on page 2: "The 
evidence generated during the 18 years of exploration and develop
ment at Prudhoe Bay indicates minimal impact on wildlife 
resources. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that development can 
proceed on ·the coastal plain and generate similar minimal 
effects.• Jointly, the industry and regulatory agencies have 
expended literally millions of dollars and hundreds of man-years 
effort to characterize the interaction of fish and wildlife with 
the oil field development in and around the Pruphoe Bay area. 
Undoubtedly this is one of the most-studied ecosystems in North 
America. This effort has led to the development of tried and 
proven mitigation techniques to ensure the compatibility of 
wildlife and oil field interests. 

Furthermore, we support the statement, also on page 2 of the DEIS, 
that "Most adverse effects would be minimized or eliminated 
through carefully applied mitigation, using the lessons learned 
and technology acquired from development at Prudhoe Bay and from 
construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS)." 

Indeed, we would like to point out that all of the environmental 
activists' unwarranted predictions of 15 years ago, prior to the 
construction of TAPS, have subsequently been proven false. The 
demise of major caribou herds, alterations in water quality and 
major losses of habitat simply have not occurred. Conversely, the 
development of Prudhoe Bay and TAPS have allowed Alaskans to enjoy 
a period of economic prosperity in harmony with a high quality 
environment and thriving wildlife populations. 

comment 2 - numerous sections of Chapter II and VI are devoted to 
discussions of research on the behavior ~nd movements of caribou 
in and around oil field development. The main problem this 
discussion and the conclusions drawn is that habitat is not a 
limiting factor for any of the stages of the caribou life cycle. 
Therefore, conclusions regarding displacement of maternal cows or 
bulls carry little if any significance for the continued growth 
and survival of the herd. Since habitat is not limiting, loss of 
access to small portions of available habitat due to oil field 
development is not biologically significant. 

we readily agree _that some degree of modified behavior and dis
placement has occurred in response to habitat alterations in the 
Prudhoe field. However, habitat is not limiting caribou popu
lation growth for any Alaskan herds at the present time. There
fore, a degree of habitat loss as a result of dev~lopment on the 
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coastal plain will be inconsequential to growth and productivity 
of the herd. 

In the manag~ment of wildlife populations, the concept of habitat 
carrying capacity is the key to defining management goals for a 
herd. It is an established fact that neither the central Arctic 
Herd (CAH) nor the Porcupine herd approach the carrying capacity 
of their ranges. Indeed, Skoog (1968) stated the "It seems likely 
that the Alaskan caribou population has remained far below range 
carrying capacity and that the total habitat has ~ been fully 
occupied. In reality caribou populations seem to have maintained 
densities much lower than the maximum dictated by food alone, and 
hence the reduction in total range becomes less meaningful." Thus, 
we agree with Skoog's conclusion that habitat is not currently 
limiting the growth of the (PCH) and that the loss of habitat 
represented by likely development in the 1002 area will not impact 
growth or productivity of resident caribou. 

comment 3 - Th~ "core calving area• is assumed to be critical to 
(PCH) herd demographics and therefore any displacement from this 
area would necessarily impact productivity. 

The report places undue emphasis on a core-calving concept when, 
in fact, the historical .data for calving use do not support 
fidelity to a "core calving area. • Historical data for calving 
distribution cl~arly show that the coastal plain from the Babbage 
River in Canada, across the 1002 area to the Canning River has 
been used for calving. Thus, calving habitat is more correctly 
referred to as a continuum across the coastal plain rather than a 
specific core area. 

Chapter II, page 28 correctly points out that wide year-to-year 
variations in calving distribution can occur due to weather 
influences and the arrival of spring snow-melt. This acknowledged 
effect of weather further erodes the core-calving area concept and 
points out the wide annual variability and adaptability of 
caribou. During 1983, 1984, and 1985, calving estimates were 74% 
to 35% and 82% respectively in the 1002 area. These data clearly 
show the adaptability of the PCH to yearly variations in weather 
conditions and point out that c"alving distributions do vary 
widely. 

The "core calving area" for the PCH has been arbitrarily defined 
as an area where high density ( 50 caribou sq. mi.) calving has 
occurred for at least 5 of the last 14 years. For much of this 
area, high density calving has occurred in 9 of the 14 years, 
which still leads to the obvious conclusion that calving has 
occurred outside the "core calving area• during 5 to 9 years. An 
important aspect of the •core calving area• to consider is what 
percentage of the overall calving habitat it represents. From 
Table VI-5, the total "core calving area• is 311,000 acres, while 
total concentrated calving occurs over 2,117, 000 acres. Thus, 
core calving represents 15% of all concentrated calving areas, and 
would represent an even lower percentage if peripheral calving 
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areas were considered. The conclusion is that the PCH has success
fully calved over a very large area in the past and while the core 
area is obviously important to the herd, it is not necessarily 
critical. 

The assumption is made that areas outside the •core calving area• 
have less important habitat values or higher exposure to preda
tors. If this were so then reduced productivity should be appa
rent from the years that the herd used these alternative areas. 
This has not been demonstrated and it is known that the herd has 
grown steadily since the early 70's. 

In considering the effects of displacement from traditional 
calving grounds, examples can be drawn from·the literature. Davis 
et al., (1983) report that • in 1982, the Delta Caribou Herd was 
apparently precluded from calving in its traditional core areas 
because of persistent snow cover and instead used an alternate 
calving area roughly within the area burned in 1979, even though 
snow conditions were as favorable in unburned areas northeast, 
northwest, and west of the 1979 burn, where some calving occurs in 
most years. Calving in 1982 was quite successful, which suggests 
that caribou may have considerable flexibility in their habitat 
requirements. • The CAH and Taimyr Herd in Russia also provide 
examples where industrial activity has had no measurable effect on 
herd productivity. 

Skoog (19681 and Bergerud et al. (1984) believe that caribou are 
not limited by available habitat • Shank (1979) states that: 

•stating that animals have no adequate habitat into which 
they can disperse is tantamount to saying that the population 
is being density controlled. In fact, northern large mammals 
(excepting sheep) are most likely not often resource limited 
suggesting that at least some degree of distributional 
alteration could be accommodated without drastic demographic 
consequences.• 

Therefore, conclusions regarding the relative importance of the 
Jago highlands as a core-calving should be de-emphasized through
out the report. 

Comment 4 - In assessing the environmental consequences of pos
sible oil and gas development in the 1002 area, the USFWS has 
chosen to apply its USFWS policy (46 Federal Register, p. 7644 -
7663, January 23, 1981) (1002 Report, p. 12). In so choosing, 
USFWS has focused their impact analyses on losses of habitat value 
and has quantified their impact conclusions in terms of acres 
lost. Then, assuming a direct correlation between acres of 
habitat available and the population sizP.s of resident species, 
USFWS has translated their projections of acres lost to population 
reductions. 

This approach to resource management is justified primarily on the 
basis of the USFWS Mitigation Policy and has never been examined 
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by USFWS for its scientific validity in the arctic. The founda
tion of the USFWS Mitigation Policy is the management of habitat 
as a means of managing the productivity of fish and wildlife 
populations. It is inappropriate, however, to use a habitat-based 
system to manage a population when habitat availability has not 
been shown to ba a mechanism by which that population is regu
lated. The policy is particularly inappropriate in the arctic 
where habitat has not been shown to be a limiting factor for most 
species, and is particularly meaningless with respect to caribou. 
The published literature on caribou clearly supports the finding 
that herd productivity (and therefore size) is regulated by direct 
mortality due to predation and hunting. Continental caribou herds 
have not been shown to be limited by habitat availability. 

Since habitat is not a limiting factor for many of the Arctic 
species, it is more biologically meaningful to focus on impact 
mitigation. The most biologically effective approach to assessing 
and mitigating effects of development on wildlife is first to 
determine systematically how project activities and structures 
will adversely affect a population and then to apply mitigative 
measures that will avoid or minimize the mechanism by which those 
activities and structures disturb the population. 

The USFWS Mitigation Policy should not be the basis for either 
impact analysis or mitigation requirements in the arctic. 

comment 5 - The 1002 Report states on page 98 that "the mitigation 
policy recommends that legally designated or set-aside areas, such 
as National Wildlife Refuges, be given special consideration as 
either Resource Category 1 or 2.• 

The designation of USFWS Resource category 1 for a portion of the 
caribou calving habitat is inappropriate. The habitat in question 
is not •unique or irreplaceable". It has not even been establish
ed that the PCH has a specific •core• calving area. The Porcupine 
herd 1s calving concentrations vary annually in number and loca
tion, in some years falling within the same general area, in other 
years separated by hundreds of miles. Calving occurs primarily in 
the uplands along the northern sides of the sadlerochit, British, 
and Richardson mountains, a region extending approximately from 
the western boundary of ANWR at the Canning river to the western 
Mackenzie Bay area in Yukon Territory. This principal calving 
range encompasses an east-west distance of over 200 miles and an 
area exceeding 6, 500 square miles, larger than Connecticut. In 
1982, for example, the majority of the Porcupine herd calved east 
of the United States - Canada border in Yukon Territory, com
pletely outside ANWR. Also, 1986, the herd calved almost entirely 
outside the 1002 area. In any given spring, there are usually 
several areas where densities of calving caribou cows are higher 
than elsewhere in the calving range. These concentrations may be 
several hundred miles apart, some in Alaska, some in Yukon Terri
tory, and may vary greatly in location and num~er from one year to 
the next, while remaining inside the herd's principal calving 
range. The idea of a •core• calving area consisting of a specific 
tract of land with fixed boundaries, used consistently and pre
dictably from year to year, is a misconception. Calving habitat 
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is more appropriately represented as a true continuum across the 
coastal plain. Thus, the •unique and irreplaceable" nature 
required for designation as Resource Category 1 does not pertain. 

comment 6 - The report confuses behavioral responses with demo
graphic responses. That is, the report proposes that if a be
havioral response is observed or predicted in an individual or 
group, then the species productivity has been or will be nega
tively impacted. 

Shank (1979) discusses this confusion directly. He defines a 
behavioral disturbance •as any behavioral response to human-caused 
stimulull which results in actually or potentially reduced repro
ductive fitness. If human action results in an animal acting in a 
manner in which it would not otherwise have acted and if this 
alteration is thought to cause a reduction in that individual's 
capacity to produce a viable offspring, then behavioral distur
bance has occurred. The issue is confused by the occasional 
unavoidable use of the term 'disturbance' to describe the human
caused stimulus itself.• 

Shankll further states "Behavioral disturbance becomes manifested 
in animals in three distinct analyzable modes: overt behavioral 
response, physiological response, and demographic responses.• 

There is a consistently blurred distinction in the 1002 report 
regarding what is a behavioral response and what is a demographic 
response. The discussion of effects on caribou and muskox are 
excellent examples of this confusion. In both cases observed 
behavioral responses (flight reactions or displacement) are used 
to estimate areas of affected habitat. Although habitat is not a 
limiting factor for either species, these avoidance behaviors are 
then equated to demographic responses. As Shank (1979) states: 

"What is commonly forgotten or ignored ••• is that disruption 
of normal behavior is not necessarily bad in itself. For 
behavioral disturbance to be of practical concern, it must be 
demonstrated that it does or does not, have demographic 
consequences. Failure to provide this link is, without 
question, the major failing of current research." 

Comment 7 - Declines in all major predators are assumed to occur 
due to the hypothesized decline in caribou population. 

The discussions of wolves, brown bears, wolverines ·and golden 
eagles all predict a •moderate• impact, largely due to a hypo
thesized 20-40\ decline in the PCH. This reasoning is flawed for 
several reasons: 

1. No alternative prey species are considered. 

2. The 6-8 weeks of PCH availability to predators on the 
coastal plain would have to be a critical period for all 
species where the predators relied almost entirely on 
caribou. 
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3. No consideration is given to the fact that the high 
numbers of the PCH relative to the low numbers indicates 
that the predator - prey system is not in a stage of 
dynamic equilibrium where a small change in one popu
lation leads immediately to a change in the other. 

As an example of the problems with the assumption that PCH numbers 
are now limiting the 4 predators discussed, wolves will be examin
ed in detail below because wolf-caribou systems have been studied 
more extensively. The logic behind the argument applies to the 
other predators as well. 

Population estimates for the PCH ranged from 100,000-106,000 for 
most of the 70's, which represents a decline slightly greater than 
the maximum 40\ predicted by the 1002 report. Yet wolf numbers in 
the 1002 area are not estimated to have been significantly lower 
than the report's estimate of 5-10 wolves, and in fact may have 
been higher. •wolf predation on caribou in the ANWR study area 
during calving and post-calving is probably low.• (USFWS 1982) It 
is fairly safe to assume that wolf populations on the 1002 area 
have been held artificially low through rabies and legal and 
illegal hunting and that PCH population size is not a dominant 
factor. 

Keith (1981) shows a direct relation between wolf population 
density and ungulate population biomass. However, the theory 
behind this relation cannot be applied to the 1002 area because: 

1. Wolf densities are quite low relative to the available 
biomass of the PCH, such that Keith's relation does not 
hold. This suggests other factors control wolf popu
lations in the 1002 area. 

2. The PCH are only seasonally available to resident 
wolves, and then at a time when wolves are tied to 
denning sites to the south of the 1002 area. 

3. The availability of the PCH occurs in summer, not during 
the more critical winter period, when resources are more 
scarce and wolves have fewer prey alternatives. 

For the reasons ~iscussed above it is not reasonable to assume 
that declines of 20-40\ of the PCH population will have any effect 
on wolf numbers. tlegligible to minor impact on other predator 
species would also be expected from the hypothetical worse case of 
a 20-40\ decline. 

comment 8 - The standard for judging environmental effects is not 
diRcussed. Based on numerous examples documented in the specific 
comments section, it is apparent that the standard used in the 
1002 report is •worst case•. NEPA as now amended currently 
requires that a •reasonably foreseeable" standard be used. 

Although the current 1002 report is a legislative EIS and not one 
occurring directly as a result of NEPA, most CEQ guidelines apply 
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to a LEIS as well. As stated above, the requirement to prepare a 
•worst case analysis" when faced with incomplete or unavailable 
information was rescinded in April, 1986. Since most of the 
environmental consequences result from worst case analysis, this 
approach requires modification. The large amount of study and 
experience on the North Slope allows for an analysis of "reason
ably foreseeable" effects. 

Page 23, column 2, last paragraph (also tage 104): We feel that 
undue emphasis is placed on the plant, Th aspi arcticum. Although 
the plant is known to occur in the 1002 area, its status and 
distributional ecology are not well understood. currently, the 
plant has no status either as threatened or endangered, and yet it 
is treated as endangered status throughout the report. More 
information must be developed on the occurrence and distribution 
of this species before stipulations and set-back requirements can 
be promulgated. 

. Page 28, paragraph 1: "The long-term maximum and minimum popu
lation of the PCH and the carrying capacity of the PCH are un
known.• 

This is a key point not mentioned again in the entire report. We 
agree that the habitat and range carrying capacity for the PCH are 
indeed unknown. However, it is an accepted fact that the PCH and 
most circum-polar caribou herds do not approach the carrying 
capacity of their ranges based on food, calving habitat, insect 
relief or any other habitat basis. 

Since habitat is not limiting growth, ample room exists to accom
modate development interests in the 1002 area without potential 
for impacts on the size or growth of the PCH. This is a 
fundamental tenet of caribou biology and we would like this 
relationship to be much more strongly emphasized in the net 
conclusions of the 1002 report. 

Page 28, paragraph 3: "The core calving area is a location to 
which pregnant cows have shown a strong fidelity as traditionally 
favored calving habitat. Those concentrated calving areas used in 
at least 5 years during the 14-year study were identified as the 
core calving area.• 

We disagree that use in 5 of 14 years illustrates "strong fide
lity•. Instead, we believe that a minimum of 1/2 of the histor
ical record is necessary to suggest any fidelity at all. 

Page 28, column 2, paragraphs 2 and 3: We are concerned that t~e 
report places undue emphasis on a core-calving concept when, 1n 
fact, the historical data for calving use do not support fidelity 
to a •core calving area.• Historical data for calving distribution 
clearly show that the coastal plain from the Babbage River in 
canada, across the 1002 area to the Canning River has been used 
for calving. Thus, calving habitat is more correctly referred to 
as a continuum across the coastal plain rather than a specific 
core area. 
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low use for calving represents an historical distribution 

rather than a displacement of calving to other areas. 

I do not disagree that cows with neonates are 

sensitive to disturbance. There is ample evidence to support 

this sensitivity not only for caribou but for other cervids and 

bovids as well. This sensitivity appears to be strongly 

associated with a behavioral repertoire in response to 

predation. I do not disagree, either, that developments such 

as roads with traffic and human activity, are disturbing to 

cows with calves, or that some types of barriers can physically 

exclude caribou from their ranges. I do, however, distinguish 

between the·senaory disturbances associated with the Dalton 

Highway which have been documented, and the notion of avoidance 

or displacement along the TAPS corridor which implies a 

·p~rmanency that is not justified by the evidence. I feel that 

the pipeline itself is not a source of disturbance - moat of it 

is buried in the Sag. River floodplain. Most of the existing 

disturbance comes from the traffic and hunting along the Dalton 

Highway. But even here, except for hunting mortality, I feel 

that the disturbances are temporary and are not instrumental in 

altering either the behavior or distribution of caribou along 

that corridor in any fundamental or permanent way. In short, 

think that caribou are frequently disturbed by activity within 

the corridor but they do not avoid it for this reason. 
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Evidence suggesting that disturbances to date are 

temporary and sensory in nature is available from a broader 
I 

review of the g~•.wth, distribution and movements of the Central 

Arctic herd (previous papers). There is no indication that 

there has been any change in distribution, life cycle patterns 

or the fundamental ecology of caribou resulting from the 

interaction with existing oil development. On the contrary, 

the herd has grown in size and has continued to use and occupy 

habitats in the region in a manner consistent w1th 

pre--development use. The best evidence for this is where pre

development baseline data exist, such as the Kuparuk and Milne 

Point developments. There are no overall effects on seasonal 

distribution, habitat use or numbers which can currently be 

attributed to petroleum development. The seasonal cycles of 

caribou in the Central Arctic region continue despite the 

development which only recently includes their 'major pre-

development calving ranges. 

As develop.ent continues and expands, it is important 

to monitor and document interactions with caribou and to assess 

their significance. If decisions are taken that any habitat 

alteration is deleterious and this forms the basis for 

permitting, it will be difficult to justify management oriented 

research because of the ~ priori conclusion that all changes 

are equally deletrious. The most important requirement for 

future research, in my view, is to identify where compatibility 
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exists between a viable caribou population and development, to 

document where development activities are incompatible, to 

identify the nature of the problem, and to develop means of 

effective mitigation. 
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I bave reviewed tbe Draft Report ArcLlc Natkmll lf!ld!!fe Rerun 
Al11kl Coutll ptajo Resource AsassmeoL IIOitly for ita content u it refers 
to tbe efl'ecta ci oil development on caribou. AU ci my com menta reflect my 
own opinion oo tbia aubject. 

OveraU. I thouabt the report provided a thorouah e~amination ct tbe 
varioua aapecta ci caribou bioloaY u it related to oil development in tbt 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuae ( ANWR). Tbt report'a final c:oocluaioo tbat a 
aubatantlll dec:liDe in caribou populatlona would occur under a run leastna 
proaram, however, do appear to be eztreme. In aenerll. I believe oil 
development in tbt 1002 area would reault in localiZed dlaplacement ct tbe 
PCH caribou durina c:alvina and loc:alized cbanpa in movement pattern• 
durina insed seaaoo. Tbe• cbanpa would have a oealiaible errec:t oo 
caribou productivity, however, bec:ause caribou would atlll have adequate 
habitat for c:alvina and would atlll be able to acceaa moat ci tbe insed reUtf 
habitat Tbt "core" c:alvina area concept in tbt report probably 
overempbulzea tbt importance ci a pol1ioo ci tbe Porcupine Caribou Herd'l 
( PCH) c:alvina around. It lbould lie noted tbat tbe PCH'a c:alvina around 
eztenda from tbe Cannina River in Alulta to tbe Babb11e River in tbe Yukoo 
Territory. Tbe PCH hu c:alved auccealfuUy tbrouabout tbia resioo. 

Oil development in ANWR would be oo tbe periphery ct tbe Cetrll 
Arctic Herd'a (CAH) r,tnp. llrrecta ci development in ANWR oo tbe CAH 
abould be minimal bec:aust tbe berd will rarely contact iL The CAH hu 
ahown a biah dearee ci reaillance to tbe errecta ci oil development 
coaaidertna tbat two oilfield• are preaently within ita home ranae, and tbt 
herd continue• to increaae. 

Tbe Secretary ct lnterlor'a recommendation to aUow run Jeaaina in tbe 
I 002 area ct ANWR appeara to be jultified 11 far u ita effec:ta on caribou are 
concerned. The mltlaative meaaurea tbat were auaeated would belp 
minimize tbe intenaity ci potential diaturbllllClel, reaultina in an increaaed 
rate ct habituation and areater use ct habitat near oil development A 
phaaed Jeaaina ayatem will diatribute diaturbancea over time and apace, thua 
minimizina tbe eztent ct potential dilruptlon to tbe herd. Once oil 
development il completed, a policy tbat mlintalnl human occupancy ct tbe 
oilfield to a minimum will aUow, over time, a re-occupatlon ct areaa where 
caribou use may have clec:1lned durina COilltructioo. 



I have reviewed the Draft Report Arctic National Wildlife Refuae 
Alaska eoutal Plain Resoura! Asseumenl solely for its oontent as it refers 
to the effects of oil development on caribou. All of my comments reflect my 
own opinion on this subject. 

0Veral1, I thouaht the report provided a thorouah e1am!nation of the 
various aspects of caribou biotoay as it related to oil development In the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuae ( ANWR). The reports final conclusion that a 
substantial decline In caribou populations would occur under a full leaslna 
proaram, however, do appear to be e:rtreme. In aeneral. I believe oil 
development In the 1002 area would result in J.ocallzed displacement of the 
PCH caribou durina calvlnaand localized ch~n~es in movement patterns 
durlnalnsect season. These chiDies would bave a nealllible effect on 
caribou productivity, however, because caribou would still have adequate 
habitat for calvina and would still be able to ac:cess most of the Insect relief 
habitat. The "core" calvina area concept in the report probably 
overemphasizes the importance of a portion of the Porcupine Caribou Herd's 
( PCH) calvinl around. It should be noted that the PCH's calvlDa around 
enends from the Cannlna River in Alaska to the Babbqe River In the Yukon 
Territory. The PCH bas calved successfully throuabout this reaion. 

Oil development In ANWR would be 011 the periphery of the Cetral 
Arctic Herd's (CAH) ranp. Effects of development In ANWR 011 the 
CAR should be minimal because the berd will rarely contact it. The CAH has 
shown a hiah dearee of reslliance to the effects or oil development 
considerina that two oilfield• are presently within Its home r~n~e. and the 
herd continues to inaease. 
. The Seaetary or Interior's recommendation to allow ruilleaslna in the 

1 002 area or ANWR appears to be justified u far as its effects on caribou are 
concerned. The mitiaative measures that were suaested would help 
minimize the Intensity or potenUal disturbances, resultina In an Ina-eased 
rate of habituation and areater use of habitat near oil development. A 
phased leaslnasystem will distribute disturbances over time and space, thus 
minimlzinl the eztent of potential disruption to the berd. Once oU 
development Is oompleted, a policy that maintains human occupancy of the 
oilfield to a minimum will allow, over time, are-occupation of areas where 
caribou use may have declined durlna construction. 

Specific Comments· 

1. P. 28, II 3: Almost the entire basis for determlnina the mapitude of 
oil development impacts on the PCH lies in the identification or a core calvina 
area. No rationalization is atven for selec:tinl areater than 361 (5 of 14 
years used) as the cutoff point. Indeed, if a more loaical aiterion. such as 
501 (7 of 14 years used), was chosen, then the core calvlna area is halved in 
size. No attempt is made to enumerate bow many caribou were contained In 
the core calvinl area beyond the 50 animals/square mile minimum. 

2. P. 28, 116: To put the calvlna around In better perspective, tbe 
entire 14 years of data should have been summarized rather than only 1983 
and 1984. There have been years when the entire herd calved In Canada. 

3. P. 28,11 7: Caribou cows are very sensitive to disturbance durlna the 
calvin& period. The disturbances caused by oilfield operation are mostly 
confined to the roadway system. Caribou can easily avoid the roadway 
system, resultina in localized displacement. Cows will then calve at a point 
where human activity Is no lonaer preceived as a dlsturblna factor ( 1-2 
miles). This is the case in the Kuparu!t Oilfield. 

-4. P. 29,11 3: This paraaraph suaests that the major insect relief 
habitat for the PCH is the coast. However, in most years the majority of the 
herd travels inland (southeast into Canada) and uses the mountains for relief 
habitat. 

5. P. 29, II 9: Most caribou or the CAR that calve in the vicinity or the 
Cannlna River usually do so west or the Staines River. Durinl an aerial 
survey conducted in the 1984 catvinl season few cows were found between 
the Canninl River and the T amayarla!t River. 

6. P. 29, II 9: The statement that "litUe or no calvinl bas been observed 
since 1973" is mlsleadinl because no one looked before 1973. I was in the 
Prudhoe Bay area in the summer of 1972, before oilfield development, and 
did not see any calves. There is no evidence to suaest that a slanificant 
number of c:ows ever calved iJi the Prudhoe Bay area. A more appropriate 
oomparlson concernlna oil development and calvinl caribou is found in the 
Kuparu!t Oilfield where there are localized ch101e1 in distribution, but 
continued use of the area by calvinl caribou. 

7. P. 98,112: The concept that a specific area in a calvinl around has a 
unique value Is not supported by scientific data. The only known unique 
aspect of a calvinaaround is that caribou calve there. Caribou behavior has 



evolved to minimize predation durinl c:alvinl by cows syncbroniZiq 
parturition. aaareaallD& durinl calvinl, and selectlna relatlvely predator
free habitats in which to c:alve. The anreaatlon and synchronization results 
in a h.lah density or calves over 1 relatively smaU lime and area, which 
"overwhelms" the predators (the chance oi any individual calf beina cauaht 
Is lower than that ol other strateaies). Caribou cows accomplish this stralqy 
by returninato the same area, thus forminla "traditlon". However, caribou 
are "dynamically traditional" because the e1act location or a concentratlon in 
a C8lvinl around varies from year to year. If, for e11mple, a certain portion 
or the calvinl around II made unavailable to caribou due to heavy snowfall. 
then c:alvinl will occur in another portion or the calvina around. The 
coroUary to tbll is that if intense oilfield construction causes part or the 
c:alviq around to be "unavailable" to caribou, the cows may be displaced, but 
there should be no effect on calviq as lona as there is a sufficient portlon or 
the c:alvina around remliniq. Tbe only universal attribute• or a calvin& 
around II that it is a relatively predator-free and has open space where 
concealiq habitat II minimal. 

8. P. 101, Cl 4: Tbe suaestion that the routes or the pipeline and road 
should be independent, allaviq for a separation between the pipeline and 
road, is probably one or the moat important mitiaatlve measures that could 
be undertaken. 

9. P. 105, Cl 9: Tbe 3000 to 4000 caribou from the CAH that use the 
1002 area, do so infrequently. Lara• numbers or CAH caribou would 
prpbably use the I 002 area only duriq an e1tended movement due to 
mosquito harassment, which would last for several days or less. In most 
years, few CAH caribou calve in the 1002 area. 

10. P. I 06, Cl I: Comparison or the CAH in the luparuk Oilfield to the POl 
in tbe 1002 area is reasonable. There is a calviq concentration area within 
the luparuk Oilfield and nearly balf or the berd repeatedly comes in contact 
with oil development duriq the summer. CAH caribou in tbe luparuk 
Oilfield probably encounter oll development more orten the POl caribou will. 

II. P.l07, Cl 5: Diaplacement or the CAH from an historic calvinlaround 
has not been documented. It has been hypotheaized that this occurred, 
althouah no data e1ists to show lbll caribou ever c:alved in the Prudhoe Bay 
area in any number. 

12. P. I 08, Cl 2.5: Tbe e1pectatlon lhlt POl productlvity would decline if 
c:alvinl wa1 displaced from the core c:alvinl area it not supported by data. 

Productlvity 'VII llood in all years StUdied inclUdinl those years When the 
entire berd calved in Canada or entirely outside or the core calviq area. 

13. P. 108, Cl 7,8: This report states that caribou would be displaced two 
miles from oil development However, this displacement would not be total, 
but would result in fewer caribou near the road system. The habitat values 
or lbe area would be diminished, not completely losL 

14. P. I 09. Cl 2: Barriers to caribou movements would not decrease 
calviq success as loq as sufficient c:alviq habitat remained accessible and 
available. If the proposed mitiaative meatures were implemented, few 
barriers would occur. 

15. P. 109, Cl 3: Tberell Uttle or no dilterence in the caribou reactions to 
a buried pipeline and a road without traffic. Larae. mosquito-harassed 
caribou aroups will cross elevated pipelines. It is only pipelines ne1t to 
roads with traffic that can cause a sipificant decrease in crossinl success. 

16. P. 109, Cl 6: It II hiablY unlikely that the POl will refuse to cross 
oilfield development duriq insect season if mitiaatlve measures are are 
followed (especially pipeline and major road separation). Suaaestiq that 
caribou avoid areas near oilfield actlvily (the two mile sphere or influence) 
duriq insect season II incorrect. Tbe two mile sphere or influence refers to 
a partial displacement or caribou duriq calviq and does not occur when 
ciribou are harassed by insects. Failure or caribou to reach insect reUef 
habitat it unlikely with proper mitiaatlon (pipeline and road separation). 
furthermore, the POl has been e1posed to overhead stimuU, as they usually 
winter in forested reaions or Alaska and Canada. POl caribou may react less 
severely to pipelines than CAH caribou, who Uve entirely on the tundra. 

17. P. 110. Cl 7: Tbe total kill for the CAH In the winter or 1985~86 is 
probably tubstantially greater than the estlmate or 800 aiven in the report 
Actual postcard returnsliUied 875 animals. Considerina almost all or the 
kill was iUeaal ills not lnconceiveable that many people would not report 
their take. Tbe number or caribou killed In 1985-86 may be more than 101 
or the herd and could be a sianificant factor In the CAH't population 
dynamics. 

18. P. Ill, Cl 3: It does appear possible to mitiaate the toss or caribou 
habitat in Resource Cateaory I by decreasiq potentlal diaturbinl factors so 
that fewer acres or that habitat type would be affected. 



19. P. 111. Cl S: Mitiaation Measure •1 suggests that ramps and elevated 
pipelinel are the alternative to pipeline burial. If pipeline burial is not 
practic:al. the best alternative it elevated pipelinet that are aeparated from 
roads (Mitigation Measure •5). Ramps are not an effective measure due to 
the extremely smallaize of a ramp with respect to an oilfield, and the 
relatively blab coat of construction. Separation of pipelines from roads can 
be widespread in the area of coverqe, and is potentiaUy very cost effective 
(pipe linea run straight. roada follow dry topography). In theory, placiDa 
mitigative measure• in areal 1ucb u "natural a01sinas" sounds lotic:al. but 
in practice it is nearly impouible for two rea1on1. first, caribou movements 
are variable, dependina on intect levels, weather conditions, and the area 
.elected for uae durina any particular time period. Second, and more 
importantly, the development of an oilfield will result in a localized change 
in caribou movement pattern~, whicb cannot be predicted with any areal 
degree of accuracy beforehand. The m01t reUable mitigation method is a 
generalized lcbeme where pipelines and road• are aeparated whenever 
practical. Over time, thil would allo'V caribou to develop movement patterns 
tbrouah the oilfield and minimize lOis of habitat due to lnaccessibillty. 
Separation of roads and pipeline• will alto deaease the intentity of 
disturbances that are present. wblcb will ina'ease the rate of habituation to 
the entire project. 

20. P. Ill, Cl 7: Mitigation Meuure •2 can be an important technique. 
Caribou will habituate to a disturbance mucb more readily if the disturbance 
it kept at low Ieveli. Reautatlntl unnecessary traffic in areaa of blab use by 
~ibou can be very effective. A Umited acces1 road 1ucb u the Oliktok Road 
in the [uparuk Oilfield is a aood eumple. This discuttioo is alto applicable 
to MiUaation Meatures 1 4, 6, 7,and 10. 

21. P. 111. t 8: Mitiaation Meuure •3 il important and abou1d be 
followed. The only major 1011 to the CAB population reaulted from buntina 
atona the TAPS haul road. 

22. P. Ill, «113.14: Monitorina the dynamics of tbt caribou berdt durina oil 
development will provide additional information for focutina on real 
problems rather than hypothetical one1. 

23. P. 112. Cl 2: The CAB and PCB will probably DOl reach the "carryina 
capacity" of the habitat contained in their home ranaea . Caribou herds do 
not reach the carryina capacity of their ranae. e1cept in certain island 
poputationl, because natural and buman-cau~ed mortality factor• restrict 
herd arowtb before habitat Umitationl come into play. No rree-ranaina 
caribou herd bat ever reached the carryina capacity of their habitat. 

Mitigation only begins at 400 feet and the wider the separation, the better, 
depending on the specific circumstances involved. 

(c) Ramps should not be uaed as a general mitigative measure. Their 
only effective uae is in a "corral" situation where pipelines near a facility 
might completely encircle an areL Ramps are too tite specific and do not 
work weU near traffic. makina them ineffective in m01t cifcumstances. 
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Tho U.S. Federal aovorn•ant haa proposed that tho 1002 lands of the 

Arctic Coaatal Plain and in tho Arctic National Wildlife Rafuaa, Alaska, 

be opened for exploration and full laaaina for patrolou• suppliaa. 

Included vlthin the lOOZ propoaad laaaa area are Z4Z,OOO acraa of 311,000 

acraa (781) of the cora calvina area of the Porcupine Hard (cora defined 

aa araaa uaad ln ~ 5 of 14 yaara) and 934,000 acres of 2,117,000 acres 

(451) of concentrated calvin& area of the hard (araaa vith ~ 50 ani•als/ 

•l2). Alao included ln the 1002 area ia tho habitat vhara nearly the 

anUra hard, nov aatl•atad at 1S:000 anl•a.la, ...... ln early July to seek 

rallaf fro• •oaqultoaa. The hard laavaa the 1002 area ln •ld to lata July 

and doaa not return untll the follovlna Nay. I have bean aakad aa a 

caribou bloloalat, by AOGA, to evaluate the l•pact of full laasina and 

davalop•ant on the vlablllty of the hard and lpaclflcally to critique the 

envlron•antal i•pact atata•ant prepared by the Flah and Wlldllfa Service 

on the propoaad full laaslna and davalop•ant. 

lackaround Theoretical Conaldaratlona 

The anvlronaant of tha caribou (Ranalfar tarandua) can be seareaated 

lnto1 ~ .!!!!!!!!• .! place .!.! ~.!!!. .!!!!.• _!2!!! and !!!!!!!!. (Fl&· 1, 

Andrevartha and llrch 1954). The lntaractlona of caribou vlth Insects, 

open habltata, food and vaathar rapraaant variable contlnaanclaa that 

raault in facultativa raaponaaa by caribou that can ba •odiflad ralatlva 

to dlaturbanca factor• (Fla. 1). The lntaractiona of caribou vlth other 

caribou and vlth volvaa in open anvironaanta ara conaiatant contlnaanclaa 

affactina raproductlva fltnaaa • thaaa are obliaatory raaponaaa that vlll 

raapond to chana• very alovly, lf at all, vhen habltata are aodlflad. 
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Flaura 1. Dlaar .. of the propoaad .. nnar In vhleb the four coaponenta 

of the anvtronaaat interact •• variable and con1i1tant 

conttnaaoelaa in the davalopaant of aovaaaat, •aaraaatloo, 

areaarioue and dieturbanea behaviour of caribou (laraerud l974b). 
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I feel that the .. Jor behavioral responses of eartbou ln tha 1001 area 

are the lnaeet x weather facultative responaee and the predator x habitat 

obllaetory raeponeee. Unllka •any btoloatets, I do not feel that food ts 

a .. jor factor ln the eelvtna end ••••lna of eerlbou ln June and July ln 

the 1001 area. 

Are Caribou Vtldarness Anl .. lsf 

nueh of the concern for the wall·batna of caribou arlee• fro• the 

vlew that caribou are wtlderaess anl .. le that eaanot adapt to calnhabltlna 

ranaas wlth aan. Thls concept has arisen, ln part, bacauae caribou are 

found on raaaea far re.aved fro• aajor developaenta. Also, caribou herds 

have declined on the southern edae of thalr renaa as sattleaent proceeded 

(Crlnaan 1956). Thirdly, caribou are unwary and aastly over-exploited. 

And lastly, caribou utilize slow-arowlna lichens that are •any years in 

reeoverlna follovlna forest flras. 

However, a closer axaatnatlon of thaae facts suaaaets that they are 

not sufficient to define caribou ae wilderness anl .. ls nor to laply that 

lose of wildarnaaa per sa will brinl about the deaise of herds. Obviously, 

aula dear (Odoeollaul heaionul) and antelope (Antlloeapre •••deane) wen 

once far reaovad froa European aan In the 1700'e, but they are not called 

wildaraaaa aalaala todaya they have adapted. The decline of caribou alona 

their southern boundary val due to iacraa~ad predation froa .. a and 

natural predators, as vall as froa di1aaaa contracted froa vhtta•tailad 

dear (Odoeoilaua virainianul) (leraerud 1974a) and not froa outrlaht 

habitat alteration. Thera Ia no evidence that harda abandonnad their 

annual rene-a because of an lntrtnslc avaralon to .. n or ...... de 
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atructuraa. The noaadlc llfa atyla of caribou and ita propensity for 

ahlftlna habltata aakaa It 11 adaptable to ahort tar• habitat alteration• 

11 it h tct tha dow aucceulon of lichen follovina natural firu and 

reaeneratlon cyclaa. The unvary natura of caribou aeana that they can 

coinhabit ranaa vith nan!! !2! ovarhunted. In fact, reindeer (Ranaifer 

urandua) an an laportant doaeatlc aniaal ln Euraata. Several. caribou 

researcher• hava noted that caribou are both hiahly adaptad and adaptable 

(Skooa 1961, leraerud 1974b, loby 1971, Skoalaad, pare. co ... ). 

Resource-Llalted by Poodf 

Another baalc philosophy that lnfluencaa hov so•• caribou bloloalstl 

view the iapacta of devalopaeat oa caribou Ia the cloaely held belief 

that the carryln& capacity of the habitat for caribou Ia deteralned by 

food resourcee, the slov arovlna llchena Ia vlnter, and areen plants in 

the su .. ar. It follova fro• thla bellaf that lf caribou ara diaplacad 

by developaant and loaa part of thalr ranaa, than tha potantlal carrylna 

capacity la reduced. Another concern la that, If the anlaals ara at a 

carryina capacity ll•ltad bJ food, than additional dlaturbanca aay atraaa 

tha anl .. la, tharabr raduclna raproductlva rataa aad lncraaalna aortallty 

rataa. A further rafla .. aat Ia that caribou aalact thalr calvlna arounda 

to .. xl•laa tba quantity and quality of tha dlat - to optlaally foraaa 

(Kuropat and l~aat 1910), Hance dlaplacaaaat froa tba calvlna araaa 

should adversely affect the hard. 

As an cxaapla of thia typa of thinkin& 1 llhlttaa and Caaeroa (Arctic 

(l911or29l) add, apukiaa of devalopaental lapuu, "For exaapla, a series 

of mild vlntera •ilht co•penaata for the neaative effects of harassment or 
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habitat loaa." leraerud, Jekiachuk and Carruthen replied (Arctic 

1914•2") "The auppoattton advanced by llhittan and Caaeron ••• usuau: 

(1) that wintar condltlona li•it caribou nuabara (thla haa never been 

aubstsntiatad In aainland Morth Aaerlca)l 

(2) that haraaaaent reaulta In caribou aortality - never substantiated 

and the extreaa case (Pot Hill data) aiven in our paper represents 

the beat available contrary avldanca pertalnina to thia assuaption; 

(l) that habitat loaa (unapeclflad) haa aovarned caribou nuabara 

(araatar avldanca for tha oppoalta caaa ia avallabla ln the 

Uteratunh 

(4) that rana•• are at carrylna capacity - vhlch la not the case for any 

of tha harda va dlacuaaad1 

(5) finally, that tha auppoaltlon haa aoaa basta ln fact. However, this 

auppoattlon haa navar baan naaarchad." 

Sucha aaealnaly lnnocuoua stateaant, aa aada by Whitten and Caaeron, 

revaala a baalc phlloaopy of food li•ltatlon, and la the cornaratone of 

aany dlra pradlctlona of caribou da•lsa vlth davalop•ant. 

lut ln fact, tha carryln& capacity of thla hard la !2! lialted by 

vlntar foctd auppllaa. The dyaaalca of tha Porcuplna Hard vara aodalled 

ln a vorkahop at tha Unlvaralty of lrltlsh Coluabla ln 1971. The hard 

than a .. bar .. 110,000. Tha al•ulatlon nodal Indicated that tha hard vaa 

not ll•ltad by vlatar food auppllaa. rood vould not ba llaltlna until tha 

hard reached about one •lllloa anlaala. Tha alaulatlon avan indicated 

that lf no anlaals croaaad tha D .. patar Hlahvar and tha antlra ranaa aast 

of tha road ln tha Oallvla Hta vaa loat, tha hard could atlll prosper lf 

food raaourcaa vara tha only conaldaratlon. Tha •••• siaulatlon, however, 



lndicatad that tha hard vould be lialtad by volf predation at dentltlel 

far below thoae lapo1ed by food raaourcaa (Valtarl It al. 1979). 

Both reproductive and natural aortallty rataa of caribou are 

little affected by vlntar food auppliaa. Fecundity ia relatively fixed 

at 1 calf/fe .. la/yaar for faaalaa ~ 3 yaara-of·•a• reaardleaa of don1ltle1 

(leraerud 1971, Skoaland 1916). Skoaland provided an equation for 

recruitaant for feaalaa ~ 1 year in Norway, vhara there are fev predator•, 

vhera I • 0.65 • 0.012 Dv • 0.00013 Dv2 vhera Dv • caribou/ka2• Even at 

a dan1lty of 10 caribou/ka2 of vlntar ranae, racrultaent vould equal 52 

yearltnc•/100 feaalea. At a den1ity of 10 anlaala/ka2 the Porcupine 

Herd vould nuaber 1,800,000 aniaala; and evan thia danalty vould not hold 

stnco thia many caribou vould have araatly expanded their ran&•· 

In North Aaerlca, ln herda coaxlttln& vlth volvaa, recrultaent ls 

commonly 1••• than 25 yaarlinaa/100 faaalaa and yet danaitlat ••ldoa 

exceed 2 caribou/ka2 (laraarud 1980). Thia diaparity in danaitiaa and 

recruitment batvaan Norway and North Aaarica ia due to predation ln 

North America. Predation llaita populatlona far balov that provided by 

food auppllaa (lar&arud at al. 1913). 

Carrylna capacity hal bean daflnad a1 that point vhara recruitment • 

natural aortality (Cau&hlay 1977). For caribou on aalnland North Aaerlca 

the carrylna capacity il datarainad by the abundance of predator• 

(laraarud and Elliot 1916). lecruitaeat equalled natural aortality for 

22 herd• at 6.5 volYaa/1000 ka2 (laraerud and Elliot 198•) ~•aardlesa of 

the denaity of caribou on the winter ran&•• 
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Long Tara va. Short Tera, Individual vs. Herd 

Beraarud, Jaklachuk and Carrutharl (1984) reviewed the deaoaraphy 

of 8 herd• relative to dltturbanca by huaan actlvltlaa. They concluded 

that the .. jor tapacta vera (1) the buildin& of trantportatlon corridors 

that peraittad increatad huaan harvaata of caribou and (2) the 

iaproveaant in calf 1urvtval vhen volvaa vera reduced. Caribou herd• 

continued to croaa roada, and harda auch 11 thoae ln Newfoundland, 1tlll 

proaparad vhan habltata vera altered by lo&aln& and floodlna. The Central 

Arctic Hard In Alaaka lncraaaad fro• about 5,000 to 13,000 (early 1970'a 

to 1984) daaplta the Prudhoe lay oll field. 

The concluaiona of laraarud at al. (1984) vera debated In latter• 

to the editor by Whitten and Caaaron (Arctic 1984:293), Klaln and White 

(Arctic 1984:293-294) and Hiller and Cunn (Arctic 1985:154-155). 

Rebuttal• to all lattara vara provided by laraarud and Jakl~huk (Arctic 

1984:294-295, Arctic 1985:155-156). Klein and Vhlta agreed that the 

hard• vera incraaain& but thouaht that diaturbanca au1t be vlevad on a 

lona tara baaia. But thla ia a nonlaqultur - if there are no affectl of 

disturbance for a abort tara, hov era they alanlflcant on a lona tera7 The 

lon& tara 11 the addition of abort tara interval•· Hiller and Cunn agreed 

that the hardl vera lncraaaln& but atated that dl1turbanca au1t be viewed 

on the baall of the lndividull, not the hard. Aaain, thla i1 a 

nonaaquitur - 1inca individual• coapri1a harda, if the harda are 

proaparina, than the indlvlduala are alao farina vall. 

Nov, there are nav arauaanta that the protparity of the Central 

Arctic Hard ln the face of davalopaant cannot ba uaad to aauaa the tucca•• 

of the Porcupine liard when faced vlth almllar davalopaant and the quu.tlon 
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ia, vhy nat7 The Central Arc~ic Hard spend• itl entire annual cycle 

qulta cla .. to the davllapnant &ana • the Porcupine liard apands only tva 

mantha. All the anlaal1 nov allva ln the Central Arctic Hard have been 

barn since davalopaant co .. ancad; they have adapted. The baalc reason 

that sa•• bialaaiats cannot accept that caribou can cope vlth developMent 

ls that r Ina rained vtava that caribou an "vildarnass animals" and that 

food supplies are li•itlna. Tha nav raaearch vork planned for tha 

Porcupine by the Alaska Ftah and Ca•• il procaadina on thi1 ba111. Nov 

caribou vlll ba radio·trackad by aatellitas and anaray budaets calculated 

dally, perhaps hourly. It all flovs fro• the unauppartad belief that 

nutrlenta and aneray vill ultlaately limit total nuabars of caribou ln 

thls herd. 

Blalaay of Calvina and A&areaatin& lehevlor 

Before va can evaluate the potential iapactl of davalop•ent on the 

Porcupine liard va aust dateraina why the aniaala uaa tha Coastal Plain ln 

the 1002 area for calvina and aroupina aftar calvina. laalcally, what are 

the aavlraDMantal factor• that dataraina where caribou locate their 

calvlna araunda7 

Tha calvin& around• of the •laratory harda In the Halerctlc are 

usually located oa the northern dlatributlon of the hard'• rana• in 

tundra habltata (Appendix l:Pta. 1). The cava leave tha bulla and 

commence mlcratlon towards theae areaa aenerally ln April ~ areen 

planta appear. Soaa herda mlarata northeast, othara northwest, and two 

herds south of Hudson lay even •terata east. The conalatent factor ln all 

totst mi[ratlons ia that cova crosa the trf<·lint at ri(ht •~El•s 
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(Appendix l:Fia. l) Wolvaa ln North A•arica aanarally dan near traa line 

(Appendix 11). ly •iaratina at riaht analal to the traa line tha covs 

can maxlDl&a their dl1tanca fro• volval, vith tha laa1t effort. Caribou 

cava •larata and calve on tha bleak inholpltabla arctic tundra to reduce 

contact vith volva1 (Appandlx 11) and there are vary fav valves an the 

calvin& arounda of the Porcupine Hard. 

An alternative hypothalll i1 that caribou saak their northern 

tundra calvin& aroundl to opti•ally foraaa, prl•arlly on !rlophoru• 

anauatlfollua (Kuropat and lryant 1980). vaa abla to disprove this 

hypothasla in 1984 by coaparlna tha nltroaan In fecal dropplnas and plants 

at tha tlaa of calvin& batvaan cova on calvin& arounds and bulls still 

south of calvin& arounds. The bulla vara faadlna ln aora nutritious plant 

cameunltlas than the cava (Appendix l:Tabla i). If tha calvin& araunds 

were really unlqua In the quality of faraae than tha bulls should have 

been with tha cav1. If tha cav1 vara priaarily "Interested" ln the 

quality of thalr faraaa, thay should hava stayed back vith tha bulls. 

Tha fact that cava ca .. anly calve an Eriapharu• tussock assaclatlans may 

be due to tha particular aicratapaaraphy of theaa habitata which results 

ln llttla accu•ulatlon of anov and aarly snov aalt (Ban1an 1969). That 

is not to aay that caribou do nat optiaally faraaa vithin tha constraints 

of aalactln& tha belt overall habitat to avoid pradatorl. Havavar, aver 

all, the dlat of the cov1 in lata "•Y and early June 11 not hiahly 

nutritloua (Appendix l:Tabla 1) and thla haa ra1ulted bacauaa of their awn 

aiaratary bahavlaur. 

The location of the calvin& around• varlaa batvaan yaara because of 

annual varlatiana in snov cavar. The caribou arrived on the calvin& 
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arounda of tha Porcupine llerd on 5 Hay 1974 and 12 Hay 1975 when snow 

covar vaa llaht1 thay arrived ZO Hay 1976 and 24 Hay 1973 vlth aadlua anov 

cover and evan later on 26 Hay and JO Hay vhaa vlntar snows had been 

heavy (Curatolo and Roaanaau 1977). The calvlna around of the Porcupine 

Herd Ia on the araaa of reduced anow cover aenarally 1andwlched between 

tha foothills and tha allahtly cold•~ coastal at~lp (Fla. Z). In an 

early aprlaa, aa In 1974, tha anl•ala will ba fartha~ waat and north than 

In lata yaa~a auch aa 1972 and 1973. In an ••~ly year, aora caribou will 

calve Ia the 1002 area than Ia a lata yaar. In 1982, tha aeaaon waa ao 

retarded that the herd calved In tha Yukon (AKVR Proaress Rapt FY 83·6~. 

Wa can think of tha annual varlatloaa aa cauaad by snow Induced 

llaltatlona to tha baalc apacln& antlpredato~ tactic. But within this 

tactic, to aaxl•lza the dlatanca f~o• t~•• line, tha anlaala also need 

to find brown aubatratal 10 that calvaa can ba cryptic, especially to 

avoid predation froa aoldaa aaalaa (Aquila ch~yaaatoa). Thua snow cover 

affacta tba dlatributioa within tba coaatal plain but not the overall 

realonal diat~ibutioa. 

Ya know la11 about tha axtrlnliC and aoclallzatlon factor• In tba 

••••Ina of ca~tbou la lata Juna and July than va kaov about calvlna. In 

aoaa yaar1, 1uch a• 1976 and 1981, no lara• •aaraaationa formad. But ln 

all yaarl, the aaiaa11 concant~ata on tba 1002 laad1. Tbla occu~~•d evan 

Ia 1982 vbaa tha bard calved la the Yukoa (AMYl Proaraaa lapt. FY 83-6). 

Ya alao know that tha Porcupine Hard Ia ualqua that In aoaa yaara the 

entire hard comas toaathar for a few day1 In July. Thla represent• the 

aoat apactacular •aaraaatl9a of unaulataa In North Aaarlca and compares 

favorobly with tht aure1attna of the wlldtbflste (~n~!'!.•.!!! !..•.'!!.i':~l 
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Flaura 2. Tba aaov p~oflle of no~tbaaatarn A1aaka In lata Hay 1978 (froa 

Lant 1980), 
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on the S~ranaatt. 

Initially, after calvin&, cova with thalr calvaa aroup toaathar 

In the vicinity of where the calvaa vera born (Lent 1966, Baraerud 1974b). 

This •&areaatlna repreaenta another antlpradator tactic. A caribou calf 

wUl benefit 1t there la another ani•al between itle·lf and 1 predator 

(the salflah herd concept) (Appendix II), Later, with the onset of the 

mosqultoea, the caribou in the Porcupine Hard .ova to the coaat where 

cooler temperatura• and foa provide sa.a relief. The ani•ala are uaually 

concentrated in July aouth of Barter Island in the 1002 Ianda. 

Why is this particular strip of coaat aelectad7 The anlmala may 

select the coaat adjacent to Barter Ialand limply because the core 

colvlnc areo ia near the Jaao River, hence a direct route to the coast 

leads to !orter Island. In support of this view, ln 1974, when the 

concentrated calvin& waa alona the l:atakturuk River, the post calvin& 

croupin& was at nearby Ca•dan lay. But to the contrary of this sequence, 

when the animal• calved near Harachal Ialand In 1982, they atill travelled 

up the coast after calvina to the area adjacent to Barter Ialand (AMWR 

Proaraaa lapt. FY 83-6), This fidelity to the coaat opposite Barter 

Island could be due prl .. rlly to (1) tradition and socialization, or it 

•i&ht reaalt bacauae (2) the ani .. la 11y, between the and of calvin& and 

the ... raance of inaacta, follow the arean phanolo&y waat, or, (3) the 

concentration at Barter Ialand 11y relata to aoat additiontl relief factor 

from mo1qultoaa. For exa•ple, a •••11 hard of 2000 animala on the Hudson 

Bay Coaat in Ontario aaaraaataa in July on the tidal bench•• whert there 

are lara• mud flata. In the ab1anca of vaaatatlon to hold insecta, these 

caribou probably aaln added rollef from mosquitoes. Thil samt sltu1tlon 
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may hold for the tidal flats naar Barter Island. Thua va don't know if 

the uniquanaaa of the aatherlna near Barter Island is because of its 

juxtaposition to calvin& locatlona or if the area, par se, haa its own 

spacial attraction. 

Critique of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuaa-Alaaka Coaatal Plaln 

Resource ASSISSIInt 

Hy comments are limited hera to the full leaain& option and are 

restricted to caribou. This is the worat case scenario and many of my 

com.ents will reflect my view that caribou can adapt to full leasln& and 

devalopin& if the proper miti&atin& actiona are taken. I will only discuss 

my major criticisms, which does not mean that I necessarily acree with 

sections not discussed. 

2 mile limit: On several paces It Is sucaestad that maternal cows will 

avoid a strip 2-mllaa ~fro. •ajor roads and development. This implies 

a 4-mila diaplaca•ant when both aides of the road are considered. The 

reference for thia avoidance strip is Dau and Ca•aron (1986). Based on 

thia 2-•ile rule, the report calculataa the acre•&• loat to cari~ou from 

development. Firstly, the concern ahould not be the lott acre•&• as lt 

ralataa to carryin& capacity. The cova hava not selected the coaat~l plaln 

for it fora&• raaourcea but to avoid pradatora. If volvaa travel the 

haul road, aa they did tha TAPS hi&hvay (Roby 1978) it wlll be 

edvantaaaoua for caribou to avoid the hab~tat adjacent to the road. 

Secondly, Dau and Cameron (1986) did not 1hov caribou avoidance of a 

2·mila strip on both sldes of travel routaa. Deu and Ca1aron documented 
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a 50~ avotdaaca of adjacent ~abltatl at 2 kllo•etara fro• the road and no 

avoidance at 3 ktloaatara (p. 100:Fla. 4). Thua there ahould ba 5~ 

avoidance at 1.2 allaa and!! avoldaaca at 1.9 •Ilea. Actually, "urphy 

and Curatolo (ln praaa) ahov that caribou, lncludlna cova and calves, 

resume normal foraaln& and dally actlvltles when 600 ·matara fro• active 

roada ln the Prudhoe ol1 flald. Therefore, a •axl•u• state•ant ls that 

maternal cows avoid about a 1\ •lla atrlp on each sl~a of the road; thus 

the dlsplaceaant stata•enta In the report should ba reduced substaatlally. 

If devdop•ant proceeds ln area 3 aa shown on 'paaa 7 of the 

assessment stateaent, there would be 47 miles of road in the core calvin& 

area. Va could expect maternal covs to be displaced froa an area of 141 

mi 2 or about 90,000 acres. However, the area between the tvo parallel 

roads ln the hypothetical davalop•aat would alao probably be lost. 

Parallel roads to reach dlffareat objective& ahould ba avoided. However, 

parallel roada to reach tha •••• objactlva •l&ht ba a way to re-direct 

traffic to mial•l•• dlaturbaace, dapeadlaa upoa which route hal the •oat 

caribou nearby. 

P. 28, Para. 1. "The lover levela of earlier aatlaataa ••Y reflect a 

truly , .. liar popalattoa, 1••• accurate or la11 complete Iurvey 

technlqaaa, ••• ". lacauae the Porcuplna hard aathars laona or a fav 

major •careaatlona, the ceasua raaulta of the hard by aarlal photoaraphy 

is hi&hly accurate. The hard hal daflnltely bean lacreaalaa. Thla 

increase hal raaultad fro• areater calf survival (Fla. 3). The increased 

calf survival occurred bacauaa wolvea ware reduced by rablea ln the late 

1970's and early 1980'a. Jaklechuk and associates sav considerably more 

wolve• ln 1971 and 1972 thao have been seen in recent years. 
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P. 29, Para. 4. "Acceu to lnuct·rdlef habitat and foraae ruourcu 

durlna thl1 period aay ba critical to hard productiYity.• No ona baa 

docuaentad that facundlty or calf 1urvlval hava bean affactad by failure 

to reach .oaqulto rallef habitat. Thera ara no othar lara• herd• In 

North Aaerlce that have accaaa to a fOllY coaatal atrlp. Even If the 

animal• could not uaa tha coaatal atrlp thla would only put thea on par 

vlth other herda. Nota that thara vera an excellent 59 calvaa/100 cowa 

In July 1976; In that year the anlaal• did not aaaa on the ahorae of the 

coaat. However, If caribou did •••k the foothill• for lnaact relief, 

reduced calf 1urvlval would be expected becauaa of lncreaaed predation. 

In thla paraaraph and throuahout the report, the word "productivity" 

Is used •• a aynonya for "recrul taant". Thla h an unfortunate uuc•· To 

many ecoloallu, productivity brlnaa to alnd "to produce", the dements 

of reproduction, and for othara It laplle1 bloaaaa aa Ia the tara• 

primary and aecondary productivity. The u•• of the word "productivity'' 

co••• vlth tha phlloaophy of a food carrytna capacity. For aany unaulate• 

In the lover 48 atatae (vhara thara ara no volvae) tha nuabar of youna 

born par 100 edult fa .. let doa1 vary vltb nutritional condltlon1. In 

thaaa eouthara unculataa, tha final racrultaaat aay lndaed raflact the 

Initial Yerlattona ta praanancy parcantaa••· For caribou, va ahould uaa 

tha taawa "facuadttr", "paroua parcant•a•"• or "praanancy rata" to 

de1crlbe tha laltlal nuabar of calvel/100 cove at birth, prior to 

aortallty. Tha eaphaale tharaaftar ahould ba oa docuaenttna the 1urvlval 

or ~ortallty 1t1tl1tlc•; tha final yeerllaae/100 fa .. lee paraaeter at 

12 11ontha ehould ba called "recrult•ant". "Productivity" h a catch-all 

.a.nd."l'-txl-dt._.. bu.lc .lndoculnatlon thet the ruourcu of the lind result 
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In cove balDI productlva or not productlva. Slnca fecundity 11 fixed In 

Matura caribou the aaphatlt should alvaye be on •urvlval after the calvae 

are born. 

P. 29, Para. 10. "Riparian araae era utad for u·avd corrldou ••• ". 

Thll doea not 1ound featlbla tinea volvae aleo use rlparltn areas for 

traval. Caribou In Spatalal, I.C. avoid aabu1h cover In tall vlllova 

(leraerud, lutlar and Hiller 1984). Al•o the etraa•• are In flood In 

lata Hay and early June and are not aultabla for ••all calv••· In 

Svalbard, T. Skoaland (par•· coDD.) lndlcatad that bull caribou uaa tha 

riparian coDDunltlal and flood plalnl but cove avoid theta danaaroua 

areaa. Curatolo (1985) alao lndlcatad that bull• u1ed tha riparian 

coDDunlty but cova aanarally avoid thea <••• alao Roby 1978). 

P. 108, Para. 1. "Caribou select calvlna areas because of favorable ••• 

advanced nav vaaatatlon ... proxlalty to Insect relief habitat ... ". 

Caribou only 1elact calvlna around• to eYold pradatorl (Appendix 1,11). 

The report 11 too aanaral In ullna the word "lnaact•rallaf". C::aner•lly, 

ln1act relief Ia aaaat to Include both aosqultoas and oa1trld flies, 

vharaaa tha coaatal habitats that tha caribou •••k ara to eacapa only 

ao1qultoaa. Oaatrldt do not aaaraa until lata In July, vhan tha anlaale 

have left tha 1002 landa. 

P. 108, Para. 2. "Dhplacaaant of tha PCH froa a cora calvlnl ara1 to a 

lau dallrabla area would ba axpactad to raduca productlvlty". Aaaln, 

the word 1hould not be productivity. If the davalopaent ra1ult1 In • 
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dlaplaee•eat of earlbou farther south touarda tree llne lt vtll result in 

lnenued predation (Fl&• 4) and reduced aurvhal. "Lou of t•port~nt 

habitat has been ahoun to dlreetly iapaet unaulate population• (Volfe, 

1978; SkovUn, 1982)". Thta h a aenenl aotherhood state•ent and these 

refereneea ara for unaulatea llvtna without uolvea and are not 

appropriate for the Porcupine Herd. Vhen carlbou herda inereaae they 

expand their ranae and vhea they decllae the ranae ahrinka (Jeraerud 

1980). Calf aurvival drlvea nuabera and· hence ranae occupancy. 

" ••• Vhitten and Caaeron (1985) contend that the CAH haa not experienced 

a reduction In productivity ••• beeauaa (1) the CAH haa been displaced 

fro• only a part of lts calvlna arounda; ••• ". The herd could be 

dlsplaeed froa all of its ealvtna area and attll not decline If predator 

number• vera aanaaed. The CAH herd increaaed 1972 to 1985 because of 

hl&h calf survival alnce wolf nuabera had dacliaed with devalopaent. As 

their second point, Vhlttan and Caaeron araued that the CAH did not 

decline with develop•ent becauae " ••• (2) aulteble alternative 

high-quality habitat appean available ••• ". The habitat at Prudhoe Bay 

la ao poor that Vhtta at al. (1975) calculated aoaa neaatlve aneray 

budaetl amd thouaht that the herd vae eneray•ll•ltad vhea lt numbered a 

fev thouaead aal .. ll la the early 1970'•· A&ain, the habitat vaa thouaht 

to be ao poor froa a foraae atandpolnt that Skoalaad (1980) llated It •• 

the area vith the leaat plant bioaaaa of 6 herda la the Holarctte. Yet 

today the CAH haa arova to >15,000 antaa1a. Point 2 of Vhlttea end 

Ca~eron (1985) 0 rcftrtDc•d ln the IIIISS&CDt ltate•tnt, ll an ad hoC 

hypothcala to explain avay the herd'• proaperlty Ia the face of 

~evelcprent. AI their Jaot point, Vhltten and Ca~eron felt thot theCA" 
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hu not declined vlth development because the " ••• (J) overall denalty of 

CAH caribou on their calvin& arounda la much lover than that of arctic 

herds ln Aluka". Aaein, thla reflacta Whitten and Cmeron'a doamatlc 

opinion thet foraae determines numbers. The CAH calvin& around Is about 

125 •Ilea from tree line and the PCH, only J0-40 miles. Given the much 

laraer "safe" space, the cova in tha CAH are a lao able to disperse vhlch 

11 another antlpredator tactic (Appendix II). The anJmah in the PCII 

herd, faced vith leaa apace, are more aaareaated. A&ain thia ia expected, 

lf the anlmala vera diapersed, many vould be nearer tree line and at 

greater predation rlak. Since food supplies are not limitin& for either 

herd, the areater denaltiea for the PCH are not a problem. In fact the 

•acreaatina ia • tactic to avoid predator•; vhen animala face food 

problems such aa ln the hiah arctic or on Svalbard, the aroups disperse 

and denoitiea are lov (T. Skoaland and F. Hiller, pers. c~.). 

P. 108, Para. J. "Both absolute ••• " Thla paraaraph la irrelevant. One 

cannot use density figures (see above) to argue that the PCH vlll face 

greater conaaqueacel than the CAH from development. The CAH llvaa year 

round vitb development and haa prospered; the PCH vill oaly ·be near the 

development for 2·3 moatha. Daaaitiea are fuactioaa of aggregating 

behaviour and the lover daaaitial for the CAH thea the PCH mean greater 

foraae aa vall •• laa1 apace for the PCH, aad ia ao vay algaify the 

density-dependent problema that Vhltten and Cameroa Imply. 

P. 108, Para. 4. "lllth the CAH calvinl denllty remelniy lov compned to 

other herds •••• -~·-~~':!f.._••~.'! .~?!':'!~~~'c!.t!.!•~..!.!_TUI th~Jj~ 
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result in reduced productivity hava not yet occurred, Thls 

statement is not correct; there is no habitat stress. The CAH covs 

have selected their calvin& ranae, vlth its iov plant biomasa, to avoid 

predators. Covs In other herds In North America are also prepared to 

sacrifice optimal foraaing to avoid predators (Ferauson 1982, Beraerud 

et al. 1984). 

P. 108, Para. 5. "The PCH Is much more crowded ••• " They are not 

crowded - they •aareaata to maintain maximum distance from tree line. 

P. 109, Para. 2. This paraaraph continues to discuss ~ disturbance. 

But vhat is involved Is primarily mosquitoes. Oestrid flies are not on 

the vina until the animals leave the 1002 lands. Helle in his 

publications vas primarily concerned vith outrlds and other fUu and not 

mosquitoes. To quota their work in this context of causlna mortality is 

stretching the argument. 

P. 109, Para. 6. "Fallure to obtaia nllef from insect harassment from 

either factor (barrier or displacameat) could shorten foraaina time, 

leadiaa to poorer physical condition and subaequently to lncreaaed 

suacaptibllitr to pndatioa and nducad overwinter survival." 

The 1976 and 1981 cohorts did not apparently uaa the coaat liaa for insect 

relief and thaaa cohorts did quite vall. Thaaa animal• are not oa a fine 

adaa in physical coadltioa. No one haa documented winter starvation in 

North America aa a raault of high insect yeara. llhen the insecta abate 

in lata Auauat and September, the animala are able to racoop their losses 
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and fatten for winter. Remember that the Porcupine hard has a unique foe 

belt for Insect relief that other hard1 do not have and even they (PCH) 

desert the mosquito relief habitat by mld•July. Hurphy and Curatolo 

(in presa) showed that caribou at Prudhoe Bay, away from the road, feed 

5Jt of the day prior to mosquito emercence, 4lt wlth mosquito harassment 

and 29t wlth oeatrlda on the wlna. Oestrid flies harass caribou more than 

do mooqultoas and yet PCH animala contend wlth oestrid flies wall inland 

in Auaust. 

P. 112, Para. 4. (and p. 132 as well) "These chances ••• could result in 

a major population decl•ne and chance ln distribution of 20-40 percent ••• " 

They have provided no data to show a 20·4ot population decline. Neither 

~as a concensus reached on the ma&nitude of any negative effects on the 

PCH population sin or dhtribution by the 14 specialists at the Caribou 

1mpact Analysis Workshop {ANWR) in November, 1985. I believe that the 

caribou will continua to uaa the 1002 landa with development, except near 

active roada. Evan if there waa soma diaplacement, there ls no need for 

the herd to decline if wolf population• are manaaad to provide positive 

recruitment or calf aurvival aufficiant to balance natural and huntlna 

mortality. 

P. 112, Para. 5. "The population decline or dhtributlon chana• would be 

5 - 10 percent for the CAH throuahout I u nnaa." Thera la no evidence 

to support such a decline. A chance In distribution cannot cause 1 

decline unless lt chana•• the reproductive or mortality rates. Caribou, 

even In undisturbed p~pulatlona, frequently exhibit r&cge shifts, 
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includln& araaa u~ad for calvlna. Why can't the authors ba objective? 

The empirical avldanca Ia there for all to sea; the CAH increased 

coincident with development bacauaa predator numbara ware reduced. 

How can the field flndlnaa ba twisted to fit preconceived ldaas? 

Impacts and Hltl&ation 

The one cuarantaad Impact of the development of the 1002 lands 

wlll be that cows with youn& calves wlll avoid active roads for a distance 

of >1.2 mllaa. Thla ls baaed both on theoretical conaldaratlons (Baraarud 

at al. 1984) and empirical obaarvationa {Dau and Cameron 1986). The 

loas of thia habitat will not cauaa additional atraaa on the animala 

slnca they are not nutritionally limited. Nor will activity bud&ets be 

seriously altered by development activitial {Hurphy and Curatolo in 

prasa). It mi&ht be mora serious if the animals remained near the road 

where pradatorl may travel. We do not want thaaa cowa to habituate to 

traffic because thla would auaaaat that they mi&ht become leal wary to 

their natural predators. 

An impact that miaht affect calf .urvival would be if the females 

in Hay failed to croal the aaat•waat haul road because of the traffic 

and ahiftad their calvin& diatribution cloaar to the foothilla where 

there are araatar numbara of wolval and baara. Such a barrier affect 

hal not raaultad from the TAPS corridor and haul road. The CAH animals 

have croaaad the road and ahiftad their diatributiona batvaan yaara, 

makina uaa of habitat• both aaat and waat of the corridor. Praaumably, 

these shlfta relata to anow cover (Jaklmchuk para. comm.). The PCH 

herd, since it is both mora •iaratory and laraer then tha CAH, ahould 



cross 1 pipeline-road corridor more readily than the CAH. Also, the 

PCH caribou should cross rather than be funneled by the corridor because 

caribou should not be eastiy deflected when undertaktna directional 

shifts to antlpredator and mosquito-relief habitat. 

Certainly, every effort mu1t be made to allow tho animals to 

continue to use all their potential space to avoid predators. Initially, 

until the Impact of the corridor is understood, traffic will have to be 

prohibited ln the period Hay 15-June 10 within several miles of cows 

movin& west or north towards the road. Another effort to mitl&ate the 

effect of the corridor should be to reduce its visual Impact as seen by 

animals enterinr the area (movinl north and vest). Once in the area, the 

animals will find their way out. If rampa are built they are more 

lrr.portant on the south side of the road than on the north side. Murph~· 

and Curatolo (in press) have shown that disturbance is areater when there 

Is an active road combined with a pipeline. Theoretically, tho vehicle 

appears as a predator • and the pipeline as the ambush cover. The 

pipeline and haul road should ba separated by at least 1 k• with the 

pipeline north of the road. Pipelines should be cryptic (painted aroen 

and brown), be aotioalass and scentless. 

Another potential i•pact is that the road facilities will incresse 

predator acc111 to the herd. Wolvaa caa be expected to •ova north down 

river valleys aad thea nove laterally, uslaa the road to cross rivers 

east and vest. The cows, by calvina between north-south river valleys, 

have tn the past taken advantaaa of the rivers as potential barriers to 

east-west ~oveeents of predators, espectslly since the rtver1 are In 
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access to calvina areu for predators by develop•ent (Beraerud 1985). 

Even if the calvina ani•als are displaced southwards by the 

corridor, the PCH can re .. in a viable herd·!! predator populations are 

•anaaad. It is an incradibla o•ission in this i•pact stata•ent that 

predator .. naaa•ent was not ••ntionad. The reduction of wolves ls our 

•aJor tool to i•prova calf survival. Wolves would not necessarily have 

to ba reduced on the Coastal Plain. Control operations could take place 

on the wintar ranae. The aoal would be to have racruit•ant equal 

natural .ortality + huntina .ortality, which ••ana, for the Porcupine 

hard, that about 12\ of the herd should be yearlina• ln Aprll·Hay 

(Beraerud and Elliot 1986). This oil develop•ant •ay provide advantaaas 

for predators. Once we di1turb the status-quo, we •ust be prepared to 

manaaa the predators. This .. naa•••nt ls the fall-safe position. 

I believe that the PCH will cross the haul road in seeklna mosquito 

relief alona the coast. The cow and calf that Curatolo (1986) 

radio-tracked ln the CAll herd croued the road 8 tl•as ln one mosquito 

season. Once a laraa hard starts across lt will continue even lf a 

vehicle approaches. Certainly lara• herds movina wast and north will 

h~ve to be •onitored hourly as they approach the corridor and all traffic 

halted or rerouted. However, even if the ani•als did not cross and aain 

the coeatal atrip, I believe that the hard wuould be little atfacted ln 

its vitality. 

The one fact that va cannot escape il that tha vildernesa character 

of the coastal plain vlll be loat for dacadea. The poat calvlnl 

~aareaatioa of tha Porcupine Hard 11 the aoat apectacular lara• •a .. al 

display on tha North A•arican continent. We •ust do all that we can to 
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see that thia maailna doea not beeome a memory •• did the thunderina 

buffalo herda of the plainl. The animal• should continue to ma11 In the 

undl1turbed KIC landa, adjacent to the coaat, In a wlldernesa settina. 

Beeauae 1 believa caribou can coexiat in close proximity to an 

ethical man, I look foruard to the day when 1 can 10 on a cuided tour 

down the Haul road and view thia aa1ain1 of the miahty leaions in July. 

The day will surely eome when the old rics will have been dismantled, 

the pipea ~lsassembled, the sear1 left to heel, and the wind again 

sveepa unrestricted aerou the cotton arau plainl. The caribou wlll 

still be there in uncounted numbers, eomin& as always down their 

ancestral tracks, and, we too will be there to 1ee and marvel at the 

majesties of our fellow speciea. 
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Adv1nce1 In understandlna the reproductive fltneaa of polyaynoul 

maamal1 have been rapid alnce Trtvara1 emphaatzed the different reproductive 

role• of the sexe1. The fltne11 of fe•alal 11 enhanced by endeevora that 

lncrea•• the survlvel of youna; while Mala effort Ia directed at actlvltlea 

that •a•l•lae advantaaea in lntraaexual ca.petltlon2 The1e different sexual 

•trateal•• can help Ul evaluate the relative l•portance of antlpredator 

tactic• VI optiMal for•alna prediction• ln the dlveraant behaviour of the 

sex••· The data presented hera •uaa••t fe•ala reindeer/caribou (Ran,tfer 

tarandul) of both tundra and foraat raca1 •••k anvlronalnte away fro• 

predator• at calvin& tlaa. The11 envlron•entl co .. only have lou phyto•a•s 

and late plant phenoloay. Hales, to the contrary, In the sprln& seek 

environ•entl of hl&h phytoEIII and e•rly plant phenoloay vhere they m•xlalze 

crovth 1nd condition; such location• are cenarally nearer to pred1tcr 

travel routes th1n the loc1tions the fe••le• select for calvin&. These twc 

diveraent ltrateaiea provide an explanation for aprln& •l1ration and the 

seareaatlon of the s•••• ln caribou and •ay have application to other 

un1ulata 1paclae. 

The feaale• of the tundra racae ln North Aaarlc• and the USSR •larate 

Z00-600 ka ln April and Nay to traditional calvlna arounde, &•nerally on tha 

north end of each herd'• annual ran1• (Fla. 1). The aove•ents are 

directional and.•oat i•portant, perpendicular to tha tree-line (Fla. 1). If 

the coua arrive early, they halt 1nd re .. ln until parturition. In the 

Northwest Territories, C•nada, the arovina staiOD ldvanc•• northelst In 

l•ocllnes par1llel tc the tree•llne. The ~ulll Ia& behlnd3•
4 

followin& the 

areen phenclc&y north~ At the tl01e the cahcs are born, the bulls are 

otlll >1'0 k• southwest of the cov1. For the cows farthor north, the 

if'•."-( !'l~.r. :~r!~·: ~:..:- .. 4r:• P..r:t1! .t~L"t .)\.'1"\r ~.;., c: ~ ... ~ "''"·' t~o:.r: 



A similar north•aouth proareaaion in phanoloay ia evident in Alaska, as 

wall as strona altitudinal affacta. I co•parad the dlat quality of 

saareaatad .. lee and fa .. lae at calvin& ti•• for three of these •laratory 

herda in Alaaka by •••n• of fecal nitroaan analyala. Fecal nltroaen has been 

used aa a aauaa for dietary di&aetibility and dietary protein for several 

apaciea6•9• Caribou select plants hi&h in nitroaan in the sprina10
"

11 The 

f•••l•• on the calvin& &rounds had a lower quality diet than the .. lea who 

in all three harde ware located at lower elevation• or farther south (Table 

1). Kalaa and fa•alaa did not differ In fecal nitroaan where they shared 

the same ranaa In a non·•laratory hard on the Slate Ielands, Canada (Tabla 

1). Thaaa results are coneiatant with the •aaaura•anta of wal&ht·aain and 

fat deposita that ahow .. lee raau•• positive aneray balance ln the sprlna 

prior to praparturiant fa .. laa12 •13• 

Calvin& arounda of tundra caribou ara ~ opti•u• for famalaa in recard 

to food raaourcaa or favorable weather for naonataa4•14"16 • The arounda are 

aanarally elevated uplanda vith reduced phyto••••• exposed to storms and with 

colder te•paraturea aad later phanoloay than aurroundin& local••· However, 

the calvin& locationa aaaarally have reduced aaov cover bacauae of 

topoaraphic aradiaata16•17• Thaaa bare aubatrataa provide 1 cryptic 

back•arouad for aavbora calv••· 

Thaae celviaa arouade era oaly opti•u•, I believe, relative to 

predation ritk. The •iaratory volval (~ luput) that depend on caribou 

co .. only daa aaar trae•liaa or touth of tha celvlaa around• 16 •
18

•
19

• 

Dane are rare oa calvin& arouada16 •20 , vhich have a reduced dlvaralty of 

alternative pray. Volvaa vhelp about the •••• ti•a caribou calva. When 

reach calvin& arounda. Thue believe cows should maximize thelr distance 

north of tree•llne, where wolvaa and alternative pray includln& bulla, are 

more nu•eroua. Yet feaalee ehould 10 no farther north than the locations 

that still have snow-free subatratea provldln& crypala for neonates and 

fora&lna for females. Since theta selected altea, the calvin& arounds, 

represent a small proportion of the total ranaa, females •aareaated there 

can reach densities >16 animala/~2 15 •16 • Tactice of the selfish herd may 

be a factor in this aaareaatina21 but wolvee can aurplua kill younc calves 

when caribou are abundant22 • The chief advantace of such remote locations 

is a reduced encounter rate with their major predators. wolves. 

Since about 1976, radio tranamlttera have been placed on adults In 2· 

herds of forest caribou In North America (Fla. 1) and new lnformat1or. ha> 

been secured for these leas known populations on movement• and dlstributi~n 

in the aprina. Like tundra animals, woodland females leave winter ran&es up 

to 6 weeks before parturition and travel directionally 2 to 150 k• at speeds 

of 2·9 k•/day to calvin& aitaa to vhich they subsequently return in later 

sprinaa 23"25 • Unlike tundra caribou, thaaa fa•alaa are aenerally aolltary 

and dispersed at calvlaa. 

Three patteraa of calvin& femalea have been described. (1) In 

mountainous araaa, woodland fa .. laa move upalopa and diaper••· They often 

calve above the alplae tree•lina oa brova aubatratel where the brovn c1lf Is 

cryptlc 10
•
24 • Thtae hobltlta, Ilk• tundrl Cllvin& aro~nda, have incrtased 

habltltl It lov •l•~•t!one 10 • (2) In non·•~untllnoua reaiona vlth lara• 

lo~es l~d lrthlftll&<tl, ft~lltS S<tk S~lll, SCitttrtd !slend1 for 



parturltlon, lf the aurroundlna vatara are free of lca26 •27• These females 

ra•aln on the Ialande throuahout tha sum~~ar and 10111 lelande can 

con.aquantly baco•• OYarareaad21 • (3) If neither 110uatalna aor leland refuaas 

are available, woodland fa11al11 ecattar vldaly, daaaltlal of <.05/k•Z ln 

ho•oaanaoue foralt·boa c011pl•••• have bean racordad23 •25 • 

lahaYlour pattern• c011110a to all thraa.dleparsad patterns era (1) 

fe•alea are least aaaraaatad durlaa calYlftl than durin& any other perlod of 

their annual cycle (Tabla 2), (2) fe•al11 re•aln etatlonary (hldlna) durlna 

and after calYlna, vlth ... 11 ho111 raaaas (Fla. 2), and (l) the calvin& 

locations are vldaly acattarad23• 21crta.Z). Voodland bulla, llke tundra 

bulh, ra•aln ln early araanlaa plant COIIIIunlUaa (lover elevations) vlth 

araatar phyta~~ass than calYina habltats10 •24 • 

The forest/•ountala faaalas by •ovlna upslope .. xl•lze the distance 

betvaan tha•selvaa and volvaa travallna ln the vallays10•24 • Further, 

•ooaa (Alcas alces) calve below traa·llna and are encountered flrst by 

predators •ovln& upalope aaarchlna. Cava on lalanda are axtre•ely safe 

since thay ara widely apaced acroaa barrlara and have water for escape lf 

dlacovered. Fe .. lea Ia the 110r1 southern woodland populations do not have 

aufflclaat spaca aboYa traa•llaa to •larata c011pletaly eway fro• valves 

and alternative pray (apaclaa•away), but they space-out to 110ra reaote 

habitat• 1111 tr•Yalled by predatore. ly belna rare, they should reduce 

aearchlna effort by predatora. 

Thua, I propoaa that the aYolutlonary or ultl .. te reaaon for the 

•laratlon of feaalea la not to!!!Sh a apaclflc area (the calYlna around) 

but rather to ~ their predator• behind. The proxl.,.ta raaponaa ls 

phllopatry to a ~~adltlonal calYlftl location, solitary and dlaparsed in 

6 

forest anl•ah (spaclna•out) and auuaaud and c:lu11ped ln tundra anl•ah 

(spaclna-avay). The anYlroftllantal factor• of aYallabla apace .and tha 

dlstrlbutlon of their chlaf predator, volvaa, haYa paced the dlveraence of 

these tvo tactic• of a co.-on anti-predator ltrataay. Lastly, 1 note that 

salaa (Salaa tatarlca) faaalaa alao •aka lona •laratlona ln the USSR to 

co.-on parturition altai vhara predatora are rare 29 •30 and that the sexes of 

•any other species of unaulataa are seareaatad In the sprin& at parturition 

tl••- In these inatancal, the optl•al foraalna and predation rlsk 

hypotheses should be taatad aa poaalbla explanations. 1 thank Ji• Davis, 

Patrick Valkenbura and Heather Butler for their assistance. 
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Table 2 The Mean a&&Te&ation size of spacinc-away carlbnu In Canada durin& four * seasons 

Area In NoTth Vest Sa•ple "ean AIITeaatton Sh:e 

Canada latitude lone! tude size VlnteT Calvin& s..-er Fall 

Labrador 511' 62' I loll 16.1 1.2 1~.5 

Central Ontario 411' 86' 176 2.9 -1.3__. 

Northern Ontario 53' 90' 326 11.5 1.3 1.3 9.11 

Central Manitoba 55' 101' 2l9 to.6 2.6 1.7 3.2 

tea tern Alberta 57' 113' 690 3.4 1.2 1.7 ~.3 

Western Alberta 5to' 120' 82 6.5 1.6 1.9 3.6 

tastem ll'lt. Col. 53' 120' 28/o 6.5 2.6 5.2 ~.6 

Southern Brit. Col. 52' uo• 229 9.1 3.0 6.7 b.lo 

tastern Brit. Col. 55' 121' 203 7.7 2.11 3.0 II. 2 

Vestem Brit. Col. 51o' 126' 239 10.7 2.0 7.5 10.0 

Vestem II' It. Col. 55' 128' 106 7.8 to.ll '·" '1.8 

Centra I Tukon 65' 135' 10.11 3.2 36.9 l•rK~ 

Keen t s.E. 8.3 :!: 1.07 2 .lo :!: 0.29 6.7 t 2.113 8.3 ! 1.20 

* Tabla Is co•plled•fTa. a variety of,aouTces, Teff'rences will be provided by the author upon requeu. 
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Flaure 1. The •laratlon of female• ln tundra herd1 In the sprlna 11 at ri&ht 
&,\i''" -jrc••l• C:" 

anal•• to the tree-llne. Cova return to\the northern eda• of the 

populatlon'a dlatrlbutloD and aanarally beyond the rana• of volvea that 

den at or near traa-llna (apaclna evey). lull• re•aln farther 1outh 

feediDI on eerly araenlna pleat arovth. 

Flaure 1. Five woodland caribou f••elaa returned ln aprlna •laratlon to 

lndlvlduel calvlna locetlona at hlah elevation. The cova were 

spaced-~ fro• each other and hed reatrlctad ho•e ranaea. The bulls 

vara at lover elavatlona faedlna on nav plant arovth. The cova calved 

at •••l•um dlatancea fra. alternete prey, •ooae, and volvea and bears 

huntlna at lover alevatlona. Data are adapted fro• atudlea ~Y Ed•ond• 

and lloo•flald24 ln Alberta. 
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A8$TRACT 

Survival of caribou (Ranaifar tarandu1) calva• until 4 .onth• of aae 

••• .onitorad for I yaara la 4 hard1 Ia northara lritl1h Coluabia, Canada. 

Tha chiaf cau1a of .. rtallty val pradatioa by volva1 (£!!!! lupu•) aad 

ariaaly baan (.!!!!.!!!. arctol) aad thil aortaUty vaa corralatad vtthln 

year• batvaaa all hard•. Kora aalval diad Ia yaar1 vith lata 1prin11 

vhan axtaaalva •nov patch•• r ... lnad durin& calvin& in Juaa than ia aarly 

•prlaaa vhan laraar 1aow lraa araaa axlatad. Cow caribou prior to 

calvin& and aftar birth 1ouaht to 1paca•out oa 1aov•fraa ar••• in ... 11 

•aareaation• at hlah alavatlon• abova traallna. ly balna hlah, tha 

fa .. l•• lncraa••• tha dl1tanca batva .. thaa1alva1 aad volv•• aad baar• 

travallbl vallay botto.1 11 vall •• tha aaln altaraata pray .0011 (Alca• 

~) that calvad oaly ta foraat covar at lovar alavatioal. Al1o vlth 

aarly •prlaa• tha raducad 1aov aaaat aora 1paca for dl1par1loa, Tha 

varlatloa in calf 1urvtval for J hard• ••• aaaatlvaly corralatad vlth tha 

hataroaanalty of tha ~alvlaa araa. laov covar dlaappaarad Ia 1aallar 

patch•• la aora ruaaad aouatalaa raaardl••• of 1priaa phaaoloay tharaln 

providlaa a .. ra coa1taat 11arch araa for pr1dator1 batvaaa yaar1. "ora 

ualfora aouatalnl ~~ althar axtaa1lva araa1 of 1aov covar (lata year•) 

or brova 1ub1tratal (aarly yaar1), thu• araatly varyiaa tha •paca 

pradator• had to 1aarch batvaaa yaar1. AI 1tocha1tlc varlatloa la 1aov 

covar at calvlaa tlaa altar• tha ••archlaa ablllty of predator•, tha 

aaaraaatloa ra1poaaaa of pray aad tha 1patlal ovarlap batvaaa pradatora 

and pray, It proaotal 1hort•tara 1tablllty of tha pray aad liiiiDI tha 

probability af axtlactlaao 

Dlaplaceaent and Dlaper1loo of Parturient Caribou at Calvina 11 

Antlpred1tor T1ctlc1 

A. T. leraerud, lioloay Depart.ent, Untvarllty of VIctoria, VIctoria, 

a.c., Caaada vav zyz 

I. E. Paaa, le1e1rch lraach, "ini1try of Pore1ta, Yictoria, I.C., 
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IIITRODUCTION 

A centre! probl .. In predator-prey ecolo&y Ia the behavioural 

re1pon••• of prey to tha dlatribution of predator•· Prey att .. pt to 

avoid areal where pradator1 11arch (review• by Stain 1979, Moraa 1980, 

Slh 1982) vberea1 pradatora concantrata in ara11 of hi&h pray danaitlas 

(revieva by Hassell 1971, Covia and Krabl 1979). If the predators are 

relatively aobile, the predator response 1hould doainate. But vhet 

reapon1e should doainate if both pradetor1 end prey are aobile such aa 

caribou (Raqlfer tarandua) aad volvll (Canh lupua)f Vith both pray and 

predator• aobila the ~~1pona11 could caacel each other (Sib. 1914). 

Yet another .posaiblllty could ba that tha extrinaic anvlronaent vould 

intervene, at ona ti .. favorln& the aov .. ent of tha pray yet later tha 

predator. 

Tha paradox of vhy pradatorl rarely cauae tha extinction of thalr 

prey in tha real vorld aa thay do in tha laboratory alao r ... lna of 

theoretical lntaraat. Murdock and Oatan (1975) point out that laboratory 

axpari•antal and aath ... tlcal •odallln& hava outatrlpped eaplrlcal flald 

atudlea. Piald atudlea in turn hava ••phaalaad iavartabrata iyat ... 

vhara tha predator ia aenarally aora •obila than tha pray. Further, 

Murdock and Oaten in thair raviav atata (p. 13) " ••• va have no 

·explanation for tha atablllty of ••t ayatlla ••• ". Thh atudy ahould 

contribute to pradatioa•ltlbility tbaory aa it partalaa to a hl&hly 

aoblla, ..... 1 predator-pray ayat11. 

Va atudiad a volf-bear (Unua arctoa) cadbou-aooaa (Alcaa ~) 

ayate• in northern lritlah ColuDbia fro• 1976 to 1913. Praanant caribou, 

ln thla 1 yat .. , leava valley bottoaa which ara travallad by volvea and 

beara Juat prior to ealvln& and dlaparta Into aountalnt aa an 

antlpredator taetlc vhlll nonproductive caribou remain et low elavatlona 

(Baraarud end Butler 1971, Hetler 1912, Baraarud et al. 1914, P•&• 1985). 

Tha calvaa of cowa thlt aovad to valley botto•a ln June auffared areetar 

aortellty froa wolf end baar predation than tho11 that atayed hl&h 

(Bnaerud.!! .!!· 198'). Va hypothulaa that tha aucc111 of tha predator 

avoidance 1trateay dependar ln ordar of laportanca, upon (1) the dlatance 

that the feaalea can 1paca fro• tha travel route• of predator• and 

alternetlve prey (dl•plac•••nt), (Z) the dl1per1lon of the cov1, and 

(3) the extent of cryptic brova apaca (1nov frea ereaa) available for 

dlaperalon and cryp1la. Tbe aaln alternative prey, ao011, 1catter into 

forest cover at lover elevation• at calvin&• The behavioural response 

of predatora lookina for caribou in turn ahould vary vith the apace they 

must aearch a1 it affect• the relative profitability of buntin& moose or 

caribou. 

METHODS 

Caribou ln nortbara Britiah Coluabia traditionally aather on the 

plateaua above tiaber•line In the fall prior to breedln&, allovlna a 

naar•coaplata aerial can1ua. Pour harda dllcu•••d In areat11t detail 

ara (1) Spat1i1i • th111 aniaal1 conareaata on Caribou Mountain and 

nearby To•la• Mountain (approx. 57'30'1, 128'V, aea Boon1tra and 

Sinclair 1914)1 (Z) Laval Mountain • 58'30'1, 131'V, (3) Kavdy • 59'N, 

131'V • thaaa aniaal1 elao •aar•aate near Badaan Point 59'N, 130'V and 

.(4) Horseranch- 59'15'R, 128'30'V. All tha harda calve hl&h ln the 

mountolna. The dlatonca between calvin& locatlonl l1 approxlm~taly 80 



ka batvaan Laval and Kavdy, 240 ka batvaan Kavdy and Spatalzl, 200 k• 

batveaa Laval ead Spataiai, and 15 ka batvaaa Kavdy and lloraaranch. 

Horaaranca vaa an axparioantal population vhara volvaa vera reduced for 

3 yaara (1971, 1979 and 1980) (laraarud and llllot 1986). 

Va .anltorad tha • ..._, IUrvlval of calva1 ln thaaa four harda fro• 

1976 to 1913 to lnvaatiaate factor• liaitiDI population incraaaa. Our 

baalc technique va1 to aaaaura racruitaant vhan tha nav aanaration vaa 

14 aontha-of·••• in tbe laat vaek of Saptaabar and tha flrat vaak of 

October. If a helicopter vaa available tha aniaal1 vera claaalflad •• 

to calvea, cova, aad bull• and recruitaeat vea boaed oa calvaa/100 ~. 

If only a flxed-vlna eircraft ••• evallabla caribou vera claaalfied only 

aa to calvea, lara• bulla, and othera 1 and racrultaant vaa boaad oa tha 

parcantaaa of calvaa of total ani .. la. ladlo•tracklDI lavaatlaatlona by 

Hatler (1985) have abo~ that .. 111 and f ... lea ara laaat aaaraaated at 

thla tlaa ia tha annual cycle. 

To dataralna the cauaaa of aarly aortallty calva,c3 daya old vera 

captured and radlo•aqulppad vlth collara that aant a aortallty alanal 
~ 

lf the calf vaa aotlonlaaa for >4 houra. Tan calvaa vera .anltorad at 

Spataiai ln 1979 1 a late apriDio and 23 calvaa vera aonltorad at Level 

"t· ln 1910, an early eprlna. Tha oelv11 var1 valahad and notal tekaa 

on tha'blrth 1lta end tba raualoa aequanca vlth tha diD. 

At Spatalal la 1977 aad 1979 1 va claaaiflad tha reproductive atatua 

of fa .. laa (l 2 yaara) froa tba around ln Juaa by praaanca or abaanca of 

a diataaded udder and vhathar a calf vaa at heal, r ... laa vera alallarly 

aaaraaatad froa a hallcoptar at Laval "tn. ln 4 yaara, froa 1971 to 1911 

at tha and of calYlDI about Juaa 10. 

A metaroloalcal 1tatlltlc va1 needad 11 an lndax to tha percantaaa 

of oountaln llopaa covered vlth anov durlna cal~lna ln early June. Va 

vlahed to quantify tha extant of cryptic backarounda (brown aubatrataa) 

available for tha dlaparaloa of expectant faaalaa apaclna-out froa 

predatora. 

and 1978. 

Landaat aatallita photoarapha vara avallabla only ln 1977 

Cloud covar obacurad tha around la lata "ay and aarly June ln 

the other yeara. Our prlaary lndea val tha April 1 vatar equivalent of 

1nov pack oeaaured at Deaaa Lake, I.C. (58' 26' M, 130' 01' V). Ve had 

to uae the Aprll 1 atatiatlca alnca Deaaa Laka, at only 820 • alavatlon, 

never had anov reaalnlna by June 1. Deaae Lake la vithio 100 ka of the 

mountain• uaad by all but the Horaeranch feoalea. ln 1980, a nev •nov 

atation vaa aatabliahad in the Eaclenalt "ountaln• (57' 37' H, 129' 01' 

V) at an elevation of·1540 a. Soaa faaalal that aaare1ata ln the fall at 

caribou "ountaln calve in tha Eaalanaat lana• at elavatlona of 1400 • and 

above (Hatler 1912). ua coaparad thaaa Juaa 1 vatar aquivalant readlna• 

from tha Eaalanaat vith calvaa/100 faaalaa froa 1980-83. 

A 1101onal anov atatlatic that va uaad to aauaa tha overall aevarlty 

of tha vintar vaa tha avera&• aaov depth reaalnlna at the end of each 

oonth. va coabinad tha raadinaa fro• 1tatlona at Daa1e Laka, l1kut and 

Caaslar. 

Tha wolf population near LaYal "ountain vaa canauaed ln 4 vlnterl 

fro• 1977-11 by D. Hatler (leraarud and Elliot 1986). At Spatal1l volvea 

vere eounted ln the wlntar of 1977-78 (leraerud and lutler 1978) and 

l[l!n in 1979·80 (Pale 1985). 



RESULTS 

Annual va~latloa la calf aurvlval 

Va found that the~• vera la~a• anaual varlattoaa batvaaa yea~• la 

the parcaataa• of calvaa la the three control harda and thaaa va~tatloaa 

v•~• co~~alatad (fil• 1), Thaaa va~lattoaa bald vbatha~ ~acruttvaat val 

axpraaaad •• atthar the parcaatae• of calvaa of total aal .. la or •• 

calvaa par 100 f ... laa·(rta. 1). Thea• varlatloaa vera aot a~tttfacta 

of aaapllaa ••~• va aeaerally ••araaatad calvaa aad adult• ta Sat or 

.. r• of the aattre aatl .. tad population ao that parcaataa•• dtffartaa 

by )3~ vera atltlatlcally dlffaraat baaed oa flalta atltlatlca. 

The 1•~1• aaaua1 va~latloaa Ia racruttaaat vera aot explained by 

ch•aa•• Ia reproductive rat••· The •••• parcaataa•• of f ... laa (! 

Z-yaar-of-aaa) atvtaa ~lrth to calvaa la 5 yaara vaa 84 ~ Z.6~ (CV • 

only 8~) for Z of the atudy harda (Fll• Z). 

Hovavar by Z vaakl after tha flrat calf val bora la th••• Z harda 

th•~• vera oaly 38 ~·1.5 calvaa pa~ 100 r ... l•• (CV • 54~) or a ao~tality 

~ate of 55~ by 1-Z vaakl of Ill• Va could aot flnd thl bodlaa of the 

•iatlDI calvaa and feel that the calvaa v•~• coaplataly aataa by beara 

aad volvaa. Aa aaelylll of tha acau of baara aad volvaa ahovad ;;t.at 

they coatalaad hoof and akull fraa•aata of calve• auaaaatlDI lOat 

utlltaatloa of calf care••••• (Paa• 1915. laraarud aad !lltot 1986). 

Tha aajor cauaa of death of calve• la that~ flrat auaa•~ ta 

l~ltlah Coluabta vaa pradattoa by baara and volvaa. Va docuaautad thia 

-by obaarvtaa predator chilli (laraarud at al. 1914) 0 1cat analyala 

(Paaa 1985) aad aa axpart .. at ta vblch volval vara raaovad at Horaaranch 

(laraarud and llllot 1916), Vhaa va vlaltad tha altaa vbara tha 

s 

radlo colla~ed calve• died ue aanerally found only tha blttea collara, 

calf halr. aad ... u plecu of akla (Paaa 19U). Paa• (1985) eatlaated 

that probably 12 of tha 17 daatha of calvaa vtth ~adtoa va~• due to 

predation. 

One hypotheala va conatdarad vaa that the vlablllty of calvea 

hence their auacaptlbtllty to p~adatloa. could vary depandtna oa the 

pravtoua vtntar'a aavarlty aad aatarnel nutrltloa T ·~ • o ~• coat~•~• the 

34 youaa calvaa va captured· atruaalad .vtaoroualy aad aaaarally valahad 

8-9 kl vhtch ta approxt .. taly 3 ka l~•atar than calvaa ta the A~ctlc 

(p•~•· fllaa). Thera vaa ao atanlflcaat dlffaraaca la the vel&ht of 

<1 day old calvea betvaea 1979, a hard vlatar and lata aprtna. and 

1980, a atld vtnter aad 1 ••r Y aprtna (8.0 ~ 0.75 va. 9.3 ~ 0.55 k&. 

t • 1.45, D • 16). •· 

An analyala of variance of the •••n vlatar anov drptha and the 

parceataa• of calvaa la the harda la tha fall fo~ ~11 population• (the 

th~•• control popul.ctoaa and Horaaraach vhara volvu had bean reaovad) 

VAl •lantftcaat cr • 4.Z6. Z4 df. p • 0.0161). Hovava~. thl influence 

of the expe~laeatal riDoval vaa alao alaalflcaat (F • 3,10. 1 df. p • 

0.097).· That ta. Horaaraach. Ia coatraat to tba control hard•• had 

practically the •••• proportloaa of calvaa reaa~dla11 of anov dapthl In 

3 vlutara vhaa volvaa vera ~aaovad (16 7 17 z 16 t•) • • • o • "' Ylo &raatly 

reduced parcaataa•• vhaa volvaa vera p~•••at (6.3. 10.9, 4.Z aad 6.at). 

The slanlflcance of anov cove~ ou calf pa~cautaaea vaa l•provad vlth the 

·re~oval of the variance froa th111 three experlaental eoho~tl (f • 8.09, 

P • 0.0097). The interaction of control and axparl&rntal p~pulation1 

~&I not li&nlflcant (f • 0.2193), Thul, VI rejected thl hypothllll 



tbat va~latloaa Ia aaov cova~ actlaa th~ouah aata~l coadltloa aad 

aaoaata viability ••~• tha explaaatloa of va~latloa Ia calf au~lval oa 

tba thna coat~ol a~ua. Ia tba abaaaca of volvaa tbara ••• Uttla 

effect of veatba~ oa •-~ calf eu~lval. 

Va could aot axplala tha aaaual va~iatloa1 aor tha corralatioaa ia 

the aaaual 1urvtval of calvea batveea populatioaa oa tba baala of chana•• 

Ia tha abuadaace of p~edatora or altaraatlve pray. Va aav a~laallea 

huatlaa calvea Ia all r••~• v. ware Ia tba flald. Thera vaa ao obvloua 

chaaaa Ia bear abuadaaca. Tha ... bar of volvaa caaauaad la tha vlata~ 

adjaceat to Laval Houatala ••~•a 1977-71, 49-541 1971-79, 43-44+; 

1979-10, 44•46 aDd 1910·11, 46-50+ (lara•~ud aad llllot 1916). Va 

counted 72 volvea Ia Spatalal 1977-71 aDd 43 volvaa la 1979·10. Tha 

eatlaated aooaa deaaltj aaar Laval Houatala vaaa Jaauary 1979, 0.34/~-z. 

Kerch 1910, 0.24/~-2 aad February 1911, 0.111~·2 • Noaa of tba value• 

vera nathtlcally dUfaraat (llltot .!! .!!• 1914). Tha aoo1a population 

au~ the Horaaraach&aaaa, alao ahovad ao ltatlatlcal dlffa~eace In tvo 

Wiater COUftUI 1979 0 0.30/~ • 2 
0 aad 1910, 0.41/~ • 2 (llltot _!! .!!• 1914) • 

lvaa tf tba~a vera chaaa•• la a.abara of predatora aDd/or altaraative 

p~ey, they could aot axplata tha aaquaaca of ruaa Ia calf racrultaeat va 

aaaarally aoted froa 1977 to 1913 (Fla. 1). Hooea, volvaa aad baa~a, do 

aot hava llfa hlatory paraaatara that vould altar thalr auaberl quickly 

eaoup to Ill raflacted Ia tba aaaual parturbattoaa la tba eu~lval of 

cadbou calva1. 

Soov cover and 1u~lval 

Tha a11aual chaaa .. Ia calf 1urvlval vera correlated vlth the exteat 
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of the snov pack of Deale Lake on Ap~ll 1 (Fla. 3) and Ia the !aalenett 

Houatalae on Juaa 1 (Fla. 4). Calf au~vlval va1 hl&h•~ follovln& lp~ln&a 

(1971, 1910 end 1913) vlth ~educed aaov cove~ thaa Ia yea~• vlth .are 

IDOV COYI~ ID the ap~IDI (1976, 1977, 1979, 1911 IDd 1912). 

Ve tried to co~~ect the vate~ equivalent ~••dina• at Deale Lake for 

1ub1equeat aelt f~oa Ap~ll 1 to June 1 Ulloa the aeaa dally teaperature. 

Hoveva~ theae co~~ectlonl did not lap~ove the co~~elatloa betveea the 

Ap~ll 1aovpack aad calf •u~vlvel ahova Ia Fla. 3. In fact, the aeen 

Ap~ll·Hey teap~ratu~el ve~a aea1tlv1ly cor~1leted vlth the April 1 vater 

equivalent readtaa1, r • -0.729, a • a. 

In 10 early 1priaa the extent of aelted area1 II considerably areater 

thla la a late 1p~taa (Fla. 5). Hence pa~turleat cova c1n dltplace and 

disperse theaaelve1 f;~the~ into the aountelaa avay fror the travel 

routea of volve1 end beers (flal· 4, 5, Table 1). The •••a aroup size 

of cov1 vltb calve• vaa lela thaa that of aalaal1 vlthout calve• (Fla. 

6) 11 expected f~oa'a dlape~aal to acatte~ed aaov-free areal at hl&h 

elevatlonl. 

Tha aaaual varlatloae Ia calf pe~ceateaea vlthla each of the l 

coat~ol ha~l VII corralatud vlth topoa~aphy. Vbea tha aouatalnl vera 

uplifted aa la Spatal1l (heteroaanoua) the variatlona in annual 

rac~ultaeat ••~• laae than vhan tha aountelnl ••~• volcealc (aore 

hoaoaeneoua) 11 at Level Hountaln (Fla. 7). The topoa~aphy at Horaeranch 

vaa also uplifted 1nd the coefficient of va~lltlon In recrultaeat for the 

· 4 lUU vi thout control vu 41t. 

The topoaraphy should affect sncv accumulation and residual anov 

ccver at calvin&. The ~n~ulatln& topoaraphy at Laval Hountala vould 



provide .ora wlad awapt aurfacaa and avaa accuaulatloaa of snow than 

would tha .ora abaltarad laadacapaa at Spatal&l. Thua in an early 

year the patchaa of brova aubatrata would be laraar at Laval Mountain 

than Spatal&l (Fla. •> which would require that predator• aaarch 

laraar araaa to locate caribou (Fla. 9). 

DISCUSS tOll 
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Tha aaxtaua kllllaa rata of a aaarchlaa predator ahould depend on 

tha product of tbraa fuactloaas ~ rata at vhlch tba predator aacountara 

aroupa of pray, the rata of datactloa of aroupa of·varloua alae, and the 

probability of a auccaaaful capture of a calf fro• a aroup oaca detected 

(Taylor 1981), llata~l cowa ahould taka actloaa to reduce tha success 

rataa of wolvaa aad bean. in ancouatariq, datactlq, aad capturlna 

calvaa. 

Tactica to reduce encouatara (Dlaplac .. aat) 

la1ardlaaa of anup alae, cova la aouatalaa appear to apace 

thaaaalvaa aax~ .. lly froa predator travel routaa alona water couraaa 

(Bnaand .!!. !!• 1914, ldllollda aad Blooaflald 1984, Hatler 1985). This 

apaclaa abould alao· raaova thea fro• aooaa that ara calvin& la foraat 

cover at loval' aluatloaa aad .. 11 carlbou faadln& at lover elavatlona. 

Thaaa atrata&laa abould lacraaaa aaarchlaa tlaa and deer•••• encounters 

.vlth pradatora prlaarlly huntln& aooaa aad nonproductive caribou (Fll• 

9). 

The aoY .... tl of cova to alplaa habltatl to avoid pradatora 

raaultad la thaaa caribou aralln& 1a habltata whara tba va1atatlonal 
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, 
phenoloay vaa several weeks delayed compared to that alon1 vatercoursea 

at low elevations (cf. !dvarda 1983). Thla aelactlon of antlpredator 

habltata that are auboptlaal for foraalnc la vall llluatratad by 

aatelllta photoaraphy (Fla. 5). At the time of the photoaraph, on 

l June 1978, tha cova had dlaparaad away·froa tha foreat habltatl and 

ware located on the hlaheat bare apota lmaadlataly below the snowline. 

Tha croa1 hatched araaa (orlalaally red on the Laadaat photoaraph) 

repreaent new, areen, fluahlna vaaatatloa, aoatly willow (~ app.) 

alona water cour111 at alevatloaa below 600 m that tha caribou have juat 

left. Thia nev, areen &rowt~.la hlahly autritioua and a preferred food 

of caribou lathe sprin& (White!!!!· 1975, Skoaland 1980, Boertje 

1981, Beraerud !!!!· 1984). 

This altitudlnal'shlft is contrary to Klein's (1970) view that 

caribou follow altitudinal aradleata coincident vlth plant phenology to 

· optimally fora1•• Cow caribou ln Brl thh Columbia do move hi&her tn the 

aprln1 but thla tak•• them away fro• the moat nutrltloua food, to 

habltatl where predation rhk 11 reduced (Beranud.!! !!· 1984). 

Tactlca to reduce detection (Dlaparaioa and Crypala) 

Caribou that calve ln foraat cover are vldaly dlaparaad tn 1mall 

~ with cowa frequently alone ·(shoaamlth 1972, Fuller and Keith 

1981). Theaa , .. 11 aroupa ahould reduce conaplcuouanaaa. In thla 

study, the mean &roup alza of 1roup1 vlth calvaa present vaa 2.4 (a • 

·52) at Level Mountain (calvea excluded). 

The aroup size of covo vlth calvea dld not chana• between 2 yeara 

ln thll study do,plte variation ln tho apace for dl1par1loa (Table 1). 
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Thta conatant aroup alae auaaaata an ovarrtdtaa aaad to ra .. tn 

tacoaaptcuoua. If aroupa ai&a tacraaaad there would be 1 •ulttplicattva 

loaa of crypata bacauaa of the need for cova and calvaa to co..uaicata 

for.tdanttftcattoa. Va noted that vhaa barraa·around caribou ~v• in 

lara• aaaraaatloaa calltaa la coatlnuoua. laara ta the Arctic appear to 

orlaat to thaaa vocaltaationa (para. oba). 

Cova vera aaaarally on the aouth aida of ~uataiaa with laraar 

araaa of brown back&rouada than north alopaa (Fta•· 5, 9). Additionally, 

the pravailtaa aoutharly vtada carried tha acaat of caribou to htahar 

topoaraphy and away fro• the lover alavattoa vhara wolvaa vera ~r• 

co-a (laraarud .!! .!!• 1914). 

Cova vtth calvaa ta tha ~uatataa vera alao aadaatary. Fiva cova on 

U•bach Kountala at Sp•tatat ra .. tnad there an avaraaa of 6 ~ 2.1 daya, 

vharaaa I fa .. laa ta the valley botto• frequented by wovaa atayad there 

only Z.9 t 0.1 daya (laraarud .!!.!!• 1914). Reduced •ov .. ant ahould 

reduce encounter ra~a vtth ~bile pradatora, tf aa appropriate tnttlal 

location haa bean choaaa that •tat•i••• aacouatara vlth thoaa predators. 

!nhanc .. aat batva .. •ulttpla pradatora, rather than lntarfaranca, 

ahould occur la thia ayat... Any htdlftl cov•calf patra fluahad by a 

predator would baco.a ~r• coaaptcuoua to other pradatora, alnca the 

fluahad caribou would la•v• acant tralla and croaa snov covered araaa. 

loth baara and volv11 bunt by aaarcbtaa lara• araaa and can run faatar 

than a youaa calf la rouah terrain, haaca, the htdtaa tactic would be 

1artially abroiatad by a functional predator raaponaa. 
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Tht chance of beln1 captured vh1n discovered should decline vlth an 

incua11 of aroup aha becau1a of 1hand•rllk, •utual viallanca, and 

i•proved lead tl•• for ••capt (laraerud 1974b), The Idea that an ant•al 

ls aafar vhea lt can kaap another anl .. l batvean lt11lf and ttl predator 

(the ••lfiah herd concept) Ia nov vall recoaniaad (Villtaaa 1964, 

Ha•iltoa 1971, Vttteabaraar 1911). However, cova vtth youna calve• tn 

lritllh Coluabta never fora lara• herda 11 i1 co-a for •iaratory 

caribou. This IUIIIIta that ta the abaanca of co•pleta diaplaceaent 

there ia a need to r .. ain inconapicuoua and eacape detection rather 

than to depand on eludtaa capture after discovery. Maternal cova vere 

eapeclally alert. Ve noted on aeveral occaaiona that in an adult aroup 

vhere there va1 only one calf, it vaa the •other of the calf that 

reaalned atandla& vheA the hard bedded. These •ateraal cov1 alao enca1ed 

tn the •oat frequent "look•upa" vhen the aroupa fed. 

If cova aaareaated, lt •taht tncreaae the auccaaa of capture by 

predatore. One behaviour of baar1 and volvaa ta to chara• harde, cava 

and calvaa, ta the coafuaioa, have little tt•• to rafore •ateraal·flllal 

paira (para. oba., r. Millar, para. co ... ) and calvea can be left behind 

elthar eleapiaa or dlaortaatad fro• thatr da••· In the ••all aroupa tn 

lrltlah Colu•bta fe .. laa dld not taka flt&ht untll they had their calf 

at heel. Tha cove aanarally knew vhera the calf vaa bedded and vera able 

to reunite quickly vhea ruehad by a predator. 

£!.n..!ral 

lie co•·rare the rrto:ary tactlcl of moou and caribou to counter the 

succtll of aoblll predatora, auch 11 btara and volvaa ln Tabl• z. Soaa 
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f~equent •~••• vh•~• the .. jo~ alte~tive p~ey of .aoae are ~•latively 

ecarce (full•~ and Keith 1981, lla~a•~ud !!!!· 1984, H. CUIIIlnaa, para. 

coa~~. ). If p~edatora hunt baaed on p~ofitability theory (loy ... 1970) 

than the ~-out anlaala caa reduce eacounte~ ~ataa if they are acarce 

eaouah to ba unprofitable to aaarch fo~. Aaaln, the baaic at~ateay ie 

to ~educe eacouate~ rat••· 

A lara• aai .. l auch •• caribou, evan if fairly c~yptic (Fi&• 8), 

vlll have a difficult tt.e aYOidia& detection if it ia.vithia the aanaory 

raaa• of predato!• in the open. Hov.Var, vi&ilaaca caa provide a long 

lead ti•• and a reaaoaabla probability of eacap•'lf detected. The 

ani .. l can thea .. ke a rapid 110va to a aav hidiaa area where there are 

fav predator• and poaalbly aaaia eacape encouaterlaa predator• for ao•• 

tiae befo~• bela& radlacovered. 

Hooaa, contrary to caribou, appear to rely aora on evoidin&' 

detection than on apaciaa to avoid ancountara1 cowa hide thai~ calves 

in fora1t cover (La;t 1974) and defend their calvaa (Tabla J), Hoose 

1hould alao benefit fr011 reduction• tn kill ~ataa when caribou ata 

co11110n, 1inca caribou calvaa ara •uch aaalar to kill than 11001a calves 

(Haber 1977), Volvaa .., avitch fr011 110oaa to caribou vhaa caribou are 

coa~~oa (Holle..a and ltaphaaaoa 1981, Ja••• 1983). Predator• would not 

aearch for both pray aiiiUltaaaoualr bacauaa of their dlffaraat habitat•. 

Thua, thia 2 apaci .. pray ayat .. ahould have araatar atability than a 

caribou oaly ayat•• coaalataat with theory (South-d 1975, Murdock and 

·oataa 1975, Haaaall 1971). 

The atudy axtaadl tha prlacipla, th1t habitat hltaroaaaalty pro11ota1 

atabillty in prad1tor-pray ayataaa (Huffackar 1958, Murdock and Oaten 

caribou population• aga~egata at calvin& and othe~s, such aa thosa in 

northern llritllh Colu11bia, spaca-out, The anreaatin& ca~ibou are ,f 

•iarato~y, usually •ovlna sava~al hundred kllo11etera no~th of tree line 

p~ior to parturition. Volvaa &•nerally dan near traa line (Kuyt 1972, 

Jacobson 1979, Fleck and Gunn 1982), thua, aaareaetiona on c•lvina 

arounda take place in an area of lov volf nu11bara (Keleall 1968, Hiller 

and llrouahtan 1974). Ve term thia diaplaca11ant reaponae, epacina-avay. 

For miaratory cove, the tactic• of aharina•riak, increased vlallance and 

svarmln& vould not 1uffice if the •aJo~lty of the volve• followed the 

caribou to the calvin& grounds. The few wolvee that are present on 

calvin& arounda are able to kill calvee at aurplua levale (Hiller!! !!· 

198,). Hiller!! al. (198') have eaea one volf kill three calves in 6 

minutes of huntin& on'a calving a~ound. Handliaa time il not a restraint 

in the functional response. The p~imary antipredator tactic of these 

miaratory cowl is di•placement to reduce the encounter rate• vith 

predator•, •any of Which ~••ain farther lOUth vith alta~tiva prey, 

includin& bull and yaarliaa caribou. 

If the•• lara• harda alao diaplayad diaparsion they would be 

1catterad nearer to tree line and abroaate the value of dlaplaceaaat. 

Spaciaa·avay 11 1101t affective by balna aaaraaatad. It 11 the lara• 

space of the Arctic above t~•• line that per~~ita the apaciaa·away option. 

The caribou that •pace-out ~ather than 1pace-avay are the •ore 

1edentary woodl1nd caribou. They do not have 1ufficiaat apaca above 

'tree line for complete dilplaeo£ent; this incomplete diaplacemant hal 

load to disperllon. Some herd• even scatter in tree cover but the 

caribou in thil ttudy Spiced-out in tha ope~. Both aroup• that lpace-out 
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1975), to •obiia va~t•b~ataa. Ca~ibou population• co .. oaly ahov little 

population chana• vhaa calf racrute.aat aquala 10·121 of the hard 

(la~a•~ud 1974a, ••~a•~d and Elliot 1986). The •••a pa~caataa• of 

calvaa fo~ all th~•• of ou~ control atudy a~eaa vaa 10·11\ and the ha~d• 

chaaaad little f~o• 1980 to 1913 (laraarud and Elliot 1986). Hovavar, 

the ••an annual daviationa fro• 10\ vera only 3\ at Spataiai va. 6\ at 

Laval and Kavdy. The .a~• topoaraphlcally diva~•• Spataiai vlth anhancad 

patchinaaa had the .oat atabla rac~uit•aat of the three atudy •~•a• 

(> topoa~aphy, > patchiaaaa, > atability). 

Danaity iadapaadaat atochaattc va~iatloaa aucb aa aaov cove~ 

intuitively ahould not ba atabiliataa (Haaaall 1971), Hovava~, 

atochaatic va~iattoa .. Y ba laaa daatabiliaiaa than ti•• laaa (la~tlatt 

1957, Hay 1973). Thera have baaa loaa p~adator-pray oaclllatlona in our 

ayata• (leraerud and Elliot 1986) end in other northern ca~ibou•volf 

ayata•a (Skooa 1968, Haba~ 1977), Thaae oaclllationa appear to raault 

.ora fro• a nu.a~i~al predator raapoaaa than fro• chana•• ln functional 

raaponaaa (Skooa 1961, Haber 1977), Saov cove~, aa lt affacta relative 

prey danaitiaa (heaca aaarchiaa tiea and efficiency), appaara to cauaa 

coaaldarabla annual variatioaa in calf aurvival about loaa-t•~ danalty 

traada. Thua the atochaatic variation adda aoiaa to the ayat••· But 

alao, aaov cover variaa the diataaca betvaaa the aubhabltata of eooaa and 

caribou, tberaia varylaa travel ti•• and huatina profitability (proaotaa 

avitchiaa) for pradatora. la the aaaaa that thla atochaatic va~lation 

·altara the aaaraaatiaa rapaoaaa of pray and the apatial overlap of 

predator and pray, it pro.ataa ahort·t•~ atability and laaaaaa the 

poaalbillty of extinction (Haaaall and Hay 1973, Hurdock and Oaten 1975, 

Southwood 1975, laddiaatoa.!! .!!.· 1971). 
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Duxlluqr Pn••• 

Tabla 1. Co•parlaoa of tha locatloae of famalea at calvlna tlae on Level 

llouotala between e June vlth below nor•el aaov and a year vlth 

averaae 1aov coadltloae. 

Displaceoeat and 

Dispersion, 1roup1 

vltb & vlthout 

cal val 

lleaa elevation (a): 

Vlth calvu 

Ho calvaa 

Avera1• dlataoca fro• 

volf rout•• (ka): 

Vltb calvu 

No calves 

lleaa au•bar 

adulta/anup• 

Vttb calv•• 

No ca1Ya1 

1
t • 2.,99, • c o.os 

2
t • z.4,6, • c o.o, 

Extent of 

lelow Nonal 

10 June 10 

•••a j: S! 

1703 :!: 44.7 (16) 

1,96 :!: 31.7 (14) 

17.4 :!: 1.19 (16) 

13., :!: z.z, (10) 

t.t :1: 0.37 (11) 

,_. :!: 0.95 (13) 

Snow 

Averaaa 

9 June 11 

•••a :!: S! 

Ull :!: 47.3 {13) 

1481 :1: 29.3 C'1) 

13.2 :!: 1.22 (13) 

12.6 :!: 1.26 (16) 

Z.O :!: 0.49 (U) 

z. 7 :1: 0.39 (11) 

Dlfferencu 

1980-81 

1701 

108 

0.1 

1.1 



Tabla 2. Tactic• to ~aduca the ~ata of p~adation. 

Tactic• to Iaduca• 

Spad.. and 

a~ouptaa-

~--.. -_.. :-
HOOII dllpanad 

Ca~ibou •••~•aatad 

(lp&ead•avay) 

~~~ibou diap•~••d 

• in opaa 

(apaud-out) 

-.... 

::--4 . . -~ .. 
Cadbou df.a•••••"_ 

in fonn 
(lpaead•out) 

~ 

Spua-out, 

uaa hlaada 

"'·~at• • .., 
h•·pcada-8ca 

& altuutlva 

pcay • f.ncludiq 

aoacalvf.q 

cadllou, r ... in 

aoblla 

Space ava:r hoe 

travel couta1 of .. 
volva• & altar• 

habf.tata vlth 

low auabua_ of 

predatOra & ~ 
altaraa~fwa pray, 

r ... l! .. fed-'ar:r . 

Duaction 

lata 

.... · - .- .. .-.~.:..:,. 
U1a focaat cOYII' . 

C1ptun 

lata 

- ilafand calf, 

& htcie calf Ue COVI~ aDd 

· f. ob1tacla1 

Calva on b~ova 

•ulllt~at••• 

1p~ad-out 

llrf.afly at 

p~arltlon 

Calva on bun 

IUblt~ltllt 

"'"lpaced•out ln 

fon1t covar 

- -r-- -· 
Sllara-~llk & 

YillliDCI plUI 

1!fl~iftl 0 lon1 
flu1h11 

laaain 

Vlllllnt fo~ 

lona lead tlaa, 

flaa uphlll 

U1a cover & 
pradato~ obata· 

ba~d•n 

26 

ust or rtcuus 

Fi1u~• 1. Annual va~lation1 In tha percental• of calva1 of total anlaall 

1urvayad ia tha fall. 

fl1ura Z. Daclina tn calva1 pa~ 100 faaalal (! 2 yaarl) Z vaak1 after 

birth. 

Fl1ura l. A coapa~t•on of tha parcantaaa of calval In tha fall and the 

•nov pack <•• .. of vatar aqulvalant) in tha praviou1 April at 

Dea11 Lake, 

Fl1ura 4. A coaparlaon of the al1vatlon of cov1 vith calvaa in June and 

calvea/100 faaalaa in the fall fo~ ca~ibou at Caribou Mountain 

(Spetalzi hard) vlth the vatar equivalent of the •nov pack on June 

1 in the Ea1laneat Houatalaa vha~• the•• caribou aava birth. 

(Elevation of cov~ froa Hatler 1985), 

Fiaure 5. A satellite photoaraph (1:500,000) 1hovin1 1nov cover at Level 

Mountain on Juaa l, 1977, a relatively lata year, coaparad to June 

l, 1978, an early r••~ (501 1••• 111ov). The hatehad area indicataa 

nav 1raan vaaatation, ao1tly villov. Cov location• v•~• not 

available fo~ 1977. 

Fi1ura 6. The a~oup ai1a of ca~ibou at Laval Hountaia ia 3 yaar1 oa 

Juaa 7•9, 

Fi1ura 7, Tha topoaraphical p~oflla of the th~•• 1tudy a~•••· The 

araph1 ia the uppa~ ~i1ht coma~ a~• tha chronoloar of calf 

percent•&••· Parcantaa•• areata~ thaa 101 are liated •• plua and 

tho•• below are ntaativa. Calf survival varied aora vith ooderata 

relief at Level than at Sfat•lzi, vhera the toroar•phy ••• oore 

ruued. 



Flau~a S. Tha volcanic •ouatalna at Laval Hountaln (above) wa~a •ora 

uadulatlaa, with raducad aaow cover, coaparad to tha uplifted 

aouatalaa at Spatalal (below). Tbaaa aouatala ca~lbou ara qulta 

brown, blaadlaa with b~ova aubatrataa but coat~aatlaa with whlta 

backarouada. 

Flaura 9. Spaclaa .. dal. (a~va) Vhaa caribou a~• apacad-out and total 

auabara ara low lt la aot profitable fo~ a pradato~ to aaarch for 

caribou. Vhaa caribou •~• aaaraaatad aad total auab•~• are hlah 

pradato~~ know whara tha anl .. la ara and aa lac~•••• Ia danalty doaa 

DOt raault la an lauaaaa Ia aaarchlftl effo~t. (below) Snow c:ovar c:aa 

alta~ tha apace fo~ dlapa~aloa and can chana• ralattva daaalttaa 

aad tha aaarchlaa effort of pradatora. Ia an early aprlaa caribou 

can dtaparaa htake~ lato the aouatataa and away fro• altaraata pray 

and the travel ~outa of pradatora la vallaya than Ia a yaar with 

araatar aaouata of aaow la Juaa. Ia lata aprtaaa wolvaa daaaad oa 

Laval Houatata,but probably aot ta early aprlaaa (1978 aad 1980). 
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ATTACHMENT E 
TESTIMONY ON THE 

DRAFT LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
"ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, 

COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT" 
Anchorage, Alaska 

Presented by the Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA) 
January 5, 1987 

I am Tom Cook, Alaska Exploration Representative for chevron 
U.S.A. Inc. Today I am appearing before you on behalf of the 
Alaska Oil and Gas Association. AOGA is a trade association whose 
member companies account for the majority of oil and gas explora
tion, production and transportation activities in Alaska. Let me 
say at the outset that AOGA strongly supports the Department of 
Interior's proposed recommendation that the entir,e "1002" area, 
also known as the Coastal Plain, be authorized for oil and gas 
exploration and production. We have restricted our comments today 
to three aspects of the "1002(h) report", but will submit detailed 
written comments on the entire report before the January 23, 1987 
deadline specified in the Federal Register Notice. ' 

Mr. Mike Bradshaw of conoco will first address the national 
interest in developing the petroleum resources discussed in 
Chapter VII, then Mr. Mark McDermott of ARCO will comment on the 
biological content of Chapters II and VI. I will conclude our 
statement with comments on the recommended stipulations applicable 
to the area, together with an endorsement of the proposed full 
leasing Alternative A selected for recommendation by the Assistant 
Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks, William P. Horn. 

comments on National Need for Oil and Gas (Chapter VII) 

Thank you. For the record, I am Mike Bradshaw, Operations 
Director-Alaska for Conoco Inc. There are many factors that are 
relevant in determining why opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to oil 
and gas leasing, exploration and production is in the national 
interest. 

The u.s. is rapidly depleting its domestic reserves of oil 
and gas. 

Domestic crude oil production from existing fields is fore
cast to decline from the 8.9 million barrels per day average 
in 1985 to 6. 2 million barrels per day by 1991, if prices 
remain at $15 per barrel. current domestic production has 
already fallen to about 8.5 million barrels per day. Dome
stic production is forecast to fall as low as 4 million 
barrels per day by the year 2000. 

currently Alaska supplies our nation with approximately 20% 
of the total u.s. production. 
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Barring new domestic discoveries to replace depleted 
reserves, and assuming the demand for petroleum does not 
increase, the u.s. may need to import 12 million barrels per 
day by the year 2000. Thus, without significant new dis
coveri~s, our nation could be dependent upon foreign sources 
for 60-75% of its demand, within the next 10-15 years, almost 
double the present level of dependency~ 

currently the u.s. consumes more than 25 percent of worldwide 
petroleum production even though it has less than 4 percent of 
proven worldwide reserves. Policy decisions which slow or pro
hibit replenishment of domestic reserves only exacerbate this 
problem. Opportunities to explore for and develop new reserves 
must be forthcoming. 

As we have seen in recent years, the u.s. is vulnerable to serious 
supply disruptions because of its dependence on foreign oil. 
Foreign sources of petroleum are concentrated largely in the 
Middle East where two-thirds of the proven reserves of the non
communist world exist. saudi Arabia alone possesses over one
fourth of the free world's reserves. Increased future dependency 
on these politically unstable Middle Eastern areas is highly un
desirable from a national interest viewpoint. 

As domestic production continues to decline, and imports continue 
to rise, u.s. vulnerability to supply disruption will increase. A 
reliable domestic energy supply is a key factor in maintaining a 
viable foreign policy. 

It is in the national security and economic interest to encourage 
exploration for new domestic reserves wherever the potential 
exists, on the Coastal Plain of AtiWR and other promising areas. 
Any decision to delay that search is a step toward increased 
dependency on foreign supply. Lead times to develop frontier 
Alaska oilfields are very long, typically 10 to 15 years from 
discovery to first production. If a major discovery were made on 
the Coastal Plain today, first production would not be likely 
before the year 2000. 

Increasing consumption, decreasing domestic production, and rising 
imports, coupled with delay in opening promising new areas to 
exploration and development are all factors which collectively 
will contribute to the likelihood of a future energy crisis. 1986 
was a year of drastic change throughout the oil and gas industry. 
Exploration is currently at a near standstill, marginal and 
uneconomic fields are being shut-in, and research and development 
have been drastically reduced. Continuity of exploration and 
development are necessary to replace depleted reserves. Delays in 
the exploration process today will cause greatly reduced future 
production. 

Those who oppose oil resource development argue that the reserve 
potential of the coast a 1 Plain may represent only a few months 
supply of oil to the nation. This statement, though misleading, 
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illustrates very well the significance of such a reserve if it is 
discovered and produced from the Coastal Plain. A few months is 
indeed significant when compared on the same terms with the 18 
month supply in the largest oilfield ever discovered in llorth 
America - Prudhoe Bay. But, the statement is misleading for two 
very important reasons. First, no oil field can be fully produced 
in a few months. Prudhoe Bay, for example, may produce oil and 
gas for at least 30 years. Second, the statement assumes a 
reserve estimate which would offset total daily consumption rather 
than an offset to imports during the life of the field. From a 
national security perspective, offsetting imports is a more 
important comparison. Prudhoe Bay, on average, could offset 
approximately 13% of foreign oil imports for 30 years (assuming 10 
billion barrels recoverable reserves and 7 million barrels per day 
imports). 

The report estimates a 19% chance of finding economically recov
erable oil on the Coastal Plain. This promising outlook for 
success helps explain industry's high interest in exploring the 
Coastal Plain because it is a ten-fold increase over the ntatis
tical industry success rate in Alaska. Historically only one out 
of fifty, or 2%, of the exploratory wells drilled in Alaska has 
ever resulted in a commercial discovery 

Economic benefits of further North Slope development to the nation 
are extremely significant. In addition to the direct benefits to 
the State and Federal governments from bonus payments, rentals, 
royalties, and taxes, the discovery of large new reserves would 
significantly reduce oil imports and the associated national trade 
deficit. Nearly half of the u.s. trade deficit today results from 
imported oil. 

Oil development on the North Slope of Alaska has provided hundreds 
of billions of dollars to the u.s. economy, representing a benefit 
to all of the 50 states. Therefore, petroleum development from 
the Coastal Plain, especially on the order of magnitude of Kuparuk 
or Prudhoe Bay, would promote economic development not only within 
Alaska, but also throughout the United States. Jobs would be 
created as the demand for goods and services increase and the 
positive impacts would be felt well beyond the petroleum industry. 

If highly prospective areas such as the Coastal Plain are placed 
off limits to petroleum exploration, the nation may experience a 
future energy crisis which will make the 1973 embargo and the 
1979-1980 price escalation seem mild by comparison. 

In summary, we believe it is clearly in the national interest to 
open the Coastal Plain of ANWR to leasing and development. 

I will now turn the microphone to Mark ~lcDermott with ARCO who 
will comment on the biological aspects of the draft report. 
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Biological Review Comments 

My name is Mark McDermott and I am a Senior Environmental 
Coordinator for ARCO Alaska, Inc. Following a detailed review of 
the LEIS Chapter II Existing Environment and Chapter VI 
Environmental Consequences, the Alaska Oil and Gas Association 
strongly endorses the DOI recommendation to lease the entire 
"100~" Coastal Plain area for oil and gas exploration, development 
and production based on the following points and conclusions: 

Prudhoe Bay Region/TAPS 

Often the National Environmental Policy Act (!I EPA) -mandated EIS 
process tries to predict environmental consequences of new 
developments with little or no previous field experience to guide 
the predictions. Clearly, for the ANWR Coastal Plain, test cases 
have already been run at Prudhoe Bay, Kuparuk, Milne Point, 
Lisburne, and Endicott, and with the Trans Alaska Pipeline. 
Collectively, the experience of the regulatory agencies and 
industry is summarized in the LEIS on page 2: "The evidence 
generated during the 18 years of exploration and development at 
Prudhoe Bay indicates minimal impact on wildlife resources. 
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that development can proceed on 
the Coastal Plain and generate similar minimal effects.• 

Furthermore, we support the statement, also on page 2 of the LEIS, 
that "Most adverse effects would be minimized or eliminated 
through carefully applied mitigation, using the lessons learned 
and technology acquired from development at other North Slope 
oilfields and frol'l the construction and operation of the Trans
Alaska Pipeline system (TAPS)". 

Indeed, we would like to point out that all of the dire predic
tions of environmental degradation made 15 years ago, prior to the 
construct ion of TAPS, have subsequently been proven to be un
founded. The predicted demise of major caribou herds, deteriora
tion in water quality and major losses of habitat simply have not 
occurred. Instead, the development of Prudhoe Bay and the TAPS 
have allowed Alaskans to enjoy economic prosperity in harmony with 
a high quality environment and thriving wildlife populations. 

National Environmental Policy Act 

We understand that the draft document is a legislative EIS largely 
following the requirements of the national Environmental Policy 
Act. We would like to point out that many of the environmental 
consequences predicted to occur for the 5 alternatives appear to 
be based on •worst case• evaluations. In April 1986 the NEPA-EIS 
guidelines ~1cre changed from requiring a •worst case• assessment 
to one of "most likely to occur.• We feel that many of the major 
conclusions of significant effects carry the earlier •worst case• 
M;sessment to an extreme and thus we ask that the authors re
consider many of their conclusions in light of the "most likely to 
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occur" assessment of impacts. The standard for the "most likely 
to occur" case exists in the experience from other North Slope 
oilfields. Many of these specific points will be detailed in our 
written comments. 

caribou 

We agree that caribou, both from a standpoint of numbers and 
distribution, is the specie most likely to encounter developmental 
activities in the "1002" area. The LEIS quote from page 6 states 
that "Changes could include displacement and reduction in the size 
of the Porcupine Caribou Herd. The amount of reduction and its 
long-term significance for herd viability is highly speculative" 
(emphasis added). We ask that these acknowledged qualifications 
be presented throughout the environmental consequences section to 
ensure that all readers of the document are fully aware of the 
highly speculative nature of some of the hypothesized impacts. 

carrying Capacity 

In the management of wildlife populations, the concept of habitat 
carrying capacity is key to defining management goals. It is an 
established fact that the Porcupine Herd does not approach the 
carrying capacity of its range. Indeed, former Alaska Fish & Game 
Commissioner, R. Skoog, in his Doctoral dissertation (1968) stated 
that "It seems likely that the Alaskan caribou population has 
remained far below range carrying capacity an"d that the total 
habitat has never been fully occupied. In reality, caribou 
populations seem to have maintained densities much lower than the 
maximum dictated by food alone, and hence the reduction in total 
range becomes less meaningful." Thus, we agree with the conclu
sions that habitat is not currently limiting the growth of the 
Porcupine Herd and that the small loss of habitat represented by 
likely development in the "1002" area will not impact growth or 
productivity of caribou. Consequently, we disagree with the 
speculation that a keduction of caribou population is likely to 
occur as a result of small reductions in habitat availability and 
value. 

"Core Calving Area• Concept 

Significant year-to-year variability in calving distribution has 
been recorded for the Porcupine Herd all across the Arctic coast 
from east into canada and west to the Canning River. Concentrated 
calving has been observed across the entire so-called core calving 
area during only 5 of the past 14 years. Therefore, calving 
habitat is more appropriately represented as a true continuum 
across the Coastal Plain including portions of the Arctic coast 
outside the "1002" study area. The Porcupine Caribou Herd has 
demonstrated numerous times in the past, including this past year, 
that it can and will successfully calve miles from the (quote) 
"core calving area" (unquote). Thus, the "unique and irreplace
able" nature required for designation as Resource Category 1 does 
not apply. 
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While AOGA embraces the responsible use of mitigation procedures 
in the Arctic, it is inappropriate to emphasize habitat loss alone 
without consideration of actual effects or lack of effects on 
wildlife populations from development. 

Muskox 

We feel that the conclusions regarding potential impacts of 
development on muskox are unnecessarily severe and unfounded. 
While it is true that very few data characterizing muskox res
ponses to oil field development are available, it is also' true 
that the muskox have shown ready adaptability to human presence 
and have even been semi-domesticated in several areas. This 
adaptability to human presence will significantly reduce the 
•worst-case" conclusions stated in the LEIS. 

~lammalian Species 

We feel that it is important to point out that the remaining 
mammalian species including moose, dall sheep, wolves, arctic fox, 
wolverines and brown bears are present on the Coastal Plain in 
relatively low population densities or for relatively short 
periods during the year. Thus, we support the conclusions of 
minimal or negligible impacts on these species. 

Fishery Populations 

We support the conclusion that only minor to negligible effects on 
coastal fishery resources or fishery habitat will occur. Experi
ence at Prudhoe Bay and Endicott has provided a significant volume 
of data to support this judgment. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 

We also support the conclusions of minor to negligible impacts on 
endangered and threatened animal species such as bowhead and grey 
whales and the peregrine falcon. We feel that the transient 
nature of their presence on the Coastal Plain and the history of 
developmental interaction in the Prudhoe Bay field clearly demon
strate the lack of meaningful impacts on these species. Regarding 
the plant, Thlaspi arcticum, we feel that conclusions and set-back 
stipulations based on the presence of this specie are overly 
restrictive because the plant has not been determined to be 
threatened or endangered. 

Recreation 

We would like to underscore the extraordinarily low use of the 
Coastal Plain as a recreational area. History indicates that only 
a small number of individuals have actually utilized the Coastal 
Plain for recreation in the form of hunting, fishing, camping or 
hiking. It is extremely expensive to reach the area: a trip from 
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the contiguous states costs thousands of dollars and requires an 
air charter flight to reach the Coastal Plain. Wet and moist 
ground conditions make hiking difficult during the 8-10 week 
"summer.• Extreme cold and darkness during most of the year 
further reduce recreational use of the Coastal Plain. For most of 
the year this is an extremely harsh and hostile environment. 

While there is no reason to believe that leasing and development 
would lead to a permanent loss of aesthetic values, over 30 miles 
of Coastal Plain from the "1002" area east to the canadian border 
are already classified as wilderness, thus pres~rving the com
plete spectrum of arctic ecosystems represented in the Arctic 
Refuge. 

Summary 

Before I ask Mr. cook to conclude our statement, I would like to 
acknowledge the 5 years of extensive field investigations, data 
collections and analyses by over 50 trained professional scien
tists, including wildlife and fishery biologists, botanists, 
zoologists, chemists, geologists and resource specialists who 
contributed to this draft report. We consider the factual basis 
for the scientific analysis to be adequate and the conclusions to 
be reasoned. However, we cannot support some of the speculation 
on environmental consequences found in the report which result in 
an over estimation of potential impacts. 

Concluding Remarks 

As previously stated AOGA supports the full leasing of the ANWR 
Coastal Plain under reasonable measures for environmental pro
tection. Except for a few provisions, the proposed stipulations 
found in the report and the land use stipulations found in the 
Agreement Between the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation and the 
United States of America (incorporated into the report by refer
ence), appear reasonable. The proposed mitigation measures are 
generally consistent with current and proven industry practices 
for the protection of wildlife and the environment. The applica
tion of reasonable mitigation can ensure that development is 
conducted in a manner compatible with the purposes of the Refuge 
and ensure that no unnecessary adverse environmental impacts 
occur. Our written comments will address in detail, those mea
sures that we believe are unduly restrictive. 

AOGA strongly endorses Alternative A, full lea~ing of the "1002" 
study area, as the most acceptable alternative consistent with the 
national interest. Alternative B, partial leasing, is based on a 
speculative premise that a traditional core calving area exists 
and is necessary for the maintenance of a healthy caribou herd. 
This has not been demonstrated in the scientific literature and 
there is a large body of data which indicates otherwise. Alter
native c makes no positive contribution. Surface and regional 
geologic information already confirm that the area has oil poten
tial. The amount can only be verified by on-structure drilling. 
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stratigraphic type drilling is an unnecessary duplication and its 
surface impact would be in addition to that eventually required 
for on-structure wells. Also, Alternative C would just be another 
delay in the eventual production from the area. Neither Alterna
tives D, no action, nor E, wilderness designation, would determine 
whether or not substantial petroleum reserves exist in the "1002" 
study area. Alternatives D and E preclude reasoned planning and 
would 3eny the nation the positive benefits that could come from 
oil and gas production on the Coastal Plain. 

We fully support the proposed recommendation on page 169 which 
contains the following statement: "even though the billions of 
barrels of oil reserves have been brought on line and the infra
structure developed to bring that oil to U.s. markets, the fish 
and wildlife resources of the Prudhoe Bay area remain extremely 
healthy. The Central Arctic caribou Herd has increased substan
tially during the period that development has occurred within the 
heart of its range. Estimated at about 3,000 animals in 1972, the 
herd now numbers more than 13,000. Similarly, important waterfowl 
species continue to successfully nest and rear their brood within 
the developed area. Although circumstances within the "1002" area 
may be somewhat different, the evidence derived from the Prudhoe 
Bay experience leads one to be quite optimistic about the ability 
to explore for and develop the hydrocarbon potential of the "1002" 
area without significant deleterious effects on the unit's wild
life resources.• 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 
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I am Wayne Smith, District Manager of Amoco Production Company and 
President of the Alas!<:a Oil and Gas Association (AOGA). I am 
appearing before you today on behalf of AOGA which is a trade 
association whose member companies account for the majority of oil 
and gas exploration, production and transportation activities in 
Alaska. AOGA strongly supports the Department of the Interior's 
proposed recommendation that the entire "1002" area, also known as 
the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), 
be authorized for oil and gas leasing, exploration and production. 

Currently, Alaska supplies our nation with approximately 20% of 
its total domestic production. Lead times are long in frontier 
Alaska regions--at least 10 years from discovery to first pro
duction, but more likely to extend as long as 15 years in the case 
of the ANWR Coastal Plain. Without significant new discoveries, 
our nation could be dependent upon foreign sources for 60-75% of 
its petroleum needs within the next 10-15 years, almost double the 
present level of dependency. 

Production from existing Arctic Alaska oil fields Which are 
presently being produced at about 1.8 million barrels per day will 
begin a precipitous decline by 1988. It is a matter of technical 
certainty that the present level of production from Alaska's north 
Slope will decline to about 500,000 barrels per day by the year 
2000, earliest date by which new production from the ANWR Coastal 
Plain would likely be available. 

If highly prospective areas such as the Coastal Plain are placed 
off limits to petroleum exploration, the nation may experience a 
futurE' energy crisis which will make the 1973 embargo and the 
1979-1980 price escalation seem mild by comparison. 

Increasing consumption and rising imports 
domestic reserves and production, coupled 
promising new areas to exploration and 
factors which collectively will contribute 
future energy crisis. 

along with decreasing 
with delay in opening 
development, are all 

to the likelihood of a 

The resource assessment contained in the draft LEIS for the 
coastal Plain supports our view that the area may contain 
significant reserves. The Coastal Plain has great potential for 
making a substantial contribution to our domestic energy supply. 

Even the most optimistic production scenario will physically 
utilize only a very small area of the Coastal Plain. The very 
small area which would be affected by discovery and development of 
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1 or 2 giant oil fields should be balanced against the very strong 
contribution to the national interest that such discoveries could 
represent. 

Our industry has demonstrated its compatibility to explore for, 
develop, and produce oil in the Alaska Arctic without significant 
adverse impact on wildlife and the environment. The dire predic
tions of environmental degradation and harm to wildlife made 15 
years ago, prior to the development of the giant Prudhoe Bay field 
and the construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline have proven to 
be unfounded. The predicted demise of major caribou herds, 
deterioration in water quality and major losses of habitat simply 
have not occurred. 

Instead, the development of Prudhoe Bay and the Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline have permitted the production of 5 billion barrels of 
much needed oil with minimal environmental impact. During the 15 
year period of development wildlife have thrived in the midst of 
oil field development and evidenced by the fact that the Central 
Arctic Caribou Herd has grown from about 3,000 to a population now 
estimated at over 13,000 animals. 

With regard to the issue of protecting the Porcupine caribou Herd 
which uses the coastal Plain on a seasonal basis, there has been a 
development since the issuance of the draft report which I would 
like to mention. On December 3, 1986, the United States and 
canada have devised an agreement for the management and conserva
tion of the Porcupine Caribou Herd. This agreement which also 
involved the native subsistence users of both the Canadian and 
American Arctic assures that appropriate steps will be taken to 
guarantee the well-being and preservation of the Porcupine Caribou 
Herd. In view of this development, the final report to be sub
mitted to the Congress should be revised to reflect this new 
measure of protection afforded the Porcupine caribou Herd. 

I would like to acknowledge the 5 years of extensive field 
investigations, data collections and analyses by over 50 trained 
professional scientists, including wildlife and fishery biolo
gists, botanists, zoologists, chemists, geologists and resource 
specialists who contributed to this draft report. We consider the 
factual basis for the scientific analysis to be adequate and the 
conclusions to be reasoned. However, we cannot support some of 
the speculation on environmental consequences found in the report 
which result in an over estimation of potential impacts. 

Except for a few provisions, the proposed stipulations found in 
the report and the land use stipulations found in the Agreement 
Between the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation and the United 
States of Amer lea (incorporated into the report by reference), 
appear reasonable. The proposed mitigation measures are generally 
consistent with current and proven industry practices for the 
protection of wildlife and the environment. The application of 
reasonable mitigation can ensure that development is conducted in 
a manner compatible with the purposes of the Refuge and ensure 
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that no unnecessary adverse environmental impacts occur. Our 
written comments will address in detail, those measures that we 
believe are unduly restrictive. 

AOGA strongly endorses Alternative A, full leasing of the "1002" 
study area, as the most acceptable alternative consistent with the 
national interest. Alternative B, partial leasing, is based on a 
speculative premise that a traditional core calving area exists 
and is necessary for the maintenance of a healthy caribou herd. 
This has not been demonstrated in the scientific literature and 

·there is a large body of data which indicates otherwise. Alter
native c makes no positive contribution. surface and regional 
geologic information already confirm that the area has oil poten
tial. The amount can only be verified by on-structure drilling. 
Stratigraphic type drilling is an unnecessary duplication and its 
surface impact would be in addition to that eventually required 
for on-structure wells. Also, Alternative C would just be another 
delay in the eventual production from the area. Neither Alterna
tives D, no action, nor E, wilderness designation, would determine 
whether or not substantial petroleum reserves exist in the "1002" 
study area. Alternatives D and E preclude reasoned planning and 
would deny the nation the positive benefits that could come from 
oil and gas production on the Coastal Plain. 

AOGA's expresses its full support of the Department of the 
Interior's proposed recommendation to Congress which states 
• ..• even though the millions of barrels of oil resources have been 
brought on line and the infrastructure developed to bring that oil 
to U.S. markets, the fish and wildlife resources of the Prudhoe 
Bay area remain extremely healthy. The Central Arctic caribou 
Herd has increased substantially during the period that develop
ment has occurred within the heart of its range. Estimated at 
about 3 1 000 animals in 1972, the herd now numbers more than 
13,000. Similarly, important waterfowl species continue to 
successfully nest and rear their brood within the developed area. 
Although circumstances within the "1002" area may be somewhat 
different, the evidence derived from the Prudhoe Bay experience 
leads one to be quite optimistic about the ability to explore for 
and develop the hydrocarbon potential of the "1002" area without 
significant deleterious effects on the unit's wildlife resources". 

Thank you for the opportunity to present this statement. 
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Paragraph 2 correctly points out that wide year-to-year variations 
in calving distribution can occur due to weather influences and 
the arrival of spring snow-melt. This acknowledged effect of 
weather further erodes the core-calving area concept and points 
out the wide annual variability and adaptability of caribou. 

Paragraph 3 clearly shows this annual variability. During 1983, 
1984, and 1985, calving estimates varied from 74\ to 35\ and 82\ 
respectively in the "1.002 area. These data clearly show the 
adaptability of the PCH to yearly variations in weather conditions 
and point out that calving distributions do vary widely. 

Therefore, we ask that conclusions regarding the relative impor
tance of the Jago highlands as a core-calving area be de
emphasized throughout the report. 

Page 29, paragraph 3: Similar to calving distribution, caribou 
d~monstrate wide variation in their selection and use of insect 
relief habitat. Although many groups move towards the coast, the 
report correctly points out that many also move to higher foothill 
and mountain areas for relief. We feel the report does not 
sufficiently recognize the wide variation in acceptable insect 
relief habitat, and thus places undue emphasis on the coastal 
areas. we also point out that the Prudhoe Bay development pads 
and roads have actually created insect relief habitat and have not 
prohibited CAH access to coastal areas for insect relief. We ask 
that this section clearly point out the favorable experience at 
Prudhoe Bay. 

Page 27-33, Other mammalian species: Population size and distri
bution data for other mammalian species in the 1002 area are 
summarized as follows: 

Species 

Muskox 
Moose 
Dall Sheep 
Wolves 
Arctic Foxes 
Wolverines 

Brown Bear 

Population Density in 1002 Area* 

Approx. 476 individuals 
Does not exceed 25 
Very rare 
Does not exceed 5-10 animals 
Common with annual fluctuations 
Few-accurate figures are 
unavailable 
Approx. 108 bears 

* Population density statements taken from 1002 report, pages 
29-33. 

As can be clearly seen from these data, very few individuals of 
these species are found in the 1002 area. We ask that the report 
conclusions be strengthened to point out the e~tremely low density 
of use for these species, and thus the low potential for any 
impacts on these species due to development. 

Page 34, paragraphs 3 and 4: The report does not consider the 
results from the highly successful 1986 whaling season. During 
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this season, Kaktovik took 3 whales and Nuiqsut took 1 whale. 
These successful hunts took place while offshore drilling and 
drillship activity were allowed to occur during a portion of the 
fall bowhead migration. We feel this experience clearly documents 
the compatibility of offshore drilling activity with subsistence 
whaling. 

We ask that these data be added to this section of the report. 

Page 43, column 1, paragraph 3: "The 1002 area has received no 
industrial use other than oil and gas exploration under the 1002 
program.• 

Reindeer herding and commercial whaling were practiced in the early 
part of the century. 

Page 45, column 2: Statistics on recreational use of the 1002 area 
seem unduly inflated. Permit data on file with the U5FWS indicate 
that 1983, 1984 and 1985 had only 6, 33 and 33 permitted users 
respectively for the 1002 area. Additionally, it is not clear 
whether the "less than 3000" recreational visits per year include 
the "Kaktovik residents also engage in snowmobiling• or not. If 
so, the number is deceptively large. · 

We ask that these figures be included in the report to emphasize 
the low frequency of recreational use for the area. 

Page 45, column 2, paragraph 5: "The Arctic Refuge is the only 
conservation system unit that protects, in an undisturbed condi
tion, a complete spectrum of the various arctic ecosystems in North 
America.• 

There is ample evidence in the report referring to recreational and 
subsistence use of the area to show that the area is not 
undisturbed. 

Page 46, column 1, paragraph 2: "The 1002 area is the most biologi
cally productive part of the Arctic Refuge for wildlife and is the 
center of wildlife activity on the refuge.• 

This statement is contrary to the wildlife population data cited in 
the preceding parts of this chapter which point out the relatively 
low abundance of Wildlife species and the relatively short period 
of use of the 1002 area. We suggest deletion or at least clari
fication and quantitative justification for this statement. 

Page 46, paragraph 3: This paragraph acknowledges the esthetics 
of the coastal plain area but fails to recognize that the 
easternmost portion of the ANWR coastal plain has similar 
aesthetics and is currently designated as wilderness. 

Even with full leasing under Alternative A, this 30 miles of 
coastal plain from the 1002 area east to the canadian border and 
further into Canada will remain as wilderness, thus preserving the 
complete ·spectrum of arctic ecosystems represented in the Arctic 
Refuge. Furthermore, we believe that leasing and development will 
not lead to a permanent loss of esthetics. 
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CHAPTER III - Assessment of Oil and Gas Potential 

Page 49, column 2, paragraph 2: "These 26 prospects were subjected 
to technological and economic conditions to determine the degree to 
which their resources could be recovered, resulting in estimates of 
conditional economically recoverable resources.• 

It should be recognized that these technological and economic 
criteria could be different for different lessees, resulting in 
variable reserve estimates, high and low. 

Page 49, column 2, paragraph 2: "It is estimated, if there is 
economically recoverable oil present (the chance of which is 
estimated to be about 20 percent), ••• • 

This estimate is misleading to those who are not familiar with 
typical industry risk and success ratios. While a 20% chance might 
be considered unfavorable to others outside the petroleum industry, 
it is an excellent chance from an industry standpoint. The record 
in Alaska shows only 1 out of 10 exploratory wells drilled en
counters any hydrocarbons at all, and of those that do, only 1 out 
of 5 finds a commercial field. Hence, out of 100 exploratory wells 
drilled, only 10 would encounter oil. Of those 10, only 2 would 
have discovered economically developable field~. This represents a 
2 percent chance of success compared to the 20 percent mentioned 
above. In other words, 20 percent represents a considerable 
increase over past industry success in Alaska. 

Page 51, column 1, paragraph 4: "However, the estimation of recov
erable resources was limited to those prospects (all structural) 
which can be identified and delineated with reasonable degree of 
certainty, and which are physically large enough that they could 
reasonably be expected to contain commercial quantities of oil." 

A reserve estimate based on these criteria should represent a 
minimum. Recoverable resources from stratigraphic traps could be 
considerable since many of the plays identified on p. 63-67 are 
stratigraphic in nature. Further, the minimum economic field size 
would be expected to decrease as infrastructure from larger fields 
is developed. Prospects that were deemed too small to be econo
mically viable on their own may come into play later on in the 
development cycle. Additionally, all of this discussion precludes 
the uncertainty of oil prices and the effect of price fluctuations 
on the economic viability of any prospect. 

Page 54, column 2, paragraph 1: •rf most of the Ellesmerian rocks 
are missing in most of the 1002 area, the assessment number would 
be reduced considerably. Drilling of one or two wells in critical 
areas would resolve this question.• 

Although the drilling of one or two stratigraphic wells would 
provide additional geologic detail, it only prolongs the process of 
determining and evaluating the resource potential of the Coastal 
Plain. The level of geological information currently in hand is 
sufficient to begin an exploratory phase of drilling on the Coastal 
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Plain. As exploratory wells are drilled to evaluate oil and gas 
prospects, stratigraphic information will be obtained to updnte 
resource and reserve estimates. 

Page 58, column 2, paragraph 6: "No prospects were adequately 
resolved within the detached and highly deformed ~1esozoic and 
Tertiary rocks. • ... •structural analogs in canada - the Alberta 
disturbed belt - and in the r~ontana-Wyoming thrust belt suggest 
that the probability of traps occurring in the subsurface in this 
structural setting is high, although determining their location on 
the basis of existing seismic data is difficult.• 

These statements indicate that the resource estimate might actually 
be higher than what is stated in the report. , 

Page 61, Table III-2: Data on Petroleum Prospects in the 1002 
Area. 

The data presented in the Table indicate that many of the prospects 
have been identified by only one seismic line. It is 
difficult, if not impossible, to identify the areal extent of a 
prospect from only one seismic line. Hence, the reserve estimates 
for these prospects could be understated. 

Page 68, column 2, paragraph 4: "The PRESTO model also allows for 
input of a minimum economic field size. Any field smaller than 
this economic field size is not counted in the prospect or area 
conditional resource estimates.• 

The economical viability of small fields should improve as the 
infrastructure is developed for larger fields. To exclude the 
reserve potential of smaller fields strictly by size does not 
seem reasonable. 
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CHAPTER IV - Development and Transportation Infrastructure 

The scenarios for exploration, development, production and trans
portation set forth in Chapter IV are realistic and reasonable 
descriptions of how petroleum development and operations may be 
conducted on the Coastal Plain. We believe that Chapter IV is 
responsive to Section 1002(h)(3), which requires an evaluation of 
the effects of further oil and gas exploration, development, and 
Section 1002(h)(4), which requires a description of transportation 
facilities. We offer the following comments and suggestions .qp 
the contPnt of Chapter IV: 

Page 75, column 1, paragraph 3: "Without exploratory drilling as 
a confirmation and delineation tool, all estimates must be con
sidered uncertain.• 

We fully support this important caveat. Drilling an adequate 
number of exploratory wells is the only means of"' reducing the 
inherent uncertainty of the estimates which form the basis for the 
scenarios described in Chapter IV. 

Page 75, near top of column 2: "Specific locations and sources of 
water and gravel for exploration and development activities have 
not been identified; and it is understood that these resources, 
especially water, are not readily available on the 1002 area.• 

Throughout the "1002" draft there are numerous references to 
gravel and water shortages with the implication that there are no 
known ways in which these resources can be obtained in quantities 
sufficient to support development and operations. We believe the 
report overstates potential problems in obtaining needed water and 
gravel. 

With regard to the availability of gravel, it is acknowledged on 
page 20 of the report that "The valleys of larger streams are 
underlain by large quantities of coarse sand and gravel". Further, 
data available from the drilling of thousands of shallow shot-holes 
throughout the 1002 area substantiate that much of the area is 
underlain in the very near surface with gravel. These data from 
the group seismic surveys are available to the Department of the 
Interior and should be used to substantiate the availability of 
gravel for construction. 

We also believe that the report overstates the problems attributed 
to the scarcity of water from the 1002 area. While we acknowledge 
that fresh water may not be readily available in much of the 1002 
area (as is the case generally in the Arctic), there are ways of 
providing for water as demonstrated in the Prudhoe Bay area. 
Water availability varies by location, and solutions to provide 
water must be considered on a site-specific basis. Specific 
solutions are addressed in later comments. 
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Page 75, column 2, last paragraph: •on the North Slope, explor
atory wells to a depth of approximately 12,000 feet can usually be 
drilled in a single season. It is possible that many wells would 
require two seasons.• 

The presumption that a 12,000 foot exploratory well can usually be 
drilled in a single season is not necessarily correct. Further, 
the presumption that wells which cannot be drilled in a single 
winter season will require a multi-season effort should be examined 
on a case-by-case basis. While we agree that operations should be 
scheduled to avoid significant disturbance to wildlife and the 
environment, conducting exploratory operations into or through the 
summer may be warranted if adverse impacts can be avoided. 

Page 76, column I, paragraph 2: "Heavy construction equipment is 
used to prepare the wellsite for the drilling operation and to 
prepare an airstrip large enough for Hercules C-130 aircraft.• 

The assumption that all exploratory drilling oper'ations would be 
mobilized and supported by C-130 aircraft results in over
estimating water and gravel requirements, vegetation disturbance, 
wildlife displacement and loss of habitat. Exploratory wells can 
also be mobilized and supported by Rolligons and other surface 
vehicles as has been demonstrated by past experience on the North 
Slope. 

Page 76, column 2, paragraph 1: •on the 1002 area, obtaining the 
water needed for drilling, and more particularly for ancillary 
needs such as ice roads and airstrip construction, poses the major 
engineering problem.• 

Here again, the problem of water availability is overstated, 
particularly for an exploratory well. The roads and ice airstrips 
can be constructed from snow. Snow fences have been successfully 
used for the collection of snow for such construction. Snow/ice 
melters can be used to obtain water for drilling and camp use. As 
a last resort, water can be hauled or even air-lifted to an 
exploratory operation. Also, there are lakes (depending upon 
·locality) which do not freeze to the bottom. The three scenarios 
for obtaining water described on page 76 are also feasible 
alternatives for obtaining water or reducing the requirements for 
water. 

Page 77, column 2, paragraph 1: "Following is a discovery of oil 
from exploration drilling, a confirmation or delineation well is 
drilled during the next drilling season •••. further delineation 
drilling occurs during subsequent drilling seasons.• 

Delineation drilling may not require a sequential season-by-season 
time frame. Delineation wells often can be drilled in a signifi
cantly shorter drilling time than a rank exploratory well depend
ing on (among other factors) the depth of the production horizon. 
Also, one or more delineation wells can be drilled from the same 
location by directional drilling which in itself would reduce 
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expenses and impacts by limiting the number of surface locations 
required. 

Page 78, column 1, full paragraph 3: • ... about 10 years will 
~lapse before production starts from a new lease.• 

This may be an overly optimistic time frame, if seasonal restric
tions are indiscriminately placed on opera~ions and construction. 
Permit acquisition may contribute to a more lengthy time frame. 
Twelve to fifteen years could be required from lease acquisition 
to first production. 

Production Infrastructure 

Page 80, column 2, paragraph 5: "The drilling pad--- covers 20-35 
acres ••• 160,000- 285,000 cubic yards of gravel." 

This is not typical at present but relates to the 40-50 wells/pad 
suggested on page 81 (paragraph 2). Typical latest technology on 
Kuparuk River Field ( D.S. 3G) is 24 wells on an ll. 5 acre site 
(including reserve pit area) with only 46,000 cubic yards of gravel 
(for wellheads at 25 feet spacing). With reduction in wellhead 
spacing (which is already achievable) a 40-50 well pad could be 
little bigger than the Kuparuk River Field example given above. 
Well spacing for the Endicott field, now under development, is 
about 10 feet from wellhead to wellhead. 

Page Bl, column 2, paragraph 1: "These roads would have a crown 
width of approximately 35 feet •••• • 

Kuparuk River field standard is 32 feet for main roads and only 24 
feet for other roads. 

Page 81, column 2, paragraph 1: •construction of a marine facility 
to service development •.. would be necessary because long hauls •.. 
from Prudhoe Bay are impractical." 

A marine facility would be required for major equipment sealifts 
in summer open water seasons. However, year-round transportation 
services to drillsite facilities would be via Prudhoe Bay. 

Page 82, column 1, full paragraph 2: 
pipeline parallel to TAPS ••• • 

• ••• construct a second 

Given the certain and precipitous decline from existing North 
Slope production, which will have occurred long before any new 
production will be available form the 1002 area, it is very 
unlikely that a new trunkline from the Prudhoe Bay to Valdez would 
be required. 

Page 82, column 2, full paragraph 2: • A concept used in the 
Kuparuk River field pipeline, but not incorporated in TAPS, was 
construction of only one road for use as both a main transporta
tion artery and a pipeline maintenance road." 
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If the main road is not adjacent to the pipeline, adequate access 
on a year-round basis will be needed to the pipeline. 

Page 83, column 1, paragraph 1: "Access to valves, which require 
frequent maintenance ••• • 

This is not the case, although on the rare occasion when a valve is 
automatically closed it may need to be reopened manually. 

Page 83, column 1, paragraph 2: "A pump station is required every 
50-100 miles .•. 2 or 3 pump stations probably would be required ... 
The first would be located near the oil field." 

For 150 miles no intermediate pump station would. be necessary. 
The first and only pump station would be located at the oil field. 
A pipeline of this length would certainly not be designed with 2 
or 3 pump stations, but with one and a pipeline diameter 
sufficient for a the anticipated maximum flow. 

Page 83, column 2, paragraph 4: "Maintaining continuous control of 
the pipeline ... would require a complex communication system•. 

Although complex, 
technology. 

such communication systems are standard 

Page 84, column 1, paragraph 2: "Airfields may be required at 
pipeline construction camps and pump stations or airfields may be 
shared with oil development facilities.• 

Permanent airstrips (5,000-6,000 feet long and 150 feet wide and 
five feet thick) are not likely to be required to support the 
pipeline during construction or operation. To consolidate faci
lities, only one or two permanent airstrips are likely to be needed 
to support all operations in the 1002 area. Temporary ice air
strips may be required to support exploratory drilling and pipeline 
construction. 

Page 85, column 2, full paragraph 4: "the actual availability of 
gravel is unknown ... • 

Here again, we offer the comment that data from thousands of 
shot-holes drilled as part of the 1002 area group seismic surveys 
provide evidence of widespread gravel availability in the near 
surface of the 1002 area. 
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CHAPTER V - Alternatives 

The five alternatives ranging from full leasing (Alternative A) to 
wilderness designation (alternative E) describe a full spectrum of 
possible alternatives for the future management of the 1002 area. 
The options as listed occur in the order of industry preference. 
That is: full leasing, followed by limited leasing, further 
exploration, no action. The least preferred would be a wilderness 
designation for the Coastal Plain. No action would be far better 
than wilderness status. The area is currently managed as a 
wilderness. If no action is taken, then the Coastal Plain will 
continue to be managed as wilderness, but options will still be 
open for the future. 

We strongly endorse Alternative A, full leasing of the "1002" 
study area, as the most acceptable alternative consistent with the 
national interest. 

Alternative B, partial leasing, is based on a speculative premise 
that a traditional core calving area exists and is necessary for 
the maintenance of a healthy caribou herd. This has not been 
demonstrated in the scientific literature and there is a large 
hody of data which indicates otherwise. 

Alternative c makes no positive contribution. surface and regional 
geologic information already confirm that the area has oil poten
tial. The amount can only be verified by on-structure drilling. 
Stratigraphic type drilling is an unnecessary duplication and its 
surface impact would be in addition to that eventually required 
for on-structure wells. Also, Alternative C would just be another 
delay in the eventual production from the area. 

Neither Alternatives D, no action, nor E, wilderness designation, 
would determine whether or not substantial petroleum reserves 
exist in the "1002" study area. Alternatives D and E preclude 
reasoned planning and would deny the nation the positive benefits 
that could come from oil and gas production on the coastal Plain. 

Page 89, column 1_, paragraph 1: • If the Congress chooses to 
authorize leasing 1n the entire 1002 area, the legislation would 
probably contain the important elements of the Mineral Leasing Act 
and the NPRA legislation, with special provisions to meet the 
unique needs of the Arctic Refuge.• 

Without offering specific suggestions as to lease terms and the 
provisions for leasing, which may be applied to the 1002 area, we 
would like to point out a few problems with the NPRA leasing 
program. First, the NPRA program did not provide for unitization 
which (among other things) is the basis for the consolidation of 
facilities. Provisions for unitization are necessary if redundant 
operations and facilities are to be minimized. Second, given the 
long lead times for development in the 1002 area, there should be 
provisions for holding a lease (or unit) beyond the primary term of 
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the lease by virtue of "shut-in" production. Third, the overall 
suite of stipulations and regulations applied to exploration, 
development, and production in the 1002 area must not be unduly 
burdensome. Collectively, the stipulations and regulatory 
framework imposed on the NPRA were burdensome to the point of 
precluding industry interest in evaluating the NPRA. 

Page 89, column 1, item 3: "Development will be unitized within 
the 1002 area and on privately owned subsurface resources in the 
vicinity of Kaktovik." 

Exploration as well as development should be allowed to occur under 
unitized operations. Further, given the proximity of state sub
merged lands, private lands, and federal lands (1002 area onshore 
and the OCS), unitization policy should be coordinated between all 
lessors and their managing entities. 

Page 89, column 2, item 5: "Development, productio~ and, transpor
tation of oil from the 1002 area are considered to be independent 
of any offshore production: however, infrastructure could be 
shared." 

Please see previous comment on item 3 regardin9 unitization. 
Given the proximity of state, federal, and private lands it is 
possible that common reservoirs may extend under all categories of 
land ownership. If this proves to be the case, the management of 
onshore land should not be considered independently of offshore 
lands. 

Page 91, Table 5-l: Some of the estimates in this Table seem to 
be overstated. There does not appear to be a great deal of 
difference between the full leasing option and the limited leasing 
option. The number of facilities, amounts of gravel, and acres 
indicated in the table seem excessive, such as: processing 
facilities, permanent airfields, and drilling pads. Table 5-l, as 
well as Figure 5-l are very hypothetical cases. Development might 
be something like this or it might be one large field or a 
combination of closely located fields. 

Page 92, column 1, paragraph 4: "A program to drill off-structure 
test wells would provide subsurface geological information." 

The drilling of additional wells/stratigraphic tests would not 
necessarily determine the presence or absence of oil or the abso
lute presence .or absence of the Ellesmerian section. Industry 
feels that it has sufficient data to lease and explore for oil and 
gas. Alternative c represents an unnecessary delay in exploration 
and, ultimately, production. 
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CIIAPTER VI - Environmental Consequences 

The general comments pertaining to Chapter II apply also to Chapter 
VI. The following are specific comments on Chapter VI: 

Page 95, paragraph 8: "In Alternative A, three portions of the 
1002 area •.•.• are all predicted as being developed, and the 
assessment considers all three areas as developed concurrently ••. 
Therefore, the analysis and consequences may represent a higher 
level of development than may actually occur at any specific time 
if the area were opened to leasing.• 

We would agree that the analysis represents a worst case scenario 
and therefore most subsequent environmental effects outlined in 
Chapter VI are overstated from what is likely to occur. 

Page 98, paragraph 2: For additional comments, see our Comment i5 
on page 10 of this document. We feel that the designation of USFWS 
Resource Category 1 for a portion of the calving habitat available 
to the PCH is inappropriate. Significant year-to-year variability 
in calving distribution has been recorded for the Porcupine herd 
all across the coastal plain from well into canada and west to the 
Canning River. Therefore, calving habitat is more appropriately 
represented as a true continuum across the coastal plain. Thus, 
the •unique and irreplaceable" nature required for designation as 
Resource Category 1 does not pertain. 

Page 98, section on Effect on Physical Geography and Processes: 
There are no mitigation sections in the subheadings: 

•consequences of Geological and Geophysical Exploration• 
•consequences of Exploratory Drilling• 
•consequences of Development Drilling• 
"Consequences Resulting from Construction of Roads, Pipelines, 
and Marine and Production Facilities" 

Mitigation sections are found in the remaining two main subheadings 
in this chapter: "Effects on Biological Environment" and "Effects 
on Socioeconomic Environment•, thus it would seem appropriate to 
include mitigation sections in the "Effects on Physical Geography 
and Processes. • This is particularly true in light of the very 
large body of knowledge that has been developed over the past two 
decades on this subject. There are literally hundreds of proven 
mitigative techniques commonly applied on North Slope oilfields by 
virtue of the fact that arctic environmental engineering is in a 
mature stage of development. 

Page 100, paragraph 1 and 2: "Preliminary results of those in
vestigations show gradients of increase in pH, salinity, alkali
nity, turbidity, and sediment loads from control ponds to ponds 
adjacent to reserve pits (R.L. West and E. snyder-conn, unpublished 
datal. Trends of increase in the vicinity of reserve pits were 
also shown fur heavy metals such as aluminum, barium, chromium, 
zinc and arsenic, as well as for certain hydrocarbons ••.• • 
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We feel that the conclusions regarding relative impacts from 
potential discharges of reserve pit waters are overly severe and 
not substantiated by actual field monitoring data or current 
practice information from Prudhoe Bay areas. It is not appropriate 
for DOl to cite unavailable and unpublished data in support of 
these allegations. To the contrary, available data indicate that 
any impacts are extremely localized and limited to the immediate 
vicinity surrounding the pit. No effects have been observed in 
fish or wildlife species from active reserve pits and we feel 
adequate technology exists to close pits in an environmentally safe 
manner. 

West and snyder-Conn report basic conclusions, cited in the draft 
1002(h) report, that were derived from the misapplication of 
statistical analyses. Based on the ANOVA analysis performed in 
west and snyder-conn's draft report, they would not have concluded 
that ponds adjacent to reserve pits were significantly different 
from control ponds because they did not apply th(/ statistics to 
answer that question. What they did conclude by .their analyses, 
based on the comparison they carried out, was that reserve pits 
differed from control ponds. The difference ~as that USFWS 
compared reserve pits to control ponds, and ARCO compared ponds 
near reserve pits to control ponds. There is no· question that 
reserve pit water quality differs from natural ponds. The appro
priate question is how natural ponds near reserve pits differ from 
control ponds. USFWS has not adequately analyzed the data to 
answer this question. 

We recommend deleting any references to West and snyder-Conn's 
report or their conclusions. 

Page 100, paragraph 3: "There are two approaches ~o abandoning an 
exploratory well reserve pit: 1. Leave it as is.• •••• 

Recent studies irt the Canadian Arctic (French, 1985) and in the 
NPRA, Alaska (Nuera Reclamation, 1986) document the minor environ
mental effects of abandoning a drilling reserve pit without 
closure. However, it is current industry practice to "button up• 
the reserve pit adjacent to exploratory wells. All recent state 
and federal lease sale stipulations require complete closure and 
containment of reserve pits. Therefore, the purposes of discussing 
future opt ions for reserve pit closeout on the Coastal Plain, 
option 11 is not relevant and should be deleted. 

Page 100, paragraph 4: ••.•. "Therefore, this method requires 
remobilizing construction equipment, opening a gravel pit else
where, and hauling in material to fill in and "mound up• over the 
reserve pit area.• ..••• 

Recent experience from exploration wells on the North Slope do not 
support this statement. Reserve pits can be excavated into the 
permafrost and then closed ou~ by filling with the original mineral 
soil and capped by the tundra mat material. This allows the pit 
contents and capping soil to freeze back and form a stable mound 
over the pit and to accommodate revegetation. Experience indicates 
that a) this method is a very effective mitigation technique, b) 
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remobilizing equipment is not necessary, c) opening other gravel 
borrow pits is not necessary, and d) the material will revegetate 
naturally and rapidly. 

Page 100, paragraph 8: "The almost unavoidable minor oil leaks and 
spill •..•. which would contaminate the tundra and, possibly, the 
aquatic environment •..•. • 

Spills of oil are easily noticed on ice and snow and rarely escape 
detection, even in quanti ties of less than a gallon. Further, 
these spills are easily and routinely cleaned up and disposed of 
properly. All that is required is that the snow/oil mixture be 
scooped up by shovel or front end loader. Thus, the actual amount 
of spilled oil that lasts until spring is exceedingly minor. 

Page 101, paragraph 17: "Construction of a solid-core cause
way .••. would require breaching to permit fish passage .... • 

The breaching of gravel causeways fbr fish passage is not a neces
sary requirement. Although fish do pass through large breaches 
(Endicott Environmental studies 1985) they also go around causeways 
with and without large breaches (Endicott Studies 1985; Prudhoe Bay 
Water flood Studies 1981, 1982, 1983 and 1984 l. The Water flood 
studies demonstrated that the West Dock causeway was not an impedi
ment to the migration of large fish. The 1985 Endicott and 
Colville River Fish studies showed that even the smallest migratory 
anadromous fish, young-of-the-year Arctic cisco, were able to get 
by both the ~lest Dock and Endicott causeways to reach the Colville 
River. 

Page 103, paragraph 5: Meehan (1986) is a draft report that 
contains a significant number of errors including many erroneous 
conclusions on (1) gravel spray and (2) dust. We also have 
significant additional concerns over the methods used and data 
interpretations. We request that all calculations, extrapolations 
and conclusions based on Meehan (1986) be omitted. 

Page 103, paragraph 7: "Since 197 2 some 23,000, mostly small, 
spills have been reported to the Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation. The largest spill of 658,000 gallons was the result 
of sabotage in 1978. A spill of over 200,000 gallons near Atigun 
Pass in 1979 •.•• • 

It should be pointed out that neither of these incidents occurred 
on the North Slope, although they are an indirect outgrowth of 
North Slope development. 

Page 104, paragraph 1: "to date, the cumulative effect of spills 
has not been significant•. 

We would concur with this assessment. However, the main reason for 
the lack of significant impact is completely absent from the 
discussion. Of the 82,216 gallons spilled in 1985, very little 
actually reached the environment because it was properly cleaned 
£E· The discussion leaves the reader to conclude that all 82,216 
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gallons went into the tundra or wetlands, Spill prevention and 
cleanup is aggressively pursued on the North Slope and to date has 
been effective. Most spills occur on gravel production pads while 
snow is on the ground_and are therefore easy to spot and cleanup. 
Those that do escape detection or occur in the summer off gravel 
pads are treated with sorbent pads and rehabilitation and reve
getation procedures. 

Page 104, paragraphs 4 and 6, Mitigation Section 

The preceding discussion of impacts to vegetation, wetlands, and 
terrain types covers in detail the possible impacts from: 

1. seismic surveys 
2. ice pads and roads 
3. gravel pads and roads 
4. reserve pits 
5. oil and fuel spills 
6. gravel mining 
7. secondary effects of roads, such as dust, thermokarst, 

gravel spray and impoundments. 
8. seawater spills 

The following Mitigation Section for these impacts discusses only a 
portion of these impacts and does so in the briefest possible 
manner. It is not for lack of subject matter or data, however, 
since 18 years of Arctic experience and many millions of dollars 
have been spent on effective mitigation techniques. The following 
commonly employed mitigation techniques should be discussed to 
properly bRlance the discussion: 

1. Snow depth, routing and USFWS oversight procedures 
followed during seismic surveys. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

current accepted design parameters for ice pads and 
roads, (i.e. Brontosaurus well, NPRA, ARCO) that requires 
sufficient thickness, siting considerations. 

Site selection criteria for roads and pads that avoid 
critical habitRts. 

The trend towards smaller gravel pads and reserve pits, 
decreasing the wellsite "footprint•. 

Aggressive fluid management of reserve pits to prevent 
overtopping and leaking. 

Chemical screening of all reserve pit fluids prior to 
surface disposal to insure water quality standards are 
met. 

Comprehensive oil spill contingency planning. 

Spill clean up procedures, including proper disposal of 
contaminated snow in winter and sorbent pads in summer. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

Rehabilitation and revegetation 
including gravel spray removal, 
damaged vegetation mat. 

of disturbed sites, 
reseeding, replacing 

Road watering to minimize dust generation. 

Improved culvert design and placement to avoid impound
ments. 

Page 104, paragraph 7: "The expected modification of approximately 
12,650 acres (0.8 percent of the 1002 area) would be a moderate 
effect (Table VI-1) on area vegetation and wetlands.• 

The estimate of 5,650 acres for direct impacts of gravel appears to 
be reasonable based on the proposed scenario. Further, the classi
fication of moderate impact for this area is appropriate. However, 
classifying 7 1 000 acres of secondary impacts as moderate is either 
a I too large an area to be placed in the moderate category, as 
defined, or b) too severe a category for that broad an area. 

The moderate category requires either a "local modification of 
considerable severity• or a "widespread modification of lesser 
severity•. Since 12,650 acres is 0.8 percent of the Coastal Plain, 
it does not fit the category of "widespread". Therefore, the 7,000 
acres of secondary effects are defined as local modification having 
"considerable severity•. It is difficult to defend the hypothesis 
that 7 1 000 acres of road dust, gravel spray and thermokarst would 
reach this degree of impact. 

Page 106, paragraph 2: "Later studies (Cameron and Whitten, 1979, 
1980: Cameron and others, 1981: Whitten and Cameron, 1985) indicate 
an absence of calving near the Coast at Prudhoe Bay durin~ 
1976-85, possibly due to avoidance of the activity area by calving 
caribou•. 

This is a widely quoted, through etroneous, conclusion of the low 
numbers of cows with calves found in the Prudhoe Bay area. ADF&G, 
for the pefiod 1978-85, reports average caribou densities of 0.0~ 
caribou/km while Gavin (19791 reports densities of 0.01-0.05/km 
for the predevelopment period of 1970-79. Thus, the conclusion is 
that total caribou densities have always been low. In regards to 
calving, inspection of Table 1 shows the same consistent low 
historical numbers with little change through development. 

At a recent caribou workshop at Alyeska (Demography and Behavior of 
the Central Arctic and Porcupine Caribou Herds in Relation to Oil 
Field Development, Oct, 1986) all ADF&G and USFWS participants 
including Messrs cameron and Whitten, reached the consensus that 
"the central Arctic Herd (CAH) has never calved in the Prudhoe Bay 
area in large numbers.• 

We suggest this paragraph and Table VI-4 be amended to show this 
area as a historically low density calving area (see Table ll. 
Regardless of the pre-development data the fact remains tbat this 
herd has continued to proliferate during the period of maximum 
development at Prudhoe Bay. 
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TABLE 1 - TOTAL NUMBERS OF COWS ~ND CALVES WITHIN THE 
PRUDHOE BAY AREA (1165 km ), 1970-1979. 

From Gavin, 1980. 

Calves per 
100 Cows Yearlings 

1970 24 17 71 8 
1971 16 7 44 7 
1972 8 5 63 4 
1973 24 9 38 9 
1974 34 9 27 8 
1973 27 13 48 4 
1976 19 4 21 5 
1977 14 11 79 3 
1978 29 15 50 7 
1979 13 7 50 8 
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Density 
Bulls ~ caribou/km2 

6 
4 

49 
30 
17 
42 
51 
44 
28 
28 
57 
32 

0.04 
0.03 
0.01 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.03 
0.03 
0.05 
0.03 

Page 106, paragraph 4: "The 242,000 acres of calving habitat are 
proposed for designation as Resource Category 1 in accord with FWS 
mitigation policy.• 

We feel strongly that this is an inappropriate designation and 
over-extension of the FWS mitigation policy. We recommend that 
this designation be eliminated. See comment for page 98, paragraph 
2, above. 

Page 107, paragraph 2: Calculations of secondary modifications 
should be changed to exclude any data extracted from Meehan (1986). 

Page 107, 108 and 109: These three pages of literature citations 
discuss the Prudhoe Bay caribou behavior studies in detail. Data 
are reported which discuss disturbance and displacement of caribou 
movement patterns throughout the field as a result of developmental 
activities. 

We readily agree that some degree of modified behavior and dis
placement has occurred in .response to habitat alterations in the 
Prudhoe field. However as discussed in comments for page 28, 
paragraph 1, above, habitat is not limiting caribou population 
growth for any Alaskan herds at the present time. Therefore, a 
degree of habitat loss as a result of development on the coastal 
plain· will be inconsequential to growth and productivity of the 
herd. 

In the management of wildlife populations, the concept of habitat 
carrying capacity is the key to defining management goals for a 
herd. It is an established fact that neither the CAR nor the 
Porcupine Herd approach the carrying capacity of their ranges. 
Indeed, Sknog (1968) stated the "It seems likely that the Alaskan 
caribou population has remained far below range carrying capacity 
and that the total habitat has never been fully occupied. In 
reality, caribou populations seem tolh.ave maintained densities much 
lower than the maximum dictated by food alone, and hence the 
reduction in total range becomes less meaningful." Thus, we agree 
with Skoog's conclusion that habitat is not currently limiting the 
growth of the Porcupine Herd and that the loss of habitat repre
sented by likely development in the 1002 area will not impact 
growth or productivity of resident caribou. 

Page 107, paragraph 5: "Whitten and cameron (1985) found consis
tently low numbers of caribou and generally low percentages of 
calves in the Prudhoe Bay oilfield from their annual surveys of the 
CAR calving grounds, 1972-82, with caribou being displaced to 
adjacent areas already used for calving.• 

Based on Gavin (1980) which demonstrated consistently low numbers 
of caribou and low percentages of calves throughout the period 
1970-1979, the conclusion is reached that numbers have always been 
low in the Prudhoe Bay Region. White et al. (1975) suggests that 
the high percentage of wet and moist areas near Prudhoe Bay makes 
this area less attractive to caribou. This was the conclusion of 
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the Alyeska caribou Workshop in October 19B6 (see comments for page 
105, paragraph 2). 

Page 107, paragraph 5: "Dau and cameron (19B5), in what may be the 
most systematic study of caribou displacement by oil development, 
reported that maternal caribou groups showed measurable declines in 
habitat use within approximately two miles on either side of the 
Milne Point Road in the Central Alaskan Arctic.• 

The "two mile" reference is a typographical error. The actual 
distance is "two km". 

Page 108, paragraph 2: "Displacement of the PCH from a core 
calving area to a less desirable area would be excepted to reduce 
caribou productivity.• 

·It is implied that any displacement of the PCH would necessarily be 
into a less desirable area. As the report points out, there is 
over two million acres of known concentrated calving area, not 
counting peripheral areas. Since the PCH has calved throughout 
this area successfully in the past, and there is no known effect of 
decreased productivity in the years that the herd used those areas 
exclusively, there is no reason to conclude that the areas outside 
the core calving area area less desirable. Therefore, the expecta
tion that the herd's productivity will suffer is not supportable. 

Page lOB, pararraPh 3: Although the absolute density for the PCH 
is almost 14 t mes, and the Western Arctic almost 15 times greater 
than the CAH, none of these herds approach the carrying capacity 
of their respective ranges. Therefore, any arguments against 
extrapolation of CAH data to the PCH based on relative densities 
on the fact that the PCH may occupy coastal plain habitat in 
higher densities than the CAH are not valid. (See comment to page 
107-109, above). 

We ask that the above point be clearly made in the conclusions of 
environmental impacts for alternative A. 

Page lOB, paragraph 5: "The lack of observable adverse effects 
from displacement exhibited by the CAH would be unlikely for the 
PCH. The PCH is much more crowded in its calving habitats, and a 
substantially greater proportion of important calving habitats 
would be involved with development that included their core calving 
area.• 

The fact that the PCH has higher calving densities than the CAH is 
not sufficient to argue that displacement would be likely to cause 
adverse effects. Two other conditions would have to be met: 1) 
alternative high quality calving habitat is not available in 
sufficient quantities. The large area used by the PCH for calving, 
and their historical use and success in that habitat, would 
indicate that this is not the case. 2) The densities achieved by 
the PCH during calving are near some threshold limit above which 
range destruction or negative intraspecific interactions would 
occur. This has not been demonstrated. 
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Page lOB, paragraph 7: "Based upon the work of Dau and Cameron 
(19B5), caribou are displaced approximately 2 miles out from 
development .•• within this 2 mile area of influence are about 
357,000 acres of the total core calving grounds in the 1002 area.• 

This statement is a misrepresentation of the study conclusions. In 
fact the relationship between calves and distance from the road 
(Milne Point) is statistically insignificant. Dau and Cameron did 
find fewer maternal groups near the road than away from it, but the 
partial displacement was for 2 kilometers, not 2 miles. 

Additionally, their data show a high degree of year-to-year 
variability -- so much so that they had to resort to a mathematical 
transformation of their data in order to show stabilized variances 
so a test of significance could be run. Their data also show that 
non-maternal caribou were not displaced by the road corridor and 
that "partial displacement•-wis shown within a zone of 0-3 km. 

The USFWS uses these data to imply that a complete displacement of 
all caribou groups occurred out to 2 miles. This is a gross 
over-extrapolation of the data and we ask that this section be 
rewritten to more propertly reflect the study results. 

Regardless of the conclusions regarding partial displacement, a 
comparison of the study data from 197B to 19B5 clearly documents an 
increased density of animals through the period of maximum develop
ment in the area. We feel this increased density clearly demon
strates that the CAH has continued to grow and thrive concurrently 
with the development of the oil field. This conclusion must be 
noted in any discussion of the Dau and Cameron data. 

Page 109, paragraph 6: "If caribou refuse to cross through any 
development areas, then 194,000 acres would be unavailable as 
habitat. That area encompasses 52 percent of total insect-relief 
and over BO percent of Coastal insect-relief habitats. This would 
mean that all coastal insect-relief habitats within the 1002 area, 
except for a small area in the eastern portion, would become 
unavailable under full development. 

The hypothesis that the PCH would be eliminated from virtually all 
it's coastal insect-relief is predicated by the supposition that 
the PCH would •refuse to cross through any development areas". 
There are no studies in the literature to support the hypothesis 
that a properly designed pipeline and road would present a total 
physical barrier to caribou movements. Yet there are abundant 
examples of herds throughout the world regularly crossing roads, 
roads with pipelines, hunter's firing lines, and even improperly 
designed pipelines such as the Norilsk gasline in Russia (Shideler, 
19B6). The supposition is unsupportable. 

Page 109, paragraph 6: "The second factor is to assume the ap
proximately 2-mile sphere of influence for oil development used 
previously. Under that assumption, caribou crossing through the 
development area would avoid using approximately 72,000 acres or 29 
percent of identified coastal insect-relief habitat withing the 
1002 area •.•• • 
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The 2-mile sphere of influence is based on the Dau and Cameron 
(1985) study that was conducted during the calving season, not 
mosquito harassment season. conclusions regarding movement of 
mosquito harassed groups seeking coastal areas cannot be drawn 
from studies of the distribution of caribou during calving. Dau 
and Camerun (1986) found that "during June, the relative number of 
caribou within lkm of the (Milne Point) road was positively cor
related with distance from the road: there was no relationship 
between number of caribou and distance from the road for either May 
or July/Aug.• It is well recognized that measurable behaviors that 
can occur during calving, such as avoidance, are often absent at 
other times of the year, such as during insect harassment. 

Page 110, paragraph 3 and 4: Available literature clearly shows 
that caribou can and do readily acclimate to aircraft overlight 
noise. CAR animals throughf)Ut the Prudhoe Bay area characteris
tically show little disturbance to typical overflights. Any 
perceived negative effects can be readily mitigated by maintaining 
a minimum aircraft altitude of 500 feet (AGL) during overflights. 
Also the experience with the Delta herd, where calving grounds are 
located next to overflight, bombing, and strafing areas, further 
documents the acclamation of these animals to aircraft noise. 

Thus, we ask that this section be rewritten to more properly 
reflect the acclamation of caribou to aircraft. 

Page 111, item 110: Reduction of surface occupancy in the insect 
relief habitat to 3 miles from the coast. 

In the Kuparuk River oilfield, experience has shown that 3/4 mile 
of reduced occupancy from the coast is sufficient to ensure 
adequate insect relief habitat. This distance appears sufficient 
since actual insect relief habitat is the coast line proper, 
shallow coastal water, offshore islands and coastal bluffs - a 
relatively narrow band. once this narrow band is provided, the 
second requirement is to provide for relatively free movement along 
the coastline. Elevated pipelines and other normal mitigation 
measures similar to those applied in the Kuparuk Oilfield have 
proven effective in allowing passage. Thus, we ask this 
stipulation for a 3 mile reduced surface occupancy zone be changed 
to reflect the currently proven experience of 3/4 mile. 

Page 112, paragraph 2: Neither the CAH nor PCH are at carrying 
capacity for their respective ranges and therefore incremental 
habitat loss due to development of the coastal .plain can be expect
ed to result in only minimal displacement of the herd. See comment 
page 107-109 above. 

Page 112, paragraph 3: "A major change in distribution ••• could 
occur if the 1002 area were fully developed . • . nearly 80% of 
coastal insect relief habitat could be affected if development 
proves to be a barrier to caribou movements.• 
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Although the conclusions of this paragraph are preceded with 
•could• and "if", the statements are still gross over-generali
zations with no basis in fact. The extensive Prudhoe Bay exper
ience indicates that these statements are false. The Kuparuk River 
oilfield experience clearly shows that caribou can and do readily 
move across developmental structures. Proven mitigation measures 
such as elevated pipelines and' crossings ensure that access to 
insect relief habitat will remain. Thus, projections such as 80% 
loss of available relief habitat are unfounded. 

we ask these gross generalizations be removed from the report. 

Page ll2, paragraph 4: ••• could result in major population 
decline and change in distribution of 20-40 percent • • this 
estimate is uncertain.• 

Although this projection is followed by the uncertainty statement, 
we feel strongly that this statement is completely unfounded and 
unsupportable. No data are provided to support this estimate and 
we are given no basis for its determination. We conclude that the 
estimate is highly speculative and ask that the entire paragraph be 
deleted from the final report. 

Page 112, paragraph 5: "For the CAR, a moderate change in dis
tribution or decline in that portion of the CAR using the 1002 area 
could occur. The effect on the entire CAR population throughout 
its range may also be moderate. Those effects on the segment of 
the CAR within the 1002 area would be similar to those on the PCR 
that occur from disturbance, displacement and barriers to free 
movement. The population decline or distribution change would be 
5-10 percent for the CAR throughout its range.• 

The basis for concluding that a moderate change in the CAH dis
tribution or numbers has not been presented. In fact, all the data 
presented would lead one to the opposite conclusion. There is 
abundant discussion in the report regarding why the CAH is dif
ferent and can be expected to respond differently to development 
than the PCH. The facts of lower overall densities, lower calving 
densities, more distributed rather than concentrated calving, 
incomplete range utilization, greater habituation and the over
whelming fact that the CAR has already demonstrated its accom
modation to development are all discussed in the report. All of 
these argue towards a minimal impact of the proposed scenario on 
the CAH. Further, the proposed development scenario borders the 
extreme eastern extension of the CAR's calving areas, while it 
overlaps substantially with the PCR. Given all these differences 
discussed in detail in the report, it appears to be inconsistent 
with the conclusion that the "effects .••• would be similar. • The 
qualification of •on the segment of the CAR within the 1002 area• 
is specious because there is no distinct subpopulation of the CAH 
that uses the 1002 area. That a •population decline or 
distribution change would be 5-10 percent• is not supportable. 
Based on Table VI-1, the environmental effect on the CAR should be 
negligible. 
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Predicted population declines, particularly in the CAH cannot be 
supported by any scientific or logical hypotheses. In fact, the 
CAH has continued to grow at a 131 year rate while continuing to 
calve in areas of oil development. A prediction of population 
decline for the CAH, based on oil development in the fringe areas 
of their calving habitat, directly contradicts the results of 10 
years of detailed scientific study of the CAH. 

Page 113, paragraph 3: •Displacement from calving areas would have 
a negative effect on muskoxen production.• 

Displacement from calving areas !!!!!I have a negative effect on 
muskoxen production if they are !!!!!. .Q!. at their .!!EI!ll limit of 
utilizing all hilh qulility caiVIng habitat throughout their range. 
The high prDauct vity reported for the ANWR muskox population has 
been attributed to the availability of preferred forage during 
summer (Robus 1981) and to the tendency for herds to remain in 
relatively restricted home ranges, thereby capitalizing on the 
abundant forage (Jingfors 1980). As the 1002 report points out, 
•carrying capacity has apparently not been reached.• Thus due to 
the fact that the herd is still expanding its range, and that high 
productivity rates have been tied to abundant forage, it does not 
follow that displacement would have a negative effect on 
productivity. 

Page 113, paragraph 4: 
Reynolds and La Plant 
assumed in calculating 
leasing.• 

• From the reports of Russell (1977 J and 
( 1985), a 2 mile sphere of influence was 
the range which could be affected by full 

The term •affected• is defined in the next sentence as •lost or 
greatly reduced.• Thus the 2-mile area is being defined as an area 
where muskoxen are removed by 1001 (lost) or decreased by an amount 
in the range of 60-901 (greatly reduced). The data of Reynolds 
and LaPlant (1985) show that a flight response occurred in only 7 
of 31 groups (23\) encountered in the Tamayariak area (Table 1) or 
the Okerokovik area (Table 3). This flight response occurred at 
distances from 200 m to 3.2 km, or an average of 1.5 km. Based on 
these data, one would have to significantly increase the stimulus, 
or shorten the 2-mile sphere of influence, or both, to reasonably 
expect a SO to 1001 displacement in muskoxen. Four of the 9 groups 
(441) displayed no response at distances less than a km. It is not 
sound scientific judgement to pick the farthest distance reported 
for a flight reaction (3.2 km) and then conclude that most or all 
of the animals will behave in a similar manner, when the Reynolds 
and LaPlant data show that only 231 actually did. This is particu
larly true since habituation is known to occur in muskoxen, as the 
report states. 

Thus, the assumption that a 2-mile sphere of influence is appro
priate for a complete displacement of muskoxen is not supportable 
by the data. 
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Page 113, paragraph 4: •Table VI-6 shows that habitat values could 
be lost or greatly reduced throughout about one-third (256,000 
acres) of the muskox range within the 1002 area.• 

These figures should be decreased by at least half based on the 
previous discussion. 

Page 114, paragraph 1 and 2: We feel that the conclusions regard
ing potential developmental effects on muskox are unnecessarily 
severe and unfounded. While it is true that very little data 
characterizing muskox responses to oil field development are 
available, it is also true that the muskox has shown ready 
adaptability to human presence and has even been semi-domesticated 
in several areas. This adaptability to human presence will signi
ficantly reduce the worst-case conclusions implicated in the DEIS. 

several experimental farming programs have been successfully 
initiated in Alaska and Canada to domestically raise muskox for 
their high quality quivit, or underwool, to be used in the knitting 
industry. Obviously their adaptability to constant human presence 
in these situations significantly reduces concerns over occasional 
and distant disturbances from developmental interests. Limited 
observations of muskox response to oil exploration activities in 
Greenland indicate that muskox respond by a gradual and temporary 
avoidance to seismic activities. 

we ask that this section of the report be re-written to properly 
reflect the adaptability of muskox to human presence and thus 
reduce the severity of the projected effects. 

Page 114 paragraph 9: •Effects on the regional moose population 
from habitat loss and mortality due to oil development in the 1002 
area would be minor.• 

Due to the very low population of moose on the Coastal Plain, the 
extremely low loss of habitat expected, the ability of moose to 
habituate to disturbance and the ability of ADF&G to regulate moose 
harvest, it is reasonable to expect a negligible, rather than a 
minor, effect. 

Page 115, paragraph 6: •A moderate decline of the wolf population 
using the 1002 and surrounding area could result from the cumula
tive effects of direct mortality and reduced production or survival 
of ground, caused by reduced prey availability.• 

As pointed out in the state references, there is indeed a relation
ship between the abundance of wolves and the biomass of ungulate 
prey. nowever, even if one hypothesizes a 401 decline in the PCH 
from 180,000 to 100,000 animals, it is difficult to demonstrate 
that 5 to 10 wolves would be in any way limited by a herd of such 
magnitude. The cited references all deal with wolf/caribou den
sities that are orders of magnitude higher than 0.00002 to 0.0001. 
Further, no consideration is given to alternate prey species. 

The environmental effect on wolves from the proposed development 
should be changed to negligible. 
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Page 119, column 2, paragraph 1: 
behavioral effects on marine mammals. 

This paragraph discusses 

The last sentence should be modified to add "however, a large body 
of data indicates that there are none.• 

Page ·120, paragraph 11: All references to the West and snyder-Conn 
Report should be deleted for the reasons provided earlier in the 
comments on page 100, paragraph 1 and 2. 

Page 121, paragraph 7: "Table VI-7 shows the amount of habitat 
that could be affected by development resulting from full leasing, 
assuming snow geese are displaced 1.5 and 3 miles.as observed by 
Gallop and Davis (1974).• 

The reactions of fall-staging snow geese to noise were studied by 
Gollop and Davis (1974) and Wisely (1974). In those studies, gas 
compressor noise simulators were placed in fall-staging areas and 
the reactions of flying and feeding flocks were observed with and 
without noise production. Some general conclusions, which cannot 
be evaluated·quantitatively, included: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

noise may decrease the number of flocks "that land at a 
particular site: 

noise may cause a temporary alteration in the flight path 
of geese flockSJ 

geese may avoid feeding sites where high noise levels are 
presentJ 

feeding flocks may react to the sudden occurrence of 
gas-compressor type noise up to 3 miles away (Gollop and 
Davis 1974)J and 

feeding flocks may approach to within 300 meters of 
continuously-operating gas-compressor noise simulators, 
but most flocks appear to avoid the area within 800 
meters in front of such noise simulators (Wisely 1974). 

Gollop and Davis (1974) did observe some snow geese disturbance up 
to 3 miles, but, as with other studies cited in the 1002 report, 
this should not be given as an adequate indication that geese would 
be totally displaced out to 3 miles. In fact, Gollop and Gavis 
report in their Table 8 that the mean distance that snow geese 
flared under simulator tests was 365 yards, or 0.2 miles. Thus, 
the 1.5 and 3 mile limits suggested by the report are gross overes
timates and are not supported by the cited literature. 

Page 121, paragraph 8: "Reduced time spent feeding and lost 
habitat in which to feed would result from petroleum development, 
adversely affecting accumulation of the energy reserves essential 
for migration. Davis and Wisely ( 1974) estimated that staging 
juvenile snow geese unable to adjust to aircraft disturbance 
accumulated 20.4 percent less energy reserves due to lost feeding 
time.• 
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Davis and Wisely's discussion of the energetic effects of distur
bance is questionable because the authors assumed that disturbance 
reaction time would subtract in equal proportions from all other 
activities. A more conservative approach would be to assumP. that 
the geese were capable of at least some compPnsatory increase in 
feeding rate. The estimates of 20.4% reduction and 9.5% reduction 
in energy reserves acquired by juvenile geese subjected to 2-hour 
interval fixed-wing and helicopter overflights, respectively, are 
probably overestimates of the bioenergetic impact of these 
disturbances. 

Page 122, paragraph 2: "The average number of snow geese annually 
staging on the 1002 area could be reduced by almost 50 percent.• 

The affected habitat has been grossly overstated based on a mis
application of Gollop and Davis's results and the assumption that 
geese could not compensate for lost feeding time or habituate to 
disturbance. This has led to an equally gross overstatement of the 
potential effects on snow geese. 

Page 122, paragraph 2: Recently conducted extensive monitoring in 
the Lisburne field provides data to reduce concerns over geese and 
brant displacement. Avian monitoring has shown that a brant colony 
has successfully nested in this area since the 1970's with no 
decrease in productivity. The density of geese and swans using 
this area has not changed from pre-construction (1983-84) to 
post-construction (1985). Geese broods actually cross roads and 
pipelines into the Lisburne area. Brant continuously utilize a 
marsh at the mouth of the Putuligayuk River within 400 meters of 
one of the busiest roads on the North Slope. Snow geese occasion
ally move into the Lisburne area to feed and rear young, often im
mediately next to busy roads. Also, white-fronted geese often nest 
close to roads. 

We ask that this section be modified to include these important new 
data from Murphy et al. 1986. "Lisburne terrestrial monitoring 
program - 1985. The effects of the Lisburne development project on 
geese and swans.• 

Page 123, paragraph 4: "Recent work near Prudhoe Bay has shown 
that reduced numbers of shore-birds occur near roads in the oil 
field (Troy and other, 1983J Troy, 1984).• 

Troy's work also shows increased habitat use near roads for several 
species, including Northern Pintails, Red-Necked and Red Phalaropes 
in impoundments, and semi-palmated Sandpipers in dust induced early 
melt zones. 

Page 126, paragraph 1: We support the conclusion that only minor 
to negligible effects on coastal fishery resources or fishery 
habitat will occur. Experience at Prudhoe Bay has provided a 
significant volume of data to support this viewpoint. 
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Page 126, column 2, paragraph 5: We also support the conclusions 
of minor to negligible impacts on endangered and threatened animal 
species such as bowhead and grey whales and the peregrine falcon. 
We feel that the transient nature of their presence on the coastal 
plain and the history of developmental interaction in the Prudhoe 
Bay field clearly demonstrate the lack of meaningful impacts on 
these species. 

~~~=io1n2: 'of c~;~igt~ll~~a;,rr"ni'!.a~: ef:::te: o~n wfr;li~~ecp~~unlgat~~~; 
as a result of development, there remains no reason to assume that 
major effects on subsistence uses will occur. Therefore, we ask 
that this paragraph be deleted. 

Page 131, column 2, paragraph 4: We would like to underscore the 
relatively low value of the coastal plain as recreational habitat. 
History of use indicates that only a handful of individuals have 
actually utilized the coastal plain for recreation, either hunting, 
fishing or camping. It is extremely expensive to reach the area, a 
trip from the contiguous states costs thousands of dollars and 
requires air charter flights. Wet and moist ground conditions make 
hiking difficult during the 8-10 week •summer•. Extreme cold and 
darkness during a large part of the year further reduce 
recreational use. 

We ask that these perspectives be added to this section of the 
report. 

Page 134, paragraph 6 and 7: See comment above for page 112, 
paragraph 4. 

Page 140, next to last paragraph: Seismic Trails: 

This paragraph should be modified to add •although, seismic trails 
can only be detected from the air after two or three years.• 

Page 143, paragraph 6: See comment above for page 6, column 2, 
paragraph 5. 

Pages 145-147, summary of Recommended Mitigation 

Stipulation 2: 

Stipulation 3: 

Design all bridges and culverts to handle at 
least 50-year flood events. 

Comment: Insert •permanent • before the word 
bridges. 

Use ice or gravel-foam-timber pads, where 
feasible, for exploration wells. 

Comment: There may be limited use for ice 
pads, however, the use of pad material must 
ensure a safe and successful completion of the 
operations plan. 
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Stipulations 5: 

Stipulation 6: 

Stipulations 8 
9 ' 10: 

Prohibit off-road vehicle use within 5 miles of 
all pipelines, pads, roads, and other facili
ties, except by local residents engaged in 
traditional uses or if otherwise specifically 
permitted. 

Comment: Prohibiting all activities in all 
seasons is too restrictive. This stipulation 
should be limited to summer season only and not 
be applied to research, surveying, seismic 
work, etc. approved by USFWS. 

Limit oil exploration, except surface geology 
studies, to November 1-May 1 (exact dates to be 
determined by Refuge Manager). Cease explora
tion activities and remove or store equipment 
at an approved site by May 15. Local excep
tions may be made. 

comment: seasonal restriction might be appro
priate for intensive human activity such as 
construction but should allow activities less 
likely to interfere with animal behavior to 
continue. Activities in this category would be 
those largely confined to the drill pad and 
required support and would include drilling and 
testing of wells. When recognizing that such 
prohibition cannot reasonably be applied during 
any subsequent development activities, USFWS 
should allow those activities while being 
conducted as part of an approved research 
program to determine actual effects on wildlif~ 
and to develop better mitigation techniques if 
needed for development. Restriction on drill
ing and testing could cause exploratory wells 
to take two or more years to complete, which 
extends environmental exposure, may compromise 
well safety and control, and significantly 
increases the cost of the well. 

Elevate pipelines to allow free passage of 
caribou in areas without ramps or buried 
sections. 

Place ramps over pipelines at natural crossings 
or where development tends to funnel animals. 

Bury pipelines where possible. 

Comment: Stipulations 8, 9, and 10 appear to 
prefer buried pipelines. Burial of pipelines 
is unnecessary where elevation and ramping are 
used to accommodate movements of animals. 
Buried pipelines are not environmentally 
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Stipulation 11: 

Stipulation 12: 

Stipulation 14: 

Stipulation 21: 

preferred on the North Slope due~to permafrost. 
Moreover, burying causes more environmental 
impact initially and during abandonment. 
Suggest adopting the current State of Alaska 
policy: To minimize impacts on caribou, 
pipelines must be consolidated to the exten't 
feasible and must be designed, sited and 
constructed to allow safe passage of caribou. 
Adequate elevation, ramping or burial of 
pipelines will be required in areas identified 
by [Department of Fish and Gamel USFWS as 
important caribou movement zones. 

Separate roads and pipelines 400-800 feet, 
depending on terrain, in areas used for caribou 
crossing. 

comment: The combination of roads near pipe
lines is considered a deterrent to caribou 
crossing, primarily when there is high human 
use (traffic) of the road, therefore, it is 
unnecessary to have all roads separate from 
pipelines. This policy conflicts with the 
basic desire to consolidate facilities. A 
preferable wording of this stipulation may be 
• separate high use trunk roads and pipelines 
400-800 feet, ••• • 

Restrict surface occupancy in the zone from the 
coastline inland 3 miles to marine facilities 
and infrastructure necessary to support activi
ties outside the restricted zone. 

comment: This restriction could preclude 
access to and development of significant 
reserves. Temporary exploration facilities and 
essential production facilities should be 
allowed on a site-specific basis. 

Close areas within 3/4 mile of .high-water mark 
of specified water courses to permanent facili
ties and limit transportation crossings. 
Gravel removal may occur on a site-specific 
basis. 

Comment: A 3/4 mile buffer is an excessive 
restriction. Maximum effort to protect crit
ical riparian habitat should be requiredr 
however, essential production facilities should 
be allowed on a site-specific basis. 

Close area within 5 miles of development and 
associated infrastructure to hunting, trapping 
and discharge of firearms. 
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Stipulation 23: 

Stipulation 24: 

Stipulation 25: 

Stipulation 26: 

Comment: Subsistence trapping without firearms 
should be allowed. 

Define range of the candidate plant Thlaspi 
arcticum. Minimize surface occupancy in 
immediate vicinity of areas identified as 
supporting the plant. Position pads, collect
ing 1 ines, and associated roads at least 1/2 
mile from candidate plant locations. 

Comment: It appears that a feasible and 
prudent effort to avoid adverse impacts to the 
plant would be reasonable: 1/2 mile buffer 
appears excessive and unnecessary. 

construct docks and causeways so that fish 
movements are not impeded and lagoon water 
chemistry is basically unchanged. 

Comment: Policy needs to focus on potential 
impacts: suggest wording • ••• and lagoon water 
chemistry not be altered to a degree which 
causes significant adverse effects on marine 
populations.• 

Establish time and area closures or 
restrictions on surface activity in areas of 
wildlife concentration during muskox calving, 
April 15-June 5; caribou calving, May 15-June 
20; caribou insect harassment, June 20-August 
15; snow goose staging, August 20-September 27 
and overwintering and spawning. 

Comment: This stipulation should specifically 
exclude restrictions on activities confined to 
an exploratory drill pad such as drilling and 
testing being conducted in conjunction with a 
USFWS approved research program to determine 
effects on evaluation (key) species. 

Acquire authority to establish time and area 
closures and minimum aircraft altitude of 2,000 
feet above ground level (AGL) during muskox and 
caribou calving and caribou insect harrassment, 
April 15-August 15 J and snow goose staging, 
August 20-September 25. At other times the 
minimum altitude generally will be 1,000 feet 
AGL over areas of animal concentrations. 

comment: It is unnecessary to have time and 
area closures in addition to minimum altitude 
restrictions. 
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Stipulation: 

Stipulat iCin: 

Stipulation: 

Stipulation: 

Found in the Sti ulations 

Exploration activities will be supported only by ice 
roads, winter trails, existing road systems, and air 
service. 

Comment: This stipulation should recognize the 
need for barges and boats for marine support. 

The operator shall not significantly alter the banks 
of streams, rivers, or lakes while conducting 
exploration activities. crossings of stream, river, 
or lake banks shall utilize a low angle approach or, 
if appropriate, snow bridges. If snow bridges are 
utilized for bank protection, they shall be free of 
dirt and debris and shall be removed after use or 
prior to breakup each year, whichever occurs first. 

Comment: The need for the removal of ice bridges 
after use or before breakup is not readily apparent. 
If the intent is to prevent flooding, the stipula
tion should so state, and allow alternatives such as 
selective or partial removal of ice bridges. 

Reserve pits shall be rendered impermeable by a 
design of the operator's choice, other than reliance 
upon permafrost. 

Comment: For below-grade (excavated) designed pits, 
permafrost provides an impermeable barrier. suggest 
deleting the words •other than reliance upon perma
frost. • This stipulation should defer to existing 
reserve pit regulation in this matter. 

All hydrocarbons discharged into flare and relief 
pits shall be removed and properly disposed of as 
soon as practicable during the winter but prior to 
spring breakup, except that during periods of thaw 
such removal shall occur within 72 hours of 
discovery. 

Comment: This language from the COE AAP Special 
condition C is under revision by the COE to read: 
•Hydrocarbons discharged into relief pits, flare 
pits, or reserve pits shall be contained and pro
perly disposed of as soon as practicable. Removal 
shall minimize waste generation and all hydrocarbons 
which are removed shall be disposed of in a manner 
consistent with all pertinent regulations.• 
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Stipulation: 

Stipulation: 

Stipulation: 

When an exploratory well bottom hole depth will not 
exceed 10,000 feet true vertical depth, the well 
shall be drilled from an ice pad with piling support 
for the drill rig. 

Comment: Stipulations should allow the use of pad 
material which will ensure a safe and successful 
completion of the overall exploratory operations 
plan. Bottom hole depth may not be the most impor
tant criteria in deter11ining a proper pad. This 
stipulation should be reworded to read: •When an 
exploratory well progra11 can be safely accomplished 
from an ice pad, it is preferred that the well be 
drilled from an ice pad with piling support for the 
drill rig •••• 

The Regional Director is authorized to designate 
within ASRC Lands special caribou calving and 
post-calving special areas that will be closed to 
all exploration activities for such periods from May 
1 through August 31 of each year as are designated 
by the Regional Director to ensure that exploration 
activities do not significantly adversely affect 
caribou calving and post-calving activities, 
including but not limited to, relief from insects. 
The Regional Director 11ay shorten the period of 
closure or reduce the area closed if it is deter
mined that caribou are not using the area. 

Comment: Special area stipulations should be 
modified to allow continued exploration drilling and 
testing while conducting research program~ to 
determine the effects on these species (see our 
co•ents on Stipulation 16 of the 1002h report). 

The Regional Director is authorized to designate 
within ASRC Lands specific snow goose staging 
special areas that will be closed to all exploration 
activities for such periods from August 20 through 
September 10 of each year as are designated by the 
Regional Director to ensure that exploration 
activities do not significantly adversely affect 
snow goose staging. The Regional Director may 
shorten the period of closure or reduce the area 
closed if it is determined that snow geese are not 
using the area. 

comment: Special area stipulations should be 
modified to allow continued exploration drilling and 
testing while conducting research programs to 
determine the effects on these species (see our 
comments on Stipulation 16 of the 1002h report). 
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Stipulation: 

Stipulation: 

The Regional Director is authorized to designate 
within ASRC Lands specific waterfowl nesting habitat 
special areas that will be closed to all exploration 
activities for such periods from May 25 through 
August 1 of each year as are denignated by the 
Regional Director to ensure that exploration activi
ties do not significantly adversely affect waterfowl 
nesting habitat. The. Regional Director may shorten 
the period of closure or reduce the area closed if 
it is determined that waterfowl nesting is not 
occurring within the area. 

Comment: Special area stipulati9ns should be 
modified to allow continued exploration drilling and 
testing while conducting research programs to 
determine the effects on these species (see our 
comments on Stipulation 16 of the 1002h report). 

sand and gravel extraction, processing or storage 
sites shall not be located within the active flood
plains of water courses as defined in the Gravel 
Removal Guidelines Manual for Arctic and subArctic 
Floodplains (USFWS 1980), unless· there are no 
feasible and prudent alternatives. In the event 
that there is no feasible and prudent alternative to 
sand and gravel extraction, processing or storage 
within the active floodplain of water courses, and 
in the event that such sand and gravel extraction, 
processing or storage otherwise satisfies the 
environmental protection safeguards of these stipu
lations, sand and gravel extraction, processing or 
storage in active floodplains shall be undertaken in 
accordance with the provisions of the above
referenced Guidelines, to the extent practicable. 

Comment: suggest language consistent with 1002 
Report Stipulation 7 which limits the application of 
the prohibition to major fish-bearing rivers. 
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CfiAPTER VII - Oil and Gas 
National Need for Domestic Sources and the 1002 Area's 

Potential Contribution 

Comment 1 - The 1002 Area's Potential Contribution to u.s. Needs 

We agree that the 1002 area has very significant potential. All 
of the geologic factors favorable for significant oil and gas 
discoveries exist in the 1002 area, including source rocks that 
generate oil and gas, thick sequences of reservoir rocks, large 
structures to trap petroleum and a favbrable geologic history. 
The location of the 1002 area between major petroleum provinces, 
i.e., Prudhoe Bay and MacKenzie Delta, and the basin's extension 
of known productive trends make the area especially prospective. 
Of all untested onshore areas of the United States, the 1002 area 
is the most promising area for discoveries of major oil and gas 
fields. 

Comment 2 - Contribution to Domestic Oil Demand and Supply 

There is a rapidly growing gap between domestic consumption and 
production capability of u.s. energy supplies. As stated on page 
163, paragraph 1, "Oil reserves decreased over 27 percent, about 
11 billion barrels from 1970 to 1985 and declined annually during 
14 of these 15 years despite extensive exploration and active 
field exploitation programs.• The trend of declining domestic 
reserves and production is accelerating. In 1985 domestic crude
oil production was 8.9 million barrels per day average. The 
drastic drop in oil prices in 1986, to approximately one-half 1985 
levels, resulted in a dramatic reduction in exploration and 
production activity and a concomitant increase in u.s. consump
tion. In 1986 the shutting-in of striper wells and marginal 
fields has resulted in a decrease in domestic crude-oil production 
to a current rate of approximately 8. 5 million barrels per day. 
If prices prevail at about $15 per barrel, domestic production 
could average 6.2 million barrels per day by 1991. Unless signi
ficant new reserves are found and developed by the year 2000, 
domestic production may decline as low as 4 million barrels per 
day and our nat'ion could be dependent on foreign resources for 
60-75\ of its demand, almost double the present level of depen
dency, within 10-15 years. 

Future level of oil prices ultimately affects how well the u.s. 
replaces its production. However, the most important factor in the 
future decline of domestic production is due to the steep, natural 
production drop from North America's two largest producing fields, 
Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk River. Alaska North Slope production 
currently contributes 20 percent of u.s. oil production. This 
production is expected to peak at about 1.9 million barrels per 
day in 1987, then decline to about 500,000 barrels per day by 
2000. The United States must turn to those areas with highest 
potential fpr undiscovered oil and gas to reverse the trend 
towards increasing u.s. reliance on oil imports. Because it takes 
10-15 years to explore, develop, and bring Arctic oil and gas 
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resources into production, the opening of the ANWR 1002 area for 
exploration and development is now of timely and critical 
importance. 

Comment 3 - Contribution to National Objectives 

We agree that production of oil from the 1002 area can help 
achieve this nation's national economic and security objectives. 
As demonstrated since 1973, the United States is vulnerable to 
serious supply disruptions and price escalation because of its 
dependence on foreign sources of oil. The Free World's sources of 
petroleum are heavily concentrated in the Middle East where 
two-thirds of the proven reserves are located. Saudi Arabia alone 
possesses one-fourth of the world's reserves. Increased future 
dependency on politically unstable Middle East nations is highly 
undesirable from a national interest standpoint. 

As domestic production continues to deline, and imports continue 
to rise, u.s. vulnerability to supply disruption will increase. A 
reliable domestic energy supply is a key factor in maintaining a 
viable and flexible foreign policy, and reducing potential 
security threats. 

Economic benefits of further north Slope development to the nation 
are very significant. In addition to the direct benefits to state 
and federal governments from bonus payments, rentals, royalties, 
and taxes, the discovery of large new reserves and reduction of 
oil imports would significantly reduce the national trade deficit 
by bringing a more favorable trade balance. Nearly half of the 
u.s. trade deficit today results from imported oil. 

Oil development on the North Slope of Alaska has provided hundreds 
of billions of dollars to the u.s. economy, representing a benefit 
to all of the 50 states. Development of petroleum resources in 
the 1002 area would have a positive impact on the gross national 
produce and thousands of direct and indirect jobs would be created 
as demand for goods and services increase. The positive impacts 
would be felt well beyond the petroleum industry. 

It is clearly in the national interest to open the 1002 area of 
ANWR to leasing and development. 
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l:!\ \'IRONMESTAL COS51:LTAST5 

Mr. william h. llot~kins 
Executive uirector 
Alaska Oil and Gas Association 
121 w. Fireweed Lane, suite 207 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska 99503-2035 
u.s.A. 

Dear t·lr. Hopkins& 

1\'r'ri\CIIMENT ·a 

I~ IIA · 15U3 WEST .JJIID .\\'E ... \:\CIIORAGE .. \1..\~K.\ •r~;oot 

13 January 19tH 

Rea Review of Draft EIS - ANWR 

I aa pleased to enclose two copies of a review and 
co .. ents of the Draft EIS, with particular attention to 
Otapters II and VI. This review was carried out by ayself and 
Lennart Sopuck. 

The review consists of a narrative discussing major 
isauea pertaining to ANWR and bow these have been addressed in 
the EIS, followed by an Appendix of specific co .. ents keyed to 
the ~IS. Appendix !l is our r~view ~f a key paper by Dau and 
Cameron (19U6), referenced by the EIS, which provides a 
rationale for differences between the ElS and our own 
interpretations of potential i11pacta on caribou. heference 
numbers for Appendix 1 are shown on a copy of Chapters 11 and 
VI of the Eis tnat I have enclosed. 

I have also enclosed a copy of a draft paper I 
prepared for the Caribou "orkshop at Alyeska Resort in October 
1986. That paper which was pre~ared with the tinancial aupport 
of Alyeska Pipeline &ervice Coapany provides the most detailed 
examination of and rebuttal to the conclusions of i1bitten and 
cameron (1985) pertaining to the issue of displacement of 
calving in the Prudhoe Bay area. The evidence and arguments 1 
presented in that paper form the basis for criticizing the 
reliance of tne tiS on the conclusion~ reached by hhitten and 
Cameron (1985). 

ANWR baa an unusually detailed baseline data base 
ovailable which was aerivod over a long period. Those data 
cover a wide range of wildlife species and ecological 
relationahip11. For exa11ple, systematic surveys of caribou and 
other wildlife species in ANWR have been conduct11d aince 1972. 
In addition, the data base available for wildlife/petroleum 
interactions in the frudhoe Bay area and along the Trans-Alaaka 
Piveline, also covers the long term (over 15 years). The 
foregoing studies provide detailed analyses of topics which 

Con~'d·/··· 



Mr. William w. hopkins 
Alaska Oil and Gas As~oociatiou 
MICHORAGE, Ak. 
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January 1987 u.&.A. 

range from po~ulation dynamics, seasonal distribution, behavior 
and responses to mitigation. The co~bination and scope of 
studies and experience available is unprecedented as a sound 
basis for an environmental impact analysia, aasessment and 
prediction. Our review finds that selective use of those data 
and studi~s and omission of relevant references has resulted in 
over-emphasis of poteneial negative effects of·proposea 
development on wil~life populations and under-e•phasized areas 
of compatibility or efiective mitigation. In particular, the 
predictions of caribou population declines are not wupported by 
all available eviaence. 

The ~rediction of impbcts is always a co~lex task, 
usually made more difficult by major aata aeficiencies. The 
latter, however, does not a~~ly in the preoent c&se. Since ou1 
r~view has identitied those areas where omissions uf relevant 
information or 11electivity of literbture have createa a 
significant bias in impact inter~retations, we hbve concluded 
that the proJected impacts on mammalian wildlife population& in 
the £I~ are more severe tnbn would be the case under an actual 
ddvelopmene which included ap~ropriate mitigative mea~urds. 

I would be pleased to provide any clarification of 
the enclosed material that you ma~ require, and hope that you 
find our comments to be useful. 

RDJ/mt 
t:nc1 

].:'t!j:L 
~-~ R.D. Jakimchuk 
JUY. President. 

A REVIEW OF THE REPORT ON THE ARCTIC NATIONAL 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to review the 

terrestrial wildlife portions of the u.s. Secretary of the 

Interior's 1002(h) report concerning oil development in the 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) in northeastern Alaska. 

Our approach was to assess the adequacy of the data base used 

to describe resource values and to predict impacts. We then 

deterained whether the data base was used in an objective and 

scientifically-sound manner to predict impacts and recoamend 

appropriate aitigative measures. Following sections provide 

periodic reference to Appendix I which is a list of specific 

co-enta keyed to Chapters II and VI of the 1002 report. 

Appendix I should be consulted for additional and acre specific 

coamenta. 

2.0 ADEQUACY OF THE DATA BASE 

The wildlife resource and impact assessment sections 

of the 1002 report often contain unreliable statistics and 

poorly referenced and unqualified statements. Conclusions are 

often baaed on uncritical acceptance of one or two studies or 

on unreliable data bases. In soae cases, speculative 

statements are not distinguished froa those which are well

documented and hence are aisleading. 
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There are several examvles in the report of where the 

reliability of population data are not addressed. For example, 

the esti•ate o~ 180,000 ani•als for the Porcupine caribou herd 

(PCH) in 1986 is crude because the herd has not been properly 

censused since 1983 when an esti•ate of 135,000 ani•als was 

obtained (Whitten, 1986). However, ths uncertainty of the 1986 

estimate was not addressed in the report. The report also 

states that there is a •ajor concentration of Central Arctic 

herd (CAH) caribou calving on the Canning River Delta. This 

was based on very li•ited survey infor•ation. In contrast, 

more extensive calving ground surveys conducted by Renewable 

Resources Consulting Services Ltd. (RRCS) from 1981-86 show 

that the Canning ~iver Delta is not a major calving area, but 

that there tends to be a continuum of calving along the coast 

with concentrations between major river valleys (Carruthers et 

a~ •• 1984; Carruthers and Jaki•chuk, 1985; Sopuck and 

Jaki•chuk, 1986). These studies were not referenced in the 

text. 

The available data base on the distribution and 

movements of the PCH and CAH is vastly under-utilized in the 

report. The calving distribution of the PCH was studied by RRCS 

from 1972 to 1977 but these studies are not cited directly in 

the report (Jaki•chuk et al., 1974; Roseneau et al., 1974; 

Roseneau and Curatolo, 1975, 1976; Curatolo and Roseneau, 

1977; Bente 1977). However, these reports contain important 
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site-specific move•ent and distribution data for the PCH. The 

report states that caribou use riparian areas during spring and 

su•mer but does not cite a recent study by carruthers et al. 

(1984a) that shows that fe•ales with calves usually avoid 

riparian habitats. In addition, the movements and distribution 

of CAH caribou within the 1002 area are described in detail in 

the report, yet the movements have been very poorly docu•ented 

to date. If recent unpublished data were used they should have 

been referenced in the report. 

The definition of the •core calving area• for the PCU 

was derived using infor•ation obtained fro• 1972-85. This 

report refers to this period as the "14-year study". In fact, 

the data were obtained fro• several individual studies and 

surveys. During so•e years (e.g., 1973, 1974, 1980) very 

li•ited infor•ation was obtainea on the calving distribution of 

the PCH, and even more li•ited esti•ates of density. Yet it 

appears in the report that the •core calving area• was defined 

based on a solid, 14-year data base. 

In the impact section of the report, the indirect loss 

of habitat as a result of behavioral avoidance is quantified 

using a worst-case scenario. However, based on the studies 

conducted to date, it is extremely speculative to predict a 

"zone of total displacement• around a particular development. 

These speculations are based ~rimarily on one quantitative 
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study, Dau and Cameron (1986). This study shows short-term 

partial displacellient by mateJnal groups around an active road 

systea, but also shows that caribou responses can be highly 

variable. In addition, no quantitative information on how 

caribou may habituate to these disturbances is available. 

Habituation over the long tera may significantly reduce this 

"zone of displacement•. 

The report presents several statements as fact rather 

than speculation. For exaaple, it is assuaed that increased 

energy demands on individual caribou during the insect relief 

period will lead to reduced survival and productivity of the 

herd. However, there are no studies on Uorth American 

populations of caribou that have established this link. Also, 

the report makes the iaplicit assumption that caribou are a 

"food-limited" species. However, there are no studies .that 

show that mainland populations of caribou in North America are 

food-limited. European references are not appropriate because 

reindeer herds are aaintained at artificially high stocking 

levels in largely predator free systems. 

The report states that the PCH may have difficulty 

accommodating to developments such as pipelines because they 

will interact with them for short periods during the year. 

However, the report fails to oiacuss RRCS studies of the 

Nelchina herd (Carruthers et al., 1984b) which shows that this 
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herd is exposed to TAPS only twice each year, but crosses it 

successfully. In the assessment of the ia~acts of aircraft 

overflights on caribou, the report ignores the work by Davis 

et al. (1985). The 1002 report appears to cite references 

selectively rather than presenting a aore balanced viewpoint. 

Davis et al. show that caribou populations can continue to grow 

despite sometiaes severe harassment froa aircraft and other 

military activities including boabing and strafing within 

~raditional calving ranges. 

In suaaary, the 1002 report does not adequately 

qualify or reference its conclusions and hence presents an 

unbalanced assessment of impacts. In aany cases, the worst 

case scenario for iapacta is unjustified. 

3.0 MAJOR ISSUES FOR THE PORCUPINE AND CENTRAL ARCTIC HERDS 

Although a worst case scenario is a valid approach to 

environmental analysis, for significant resources such as the 

PCH it should incorporate the following& 

1. As~umptions should be realistic and properly qualified. 

2. The factual basis for analysis should be supported and well 

doc~aented. 

3. Iapact criteria should be well defined and supported. 
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4. Use of the scientific literature should be objective rather 

than selective. 

3.1 The Displacement Issue 

The impact assessment on the PCH is largely based on 

two studies: Whitten and Cameron (1985) who concluded that 

calving of the CAH has been displaced from the Prudhoe Bay area 

since the onset of petroleum development, and Dau and Cameron 

(1986) who reported local displacement of maternal caribou 

along the Milne Point Road. Whitten and Cameron (1985) present 

conclusions based on anecdotal data which are largely 

correlations after the fact. Jakimchuk (1986) presents a 

detailed rebuttal to the principal conclusion that calving of 

the CAH has been displaced from Prudhoe Bay. Their own paper 

recognizes the possibility of other factors such as flooaing 

which may account for the lower calving density in the Prudhoe 

Bay Complex (PBC). Jakimchuk (1986) reviews evidence that 

indicates that the PBC was not an important calving area evan 

before development and that the correlations made by Whitten 

and Cameron reflect a calving distribution in response to 

natural influences. However, neither viewpoint can be termed 

conclusive beca~se of the post facto correlations which are 

made and the limitations of pre-development data and possible 

comparisons. Jakimchuk (1986) does, hc~ever, present a 
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critical appraisal of those data and the conclusions of tfuitten 

and Cameron. The evidence supports t~e notion that the Prudhoe 

area is similar to other deltas in having a low calving density 

which existed pre-development and that conclusions that calving 

has been displaced from the PBC are unsupportable. 

Because of the contentious and inconclusive nature of 

the Prudhoe Bay scenario, the report of Whitten and Cameron 

(19B5) is not a sufficient!~ strong basis to rely on for the 

PCH scenario analysis. 

Dau and Cameron (1986) present a far better study 

design and basis for assessing the implications of sensory 

disturbance to the distribution of calving caribou. Because of 

its importance as the basis for the impact analysis we have 

reviewed that study (Appendix II) for its relevance and 

validity. Several points have emerged from that review which 

are important to the analysis for the PCH. 

1. The Dau and Cameron study, although a better design than 

previous studies, is not definitive. It documents a 

partial avoidance by maternal cows over a period of high 

disturbance. However its limitations include lack of a 

control, and no discussion of conflicting results with West 

Sak Road studies which show no avoidance by calving groups 

along the West Sak Road. Their comments on lack of 

habituation by caribou to disturbance are unsu~portable. 
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Although Dau and Cameron document reduced habitat use 

(i.e., lower densities) by maternal 9roups near the road, they 

did not in fact document displacement which may be defined as 

an active process of dislocation of caribou from a previously 

used area in response to a stimulus. Further, they do not 

comment on the significance of the fact that numbers of calving 

caribou in their study area almost doubled between the pre- and 

post-development study periods. 

The most si~nificant error of the scenario analysis 

for the PCH is the assumption that what is termed "behavioural 

displacement" would be total for a 2-mile zone adjacent to 

roads using Dau and Cameron (1986) as a basis tor that 

analysis. A total displacement was ~ found br Dau and 

Cameron and th~re is no basis for the assumption of a zone of 

habitat loss of that magnitude. Moreover, the analysis 

unjustifiably fails to discuss the potential for habituation 

and is highly selective in use of relevant references. 1t 

specifically ignores those references which may temper 

conclusions pertaining to the adverse eftects of disturbance 

and displacement on caribou demography. 

For example, Davis et al. (1985) report no short term 

demographic effects on the Delta herd from displact-r..ent frorr, 

their core calving area and nv adverse demogra,tJhlc eifects or. 

the herd from severe disturbances on the calving grounds. Tnis 
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reference is not even cited in the EIS. The analysis of air

craft disturbance ignores at least a dozen aircraft disturbance 

studies, many of which are more quantitative or relevant than 

those cited. The gratuitous editorial comment on Bergerud et 

al. (1984) (ref. 41, p. 110, App. I) as a paper that is "widely 

disputed" indicates a biased approach to dissenting viewpoints. 

We consider that such an arbitrary dismissal of a major, 

refereed, published paper is unethical. 

Previous sections of this review and Appendix 1 

identify omissions of specific papers relevant to an objective 

analysis of impacts. Another example is omission of Carruthers 

et al. (l984b) on crossing success of TAPS by the ~elchina 

herd, which has a direct relevance to the question of effects 

on caribou which only periodically contact a pipeline (ref. 36, 

p. 109, App. 1). This report is not listed in the bibliography 

of the EIS. 

The assumption that displacement from the ~CH core 

calving area would be complete is not justified on the basis of 

known examples. The further link to population decline is even 

more speculative. There is inadequate treatment of alternative 

habitat use and the potential mitigating effects of 

habituation. The net result of the foregoing omissions is to 

greatly exaggerate the worst case beyond what can be su~~orted 

on scientific evidence. 
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Although the qualifiers "could be", and "maybe" are, 

frequently ysed in the impact predictions they are not defined. 

The assessment would be enhanced considerably by an objective 

risk or probability analysis in order to place predictions in 

context with their likelihood of occurrence. 

The analysis of comparative calving densities for 

various herds has been linked ~o the vulnerability of the PCH 

to population decline if displacement occurs because of its 

higher calving densities. That analysis, however, depends 

entirely on undocumented assumptions thatr 

a) There is a relationship between calving density and herd 

productivit,~~. 

b) That alternative calving areas are incapable of sustaining 

the PCH at current levels. 

c) That displacement would be complete. 

d) That the growth of the CAH is partially a result of ita low 

calving density. 

The arguments presented in the EIS regarding assumed relation

ships between calving density and herd productivity are both 

speculative and hypothetical. There is no su,pporting data to 

warrant the conclusions made. Therefore, the severity of the 

i~r.pc.cts predicted &re overstc.ted and subJeCt to questior •. 
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We have given little attention to the impact 

assessment of the CAH in this summary and refer the reader to 

specific notes and comments in Appendix I. In general, 

projected imi'acts on tne CAH are highly overstated since 1002 

developments would i~inge on a s.aller portion of the herd 

than do existing petroleum developments in the Central Arctic 

region. 

3.2 The Insect Relief Habitat Issue 

Although there is considerable theoretical concern 

for, and discussion of, the importance of insect relief habitat 

to the PCH and CAH, there is very little documentation of its 

role or significance to the herds. The overall requirements 

for insect relief and its relationship to herd health and 

energetics requires additional study and assessment. As a 

mi';)ratory herd the PCH has insect relief habitat options both 

north and south of the study area and has utilized both coastal 

and montane habitats for that purpose. Overall, insect relief 

habitats are neither scarce nor inaccessible. Maintenance of 

movement patterns as specified in the mitigation measures and 

as experienced by the CAH would ensure access to insect relief 

habitats both along the coast and inland. In addition, 

elevated areas of gravel pads will increase availability of 

insect relief sites inland albeit to a minor extent compared to 

natural areas. 
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At present, there is no basis to conclude that access 

to insect relief habitat Wi\1 be i~aired by the devalop .. nt 

scenario provided that aitigation measures proposed are 

implemented. 

3.3 Mitigation 

ln general, we agree with the aitigation analysis. 

The major exception is the recoa .. ndations for ra~a to 

facilitate caribou passage. Recant studies show that ramps are 

not necessary to ensure caribou passage across pipeline 

corridors provided adequate pipe clearance is available. 

Further, the construction of ra~s baa biological coats 

associated with gravel reaoval and transport and habitat 

alteration at source locations and ra~ locations. 

Although we are in agraeaant that air traffic should 

be controlled to alnialze disturbance the altigatlon analysis 

presents a one-sided scenario by oaitting references to caribou 

populations exposed to aircraft disturbance which have not 

suffered deaographic effects (Bergerud at al., 1984: Davis et 

al., 1985). The restrictions proposed for aircraft appear to 

be overly conservativ6. for example 2,000 ft-ceilings on 

overflights are proposed from 20 ~lay to 15 August. However, by 
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15 July the majority of caribou have left the 1002 area on 

tneir aid-summer migration into Canada. 

There is also scope to add to and i·~rove the 

aitigation .. asures to further reduce impacts on the PCh. 

These include site-specific scheduling to ainimize activity 

during sensitive periods. 

A aajor unknown is how large .concentrations of caribou 

(100,000 or mora in post-calving aggregations) would respond to 

and negotiate oil developaent infrastructure. There is reason 

to believe that large groups are aore susceptible to influences 

such as deflection because of the ia~etus of their nuabers and 

the dynaaics of group leadership. Because of these unknowns it 

would be prudent to establish facilities such as roads and 

pipelines in areas of ainiaal potential conflict with large 

aggregations of caribou. 

Despite evidence that caribou cross under pipelines 

with clearances as low as 5 ft, we have previously recoa .. nded 

a higher clearance where interaction with large aggregations 

are anticipated. We feel that a ainlaua of 7 ft ground/pipe 

clearance within the range of the Porcupine caribou herd would 

be a highly significant i~roveaent aa a aitigation aeasure. 

The major rationale for increasing the clearance is to ~rovide 

a larger margin for facilitating passage of large 
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concentrations of caribou and because of the aforementioned 

impetus of large groups which can govern direptional movements 

during post-calving and mid-summer migration. A higher 

clearance would facilitate passage of mature antlered bulls and 

would maintain a physical opening between passing animals and 

the overhead pipe which would be visible to those animals in 

the rearguard of large herds. 

The existing scenario shows a proposed pipeline 

location traversing the known post-calving aggregation area for 

the PCII south of Camden bay. Additional study is recommended 

to improve that location, possibly by moving it further north 

to avoid the area of massive aggregation without precluding 

access to insect relief habitat. 

The foregoing and other measures such as scheduling or 

convoying traffic during periods of major caribou movements 

would serve to greatly minimize adverse impact& on the herd and 

reduce the magnitude of predicted impacts considerably. 

In view of the foregoing we diaagree with the 

statement (ref. 43, p. 111, App. 1) that mitigation is not 

poaaible in Resource Category I lands and feel that there are 

significant mitigative opportunities and Joeasures to reduce the 

adverse effects of development activities on those lands. 
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4.0 OTHER SPECIES 

Appendix I provides specific an~otations for other 

species. A major deficiency in the analysis is incomplete use 

of available literature and data sources. As a result, 

potential negative impacts tend to be over-emphasized, e.g., 

the status of Polar Bear denning is accorded considerable 

attention. However, denning in the 1002 area is an extremely 

minor component of denning adjacent to ANWR which in turn is a 

minor component of denning overall for the Beaufort Sea polar 

bear population. 

We are in agreement with the projected impacts and 

description on grizzly bears. The exponential growth rate of 

muskoxen may be limited by nabitat availability in future. 

Effects of disturbance on this growth rate are s~eculative at 

the present time. The history of the transplant and growth 

have established the capability of muskoxen to pioneer a new 

environ~ent and is evidence that they are responsive to 

opportunities provided by mitiyation. In the absence of 

controls or management, muskoxen would be forage regulated at 

some future point and might compete with caribou in a 

conflicting way. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Detailed review com .. nts on the ANWR i~act 
assessment report, pp. 27-170. 

Chapter 11, Existing Environment, pp. 27-45. 

Reference 
No. 

1-2 

3 

4 

5 

Comments 

The •core calving area•, as defined, has 
caribou densities of SO animals/mi2 or more 
during five of 14 years. Caribou use of 
their calving grounds is very dynaaic with 
site-specific densities varying greatly 
within the calving period. 

Core calving area is not necessarily 
utraditionally" favored and the words "strong 
fidelity" are misleading. 1t iw in fact an 
area where high density of calving has 
occurred frequently, i.e., yearly overlap 
within the overall calving range. 

This paragraph lacks references and is mis
leading. The generalization that caribou use 
riparian areas as travel routes and important 
feeding areas is not fully supported by the 
available literature (sea Jakiachuk and 
McCourt, 197~r LeResche and Linderman, 
1975). 

References or qualifications are required on 
types of disturbances which may affect 
bonding and increase in mortality. We need a 
more realistic iapact prediction on the 
effects of disturbance on calf mortality. 

Uplands are in southern part of calving 
grounds, not the northern part. Also, use of 
uplands by moat calving cows contradicts 
previous statement (see f3) that calving 
•caribou• use vegetated riparian habitats 
(see Jakimchuk et al., in press). There are 
no citat1ons of work done by Renewable 
~esources Consulting Services Ltd. on calving 
distribution of the Porcupine caribou herd 
during the 197Us. 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

28 6 

28 7 

29 8 

29 9 

29 11 

29 12 

29 13 

17 • 

Comments 

It is important to distinguish between post
calving movement and aggregation and the mid
summer migration (see Jakiachuk and McCourt, 
1975). Summer aovements (midsummer 
migration) are the most consistent movements 
of the year. Post-calving movements are also 
quite predictable. 

There is no attempt to define the phrase 
•critical life stages•. 

1s productivity the basis for determining 
'impact' or is habitat? Unless the direct 
link iaJ:~lied is documented for caribou both 
definitions should not be used 
simultaneously. 

More documentat·ion of August numbers is 
needed to determine the frequency of August 
occupation of the 1002 area (e.g., are 
numbers closer to 15,000 or to lower end of 
range?). 

This paragraph requires references. The 
movements of Central Arctic herd in the 1002 
area have not been adequately documented to 
date. · 

Again no references are provided. The most 
detailed information on calving distribution 
of the Central Arctic herd is available from· 
Sopuck and Jakimchuk (1986), ~arruthers and 
Jakimchuk (1985) and Carruthers et al, 
(1984a). The presence of l,ooo females and 
calves on Canning Delta in most years 
contradicts data which show more of a calving 
continuum along the coast with concentrations 
between JRajor river vallel(S· Also, the 
calving situation at Prudhoe Bay oilfield is 
misleading. The results of Whitten and 
Cameron (1985) were rebutted by Jaki11chuk 
(1986) who reviewed evidence that the Prudhoe 
Bay area was never an important calving area 
for the Central Arctic herd. 

Use of riparian areas as travel corridors 
and feeding areas by the Central Arctic herd 
by cows and calves is not supported by the 
literature (see Carruthers et al., 1984a; 
Jakimchuk et al., in press). 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

29 15 

30 16 

20 17 

31 19 

32 20 

32 21 

33 24 

33 24 

18 

Com11ents 

This paragraph ignores the Central Arctic 
herd as a whole and only discusses the 1002 
area and is therefore, incom~Jlete. Since 
most of the herd occurs outside the 1002 
area, this paragraph gives a misleading view 
of importance of the area to the Central 
Arctic herd. 

In the l'resentation of Central Arctic herd 
distribution and abundance there are no 
comments on productivity. This omission 
downplay& the tripling of herd size which has 
occurred since the Prudhoe Bay development 
started. 

Additional data on moose obtained in the 
1970s are available from the Arctic Gas 
Biological Report Series, Vol. 6, Ch. 1. 

Data on the Sadlerochit Mountains sheep nerd 
are available in an earlier reference (see 
Arctic Gas Biological Report Series, Vol. 6, 
Ch. 1). 

More detailed information than available in 
Chesemore (1967) on Arctic fox distribution 
in the 1002 area is available from Quimby 
and Snarski (1974), Arctic Gas Biological 
Report Series, Vol. 6, Ch. 2. 

Additional information on wolverines in the 
1002 area is available from Quimby and 
Snarski (1974), Arctic Gas Biological Report 
series, Vol. 6, Ch. 2). 

Again, earlier work on bears in the 1U02 area 
by Quimby and Snarski (1974) is ignored. 

This paragraph lacks references which are 
especially required since conculsions 
presented are controversial. 

Numbers of polar bears in the ANWR part of 
the Beaufort should be indicated: the Beau
fort Sea estiu.ate of 2,000 includes Canadian 
waters. •zntlux of fe11ales• implies larg~ 
numbers moving into the 1002 area. This 1& 
not so. References for the population 
estiffiate are not given. 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

33 25 

34 30 

37 31 

45 32 

19 

Comments 

This l'aragral'h contains very vague and mis
leading statements. It leaves the im~ression 
that a high percentage of the 2,000 bears in 
the Beaufort population use ANWR. This is 
not the case. One to 'two dens in each of 
four out of five years does not indicate high 
use of the area by denning bears. See l·loore 
and Quimby (1974) for earlier studies on 
polar bear denning locations (Biolo~ical 
Report Series, Vol. 32, Ch. 2J which also 
found a low frequency of denning in ANWR. 

The 15 dens found between 1951-1985 is 
cumulative and does not represent actual 
numbers in any one year. 

Additional information on ringed seals 
adjacent to ANI~R can be found in Moore 
(1976)Biol. kept. Series, Vol. 36, Ch. 2. 
This reference was not cited. 

Studies conducted by hcCart et al. (Hiol. 
Rapt. Series) on fisheries resources in the 
ANWR area are not cited. 

The impacts of oil development on the Uilder
ness resources of the 1002 area will be a key 
issue. 

B) Chapter VI, Environmental Consequences, pp. 95-119. 

96 1 

98 2 

98 3 

These definitions of impacts do not attempt 
to ~uantify the changes in abundance in wild
life populations from the natural state that 
corresponds to each level of impact. 
Also there is no allowance for accommodation 
or habituation by species to modifying 
influences. 

we agree that the PCH concentrated calving 
area is considered unique and irreplaceable. 

The remainder of the 1002 area cannot be 
considered scarce habitats, nationally vs. 
regionally, and should be category 3-4 for 
most species. 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

lOS s 

lOS 6 

9 
106 7 

...... 
g 

106 B 

20 

Comments 

Although up to 82 percent of calving for the 
Porcupine caribou hard has occurred in the 
1002 area, in soma years alaost no calving 
has occurred there. However, use of the area 
is more consistent during the late June/early 
July insect relief period. 

The state11ent that the insect relief period 
is highly stressful is based largely on 
theoretical considerations - insect relief 
habitats are widespread north and south of 
the 1002 area. An inland pipeline .ay inter
fere with aovements to the coast and post
calving aggregations; however, a coastal 
pipeline would not. 

This state11ent should be qualified as to 
extent of displace11ent and should indicate 
that only a minor com~onent of the Central 
Arctic caribou herd is involved. 

These statements are hypothetical and too 
generalized becausea 
1) ~ensity is only an important consideration 

if proposed activities have effects on 
populations. 

2) It is debatable if the interaction would 
be greater than at Prudhoe bay. The 
Porcupine caribou herd does not always 
calve in core area and not all of the core 
area will be affected. 

3) Nonetheless, calving and post-calving 
densities and numbers do differ signifi
cantly froa the Central Arctic caribou 
herd and differing implications may occur. 
If an adverse effect occurs it would 
certainly affect a greater proportion of 
the population especially during post
calving aggregation. 

We agree also that the Porcupine caribou 
herd will form larger groups than the Central 
Arctic caribou herd during post-calving and 
that predator populations also differ 
between the two areas. 

This paragraph is of major importance and is 
highly misleading (see Jakimchuk, 1986; 
Caribou workshop paper) because: 
- the frudho~ bay oil fi~ld was n~v~r an 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

106 9 

106 10 

106 11 

106 12 

106 12 

21 

Comments 

important calving area. 
- Whitten and Cameron (1985) do not show an 

absence of calving for the entire perioa
but co-incidentally with delayed snowmelt. 

- Whitten and Cameron also discuss other 
possibilities for low pre- and post-calving 
densities. 

- Other Central Arctic caribou herd calving 
areas show similar pre- and post-develop
ment low calving distributions. 

This section superficially covers a very 
important topic and uncritically accepts 
selected findings of one study (i.e., Whitten 
and Cameron, 1985). 

Inappropriate secondary reference to a 
review paper when other references, e.g., 
Carruthers et al. (1984a), are original 
sources of syste11atic data with wider 
coverage than any other. 

Long term data collected from 1981-~6 by 
Renewable Resources lnc. indicates that the 
Canning River Delta is not a major calving 
area for the Central Arctic herd. however, 
it receives greater use during the post
calving period. 

Table VI-4 shows progressive increase in 
calving nua~bers in the oilfield fro• 1972-
1974. A detailed critique of these data is 
available in Jakimchuk (1986). 

Also, population esti11ates for the Central 
Arctic herd for 1981-1986 are available from 
various RRCS studies. 

The amount of the "core calving areas" 
within the 1002 area depends on the 
definition of core calving ground used. The 
criteria of >50 caribou/km2 in at least 5 
of 14 years resulting in 80 percent within 
the 1002 area may be too conservative (i.e., 
the major calving grounds are actually much 
larger). 

There are no recently published ~opulation 
estimates tor the Porcupine caribou herd 
since 1983. The 1983 pnotocensus estimate 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

106 13 

106 14 

107 16 

107 17 

107 18 

22 

Comments 

since 1983. The 1983 photocensus estimate 
was 135,000. Therefore recent esti•ates of 
165,000 in 1985 and 181,000 in 1986 are 
guesses rather than actual censuses as 
implied. 

Year-round use of the 1002 area by 4,000 
Central Arctic caribou is undocumented. 

Core-calving and concentrated calving areas 
are defined using the density of !50 caribou/ 
mi2 yet there is no indication of how these 
estimates of density were made. Also, a 
better indication of the use of the 1002 area 
for calving would be data on the percentage 
of the herd that calved there each year. 

Indirect habitat losses as a result of 
behavioral avoidance are difficult to 
quantify. Studies to date show that the 
degree of avoidance by caribou is variable 
and that caribou may habituate to these 
disturbances over the long term. Indirect 
habitat losses due to physical barriers may 
be ~re signficant depending on the success 
of •itigation aeasures e•ployed. 
Insufficient pipe heights or over-reliance on 
ramps in combination with disturbance may 
impede free movements of caribou. This 
problem may be significant for very large 
aggregations of Porcupine herd caribou during 
the post-calving (insect relief) period. 
Data on the responses of very large groups of 
caribou to physical barriers are presently 
unavailable. 

Present studies of behavioral avoidance by 
caribou of roads do not prove that 
disturbance is a major source of habitat 
loss. We need to know how many caribou show 
the displacement response and whetner 
habituation will occur in the long term. 

The statement is not true, and not 
definitive. Dau and Cameron tl9b6) shoft 
local response to roads cons1sting of r=ouc~d 
densities of maternal caribou not dis
f.lacement from calving grounds:-·---·
Conclusions and statements b}" C!11roeron and 
Whi~ten tl979) r.avE. t.~er. cr,al'-!;r•::e.:: i:'y 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

107 19 

107 20 

108 21 

23 

Comments 

Bergerud et al. (1984). Citation is used 
inappropriately here. 

This statement is grossly misleading since 
there is no evidence available to support 
it. The following sentence can also apply to 
many other areas within the range of the CAH. 
Both the statement and cited study are 
misleading (Whitten and Cameron, 19&5) ana 
have been separately criticized by Jakimchuk 
(19H6) and Carruthers et al. (1984a). 

The extent of displacement in the Prudhoe 
Bay area caused by development is difficult 
to quantify since the area was never an 
important calving area and because 
pre-development data are not sufficiently 
quantitative. 

The study by Dau and Cameron (1986) shows 
reduced habitat use by caribou. However, the 
extent of reduced habitat use shows 
considerable variation. Habituation of 
caribou may reduce this effect in the long 
term. 

If displacement does occur, adjacent areas 
may not be undesirable since they are 
frequently used with no short term adverse 
effects on productivity. Long term studies 
on effects on productivity of displacement 
would be required to determine the signifi
cance of displacement from a h'igh density 
calving area. 

Although displacement of the Porcupine 
caribou herd from a "core calving area" may 
be deleterious, studies of the Central Arctic 
herd show that caribou nu11bers can increase 
despite developaent witnin their calving 
areas. We agree, however, that caution 
should be used in extrapolating Central 
Arctic caribou herd results to the Porcupine 
caribou herd since the Porcupine caribou herd 
occurs at much higher densities on their 
calving grounds and because predators are 
more abundant adjacent to the Porcupine 
caribou herd calving areas. In addition, 
caution should be used in the assumption that 
displacement of the Porcupine caribou herd 



108 

108 

108 

108 

Reference 
No. 

22 

25 

26 

27-28 

28 

29 

24 

Comments 

from a "core calving area" would occur in 
total as iaplied. The probability of this is 
low based on evidence from the CAll. 

This stateaent presupposes a food limiting 
habitat and a coa~lete loss - the references 
used deal with non-caribou apparently since 
caribou are not a food limited species ana 
comparable references are not available for 
mainland herds of Barren-ground caribou in 
North Aaerica. 

There is no basis for "unlikely" conclusion. 
This is speculation only based on inference of 
higher density. Also presupposes a "massive" 
displacement rather than a local displacement. 
This is an example where the CAH experience 
is downplayed despite the existence of data 
on compatibility with development. '" ... no 
recognizable ••• long term effect ••. has been 
demonstrated to date (emphasis ours). 

Ho..-ever, all part ici1-ants of the FIJS workshop 
die not agree to the extent or significanc~ 
of that displacement. 

Dau and Cameron (19tl6) indicate that reduced 
density of maternal caribou which they term 
displacement may occur within 2 miles from 
active roads. However, the percentage of 
caribou affected is uncertain. A 
significant number of caribou within 2 miles 
may be unaffected by disturbance. Therefore, 
development would not result in the complete 
loss. of 32 percent of the Porcupine caribou 
herd core calving area as calculated. 

It is erroneous and misleading to imply a 
"total displacement" two miles wide. 1~e 
term probable population decline is 
unsubstantlated i.e., displacement is lihked 
to decline, but such an effect has never been 
demonstrated or documented. Tne assuD"option 
of ~assive displace5ent is unwarranted oasec 
oc the C~n~ral Arctic caribou her~ 
experience. 

Several studies show that pipelines such as 
1APS and Kuparuk do not create a b&rr:~r. 

:~~~E c·~~-s~~~~ :fi&. !~~~d tc· c:E~ri: 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

109 31 

109 31 

109 32 

109 34 

109 35 

109 36 

109 31 

25 

C01111ents 

establish the likelihood of conditions which 
constitute interference or pr~vide better 
qualifications of stateaents made. 

Agree - valid concern. I have previously 
recoamended 7' ground to pipe clearance 
rather than the 5' level cited in this and 
the workshop report. 

We agree that the effect of potential 
barriers are greater during post-calving than 
during calving because of the very large size 
of post-calving aggregations and the sudden, 
erratic move•ents between inland areas and 
coastal insect-relief habitats. There is 
insufficient evidence, however, to indicate 
that survival or productivity of caribou may 
be reduced as a result of a disru~tion in 
moveaents during this period. We recoamend 
that the location of a aain east-west pipe
line be studied furtner and that pipe heights 
should be raised from the miniaum of 5' cited 
in the EIS to 7' within the range of the PCII. 

The European references used are not 
appropriate - carrying capacity and 
nutritional limitations are greater for 
European populations. 

This statement is based on one example and 
hence is not objective. 

There is no evidence that ram~s will 
significantly increase crossing success -
rather pipe heights and the presence of 
vehicular traffic are more important. 

It is appropriate to discuss RRCS studies of 
the Nelchina herd (Carruthers et al., 1984b) 
here and reference it. This herd is exposed 
to TA~S only twice a year, but crosses it 
successfully. 

This worst case is unjustified on the basis 
of known res~onses of caribou. It is 
unrealistic and ignores experience to date. 

Also should not assume 2-mile sphere of 
influence even without mitigation. 



Reference 
!'~e No. 

110 38 

110 39 

110 40 

110 41 

111 

111 44 

111 46 

Ill 
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__________________ Comments 

Disturbance and h~rassment are significantly 
different. There is no evidence that 
disturbance will result in direct or indirect 
mortality as a result of trampling or 
increased energy loss. 

This paragraph ignores several other studies 
some of which are more quantitative. 

Davis et al. (1985) report no demographic 
effects or calving ground displacement on 
the Delta caribou herd'from severe aircraft 
disturbance and other disturbance associated 
with military activity. This is an example 
where significant conclusions of a recent 
peer review paper (Davis et al., 1985) are 
ignored in favour of an outdated non-peer 
review reference. 

The editorial comment "widely disputed view" 
is an inappropriate and unsubstantiated 
comment on a peer-review published paper. 

We disagree with this conclusion since 
Category 1 habitats would not suffer an 
inevitable "loss". Mitigation of Category I 
habitat is possible because: 
1) A 2-mTie avoidance zone is not a valid 

assumption (see previous comments). 
2) 11any mitigation options are available 

including: 
- Traffic control 
- Reduced human activity during calving 
- Reduced aircraft overflights 
- Speed limits on traffic, etc. 

Ramps are over-emphasized and not justified. 
Elevation of pipelines to 7' above ground 
(because of large groups) should be a 
priority over ram~&· 

Davis et al. (1985) do not indicate a 
problem. F.estrictions could be lifted after 
15 Jul~ because most PCH animals are gone on 
Si.H:.:--er 1!1:>\'e:rents by that date. \lt: agree 
~it& a mini~um altitude of 2,000' Kay 2u 
through July 15th. 

~e b~sically ~gree ~ith all mitigation 
: '".: :.. : -res -:." ::- E- ~ : i ::•: r =: ; :· s • E ':"•t• \: •;: :- , n :·: t 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

112 48 

112 49 

112 50 

112 51 

113 52 

113 54 

114 55 

27 

measures could also be listed, to further 
ameliorate impacts. 

Environmental description map in Chapter II 
shows extent of alternative habitats. 
Whether these could sustain a growing 
population assuming loss of all core calving 
area (although unlikely) is unknown. 

Insect relief habitats need to be more 
accurate!~ described. We need to know how 
much apace is necessary to give relief to the 
Porcupine caribou herd. 

There is a major step between potential 
undocumented effects and a population 
decline. However this paragraph seems to be 
properly qualified. 

Is it a decline or distribution change or 
both? There is no basis for predicting 
either a 5-10 percent decline or distribution 
change. The opposite, a three-fold 
population increase in the CAh accompanied 
the Pruahoe Bay development which interacted 
with a much larger proportion of the CAH than 
would be the case for the 1002 area. The 
prediction of a decline and distribution 
change for the CAH throughout ita range based 
on the 1002 interaction totally ignores the 
well-documented facts of the actual effects 
of development. This paragraph is unfounded. 

There is no basis given for extrapolating 
effects on individuals to population 
effects. 

A major unjustified assumption here is that 
disturbance will result in absolute loss of 
habitat value. 

Also an exponentially expanding population 
suggests that in the near term it is below 
carrying capacity. 

Evidence is opposite, these sub-groups all 
originated from two transplants, one maae-on 
Barter Island (1969) and the other at Kavik 
Camp (13 muskox transplanted in 1970). 



Reference 
~e No. 

116 

117 

118 

119 

57 

59 

60 

28 

Comments 

These conclusions are entirely speculative 
and there is no possibility of subsequent 
determi.nation if they are correct or 
incorrect. 

Agree with this section in general. 

This paragraph is misleading because 12-13 
percent of the Beaufort &ea Population do NOT 
den on land. 

This paragraph should be qualified with a 
more objective review of likelihood of 
effects on productivity of bears. 
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APPENUIX 11 

Review of Dau and Cameron (19&b) Report entitled "t;ffects 
of a road system on caribou distribution during calving". 
"Rangifer". Special Issue No. la95-10l. 

Dau and Cameron have deaonstrated a local, short-term 

reducud density of maternal caribou groups adjac~nt to an 

active road system which they refer to as partial displacement. 

However, several qualifications to their results need to be 

made that were absent in the report. The authors admit that it 

is speculative to extrapolate the local effects on maternal 

caribou to the population as a whole. Yet they imply that 

displacement will result in widespread, long-term loss of 

t·raditionally-used habitat. We argue that such conclusions are 

unwarranted at this time. 

The experimental design of Dau and Cameron, although 

more rigorous than previous work, did not include adequate 

controls. The design requires a control area containing a 

hypothetical road alignment and located in an area of similar 

habitat and calving density, well away from human activity. 

Monitoring of a control area during an equival9nt study period 

(1978-85) would indicate whether changes in caribou 

distribution similar to the experimental area can occur in the 

absence of development. 
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ln addition, Dau and Cameron fail to note thata 

1) despite partial displaceaent and increasing development 

activity, caribou densities increased in their study area 

from 1978-85: 

2) most of the displacement was observed in the middle 

3) 

sections of the road, the north and south ends of the road 

alignment supported lower densities of caribou before and 

after the developaent: 

non-maternal groups, which included uv to 25 percent 

calves, occurred at higher densities (although not 

significantly higher) !!!!!. the road alignment than away 

from the alignment during the post-development period: 

4) habituation was not evident uv to 1985 because the 

intensity of human activity was also increasing 

dramatically at this ti11e. 

The Dau and Cameron study showed statistically 

significant differences in caribou density va. distance but 

also indicate that annual variability was high. In fact, the 

annual variability ~ithin each 4-year period was alruost 

significant (p • 0.053) for calves. This suggests that the 

displace~ent re~pcnse varied considerably from year to year. 

31 

lt is noteworthy that Dau and Cameron showed that non

maternal caribou were ~ displaced by the road developaent. 

Also, the response by asternal groups was partial displacement 

within a zone of 0-3 km (0-1.9 mi). In'the ANWR report it is 

implied that !!! caribou show a ~ displacement within 2 

miles. This scenario is not supported by the Dau and caaeron 

report. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ideal experimental design to test whether calving 

and post-calving cow/calf groups avoid TAPS and are displaced 

by oil developments in the Prudhoe Bay area is not available to 

us. such a design would have as ita basic elements comparable 

pre-development baseline data for control areas and areas which 

would subsequently be perturbed. Comparable techniques would 

be used to measure changes of various ecological variables in 

control and exposure areas before and following perturbation. 

The experimental design would be careful to ensure that 

comparisons are valid and would eliminate biases owing to 

either environmental variables or to the changing seasonal 

behaviors and distributions of caribou. The designs would 

endeavor to eliminate biases associated with the highly clumped 

or non-homogeneous distributions of caribou which characterize 

the species by recognizing the implications of differing 

densities, grouping behaviour., sexual segregation, and 

differential habitat use to the analysis. surveys would be 

conducted during comparable time and life cycle periods to 

reduce the foregoing potential biases: The foregoing would 

ensure that data were comparable for the test and control areas 

within years, so that between-year comparisons could be made 
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between controls as well as test (exposure) areas both before 

and after development. Finally, the study design would 

encourage identification and measurement of exogenous 

environmental influences such as snow characteristics, plant 

phenology or seasonal flooding which may, independently of the 

previously mentioned variables, affect the distribution of and 

habitat use by caribou between two apparently similar areas. 

such measurements would help account for variations in use or 

density which might occur even where exhaustive attempts were 

made to standardize the experiment based on the criteria I have 

previously mentioned. 

The lack of many of the foregoing elements baa 

contributed to differing interpretations on the relationship 

between caribou distributions and North Slope petroleum 

developments, especially as it pertains to calving 

distributions and the percentage calves associated with the 

TAPS corridor. These differing interpretations, in turn, have 

generated controversy which baa often obscured rather than 

clarified issues. However, despite deficiencies in many of the 

data requirements I have described, there are numerous bodies 

of evidence which can objectively focus on questions of caribou 

interaction with the TAPS corridor and the implication of that 

interaction. These data, accumulated over a period of the past 

16 years, provide a basis for interpreting the relative role of 

ecological factors and disturbance in governing the 
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distribution, movements and habitat use of Central Arctic 

caribou. In this paper I can only develop and substantiate 

some important principlesa I do not intend to review and 

debate the minutiae of 15 years of survey data but to point out 

some of the most significant findings which encompass the 

period prior to and following development of the TAPS corridor. 

specific data for the area are available for the 

period before extensive oilfield development, the construction 

of the Dalton Highway in 1974, or the pipeline between 1975 and 

1977. The main sources of pre-development data are studies by 

Angus Gavin from 1969 to 1978 (Gavin 1977: Gavin and 

Chamberlain 1979), White et al. (1975), and Child (1973). 

Post-development data are derived from a wide range of ADF&G 

and industry sponsored studies from 1975 to the present. 

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEHSr UNEQUAL COMPARISONS 

one of the major difficulties in any analysis of 

Central Arctic caribou and development interactions is 

separating out the relative influence on caribou of the 

pipeline, the Dalton Highway and the oilfield development. 

Although this paper deals with the TAPS corridor, it cannot 

ignore pre-construction calving distributions as they relate to 

Prudhoe Bay and TAPS. Therefore I must comment, in part, on 

4 

the conclusions pertaining to the oilfield presented by Smith 

and Cameron (1983) and Whitten and Cameron (1985). Figure 1 

shows the study area and the TAPS corridor. 

The major conclusions of Cameron and Whitten (1980_) 

and Caaeron et al. (1979) are that cow/calf groups avoid the 

TAPS corridor during calving and the au .. er period based on a 

comparison of calf percentages along the corridor versus 

regionally. The_major conclusion of Saith and Cameron (1983) 

and Whitten and Cameron (1985) is that calving caribou have 

been displaced from the Prudhoe Bay Oilfield. This conclusion· 

is based on low densities of calving caribou in the field and a 

lower calf percentage of total caribou in the field versus the 

'regional percentage. 

The problem of comparability of data is a major 

limitation to the conclusions drawn by cameron and Whitten 

(1980_), Cameron et al. (1979, 1985). In the latter final 

report, comparisons of calf percentages between regional and 

corridor values during the calving period (June) are available 

for only two years (1975-76) of the seven-year study (1975-

1982). Other seasonal periods were compared but they combined 

periods in which seasonal distributions are known to vary 

considerably and frequently in response to environmental 

factors. Thus, comparisons of short yearling percentages in 

April/Hay between the TAPS corridor and regional values does 
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not take into account sexual segregation (Figure 2) and 

differential habitat use by the sexes at that time (Figure 3), 

while comparisons for the July-August period are confounded by 

the extreme flux in movements in response to insects which can 

affect calf percentages in a specific area drastically even on 

a given day (White et al. 1978). Even so, calf percentages 

along the corridor and regionally were the same in two of five 

years for the July-August period (Cameron et al. 1985), 

suggesting that ~actors other than the TAPS corridor influenced 

those percentages. 

Although Cameron et al. (1985) attempt to reduce 

previous biases in survey coverage of non-riparian habitats 

regionally by deleting road surveys south of Region 4 and 

coastal transects from aerial surveys, regional surveys still 

appear to oversample non-riparian habitats. The published 

methodology (Cameron and Whitten 1979) states a deliberate 

effort to sample non-riparian habitats on regional surveys for 

at least 3 km on either side of riparian habitats, Thus, many 

high density non-riparian calving areas are sampled in the 

regional surveys (Figure 4) and compared to the 1 km wide 

surveys on either side of the Dalton Highway which is closely 

associated with riparian habitat of the Sagavanirktok River 

(Figure 5). The route of TAPS does not transect such calving 

concentrations and traverses approximately three times the 

regional percentage of riparian habitat (Carruthers et al. 

1984). 
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I do not disagree that calf percentages are lower 

along the TAPS corridor than for the region as a whole but with 

the interpretation of why they are lower. There is 

, considerable evidence thata 

1. The Prudhoe Bay area was not an important calving area even 

prior to development (Table 1: White et al. 1975: Gavin 

1977: Gavin and Chamberlain 1979) (Figure 6). 

2. There is well documented evidence that sexual segregation 

(Cameron and Whitten 1979; Carruthers et al. 1984) and 

differential habitat use result in different distributions 

of cow/calf and bull groups in riparian versus non-riparian 

habitats (Jakimchuk et al., in press: Curatolo 1985). 

Indeed, Curatolo found that this differential habitat use 

occurred even within intensively developed areas and that 

calf percentages were consistently lower in riparian 

habitat. Jakimchuk et al. (in press) show that differing 

distance relationships to riparian habitats between bulls 

and cows are consistent regional distributional trend. 

J, Finally, along the West Sak Road, where habitats normally 

used by cows and calves have been traversed by a road 

corridor, thus eliminating the habitat bias to a large 

degree, summer calf percentages have been the same or 



Table 1. Eati•ated caribou populations; North Slope, Alaska, 1970-1978. 

Colville-Canning Region, Ca. 9000 Sq. Mi. Prudhoe Bay Areal, ca. 455 Sq. Mi. 

Calves Calves 
perl002 Year- perl003 Year-

Year Cows Calves Cows lin!JS Bulls Total Cows Calves Cows lin!JS Bulls4 Total 

1970 8,868 5,962 67 5,193 1,581 21,604 24 17 71 8 
1971 8,600 3,100 36 2,000 1,300 15,000 16 7 44 7 

1972 1,200 450 37 350 500 2,500 8 5 63 4 
1973 9,200 3,500 38 2,500 1,200 16,400 24 9 38 9 

1974 10,000 3,800 37 3,500 1,100 18,600 34 9 27 8 
1975 7,800 2,800 36 2,600 1,300 14,500 27 13 48 4 

1976 2,200 750 34 1,100 950 5,000 19 4 21 5 
1977 3,200 1,200 37 600 1,000 6,000 14 11 79 3 

1978 3,170 1,580 so 970 1,100 6,820 29 15 52 7 6 

lEnco~assea the area fro• the Sagavanirktok River to Kuparuk River and fro• the Coast 
to Franklin Bluffs. 

2colville-canning Region ten year average • 41 calves per 100 cows per year. 
3prudhoe Bay Area ten year average • 46 calves per 100 cows per year. 
4No data available except for 1978. 

SOURCE: Gavin and Cha~rlain (1979). 
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virtually the same as regional values in five of seven 

years following the development of the corridor (Table 2). 

Notwithstanding Table 2, which eliminates a major 

habitat bias, calf percentages alone are a poor measure of 

impact along the TAPS corridor when one considers seasonal 

variations in caribou distribution in response to environmental 

influences such as snow cover, insect harassment, and 

differential habitat use by the sexes. 

The major evidence presented that calving has been 

displaced from the Prudhoe Bay area are the low calf 

percentages recorded, the low number of calving groups found 

there during summer and the higher incidence of calving south 

of Prudhoe Bay (Whitten and Cameron 1983; Smith and Cameron 

1?83). However, comparison of pre- and post-development 

calving distributions shows a similar distribution to that 

found in recent years (Sopuck and Jakimchuk 1986), with more 

calving south of Prudhoe Bay than in the Prudhoe Bay oilfield 

area even prior to extensive development (Figures 4 and 6). 

The apparent reason for this is the frequent, extensive 

flooding associated with sedge meadows in the Prudhoe Bay area. 

Late snow melt and flooding of lowland habitats in the coastal 

zone at calving has occurred in 7 of the past 13 years where 

data are available (Table 3). In years of delayed snow melt, 

calving farther inland has been consistently reported. This 
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Table 2. A comparison of regional calf percentages and calf 
percentages observed 4long the West Sak (Spine) Road 
du~ing su••er 1978-1984. 

Year 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

Spine Road 
(West Sak) 

Percent Calves 

26 

25.0 

20.0 

18.oab 

16.0 

17.5 

22.3 

Regional 
Calf Percentages 
Percent Calves 

25 Ca•eron 

25 Ca•eron 

21 Ca•eron 

27 Ca•eron 

No Data Smith et 

21 S•ith et 

23.2 Smith et 

a Represents 14,966 total caribou seen fro• the 
versus 4,552 seen in 1980. 

source 

• Whitten 1979b 

• Whitten 1980b 

et al. 1981 

et al. 1983 

al. 1984 

al. 1984 

al. 1984 

road in 1981 

b'of caribou observed crossing West Sak road and Kuparuk 
pipeline in 1981, calves were 251 of total caribou. 
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Table 3. Pheonology of snowmelt and calving distributions in 
the central Arctic region, 1970-1986. 

Snow•elt 
Phenology 

Year During Calving 

1970 No data 

1971 Deep snow coastal 
plain 

1972 Heavy snow 

1973 Dry year 
1974 No data 

.. 1975 No data 

1976 Heavy snow 

1977 

1978 Late snow•elt, 
floodiiUJ 

1979 Dry - relatively 
snow-free 

1980 Late Snow•elt -
extensive flooding 

1981 Dry, snow-free 
calving 

1982 Late snowmelt -
extensive flooding 

1983 Relatively dry 
1984 Relatively dry 

1985 Relatively dry 

1986 Late snow•elt 

Co••ents on 
Calving 
Distribution Source 

•usual distribution• Gavin 1977 
(see Fig. 6) 
Calving in foothills Gavin 1977 

Low use of Coastal Gavin 1977 
Zone 1o Prudhoe Bay 
So•• inland calving Gavin 1977 
•usual distribution• Gavin 1977 
(Pig. 6) 
Scattered calving, no 
concentration areas 
•usual distribution• Gavin 1977 
(Fig. 6) 
•usual distribution• Gavin 1977 
(Pig. 6) 

No data 

More inland.caribou 

Little inland 

More calving 
inland 
Usual (see Pig. 6) 
Usual (Pig. 6) 

Usual 

Majority inland 
calving east of 
Sag River. 

Cameron et al. 
1981 
Whitten 1o 
Cameron 1985 
Cameron et al. 
1983 
Whitten • 
Ca•eron 1985 

Sopuck 1o 
Jaki•chuk 1986 
Sopuck 1o 
Jaki•chuk 1986 
Sopuck 1o 
Jakimchuk 1986 
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seems to be a reasonable explanation for the consistent calving 

associated with the Franklin Bluffs area south of Prudhoe Bay 

which was documented prior to extensive oilfield development at 

Prudhoe Bay. 

rf we look at factors affecting pre- and post-

calving distributions we find strong well-documented ecological 

reasons to explain observed distributions. When we test these 

hypotheses by looking at known calving and post-calving areas 

where development has occurred, such as the West· Sak Road area 

and Prudhoe Bay, we find that the hypotheses pertaining to 

habitat use and their effects on distribution hold (Curatolo 

19e5: Jakimchuk et al., in press: this paper). The 

explana~ions for apparent discrepancies between what occurs 

along the TAPS corridor and regionally are in response to 

ecological factors. This explains the apparent contradiction 

of avoidance of TAPS but no avoidance of the Spine Road during 

summer by the same caribou on the s~me summer range. 

1 have concluded that absence does not equal 

displacement. I do not think that cow/calf groups avoid TAPS 

but the major river valley associated with TAPS - a 

rela" L:;r.ship "'hich also holds regionally for other comparable 

majo~ r1ve~s such Es the Canning and Colville. Siwilarly, I 

thint the evieence is strong ~hat the Prudhoe Bay complex prio~ 

to developrent was not an importanc calving area. Its presenc 

ATTACHMEIIT E 
TESTIMONY ON THE 

DRAFT LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
"ARCTIC NATIONAL lliLDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, 

COASTAL PLAIN. RESOURCE ASSESSMENT" 
Anchorage, Alaska 

Presented by the Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA) 
· January 5, 1987 

I am Tom Cook, Alaska Exploration Representative for Chevron 
U.S.A. Inc. Today I am appearing before you on behalf of the 
Alaska Oil and Gas Association. AOGA is a trade association whose 
member companies account for the majority of oil and gas explora
tion, production and transportation activities in Alaska. Let me 
say at the outset that AOGA strongly supports the Department of 
Interior's proposed recommendation that the entire "1002" area, 
also known as the coastal Plain, be authorized for oil and gas 
exploration and production. We have restricted our comments today 
to three aspects of the "1002(h) report•, but will submit detailed 
written comments on the entire report before the January 23, 1987 
deadline specified in the Federal Register Notice. 

Mr. Mike Bradshaw of Conoco will fir·st address the national 
interest in developing the petroleum resources discussed in 
Chapter VII, then Mr. Mark McDermott of ARCO will comment on the 
biological content of Chapters II and VI. I Mill conclud~ our 
statement with comments on the recommended stipulations applicable 
to the area, togethe!: with an endorsement of the proposed full 
leasing Alternative A selected for recommendation by the Assistant 
Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks, William P. Horn: 

Comments on Nation11l Need for Oil and Gas (Chapter VIII 

Thank you. For the record, 'I am Mike Bradshaw, Operations 
Directo!:-Alaska for Conoco Inc. There are many factors that are 
relevant in determining why opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to oil 
and gas leasing, exploration and production is in the national 
interest. 

The U.S. is rapidly depleting its domestic reserves of oil 
and gas. 

Domestic crude oil production from existing fields is fore
cast to decline from the 8.9 million barrels per day average 
in 1965 to 6. 2 million barrels per day by 1991, if prices 
remain at $15 per barrel. current domestic production has 
already fallen to about 8.5 million barrels per day. Dome
stic· production is forecast to fall as low as 4 million 
barrels per day by the year 2000. 

currently Alasl:a supplies our nation ':lith approximately 20\ 
of the total u.s. production. 

t1S3:J77/AOGA FINAL/01-05-87 -1-



• Barring new domestic discoveries to replace depleted 
reserves, and assuming the demand for petroleum does not 
increase, the u.s. may need to import 12 million barrels per 
day by the year 2000. Thus, without significant new dis
coveries, our nation could be dependent upon foreign sources 
for 60-75' of ita demand, within the next 10-15 years, almost 
double the present level of dependency. 

currentll' the u.s. consumes more than 25 percent of worldwide 
petroleum production even tho11gh it has less than 4 percent of 
proven worldwide reserves. Policy dec is ions which slow or pro
hibit replenishment of domestic reserves only exacerbate this 
problem. Opportunities to explore for and develop new reserves 
must be forthcoming. 

As we have seen in recent years, the u.s. is vulnerable to serious 
supply disruptions because of ita dependence on foreign· oil. 
Foreign sources of petroleum are concentrated largely in the 
Middle East where two-thirds of the proven reserves of the non
collltllunist world exist. Saudi Arabia alone possesses. over one
fourth of the free world's reserves. Increased future dependency 
on. these politically unstable Middle Eastern areas is highly un
desirab!e from a national interest viewpoint. 

~ As domestic production continues to decline, and imports continue 
...A to rise, u.s. VUll\er'abilit·y to supply disruption will increase. A 
...A reliable domestic energy suppfy is a k-ey factor in maintaining a 
~ viable foreign policy. 

It is in the national security and economic interest to encourage 
exploration for new domestic reserves wherever the potential 
exists, on the coastal Plain of AtlWR and other pro11ising areas. 
Any decision to delay that search is a step toward increased 
dependency on foreign supply. Lead times to develop frontier 
Alaska oilfields are very long, typically 10 to 15 years from 
discovery to first production. If a major discovery were made on 

·the Coastal Plain today, first production would not be likely 
before the year 2000. 

Increasing consumption, decreasing domestic production, and rising 
imports, coupled with delay in op~ning promising new areas to 
exploration and development are all factors which collectively 
will contribute to the likelihood of a future energy crisis. 1986 
was a year of drastic change throughout the oil and gas industry. 
Exploration is currently at a near standstill, marginal and 
uneconomic fields are being shut-in, and research and development 
have been drastically reduced. Continuity of exploration and 
development are necessary to replace depleted reserves. Delays in 
the exploration process today will cause great11 reduced future 
production. 

Those who oppose oil resource development argue .that the reserve 
potential of the Coastal Plain rna~· represent only a few months 
supply of oil to the nation. This statement, though misleading, 
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illustrates very well the significance of such a reserve if it is 
discovered and produced from the coastal Plain. A few months is 
indeed significant when compared on the same terms with the 18 
month supply in the largest oilfield ever discovered in North 
America - Prudhoe Bay. But, the statement is misleading for two 
very important reasons. Pirst, no oil field can be fully produced 
in a few mon!;hs. Prudhoe Bay, for exa11ple, 11ay produce oil and 
gas for at least 30 years. Second, the statement assumes a 
reserve.estimate which would offset total daily consumption rather 
than an offset to imports during the life of the field. FrOJII. a 
national security perspective, offsetting imports is a more 
important comparison. Prudhoe Bay, on average, could offset 
approxi11ately 13' of foreign oil imports for 30 years (assuming 10 
billion barrels recoverable reserves and 7 million barrels per day 
imports). 

The report estimates a 19' chance of finding economically recov
erable oil on the coastal Plain. This promising outlook for 
success helps explain industry's high interest in exploring the 
Coastal Plain because it is a ten-fold increase over the statis
tical industry success rate in Alaska. Historically only one out 
of fifty, or n, of the exploratory wells drilled in Alaska has 
ever resulted in a commercial discovery 

Economic benefits of further North Slope development to the n4tion 
are extremely si~nificant •. In additio~ to the direct·benefita to 
the State and Federal governments from bonus payments, rentals, 
royalties, and taxes, the discovery of large new reserves would 
significantly reduce oil imports and the associated national trade 
deficit. Nearly half of the u.s. trade deficit today results from 
imported oil. 

Oil development on the North Slope of Alaska has provided hundreds 
of billions of dollars to the u.s. economy, representing a benefit 
to all of the 50 states. Therefore, petroleum development from 
the Coastal Plain, especially on the order of magnitude of Kuparuk 
or Prudhoe Bay, would promote economic development not only within 
Alaska, but also throughout the United States. Jobs would be 
created as the demand for goods and services increase and the 
positive impacts would be felt well beyond the petroleum industry. 

If highly prospective areas such as the coastal Plain are placed 
off limits to petroleum exploration, the nation may experi~nce a 
future energy crisis which will make the 1973 embargo and the 
1979-1980 price escalation seem mild by comparison. 

In summary, we believe it is clearly in the national interest to 
open the Coastal Plain of ANWR to leasing and development. 

r will now tur!l the microphone to Mark McDermott with ARCO who 
will comment on the biological aspects of the draft report. 

1153:377/AOGA FINAL/01-05-87 -3-
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Biological Review Comments 

lly name is Mark McDermott and I am a Senior Environmental 
coordinator for ARCO Alaska, Inc. Following a detailed re1•iew of 
the LEIS Chapter II - Existing Environment and Chapter VI -
Environmental Consequences, the Alaska Oil and Gas Association 
strongly endorses the DOI recommendation to lease the entire 
"1002" coastal Plain area for oil and gas exploration, development 
and production based on the following points and conclusions: 

Prudhoe Bay Region/TAPS 

Often the National Environmental Policy Act (tiEPA)-mandated EIS 
process -tries to predict environmental consequences of new 
developmen~s with little or no previous field experience to guide 
the predictions. Clearly, for the ANWR Coastal Plain, test cases 
have already been run at Prudhoe Bay, Kuparuk, rHine Point, 
Lisburne, and Endicott, and with the Trans Alaska Pipeline. 
Collectively, the experience of the regulatory agencies and 
.industry is summarized in the LEIS on page 2: "The evidence 
generated during the 18 years of exploration and development at 
Prudhoe Bay indicates minimal impact on wildlife resources. 
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that development can proceed on 
the coastal Plain and generate similar minimal effects.• 

Furthermore, we support the statement, also on page· 2 of the. LEIS, 
that "Most adverse effects would be minimized or. eliminated 
through carefully applied mitigation, using the lessons learned 
and technology acquired from development at other North Slope 
oilfields and frol'l the construction and operation of the Trans
Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS)". 

Indeed, we would like to point out that all of the dire predic
tions of environmental degradation ma4e 15 years ago, prior to the 
construction of TAPS, have subsequently been proven to be un
founded. The predicted demise of major caribou herds, deteriora
tion in water quality and major losses of habitat simply have not 
occurred. Instead, the development of Prudhoe Day and the TAPS 
have allowed Alaskans to enjoy economic prosperity in harmony with 
~ high quality environl'lent and thriving wildlife populations. 

National Environmental Policy Act 

we understand that the draft document is a legislative EIS largely 
follol·ling the requirements of the national Environmental Policy 
Act. We would like to point out that many of the environl'!ental 
consequences predicted to occur for the 5 alternatives appear to 
be based on "worst case• evaluations. In April 1986 the IIEPA-EIS 
guidelines were 6hanged from requiring a •worst cas~· assessment 
to one of "most likely to occur.• We feel that many of the major 
conclusions of significant effects carry the earlier "worst case" 
~ssessment to an extreme and thus we ask that the authors re
consider many of their conclusions in light of the "most likely to 
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occur• assessment of impacts. The standard for the "most likely 
to occur• case exists in the experience from other North Slope 
oilfields. Many of· these specific points will be detailed in our 
written comments. 

caribou 

we agree that caribou, both from a standpoint of numbers and 
distribution, is the specie most likely to encounter developmental 
activities in the "1002" area. The LEIS quote from page 6 states 
that "Changes could include displacement and reduction in the size 
of the PorcupfiieCaribou Herd. The amount of reduction and its 
long-term significance for herd viabilitY is highlY speculative• 
(emphasis added l. We ask that these acknowledged qualifications 
be presented throughout the environmental consequences section to 
ensure that all readers of the document are fully aware of the 
highly speculative nature of some of the hypothesized impacts. 

carrying capacity 

In the management of wildlife populations, the concept of habitat 
carrying capacity is key to defining management goals. It is an 
established fact that the Porcupine Herd does not approach the 
carrying capacity of its range. Indeed, former Ala~ka Fish., Game 
commissioner, R. Skoog, in his Doctoral dissertation (1968) stated 
that "It seems likely that. the Alaskan caribou population has 
remained far below range carrying capacity and ·that the total 
habitat has never been fully occupied. In reality, caribou 
populations se~ have maintained densities much lower than the 
maximum dictated by food alone, and hence the reduction in total 
range becomes less meaningful." Thus, we agree with the conclu
sions that habitat is not currently limiting the growth of the 
Porcupine Herd and that the small loss of habitat represented by 
likely development in the "1002" area will not impact growth or 
productivity of caribou. consequently, we disagree with the 
speculation that a reduction of caribou population is likely to 
occur as a result of small reductions in habitat availability and 
value. 

•core Calvina Area• Concept 

.Significant year-to-year variability in calving distdbution has 
been recorded for the Porcupine Herd all across the Arctic coast 
from east into Canada and west to the Canning River. Concentrated 
calving has ~een observed across the entire so-called core calving 
area during only 5 of the past 14 years. TherP.fore, calving 
habitat is more appropriately represented as a true continuum 
across the coastal Plain including portions of the Arctic coast 
outside the "1002" study area. The Porcupine caribou Hetd has 
demons~rated numerous times in the past, including this past year, 
that it can and will successfully calve miles frol'l the (quote) 
•core calving area" (unquote). Thus, the "unique and irreplace
able" nature required for designation as Resource Category 1 does 
not apply. 

NS3:377/AOGA FINAL/01-05-87 -5-
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while AOGA embraces the responsible use of mitigation procedures 
in the Arctic, it is inappropriate to emphasize habitat loss alone 
without consideration of actual effects or lack of effects on 
wildlife populations from development. 

~ 

We feel that the conclusions regarding potential impacts of 
developr.~ent on muskox are unnecessarily severe and unfounded. 
While it is true that very few data characterizing muskox res
ponses to oil field development are available, it is also true 
that the muskox have shown ready adaptability to human presence 
and have even been semi-domesticated in several areas. This 
adaptability to human presence will significantly reduce the 
•worst-case• ~onclusions stated in the LEIS. 

Hammalian Species 

We feel that it is important to point out that the remaining 
mammalian species including moose, dall sheep, wolves, arctic fox, 
wolverines and brown bears are present on the Coastal Plain in 
relatively low population densities or ~or relatively short 
periods during the year. Thus, we support the conclusions of 
minimal or negligible impacts on these species. 

Fishery Populations 

We support the conclusion that only minor to negligible effects on 
coastal fishery resources or fishery habitat will occur. Experi
ence at Prudhoe Bay and Endicott has provided a significant volume 
of data to support this judgment. 

~hreatened and Endangered Species 

We also support the conclusions of minor to negligible impacts on 
endangered and threatened animal species such as bowhead and grey 
whales and the peregrine falcon. We feel that the tr~nsient 
nature of their presence on the Coastal Plain and the history of 
developmental interaction in the Prudhoe Bay field clearly demon
strate the lack of meaningful impacts on these species. Regarding 
the plant, Thlaspi arcticum, we feel that conclusions and set-back 
stipulations based on the presence of this specie are overly 
restrictive because the plant has not been determined to be 
threatened or endangered. 

Recreation 

We would like to underscore the extraordinarily low use of the 
Coastal Plain as a recreational area. History indicates that only 
a small number of individuals have actually utilized the Coastal 
Plain for recreation in the form of hunting, fishing, camping or 
hiking. !t is extremely expensive to reach the area; a trip from 
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the contiguous states costs thousands of dollars and requires an 
air charter flight to reach the Coastal Plain. wet and moist 
ground conditions make hiking difficult during the 8-10 week 
"summer. • E:<treme cold and darkness during most of the year 
further reduce recreational use of the Coastal Plain. For most of 
the year this is an extremely harsh and hostile environment. 

While there is no reason to believe that leasing and development 
would lead to a permanent loss of aesthetic values, over 30 miles 
of Coastal Plain from the "1002" area east to the canadian border 
are already classified as wilderness, thus preserving the. com
plete spectrum of arctic ecosystems represented in the Arctic 
Refuge. 

summary 

Before I ask Mr. Cook to conclude our statement, I would like to 
acknowledge the 5 years of extensive field investigations, data 
collections and analyses by over 50 trained professional scien
tists, including wildlife and fishery biologists, botanists, 
zoologists, chemists, geologists and resource specialists who 
contributed to this draft report. We consider the factual basis 
for .the scientific .analysis to be adequate and the conclusions to 
be reasoned. However, we cannot support some of the speculation 
on environmental consequences found in the report which .result in 
an over estimation of potential impacts. · 

concluding Remarks 

As previously stated AOGA supports the full leasing of the ANtlR 
coastal Plain under reasonable measures for environmental pro
tection. Except for a few provisions, the proposed stipulations 
found in the report and the land use stipulations found in the 
Agreement Between the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation and the 
United St11tes of America (incorporated into the report br refer
ence), appear reasonable. The proposed mitigation measures are 
generally consistent with current and proven industry practices 
for the protection of wildlife and the environ~ent. The applica
tion of reasonable mitigation can ensure that development is 
conducted in a manner compatible with the purposes of the Refuge 
and ensure that no unnecessary adverse environmental impacts 
occur. Our written comments will address in detail, those mea
sures that we believe are unduly restrictive. 

AOGA strongly endorses Alternative A, full leasing of the "100~" 
study area, as the most acceptable alternative consistent with the 
national interest. Alternative B, partial leasing, is based on a 
speculative premise that a traditional core calving area exists 
and is necessary for the maintenance of a healthy caribou herd. 
This has not been demonstrated in the scientific literature and 
there is a large body of data which indicates otherwise. Alter
na~ive C maket: no positive contribution. Surface and regional 
geologic information alread·y confirm that the area has oil poten
tial. The amount can only be verified by on-structure drilling. 
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stratigraphic type drilling is an unnecessary duplication and its 
surface impact would be in addition to that ev,entually required 
for on-structure wells. Also, Alternative C would just be another 
delay in the eventual production from the area. Neither Alterna
tives D, no action, nor E, wilderness designation, would determine 
whether or not substantial petroleum reserves exist in the "1002" 
study area. Alternatives D and E preclude reasoned planning and 
would deny the nation the positive benefits that could come from 
oil and gas production on the Coastal Plain. 

we fully support the proposed recommendation on page 169 which 
contains the following statement: •even though the billions of 
barrels of oil reserves have been brought on line and the infra
structure developed to bring that oil to U.S. markets, the fish 
and wildlife resources of the Prudhoe Bay area remain extremely 
healthy. The Central Arctic Caribou Herd has increased substan
tial!~· during the pe!:iod that development has occurred within the 
heart of its range. Estimated at about 3,000 ~nimals in 1972, the 
herd now numbers more than 13,000. Similarly, important waterfowl 
species contin.ue to successfully nest and rear their brood within 
the developed area. Although circumst·ances within the "1002" area 
may be somewhat different, the evidence derived from the Prudhoe 
Ba" experience leads one to be quite optimistic about the ability 
to.explore for and develop the hydrocarbon potential of the "1002" 
area without significant deleterious effects on the unit's wild-
life resources.• · 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 
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TESTIMONY ON THE 
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"ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, 
COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT" 

Washington, D.C. 
Presented by the Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA) 

January 9, 1987 

I am Wayne Smith, District Manager of Amoco Production Company and 
President of the Alaska Oil and Gas Association ( AOGA). I am 
appearing before you today on behalf of AOGA which is a trade 
association whose member companies account for the majority of oil 
and gas exploration, production and transportation activities in 
Alaska. AOGA strongly supports the Department of the Interior's 
proposed recommendation that the entire "1002" area, also known as 
the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (AIIWR), 
be authorized for oil and gas leasing, e~ploration and production. 

currently, Alaska supplies our nation with approximately 20% of 
its total domestic production. Lead times are long in frontier 
Alaska regions--at least 10 years from discovery to first pro
duction, but more likely to extend as long as 15 years in the case 
of the ANWR Coastal Plain. Without significant new discoveries, 
our nation could be dependent upon foreign sources for 60-75% of 
its petroleum needs within the next 10-15 years, almost double the 
present level of dependency. 

Production from existing Arctic Alaska oil fields which are 
presently being produced at about 1.8 million barrels per day will 
begin a precipitous decline by 1988. !t is a matter of technical 
certainty th~t the present level of production from Alaska's llorth 
Slope will decline to about 500,000 barrels per day by the year 
2000, earliest date by which new production from the AtlWR Coastal 
Plain would ~ikely be available. 

If highly prospective areas such as the coastal Plain are placed 
off limits to petroleum exploration, the nation may experience a 
future energy crisis which will make the l9"YJ embargo and the 
1979-1980 price escalation seem mild by comparison. 

Increasing consumption and rising imports 
domestic reserves arid production, coupled 
promising new areas to exploration and 
factors which collectively will contribute 
future energy crisis. 

alone; with decreasing 
with delay in opening 
development, are all 

to the likelihood of a 

The resource assessment contained in the draft LEIS fer the 
Coastal Plain supports our view that the area may contain 
significant reserves. The Coastal Plain has great potential for 
making a substantial contribution to our domestic energy supply. 

Even the most opt~mistic production scenario will physically 
utilize only a very small area of the Coastal Plain. The very 
small area which would be affected by discovery and development of 
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1 or 2 giant oil fields should be balanced against the very strong 
contribution to the national interest that such discoveries could 
represent. 

Our industry has demonstrated its compatibility to explore for, 
develop, and produce oil in the Alaska.Arctic without significant 
adverse impact on wildlife and the environment. The dire predic
tions of environmental degradation and harm to wildlife made 15 
years ago, prior to the development of the giant Prudhoe Bay field 
and the construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline have proven to 
be unfounded. The predicted demise of major caribou herds, 
deterioration in water quality and major losses of habitat simply 
have not occurred. 

Instead, the development of Prudhoe Bay and the Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline have permitted the production of 5 billion barrels of 
r.1uch needed oil with minimal environmental impact. During the 15 
year period of development wildlife have thrived in the midst of 
oil field development and evidenced by the fact that the Central 
Arctic Caribou Herd has grown from about 3,000 to a population now 
estimated at over 13,000 animals. 

With regard to the issue of protecting the Porcupine Caribou Herd 
which uses the Coastal Plain on a seasonal basis, there has been a 
development since the issuance of the draft report which I would 
like to mention. On December 3, 1986, the United States and 
canada have devised an agreement for the management and conserva
tion of the Porcupine caribou Herd. This agreement which also 
involved the native subsistence users of both the Canadian and 
American Arctic assures that appropriate steps will be taken to 
guarantee the well-being and preservation of the Porcupine caribou 
Herd. In view of this development, the final report to be sub
mitted to the Congress should be revised to refJ.ect this new 
measure of protection afforded the Porcupine caribou Herd. 

I would like to acknowledge the 5 years of extensive field 
investigations, data collections and analyses by over 50 trained 
professional scientists, including wildlife and fishery biolo
gists, botanists, zoologists, chemists, geologists and resource 
specialists who contributed to this draft report. We consider the 
factual basis for the scientific analysis to be adequate and the 
conclusions to be reasoned. However, we cannot support some of 
the speculation on environmental consequences found in the report 
which result in an over estimation of potential impacts. 

Except for a few provisions, the proposed stipulations found in 
the report and the land use stipulations found in the Agreement 
Between the Arctic Slope Regional corporation and the United 
states of America (incorporated into the report by reference), 
appear reasonable. The proposed mitigation measures are generally 
consistent with current and pro•ren industry practices for the 
protect ion of wildlife and the environment. The application of 
reasonable r.1itigation can ensure that development is conducted in 
a manner compatible with the purposes of the Refuge and Pn::;ure 
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that no unnecessary adverse environmental impacts occur. Our 
written comr.1ents will address in detail, those measures that we 
believe are unduly restrictive. 

AOGA strongly endorses Alternative A, full leasing of the "1002" 
study area, as the most acceptable alternative consistent with the 
national interest. Alternative B, partial leasing, is based on a 
spec11lative premise that a traditional core calving area exists 
and is necessary for the maintenance of a healthy caribou herd. 
This has not been demonstrated in the scientific literature and 
there is a large body of data which indicates otherwise. Alter
native C makes no positive contribution. surface and regional 
geologic information already confirm that the area has oil poten
tial. ~he amount can only be verified by on-structure drilling. 
Stratigraphic type drilling is an unnecessary duplication anp its 
surface impact would be in addition to that eventually required 
for on-structure Mells. Also, Alternative c would just be another 
delay in the eventual production from the area. Neither Alterna
tives D, no action, nor E, wilderness designation, would determine 
l'lhether or not substantial petroleum reserves exist in the "1002" 
study area. Alternatives D and E preclude r~asoned planning and 
would deny the nation the positive benefits that could come from 
oil and gas production on the Coastal Plain. · 

AOGA's. expresses its full support of the Department of the 
Interior's proposed ·recommendation to Congress which states 
• ••. even though the millions of barrels of oil resources have been 
brought on line and· the infrastructure developed to bring that oil 
to u.s. markets,· the fish and wildlife resources of the Prudhoe 
Bay area remain extremely healthy. The Central Arctic Caribou 
Herd has increased substantially during the period that develop
ment has occurred within the heart of its range. Estimated at 
about 3,000 animals in 1972, the herd now numbers more than 
13,000. Similarly, important waterfowl species continue to 
successfully nest and rear their brood within the developed area. 
Although circumstances wi·thin the "1002 • area may be somewhat 
different, the evidence derived from the Prudhoe Bay experience 
leads one to be quite optimistic about the ability to explore for 
and develop the hydrocarbon potential of the "1002" area without 
significant deleterious effects on the unit's wildlife resources•. 

Thank you ·for the opportunity to present this statement. 
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TESTIMONY ON THE 
DRAFT LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

"ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, 
COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT" 

Anchorage, Alaska 
Presented by the Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA) 

January 5, 1987 

I am Tom Cook, Alaska Exploration Representative for Chevron 
u.s.A. Inc. Today I am appearing before you on behalf of the 
Alaska Oil and Gas Association. AOGA is a trade association whose 
member companies account for the majority of oil and gas explora
tion, production and transportation activities in Alaska. Let me 
say at the outset that AOGA strongly supports the Department of 
Interior's proposed recommendation that the entire "1002" area, 
also known as the Coastal Plain, be authorized for oil and gas 
exploration and production. We have restricted our comments today 
to-three aspec~s of the "1002(h) report", but will submit detailed 
wri!;ten comments on the entire report before the January 23, 1987 
deadline specified in the Federal Register Notice. 

Mr. Mike Bradshaw of Conoco will first address the national 
interest in developing the petroleum resources discussed in 
Chapter VII, then Mr. Mark McDermott of ARCO will comment on the 
biological content of Chapters II and VI. I will conclude our 
statement with comments on the recommended stipulations applicable 
to the area, together with an endorsement of the proposed full 
leasing Alternative A selected for recommendation by the Assistant 
Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks, William P. Horn. 

Comments on National Need for Oil and Gas (Chapter VII) 

Thank you. For the record, I am Mike Bradshaw, Operations 
Director-Alaska for Conoco Inc. There are many factors that are 
relevant in determining why opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to oil 
and gas leasing, exploration and production is in the national 
interest. 

0 

0 

• 

0 

The u.s. is rapidly depleting its domestic reserves of oil 
and gas. 

Domestic crude oil production from existing fields is fore
cast to decline from the 8.9 million barrels per day average 
in 1985 to 6.2 million barrels per day by 1991, if prices 
remain at $15 per barrel. Current domestic production has 
already fallen to about 8.5 million barrels per day. Dome
stic production is forecast to fall as low as 4 million 
barrels per day by the year 2000. 

Currently Alaska supplies our nation with approximately 201 
of the total u.s. production. ' 

Barring new domestic discoveries to replace depleted 
reserves, and assuming the demand for petroleum does not 



increase, the u.s. may need to import 12 million barrels per 
day by the year 2000. Thus, l!fithout siqnificant new dis
coveries, our nation could be dependent up·on foreiqn sources 
for 60-75\ of its demand, within the next 1.0-15 years, almost 
double the present level of dependency. 

Currently the U.S. consumes more than 25 percent of worldwide 
petroleum production even though it has less than 4 percent of 
proven worldwide reserves. Policy decisions which slow or pro
hibit replenishment of domestic reserves only exacerbate this 
problem. Opportunities to explore for and develop new reserves 
must be forthcoming. 

As we have seen in recent years, the u.s. is vulnerable to serious 
supply disruptions because of its dependence on foreiqn oil. 
Foreign sources of petroleum are concentrated largely in the 
Middle East where two-thirds of the proven reserves of the non
communist world exist. Saudi Arabia alone possesses over one

·. ~ourth of the free world 1 s ·reserves. Increased future dependency 
on these politically unstable Middle Eastern areas is highly un
desirable from a national interest viewpoint. 

As domestic production continues fo decline, and imports continue 
to rise, U.S. vulnerability to supply disruption will increase. A 
reliable domestic enerqy supply is a key factor in maintaininq a 
viable foreiqn policy. 

It is in the national security and economic interest to encourage 
exploration for new domestic reserves wherever the potential 
exists, on the Coastal Plain of ANWR and other promising areas. 
Any decision to delay that search is a step toward increased 
dependency on foreiqn supply. Lead times to develop frontier 
Alaska oilfields are very lonq, typically 10 to 15 years from 
discovery to first production. If a major discovery were made on 
the Coastal Plain today, first production would not be likely 
before the year 2000. 

Increasing consumption, decreasing domestic production, and risinq 
imports, coupled with delay in openinq promising new areas to 
exploration and development are all factors which collectively 
will contribute to the likelihood of a future energy crisis. 1986 
was a year of drastic chanqe throuqhout the oil and gas industry. 
Exploration is currently at a near standstill, marginal and 
uneconomic fields are being shut-in, and research and development 
have been drastically reduced. Continuity of exploration and 
development are necessary to replace depleted reserves. Delays in 
the exploration process today will cause greatly reduced future 
production. 

Those who oppose oil resource development arque that the reserve 
potential of the Coastal Plain may represent only 'a few months 
supply of oil to the nation. This statement, though misleading, 
illustrates very well the significance of such a reserve if it is 
discovered and produced from the Coastal Plain. A few months is 
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indeed siqnificant when compared on the same terms with the 18 
month supply in the largest oilfield ever discovered in North 
America - Prudhoe Bay. But, the statement is misleading for two 
very important reasons. First, no oil field can be fully produced 
in a J:ew months. Prudhoe Bay, for example, may produce oil and 
gas ftJr at least 30 years. Second, the statement assumes a 
reserve estimate which would offset total daily consumption rather 
than an offset to imports during the life of the field. From a 
national security perspective, offsetting imports is a more 
important comparison. Prudhoe Bay, on average, could offset 
approximately 13\ of foreign oil imports for 30 years (assuming 10 
billion barrels recoverable reserves and 7 million barrels per day 
impo~ts). 

The report estimates a 19\ chance of findinq economically recov
erable oil on the Coastal Plain. This promisinq outlook for 
success helps explain industry 1 s high interest in exploring the 
Coastal Plain because it is a ten-fold increase over the statis
tical industry success .~ate in Alaska. Historically only one out 
of fifty, or 2\, of the exploratory wells drilled in Alaska has 
ever r•esulted in a commercial discovery 

Economic benefits of further North Slope development to the nation 
are extremely significant. In addition to the direct benefits to 
the State and Federal governments from bonus paYll\ents, rentals, 
royalt:Les, and taxes, the discovery of larqe new reserves would 
signif:lcantly reduce oil imports and the associated national trade 
deficit. Nearly half of the u.s. trade deficit today results from 
imported oil. 

Oil de•relopment on the North Slope of Alaska has provided hundreds 
of billions of dollars to the U.S. economy, representing a benefit 
to all of the 50 states. Therefore, petroleum development from 
the Coastal Plain, especially on the order of magnitude of Kuparuk 
or Prudhoe Bay, would promote economic development not only within 
Alaska, but also throuqhout the United States. Jobs would be 
created as the demand for goods and services increase and the 
positbre impacts would be felt well beyond the petroleum industry. 

If highly prospective areas such as the Coastal Plain are placed 
off limits to petroleum exploration, the nation may experience a 
future energy crisis which will make the 1973 embarqo and the 
1979-1980 price escalation seem mild by comparison. 

In summary, we believe it is clearly in the national interest to 
open the Coastal Plain of ANWR to leasing and development. 

I will now t¥rn the microphone to Mark McDermott with ARCO who 
will ccmment on the bioloqical aspects of the draft report. 
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Biological Review Comments 

My name is Mark McDermott and I am a Senior Environmental 
Coordinator for ARCO Alaska, Inc. Following a detailed review of 
the LEIS Chapter II - Existing Environment and Chapter VI -
Environmental Consequences, the Alaska Oil and Gas Association 
strongly endorses the DOl recommendation to lease the entire 
"1002" Coastal Plain area for oil and gas exploration, development 
and production based on the following points and conclusions: 

Prudhoe Bay Region/TAPS 

Often the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) -mandated EIS 
process tries to predict environmental consequences of new 
developments with little or no previous field experience to guide 
the predictions. Clearly, for the ANWR Coastal Plain, test cases 
have already been run at Prudhoe Bay, Kuparuk, Milne Point, 
Lisburne, and Endicott, and with the Trans Alaska Pipeline. 
Collectively, the experience of the regulatory agencies and 
industry is sunaarized in the LEIS on page 2: "The evidence 
generated during the 18 years of exploration and development at 
Prudhoe Bay indicates minimal impact on wildlife resources. 
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that development can proceed on 
the Coastal Plain and generate similar minimal effects.• 

Furthermore, we support the statement, also on page 2 of the LEIS, 
that "Most adverse effects would be minimized or eliminated 
through carefully applied mitigation, using the lessons learned 
and technology acquired from development at other North Slope 
oilfield& and from the construction and operation of the Trans
Alaska Pipeline system (TAPS)". 

Indeed, we would like to point out that all of the dire predic
tions of environmental degradation made 15 years ago, prior to the 
construction of TAPS, have subsequently been proven to be un
founded. The predicted demise of major caribou herds, deteriora
tion in water quality and major losses of habitat simply have not 
occurred. Instead, the development of Prudhoe Bay and the TAPS 
have allowed Alaskans to enjoy economic prosperity in harmony with 
a high quality environment and thriving wildlife populations. 

National Environmental Policy Act 

We understand that the draft document is a legislative EIS largely 
following the requirements of the National Environmental Policy 
Act. We would like to point out that many of the environmental 
consequences predicted to occur for the 5 alternatives appear to 
be based on "worst case• evaluations. In April 1986 the NEPA-EIS 
guidelines were changed from requiring a •worst case• assessment 
to one of •most likely to occur.• He feel that many of the major 
conclusions of significant effects carry the earlie~ •worst case" 
assessment to an extreme and thus we ask that. the authors re
consider many of their conclusions in light of the "most likely to 
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occur• assessment of impacts. The standard for the "most likely 
to occur• case exists in the experience from other North Slope 
oilfield&. Many of these specific points will be detailed in our 
written conaents. 

Caribou 

He agree that caribou, both from a standpoint of numbers and 
distribution, is the specie most likely to encounter developmental 
activities in the "1002" area. The LEIS quote from page 6 states 
that "Changes could include displacement and reduction in the size 
of the Porcupine Caribou Herd. The amount of reduction and its 
long:term significance for herd viability is highly speculative• 
(emphasis added) • He ask that these acknowledged qualifications 
be presented throughout the environmental consequences section to 
ensure that all readers of the document are fully aware of the 
highly speculative nature of some of the hypothesized impacts. 

Carrying Capacity 

In the management of wildlife populations, the concept of habitat 
carrying capacity is key to defining management goals. It is an 
established fact that the Porcupine Herd does not approach the 
carrying capacity of its range. Indeed, former Alaska Fish ' Game 
Commissioner, R. Skoog, in his Doctoral dissertation 11968) stated 
that "It seems likely that the Alaskan caribou population has 
remained far below range carrying capacity and that the total 
habitat has never been fully occupied. In reality, caribou 
populations se~ have maintained densities much lower than the 
maximum dictated by food alone, and hence the reduction in total 
range becomes less· meaningful. • Thus, we agree with the conclu
sions that habitat is not currently limiting the growth of the 
Porcupine Herd and that the small loss of habitatorepresented by 
likely development in the "1002" area will not impact growth or 
productivity of caribou. Consequently, we disagree with the 
speculation that a reduction of caribou population is likely to 
occur as a result of small reductions in habitat availability and 
value. 

•core Calving Area• Concept 

Significant year-to-year variability in calving distribution has 
been recorded for the Porcupine Herd all across the Arctic coast 
from east into Canada and west to the Canning River. Concentrated 
calving has been observed across the entire so-called core calving 
area during only 5 of the past 14 years. Therefore, calving 
habitat is more appropriately represented as a true continuum 
across the Coastal Plain. including portions of the Arctic coast 
outside the "1002" study area. The Porcupine Caribou Herd has 
demonstrated numerous times in the past, including this past year, 
that it can and will successfully calve miles from the (quote) 
•core calving area• (unquote). Thus, the •unique and irreplace
able" nature required for designation as Resource Category 1 does 
not apply. 
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While AOGA embraces the responsible use of mitigation procedures 
in the Arctic, it is inappropriate to emphasize habitat loss alone 
without consideration of actual effects or lack of effects on 
wildlife populations from development. 

~ 
we feel that the conclusions regarding potential impacts of 
development on muskox are unnecessarily severe and unfounded. 
While it is true that very few data characterizing muskox res
ponses to oil field development are available, it is also true 
that the muskox have shown ready adaptability to human presence 
and have even been se•i-domesticated in several areas • This 
adaptability to hUDlan presence will significantly reduce the 
•worst-case• conclusions stated in the LEIS. 

MaDlmalian Species 

we feel that it is important to point out that the remaining 
mammalian species including moose, dall sheep, wolves, arctic fox, 
wolverines and brown bears are present on the Coastal Plain in 
relatively low population densities or for relatively short 
periods during the year. Thus, we support the conclusions of 
minimal or negligible impacts on these species. 

Fishery Populations 

we support the conclusion that only Dlinor to negligible effects on 
coastal fishery resources or fishery habitat will occur. Experi
ence at Prudhoe Bay and Endicott has provided a significant volu.. 
of data to support this judgment. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 

we also support the conclusions of minor to negligible impacts on 
endangered and threatened animal species such as bowhead and grey 
whales and the peregrine falcon. We feel that the transient 
nature of their presence on the Coastal Plain and the history of 
developmental interaction in the Prudhoe Bay field clearly demon
strate the lack of meaningful impacts on these species. Regarding 
the plant, Thlaspi arcticum, we feel that conclusions and set-back 
stipulations based on the presence of this specie are overly 
restrictive because the plant has not been determined to be 
threatened or endangered. 

Recreation 

we would like to underscore the extraordinarily low use of the 
coastal Plain as a recreational area. History indicates that only 
a small number of individuals have actually utilized the Coastal 
Plain for recreation in the form of hunting, fishing, caDlping or 
hiking. It is extreDlBly expensive to reach the area1 a trip from 
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the contiguous states costs thousands of dollars and requires an 
air charter flight to reach the Coastal Plain. Wet and moist 
ground conditions Blake hiking difficult during the 8-10 week 
"suDlmer.• Extreme cold and darkness during most of the year 
further reduce recreational use of the Coastal Plain. For most of 
the year this is an extre•ely harsh and hostile environaent. 

While there is no reason to believe that leasing and development 
would lead to a permanent loss of aesthetic values, over 30 miles 
of Coastal Plain from the "1002" area east to the Canadian border 
are already classified as wilderness, thus preserving the com
plete spectru• of arctic ecosysteDls represented in the Arctic 
Refu!Je. 

SumDlary 

Before I ask Mr. Cook to conclude our statement, I would like to 
acknowledge the 5 years of extensive field investigations, data 
collections and analyses by over 50 trained professional scien
tists, including wildlife and fishery biologists, botanists, 
zoologists, chemists, geologists and resource specialists who 
contributed to this draft report. We consider the factual basis 
for the scientific analysis to be adequate and the conclusions to 
be reasoned. However, we cannot support some of the speculation 
on environmental consequences found in the report which result in 
an over esti•ation of potential i•pacts. 

Concluding Remarks 

As· previously stated AOGA supports the full leasing of the ANWR 
Coastal Plain under reasonable measures for environmental pro
tection. Except for a few provisions, the proposed stipulations 
found in the report and the land use stipulations found in the 
Agree•ent Between the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation and the 
United States of America (incorporated into the report by refer
ence), appear reasonable. The proposed Dlitigation measures are 
generally consistent with current and proven industry practices 
for the protection of wildlife and the environment. The applica
tion of reasonable mitigation can ensure that development is 
conducted in a manner compatible with the purposes of the Refuge 
and ensure that no unnecessary adverse environaental impacts 
occur. our written comments will address in detail, those mea
sures that we believe are unduly restrictive. 

AOGA strongly endorses Alternative A, full leasing of the "1002" 
study area, as the most acceptable alternative consistent with the 
national interest. Alternative B, partial leasing, is based on a 
speculative premise that a traditional core calving area exists 
and is necessary for the maintenance of a healthy caribou herd. 
This has not been demonstrated in the scientific literature and 
there is a large body of data which indicates otherwise. Alter
native C makes no positive contribution. Surface and regional 
geologic information already confirm that the area has oil poten
tial. The amount can only be verified by on-structure drilling. 
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Stratigraphic type drilling is an unnecessary duplication and its 
surface impact would be in addition to that eventually required 
for on-structure wells. Also, Alternative C would just be another 
delay in the eventual production from the area. Neither Alterna
tives D, no action, nor E, wilderness designation, would determine 
whether or not substantial petroleum reserves exist in the "100::!" 
study area. Alternatives D and E preclude reasoned planning and 
would deny the nation the positive benefits that could come from 
oil and gas production on the Coastal Plain. 

We fully support the proposed recommendation on page 169 which 
contains the following statement: "even though the billions of 
barrels of oil reserves have been brought on line and the infra
structure developed to bring that oil to u.s. markets, the fish 
and wildlife resources of the Prudhoe Bay area remain extremely 
healthy. The Central Arctic Caribou Herd has increased substan
tially during the period that development has occurred within the 
heart of its range. Estimated at about 3,000 animals in 1972, the 
herd now numbers mo~9 than 13,000. Similarly, important waterfowl 
species continue to successfully nest and rear their brood within 
the developed area. Although circumstances within the "1002" area 
may be somewhat different, the evidence derived from the Prudhoe 
Bay experience leads one to be quite optimistic about the ability 
to explore for and develop the hydrocarbon potential of the "1002• 
area without significant deleterious effects on the unit's wild
life resources.• 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

NS3:317 
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TESTIMONY ON THE 

BRAFf LEGISLATION ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

"ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFf REFUGE, ALASKA, 

COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT" 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

PRESENTED BY THE ALASKA OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION (AOGA) 

JANUARY 9, 1987 

I AM WAYNE SMITH, DISTRICT MANAGER OF AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANY AND 

PRESIDENT OF THE ALASKA OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION (AOGA), I AM 

APPEARING BEFORE YOU TODAY ON BEHALF OF AOGA WHICH IS A TRADE 

ASSOCIATION WHOSE MEMBER COMPANIES ACCOUNT FOR ntE MAJORITY OF OIL 

AND GAS EXPLORATION, P'RODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITIES IN 

ALASKA. AOGA STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR'S 

PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION THAT THE ENTIRE "1002" AREA, ALSO KNOWN AS 

THE COASTAL PLAIN OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE (ANWR), 

BE AUTHORIZED FOR OIL AND GAS LEASING, EXPlORATION AND PRODUCTION, 

CURRENTLY, ALASKA SUPPLIES OUR NATION WITH APPROXIMATELY 20% OF 

ITS TOTAL DOMESTIC PRODUCTION, LEAD T1 MES ARE LONG IN FRONTIER 

ALASKA REGIONS--AT LEAST 10 YEARS FROM DISCOVERY TO FIRST PRO

DUCTION, BUT MORE LIKELY TO EXTEND AS LONG AS 15 YEARS IN THE CASE 

OF THE ANWR COASTAL PLAII~. WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT NEW DISCOVERIES, 

OUR NATION COULD BE DEPENDENT UPON FOREIGN SOURCES FOR 60-75% OF 

ITS PETROLEUM NEEDS WITHitl THE NEXT 10-15 YEARS, ALMOST DOUBLE THE 

PRESEtiT LEVEL QF DEPENDENCY, 

PRODUCTION FROM EXIST ltiG ARCTIC ALASKA 0 I L FIELDS WHICH ARE 

PRESENTLY BEING PRODUCED AT ABOUT 1.8 MILLION BARRELS PER DAY WILL 

BEGIN A PRECIPITOUS DECLINE BY 1988. IT IS A MATTER OF TECHNICAL 

CERTAINTY THAT THE PRESENT LEVEL OF PRODUCTION FROM ALASKA'S NORTH 

SLOPE WILL DEClltlE TO ABOUT 500,000 BARRELS PER DAY BY THE YEAR 

2000, EARLIEST DATE BY WHICH NEW PRODUCTION FROM THE ANWR COASTAL 

PLAIN WOULD LIKELY BE AVAILABLE, 

IF 'HIGHLY PROSPECTIVE AREAS SUCH AS THE COASTAL PLAIN ARE PLACED 

OFF LIMITS TO PETROLEUM EXPLORATION, TH{-·NATiotl MAY EXPERIENCE A 

FUTURE EllERGY CRISIS WHICH WILL MAKE THE 1973 EMBARGO AND THE 

1979-1980 PRICE ESCALATION SEEM MILD BY COMPARISON, 

INCREASING CONSUMPTION AND RISING IMPORTS ALONG WITH DECREASING 

DOMESTIC RESERVES AND PRODUCTIOtl, COUPLED WITH DELAY IN OPENING 

PROMISING NEW AREAS TO EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT, ARE ALL 

FACTORS WHICH COLLECTIVELY WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE LIKELIHOOD OF A 

FUTURE ENERGY CRISIS. 

THE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT CONTAINED IN THE DRAFT LEIS FOR THE 

COASTAL PLAIN SUPPORTS OUR VIEW THAT THE AREA MAY COIHAIN 

SIGNIFICANT RESERVES, THE COASTAL PLAIN HAS GREAT POTENTIAL FOR 

MAKIIIG A SUBSTAIITIAL CONTRIBUTION TO OUR DOMESTIC ENERGY SUPPLY, 
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EVEN THE HOST OPTIMISTIC PRODUCTION SCENARIO WILL PHYSIC/ILLY 

UT Ill ZE ONLY A VERY SMALL AREA OF THE COASTAL PLA I tl, THE VERY 

SMALL AREA WHICH WOULD BE AFFECTED BY DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT OF 

1 OR 2 GIANT OIL FIELDS SHOULD BE BALANCED AGAINST THE VERY STRONG 

CONTRIBUTION TO THE NATIONAL INTEREST THAT SUCH DISCOVERIES COULD 

REPRESENT, 

OUR INDUSTRY HAS DEMONSTRATED ITS COMPATIBILITY TO EXPLORE FOR, 

DEVELOP, AND PRODUCE OIL IN THE ALASKA ARCTIC WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT 

ADVERSE IMPACT ON WILDLIFE AND THE ENVIRONMENT, THE DIRE PREDIC

TIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION AND HARM TO WILDLIFE MADE 15 

YEARS AGO, PRIOR TO T~E DEVELOPMENT OF THE GIANT PRUDHOE BAY FIELD 

~ AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE HAVE PROVEN TO ..... 
~ BE UNFOUNDED, THE PREDICTED DEMISE OF MAJOR CARIBOU HERDS, 

DETERIORATiotl IN WATER QUALITY AND MAJOR LOSSES OF HABITAT SIMPLY 

HAVE NOT OCCURRED. 

INSTEAD, THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRUDHOE BAY AND THE TRANS-ALASKA 

PIPELINE HAVE PERMITTED THE PRODUCTION OF 5 BILLION BARRELS OF 

MUCH NEEDED OIL WITH MINIMAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, DURING THE 15 

YEAR PERIOD OF DEVELOPMEtlT WILDLIFE HAVE THRIVED IN THE MIDST OF 

OIL FIELD DEVELOPMENT AND EVIDENCED BY THE FACT THAT THE CENTRAL 

ARCTIC CARIBOU HERD HAS GROWN FROM ABOUT 3,000 TO A POPULATION NOW 

ESTIMATED AT OVER 13,000 ANIMALS, 
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WITH REGARD TO THE ISSUE OF PROTECTING THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD 

WHICH USES THE COASTAL PLAIN ON A SEASONAL BASIS, THERE HAS BEEN A 

DEVELOPMENT SINCE TilE ISSUANCE OF THE DRAFT REPORT WHICH I WOULD 

LIKE TO MENTION, 011 DECEMBER 3, 1986, THE UNITED STATES AND 

CANADA HAVE DEVISED AN AGREEMENT FOR THE MANAGHIENT AND CONSERVA

TION OF THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD, THIS AGREEMENT WHICH ALSO 

INVOLVED THE NATIVE SUBSISTENCE USERS OF BOTH THE CANADIAN AND 

MIERICAN ARCTIC ASSURES THAT APPROPRIATE STEPS WILL BE TAKEN TO 

GUARANTEE THE WELL-BEING AND PRESERVATION OF THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU 

HERD. IN VIEW OF THIS DEVELOPMENT, THE FINAL REPORT TO BE SUB

MITTED TO THE CONGRESS SHOULD BE REVISED TO REFLECT THIS NEW 

MEASURE OF PROTECTION AFFORDED THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD. 

I WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE 5 YEARS OF EXTENSIVE FIELD 

IIWESTIGATiotiS, DATA COLLECTIONS AND ANALYSES BY OVER 50 TRAINED 

PROFESSIOtiAL SCIENTISTS, INCLUDitiG WILDLIFE AND FISHERY BIOLO

GISTS, BOTANISTS, ZOOLOGISTS, CHEMISTS, GEOLOGISTS AND RESOURCE 

SPEfiALISTS WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS DRAFT REPORT, WE CONSIDER THE 

FACTUAL BASIS FOR TilE SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS TO BE ADEQUATE AND THE 

CONCLUSiotiS TO BE REASONED, HOWEVER, WE CANNOT SUPPORT SOME OF 

THE SPECULATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES FOUND IN TilE REPORT 

WHICH RESULT IN Atl OVER ESTIMATION OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS. 

EXCEPT FOR A FEW PROVISIONS, THE PROPOSED STIPULATIONS FOUND IN 

THE REPORT AND THE LAND USE STIPULATIONS FOUND IN THE AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN THE ARCTIC SLOPE REGIONAL CORPORATION AND THE UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA (INCORPORATED IIUO THE REPORT BY REFERENCE), 

-IJ-



APPEAR REASONABLE, THE PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES ARE GENERALLY 

CONSISTENT WITH CURRENT AND PROVEN INDUSTRY PRACTICES FOR THE 

PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE AND THE ENVIRONMENT, THE APPLICATION OF 

REASONABLE MITIGATION CAN ENSURE THAT DEVELOPMENT IS CONDUCTED IN 

A MANNER COMPATIBLE WITH THE PURPOSES OF THE REFUGE AND ENSURE 

THAT tlO UNNECESSARY ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OCCUR, OUR 

WRITTEN COMMENTS WILL ADDRESS IN DETAIL, THOSE MEASURES THAT WE 

BELIEVE ARE UNDULY RESTRICTIVE, 

AOGA STRONGLY ENDORSES ALTERNATIVE A, FULL LEASING OF THE "1002" 

STUDY AREA, AS THE MOST ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE COtiSISTENT WITH THE 

NATIONAL INTEREST, I ALTERNATIVE B, PARTIAL LEASING, IS BASED ON A 

9 SPECULATIVE PREMISE THAT A TRADITIONAL CORE CALVING AREA EXISTS ..... 
l}J AND IS NECESSARY FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF A HEAL THY CARIBOU HERD, 

THIS HAS NOT BEEN DEMONSTRATED IN THE SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE AND 

THERE IS A LARGE BODY OF DATA WHICH IlmiCATES OTHERWISE, ALTER

NATIVE C MAKES NO POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION, SURFACE AND REGIONAL 

GEOLOGIC INFORMATION ALREADY CONFIRM THAT THE AREA HAS OIL POTEN

TIAL, THE AMOUNT CAN ONLY BE VERIFIED BY ON-STRUCTURE DRILLING, 

STRATIGRAPHIC TYPE DRILLING IS AN UNNECESSARY DUPLICATION AND ITS 

SURFACE IMPACT WOULD BE IN ADDITION TO THAT EVENTUALLY REQUIRED 

FOR ON-STRUCTURE WELLS, ALSO, ALTERNATIVE C WOULD JUST BE ANOTHER 

DELAY IN THE EVENTUAL PRODUCTION FROM THE AREA, NEITHER ALTERNA

TIVES D, NO ACTION, NOR E, WILDERNESS DESIGNATlotl, WOULD DETERMINE 

WHETHER OR NOT SUBSTANTIAL PETROLEUM RESERVES EXIST IN THE "1002" 

STUDY AREA, ALTERNATIVES D AND E PRECLUDE REASONED PLANNING AND 

WOULD DENY THE NATION THE POSITIVE BENEFITS THAT COULD COME FROM 

OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION ON THE COASTAL PLAIN, 
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·> 
AOGA's EXPRESSES ITS FULL SUPPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE 

INTERIOR'S PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION TO CQNGRESS I'IHICH STATES 

",,.EVEN THOUGH THE MILLIONS OF BARRELS OF OIL RESOURCES HAVE BEEtl 

BROUGHT ON LINE AND THE INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPED TO BRING THAT OIL 

TO U.S, MARKETS, THE FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES OF THE PRUDHOE 

BAY AREA REMAIN EXTREMELY HEAL THY, THE CENTRAL ARCTIC CARIBOU 

HERD HAS INCREASED SUBSTANTIALLY DURING THE PERIOD THAT DEVELOP

MEtlT HAS OCCURRED WITHIN THE HEART OF ITS RAtiGE, ESTIMATED AT 

ABOUT 3,000 ANIMALS IN 1972, THE HERD NOW NUMBERS MORE THAN 

13,000, SIMILARLY, IMPORTANT WATERFOWL SPECIES CONTINUE TO 

SUCCESSFULLY NEST AND REAR THEIR BROOD WITHIN THE DEVELOPED AREA. 

ALTHOUGH CIRCUMSTANCES WITHIN THE "1002" AREA MAY BE SOI1EWHAT 

DIFFERENT, THE EVIDENCE DERIVED FROM THE PRUDHOE BAY EXPERIENCE 

LEADS ONE TO BE QUITE OPTIMISTIC ABOUT THE ABILITY TO EXPLORE FOR 

AND DEVELOP THE HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL OF THE "1002" AREA WITHOUT 

SIGNIFICANT DELETERiOUS-EFFECTS 011 THE UNIT'S WILDLIFE RESOURCES", 

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT THIS STATEMENT. 

NS3:366 

-6-



tiHITE PAPER REPORT 

TO THE SECRETARY OF 

TilE U.S. DEPMTIEIIT OF TilE IIITERIOR 

otl TilE 

ARCTIC IIATIOitAI. WILDLIFE REFUGE 

* * * * * * * * * * 
(16 U.5.C. 3142) 

Submitted by 

Alaska State District 
Council of Laborers 

\HIITE PAPER REPORT 

At the request of the U.S. Senate Ca:ll'littee on Ener!!Y and natural 

Resources, the Departr.lent of Interior has comenced a resource analysis and 

assessment for the Arctic tlational llfldlife Refuge in northeast Alaska. 

Upon full cmpflation of the information available on the impact proposed 

oil activity will have on Alaska's 111any resources, the Department of 

Interior will then, in turn, report to Congress and, ultimately, the nation 

on the intet·csts at stake. It fs the purpose of this llhite Paper to assure 

full attention to the Alaskan hllllilll resources of affected Alaskan t101·~ers 

as a vital interest to be judiciously considered. 

To date, the U.S. Department of Interior's course of study has largely 

consisted of its assessr.tent of geophysical, environrnental, and geological 

surveys undertaken by the Fish and Ufldl ife Service an<l U.S. Geological 

Survey. Study of the hur.tan resource cmponent should be expanded to fully 

meet tlte asscssnent mandated by Congress. The interests of Alaskan workers 

rnust be recognized and considered in this national debate. 

A gro\ling tt·end has resulted in Alaskan wrkers being bypassed by the oil 

industry currently operating in tlte state of Alaska. Studies indicate that 

significant uner.1ployment results in Alaska as its workers are displaced by 

a nonresident work force in the industry. And as indicated by tlte belo\1 

data, unemployment levels in Alaska are ar.tOng the highest in tlte nation. 
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TABLE I 

1984 ALASKA UIIEWLOYHENT RATE 

Alaska 

(Rank Nationally) 

Total 

12.U 

2nd 

Construction 

23.8S 

1st 

Manufacturing 

16.9S 

1st 

Displacellll!nt of Alaskan workers in the oil industry by foreign 

nationales*l and nonresidents*2 is a particularly troublesoae social 

problem in Alaska. This stems. no doubt. fr0111 the related effec,t.s of 

unemploynent on the Alaskan communitieS*] but also on the loss of •benefit• 

while bearing the •cost• of the industry's activities. Accordingly. any 

cost benefit analysis shou1d astutely account for this shortcaning. 

Operations by the petroleum industry in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 

pose si111ilar and substantial dhplacellll!nt of Alaskan workers. A balanced 

assessllll!nt of the critical question of opening this wilderness refuge to 

oil industry activities 1111st recognizu4 the significant failure of the 

industry in Alaska to pr01110te the •huma~ resource•--the interest of Alaskan 

workers--posed by undertaking this project at this tillll!. 

*1 See •~randulll Investigation of Steelhead Project. State of Alaska. 
1986. regarding employent of fore1gn nat1onal workers. Also Beaufort 
Sea ·operations performed by predominantly Canadian work force in 
Alaskan oil fields. 

*2 See 67S nonresident/17S Alaskan resident 1!111ployent· ratio. as 
attached. for Haliburton Corporation. a large North Slope oil industry 
employer. 

*3 See A Special Study to Measure the Econontic J111pact of llonresidents on 
Alaska's Economy. (DOL 1984). Governor 8. Sheffield; and attached news 
articles for graphic insight. 

*4 Due recognition · of local etiiPloyent concerns is contemnlatf'd bv 
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-~~;;h:.'ilumber or Er.lployees: · . 86 ~·, . ·.:. ··._::_·.:,·;·:· .. ;·= •. i.:~;r::-_.' ... ::·~. . ... .-_:··.~:.:· .. ·. 
:·~-:.· ....•. .; ·i·.:~·.-";L·.::·\-· .. :··~ .:·. ~ .. ·. :· •· .·;. ··. ~ "'' • , ~.:::~··· ·.... . . - .. 

':.:'~w;,~.;;' o·r R~~ident!!l': : 19. · ·':i; . :. Number :or Non-Residents:._~6:.!T_·..:·.:_' _ ___,,.,--=""'"= 
. Total Wages paid to Resid:nts:S125,o2£.T2" Total wages paid to lion-Tte:!ident.s: ~2.55o,7t 

···Relationship --Resident!!!··~'-.:>~:;· ~~n_l!L_S . 

. ;. . ... . · ; · ... •.;.· ··:.: .• :·: Number .or Femle llotker!!l: 
Number·:;~d~~~~~~!!l: l7 · ·· .. .:.::-: , .. ··.··Residents:· 2 ·. 

•. -.. Non-Re5ident5: 67 ·. ··· · llon-Reaide¢!!1:_-.;:;o-__ _ 

.Classirications used:"· 
Speciali5t .. b:) 
St>ecialist · ( 2) 
Specialist (l) 

. Suecial:l.st b. l 

.York Schedule···. . 
· 3 veeks on/3 v~eks orr 
: n 

· · vuie5 
· var:l.es 

2 vee!ts on /2 vee!ts orr 
3 vee!ta on/3 veeks orr 

varies 
varies 

. . 3 veel!:s on /3 veeks orr 
·. V8.ries · · 

. ; ·:· 3 vee!t ·on /3 veeks orr 

~·· ·:· · .·!<;::;~::; ~=;~ ~;i;~v~~~ ~orr ;_. · 
' ·. '.::·:: :3 veeks 'oa/3 ve!!l!:s orr .. 

· "vuies ·· 
3 Veel!:s ·on/3 "ve•;.S err . 

· 2 veel!:s en /2 'lleeks orr 
. ·3 veeks on/3 veeks orr 

·" 

.... ·: . . ·. '-:n;-.....,.--------;;--
:.;:~~~=-··~ . ·.· .. ·. .: ;::·. ·' __ .... =------.:...-:........,.
~=~~:!.~ .;· ,·: ·. ;. :;. · .. · .. ·.-:: .. ::----'----'----;;--

... · .· .. '; . -::----,-....:...-----. .. .-.... 
·TB.r:l.es 

.· 

· .... ··. ' .. _: 3 veeks on/3 veek!!l orr., 
; ; • .. ;·:, .. :.: 2 veeks oa/2 veeks orr ·,-· 
:,~.'}~};\~ ~-eeks·on/3 veeks·o;,r ·;:: · 
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The Alas!: a State District Council of Laborers has represented ,\laskan 

workers for decades before Alaska stat!!hood or the entry of the oil 

industry to the state of Alaska. Adequate resolution of potential conflict 

by the oil industry with the people of the state of Alaska must be resolved 

pri(lr to any activity being permitt!!d. It is only 1·1ith this assurance that 

Alaska's human resource int!!rests uill be effectively protected. 
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STATE OF ALASKA 
ss. 

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

AFFIDAVIT OF A. GWENDOLYN JOINER 

A. Gwendolyn Joiner, upon being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

1. I was employed by VECO, Inc. fr0111 January 24, 1986 until May 6, 

1986. 

2. I was the timekeeper in charge of payroll duties on the night 

shift. This work involved payroll duties for 375 to 400 employees including 

personnel changes in .the computer system (names, addresses, dates of birth, 

emergency phone numbers and other data). 

3. At approximately the end of February, 1g86, or the first of March, 

1986, I was instructed by ~ supervisor, Nancy Green, to enter a change of 

address for certain VECO, Inc. employees who were working on the Kapurak 

Pipeline Pro~ect. This group of employees totaled more than 100 and had 

previous addresses outside of Alaska, primarily in Texas and Louisiana. In 

making tne addrass changes, however, the emergency phone n~~bers at the 

outside of Alaska address were left intact. 

4. I asked ~ supervisor, Nancy Green, for the reason for making the 

changes. Nancy Green stated, "The order came from the top.• She also 

directed me to make the changes as soon as possible. The majority of the 

addresses were changed to the VECO, Inc. mail pouch number. The remainder 

were changed to the Anchorage addresses at that time on record for other VECO, 

Inc. employees. 

Further, affiant sayeth naught. 

DATED this I /1/....day of August, 1986. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before .e thfs • ,·&'~' day of August, 1986, 

/~k~ 



THE ALASKA WILDUFE ALUANCE 
P.O. BOX I~ 

ANCHORAGE. AlASKA 99519 
901-2n.tJIHI 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Bldg. 
Washington D.C. 20240 

Dear Sir: 

January 20, 1987 

I am Ginny De Vries, Staff Representative of the Alaska Wildlife Alliance and 
the following is our testimony. To begin with, we would like to protest the 
facts that hearings were not held in Fairbanks, (the location of the refuge's 
administrative headquartprs) Arctic Village, and Venitie; and that most working 
pcuple oliler than oil executives wer~ excluded by the hours ot the hearings and 
because advance sign up was not offered. We have read the three volume baseline 
study and the draft on the arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Coastal Plain Resource 
Assessment and we recommend that the Department of Interior forbid the exploration 
and development of oil and gas in the area. The northernmost un1t of the National 
Wildlife refuge System was established to protect a fraction of Alaska's unique 
arctic environment. The region encompasses an outstanding arctic and subarctic 
ecosystem harboring all thr,e species of North American bears (pnlar, brown, 
and black), caribou, wolves, wolverines, Dall's sheep, raptors and abundant 
fish life includi~g arctic char and grayling. The arctic refuge is the onll 
conservation s stem in North America, and erha s in the world, that rotec s 
such a wi e spectrum o the various arctic an su arctic ecosys ems 1n an 
undisturbed condition. 

In the few minutes alloted, would like to point out the effects of development 
on wolf, polar bear, caribou, and whale populations. 

Of wolves, the draft study states (p. 31), "Wolves are found ·throughout Alaska's 
North Slope. On the 1002 Area, the population density is lower than in areas 
farther south. "Development in the area would mean roads which would give hunters 
and other user groups access to an already low population. 

Shuuld de•eloprh<r.t occur, c~:r·ibou "ouhl he udvcrscly affected which in turn 
would adversely affect the wolf population. Page 24 of the. b~seline ~tudy states, 
"Distribution showed that wolves used the ANWR Coastal Plain East of the Aichilik 
River extensively, and this used coincided with the presence of caribou. 
(Information is lacking on the use of the Coastal Plain by wolves in late may 
to June.) Minimum population estimates for the study area were 27 adults and 
seven pups in late summer, 1984, not including five known and three suspected 
mortalities." This information suggests that wolves are being removed in the 
1002 area faster than they are reproducing without the presence of roads. Roads, 
increased human population, and additional human activity would drastically add 
to the decrease in wolf population. 

In relation to polar bears, page 33 of the draft study states, "Pregnant polar 
bears, and later their cubs, probably spend more time on the 1002 area than 
other segments of the polar bear population •• At least 15 dens have been locat~ 

on ice near the 1002 area (1951-85). Another five dens have been located on 
ice near the 1002 area. Three locations in the 1002 area have been delineated 
as confirmed denning areas, that is areas in which polar bear dens and denning 
activity have been observed in more than one winter." 

The draft study goes on to say, "Polar bears are. protected under the provisions 
of the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972. An international agreement for 
the conservation of polar bears was ratified in 1976 by the governments of Canada, 
Denmark, Norway, The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the United States 
of America. Article II requires that appropriate actions be taken to protect 
ecosystems of which polar bears are a part, especially denning and feeding sites." 

We have all heard of the dangers to the Porcupine Caribou herd that development 
poses. If excluded from their calving area, many caribou may be forced to use 
less suitable areas where they would have difficulty avoiding insects and 
predators. Also the porcupine Caribou could use up precious fat reserves which 
are extremely important for winter survival due to fright reaction and disruption 
caused by development. 

In making the decision on whether to lease this area, it is important to remember 
that of the 1,100 miles of arctic coastline in Alaska, the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain is the only section of the entire NOrth Slope 
currently closed to oil and gas development. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
has a higher responsibility to conserve the natural diversity of species on the 
refuge for all wildlife interest. As the report itself states: "long-term 
losses in fish and wildlife resources, subsistence uses, and wilderness values 
would be the inevitable consequences of a long term commitment to oil and gas 
development, production and transportation." 

To summarize, the Alaska Wildlife Alliance is opposed to any oil and gas 
exploration and development on the-Coastal Plain, and supports the designation 
of the Coastal Plain as wilderness. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

·., .1 I · 
-..,.,'t 1, ~· l \ ,_(It 1.'/tr 1.t..L • 

Ginny De Vries 
Staff Representative 



American Petroleum Institute 
1220 L Stree~ Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20005 Jrf) 
202·682-8170 1: 

S. P. Chamberlain 
Dkector, &plotatlon 

Mr. Frank Dunkle 
Director 
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
u.s. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Dunkle: 

February 6, 1987 

The American Petroleum Institute (API) appreciates the 
opportunity to provide supplemental comments for the Department's 
consideration on the Draft Legislative Environmental Impact 
Statement (LEIS) on the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) 
1002 area. Our written statement, presented at the January 9 
hearing, discussed the national security and economic benefits 
that may result from leasing the coastal plain area, as well as 
the compatibility of oil, wildlife and the environment. In 
addition to those comments, we wish to clarify the significance 
of the statements on pages 49, 68 and 72 of the LEIS regarding 
the estimated 19 percent chance of finding any economically 
recoverable oil from the 1002 area. 

Petroleum exploration is an extremely high risk activity. Even 
the best data are often misleading, misinterpreted or erroneous. 
Exploration always carries a higher chance of failure than of 
success. However, the one-in-five chance represented by the 19 
percent calculations of the u.s. Geological Survey and Bureau of 
Land Management professionals reflects a higher-than-normal 
success probability. 

Unfortunately, the draft report fails to explain that this is a 
very promising percentage for successfully finding economically 
recoverable oil resources, particularly in frontier areas such as 
those covered by the LEIS. In fact, this is nearly a tenfold 
increase in the industry's success rate in Alaska. Only one out 
of 50, or about 2 percent, of the exploratory wells drilled in 
Alaska has ever resulted in a commercial discovery. 

Undiscovered resources are not proved reserves and, until 
exploratory drilling occurs, no one can say if any producible oil 
exists. In order for oil to accumulate in recoverable quantities 

An equal opportunity employer 
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five basic criteria must occur. These include: a source sequence 
from which the oil can be derived1 a migration path from the 
source to an area of accumulation1 a reservqir rock and pore 
space1 a trap to hold the oil in one area1 and a seal to prevent 
the oil from escaping and migrating to the surface. All five 
factors must be favorable or the result is no oil. Given the 
high degree of uncertainty and the unlikelihood of the existence 
of all five factors, the 19 percent noted in the LEIS is an 
exceptionally promising prospect. 

We urge the Department to make the significance of this 
percentage more understandable in the final report to Congress. 
Additionally, many of the individual companies with the expertise 
and technology to operate in the arctic environment are providing 
detailed comments on the LEIS. We urge you to carefully review 
their comments, as you proceed in fulfilling the mandates of the 
report and recommendations to Congress. 

At a time of escalating heavy u.s. dependence on oil imports and 
depressed conditions in the domestic petroleum industry, it is 
vital for the United States to increase its domestic energy 
production and provide for secure and reliable energy supplies 
for the 1990s and beyond. That is why the ANWR 1002 area is so 
vital to our nation's energy future. If we can find and develop 
the potentially vast resources of the 1002 area, we can help 
reduce our future dependence on oil imports and increase the 
domestic oil and gas available to meet our needs a decade from 
now and beyond. We can lessen the threat of the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries regaining its dominant control 
over world oil prices and we can lessen the chance of a return to 
the severe energy disruptions experienced in the 1970s. It is 
important to keep in mind that it takes as much as 10 to 15 years 
to explore for and place into production oil fields from arctic 
environments. 

Crude oil from the North Slope's producing oil fields is already 
contributing over 20 percent of total U.S. crude oil production. 
The nation's dependence on foreign oil could increase markedly in 
the years ahead, as these fields -- along with other fields in 
the lower-48 states -- reach peak production and start to decline 
-- as many already have. One very promising place the United 
States must turn to is Alaska's undiscovered oil and gas, if our 
future energy security is to be enhanced. The petroleum 
industry's record in developing the producing fields on the 
Alaska.North Slope proves that such operations can be and are 
being conducted in an environmentally sound manner. The 
technology developed for arctic operations near Prudhoe Bay can 
be used within ANWR in the search for the large deposits of crude 
oil that may underlie the 1002 area. Nearly 20 years of 
experience on the North Slope demonstrates that oil and gas 
exploration and development can exist in harmony with the arctic 
environment. 
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Development of petroleum resources in the 1002 area would result 
in significant economic benefits to Americans throughout the 
nation. For example, extrapolating from the employment and Gross 
National Product (GNP) effects of a recent Battelle/OR! study, 
which looked at the aggregate employment effects of incremental 
peak OCS production of 2.5 million barrels a day of crude oil 
equivalent, the following orders of magnitude are suggested. 
Based on a Department of the Interior peak production estimate of 
659,000 barrels daily (assuming recoverable recerves of 3.2 
billion barrels), the cumulative employment gains could be 
254,085 jobs. Using the same base projection of production, the 
GNP could increase about 0.25 percent above the level that would 
otherwise exist. Finally, significant discoveries within the 
1002 area could help reduce the nation's reliance on oil imports. 
The 1002 area could thus benefit t~e economic and national 
security of the United States by helping to reduce oil imports 
and the flow of American dollars overseas. 

In conclusion, the API reiterates its support for the proposed 
"alternative A" recom,endation to permit full oil and gas leasing 
in the 1002 area. 

Sincerely, 

s. P. Chamberlain 



STATEMENT ON 

ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

BY 

MICHAEL JOHNSON 

REPRESENTING 
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE 

BEFORE THE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
JANUARY 9, 1987 

My name is Michael Johnson and I am Manager of Economics & 

Planning for North America Exploration for Conoco Inc. based in 

Houston, Texas. I am representing the American Petroleum 

Institute (API) which is a national trade.assqciation 

representing the domestic petroleum industry. API's membership 

consists of a broad cross section of the industry's functions, 

including exploration, production, transportation, refining and 

marketing. API's membership currently includes 215 companies and 

about 5,000 individuals. 

API supports the u.s. Department of the Interior's (DOl) 

proposed •Alternative A• recommendation to Congress that the 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) coastal plain be opened to 

oil and natural gas leasing. As DOl's draft report states: •The 

(1002) area is clearly the aost outstanding oil and gas frontier 

remaining in the United States and could contribute substantially 

to our domestic energy supplies.• 

At a time of escalating heavy u.s. dependence on oil imports 

and depressed conditions in the domestic petroleum industry, it 

is vital for the United States to increase its domestic energy 

production and provide for secure and reliable energy supplies 

for the 1990s and beyond. We agree with the DOl's draft report 

that Alaska's 1002 area provides one of the nation's best hopes 

for the energy supplies needed in the years ahead. But the 

area's vast potential will remain untapped unless oil and gas 

leasing is permitted in the area. 
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Why the 1002 Area is Vital to America's Energy Future 

Current u.s. energy supply trends underscore the urgent need 

to find and produce the potentially vast oil and gas resources of 

the 1002 area. Oil prices during 1986 dropped by about one-half. 

As a result, u.s. consumption has risen and domestic production 

has fallen. These trends have been accelerating. Consumption 

was up 1.2 percent in the first quarter of 1986 over the first 

quarter of 1985, 2.4 percent in the second quarter and 3.8 

percent in the third quarter. Production was barely down in the 

first quarter, but fell 2.9 percent in the second quarter and 3.1 

percent in the third quarter. 

This growing gap between domestic consumption and production 

has been filled by oil• imports, which were up 23 percent in 1986 

over the 1985 level. Imports in November constituted 38 percent 

of u.s. oil consumption -- a higher level of dependence than at 

the time of the 1973-74 oil embargo. F th u s i ur ermore, • • mports 

from the volatile Persian Gulf area have increased 300 percent in 

1986 and accounted for more than half of the total increase in 

imports in 1986. 

If prices remain roughly equal to those of the late fall and 

early winter of 1986, these current production and consumption 

trends are likely to continue. If they do, u.s. dependence on 

oil imports also will continue to rise. As u.s. and other world 

demand grows, more and more oil will be imported from the OPEC 

cartel. Within OPEC, a small group of coun.t.ries concentrated in 

the Middle East has most of the excess oil production capacity 

which will be called upon as the demand for oil increases. 
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This means that there is a significant probability that 

~ithin a relatively short period -- perhaps as few as three years 

-- the United States and our allies could once again be 

significantly more dependent on the Mjddle East for our oil 

supplies. Moreover, when supplies tighten and shortages 

threaten, there is no rapid or easy way to curtail demand, 

increase domestic supplies, or find substitutes for many critical 

uses for oil. Thus, we will become more dependent on foreign oil 

and extremely vulnerable to any form of disruption of supply from 

the· Middle East or from elsewhere. It is important to keep in 

mind that it takes as much as 10 to 15 years to explore for and 

place into production oil fields from arctic environments. 

That is why the ANWR 1002 area is so vital to our nation's 

energy future. If we can find and develop the potentially vast 

resources of the 1002 area, we can sharply reduce our dependence 

on oil imports and have the domestic oil and gas we need to meet 

our needs a decade from now and beyond. We can lessen the threat 

of OPEC regaining its dominant control over worid oil prices and 

we can lessen the chance of a return to the severe energy 

disruptions experienced in the 1970s. 

Resource Potential of the 1002 Area 

In its draft report on the 1002 area, DOl estimates that 

there may be billions of barrels of crude oil to be found under 

that 1.5 million acre area. DOl estimates that •recoverable 
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reserves• range from 600 million to 9.2 billion barrels of oil, 

while the •in-place resources• range from 4.8 billion to 29.4 

billion barrels. Recoverable reserves are estimates of 

economically producible reserves using today's technology: 

in-place resources are estimates of the total amounts of oil 

thought to be in the reservoirs, some of which will not be 

economically producible. 

Although there is uncertainty inherent in all oil and gas 

exploration methods which do not include actual drilling, the 

Interior Department estimates indicate a very large crude oil 

potential -- on the same order of magnitude as the nearby Prudhoe 

Bay field, the largest u.s. discovery to date. 

crude oil from the North Slope's producing oil fields is 

~ already contributing about 20 percent of u.s. crude oil 
~ 

~ production. The nation's dependence on foreign oil could 

incr~ase markedly in the years ahead, as these fields -- along 

with 1older fields in the lower-48 states -- reach peak production 

and start to decline as many already have. One very promising 

place 1 the United Sta tea must turn to is Alaska's undiscovered oil 

and gas if our future energy security is to be enhanced. 

Oil and Gas Operations in the 1002 Area 

Only a. small portion of the 1002 area would actually be 

disturbed during exploration and production activities. Based on 

experience at nearby Prudhoe Bay, less than 1 percent of the 

surface of the 1002 area could be expected to be affected by 

drilling and production pads, roads and facilities. 
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Moreover, if exploration resulted in no commercially 

producible discoveries, disturbance of the area by petroleum 

activities would cease and restoration measures would begin. If 

economically significant oil and gas discoveries were made, the 

occupation of the area would last only as long as those 

discoveries were producible, perhaps 20 to 30 years -- a very 

short time in man's historical use of the area. 

The petroleum industry's record in developing the producing 

fields on the Alaska North Slope proves that such operations can 

be and are being conducted in an environmentally sound manner. 

The technology developed for arctic operations near Prudhoe Bay 

-- the area of the nation's largest oil and gas fields -- can be 

used within ANWR in the search for the large deposits of crude 

oil that may underlie the 1002 area. 

Numerous laws and regulations assure that oil and gas 

activities are designed to protect the surrounding environment. 

Experience in Alaska and the lower 48 states shows that oil and 

gas activities are consistent with other goals such as wildlife 

protection. Nearly 20 years of experience on the North Slope 

demonstrates that oil and gas exploration and development can 

exist in harmony with the arctic environment. Techniques to 

minimize disturbance include directional drilling, smaller and 

consolidated facilities, winter construction, use of temporary 

ice roads, use of special arctic equipment, and elevated 

pipelines and facilities. The u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 

(USFWS) monitored all of the surface activities and geophysical 
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operations conducted on the coastal plain and reported th.lf "'"' 

significant environmental impact resulted from that activity. 

Oil from the 1002 area would be transported by onshore 

pipeline to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS). Experience 

fr.om TAPS and the Prudhoe Bay, Milne Point and Kuparuk 

developments proves that pipelines can be designed, constructed 

and operated on the North Slope to allow passage of caribou and 

other wildlife. 

Exploration activities would also be supported by temporary 

ice roads, barges and ice airstrips. During development and 

production, more permanent gravel pads, roads and airstrips would 

be used to support year-round activities. One main road along a 

pipeline into ANWR would be needed for pipeline service and 

resupply. Roads and facilities would be placed in the most 

efficient manner possible and concurrence would be required from 

the USFWS and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. 

Sensitive habitats are routinely avoided when routing roads 

on the North Slope. Some construction activities can be 

conducted dur~ng the winter season when most wildlife is absent 

fr.om the 1002 area. A pipeline can be designed to ensure passage 

of caribou and other wildlife during the summer by properly 

located sections which are elevated, buried or. ramped. 

Development at Prudhoe Bay, Kuparuk and Milne Point in the 

calving range of the Central Arctic caribou has not had a harmful 

effect on this caribou herd. The herd has grown fr.om about 3,000 

animals in 1975 to its current size of over 13,000 animals. This 

experience is reason to believe that devefopment in the 1002 area 
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would not hurt the Porcupine caribou herd. The 1002 area is only 

a portion of the calving grounds of the Porcupine herd. Even 

discovery of a supergiant field would only involve a small 

portion of the area. In some years, little or no calving occurs 

in the 1002 area, but takes place in the foothills to the south 

and/or in Canada. 

Oil and gas operations would also be compatible with other 

wildlife and environmental aspects of the 1002 area: 

o Muskoxen were introduced into ANWR only 17 years ago and 

are still expanding their· range. As of 1984, there were 

384 muskoxen i~ ANWR. Muskoxen spend most of their time 

in the foothills and water-adjacent habitat, so little 

contact with oil and gas facilities would be likely. 

o A 1986 joint industry/state/federal bird impact study 

indicates that the development at Prudhoe Bay has not 

affected the general use of the area by birds. While some 

habitat loss resulted from the placement of facilities, 

certain species created new habitats at roadsides and 

pads. 

o All 1002 area facilitites will require air quality permits 

to construct and operate. Air quality monitoring at the 

large Prudhoe Bay facilities and the other North Slope oil 

fields shows that oil and gas operations at these 

locations fully meet state and federal air quality 

standards. 
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Economic Benefits of 1002 Area Development 

With regard to the economic benefits of coastal plain 

development, the DOI draft report cites no Gross National Product 

(GNP) or employment gain estimates. While we have not derived 

such estimates directly, it is possible to develop some 

approximate effects by extrapolating from other analyses. 

Development of petroleum resources in the 1002 area could result 

in significant economic benefits to Americans throughout the 

nation. For example, extrapolating from the employment and GNP 

effects of a recent Battelle/DRI study, which looked at~ 

aggregate employment effects of incremental peak OCS production 

of 2.5 million barrels a day of crude oil equivalent, we can 

project the following results. Based on a DOI peak production 

estimate of 659,000 barrels daily (assuming recoverable reserves 

of 2.3 billion barrels), the cumulative employment gains could be 

254,085 jobs. Using the same base projection of production, the 

GNP could increase about 0.25 percent above the level that would 

otherwise exist. 

API estimates that, since 1980, when peak production of about 

1.5 million barrels per day from the Prudhoe Bay field was 

achieved, North Slope development has contributed to an increase 

in the gross domestic product1 in excess of $19 billion per year. 

1 The gross domestic product is the sum of all goods and 

services produced within a nation's border. The gross 

national product is the sum of all goods and services 

produced by a nation's firms anywhere in the world. 
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Peak annual employment effects are estimated at about 39,000 

direct jobs, and about 29,000 indirect jobs. Aggregate 

development expenditures for North Slope fields, including 

expenditures for the Trans-Alaskan Pipeline System of about $8.8 

billion, are estimated at about $36 billion through 1985. 

Experience on Alaska's North Slope shows how states and 

communities benefit from an active exploration and production 

program. It is estimated that, between 1980 and 1986, the major 

oil companies operating on the North Slope spent more than $10.5 

billion in the United States developing the North Slope oil 

fields. Every state in the union participated in supplying goods 

or services, with the shares of business ranging from nearly $1.4 

billion in Alaska to ~ $200,000 in West Virginia. 

However, the individual states and companies within those 

states have not been the sole beneficiaries of oil company 

activities. Federal lease sales, rents and royalties on federal 

land in the U.S. are providing a major source of revenue 

second only to the income tax in size -- for the federal 

government. 

If the coastal plain were to be leased and a large field 

discovered in the 1002 area, large royalty payments would be 

generated. The distribution of t~ potential revenues among the 

federal, state and local governments depends on the details of 

how the area will be leased, which has not yet been determined. 

However, the federal s~are of the bonus monies, rents and 

royalties could help offset declining federal revenues from other 

fields which have passed -- or will soon pass -- peak production. 
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To put potential revenues into perspective, consider that, in 

1984 alone, Alaska received about $1.4 billion in oil and gas 

royalties, rents and bonuses from leases on its own lands. 

Development of the 1002 area would also have the important 

economic benefit of providing a continuing oil flow for the 

Trans-Alaska Pipeline as oil fields elsewhere on the North Slope 

are depleted. 

Finally, significant discoveries within the 1002 area could 

help reduce the nation's r~liance on oil imports. The 1002 area 

could thus benefit the economic and national security of the 

united .States by helping to reduce the flow of American dollars 

to overseas. 

Conclusion 

At a time of continuing political instability in the Middle 

East -- and when u.s. oil imports are at a level even higher than 

at the time of the 1973-74 oil embargo -- it is critically 

important for this nation to increase its development of domestic 

energy resources. As the Department of the Interior's draft 

report so effectively demonstrates, the 1002 area offers one of 

America's best prospects for major new oil and gas discoveries. 

However, as noted earlier, it takes as much as 10 to 15 years to 

explore for and place into production oil fields in hostile 

environments such as that of the 1002 area. 

Thus, the national interest requires that action be taken now 

to open the 1002 area to oil and gas exploration and production. 

We endorse the Interior Department's proposed Alternative A 
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recommendation to permit full oil and gas leasing in the 1002 

area. We regard this step as vital to meeting the nation's 

future energy supply needs and reducing the risk of a return to 

the energy disruptions of the 1970s. 
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The American Wilderness Alliance strongly opposes the 
Secretary of the Interior's preliminary recommendation for full 
oil leasing of the 1002 area in the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge. we urge the Secretary to reconsider this decision in his 
final recommendation. After a thorough review of the draft 
report, we have a number of comments to make on the serious 
environmental consequences of oil exploration and development in 

this area. 
We would first like to comment on the process used by the 

Department of the Interior in producing this report. It is only 
through a lawsuit filed by Trustees for Alaska (and joined by the 
American Wilderness Alliance as a co-plaintiff), that the draft 
report was made public at all prior to its presentation to 
Congress. This cons~ituted a blatant attempt to keep the public 
from commenting on a major issue, and appeared to be collusion 
with the oil industry. Such attempt to influence Congress without 
public input is not compatible with the democratic process. 
Furthermore, we question both the timing and the location of the 
public hearings. The hearings began immediately after the longest 

holiday season of the year, and were held in only three places. 

In particular, there was little opportunity for Alaskans, who 
would be affected most by oil drilling in ANWR, to give their 
views. A 60-day comment period may fulfill the letter of the law, 
but coming in mid-winter at a busy time, certainly does not 
fulfill its spirit. In addition, the Department of the Interior 
continued to demonstrate its contempt for the public process by 
appealing the original decision requiring public comment. This 
appeal, which also failed, was moot, and an unwarranted waste of 
taxpayers' money. We urge the Department to be more forthright in 
its future dealings regarding public lands. 

We have numerous objections to the Secretary's 
recommendation itself. The Secretary's recommendation almost 
mimics the oil industry in its attempt to compare environmental 
effects of Prudhoe Bay oil development with potential effects in 
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the 1002 area. The major adverse environmental impacts of oil 
leasing are understated throughout the recommendation. We will 
document this further in our specific comments below. 

The executive summary is quite misleading, stating that . 
the •evidence generated during the 18 years of exploration and 
development at Prudhoe Bay indicates minimal impact on wildlife 
resources.• This summary virtually ignores the potential 
environmental consequences of oil leasing on wildlife, and 

relegates its comments to a few small, meek paragraphs near the 
end of the summary. While we are not certain who wrote the 
executive summary, the author obviously did not read or chose to 
ignore the chapter on environmental consequences prepared by the 
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service, for there are no references to 
the enormous adverse effects that are well-documented by FWS. 
Since many congressmen, news media, and other officials are too 
busy to read the full report, we feel that the current executive 
summary offers a biased and unfair view of the reality of oil 
leasing in the 1002 area. We urge the •executive• who wrote this 
summary to prepare a more balanced one for the final report. 

The potential consequences to the physical environment of 

full oil leasing may be considerably greater than that predicted 
in the draft report, for there is little attention paid to the 
issue of water access. As the FWS notes, there simply is not much 
water available in the 1002 area for oil exploration~ Most of the 
lakes that occur in the 1002 area are shallow, and freeze to the 
bottom in winter, making them inaccessible for use as water 
sources during the usual time for exploratory drilling on the 
North slope, which is winter. Furthermore, almost every one of 
the 10 major and 14 smaller streams in the 1002 area freezes to 
the bottom in winter, making these also inaccessible for use as 
water sources. The few that do not freeze to the bottom are used 
as fish over-wintering areas, and, therefore, could not logically 
be used for water sources without doing irreparable harm to the 
fish. According to FWS, as much as 15 million gallons of water 
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There is water available from Sadlerochit Spring in the 
southwestern part of the 1002 area, as there is year-round flow 
from the spring. However, this 4,000-acre area has been nominated 
as a National Natural Landmark and would be off-limits for 
exploration under almost any foreseeable circumstances. There is 
a dense population of macro-invertebrates, as well as arctic char 
and grayling in this area and the five miles downstream which 
remain open during winter, and thus it is used as a 
fish-wintering area. In addition, this area is used for 
traditional subsistence. 

The report gives a totally inadequate evaluation of this 
problem, as illustrated by the three suggestions offered for 
exploratory drilling, One only addresses drilling near the coast, 
and involves the use of shallow ponds and snowmelters. The second 
addresses the few wells that could be drilled on corporation 
lands or near the band of small lakes east of the Jago River. The 
third concerns most of the 1002 area. According to FWS, •the same 
innovative effort (obtaining water, snow, or ice from wherever it 
can be found without disrupting the biological environment) would 
be required for exploratory drilling elsewhere in the 1002 area.• 
One wonders, from reading these suggestions, if this innovation 
would include a reversal of the miracle at Cana, i.e., turning 
wine into water. 

The problem of obtaining water for winter exploration pales 
by comparison to the engineering problems faced for full oil 
development and production. Water would be needed for up to 50-60 
drilling pads, each with one or more wells, plus about seven 
large and four small central processing facilities. This water 
would be needed for human use as well as oil exploration and 
production. This means up to 10,000 gallons of water per day for 
a construction camp of some 1,500 workers could be needed for 
human use alone. In addition, there would be up to 200-500 
workers in a central processing facility once construction is 
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The report gives two suggestions for obtaining water during 
full oil drilling and production. One is to use sea water for the 
waterflooding used to sweep the oil toward producing wells and to 
maintain reservoir pressure. Waterflooding can involve enormous 
amounts of water. For example, up to 400,000 barrels per day are 
injected into the Kuparuk River field and up to two million 
barrels for Prudhoe Bay. The full leasing scenario, in fact, 
suggests two marine and saltwater treatment facilities, both 
presumably located at the coast. This would require an insulated 
pipeline from the plants to each central processing facility, as 
well as heat generators spaced at intervals to keep the water 
from freezing. The treated sea water then would be piped to the 
individual drilling pads for injection. This scenario could 
contribute to the major environmental hazards caused by the 
proposed east-west oil pipeline, particularly with regard to loss 
of insect-relief habitat for the Porcupine caribou herd. The 
environmental consequences of these structures are not addressed 
in the report and, of course, should be. 

Second, the report states that •the most obvious, and 
probably only feasible, solution relates to gravel sources.• Full 
development would involve possible mining and use of as much as 
50 million cubic yards of gravel from within the 1002 area. The 
FWS suggests that the gravel be mined from streambeds to create 
elongated deep pools up to 40-50 feet deep, which, after spring 
runoff, can supply water year round. It suggests excavations 
within the river channel or immediately adjacent but connected to 
the channel. The environmental consequences of this are not 
addressed. The only comment is that this might create 20 to 30 
elongated deep pools for water storage within or adjacent to 
river beds that now run dry during winter months. There is no attempt 
made to assess what effects this would have on streambeds, 
floodplains, fish habitat, subsistence, etc. 

Working Together To 
Conserve Wild America 
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A careful reading of the draft report reveals that the FWS 
appears to·be unprepared to address the major issue of water 
access for oil exploration and production. An in-depth study 

would be necessary on this issue alone. 
Potential adverse effects on both the Porcupine caribou 

herd (PCH) and Central arctic caribou herd (CAH) are 
well-documented in the chapter on environmental consequences. It 
should be noted that input on this part of the report was 
received from 14 caribou biologists, including oil industry 
representatives. Despite this notation on page 97, and the 
subsequent report of major adverse effects on the PCH, the 
Secretary's recommendation only describes the potential effects 
on the PCH as •some long-term widespread effects.• In addition, 
the Secretary states on page 169 that the CAH •has increased 
substantially during the period·that development has occurred 
within the heart of its range.• 

Unlike the Secretary of the Interior and oil industry 
officials, the caribou biologists were quite cautious in making 
analogies comparing the effects of current oil development on the 
CAH and effects of potential 1002 development on the PCH. Because 
of greater density of PCH on their calving grounds, the PCH would 
interact with oil development •much more extensively and 
intensively• than the CAR bas interacted with oil development in 

Prudhoe Bay. 
Although the oil industry often points to the increase in 

the CAR from about 3,000 animals to some 12,000-14,000 after 
development at Prudhoe Bay, it does not add that almost no 
calving has been noted in the Prudhoe area since oil development 
began. According to the report, this increase has been attributed 
to high calf production and survival as well as relatively light 
hunting pressure. Attempti.ng to attribute this even in part to 
the presence of oil development is absurd, as the facts clearly 

show. 
In addition to studie's which show decreased calving 

<densities around. Prudhoe Bay, a 1985 study reported that maternal 

caribou groups showed measurable declines in habitat use within 
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approximately two miles on either side of the Milne Point road. 
The picture of caribou grazing next to the Transalaska Pipeline 
is quite misleading, based on this information. 

Attempting to compare the effects on the CAH in Prudhoe Bay 

and those that potentially may occur on the PCH again may be 
inappropriate, for several reasons. The CAH has been displaced 
from only part of its calving grounds; suitable alternative 
high-quality habitat appears available for the CAH, and the 
overall density of CAH caribou on their calving grounds is very 
low. The absolute density for the PCH on their calving grounds is 
14 times that of the CAH, and the difference in effective 
densities is even greater. 

A substantially greater proportion of important calving 
habitats would be involved with development that included the PCH 
core calving area. There is a large overlap of potential oil 
development facilities with PCR calving areas. The PCH would 
annually encounter oil development during the most critical time 

in their yearly cycle, the report states. Seventy-eight percent 
of the PCH's core calving areas is within the 1002 area and is 
designated as Resource Category 1 habitat. Category 1 habitat has 
a FWS mitigation goal of :no loss of existing habitat value.• 
However, according to the report, an approximately two-mile 
displacement of caribou out from oil facilities would include 
loss of 32 percent of the most critical PCR core calving areas! 
According to the FWS, this would represent a complete loss of 

habitat values. 
In addition, predation on the PCR is more important than 

for the CAH in the Prudhoe area. The CAH has been exposed to 
minimal predation in recent years. The wolf population in the 
Central arctic area decreased in the 1970's and has remained low, 
due to hunting. Brown bears are only moderately abundant. in the 
area. In the 1002 area, however, brown bears are more abundant 
and, in fact, shift their habitat use to coincide with areas 
occupied by the PCH during calving and p~stcalving. 

Oil industry claims that caribou easily cross under the 
Transalaska Pipeline appear to be just as misleading as other 
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industry claims. The report states that caribou crossing success 
is generally greatest at buried pipelines and then decreases for 
roads without traffic, to elevated pipelines adjacent to roads 
without traffic, to pipelines adjacent to roads with traffic, 
respectively. Large mosquito-harassed groups do not readily cross 
beneath elevated pipelines. In the full leasing scenario 
recommended by the secretary, the pipeline/haul road would bisect 
the 1002 area east-to-west. This barrier could significantly 
inhibit movements for the large postcalving aggregations which 
annually occur on the 1002 area as the caribou move between 
inland feeding areas and coastal insect-relief habitats. Insect 
(mosquito) harassment is one of the primary driving forces in the 
annual caribou cycle, the report points out, and follows closely 
behind the calving period. Insect harassment can have a 
pronounced negative effect on caribou survival, the report 
states. 

Eighteen percent (294,000 acres) of the 1002 area, 
including native corporation lands, used for insect-relief and 
other purposes by the PCH lie north of the proposed pipeline/road 

corridor. If caribou refuse to cross through any development 
areas, then this area would be unavailable as habitat. This 
represents 80 percent of coastal insect-relief habitats. Even 
without such a major problem, the report states that 29 percent 
of the coastal insect-relief habitat could be reduced or 
eliminated. This could lead ultimately to reduced survival, 
particularly for calves. 

Increased harvest also could be expected to occur due to 
oil development. Based on experience of the North Slope haul 
road, a significant proportion ~f the caribou harvest could be· 
from illegal hunting, due to increased access for all-terrain 
vehicles. 

In conclusion, the FWS states that full oil development of 
the 1002 area could result in a major population decline and 
change in distribution of 20-40 .percent, ·although this estimate 

is uncertain. A more moderate decline of .5-10 percent was 
predicted for the CAH. 
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The above reiteration of the 1002 report on the PCH should 

not have been necessary in our comments. However, the Secretary's 
recommendation and the executive summary persist in inappropriate 
comparisons of the CAR to the PCH and ignore the rest of the data 
accumulated by FWS. We feel this is unfortunate, as it distorts 
the issue of whether or not the PCH would suffer major adverse 
effects with full oil development. The mitigation proposed by FWS 

could do little to help the PCH. 
other wildlife would be affected adversely as well by oil 

development. There would be major effects on the muskoxen 
population. The report predicts that they could be displaced from 
·up to 71 percent of their high-use habitats within the 1002 area, 
with a possible change in distribution or decline affecting 25 to 
so percent of the population. A moderate adverse impact is 
predicted for wolverines in the 1002 area, but the FWS cautions 
that "inadequate controls on access and harvest could possibly 
reduce by half or ·more the 1002 area wolverine population.• The 
report also predicts moderate effects on brown bears due to 
several factors. While there are mitigation factors proposed for 
these animals that the FWS states would minimize many of the 

effects, they still should be considered in the overall 
evaluation of the Secretary's recommendation. 

we are very much concerned about the environmental 
consequences on marine mammals if oil development occurs, and 
feel that the report does not evaluate one very important factor 
that could affect marine mammals. That is the cumulative impact 
of offshore oil drilling from other lease sales, such as Camden 
Bay, on marine mammals, along with development in the 1002 area. 
This was not evaluated at all. We feel that such a comprehensive 
study is essential, and do not feel that the effects of 1002 
drilling and offshore drilling could be isolated. This is 
particularly of concern with regard to polar bears. Even though 
only a few bears use the 1002 area, the report states that "the 
exclusion of only one or two bears from areas consistently used 
for denning would be a moderate impact on that segment of the 
Beaufort sea population." What would happen to the polar bear 
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population if offshore development also occurs? We urge that this 

be addressed. 
We also have some concerns on the effect of drilling and 

develo~ment on birds that use the 1002 area, particularly lesser 
snow geese. Although annual staging use by snow geese in the 1002 

area is noted to. be quite variable, the report states that the 

average number of snow geese annually staging on the 1002 area 
could be reduced by almost 50 percent. Mitigation factors offered 

for this potentially serious adverse effect include number 25 
listed on page 147. This calls for time and area closures or 

restrictions on surface activity in areas of wildlife 
concentration for a number of species, including snow geese. The 

dates for the various wildlife listed would require rather 

significant restrictions throughout certain parts of the 1002 

area from mid-April until late September. We wonder if such 
restrictions are entorceable or even practical in the face of 
massive oil development. If not, this mitigation factor would not 

be useful. 
We also would like to point out the effects predicted on 

golden eagles, which could be a moderate population decline or 

change in distribution. The major mitigation factors proposed to 
protect eagles in the 1002 area are the same as those proposed to 

protect caribou. This causes some concern since there is so much 

evidence presented that indicates the PCH may decline 
significantly irrespective of attempted mitigation. 

Effects predicted on fish in the 1002 area are minimal. 
However, this .depends in large part on what would be allowed in 

terms of water access and gravel removal. We have expressed our 

serious concerns about these factors previously. 
In the summary of unavoidable impacts with full leasing, 

there are 24 listed impacts. We have chosen to comment on only 
some of these. The 32 mitigation factors proposed on pages 

145-147 certainly could have some positive effects. However, 
there is no comprehensive plan for what oil development would 

look like if all of these factors were implemented. Would it even 

be feasible to implement them all without paralyzing oil 
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exploration and production during certain times of the year?" 
Apparently not, for oil industry representatives objected to~some 

of these proposed mitigation factors at the initial public 

hearing in Anchorage. 
Full oil leasing of the 1002 area would have a major 

adverse effect on subsistence uses, according to the draft 

report. we do not see how any mitigation factors could prevent, 

in particular, the adverse psychological aspects associated with 

such a change in the subsistence lifestyle. Increased hunting 
pressures from nonresidents who would work in the oil fields 
u_ndoubtedly would affect subsistence adversely. We object to the 
lack of concern demonstrated for Native villages which could be 
impacted severely by a decline in the PCH population. The failure 

to hold a public hearing in Arctic Village is a blatant example 
of this, as well as another example of the Department of the 

Interior's hurry to railroad its plans for oil developmen.t 
through Congress at the expense of the public's right to know. 

These same sentiments have been expressed by villagers from Yukon 

Territory, as well as the Yukon territorial government. We do not 

feel that the secret and unethical dealings with Native 

corporations for land trades in ANWR would mitigate adverse 

effects upon the subsistence lifestyle, for in some cases Native 

corporations have demonstrated no more concern for villagers than 

have the oil companies which traditionally have not hired 

Natives. 
our most important objection to oil drilling in the 1002 

area has not even been mentioned yet, and appears to hold no 

weight in the eyes of those who see only dollar signs as the 

"national interest.• The coastal plain of ANWR is dhe of 

America's premiere wilderness areas, yet only a small portion of 

it, i.e., the northeastern corner, has been designated 
wilderness. There is no doubt from any point of view that the 

1002 area is wilderness. It should be so designated. In addition, 
the rest of Alaska's arctic coastal plain outside ANWR is open to 
oil drilling. Those who say we already have enough wilderness 

have missed the point. We do not hold the purely anthropocentric 
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view that wilderness is pri.arily for human beings to enjoy and 
contemplate, even though development types speak of an elite 
corps of backpackers and river runners. While we certainly value 
th~ 1002 area for its recreational opportunities, we seek its 
preservation as wilderness for much more profound reasons than 
that. our view is biocentric. We believe humans are part of the 
earth's ecosystem, not its masters who have the right to 

interrupt it on a whim. 
we strenuously object to the secretary's contention that 

oil drilling in the 1002 area is necessary for national security. 
This is typical of the hoax perpetrated on the American people by 
the Reagan administration for the past six years to justify 
everything from environmental pollution to its Star Wars program. 
It is obvious the Secretary is following the party line, with not 
a thought about what,really is necessary for our national 
security. Is it in our national interest to continue to waste our 
natural resources as we have done for years with no plan for the 
future and no concern for future generations? Why do we have no 
national energy plan? What happens in the year 2030 when we have 
guzzled most of the oil from the 1002 area? Will technology have 
found a way to circumvent our need for oil completely by then? 
The wasteful habits promoted by the Reagan administration are 

· indeed myopic, and the failure to complete the ANWR ecosystem by 
adding the arctic coastal plain to its wilderness is just 
another illustration of this. How will the four percent of our 
nation's lustful oil demand supplied by the 1002 area in 2005 
help us in the long run? Why is there no discussion in the draft 
report of energy conservation or alternative energy sources? In 
our paranoia about foreign control of oil sources, we have 
decreased dramatically funding for research on the latter. We 
submit that what the Secretary really means by •national 
interest• and what the oil companies really mean by that term is 
simply profit cloaked in the word patriotism. It is a fact that 
oil development in the 1002 area will not be the panacea for our 
energy needs that the oil industry seems to claim. In fact, its 
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contribution to independence from our reliance on foreign oil 
will be miniscule in the long run. The main reason to promote oil 
development in ANWR is not national security, it is pure profit. 

While we certainly do not object to the latter, we feel that this 
magnificent area's preservation far outweighs any profit motive. 
Any claim that oil development can proceed in the 1002 area and 
preserve its wilderness values simultaneously is absurd. To quote 
from the draft report on page 131, the •wilderness value of the 
coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge would be destroyed.• 

In summary, we oppose full oil leasing of the 1002 area for 
the following reasons: 
l.The 1002 area of ANWR is incomparable wilderness. 
2.There is very little water available for oil exploration and 
development, and the adverse consequences of obtaining it are 
unacceptable. 
3.0il development would have unacceptable adverse consequences on 
the physical environment of the coastal plain. 
4.0il development would have a major adverse effect on the 
Porcupine caribou herd, possibly resulting in a 20 to 40 perc~nt 
decline in population. 
5.0il development would have a major adverse effect on muskoxen. 
6.There would be major adverse effects on snow geese staging in 
the 1002 area. 
7.There would be moderate effects on golden eagles, wolverines, 
wolves~ brown bears, and the Central arctic caribou herd. 
&.The effects on marine mammals have not been studied adequately. 
9.There is no comprehensive study of the cumulative effects of 
offshore oil development and oil development in the 1002 area. 
lO.There is no comprehensive plan for the use of mitigation 
factors in oil development. 
ll.Subsistence would be affected severely by oil development. 
12.There is no evidence that oil development is necessary for 
national security. 
13.0il development is not in the national interest in the 1002 
area. 
14.The nation has no comprehensive plan for energy production, 
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use, and conservation. 
In conclusion, we will work diligently to see that the 

Congress of the United States designates the 1002 area 

wilderness. 

Aiu'b.{hi~rv 
Steve Livingston, M.D. 
January 10, 1987 
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u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Alliance Testimony on ANWR Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement 

Dear Sirs: 

318 FOURTH STRE.E.T 

JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801 

TELEPHONE 19071 SB6·3ZIO 

TELECOPIER 19071 586·3762 

The Alaska Support Industry Alliance (the Alliance) is 
pleased to offer testimony on the draft ~nvironmental Impact 
Statement prepared regarding the opening of the Arctic National 
Wilalife Refuge (ANWR) to oil ana gas leasing. 

The Alliance strongly endorses leasing in this area. 

The Alliance consists of 300 corporate ana private 
members engaged in the oil and gas ana mining support 
industries in Alaska. Our unique level of experience with oil 
and gas operat1ons on the North Slope is reflected in our 
testimony. We have focused upon subjects we believe probably 
will not be adequately coverea in other testimony, including 
leasing methods, transportation, existing regulatory 
mechanisms, etc. 

Sincere~y, 
1 
~ p1 

/< C;;{l;rJ_ 
Linxwiler 

ANWR Committee 

JDL:kdw 

~nclosure 
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ANWR TESTIMONY - ALLIANCE 

I. Leasing Methods 

The most basic action contemplated by Congress with 

respect to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWRI is 

leasing. However, a full discussion of the merits of this 

basic action has been obscured oy the debate about the 

environmental consequences of oil development in ANWR. There 

are significant aspects with respect to the leasing program 

which should be developed with care. The purpose of this 

section is to discuss this issue. 

The dratt Environmental Impact Stdtement states, w1t.h 

respect to leasing systems, as follows as page 89, in its 

d1scussion of "Alternative A": 

Under tne alternative of full leasing, it is 
assumed that Congressional action would 
allow all Federal subsurface ownerships of 
the S 1002 area to be available for 
development through a leasing program 
administered by the Department of the 
Interior. This action would also open to 
oil and gas development in production the 
private lands within the refuge. The exact 
terms of the leasing program would be 
aeveloped in response to specific 
legislation passed by the Congress. If the 
Congress chooses to authorize leasing in the 
entire S 1002 area, the legislation woula 
probably contain the important elements of 
the ~ineral Leasing Act and the NPRA 
legislations, with special provisions to 
meet the unique needs of the Arctic Refuge. 



This statement appears to be made almost in passing, 

and there are several significant problems with it: 

F1rst, it is important that no element of the NPRA 

legislation be used. The well demonstrated record is that the 

NPRA leasing program was not a success. It was created by the 

Secretary using regulations because the Department itself 

lacked the statutory authority to provide a normal leasing 

program. In this environment, the leasing program did not, for 

instance, contain normal and necessary lease provisions 

regarding unitization, for the maintenance of the lease and the 

extension of the primary period by shut-in production, etc. 
• The above-referenced statement encourages Congress to create a 

new and untested program, and experience has shown this to be 

unnecessary and undesiraole. 

Second, this statement ignores that there already 

exists a well-developed and environmentally sensitive program 

expressly created for Alaska game refuges in SS 1008 and 1009 

of ANILCA (16 u.s.c. SS 31, 48 and 49). 

We believe that the Secretary should recommend to 

Congress that it adopt, with respect to ANWR, the ANILCA 

SS 1008 (16 u.s.c. S 3148) and 1009 (16 u.s.c. S 3149) onshore 

leasing program. The SS 1008 and 1009 program is the 
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competitive onshore leasing program utilizing the statutory 

authority and well developed procedures of the Mineral Lands 

Leasing Act, as applied by ANILCA to the unique circumstances 

in Alaska. The important features of this program include 

procedures intended to provide significant environmental 

protection, and to apply in the case of game refuges in Alaska 

in particular. 

The procedures provided in S 1008 are similar to those 

contained in the Outer Continental Shelf Leasing Act (OCSLA, 43 

u.s.c. s 1401 et !!9·1 including the preparation, pursuant to 

s lOOd(f), of an exploration plan, and, pursuant to S l008(g), 

preparation of a development and production plan. The 

Secretary retains the authority to monitor and modify the terms 

of such plans pursuant to S l008(h), and if the Secretary 

determines that •immediate and irrepairable damage will result 

from a continuation enforce of a lease,• then the lease may be 

suspended or cancelled pursuant to S 1008(i). 

Congress need not attempt to •reinvent the wheel.• 

The preparation of an environmentally sensitive leasing program 

which applies to game refuges in Alaska has alreaay been 

accomplished by Congress and all Congress need do is to 

implement it. In other words, the simplest action for Congress 

to take in this instance would simply be to revoke SS 1002(i) 

(16 u.s.c. S 314~(i)) and 1003 (16 u.s.c. S 3143), and the 

SS 1008 and 1009 program will automatically apply. 
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II. NATIVE SUBSISTENCE WITHIN ANWR 

Preservation of the subsistence resource is one of the 

most difficult and important issues relating to opening ANWR to 

oil and gas development. In evaluating this issue, it is 

important to keep in mind the following points: 

First, the oil and gas industry has a strong 

commitment to preserving subsistence resources, and an 

excellent track record in having done so. The oil and gas 

industry has worked on the North Slope and in western Alaska in 

close contact with Native communities and regulatory agencies 

seeking to preserv~ the subsistence resources which otherwise 

might be affected by oil ·and gas exploration and development. 

As a result, no significant impact upon any subsistence 

resource has ever been substantiated as a result of oil 

exploration and development in Alaska -- ana it is our strong 

belief that this excellent track recora will continue in ANWR. 

The industry is strongly committed to this concern and will 

closely cooperate with Native subsistence users. 

Second, it is also important to take note that 

subsistence impacts can only occur if there are significant 

impacts upon the wildlife resources of the area. The primary 

subsistence resource in this area 1s the Porcupine Caribou 
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herd, along with water fowl. The industry's excellent record 

in protecting caribou and other subsistence resources from 

impact at Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk is a further reason why 

subsistence resources will not be impacted in this area. 

Third, the subsistence lifestyle requires access to 

cash, for purposes of obtaining three-wheelers, guns, 

ammunition, and related supplies. The villagers in the local 

area will be able to utilize job opportunities offered by oil 

development to enhance their subsistence activities. 

Fourth,.Natives ~n the area, who are well experienced 

with the interactions between oil and gas development and 

subsistence, favor oil and gas development in ANWR. In fact, 

Jacoo Aaams, President of the Arctic Slope Hegional 

Corporation, himself a whaling captain, has offered testimony 

in favor of opening ANWR to leasing which states that the 

Eskimo community is familiar with the favoraDle record of the 

oil companies in regard to the preservation of the subsistence 

resource. 

Preservation of subsistence resources, and access to 

them, is a high priority of Kaktovik residents. Dall sheep, 

caribou, fish, seals, whales, birds and eggs, moose, and 

furoearers contribute to their suosistence economy. 
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As is the case in other North Slope villages, most 

residents obtain at least some of their food by hunting and 

fishing, and many get half or more of their total household 

food through hunting and fishing. 

While the villagers of Kaktovik retain strong ties to 

the land, they also have adopted and incorporated many elements 

of western culture, technology and economy into their 

lifestyle. Oil and gas develop.ent, and the subsequent North 

Slope aorough capital improvement program, have increased the 

village's economic activity. 

I 
Changes in the Inupiat subsistence economy at Barter 

Island began about 1890 when whaling snips anchored in the 

harbor, and food, utensils, firearms and other items were 

exchanged for caribou and sheep meat, and clothing made of 

caribou hides. Bowhead whaling ceased from 1910, but economic 

activity continued in the ~orms of reindeer herding, trapping 

and postwar construction. 

This activity created a dependence upon casn, and most 

villagers see local petroleum development as a positive means 

for maintaining a cash flow. At the same time they believe 

that, given appropriate .environmental safeguards, oil and gas 

development will not endanger important subsistence resources. 
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III. DRILLING TECHNOLOGY 

We believe the EIS should take more complete 

recognition that drilling conditions in ANWR will not be vastly 

different from Prudhoe Bay. The terrain, climate, logistics 

and necessary support system will not be anything new and we 

will have had the benefit of over 40 years of arctic 

experience. This is especially important in that a •learning 

curve• has been established and we will not be making the same 

mistakes. Over llOU wells have been drilled in the North Slope 

area witn no disastrous consequences to the environment. The 

oil industry record and methods of operation in tne arctic are 

truly exceptional. 

Prior to drill~ng in ~R, a comprehensive 

environmental study will probably be required. Assuming this 

is completea, a variety of permits will be requested that will 

insure environmental integrity. This is the first phase of the 

drilling operation and it will be administered by a host of 

government agencies. These agencies will spell out 

stipulations pertaining to all aspects of the program so that 

in a sense, the government will be implementing and enforcing 

their own reco-endat.ions. 
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Extensive use of ice toads, and ice airstrips will be 

used resulting in no environmental damage. 

In addition, depending on well requirements the use of 

lee pads may be applicable. This type of construction is 

cheaper and mote time effective than conventional gravel 

conttuction. It is also in the best interest of the operators 

·since it is mote cost effective. 

With today's state of the art rigs less pad space is 

requited and a rig can fit on a 25,000 sq. ft. site. 

Additional 'pace for camp and other drilling equipment will be 

needed. 

Once the rig is mobilized actual drilling operations 

can commence. Of primary concern is well control and mud 

disposal since these are the major sources of any potential 

pollution. Well control is of utmost importance to everyone on 

the rig and all supervisory personnel will be MMS certified in 

well control. 

In addition to trained personnel, all equipment will 

be •state of the art.• Normal blowout prevention equipment 

would include three ram type preventots and one annular 

pteventot designed to exceed all expected pressures. 
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Hydraulically operated chokes, pump stroke counters, 

trip tanks •flow-show• meters, Kelly cocks, trip tanks and 

inside BOP's are all part of the well control equipment. These 

items are considered •standard• on arctic drilling rigs. 

In addition to the basic equipment, mud logging 

functions would normally be used on exploratory work. This 

system provides continuous monitoring of the mud flow and other 

drilling parameters such as mud density, background gas, 

drilling rate and pore pressure. 

The use of this equipment helps predict bottom hole 

pressures and consequently adjustments to mud density can be 

made before actually needed. Pit level inuicators, pit 

watchers and continuous monitoring by the mud loggers are a 

normal part of well control. All of this equipment and 

measuring devices help insure minimal risk·of a blowout. 

Another area of concern is mud disposal. Mud cuttings 

are normally dumped in a reserve pit and then covered and 

reseeded. This system works quite well and the top soil 

removed is usually stockpiled so it can be used to cover the 

reserve pit. 
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Again, it is in the operator's best interest to 

minimize the fluids in the pit since •mud• costs money. By 

using solids control equipment such as shale, shakers, 

desanders, desilters and centrifuges only the cuttings end up 

in the reserve pit with minimal amounts of mud. 

Mud mon~toring is usually required and includes data 

on muds discharged, cuttings discharged, product concentrations 

and other parameters. Certain products may also be prohioited 

by the EPA, and the mud system must fall into one of their 

•generic• types. All mud additives are basically approved 

prior to actual drilling operations. Alot of effort is 

extended in these two areas, (blowout prevention, and mud 

disposal) and again our record to date in Prudhoe shows that we 

have done a good job. 

Other areas of concern include water supply, fuel 

storage, and sewer discharge. Again these are closely 

1aonitored and spelled out in the permits. 

Only deep water lakes will be used for water sources 

with screen hoses to insure no fish are pulled into the hose. 

Fuel storage is normally in double walleo tanks set in a lined 

and boxed in area. Sewer discharge is monitored daily and all 

plants must have an approved system. 
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The agencies issuing the drilling permit set the 

ground rules and they also monitor the overall drilling 

program. Provided they do not put prohibitive restrictions in 

the permit we can meet and often exceed their requirements. 

Once drilling operat1ons are complete, the rig will be 

demobilized to Prudhoe Bay. Normal procedure is to clean up 

the location after demob and then return again in the summer to 

pick up any debris that was frozen in. 

Other than a wellhead sticking up, many locations are 

difficult to find once final clean up has been done. 

IV. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK IN 

ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE (ANWR) 

A. IN~RODUCTION 

The mitigat1on measures directly applied as part of 

the opening ot ANWR are not the only applicable mitigation 

11easures. We believe the EIS in ita discussion of potential 

impacts and mitigation should take fuller account of the 

extensive local, state and federal regulatory system already in 

place, and which has mitigated essentially all major impacts 

for existing North Slope developments. Oil and gas operations 
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which take place within the State of Alaska, whether they be 

conducted on federal, State, Municipal or private lands, are 

governed by a broad array of regulatory programs to insure the 

prevention or mitigation of environmental impact. The Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge is no exception to this rule. The 

1002(h) report does not acknowledge the importance of these 

programs, which are above and beyond any operating conditions 

and stipulations which the Department of Interior, Fish i 

Wildlife Service will impose on operations in that area. 

B. FEDERAL PROGRAMS 

On federal lands such as ANWR, federal agencies 

provide the primary regulatory structure governing oil and gas 

operations. The Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers and 

Environmental Protection Agency are responsible for 

implementing programs established by the Clean Water Act and 

the Clear Air Act. The Corps of Engineers is responsible for 

administering the Section 404 program which governs the 

deposition of fill materials in •waters of the United States,• 

which includes wetlanas. In its leaa agency role it accepts 

comments fro11 all interested state and federal agencies as well 

as the public in developing conditions ana stipulations to 

mitigate or prevent any environmental impacts related to fill 

operations. Many of these conditions and stipulations in the 
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past have extended to restrictions on operations not directly 

related to the actual construction fill operat1.ons. By the 

imposition of these stipulations and conditions the interested 

agencies and the public have strictlycontrolled the type and 

quantity of operations which ta~e place in those areas falling 

under the jurisdiction of the Corps of· .Engineer's program.-

The Environmental Protection .Agency and Fish & 

Wildlife Service play key roles in the management of the 

Section 404 program. Although the Corps of Engineers is the 

lead federal agency in managing the program, the Environmental 

Protection Agency has the authority to veto any Corps of 

Engineers' approval of a project which it considers to be a 

' detrimental fill. Though this authority is rarely used, the 

potential that it might be used gives the Bnvironmental 

Protection Agency a substantial voice in project reviews. 

Under the Fish & Wildlife Service Cooraination Act the Fish & 

Wildlife Service also bas substantial influence over what 

stipulations and conditions are imposed on a project, 

specifically relative to how such projects might impact fish 

and wildlife in the vicinity of the project area. Though the 

Fish & Wildlife Service does not have an absolute veto, it does 

have the capability of elevating a decision made at the local 

level of the Corps of Engineers to the headquarters offices of 

the Corps of Engineers and Fish & Wildlife Service in 
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Washington, D.C. This authority has a similar affect to that 

of the Environmental Protection Agency veto authority described 

above. Fish & Wildlife Service uses this authority more 

f~equently. Such elevation makes the review process ever. more 

exhaustive and is one more guarantee that impacts will be 

prevented or mitigated, even when the quality and scale of 

impact is questionable. 

The Environmental Protection Agency has primary 

authority over two important regulatory programs -- the Clean 

Water Act discharge program known as the National Pollution 

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and the Clear Air Act 

permitting program known as Prevention of Signt.ficant 

Deterioration (PSD). The NPDES program regulates the discharge 

of water or other fluids from a •point source.• A point source 

is any means of transmitting or carrying or disposing of water 

or other liquids such as a pipeline, outfall line, hose or even 

a tanker truck. As a part of the Clean Water Act, this program 

dovetails with that of the Corps ot Engineers under Section 404 

to provide a complete system of regulatory coverage of water 

quality. The PSD permit regulates the discharge of elements 

into the air from operation of equipment, machinery, motors, 

and other devices. both the NPDES and PSD programs require 

intensive coordination between the applicant and the 

Environmental Protection Agency, including the providing by the 
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applicant of large amounts of detailed specifications and 

chemical analyses. In the case of the PDS application, in 

particular, the process may take years to complete. 

The regulatory umbrella described above provides 

complete coverage of land, water and air quality concerns. 

Superimposed on that coverage that is proposed by the Fish ' 

Wildlife Service through the stipulations is proposed for 

application throughout the 1002 area, as well as the coastal 

zone management certification requirements described below. 

C. STATE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 

State agencies have the opportunity to influence the 

federal regulatory program on federal lanas through the state 

of Alaska Coastal Zone Management Program. The State program 

was conceived with federal authorization under the Federal 

Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. Since the approval by the 

federal government of the State program, it is required that 

federal agencies receive from the State of Alaska a 

certification that a given project or permit approval therefor, 

is consistent with the federally approved State Coastal zone 

Management Program. Until the State of Alaska approves the 

administration of the State program by a local area, the Office 

of the Governor, Division of Governmental Coordination acts as 
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a clearing house for the coaaents from all interested State 

agencies. The ANWR lands fall within the coastal zone, as 

defined by the State program, and are therefore subject to this 

consistency requirement. 

The interested State agencies include agencies such as 

the Department of Environmental Conservation and the Department 

of Fish and Game which are tne counterparts of the federal 

Environmental Protection Agency and Fish • Wildlife Service. 

Accordingly, this program provides yet another layer of 

regulatory mitigation or prevention of environmental impacts. 

D. CONCLUSION 

The existing panoply of regulatory programs vitiates a 

perceived need for additional regulatory control. Any 

management program conceived by the Fish ' Wildlife Service 

should take into account these programs which are already in 

place and not duplicate or layer further upon these programs. 

V. TRANSPORTATION - SEA ' ROAUS 

The discovery ana subsequent production of large 

quantities of oil ana gas in remote areas of the Arctic brought 

about the development of innovative logistical support systems, 
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insuring timely delivery of supplies and equipment under severe 

conditions without damage to the fragile environment. 

A network of snow trails, offshore ice roads and ice 

landing strips combine to provide environmentally sound water 

transportation. Summer transportation may be accomplished 

utilizing barges and CATCO type low ground pressure vehicles. 

Exploratory well pads made from ice have replaced the 

gravel pad further lessening the impact of exploration. 

Equipment designed for the environmentally sensitive 

tundra has been developed and exhaustively tested in Alaska and 

Canada. The hovercr.aft and hoverbarges were designed to 

transport loads over water, sea ice and tundra without damaging 

the surface. For local tundra travel·CATCu designed a top 

roller driven airbag tractor which traverses the delicate 

summer tundra without lasting effect. After many years of 

Arctic experience, industry has developed the equipment and 

more importantly an attitude of sensitivity in the work force 

so exploration and production can develop fields without 

environmental damage. 

Transportation from coastal staging areas to 

particular well locati.ons is easily done over the tundra by 
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all-terrain vehicles or by ice roads. Ice roads are 

constructed of ice and fresh water which allows conventional 

trucks to transport cargo over four to six inches of ice. This 

ice protects the tundra. Exhaustive tests have been done on 

the effects of ice roads on tundra degradation and compacting. 

The end results are no long term effect. 

All-terrain vehicle design has evolved from tracked 

caterpillar type units, to low pressure tracked units, to 

rubber tired units and finally to low pressure soft pliant 

airbag units. The designing and utilization of the CATCO 

all-terrain vehicle has proven that operations over tundra in 

summer and winter operations can be completed with no 

degradation to the tundra. CATCO offers an innovative strategy 

in off-road heavy cargo transport. Designed to protect fragile 

ecosystems and get the job done, the CATCO is a lightweight 

vehicle that looks and handles like a truck but rolls on 

pliant, low-pressure airbags which allow the vehicle to •float• 

heavy loads over the ground. With this cushioning effect and a 

unique system of suspension and locomotion the CATCO can 

operate throughout the year on all types of terrain with a 

minimum of environmental disturbance. Most importantly is 

CATCO's experienced work force; when combined with the unique 

CATCO all-terrain equipment has an unsurpassed record of 

environmental safe operations in over 14 years of operation in 

the Alaskan Arctic. 
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The annual Sealift has developed equipment and 

techniques which allow the cost effectiveness of modular 

construction methods in developing production facilities. 

Since 1969 over thousands of tons of modules and general cargo 

have been deliverea to Prudhoe, Kuparuk, Milne Point and 

Endicott fields. Uevelopment of ANWR would be considerably 

easier due to the perfected techniques of Prudhoe Bay. 

VI. INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 

A Canadian government official, speak~ng at the ANWR 

hearing in Anchorage, contended that the oil and gas leasing 

issue should take into consideration the concerns of his 

country. The official reflected a sentiment that opening the 

coastal plain to leasing coula damage the integrity of the 

Porcupine caribou herd, and thereby hurt the interests of Yukon 

Territory residents. 

In aadition, he said the u.s. Interior Department has 

not solicited input from Canadians regarding this 

•international issue.• 

In evaluating these comments, the following should be 

considered: 

-20-

During the mid 1970s, the Canadian Arctic Gas Study 

Ltd., and its counterpart, the Alaskan Arctic Gas Study 

Company, engaged in a $200 million research project that 

examined the impact of development on caribou and other aspects 

of the arctic environment. The studies indicated that the 

impact of development could be minimized. 

In addition, since the mid 1970s the state of Alaska 

and the Unitea States Fish and Wildlife Service have discussea 

with Canadian officials mutual concerns about management of the 

Porcupine caribou herd. The aiscussions were motivatea by 

pending settlement of lands issues, and proposed oil and gas 

leasing within the range of the herd. 

Talks were suspended in 1980 pending resolution of 

domestic issues on both sides of the border. ANILCA resolved a 

major conservation issue for Alaska and the United States, and 

the Canadian government reached settlements with the Natives by 

1985. These events set the stage for subsequent internat~onal 

negotiations. Now the two countries are nearing the point 

where an agreement can be written that will promote 

international coordination of management of the Porcupine 

caribou herd. The pending agreement will ensure the continuea 

integrity of the herd. 

-n-
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11405 Hawkins Lane 
Anchorage, Alaska 99516 
January 26, 1987 

Mr. William P. Horn 
Assistant Secretary for 

Fish and Wildlife and Parka 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Fish & Wildlife Service 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th & C Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Attn: Division of Refuge, Management 

Oear Mr. Horn: 

This supplements previous ca.aents made by the National Wildlife 
Refuge Association (NWRA) as transmitted January 15, 1987 by 
Mr. Forrest A. Carpanter regarding the draft Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge, Alaska Coastal Plain Resource Assessment (1002) 
report released for public review on Novemb~r 24, 1986. 

To reiterate NWRA's position, we cannot support the Interior 
Department's reca.mendation of leasing the 1002 area, and we instead 
favor the "no action alternative" and urge that the Arctic NWR be 
managed for its intended purposes. This position is predicated in 
part upon the inadequacies of the 1002 assessment report. We 
suggest this report be redrafted to improve overall objectivity, 
organization, accuracy, completeness, etc., if indeed it is to be 
used as a decision-making document. 

Our previous memorandum dealt with concerns in a general way and 
provided some examples in their support. These comments here deal 
with technicalities as a means of further substantiating the reasons 
underlying NWRA's position on this issue. These comments are 
neither complete nor exhaustive because this complex issue, together 
with the extensive deficiencies of the draft 1002 report, make the 
task of providing a comprehensive review too unreasonable for me to 
undertake at this time. Although these comments represent the tip 
of the iceberg, they amply demonstrate that the 1002 report is badly 
flawed. Our position ia consequently well justified. 

Chapter I, Purpose and Need for this Report is overly complicated, 
disjointed and superfluous in some instances. The purpoae(a) of 
this report are not expressed in succinct terms; background material 
is excessive in some instances, incomplete in others; topical 
material is awkwardly organized. .The organizational problem can be 
alleviated by placing the topic, Program Description and 
Iaplementation, together with the subtopic, Report Preparation, on 
page iv (now blank). Pages iv and v in the final report would thus 
have two topics: 1) Program Description and Implementation, and 
2} Report Preparation which would include 11Contributfona to the 
Report" material appearing in pages iv through 11 of the draft 
document. 

Mr. William P. Horn 
January 26, 1987 

Page 2 

The Baseline Study of Fish and Wildlife Resources section should 
be moved to the Fish and Wildlife Resources section on page 27 
and the Oil and Gas Exploration Program section to page 47 to 
improve continuity and clarity, as well as to avoid cluttering 
the introductory chapter if there is to be one. A concisely 
written introduction would suffice in lieu of draft chapter 1. 
The introduction would incorporate the existing introductory 
material, report purposes and a more comprehensive review of 
legislative history (aside from ANILCA deliberation period as 
reported). The latter ia important background material for 
readers to have a complete and accurate insight of the 
establishing process, resource values, and the vulnerability of 
these values under leasing incursions. In sum, the introduction 
should be limited to study purposes and scope, and that 
background material required to put problema and requirements in 
perspective. Guideposts should be included to help orient the 
reader. 

In Chapter II, Existing Environment, the text contains mis
leading, contradictory, and inadequate information. 

Page 21, Water Resources, the lead statement that "water 
resources are very limited" contradicts the reporting of 
12 major riverine systems (29 percent of the 1002 area) and 
extensive wetland habitats (99 percent of the 1002 area). 

Page 27, Fish and Wildlife Resources section inappropriately 
refers first to treaty obligations. This is not in context with 
the Existing Environment Chapter. Treaty ~nd congressional 
obligations should be elevated to a separate, clearly-defined 
section and discussed in terms of their relationships to oil and 
gas leasing. 

As mentioned, the page 11 Baseline Study of Fish and Wildlife 
studies should be part of the introduction (lead paragraphs) to 
the Fish and Wildlife Resources section beginning on page 27. 
The baseline study effort should be better described in terms of 
when and where studies were performed. Were studies, for 
example, limited to summer field periods or were they conducted 
throughout the year? 

Baaelfne studies are ordinarily performed to determine specific 
biological parameters as a basis for monitoring change attrib
uted to consequential factors. Considering this as a baseline 
study purpose, the species-specific information reported for 
some mammals, birds, and fish in the Fish and Wildlife Resources 
section does not reflect such a baseline study approach. We 
understand that the final baseline and 1985 update reports were 
not prepared in ttme for the results to be incorporated in the 
1002 report. If this is true, then a statement to 'this effect 
should be made. 



Hr. William P. Horn 
January 26, 1987 

Page 3 

In certain inatancea, life hiatory aapecta presented for 
specific apeciea ere irrelevant and without bearing on 1002 
report purpoaea. 

Page 29, next to last paragraph, reference fa aade to an 
estiaated 2- to 3 thousand post-calving caribou using the 1002 
area and an additional 1,000 caribou located weat of the 
Sadlerochit River and north of the Sadlerochit Hountaina. Do 
theae caribou use the 1002 area or not? 

Page 30. The section on auakox doea not report the nu.ber of 
aniaals using the 1002 area. If use varies ,·seasonally, an 
average annual use figure would be iaportant to docuaent. 

The Moose section does not recognize the average nu.ber of aooae 
ranging in the 1002 area. , In view of the 60 aoae staff years 
represented in the baseline study effort, i.e. 57 separate filed 
studies conducted over a five-year period, we would expect a 
substantive accountins of 1002 area aooae and other large ..... 1 
populations. The stateaent that "aooae nu.bere are probably 
lese than 25 aniaala" should be a highlight of the lead 
paragraph rather than relegated to a supportive paragraph as 
drafted, for this ainsle reaark- is the aoat aeaningful 
"observation" in this section. .Aaain, a crucial need is to 
quantify aa ... l use of the 1002 area, and while winter aooae 
populatione occurring outside the 1002 area is a noteworthy 
subject, such reaarka have leas iaportance and can thus be 
relegated to subordinate· paragraphs. 

Page 31, Dell Sheep. This section is superfluous unless Dell 
sheep occur within or proxiaal to the 1002 area. What is the 
linear distance between their Sadlerochit Mountain rangelands 
and the southern edge of the 1002 area? Mention of traditional 
Dell sheep range characteristics baa no relevancy to the 
purposes of this report. 

Page 31, Wolves. This section baa no substantive value. Using 
a density eatiaate reported by biologist Hech is invalid for the 
Arctic Coastal Plain. To see a wolf in the 1002 area would be 
an absolute rarity. A partial reason for wolf (and wolverine) 
scarcity along the coastal fringe is their vulnerability to 
Native bunters using anowaachinea. Soae life history material 
here ia not relevant to report requireaenta. 

Page 31, Arctic Foxes, has no substantive value. Ideally, it 
would be useful to show density eatiaatea for the 1002 area 
during years of low, aoderate, and high levels of abundance, but 
evidently this was not an objective of the baaeUne studies 
unfortunately. 

Hr. William P. Horn 
January 26, 1987 

Page 4 

Page 31, Wolverines. It is utterly ridiculoua to uae denaity 
figures reported by Magoon (an unexploited wolverine population 
in the aountainous foothill habitats of the Petroleua Reserve) 
as a basis to estiaate a heavily exploited wolverine population 
occupying flat open terrain of the coastal plain. Wolverine, 
like wolves, would expectedly be as acarce as hen's teeth here 
during the opti- observation period of winter. How aany 
wolverines were observed when they scavenged caribou during Hay 
and June, and in June and July when they preyed on birds and 
eggs as reported? Do ADF&G pelt sealing records reveal the 
locations wolverines were actually taken? 

Page 32, Brown Beare. This section has substantive content and 
this, alons with the caribou presentation, aervea as· a baseline 
inforaation aodel that should be used to report other aaaaala of 
aocioeconoaic significance. 

Page 32, Arctic Ground Squirrels and Other Rodents. This 
section contains life history inforaation of little iaportance 
to the report's purposes. Ground squirrel density estiaatea 
should have been obtained during perioda of low, aoderate, and 
high levels of population abundance. In the absence of such 
inforaation, this section should aerely describe species present 
and a stateaent to the effect that arctic rodent populations 
exhibit cyclic fluctuations. 

Page 39, Subaiat.ence Use. With reference to the second 
paragraph atateaent that, "aside froa Kaktovik, villages 
dependent upon PCH caribou are conaidered only generally," 
appears to be overly aiapliatic. Arctic village and Old Crow, 
for exaaple, may have a greater need of PCH caribou than 
Kaktovik reaidenta who have greater access to aarine and fish 
resources. 

Page 41, last paragraph, with reference to whaling, lead 
sentences are confusing. What is aeant by "historic period?" 

Page 45, Recreation. This section contains little quantified 
inforaation on recreational uae of the 1002 area. If there is 
an explanation for not having conducted a recreational use 
survey during the ftve=:Year study period, it should be presented 
in this section. 

Wilderness and Esthetics. This section does not provide enough 
descriptive background to adequately infora the reader about 
wilderness qualities. Are abandoned DEW-line sites part of the 
wildland environs or deeaed to be obtrusive and in conflict with 
wilderness classification? We find this section 
scant--considering the importance of wildland resources relative 
to the implications of oil and gas lPasing. 



Mr. William P. Horn 
January 26, 1987 

Page 5 

Page 46, first paragraph, reference the statement that the 
entire 1002 area could meet the criteria. We suggest, 
truthfully, that the word "does" should be used in place of 
"could." 

Chapter III, Assessment of Oil and Gas Potential and Petroleum 
Geology of the 1002 Area points to disproportionate reporting of 
assessed resources. This is a wildlife refuge, not a petroleum 
reserve. As drafted, the oil and gas potential was described in 
24 pages of a single chapter compared to II pages and sectional 
treatment of fish and wildlife resources. 

Page 50, Significant Findings and Perspectives. This section, 
reference Figure 111-2, contradicts the proposition that the 
1002 area is the "most outstanding prospect in the USA." This 
figure compares estimated recoverable reserves with proven 
fields. Recoverable aaounts (95%) depicted are far below that 
of largest known fields. 

Page 54, in reference to tlie statement that "exploratory 
drilling would resolve the questionable presence of Ledge 
Sandstone rocks, as an indicator of oil deposit," it appears to 
conflict with the full leasing reca.aendation in lieu of the 
further exploratory drilling alternative. 

Page 91, Chapter V, Alternatives. The statement in reference to 
not leasing or developing the "traditional core calving area" 
merits an explanation as to why this exclusion instead of the 
"concentrated calving" area. The use of the terms 
"concentrated" and "core" is confusing. Plates (mapa) contained 
in the report envelope are difficult to interpret. We suggest 
clearly delineating the peripheral boundaries of the traditional 
core and concentrated calving areas on these mapa. 

Page 93, reference to comprehensive conservation planning (CCP) 
process in second paragraph, it is prudent to include the 1002 
area, "the moat biologically productive part of the refuge," in 
the ongoing CCP effort for obvious reasons. Again, this is a 
refuge, not an oil reserve, and Congress must render a decision 
on both the Interior Department'.a 1002 report reca.aendatinn and 
the "preferred alternative" advanced by CCP document for the 
Arctic Refuge. If the 1002 area leasing reco-endation 
prevails, what management category, i.e., intensive, minimum, 
and traditional, will apply to the 1002 area? 

Page 94, reference to ANILCA,. Section 1010, implies use of 
motorized equipment throughout the entire refuge when, in fact, 
this section applies only to the most southerly part of the 
refuge. Impartial or distorted reporting of this nature 
reflects negatively on agency credibility. 

Mr. William 1'. Horn 
January 26, 1987 

Page 6 

Pages 97-98, Chapter IV, Environmental Consequences, in 
reference to FWS mitigation policy, this bureaucratic verbosity 
does little to improve the quality of this report nor the 
reputation of the FWS. If it comes to employing mitigation 
measures, it would seem necessary to consider steps to minimize 
degradation of the wildland resource which, after all, is a 
prime factor for originally designating the Arctic Range. The 
habitat resource categories may fit a typical refuge, but the 
Arctic Refuge 1 s wildland uniqueness warrants special 
consideration. 

Page 99, Alternative A, reference the environmental effects of 
ice roads and airstrips, and reported nil effects on arctic 
tundra, is without scientific basis. Repeated use of ice 
structures alters the microclimate and prolonged physical 
changes would indeed effect tundra ecology. A number of studies 
relative to motorized equipment and ice road use support this 
thesis. Scars left by the "Hickel Highway" (ice road used to 
freight supplies to Prudhoe Bay during Hickel's administration 
as governor of Alaska) are still much in evidence today. 

Pages 104-105, Sadlerochit Special Spring Area, in reference to 
use of water, the beat mitigation measure in this special case 
would be avoidance. Under no circumstances must water removal 
be allowed. The statement that "full leasing, and implied use 
of spring water, would have negligible effect on this special 
area" is an absurdity. 

Page 108, reference next to the last. paragraph, on effects of 
leasing the 1002 area on caribou calving. According to this 
report, the Interior Department's recommendation blatantly 
violates FWS mitigation policy. The loss of existing habitat 
value conflicts with· the purpose of refuge establishment and 
flaunts congressional management and conservation mandates. 

Page 111, Mitigation.aection, in reference to measure .numbers 8 
and 9 whereby herd size would be monitored toward determining 
adverse effects of leasing, should not be viewed as a mitigative 
measure unto itself. This is a procedural activity and not 
mitigative by definition. Annual surveys are standard refuge 
and state game management practices. Other measures reported 
are too general and nebulous to be as definitive as this section 
should be for a decision-making document. 

Pages I 14-125, concerning conclusive effects on major species, 
are misleading, incomplete, and incorrect. Alterations of 
habitats, particularly in productive riparian zones associated 
with development and wnter removal, would have substantial 
effects on moose ·and other wildlife. Increased hunting and 
sportsfishing pressure would have an adverRe effect on 
population composition and productivity. To say that regulatory 
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adjuataenta could be aade to offset use effects is too 
aiaplistic and irrational considering that the regulating 
aechaniaa is already overburdened and stressed froa addressing 
regulatory probleaa in the aore accessible parte of Alaska, let 
alone the reaote Arctic. Intelligent conclusions are difficult 
to draw in light of the superficial baseline studies pertaining 
to wolves, Arctic fox, and wolverine. Major declines in 
respective populations and brown bears can be anticipated. The 
stateaents that "brown bears are not readily displaced by huaan 
activities" and ''bears along the TAPS corridor becaae habituated 
to developaent" are absolute absurdities. As a wilderness 
critter, brown bears are readily displaced by huaan activity. 
Iaaature and yearling f-Uy groups exhibit a proclivity to 
habituate buaan developaenta, but this should not be construed· 
to aean all brown bears react accordingly. Black bear 
habituation poses a different problea. The lose of iaaature and 
faaily group brown bears, either through habituation or natural 
aortality factors, ia a noraal aspect of population ecology. 
Other population coaponents, aature aalea and feaales, feaalee 
with young of the year, and aany eubadult bears will be affected 
by leasing developaente. The conclusion dispelling the iapact 
on fish does not recognize the effect of water reaoval. 

We could elaborate further upon this report, but quite candidly, 
the quality of this report should reflect the ability of the 
authors rather than the coaprehensive input of ita reviewers. 
Considering the tiae, personnel, and funds allocated for the 
1002 aaeeaaaent study, we who understand what's going on and 
what aay happen have every reason to be disappointed with the 
Interior Departaent'e recoaaendation and the ayopic aanner in 
which it vas foraulated. 

RJH:av 
33C/160a 
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u. s. Fish and tlildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20240 

The Animal Protection Institute requests that the 
following comments on the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
Draft Coast Plain Resource Assessment be entered into 
the hearing record and. addressed more fully in preparing 
the final plan. Having read the assessment, we are 
opposed to oil and gas development in the areas of the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) as proposed by 
section 1002 of the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act (ANILCA). 

The Department of the Interior's selection of 
Alternative A - "Full leasing of the 1002 area" -
completely ignores the findings of the u.s. Fish and 
Wildlife Service that a long-term commitment to oil and 
gas development, production, and transportation would 
inevitably result in long-term losses in fish and wildlife 
resources, subsistence uses, and wilderness values. 

The report minimizes the impact of development on 
the Porcupine caribou herd with the statement that the 
TAPS pipeline has had pminimal impact on wildlife 
resources" and projects this conclusion to the circum
stances surrounding the Porcupine herd. We believe that 
this is not a valid assumption, since the Central Arctic 
caribou herd does not migrate from a winter range to a 
coastal calving ground as does the Porcupine herd. The 
density of calving caribou on the Porcupine calvinq grounds 
is 14 times greater than the density of calving caribou 
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on the Central Arctic herd's calving grounds. 

In light of the reported displacement of calving 
Central Arctic caribou resulting from oil development 
at Prudhoe Bay (1), it is reasonable to expect that not 
only will displacement of calving occur on the ANWR, 
but that displacement will be more severe due to the 
increased density of caribou on the ANWR calving grounds. 
This is alluded to by the statement on page 112 of the 
report which says (in reference to calving Porcupine 
caribou), "Given the geography of the calving areas and 
the current densities in those areas, the availability 
of suitable alternative habitats is not apparent." Clearly, 
if calving caribou are displaced, they will be displaced 
to habitat not conducive to successful calving which 
would result in a population decline for the Porcupine 
herd. 

Immediately after calving, herds of caribou cows 
and calves form in the area south of Camden Bay (a pro
posed drilling site). These herds move constantly to 
forage and find habitat providing shelter from the 
millions of mosquitos which hatched around calving time. 
Mosquitos are a major cause of calf mortality. It has been 
demonstrated (Curatolo and Murphy, 1983) that mosquito
harassed caribou herds do not readily cross under elevated 
pipelines. The development of main and subsidiary pipelines 
south of Camden Bay would provide an additional stress on 
the caribou at a time when it could not be tolerated, e.g. 
when newborn calves and their mothers have the lowest 
energy reserves of the year. We believe this would 
magnify the effect of calving displacement and lead to 
further decreases in the size of the Porcupine herd. 

The Interior Department's recommendation also ignores 
the USFWS finding that muskoxen - a species successfully 
reintroduced to the Arctic Refuge - could be affected 
adversely by the destruction of habitat values on nearly 
75 percent of the areas heavily used for calving. A de
crease in the productivity of muskoxen, due to displacement 
of calving activity, appears to be in direct opposition 
to the ANWR's stated goal of encouraging a healthy growth 
of the muskoxen population. 

As reported by USFWS biologists in the assessment, 
other wildlife species (vertebrate and invertebrate) and 
native plant species will be impacted, some to a qreater 
degree than others, but all will be adversely affected 
by direct oil and gas development, auxiliary activities, 
and possible contamination from spills and leakages. To 
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disrupt critical breeding areas of caribou, muskoxen, and 
waterfowl, among other wildlife, in order to recover an 
unsubstantiated amount of oil when producing wells are 
currently being capped throughout the United States, pro
vides a weak argument for the full or partial leasing of 
the ANWR at this time. Equally nonsensical is the practice 
of promoting oil drilling on the North Slope based on 
curre'nt and future consumption estimates, while at the 
present energy conservation programs are tossed aside 
in favor of more consumptive choices. 

The Animal Protection Institute of America takes a 
firm position in believing that opening the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge to oil and gas exploration will 
set a precedent to opening other refuges and wilderness 
lands to exploitation detrimental to the health of native 
plant and animal species and is in direct conflict with 
the goals of the Department of the Interior and its 
divisions to protect and preserve these species as national 
treasures and for the benefit of the people of the United 
States and future generations. 

We recommend that the Secretary of Interior designate 
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge as a wilderness area. 

Most sincerely, 

: J' J '~'. /.! t I t'i 

catherine A. Smith 
East Coast Regional Director 
Animal Protection Institute of America 
1755 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Suite 418 
Washington, DC 20036 

CAS/bms 
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U.S. Ftsh and Wildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, NW 
Washington, DC 20240 

Dear U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: 

January 30, I 

The Arctic Audubon Chapter of the National A\ldOOon Society Is pleased to 
respond to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (hereafter FWS) Report and 
Recommendation to the Congress of the United States regarding the ruttre 
management of the coastal plain area of the Arctic National Wildlife 

<;> Refuge (Arctic Refuge). Arctic Audubon, with a membership of 320 
..... residents, recently "adopted" the Arctic Refuge as1part of the National 
8J Audubon Society's "Adopt-A-Refuge" program. This reflects the special 

Interest of chapter members In the Refuge and It commits us to active 
service toward wise and benevolent stewardship ror the Refuge. 

The FWS Report and Recommendation to Congress, which Is a resource 
assessment or 1.55 million acres of coastal plaln,wtthln the Arctic Refuge 
and a recommendation for management policy, was mandated by Section 
1002 of the 1980 Alaska National Interests Lands. Conservation Act 
(ANILCA). The "1002 area· (that part of the Arctlc Refuge defined as the 
"coastal plaln7 by Section 1002(b) of ANILCA) required special treatment, 
independent from the Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan 
process for the rest of the'Refuge, due to Congres~lonal hesitation to act 
on this part of the refuge without accurate and adequate Information 
regarding both the oil and gas potential of the area and the wildlife and 
wilderness values. To gather cor .. prehenstve Information, to provde It to 
Congress In comprehensible and useful terms, and: to recommend 
management policy for the area based on this data, was the point of the 
report. 

In brief, we disagree with· the Executive Summary of the 1002 report and 
be live that the Arctic Refuge Is best managed under Alternative E, with 
wilderness designation. This Is the best way to permanently protect the 

refuge in a manner consistent with the purposes for which it was 
established, the conservation or unique wildlife and wilderness values. 

Arctic Audubon finds the report profoundly flawed. There are numerous 
errors in scientific detail and there are illustrations of bad faith In the 
~xecution or the process. The following comments, while not totally 
mclusive or all objectional assumptions and Items, summarize our 
response to the • I 002 report." 

PRECONCEPTIONS AND BIAS 

It should be kept In mind that It required a lawsuit by several Alaskan 
environmental organizations to make the FWS "I 002 report" available to 
the public and open to public comment. Although court action required 
public hearings and time for public comment, FWS held hearings in only 
two Alaskan locations, Anchorage and Kaktovik. This omitted two critical 
locations for hearings: Arctic Village, a Native village south of the 
Arctic Refuge which will certainly feel impacts from any decision 
regarding its resources, and Fairbanks, the hometown or one or the 
organizations originally requesting hearings. Fairbanks Is the 
northernmost urban area in Alaska and Is the home or thousands or 
citizens with Interest In the future of the Arctic Refuge. Arctic Audubon 
had to allocate membership dues for plane fare to have our organization 
represented at the Anchorage hearings, as did other small, nonprofit 
organizations. 

Furthermore, the two hearings were held during the first week or January, 
close on the heels of Christmas and New Year's during which many people 
are out of down, and decidedly inconvenient for those of us who remained. 
And, finally, the period for public comment was originally only 60 days as 
compared with a more usual 90 day comment period, and was extended by 
two weeks only after the request of the Governor of Alaska. 

This peculiar timing and haste on the part or FWS is attributed by agency 
personnel to the fact that the report was late and they were hurried. 
However, the report was more than three months past deadline already. 
The decision to make up tjme lost by government personnel. at the expense 
or public comment on what Is by law a public process. seriously calls Into 
question agency regard for citizen loout. 

In addition to the above difficulties, the report Itself contains many 
subtle indications or bias toward industrial development or the Arctic 
Refuge. These include: 



a)language patterns favoring development, i.e., on page 84 and 
with Increasing frequency thereafter, "will" instead or 
·would" Is used when describing oil development, thus 
strengthening the assumption or this eventuality; 

b)very tentative language when discussing wilderness values, 
I.e., page I J I states, "Most recreationlsts ... mlght perceive 
the existence or oil facilities In the area as lessening the 
quality or that experience." We think "would" Is more accurate 
than "might"; 

c)the disproportionate discussion or oil and gas values (24 
pages) when compared to the discussion of wildlife values (II 
pages) and to the startlingly cursory discussion or wilderness 
values (five paragraphs). 

CONfUSING AND CONTRAQICTORY PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE 

c;:> More Important than a suspect process and some questionable overtones to 
...... the text, however, Is the confusing and oftentimes misleading mamer in m which the scientific research and data are presented. The confusion Is so 

extreme that the report contains numerous contradictory statements and 
conclusions on pivotal issues. Some examples, which do not exhaust the 
list which has been culled from the report, follow: 

a) By discussing the oil-bearing geology or the Prudhoe Bay area 
and by noting the proximity or the Arctic Refuge area to Prudhoe, 
the report suggests that the geology or the 1002 area Is similarly, 
significantly oil-bearing. The evidence is confused: 

..ew.nt.. ·All of the oil production In the Prudhoe Bay-Kuparak River 
field areas Is from rocks of the Ellesmerlan sequence." (p.54) 

"The ledge Member (of the Ellesmerlan sequence] ... Is the main 
producing reservlor at the Prudhoe Bay field." (. p. 56) 

"The Shublik (shale, or the Ellesmerlan sequence] Is consid
ered to be an Important oil-source rock for Prudhoe Bay oil." 

(p.56) 

"Parts or the Kingak (shale, or the Ellesmerlan sequence) are 
thought to contain enough organic matter to be a source rock 
for some or the Prudhoe Bay oil and gas." (p.56) 

Counter-

"Analyses or different rock units throughout northeastern 
Alaska (-location or the Arctic Refuge) indicates that the 
Shublik Formation, Kingak shale, pebble shale unit, Hue Shale, 
and shales In the Canning Formation may be potential oil or 
gas source rocks. The first three units are considered to be 
the source for the oil in the Prudhoe Bay ~leld." (p. 62) 

point: "Analysis or the oils from seeps and stained outcrops in or 
adjacent to the 1002 area, and of the different potential 
source rocks, suggests that the Hue Shale is the most likely 
source rock In the 1002 area. None of the sampled oils are 
similar to Prudhoe Bay oil." (p.62) 

"In addition, the distribution of the Shublik and Kingak is not 
known, and because of the pre-pebble shale erosion, these 
rocks may not be present In much of the I 002 area." (p.62) 

"If most or the Ellesmerlan rocks are missing in most or the 
1002 area, the assessment number would be reduced consid
erably." (p.54) 

"Well control west of the 1002 area and seismic data indicate 
that most of the Ellesmerlan sequence Is missing In the 
northwestern quadrant or the 1002 area, but seismic data 
suggests that a significant part of the sequence may be pre
sent In the eastern part or the area.· (p.54) 

"Such fault-bounded blocks (as the Ellesmerlan rocks) are 
well known In the Prudhoe Bay area, but have not been identi
fied thus far on the seismic data in the 1002 area."(. p. 67) 

These confusing and contradictory statements attest to the wisdom or the 
suggestion on page 54: "If most or the Ellesmerlan rocks are missing In 
most of the 1002 area, the assessment number would be reduced 
considerably. Drilling one or two wells In critical areas would resolve 
this question." But these statements could not support the conclusion on 
page 50:· The 1002 area Is clearly one or the most outstanding prospec
tive oil and gas areas remaining in the United States" since the evidence 
or what it may contain Is unclear. 



It should be remembered that the whole discussion is within the context 
or an 81 X chante that no oi 1 will be located at all, let alone the SX 
conditional probability that, if any oil at all Is found, It will be of the 
Prudhoe Bay field size. The computation or conditional probability puts 
the liklihood of a large oil find, realistically, In the arena or IX. 

Regarding consideration or gas as a potential resource In the 1002 area, 
the conclusion above appears to be directly contradicted by a passage 
from the same page, "Gas was not Included In the calculation of 
economically recoverable resources. Gas resources are unlikely to be 
economic at any point In the time period being considered." 

II. On page 50, the bar graph at Figure 111-2 compares the estimated 
recoverable reserves of oil on the Arctic Refuge with those of proven 
fields. For all possible prospects on the refuge, the most likely estimates 
are well below most of the largest known fields. Yet the paragraph at the 
top right of the page (cited above) concludes that the area Is one of the 
most outstanding prospects In the United States. This conclusion does not 

<;> follow from the graph on which It Is supposedly based. Rather, the graph 
_.. Indicates that there Is a 95X chance to the contrary. The use of this 
~ bar graph and the statistics it claims to show are confusing and 

misleading. 

Ill. Similarly, the statistical chart on page 50 (Table III-I) Is ambiguous 
and potentially misleading. The caption states that the "figures do not 
reflect the risk that economically recoverable oil resources may not 
exist in the planning area." Does this mean that the risk (This refers to 
the 81 X chance that there Is no economically recoverable oil In the I 002 
area at:- all, as discussed in the report.) ... Is not calculated in to the figures 
presented for the 1002 area, or that the same risk Is not calculated Into 
the figures for all areas being compared? If the former Is true, the com
parison ( the point of this chart) Is Invalid. If the latter is true, all 
relevant data (the conditional risks for the other areas) Is not provided 
and the comparison is useless. Either Invalid or Incomplete, the 
"data" presented are confusing. 

IV. A paragraph on page 106 discusses that studies have noted an increase 
in the Central Arctic Caribou Herd since the Prudhoe Bay oil field has been 
developed In their area. (Oil Industry documents make frequent use or this 
fact.) However, the report correctly states on the same page that, 

·Analogies comparing the effects of current oil development on the Central 
Arctic Herd and effects or potential 1002 area development on the 
Porcupine Caribou Herd must be drawn with caution .... the PCH would 
interact with oil development much more extensively and intensively than 
the CAH has interacted with oil development in the Prudhoe Bay area." 

The discussion of mitigation measures beginning on page Ill, which 
admits that Resource Category I (no loss of habitat) is impossible should 
oil development take place, concludes that even with the mitigating 
stipulations, the population decline and change In distribution could be 
as severe as from 20-40X of the Porcupine Herd. (Paragraph 3, page 112; 
also summarized on page 144). In the same paragraph on page f 12, the 
report states that the estimate Is uncertain, due to the many variables 
Involved, the lack of experience with this herd, and the difficulty in 
quantifying impacts. 

The significance or this projection for the Porcupine Herd Is not so much 
the figures themselves as another consideration: the Baseline Study 
reports for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, required by Section 1002 
(c) of ANILCA, and upon which much of the wildlife data for the coastal 
plain report was to have been based, was not made final and distributed 
until the third week In January. It Is difficult to make or evaluate 
population projections at all, and especially so without access to baseline 
studies. It Is unclear how this projection or a possible 20-40X herd 
reduction or dislocation was computed, and without clarity on this point, 
the figure is worse than uncertain, It Is meaningless. The impact of oil 
development on the Porcupine Caribou Herd could be significantly Jess than 
the 20-40X figure or It could be several times more severe. 

Nowhere In the 1002 report Is It acknowledged that projections of 
wildlife populations and the Impacts upon them by industrial development 
are wildly unpredictable, and therefore, that suggested mitigation 
measures are merely theoretical constructs. · 

V. The narrative discussion or the contribution that the possible 1002 
area oil would make toward reducing national dependence on Imported 
oil states, 

"Production or oil from the 1002 can also help achieve this 
Nation's national economic and security objectives .. ." and 



"Thus, the 1002 area's oil may be able to significantly reduce 
the economy's vulnerability to world oi I market changes." (p. 164) 
and 

"In summary, the 1002 area has a very significant potential to con
tribute to the national need for oil." (p. 166) 

However, the data which SUPPort these statements Is presented In Table 
Vll-2 (p. 162) and the data there are unclear. Do these fi!Jlns reflect the 
conditional probability regarding whether oil will be found In the 1002 
area at all? If not, they are misleading. If so, do they reflect the high, 
optimistic projections or potential oil reserves? Or do they reflect the , 
lower, conservative projections? Without this Information, the use 
or the statistics as evidence for anything Is ridiculous. The presentation 
or data Is confusing and Irresponsible. 

VJ.In the discussion or Alternative A and the Impacts of this alternative 
on recreational uses of the areas, the report states that some hunted and 

9 trapped species might be displaced, thus lessening opportunities for these 
~ actlvltes. The report continues, 
~ 

"Because much of that displacement would be from the area 
In which firearms could not be discharged and access would 
be restricted, the net effect on hunters would be negligible." 
(p. 131) 

The report writer has neglected to consider that "firearms could not be 
discharged and access would be restricted" when he concludes that the 
Impact on hunting will be negligible. On the contrary, It appears that 
hunting would be prohibited. Where? Over how much or the 1002 area? 
Within all private lease holdings? 

It Is Important to recall that although wilderness status and other 
conservation designations are charged with the alledged unfairness or a 
land "Jock up·, there Is no greater "lock up· than private ownership or 
private management which precludes public access. 

The statement regarding negligible Impacts on hunting Is misleading and 
Is contradicted In the very paragraph which contains it. 

VII. The discussion of Alternative B includes the statement that the Impact 
of this alternative on the muskox population would be the same as under 
Alternative A (p. 134). Impacts of Alternative A are considered to be 
"major·, with the possibility that the animals would be displaced from 
71 Ill of their high-use, year-round habitat (p. 114). Vet, the discussion of 
Alternative B and muskox concludes with, "Therefore, effects of limited 
development would be moderate." (p. I 34) These statements are 
Inconsistent. Would the impact be major or moderate ? 

VIII. A final example or confusing and Incomplete data follows: the report 
states that one exploratory well would require as much as 15 million 
gallons of water (p. 76). The report also states, 

Specific locations and sources of water and gravel 
for exploration and development activities have not 
been Identified; and It Is understood that these re
sources, especially water, are not readily available 
on the 1002 area. (p. 75). 

The report refers to this absence of the necessary water and gravel 
as an ·engineering problem· (p. 76) but does not address that It Is 
poses tremendous economic and environmental problems also. The report 
suggests possible scenarios which might locate ·a suitable water source· 
but It does not settle on one solution over the others. 

This omission calls Into question all orojections of economically 
recoverable oil since apparently the cost of "tbe major engineering 
problem· (p. 76) js not computed Into tbe formula. Further. It calls into 
ooestlon all assessments or imapcts on wildlife and habitat since the 
report does not discuss answers about where the 15 m!lllon gallons of 
water per well w!ll come from. 

These are but a few examples, some critically important and some less so, 
of contradictory statements within the report and of the confused 
presentation of data and evidence. They suggest that the report was 
prepared with haste that jeopardizes Its validity or that conclusions were 
drawn on the basis of something other than the research provided. 
Nowhere is this more graphically illustrated than by the following 
statements, when compared with the whole conclusion drawn by the 
report: 



"If most of the Ellesmerian rocks are missing from most 
of the I 002 area, the assessment number would be greatly 
reduced. Drilling one or two wells in critical areas would 
resolve this question." (p. 54) 

"Only actual exploration can provide the information 
needed to determine the extent and distribution of the resources, 
and, therefore, the potential benefit to the economy." (p. 166) 

In the face or such clear recommendations In the text, the numerous 
admissions or inadequate evidence and uncertain projections, much 
confused data, and the option of a Management Alternative (Alternative C) 
which would respond explicitly to all three, the Interior Secretary's 
Recommendation is drafted Instead In support of Alternative A, the full 
leasing to private development Interests orthe whole I 002 area. Why? 

The report says clearly, 
"The Arctic Refuge Is the only conservation system unit that 
protects, in an undisturbed condition, a complete spectrum of 
the various arctic ecosystems in North America: (p. 45) 

and: "The I 002 area is the most biologically productive part or the 
Arctic Refuge for wildlife and Is the center of wildlife activity 
on the refuge." (p.46) 

Despite these outstanding natural values and the acknowledgement of 
the serious, deleterious effects on them from industrial development, 
("Oil and gas development will result In wide-spread, long-term changes in 
wildlife habitats, wilderness environment, and Native community 
activites." p.6) the Department of Interior recommends full leasing. 
The recommendation is supposedly on the basis of the "1002 report" 
the body of which, in fact, expliclty recommends that more Information is 
needed before we really know what oil potential exists. 

The Secretary's recommendation is inconsistent with the data presented 
by the Fish and Wildlife Service and there is no rationale provided for the 
radically development-oriented recommendation made by the 
report. 

INCOMPLETE COVERAGE 

In addition to the biased overtones and in addition to confused and contra
dictory presentation of evidence, there is a third major area of concern 
about the "I 002 report.· This is the vacuum within which it seems to have 
been written and the lack of Information provided to Congress regarding 
numerous relevant contexts. For example, the report: 

I. leaves out discussion of the fact that pro-development and 
pro-conservation Interests have negotiated extensively on . 
Alaska's north slope acres already with the result that almost 90 per 
cent of the slope Is open to oil and gas leasing. The expansion or the 
Arctic Refuge in 1980 (ANILCA) was a. compromise position which 
reserved only 2 million acres of the North Slope for conservation. The 
"1002 report· should make this context clear and perhaps would have, 
had It not skimmed so rapidly over the legislative history of the area 
and the background of Congressional Intent. 

2. leaves out discussion of impacts on fish and wildlife habitat from oil 
and gas development within the 1002 area, given that the rest of the 
coastal olaln Is already available for develooment. I.e., the report 
suggests that the population decline and change in distribution of the 
Porcupine Caribou Herd could be as great as 20-401, but this assumes 
there Is remaining, similar, adjacent habitat for the animals to 
relocate to. Similarly, the report suggests that the muskox 
population could be displaced from 711 of their high-use, year-round 
habitat, and the assumption Is that they would go somewhere else. 
Since the Arctic Refuge Is the sole remaining land area on the north 
slope protected from oil and gas development, the report should have 
analysed Impacts on wildlife given that the rest of the Plain may also 
be developed. 

3. leaves out discussion of the additional24 million acres of nearshore 
(state) and offshore (federal OCS) lands available in the adjacent 
Beaufort Sea for oil and gas leasing. The current activity in this area, 
from the amounts of oil and gas available and amounts produced to 
impacts on north slope and offshore wildlife and habitat is pertinent 
to decisions regarding the 1002 area. 

4. leaves out discussion of the oil resources available within the National 
Petroleum Reserve-Alaska, the 37,000 square mile reserve 
established by the Federal Government In 1923 due to Its high oil 
potential. This national resource was specifically set aside to be 



explored and developed In time of national need, but despite charts In 
the 1002 report which graph the alledged scarcity of reserves, this 
area ( In as close proximity on the west to the Prudhoe Bay rleld as the 
Arctic Refuge Is on the east) Is omitted. 

5. despite the many claims regarding our national need for petroleum 
resources, the report leaves out discussion of the 1986 National 
Appliance Energy Act. This legislation would have provided a no-risk, 
certain savings of millions of barrels of oil (not to mention billions of 
dollars on utility bills) which would have made development of the 
Arctic Refuge unnecessary. Passed overwhelmingly by both houses of 
Congress, President Reagan vetoed this bill. He has also opposed 
the establishment of fuel eHJclency standards for automobiles and 
the continuance of the 55 mlle/ho\r speed limit. Claims by the Depart
ment of Interior that the nation needs new oil loose their teeth when 
the Administration acts as If the nation doesn't. This and other similar 
energy-saving plans should have been discussed In Chapter VII: National 
Need for Domestic Sources. 

6. leaves out discussion of the politically sensitive and highly secretive 
proposed land swaps between the federal goverment and Native 
corporations, whereby lands within the 1002 are to be traded Into 
private ownership. Clearly, private lnholdlngs In the area affect 
management plans, and these very controversial swaps are germane to 
the 1002 report. The swaps themselves \lldermlne directives to DOlin 
ANILCA, and the lack of discussion regarding them In the I 002 report 
undermines the Integrity of the report. 

7. leaves out discussion of Chevron's test well drilled within the coastal 
plain (on private land) which produced significant Information about 
the potential for oil and gas In the area. These proprietary data are 
available to only a few . Even the existence of these data, however, 
was omitted from the report. 

~ leaves out discussion of research on environmental Impacts of the 
Prudhoe Bay development on air and water quality, which would be 
extremely Important Information for any similar Industrial 
development In similar country. Additional research and Impact studies 
on wildlife populations, many of which were conducted within the 
boundaries of the I 002 area and done by FWS staff, were not reviewed 
In preparation of the report. A partial listing of pertinent studies 
on arctic oil development Impacts Is attached to this Jetter as 
AppendiX A. 

q_ leaves out discussion of wilderness, for all practical purposes. The 
report Includes rive short paragraphs about potential wilderness 
status for the 1002 area, but neglects to mention the two formal 
wilderness studies that have been conducted for the 1002 area, 
Including the USFWS ( 1973) study for the entire wildlife range and 
a second study (Thayer, 1982) conducted on the 1002 area specifically. 
Both studies found the 1002 area especially suitable for wilderness 
status, but none or this Information Is reflected In the five paragraphs 
or the present 1002 report which address wilderness. 

The omission or a thorough wilderness review, which was mandated 
by ANILCA section 1317 for all nonwllderness lands In the national 
parks and national wildlife refuges, Is egregious. Furthermore, 
wilderness review for the 1002 area Is specifically required by ANILCA 
Section I004as well. Wilderness status for the 1002 area Is not being 
addressed In the Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Planning 
process because that process explicitly excludes the 1002 area. But 
the 1002 planning process has also shunned the wilderness review 
required by law .. 

REC<H1EN!)ATION TO It£ DEPAATMENT OF INTERIOR 

Although, as Indicated above, a reasonable conclusion from the text of the 
1002 report as It Is now written would be Alternative C, the report has 
serious omissions and biased emphases. Significantly, It failed to 
adequately address the Public Land Order which created the Arctic 
National Wildlife Range In 1960 and the purpose of that land stated there: 
"to preserve ... oolque wildlife, wilderness and recreational values: In 
1 980 when the passage of ANILCA changed the Arctic Range to the Arctic 
Refuge, the following explicit and primary purposes were added to the 
management dlrectlvtt: 

I. to conserve rlsh and wildlife populations and habitats In their natural 
diversity; 

2.to help the United States fulfill Its International treaty obligations; 

J.to provide opportunities for continued subsistence uses by local 
residents; and 

4. to ensure the water quantity and quality of the natural area. 



There is no interpretation or the 1002 report which does not aanit to 
the ract that oil and gas exploration and development in the 1002 area 
will seriously arrect the wildlife and wilderness values listed within 
the original legislation which created the Arctic Refuge. While there 
may be debate on whether portions or the wlldllre can be maintained 
during oil development, It Is lncontrovertable that, as wilderness, the 
area will be destroyed. The coastal plain Is flat. The air there is pristine, 
and crystal clear. Even small sooods carry easily and almost eerily over 
the undisturbed flatlands, and the presence, even ten miles In the distance, 
or oil wells, burning Industrial wastes, and aircraft, would be a travesty. 

Hence, Arctic Audubon joins with the National Audubon Society and the 
environmental community across the nation In recommending to Congress 
Alternative E for management of the 1002 area. only true wilderness 
status is grand enough for this remaining area of untouched Arctic coastal 
plain. And only this choice Is wise enough to protect this land In the name 
of current and future national Interest. 

Your consideration of our comments and recommendations Is greatly 
appreciated. 

Slns;erely, 
. . ( ~ 

•· -~· ( 7 { ·::_,_,, ... 1 
April E. Crosby, Conservation Committee Co-Chair 
Arctic Audubon Society 

Attachment 

cc: Honorable Steve Cowper, Governor 
Senator Frank Murkowskl 
Senator Ted Stevens 
Representative Don Young 
Representative Bemett Johnston 
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From: Martha K. Raynolus 
1099 Farmers Loop 
Fairbanks, AK 99709 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft ANWR 
Coastal Plain Resource Assessment, and sincerely hope that 
the deficiencies pointed out in my comments and others' will 
be addressed in the final document. I thought most of the 
report was well prepared, but founu several problems with 
Chapter VI Environmental Consequences, and found the 
Executive summary to be a very poor representation of the 
contents of the report. I also disagree with the Interior 
Department's conclusion that Alternative A, full leasing of 
the coastal plain, should be the recommended alternative. 

1. Water and Gravel Resources 
The problems caused by lack of water and gravel resources on 
the coastal plain are not adequately addressed. Although 
their scarcity is mentioned, the alternative measures which 
would be required to extract the gravel and water required 
for development are not fully described. Consequently, the 
impacts which would be caused by gravel and Wdler extraction 
are not covered in Chapter VI. 

2. Central Arctic Caribou Herd 
The impacts of development on the Central Arctic Caribou 
Herd (CAH) are not adequately described. The discusoion in 
Chapter VI does not include the impacts due to the pipeline 
and road which would be required to Join the 1002 area to 
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline (TAPS). This easl-west connecting 
corridor would be a prerequisite for devellwment of the 1002 
area. It would have a very significant impact on the CAH, 
by cutting across its sum1ner habitat, u2ed fur calving and 
insect rellef. The impacts of this pipellue aud parallel 
road must be Included in the discussion of the Impacts of 
development of the 1002 area. The impacts to the Porcupine 
caribou Herd are thoroughly addressed. 

3. Petroleum Resource Potential 
Chapter III slates that there is a 19' chance of there being 
an economic size accumulation of oil aud gas on the coastal 
plain. The Executive :>ummary doe,; not (:V!!II uocnliou Lhc 61't 
probability that NO economic oil or gas exlsta In the 
codutal plain. It only dlocusses Lhe probable sl3e of such 
an accumulation, should ll occur. Thic; iu very mi:;lcadlng. 
The full probabllltieo of finding oil dnd gas ohuuld be 
presented very clearly In the summ . .uy. 



4. Discussion of Impacts in Executive !:uunnary 
The Executive summary glosses over the impacts o£ 
development as described in Chapter VI. The stalcmcld., 
"Host adverse effects would be minimlzc•J or •:lluolnolLLd 
through carefully applied mltigation .... expluratlon and 
development at Prudhoe Bay indicates minimal impact on 
wildlife resources. Hence it is reasonable to assume thal 
development can proceed on the coastal plain and generate 
similar minimal effects.", is EXTREMELY misleading. First, 
the impacts to caribou, muskox, and snow geese, as described 
in Chapter VI are MAJOR impacts that cannot be mitigated. 
Secondly, development at Prudhoe Bay has had some very 
significant impacts on wildlife in the area. And thirdly, 
the Prudhoe Bay area is not directly comparable to the 1002 
area. ·rhe ANWR coastal plain provides much more critical 
habitat for caribou, muskox and snow geese than Prudhoe Bay 
ever did. Host of the impacts of the recommended 
Alternative A are very clearly stated in Chapter VI, and 
should be included in the Executive Summary. 

5. Recommended Alternative 
Personally, 1 would ·recommend Alternative E. If .:md when 
oil and gas resources become so scarce and precious (a~ they 
are clearly NOT right now) that we should risk the wildlife 
and wilderness resources of the ANWR coastal plain, an act 
of Congress could <~llow drilling. Until such time, the 
coastal plain should be protected. If development Interests 
are so strong that drilling cannot be prevented, why is 
Alternative C not adequate? The report states that even 
under Alternative A, considerable further exploration would 
have to be carried out before any companies would be 
interested in leasing. If preliminary exploration needs to 
be done, why not al.low that and THEN review the data and 
assess the tradeoffs with more complete information to 
decide whether to open the 1002 area ,to leasing? 

Signed 

Date 

'I 
, t, 

Martha K. Raynolds 
Biologist 

I . 



TESTIMONY 

ON BEHALF Of THE 

CONCFRNING THE DRAFT 

ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA 

COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

FOR A PUBLIC HEARING 

IN ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 

JANUARY 5, 1987 

Arctic Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 82098 

fairbanks, Alaaka 99708 

I am presenting this statement on the draft report to 

Congress required by Section 1002 of the Alaska National Interest 

Lands Conservation Act on behalf of the Arctic Audubon Society. 

The Ar~tic Audubon Society is the most northerly chapter of the 

National Audubon Society. The chapter is composed of 320 

me~ber~, mostly from the Fairbanks area. The chapter plans to 

submit ~ore extensive written comments at a later date. 

People of Fairbanks have historically been extre~ely 

interested in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge from its 

beginning. Arctic Audubon Society ~embers as well as other 

seg~ents of the fairbanks community were instrumental in 

originally establishing the refuge in 1960 as the Arctic National 

Wildlife Range to preserve its unique wilderness, wildlife, and 

recreational values. 

Last year the Arctic Audubon Society adopted the Arctic 

Refuge 

Program. 

under the National Audubon Society's Adopt-a-Refuge 

The chapter has become actively involved with refuge 

manage~ent issues and intends to work closely with Arctic refuge 

staff in fairbanks. Fairbanks is the closest ~ajor population 

center to the refuge and the second lar~est city in the state. 

For these reasons we feel that it is particularly irresponsible 

of the Interior Department to not hold a public hearing in 

~airbanks on this important matter so crucial to the ' future of 

the Arctic Refuge and Alaska. 
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Another community where a public hearing should rightfully 

be held is Arctic Village. The draft report to Congress states 

that one of the major environmental impacts of full oil and gas 

leasing would likely be a population decline of the Porcupine 

Caribou Herd. The report also states that the people of Ar~tic 

Village and the village of Old Crow in Canada depend largely on 

this caribou herd for subsistence. By not holding a hearing in 

Ar~ti~ Village the Interior Department is effectively depriving 

residents of their o:ost meaningful way of providing input 

to the report. 

We have reviewed the .draft report to ·congress and find one 

9 of its o:ajor 
..... 
~ re~oo:o:endations 

deficiencies to be that the 

drawn are not supported by the 

concl~sions and 

report itself. 

The report states that there is only a 19 percent ~hance of 

finding an e~onomical1y recoverable oil prospect on the coastal 

plain. The report further states that if re~overable oil is 

found, there is a 95 percent chance that it would produce no o:ore 

than 600 o:illion barrels of oil. For comparison, the Prudhoe Bay 

field is estimated to have originally contained about 9 billion 

barrels of recoverable oil, or 15 times as much oil. 

Ac~ording to the report, the chances of the Arctic Refuge 

producing a Prudhoe Bay equivalent oil reserve is only five 

percent. These figures and other information given i~ the report 
I 

about the geology, in our opinion, do not support the report's 

frontier area in North America." If the report is right, then it 

leads also to the conclusion that instead of drilling for more 

oil in our few remaining large pristine wilderness areas, we need 

to instead search for alternative energy sour~es that will not 

run o~t nor require sa~rifi~ing the natural ~hara~ter of our last 

wilderness habitats. 

The report also goes on to predict that if full leasing is 

impleo:ented major negative impa~ts would likely o~~ur on the 

Porcupine Caribou Herd, muskox, and snow geese. Less serious, 

but nonetheless detri~ental, effects would oc~ur to the Central 

Arctic ~aribou herd, wolf, brown bear, polar bear, and golden 

eagle. The report predi~ts that f~ll leasing would also have a 

o:ajor adverse impact on subsisten~e in the region. 

One of the o:ost io:portant major effects would be the loss of 

the last area on the North Slope of Alaska that we still have an 

opportunity to set aside as wilderness. The two o:illion a~re 

eoastal plain represents a small fra~tion of the North Slope. 

Tfie 23 o:illion acre National Petroleum Reserve and o:illions or 

acres of state land in the Prudhoe Bay re~ion h3ve 3lready been 

~omreitted to oil and gas exploration and development. 

Additionally some 24 million acres of near and offshore lands are 

available for oil and gas leasing in the adjacent Beaufort Sea. 

The Arctic Refuge coastal plain is the only region on,the North 

Slope that is not opened to oil and gas development. Must we 

grant access to the entire North Slope for the oil industry? Is 
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this a fair balance in the eyes of the American people? We 

absoultely cannot afford to compromise the last virgin tract of 

Arctic coastal plain. 

The 1002 area is the last stand for wilderness on the North 

Slope. Because of its remoteness and isolation from the rest of 

indus~rialized America it stands as a symbol of this country's 

pristine natural areas and the concept of true wilderness. If it 

is lost 

society 

to develOpEent it will be a Eajor 

that we really aren't concerned 

statement by our 

about preserving 

und19turbed regions on the earth for future generations. It will 

mean that we are driven by our gluttony for cheap energy and the 

corporate dollar. It will mean that no place on earth is really 

sacrosanct from huxan development no matter how high our ideals. 

We believe that the Interior Department is not complying 

with ANILCA Sections 1004 and 1317 which both call for a 

wilderness review of the Arctic Refuge coastal plain. The report 

to Congress certainly does not, in our opinion, satisfy this 

requirement. Since the coastal plain is being left out of the 

refuge coEprehensive conservation planning process, it will not 

receive the wilderness review that has been a normal part of that 

procedure for other refuges. We believe that it is wrong and 

premature for the Secretary to be making a recommendation for 

full leasing to Congress before complying with these 

wilderness review provisions of ANILCA, and we draw this to the 

attention of Congress. 

Finally, we would like to bring one other aspect concerning 

the coastal plain to the attention of the Zecretary and Congress. 

In recent months the Department of Interior has conducted land 

exchange ne~otiations involving the 1002 area. We believe it is 

premature for the SecreLary to consider trading away the 1002 

area prior to Congress reviewing the coastal plain resource 

asses~ment. We believe that the department is circumventing the 

intent of Section 1002 or ANILCA by taking such negotiation 

action, and funding such action with taxpayer dollars. We 

recoEmend tt 1t the department cease ali land exc~ange negotiation 

work involving the coastal pl3in. 

In closing, our view is that the coastal ~lain entirely 

meets the standards for classification and protection as 

wilderness, with the exception of two DEW line sites. The area 

area deserves full wilderness protection perhaps ~ore than any 

other area in the United States today. We believe that once the 

Interior Department conducts a meaningful wilderness review it 

will discover this as well. We are unconvinced by the report to 

Congress that leasing the area for oil and gas is wise and in the 

national interest considering the balance between the area's 

wildernes~ an~ wildlife values and its potential oil and gas 

resources as stated in the report. 

We urge the Secretary to conduct a thorough wilderness 

review as required under section 1317 and 1004 of ANILCA, and 

ultimately recommend that the coastal plain be designated as 

wilderness. Wilderness status will proteot the coastal plain 



from industrial developreent and provide an Ar~tic region which 

will remain undisturbed for future generations of reankind and 

wildlife. We hope the Secret3ry will have the foresight, insight 

and courage to take suah action. 
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CONCBRNING 'l'BB ARCTIC RATIONAL WILDLIPB RBPOGB, 
ALASKA, COASTAL PLAIN RBSOORCB ASSBSSMBN'l' 

KAKTOVIK PUBLIC MBBTING 
January 6, 1987 

My name is Jacob Adams. I am an Inupiat Eskimo from Barrow, 
Alaska and President of the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation. 

I am pleased to have the opportunity to comment this evening 
on the Secretary·of the Interior's draft report concerning resource 

assessments and recommendations for the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge Coastal Plain. 

The North Slope of Alaska has been and continues to be our 

~ people's home. We use these lands to maintain our culture and 
~ t~aditional lifestyle, for a variety of subsistence uses and for 
fg other purposes. As users and residents of the North Slope's lands, 

we have for centuries faced the issues of using the land's 
resources while respecting and conserving that saae land and its 
living resources. Our use of the land and its resources is a 
dynamic and changing processr it is not static preservation, but 
rather is something that must be lived and experienced. 

More recently, the Inupiat Eskimo of my generation have had 
to balance the benefits of change and tradition in our culture. 

We have learned to speak English while trying to preserve our 
Inupiat language. We have benefited from technology, but remain 
subsistence hunters. We have a cash economy, but we still highly 
value and rely on the Inupiat Eskimo tradition of sharing. we have 
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souqht to combine the best elements of a cash and subsistence 

lifestyle in a manner that gives us, the Inupiat residents of the 
Arctic, the opportunity to participate in the chance location of 

mineral resources while ensuring the continued vitality of our 
living resources. 

My people ~nd the shareholders of ASRC have major cultural, 
subsistence and economic interests in the decisions that will be 
made based on the Coastal Plain Resource Assessment Report. As the 
Report rightfully points out, the Inupiat Eskimo Village at 
Kaktovik has survived as a community because of •strong family 

cultural ties, ties to the land, and economic opportunity for both 
jobs and subsistence.• 

Our people have traditionally used and continue to use today 

the ANWR and the Coastal Plain for subsistence, cultural an~ other 
traditional purposes. We are also beneficiaries of increased 
economic activity in the North Slope that has resulted from oil and 
qas development. 

Today, ASRC and Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation are the owners 
of 92,000 acres of highly prospective private land located within 
ANWR and adjacent to and within the Coastal Plain area. 

Our interests in the Coastal Plain area, as its residents and 
stewards, and as shareholders of ASRC, are unique and balanced. As 
President of ASRC, I think it essential that our views on the 
future of the Coastal Plain be given careful consideration so that 
my people's interests will be protected by Congress• decisions 
concerning uses of the Coastal Plain. 

I would like to say, generally, that we support the Report's 
proposed Alternativ~ A a~d aqree with the recommendation by the 

Secretary of the Interio= to fully lease the Coastal Plain to 
develop oil and qas resources, provided that ap~ropriate measures 
are taken to protect continuation of and access to wildlife 
resources and ensure coordinated and efficient oil and gas 
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activities. We think that the Secretary's recommendation is 

consistent with our people's desire for a balanced approach to the 

use and conservation of all of the land's resources. We do not 

feel that any of the other alternatives would accomplish our 

objectivesr in particular, I would note that we find the wilderness 

designation alternative most objectionable to meaningful use of the 
area by our shareholders. 

Simply stated, we favor development of the Coastal Plain in a 
manner that is compatible with our long-term interests in 
protecting the environment, the fish and wildlife and human values 

of the residents of the North Slope. 

As residents and stewards of the North Slope lands, my people 

have watched oil development over the past 20 years at Prudhoe Bay 
and Kuparuk. 

Because of our interests in the effect of this development on 

the environment and wildlife that is central to our way of living, 

we have followed these developments with some skepticism. 

Nevertheless, we have been very impressed with the energy 

industry's gains in planning, in technology and in operating 

projects in the Arctic environment - particularly those on shore. 

We have read with interest the Report's conclusions 

concerning the projected effect of development on the wildlife that 

is important to our people's subsistence. The report notes that 

the full leasing program
1

of the proposed Alternative A would have 

minor effects on fish, waterfowl and bowhead whales--species that 
are i~portant to our subsistence need~ and traditions. 

The Report also notes that the impact of a full leasing 
program could he qreates~ on the caribou, a resource which is 

important to our people, especially those here at Kaktovik. 
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We question the Report's conclusion that oil and gas 

development would result in a major population decline of the 

Porcupine Caribou herd. We believe that this conclusion is 
erroneous for two reasons. 

First, we do not believe that development necessarily will 

result in increased harvests. Thouqh Kaktovik residents will 
continue to hunt caribou to meet their subsistence needs, 

non-subsistence hunting should be severly limited to prevent siqni
ficant reductions of the herd. 

Second, we do not think that development activities, of 
themselves, will threaten the caribou. Even the Report 

acknowledges that there is insufficient experience to support the 

conclusion that development will necessarily result in a 

significant decline in the number of Porcupine Caribou. In fact, 

all the relevant experience to date indicates that caribou and the 
oil industry can ann do successfully coexist. 

The coexistence of caribou and development is a concern we 

have faced before when the Prudhoe Bay oil field was developed in 

the mid-1970s. Many of the same questions that were asked then 

about the effect of development on the Central Arctic Caribou Herd 
are being asked now about the Porcupine Caribou Herd. 

Will they be diverted by traffic, roads or pipelines? Will 

their calving habits be chanqed? 

Scientific studies and our own experience show that the 

Arctic Caribou Herd has not been weakened or reduced by development 
at Prudhoe Bay, Kuparuk and Milne Point. Oil industry operations 

within those general reg~ons do not appear to have affected the 
calving success of the caribo~. 

In fact, the Central Arctic Herd has increased at a rate of 
12-18 percent per year during the past decade. 
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We are convinced that experience qained by the exploration 
and develo~ent of enerqy sources within the last 20 years will 

lead to the development of new energy production facilities that 

can be operated very compatibly with the caribou and other livinq 
resources of the Coastal Plain. We know that it will require 
careful regulation and will increase project costs, but we believe 
a productive balance can be achieved. 

Our own local governments and companies have brouqht their 
experience and knowledge to bear on the enerqy develo~ent process, 

resulting in sensitive and effective decisions. The lands we own 
within ANWR were cooperatively placed under a regulatory scheme and 

set of stipulations that has de.anstrated the compatibility of 
living resources and energy develo~ent. 

As a people reliant on our land and its resources, we are 

~ sensitive to the long-term significance that development of the 
-L ANWR Coastal Plain may represent. We think that sound environmental 
~ studies and mitigation measures have been and will be successful in 

limiting the adverse effects of development. We are also confident 
that the existing and improvinq technologies can ensure the 
inteqrity of the environment during oil and qas operations. 

We agree with the Report's reca.mendation that leasing in the 

•core calvinq• areas of the caribou in the southeastern corner of 
the Coastal Plain be done in the final phase of exploration and 
development. This phased leasing would allow for ongoing 
evaluation of development impacts so that appropriate mitigation 
measures could be developed for the more sensitive environmental 
areas. This will also ensure adequate opportunity to monitor and 

ensure continued viability of the Procupine Caribou Herd and access 
to the caribou for subsistence use by residents of Kaktovik. 

In addition to being residents of affected lands and the 
lands that are adjacent to the Coast~l Plain, we wish, as 
Americans, to express our concern about these significant land use 
decisions that will be made soon. 
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No one disputes that the Coastal Plain of ANWR represents the 
best on-shore prospects for oil and gas in the United States today. 
Widely accepted studies show that current North Slope oil 

production will decline significantly in the next 15 years. 

Without the development of new and best prospects such as 
that which is apparant in the ANWR Coastal Plain, our country 
places itself in a more perilous position as a hostage to foreign 
supplies of oil. 

Exploration and development of Arctic Oil and gas usually 
takes more than ten years from the initial discovery to first 
production. To anticipate this country's future needs and to 
reduce the dependence on foreign sources of oil, we as Americans, 
believe it important that decisions be made today to explore and 
develop the oil resources of the ANWR Coastal Plain. 

We do not believe that the issue of development in the ANWR 

Coastal Plain requires an •either/or• decision with respect to 
conservation of important fish and wildlife resources. Though 
diverse goals are presented by petroleum development and 
conservation of these resources, the record of prior petroleum 
development on the North Slope supports our belief that these goals 

are not mutually exclusive. 

These goals can be successfully reconciled to ensure the 
continued availability of our subsistence resources, meet the need 
for this country's additional, dependable energy supplies and 
preserve the wilderness of nearby lands. 

We support the recommendation of the Secretary of Interior in 
the draft coastal Plain resource assessment. We are confident that 

a balanced program of development and conservation can be 
implemented. We look forward to continued participation in the 

implementation process. 

Thank you. 

-6-
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ANCHORAGE 
udubon Society, Inc. 
A CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attention: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
I 6th & C Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C: 20240 

January 23, 1967 

Re: Comments of AnchOrage Audubon Society on the Draft Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain Assessment 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The Board of Directors of Anchorage Audubon Society on behalf of Its 1400 
members urge that leasing or land exchanges on the coastal plain of the 
ANWR be deferred at this time. Based on the Information In the 1002 report 
we believe that It Is not In the .long-term conservation, economic or national 
secl.l'lty Interests of the US to open the coastal plain to leasing now. We 
recommend that additional Information be1gathered to better assess the 
hydrocarbon potential of the coastal plain, the wildlife and ecosystem values 
before making a leasing decision. fll'ther, a national energy policy must be 
established which provides real alternatives to the exploitation of our 
remaining wilderness lands. 

The Anchorage Audubon Board agrees wltMhe finding of National Audubon 
Society's Alaska Regional office that the Department has left us no 
reasonable alternative but to oppose Its recommendations because of the 
serious shortcomings In Its resource assessment process for the coastal 
plain of the ANWR outlined In the Testimony on the 1002 Report given by 

avid R. Cline on January 5, 1967. We find !the report deficient in essential 
Information, particularly on oil and gas potential, the national need for 
developing this oil and compromises already made to Arctic wilderness 
a lues. 
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ANWR was established to preserve for all time the spectacular wilderness 
ecosystem of northeastern Alaska. Major compromises have already been 
made on Alaska's North Slope between·development and conservation 
Interests. These compromises have resulted In current land jurisdictions 
that essentially make almost 90 percent of the Slope potentially available 
for oil and gas leasing. Additionally, 24 million acres of nearshore {state) 
and offshore {federal OCS) lands are also available for leasing In the 
Beaufort Sea. These policies lead us to question If any public wilderness 
lands along the Arctic coast of Alaska will be considered sacrosanct 

Despite the outstanding natl.l'al values pointed out In the draft assessment 
report and the fact that the chance for discovery of an economically 
recoverable oil field Is only 19 percent, the Department of Interior Is 
recommending that the entire coastal plain be made available for leasing to 
the oil Industry. Meanwhile, officials of the Department are conducting 
negotiations In secret to trade away refuge lands on the coastal plain to 
private .Interests. This action subverts the entire assessment. report 
process, preempts Congreslonal options, and could lead to privatization of 
the refuge. Apparently, little was learned by the Department of Interior 
from their St. Matthew Island experience where a federal judge ruled that 
Interior officials made serious errors' in judgement In their attempt to trade 
away wilderness lands to oil lnteresliB, and that the land trade was not In the 
public Interest. 

It Is difficult to accept the premise that oil resources of the Arctic Refuge 
are critical to fulfilling growing national energy needs, when there Is no 
national energy plan In place and since President Reagan recently vetoed the 
National Appliance Energy Act of 1966. This act, supported by both houses of 
Congress, would have saved the nation both millions or barrels of oil and 
billions of dollars on utility bills by the year 2000, thus making exploitation 
of the Refuge totally unnecessary. 

The Audubon Energy Plan which National Audubon Society has developed with 
Input from energy experts, Industry, government and the academic 
community provides a practical, step-by-step alternative to the 
Administration's energy policy of opening up the remaining wilderness lands 
in the United States for leasing. The plan shows that proper planning and 
policy development at the federal level will enable the U.S. to produce more 
goods and services while actually Improving the environment. 
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We urge the Administration to take reasonable administrative and legislative 
action to promote cost-effective conservation. The adoption of a well 
thought out National Energy Plan will preclude the leasing of our last 
remaining pristine areas. 

The Administration practice of offering tens of millions of acres or public 
lands each year at a time when oil prices are at their lowest level raises 
serious question about whether the entire federal leasing program amounts 
to a giveaway to the oil Industry. This flood of lease offerings Is helping 
drive down the price of leases and bringing an unfair return to the 
taxpayers for use of non-renewable public resource. 

Less than 6 percent of oil resources in Alaska are estimated to lie beneath 
designated or potential wilderness lands. In the lower 48, only 4" of the 
wilderness heritage remains. Unless the nation maintains the sanctity or 
designated and potential wilderness areas, even that small percentage will 
disappear. The Audubon Energy Plan demonstrates that there are practical 
alternatives to exploiting the last of our wilderness areas. The U.S. can 
leave wilderness alone and still solve Its oil import problem. The total 
amount or oil and gas under wilderness lands Is too small to justify the 
abandonment of the nation's remaining wilderness heritage. 

The Anchorage Audubon Society is not an anti-development group. We expect 
that more than 95 percent of oil and gas resources on federal lands will 
eventually be tapped. Howeve, we believe that leasing on the coastal plain 
should be deferred until there Is more Information about the oil and gas 
potential and the impacts on wildlife and ecosystems. 

Your consideration or our comments and recommendations Is greatly 
appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Cosentino 
President 

cc: David R. Cline, Regional Vice President, National Audubon Society 
Alaska Congressional Delegation, Washington, D.C. 
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My name is Dave Cline, and I am the Alaska Regional Vice 
President for the National Audubon Society. I am testifying 

today on behalf of the Society including its 2,600 members in 
Alaska. 

After carefully examining the •Resource Assessment Report• 

for the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, we 

are convinced it is not in the long-term conservation, economic 
or na~ional security interests of the United States to open the 
coastal plain to leasing at this time. We urge, therefore, that 
no leasing or land exchanges be permitted by Congress, and that 
the u.s. Pish and Wildlife Service be directed to protect and 

manage the entire-Arctic National Wild~ife Refuge consistent 
with the conservation purposes for which it was originally 
established by Congress. 

We wish to commend the many dedicated resource 
professionals in the u.s. Pish and Wildlife Service, u.s. 
Geological Survey and Bureau of Land Management who gathered 

information for the ~ssessment report, often at great personal 
risk and sacrifice. Because of their many contributions, the 
outstanding wildlife and wilderness values of the coastal plain 

have been reconfirmed and understood better than ever before. 

As one of the oldest and largest conservation 
organizations in the United States, the National Audubon Society 
has a long history of involv..ent in the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge. We recognize it as a very special national 

treasure. Dedicated friends in conservation, including Claus 
and Margaret Murie, worked long and hard for its establishment 
in 1960 to preserve a portion of the eastern Brooks Range of 

arctic Alaska for ita outstanding wilderness values. Thus, 
unlike many other refuges in the system, the Arctic Refuge was 

I 

established not out of a singular need to conserve wildlife, but 
to preserve for all time the spectacular wilderness ecosystem of 
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northeastern Alaska as a whole. Audubon stronqly supported this 
far-sighted action, and so too ~nlar9ernent of the refuge in thn 

Alaska National Interest•Lands Act of 1~80. (ANILCA). ever the 
years we have worked with other conservationists to protect t:ne 

refuge from a series of threats from development interests. 

·In this debate over the future of the Arctic Refuge and 

~ts coastal plain, it is vitally important to realize that major 
compromises have already been made on Alaska's North Slope 

between development and conservation interests. These 

compromises have resulted in current land juri~dictions that 

essentially make almost 90 perc~nt of the slope potentially 

available for oil and gas leasing. This is not to mention the 

additional 24 million acres of nearshore (state) and offshore 

(federal OC&) lands available in the adjacent Beaufort Sea. A 
mere 2 million acres of of the entire North Slope has been 

committed to conservation purposes in the Arctic Refuge. Now 
most of that is under siege by development interests. The 

questions must be asked: Where will the compromising stop? 

Aren't there any public wilderness lands along the Arctic coast 

of Alaska that should be considered sacrosanct? 

It is also important to note that this 18 million-acre 
refuge is ·the second largest unit in the National Wildlife 
Refuge System, and the larqest and most spectacular arctic 

wilderness sanctuary for wildlife in the world. Wildlife 

species of particular national and international concern include 
the 180-thousand-member Porcupine caribou herd (whose calving 

ground is on the refuge coastal plain), polar bears, grizzly 
bears, muskox, Dall sheep, wolves, wolverines, snow geese, 

peregrine falcons and other migratory birds, and Arctic char and 

grayling. 

When considered in conjunction with the North Yukon 

Nalioaull Park. that adjoins it on the east, tne Arctic Refuge 
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constitutes an international commitment to the protection of 
nature. Major industrial developments on either of these units 

is clearly incompatible with their purposes. 

We agree with the Department of the Interior (on page 45 

of the draft assessment report) that: 

•The Arctic Refuge is the only conservation system unit 

the protects, in an undisturbed condition, a complete 

spectrum of the various arctic ecosystems in North 

America.•. 

;~;.:.: J·~ht Jlnnuy nn Jnn;- il~p~rt 
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2) Failure to release for public review and comment geologic 

information critical to the 1002 assessment process. This 

gives those who could profit from exploiting refuge 

resources advant3ge over those who actually own tlaose 
resources--the.American people. 

3) •Failure to reveal its proposed land trades with various 

Alaska Native corporations and the State of Alaska, and to 

demonstrate how such trades will serve in the public 
interest. 

41 Failure to justify full leasing when prospects for 

and (on page 46) that: discovery of even one major economically recoverable oil 
field on the coastal plain is only 19 percent (pages 49 

•The 1002 area is the moat biologically productive part 

of the Arctic Refuge for wildlife and is the center of 

wildlife activity on the refuge. Caribou migrating to and 

from the 1002 ~rea and the post-calving caribou 

aggregation offer an unparalleled spectacle.• 

Despite these outstanding natural values, and the fact 

that the chance for discovery of an economically recoverable oil 

field is only 19 percenf• the Department of the Interior is 

recommending that theientire coastal plain be made available for 
leasing to the oil industry. The Department has left us no 

reasonable alternative but to oppose its recommendations because 

of the following serious shortcomings in its resource assessment 

process for the coastal plain1 

1) Failure to point out·that the compromise to establish the 

Arctic Refuge in 1960 to preserve ita unique wildlife, 
I 

wilderness and recreation values resulted in the remainder 

of Alaska's vast North Slope and adjacent offshore waters 

being made available for oil exploration. 

and 6~), and with the market value of leases depressed 

because of the world oversupply of oil. 

5) Failure to conduct a comprehensive economic analysis to 

show how the benefits to the Alaska and national economies 

can be optimized from leasing, both in the short and long 
term. 

6) Failure to provide evidence that the Department will 

ensure that air and water quality will be protected from 
toxic chemicals and other pollutants such as those 

creating problems in the Prudhoe Bay oilfield. 

7) Failure to explain how adequate water and gravel supplies 

will be obtained after finding that • ••• specific locations 

and sources of water and gravel for exploration and 

development activities have not been identified; it is 

8) 

I 
understood that these resources, especially water, are not 
readily available on the 1002 area,• (page 75.) 

f'ailure to explain why it wouldn't be in the strategic 
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interests of the United States to purchase acre foreign 

oil at current low prices for addition to our nation's 

•strategic Petroleum Reserve• rather than lose income to 

the federal treasury by further flooding a depressed lease 
market through opening the Arctic Refuge. 

9) ~ailure to evaluate cumulative impacts on the Arctic 

Refuge from oil and gas lease sales on more than a million 

acres of adjacent state lands (Camden Bay, Demarcation 

Point and Prudhoe Bay uplands) and 21.2 million acres of 

OCS leases (Sale 97) in the Beaufort Sea'acheduled for 

July 1987. The latter sale, just off the refuge coast, is 

the largest oil and gas lease sale ever held in the Arctic 
Ocean. 

10) Failure to thoroughly discuss alternative energy policies 

that if implemented could make the nation energy secure 

without exploi~ing the Arctic Refuge. 

11) Failure to assure that scarce refuge staff and funds will 

not be diverted from refuge conservation programs. to 

monitor and regulate industrial activities on the coastal 

plain. (Since the coastal plain resource assessment was 

initiated in 1982, more than 90 percent of the refuge 

budget has been devoted to the 1002 assessment process, 

resulting in the almost total neglect of the overall 
refuge conservation program.) 

12) 

13) 

Failure to recognize that a North Yukon National Park 

adjoins the Arctic Refuge and that the United States has 

responsibilities to cooperate with Canada in protecting 

shared wildlife resources. I 

Failure to address the need for cooperative management of 

the Porcupine caribou herd with Canada through the 

i~j,;,; J•••,f Jl, :u1·,.• IHI i iii:"': Ht•~";rT 
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international management agreement that has been 

nP90TlftT.PO over TOP paRT RPVPTftl y~ars. 

141 Failure to held public hearings in all Alaskan communities 

that will be d~rectly affected by the proposed action, and 

to naake an adequate number of copies of the assessment 

•report available in a timely manner. 

Unfortunately, a series of citizens' lawsuits proved 

necessary during the assessment process to assure that the law 

was followed, and citizen monitoring of government activities 

was required as well to learn of industry activities taking 

place on the Arctic refuge. And, despite the magnitude of 

resources at stake and the seriousness of the consequences of 

the decisioq on people both in Alaska and throughout the nation, 

the Department of the Interior chose not to make this report 

available for public review and comment. A citizen lawsuit was 

necessary to make the report available. Then, after being 

forced to release the report for public review, the Department 

abbreviated the comment period to 60 days over the Christmas 

holiday period. This is not the way a democracy like ours 

should work. 

In addition to Audubon's long history of involvement in 

wildlife conservation, another major priority goal of the 

Society is to •promote national strategies for energy 

development and use, stressing conservation and renewable energy 

resources.• In an effort to achieve this goal, we have 

developed an energy plan with input from energy experts in 

industry, government and the academic community. This was done 

in the realization that energy is a major factor in d~termining 

the quality of human life. It furthers the production of goods 

and services, but its production and use can seriously impact 

the quality of the environment. 
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The Audubon Energy Plan is a practical, step-by-step 

alternative to the Administration's energy policy of exploiting 

the last remaining wilderness lands in the United States. It 

shows that proper planning and policy development at the federal 

level will enable the United States to produce more goods and 

services while actually improving the environment. The 

environmental pay-off will be cleaner air, purer water, and less 

pressure to exploit wilderness lands and wildlife habitat such 

as that in the Arctic Refuge. 

True, the Audubon Plan requires the"introduction of 

regulatory measures that correct imperfections in the 

marketplace, such as efficiency standards for home appliances 

and fuel economy standards for automobiles. Such reliance in 

our Plan on modest measures to promote cost-effective 

conservation stands in contrast to the approach taken by the 

Administration, which holds that conservation should be left 

solely to the marketplace, no matter how far economists tell us 

individual markets are operating from the cost minimum, no 

matter how much energy is being wasted as a result. When this 

blindspot toward energy conservation is combined with the 

Administration's skepticism towards environmental protection, it 

is perhaps not surprising that the Administration makes drilling 

in wilderness areas one of the pillars of its energy policy. 

Fortunately, the recent bipartisan show of support in Congress 

for appliance efficiency standards .indicates that the 

Administration is out of touch with the country when it comes to 

tolerance of modest conservation regulations. We are confident 

that a Presidential veto of the appliance bill in the upcoming 

session will be overridden by Congress. We are also confident 

that, when the choice is clearly put, Congress will decide to 

enact additional conservation legislation in order to preserve 

our national treasures such as the Arctic;Refuge (as well as to 

save consumers money.) 

In the meantime, and as long as this Administration 

refuses to take reasonable adminis~ratJv~ ~n~ J~q~~l~tiv~ action 

to promote cost-effective energy con~ervAtion, w~ will hav~ no 

choice but to oppose attcmptn tc cpcn the Arctic nefuge to oil 

and gas development •. Audubon has worked hard, particularly at 

the state l~vel, to get appliance c!ficic:-:::y :;tandards enact:ed. 

In New York, we initiated the process that led Governor"Cuomo to 

introduce a tough efficiency standards bill last year. 

Massachusetts Audubon played a similar role in getting a bill 

introduced (and passed) in Massachusetts. Audubon members are 

well aware thAc preservation of wildlife and protection of the 

human environment requires wise husbanding of our energy 
resources. 

Audubop has been actively involved in efforts to develop a 

long-range comprehensive management plan for the Arc~ic Refuge. 

However, we have not been party to any actions tha~ would 

preempt a thorough review of the mandated assessment report, 

waiting to judge it on its merits, waiting to see if there were 

a few key areas in which drilling could be allowed without 

risking serious interference with wildlife and the wilderness 

quality of the land. Instead of a complete and objective report 

with viable management options, we found the 1002 report biased, 

contradictory, and lacking essential information. The only 

possible excuse for this report is that Interior must not really 

be serious, but is floating a totally unreasonable position in 

the hopes of maximizing its bargaining power in Congress. If 

so, the tactic is l~kely to backfire by completely alienating 

those organizations willing to keep an open mind on resource 

exploitation in the Arctic Refuge. Certainly, this has been the 

effect on the National Audubon Society. 

The major undiscovered deposits of oil and gas on federal 

land holdings are thought to lie off the coast of the lower 48 

states and Alaska. Thus, in t.he Jt,.xt two d .. cades, as known 
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onshore reserves are depleted, offshore development will become 

more important. Relatively little offshore land is currently 

off-limits to energy development. Most of these deposits will 

eventually be tapped. 

The fact that all federal lands have not yet been leased 

does n~t mean that development is proceeding too slowly. These 

leases will be much more valuable ten to twenty years from now. 

If the government were to lease all these lands at once, it 

would get an unfair economic return for the taxpayers. 

Judged in .this context, the Reagan Administration is 

making a serious mistake in rushing to lease virtually the 

entire u.s. Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)--almost a billion 

acres--and onshore prospects as well. The practice of offering 

tens·of millions of acres of public lands each year at a time 

when oil prices are depressed raises very serious questions 

about whether the entire federal leasing program is amounting to 

a giveaway to the oil industry. 

By flooding the market with lease offerings, it is clear 

that the administration is helping to drive the price of leases 

down, thereby providing the oil 
1
industry with an opportunity to 

lease large acreages at bargain~basement prices. Evidence of 

this downward pressure on lease prices in overwhelming: 

* The average bid per acre under the Reagan Administration's 

5-year program has been less than half that under the 

Carter program ($1,092 per acre versus $2,381 per acre), 

(Washington Post, November 8, 1983.) Before Interior went 

to area-wide leasing in 1982, the average price per acre 

for ocs lease bids in Alaska was $2,794. After area-wide 

leasing was initiated, OCS lease sales in Alaska netted an 

average of only $1,229/acre, (OCS Report, MMS 86-0067, 

September 1986.) 

t:T~~ 'I·-::-ti=ncr,y on 1002 ~Pport 
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The General Accounting Office found that the number of 

bids per tract declined from of 2.44 bids to 1.65 bids 
under the area-wide program. 

GAO estimated that "the federal government received about 

$7 billion (or a ciscounted value of $5.4 billion in 1984 

.dollars) ~ than it would have received if 'the same 

acreage were under the tract selection program,• (GAO 
Report, RCED-85-66, 1985, p.i.v.) 

Even the industry recognizes'' the lease price dPoression. 

caused by area-wide leasing--the Oil and Gas Jo~rnal 

reports that "offshore producers agree that acreage costs 

on area-wide lease sales are lower than under the previous 

nomin~ted tract concept because more acreage is offered at 

one time.• (Washinaton Post, November 8, 1983.1 

Aside from the economic arguments against leasing so much 
so fast when oil prices are depressed, there is a compelling 

conservation argument. Huge lease offerings involving tens of 

millions of acres make it impossible to do meaningful 

environmental impact analyses. Additionally, they make it 

extremely difficult for states like Alaska to conduct rational 
development.planning. 

In Alaska, less than 6 percent of oil resources are 

estimated to lie beneath designated or potential wilderness 

lands, including those in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

Clearly, Congress and the federal government have made sure that 

lands with the vast majority of highest potential for oil 

gas have been excluded from consideration as potential 
wilderness. ' 

and 

Relatively little oil and gas is estimated to lie under 

wilderness lands. When this country was first settled by 
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Europeans, 100 percent of the land area corresponding to the 48 

states was wilderness and teeming with wildlife. The 

unrestrained pressure of civilization has steadily eroded 

wilderness areas to a small percentage of ~he total--4 percent 

in the lower 48 states. To those who assign value to 

wilderness, .it is incomprehensible that anyone would object to 

protec~ing the nation's last remaining fragments. Unless the 

nation maintains the sanctity of designated and potential 

wilderness areas, even that small percentage will disappear. 

There wil~ always be proposals to use wilderness and 

critical habitats for other purposes, particularly energy and 

mineral development. But little wilderness will be left if the 

engineers are allowed to scour the land fo~ the next thirty 

~ years and beyond--building new roads and drill sites, returning 

~ for a closer look each time the price of energy or minerals 

~ jumps, and returning whenever a new technology allowing recovery 

of formerly inaccessible resources is developed. 

The National Audubon Society believes that a nation like 

ours with a 200-year history should look at the wilderness 

preservation issue in a time frame that spans hundreds of years 

rather than decades. only with such perspective can the nation 

pass on to succeeding generations the wilderness resources that 

are still intact. 

The fact is that wilderness such as that on the Arctic 

Refuge coastal plain serves a variety of valuable, noncommercial 

uses: wildlife habitat, watershed protect!on, scientific study, 

fishing, hunting, camping, hiking, and most other forms of 

dispersed, low density outdoor recreation. Such wilderness 

lands offer also the spiritual lift of peaceful, truly1 natural 
settings. 

Although not every oil industry organization takes the 

!~-~S '!·~:. t.ir.~0ny on 1002 Report 
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limited view on wildernesE protection espoused by such· 

organi;ations as the American Petroleum Institute, there is 

obv1ously a clash in values between advocates of exploitation 
and those whose favor preservation--a dispute that must 

continuously be settled through the political process. The 

Audubon Energy Plan h'as been developed with this dispute in 

mind •• The Plan demonstrates that there are practic~l 

alternatives to exploiting the las~ of our wilderness areas. 

The United States can leave wilderness alone and still solve its 

oil import problem. The total amount of oil and gas on 
wilderness is too small to jubci!y the abandonment of the· 
nation's remaining wilderness heritage. 

Under the Audubon Energy Plan, the mean risked estimate of 

1.6 billion parrels of oil and the 1.6 billion barrel equivalent 

of natural gas estimated to lie under land already legally 

designated as wilderness would remain underground forever. The 

same would be true for the 2.3 billion barrels of oil and the 
2.5 billion barrel equivalent of natural ~as estimated to lie 

under wilderness land that has yet to be formally designated as 

wilderness, (A. Stege and J. Beyea, •oil and Gas Resources on 

Special Federal Lands: Wilderness and Wildlife Refuges,• Annual 

Review of Energy, Vol. 11, 1986, pp. 143-161.) Because 

wilderness land would never be exploited under the Audubon Plan, 
there would be no need for exploration. 

The estimates for oil in wilderness lands given above 

assume a mean risked estimate of 600 million recoverable barrels 

of oil for the Arctic Refuge. In contrast, the Draft Coastal 

Plain Resource Assessment mentions a figure of 3.2 billion 

barrels, without clearly specifying whether or not the estimate 

is •risked.• (We suspect it is not.) Clarification o~ this 

point is needed from Interior. If the 3.2 billion figure is 

risked, that is, already incorporates the risk of finding no oil 

(81~), Interior would be claiming that there are 2.5 billion. 
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more barrels of oil likely to be found in wilderness lands than 

in the estimates we have been using. Nevertheless, even an 
additional 2.5 billion barrels would not change the fact that a 
very small percentage of U.S. oil is in potential and designated 

wilderness lands. The percentage of u.s. oil resources on these 

lands would rise from 3.5\ to 5.8\. 

Certainly, any exploration that may eventually be 
permitted on these areas should be made by nonintrusive methods, 
such as satellite survey. Nonintrusive methods are currently 

inadequate for confirming existing Interior estimates, but the 
situation will no doubt change in the future. Fifty years from 
now, technologies for identifying natural resources will have 

surpassed the crude methods available to energy companies 
~ today. With such a small percentage of U.S. land remaining as 
~ wilderness, it would seem wise for the nation to be patient in 

~ confirming Interior's estimates. 

As has been indicated, the National Audubon Society is not 

blindly opposed to resource extraction on federal lands. We 

expect that more than 95 percent of oil and gas resources on 
federal lands will eventually be tapped. The Society stands 

refdY to work with oil and gas companies to help them develop 
environmenta-lly sound methods of exploration and extraction that 

are suitable for the great percentage of land, both public and 

private, on which such activities need not be prohibited 
completely. Audubon will continue to insist, however, that 

exploitation of resources on public lands be carried out 
carefully in a manner that protects the environment and 
wildlife. Audubon will continue to oppose oil and gas 
exploration in any situation where government agencie~ or energy 

companies move hastily, without fully assessing the 1 

environmental and economic effects of activities or providing 
adequate safeguards for their implementation. This appears to 

be one of those cases. 

.·::-o-.n=r4,.· r, : ·~£":~ 
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It is argued by industry that the coastal plain of the 

lu·c~ic keiugP must" I>P l"'it!OP.d n()w· i:'!!C!I!!S!! it will tal:.e at leact 

fifteen year~ t"o donvelor•any oil fields discovered there. It 

r.:uet be remembered that follc.wing u.iscovouy of oi 1 at Prudhoe 

Bay in 1968, oil was.flowing through the 800-mile-long Trans 
Alaska Pipeline (TArS) by June of 1977, a period of only 9 

years. All that would be needed should. oil production be 
permitted on the Arctic Refuge would be a 100 to 150-mile-long 
pipeline spur (at maximum) to tie into TAPS. Our guess is that 

industry could bring an oilfield on line in the refuge within 5 

years should it. someday prove in the national interest to do so. 

It is an illusion to believe that leasing on the coastal 
plain of the Arctic kefuqe will solve the economic problems of 
the North. ,After all, i~s whole purpose is to deliver northern 

oil to homes and industries in the South--or perhaps the 
Orient. Indeed, rather than solving the North's economic 

problems, it may accentuate them. For evidence of this, we need 

look no further than the situation in Alaska today. With the 

Trans Alaska Pipeline carrying oil at near full capacity, the 
state is going through one of the most serious economic 

recessions in its history. The result in many cases is lost 
dreams and destroyed careers. 

The situation on the Arctic Refuge obviously calls for 

bold and courageous political leadership at both the state and 

national levels. For politicians to be holding out the promise 

that yet another great oil bonanza lies beneath the Arctic 
tundra just waiting to be exploited only postpones the day when 

all Americans must begin to live within their means by 
implementing cost-effective conservation measures. , 

I 

On page 6 of its assessment report, Interior statesr 

•oil and gas development will result in widespread, 
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long-term changes in wildlife habitats, wilderness 

environment, and Native community activities. Changes 

could include displacement and reduction in the Porcupine 

caribou herd." 

We agree but do not believe that it is in the best 

strat~gic, economic or conservation interests of the United 

States to recommend making such sacrifices on the finest Arctic 

wildlife and wilderness sanctuary in the world at a time of a 

world oversupply of oil and with hundreds of millions of acres 

of other federal and staie lands available for exploration. 

It has been said by many that we are now at our Last 

Frontier in Alaska. This has different m~aning to different 

() people. To some it offers opportunity for resource development 

~ and the jobs and material benefits delivered. To others, it is 

~ wildlife and wildland spectacles which c?nstitute a heritage to 

be preserved for generations of Americans. The decisions we 

make on the Arctic Refuge therefore are not simply about oil 

fields and caribou herds. They are decisions that strike to our 

very deepest concerns as a nation. 

The National Audubon Society feels the Department of the 

Interior is making a seriou~ mistake in recommending that the 

coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge be sacrificed to industrial 

development. The facts convince us •that America can achieve 

energy security without exploiting the last great arctic coastal 

wilderness in the United States. 

We believe that U.S. Senators Howard Metzenbaum and Paul 

Tsongas were right when in the 1979 debate on the Alaska Lands 

Act they stated: 

"It appears as if the "forbidden· fruit." syndrome is 

operating with regard to the Arctic National Wildlife 

.-·~nu:try :_ .. .!.~~ .' 

" 

are some oil and ga:; ccmpc:u1ies \.:hich ;rill wanL tu l.l'IVdde 

this last stretch Of north ~inpP :tr-:-tic land nn!.mpacted by 

man. l•hat the Ccn,;ress doer. "'i th l'!9aru to th~s fragile 

area will be an indication of ho~o· wisely we are <:~cing to 

conserve the nation's natural resources in the future. We 

can afford to make this Range the "last place to go• in 

the search for energy and we should. We urge the Senate 

to study the arguments on both sides of this issue, for we 

believe strongly that asid~ from high emotions which have 

surrounde~ the debate on this issue, the facts support 

protection for the Range at this time •.. • (Report of the 

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States 

Senate, No. 96-413, November 14, 1979, page 421.) 

The National Audubon Society therefore strongly opposes 

leasing of the coastal plain for oil and gas dev~lopmcnt at this 

time, and recommends that the U.S. Fish and l''il:Hife Service be 

directed to manage the entire Arctic Refuge consistent with the 

conservation purposes for which it was established. 

Your consideration of our comments and recommendations is 

greatly appreciated. 
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February 5, 1987 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Attention: Division of Refuge 

Management, 
2343 Main Interior Building, 
18th and C Streets, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 
20240 U.S.A. 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Please find enclosed the submission of the Canadian Wildlife 
Federation on the issue as to whether or not the 1002 area on 
the Arctic Refuge Coastal Plain in northeastern Alaska should 
be opened up for oil and gas activity. 

Yours sin9erely, 

L-~0 A( jlf~/ 
Step!en Hazell, 
Counsel. 

SH/sb 
Encl. 

.. ·------- ----· ·--------' '--------~---,---------·-----
1673CcrlingAverue.OIIo.va.Onlcrio K2A3Z1 18.. (613)725-2191 
1673. 01erueCcrling, OTTAWA(Onlcrio) K2A 3Z1 . 

SUBHISSIOR OF THE 
CAIADIAI WILDLIFE FEDERATIOI 

TO THE U.S. DEPARTHERT OF THE IRTERIOR 
REGARDIIG THE 

DRAFT ARCTIC RATIORAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA 
COASTAL PLAIR RESOURCE ASSESSHBRT 

Who We Are 

The Canadian Wildlife Federation (CWF) is Canada's largest 
non-governmental conservation organization with over 500,000 
members and supporters, as well as affiliates in each of the 
twelve provinces and territories of Canada. Since the 1960s, 
CWF has closely monitored northern wildlife and conservation 
issues with special emphasis on petroleum development. The 
Federation was instrumental in the establishment of the Task 
Force on Northern Development, and the establishment of the 
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee in 1971. 

The Canadian Wildlife Federation was involved in proceedings 
surrounding the proposed Mackenzie Valley Pipeline in the 
Canadian Northwest Territories, which was to transport oil 
from the Canadian Arctic along the Mackenzie Valley to 
Alberta. CWF action included participation in both sets of 
National Energy Board hearings on the Mackenzie Valley 
Pipeline, the creation of the Public Interest Coalition and 
the maintenance of an on-going secretariat to coordinate 
action during the hearings. The CWF also intervened in a 
1971 lawsuit in U.S. courts concerning the construction of 
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline to represent the interests of 
Canadian wildlife, 
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Summary 

The Canadian Wildlife Federation wishes to express to the 
Government of the United States our deep concern about the 
draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain 
Resource Assessment (the 1002 Report'), and our profound 
disagreement with the draft Recommendation of the Secretary 
of the Interior (chapter VIII) that the Congress enact 
legislation making the entire 1002 area of the Arctic Refuge 
available for oil and gas leasing. 

The CWF has three major concer~s about the draft 
Recommendation of the Secretary and the 1002 Report. First, 
the Recommendation of the Secretary of Interior contradicts 
to the point of misrepresentation statements about the 
impacts of petroleum development on wildlife and the 
environment in preceeding chapters of the 1002 Report. 

Second, the 1002 Report neglects that migratory and itinerant 
wildlife species of Alaska/Yukon such ~s caribou, polar bear, 
lesser snow geese, fish and marine mammals are shared by the 
United States and Canada. Development of the 1002 area will 
have significant adverse impacts on such transboundary 
species shared by the two nations, not to mention the 
traditional use of those species by Canadian aboriginal 
people. 

Third, acceptance and implementation of the draft 
Recommendation by the Government of the United States would 
be a clear signal to Canada and Canadians that the United 
States does not view bilateral efforts to conserve shared 
natural resources, such as the Porcupine caribou, to be of 
great importance. 

The Canadian Wildlife Federation urges the Government of the 
United States to protect the 1002 area by establishing it as 
a wilderness under Alternative E. 

Secretary's Recommendation 

The CWF is distressed by the contradictions between ~he 
draft Recommendation of the Secretary of Interior and other 
chapters of the 1002 Report. The Recommendation ignores or 
glosses over statements identifying serious environmental 
impacts on wildlife and concludes--contrary to the evidence 
of the 1002 Report--that "the Prudhoe Bay experience leads 
one to be optimistic about the ability to explore and develop 
the hydrocarbon potential of the 1002 area without 
significant deleterious effects on the unit's wildlife 
resources." These conflicts are discussed in detail in the 
Government of Canada's position paper on the 1002 Report, 
but a few of the more striking are summarized here. 
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The Recommendation states that "Development would proceed 
with the goal of no net loss of habitat quality" (p. 170), 
whereas the Report concludes this goal is impossible in that 
an unavoidable impact of Alternative A would be "Loss of 
habitat values on approximately 78,000 acres of caribou 
calving habitat .•. " (p. 131-32). 

The Recommendation states that "most adverse environmental 
effects would be minimized or eliminated through 
mitigation ... " This is not a fair or reasonable 
interpretation of the 1002 Report; mitigation measures are 
not possible or were not proposed for three species that 
would be most heavily affected by development -- Porcupine 
caribou, lesser snow geese and polar bear (p. 111 ). 

The Recommendation declares that adverse impacts on the 
Porcupine caribou herd (PCH) can be mitigated using the 
lessons learned at Prudhoe Bay, noting that the "Central 
Arctic caribou herd has increased substantially during the 
period that development has occurred within the heart of its 
range (p. 169). This statement is belied by the 1002 ~eport: 
"because of the greater density of PCH on their calving 
grounds, the PCH would interact with oil development much 
more extensively and intensively than the CAH (Central Arctic 
herd) has interacted with oil development in the Prudhoe Bay 
area. Analogies comparing the events of current development 
on the CAH and effects of potential 1002 area development on 
the PCH must be drawn with caution" (p. 106). 

The factual contradictions between the Recommendation and the 
remainder of the 1002 Report are so numerous as to lead the 
CWF to suspect that the serious adverse impacts on wildlife 
described in the Report were purposefully downplayed in order 
to enhance the arguments for the full development option, 
Alternative A. 

Shared Resources 

An uninformed reader of the Secretary's Recommendation could 
be forgiven for wondering what possible interest Canada and 
Canadians have in a domestic U.S. issue about whether or not 
a potential Alaska oilfield should be explored and developed. 
For the Recommendation does not make even a passing reference 
to the fact that the United States and Canada share many of 
the wildlife resources of the North Slope. Aboriginal 
Canadians harvest 80% of the annual take of Porcupine 
caribou; these Canadians will bear the brunt of an American 
decision to develop the 1002 lands. According to the 1002 
Report, the full-scale leasing and development of the 1002 
lands will lead to a major Porcupine caribou population 
decline and change in distribution of 20 to 40%. 

3 



Unfortunately, the draft 1002 Report itself ignores or 
underestimates the impacts of petroleum development on the 
Canadian aboriginal communities of the Mackenzie river and 
northern Yukon regions. The wildlife, especially the caribou, 
are critical to the largely subsistence economy of these 
aboriginal communities; a significant decrease in abundance 
of transboundary species could have catastophic economic and 
social effects, and might result in overexploitation of other 
species. 

The International Porcupine Caribou Agree•ent 

There is growing awareness in Canada, the United States and 
other nations that sovereign rights to develop and use shared 
natural resources must be tempered and limited by 
international measures that ensure the conservation of such 
resources in perpetuity. Canada and the U.S. were the first 
nations to agree in the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1911 to 
limit their exploitation of transboundary water resources for 
mutual benefit. The Migratory Birds Convention of 1916 and 
also the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreements of 1972 and 
1978 are striking examples of the success that can be 
achieved by international cooperation in conservation. 

The as yet unsigned International Porcupine Caribou Agreement 
(initialled by chief negotiators of Canada and U.S. on 
December 3, 1986) is the most recent example of the clear 
understanding in both nations that bilateral cooperation is 
the key to conserving the shared natural resources of the two 
nations. The proposed Agreement recognizes that the Porcupine 
caribou are a unique and irreplaceable resource that must be 
conserved for the use of future generations. The proposed 
Agreement would establish a joint board to advise U.S. and 
Canadian governments on conservation measures that should be 
implemented to conserve the caribou. 

It need hardly be stated that the proposed Agreement and the 
draft Recommendation are irreconcilable. 

The acception and implementation by the United States of the 
Secretary of Interior's draft Recommendation would be a clear 
signal to Canada and Canadians that the United States does 
not view the proposed Agreement and bilateral efforts to 
conserve shared natural resources to be of great importance. 

The Canadian Wildlife Federation trusts that this is not the 
case. We urge the United States Government to designate the 
1002 area as wilderness. 

4 
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<MR/MS CHAJRI'IAN/PERSON, DEAR PANEL MEMBERS> 1 

IT IS WITH A GREAT DEAL OF ANTICIPATI~~ THAT 

. HAVE BEEN LOOKING FORWARD TO SPEAK 1 ON 

BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL FOR YUKON INDIANS, 

BEFORE THIS PUBLIC HEARING TODAY. 

ALLOW ME, FIRST OF ALL, TO C~END THE U~ITED 

STATES ltiTERI OR DEPARTMEtiT FOR THE IMPORTAtiT 

FORU1 IT HAS PROVIDED HERE. 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION, THE COUNCIL FOR YUJ<~~ 

INDIANS IS AN UMBRELLA ORGANIZATION 

REPRESEtiTING APPROXIMATELY 6 1 000 YUJ<ON 

INDIANS, WHO ARE CURRENTLY NEGOTIATING, WITH 

THE GOVERNMEtiT OF C~DA, A C~1PREHENSIVE 

LAND CLAIM SETTLEMEtiT IN THE YUJ<~~. 

-2-

MY REASON FOR BEING SO ANXIOUS TO MEET THIS 

PANEL TODAY, IS NOT ONLY BECAUSE t-IANY OF MY 

PEOPLE IN THE YUKON SHARE FAt11LY TIES WITH 

MAtN OF OUR ABORIGINAL ALASKAN NEIGHBOURS, 

BUT ALSO BECAUSE WE FREQUENTLY SHARE THE 

SAME RESOURCES • 

BY THIS I MEAN CERTAIN WILDLIFE RESOURCES -

WILDLIFE WHICH DOESN'T J<NOW OF BOUNDARIES BUT 

FREELY CROSSES BETWEEN ALASKA AND THE YUKON, 

SUCH AS THE MIGRATING PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD, 

BECAUSE IT REQUIRES A LARGE HABITAT TO 

SURVIVE. 

At-I~~G THE MUTUAL PROBLEMS OF ABORIGINAL 

PEOPLE ON BOTH Sl DES OF OUR BORDER, At1 

CERTAIN 1 PERHAPS THE MOST COMt1~~ IS THAT IN 

THE RECENT PAST WE OFTEN HAD TO REFUTE 

ARGU1EtiTS FROM OUR GOVERt.riENTS AND INDUSTRY 

THAT WE NO LONGER NEED OR USE OUR TRADITI~4AL 

WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS WE ~~CE DID 
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LET ME ASSURE YOU, THIS IS SIMPLY NOT SO. 

HUNTJNG,. FISHING AND TRAPPING BY NATIVE 

NORTHERNERS ARE FAR FROM BEING THE HISTORIC 

RELICS OR CULTURAL LEGACIES SOME CRITICS TRY 

TO MAKE THEM. 

QUITE TO THE CONTRARY, OUR HARVEST OF 

WILDLIFE RESOURCES IS AN ON-GOING, LE~ITIMATE 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY. TRANSLATED INTO HARD CASH 

- <IF WE MUST PUT A PRICE TAG ON IT> - THE 

WORTH OF THE ANNUAL SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY TO 

THE YUKON AMOLI-ITS TO Ml LLI ONS OF DOLLARS. 

WHI.LE ITS SOCIAL VALUE CANNOT BE PUT INTO 

MONETARY TERMS, OUR SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY HAS 

REt-1AlNEO CENTRAL TO THE YUKON INDIAN WAY OF 

LIFE. 

IN PARTICULAR, THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 

PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERO TO NORTHERNERS HAS 

BEC0t1E EVIDENT TO ALL THOSE WHO HAPPEN TO 

LIVE IN COMMUNITIES WHOSE ABORIGINAL 

RESIDENTS DERIVE THEIR NUTRITION FROM THE 

SEASOt-IAL HARVEST OF THE HERO. 

-4-

0'-IE OF THE KEY .ELEMENTS TO THE SUCC~SSFUL 

SETTLEMENT OF THE YUKD'-1 INDIAN LAND CLAIM IS 

MY PEOPLE'S GUARANTEED ACCESS TO WI LOLl FE, . 

BOTH IN TERMS OF HARVEST AND MANAGEMENT 

RIGHTS. THE GOVERNMENTS OF CANADA AND YUKON 

RECOGNIZE THIS FACT. 

TO THE COMMLI-IITIES IN THE NORTHERN YUKON, 

BUT Fl RST AND FOREMOST TO OLD CROW, THE 

SURVIVAL OF THE 150,000-STRONG PORCUPINE 

CARIBOU HERO IS, OF COURSE, JUST AS CRUCIAL. 

REGARDING THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU, WE CAN 

REPORT SIGNIFICANT RESULTS. 

THE F I RST M l LEST ONE <BY OCTOBER 1 985 > WAS A 

'HADE IN CANADA' PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERO 

AGREEMENT. IT WAS STRUCK BETWEEN THE YUKON 

AND NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, AND BETWEEN THREE 

LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT AND THREE NATIVE 

ORGANIZATIONS. 
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WITH THE SIGNING OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE 

ABORIGINAL PEOPLE OF THE TWO CANADIAN 

TERRITORIES ACHIEVED A MAJOR ROLE IN TERMS OF 

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE HERD, THIS PROGRESSIVE 

EVENT, WE KNOW, WILL ENSURE THAT THE HERO 

WfLL SURVIVE FOR MANY GENERATIONS TO COME, 

THE SECOND HI LEST ONE <BY DECEMBER 1 986) WAS 

THE SIGNING OF THE TENTATIVE DRAFT OF A 

CANADA - UNITED STATES AGREEMENT FOR THE 

INTERNAJIQNAI,.. MANAGEMENT OF THE PORCUPINE 

CARIBOU HERD, 

I AH PERSONALLY CONCERNED, HOWEVER, THAT THE 

LATTER AGREEMENT DOESN'T INCLUDE PROVI Sl ONS 

PERTAINING TO THE UNITED STATES' PROPOSALS TO 

OPEN UP THE ALASKAN COASTAL PLAIN FOR OIL AND 

BAS DEVELOPMENT, 

-6-

AND THIS BRINGS HE TO THE PURPOSE OF THIS 

HEARING. 

THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU CALVING GRO~~DS, AS WE 

ARE WELL AWARE, FALL INTO THAT FAIRLY NARROW 

AND ECOLOGICALLY FRAGILE STRIP OF COASTAL 

PLAIN BETWEEN THE BRITISH HO~ITAINS AND THE 

BEAUFORT SEA , , • WHEREBY THE LARGER PORT I ON 

OF THE HERD'S CALVING GRO~~DS LIE IN THE 

ALASKAN ARCTIC WILDLIFE REFUGE. 

THE 'UNITED STATES RESOURCE ASSESSMENT' IN 

FRONT OF HE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, PROPOSES 

FULL LEASING ,,, OR, WITH OTHER WORDS ,,, THE 

OPENING OF THE ALASKN~ COASTAL PLAIN FOR OIL 

AND GAS EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION 

ACTIVITIES, 
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IN MY HIND, THIS MEANS THAT A LOT OF NORTHERN 

PEOPLE WILL SUFFER - IJERY MUCH SO, AH 

AFRAID, SINCE THE REPORT GOES ON TO ADMIT TO 

THE REAL POSSJBILTIES OF NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON 

THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD AND OTHER WILDLIFE 

RESOURCES. 

NORE SPECIFICALLY, UNDERST~~D THE REPORT 

TO SAY THAT OJ L AND GAS DEVELOPMENTS HAY 

AFFECT 78"/. OF THE TOTAL ALAS~~ PORCUPINE 

CARl BOU CALVING GROUNDS ••• < J URGE YOU TO 

EXAMINE THIS PERCENTAGE FIGURE IN VIEW OF NO, 

OR AT LEAST VERY LITTLE, OTHER AVAILABLE 

REPLACEMENT HABITAT>. 

WITH RESPECT TO A PROJECTION OF CARIBOU 

POPULATION DECREASE, I FURTHER ~~DERST~~D THE 

REPORT TO SAY, THAT BETWEEN I OX ~~D 40X OF 

THE HERD HAY POSSIBLY BE AFFECTED. 

-a-

BEYOND THE IMPACTS ON CARl BOU, ADVERSE 

IMPACTS, WE ARE TOLD, C~~ BE ~~TICJPATED FOR 

WATER' FOWL, NUSI<OX ~~D POLAR BEARS • 

IN PLAIN LANGUAGE, THE REPORT TELLS THAT THE 

PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD, FOR ONE,. IS JN 

SERIOUS ~~GER OF BEING DRASTICALLY REDUCED. 

PERHAPS AS ALARN J NG THE HERD, J F 

DISTURBED, HAY C~~GE ITS MIGRATORY PATTERNS. 

THJ S H~~S, THAT THE HERD COULD BYPASS THE 

CotflUNJTY OF OLD CROW, ~~D TO DO SO AT SUCH A 

D l ST~~CE THAT IT WOULD HAVE THE SAME RESULT 

AS A REDUCTIO~ OF THE HERD ITSELF. 

FOR OLD CROW IN THE NORTHERN YUI<O~, CARIBOU 

IS AND HAS BEEN, SINCE THOUS~4DS OF YEARS, HY 

PEOPLE'S LIVELIHOOD. FOR YUKON JNDJ~4S ANY 

DISTURBANCE TO THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD JS 

THEREFORE ~~CCEPTABLE. 
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FOR THE RECORD, LET ME MAKE MXSELF PERFECTLY 

CLEAR I OJ L AND GAS LEASES GRANTED ON THE 

ALASKAN COASTAL PLAIN, AND WITHIN THE HERD'S 

CALVING GROUNDS, ARE EQUALLY UNACCEPTABLE TO 

us. 

I SPOKE EARLIER OF THE SHARING 1 BY ALASKAN 

AND YUKON ABORIGINAL PEOPLE ALl KE·, OF 

MIGRATORY WILDLIFE RESOURCES. WHAT WE ARE 

REALLY TALKING ABOUT 1 ARE OUR JUTERNATJ QNAL 

WILDLIFE RESOURCES. 

IN THIS SENSE 1 MY PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANT 

POINT IS THAT THE 'lt~ITED STATES RESOURCE 

ASSESSMENT' REPORT HAS FAILED TO EXAMINE THE 

TRANSBOUNDARY EFFECTS OF ALASKAN OIL AND GAS 

ACTIVITIES. ~~ THIS LAST ACCOI..trr 1 AS WELL, 

THE REPORT ITSELF IS UNACCEPTABLE TO US. 

-10-

LET ME CLOSE BY SAYING, THAT PRIOR TO 

ARRIVING HERE AS !IN INTERVENOR BEFORE THIS 

PANEL, HAVE SCRUTINIZED MY ARGUf-IENTS AND 

MOTIVES CAREFULLY. 

IF YOU WILL, ALASKA AND THE YUK~~ ARE 

NEIGHBOURS SHARING THE SAME BACKYARD. 

THEREFORE APPEAL TO YOU 1 AND ~~ BEHALF OF 

YOUR YUKON INDIAN NEIGHBOURS, TO GIVE OUR 

CONCERNS THE ATTENT I~~ THEY DESERVE. 

APPEAL TO YOU TO ACKNOWLEDGE US AS YOUR 

CANADIAN PARTNERS IN THE NANAGEHENT AND 

PRESERVATION OF OUR -WILDLIFE RESOURCES ~~ 

WHICH 1 WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT 1 WE DEPEND 

~~ BOTH SIDES OF THE BORDER. 

FULLY BELIEVE THIS TO BE AN ATTAINABLE 

OBJECTIVE. 

THANK YOU. 



Mr. William Horn, Assistant 
Department of the Interior 
18th and C Sts., NW 
Washington. D.C. 20240 

January 23, 1987 

Secretary 

Re: Draft Arctic B~t12DA1 Hilglife ~efyg~ AlAs~ Coast~l ~lAin 
Reso1.1rce Ass~ssment and LegislatiYtl .E!Wi ronl!lent.Al Impact Statement 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

A careful review of the Resource Assessment confirms Defenders 
of Wildlife's position that the wisest ~nd best use of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge coastal plain is to protect the 
outstanding wildlife and wilderness va~ues of this area. In the 
long run it is not in the conservation, economic or national 
security interests of the United States to develop this area1 in 
fact just the opposit is true. We strongly recommend that this 
area be placed in the National Wilderness Preservation System. 

These comments are submitted on behalf of Defenders of 
Wildlife and the Fund for Animals. Defenders is a national, non
profit organization dedicated to protecting, conserving, and 
enhancinq this country's rich abundance and diversity of wildlife 
and wildlife habitat. On behalf of ;its over 80,000 members 
Defenders is pleased to submit these comments on the ~ a~ 
National HilQl~ Ref~ Alaska. Coastal iiA1n Resource 
Assess~nt ~ LggLsl9tive Envixon~nt.Al ImE2£t Statement !draft 
assessment). 

We commend the dedicated professionals of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service IFWS), Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and u.s. 
Geological Survey (USGS) for their efforts in preparing this 
draft assessment. 

Furthermore. as evidenced by our participation in the suit 
brought by conservation organizations to ensure the opportunity 
for meaningful pubic comment on this draft, we appreciate the 
opportunity for public participation in the planning process and 
believe that it is critical to the development of a final document. 

Unfortunately, Freedom of Information Act requests had to be 
filed to find out what the Department of the Interior was doing 
with regard to the future of the Arctic Refuge, and several 
lawsuits (some of which are still ongoing) were necessary to 
ensure that the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act 
(ANILCA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAl were 
followed. 

To date, environmental organizations have won all the suits 
filed against the Department of the Interior (DOll regarding the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. The major results of this 
litigation includes: (1) FWS's primary jurisdiction over the 
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study (rather than USGS) was reaffirmed, (2) some information 
which would otherwise not be available was made public, and, (3) 
this draft assessment was released for public comment. hearings. 
and review. 

Following the court ordered release of the draft resource 
Assessment for public comment with a very short comment period of 
60 days over the Thanksgiving and Christmas/Channuka holiday 
season. Defenders and several other goups requested that the 
public comment deadline be extended. The comment deadline was 
subsequently extended to early February 1987. 

Recently. the Department of the Interior. in yet a further 
attempt to block meaningful public input on the draft assessment, 
requested the Appeals Court to review its December 24 decision in 
favor of public participation and DOl's responsibility to respond 
to comments. The actions by the Department of the Interior are 
inconstructive, strike at the roots of our democratic system. and 
give everyone including conservationists a reason to be skeptical 
of the Reagan administration's posi!;.ion regar.ding the need to 
lease and develop the coastal plain of the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge. 

This skepticism is only increased by the Administration's 
pocket veto of the National Appliance Energy Act of 1986 !passed 
overwhelmingly by both houses of Congress), and its opposition to 
establishing fuel efficiency standards for automobiles and 
continuing the 55 mile per hour speed limit. Futhermore. 
Department of the Interior officials are conducting secret 
negoiations to trade away the subsurface of the refuge coastal 
plain to private interests and DOl's subsurface geologic 
information is available to everyone except the public. All in 
all, the Department of the Interior's actions do not describe an 
open administration. putting their cards on the table for public 
review. Rather, secrecy appears to be the byword of the 
administration. 

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. the second largest refuge 
in the National Wildlife Refuge System, is the most outstanding 
wildlife sanctuary in the world. It is truly the crown jewel of 
the National Wildlife Refuge System. In conjunction with the 
adjacent Norther Yukon National Park, this international 
wilderness and wildlife area is truly outstanding: a priceless 
international treasure to present and future generations. These 
attributes of the refuge are clearly put forward in the Resources 
Assessment which states: 

The Arctic Refuge is the only conservation system 
unit that protects, in an undisturbed condition, a 
complete spectrum of the various arctic ecosystems in 
North America (p. 45). 
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Criticisms of Secretary's Recommendations 

Although some important aspects and issues of the draft 
assessment need clarification and others are completely 
unsubstantiated, many of its shortcomings center on what was left 
unsaid. 

One of the most serious problems of the draft report that 
needs to be corrected is that the secretary's Recommendation 
(Chapter VIII) to lease the entire coastal plain of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge for oil and gas development is 
unsubstantiated and makes a mockery of the work that went into 
the body of the draft assessment. Specifically. the statement in 
the Secretary's Recommendation that •development of its potential 
oil and gas resources could make a significant contribution to 
the economy and security of the Nation. and could be done in an 
environmentally responsible manner based on lessons learned at 
Prudhoe Bay, on the 1002 area ••• and elsewhere• rings hollow when 
one reads the entire report. In fact, the report contradicts 
this statement. 

First. the recommendation to lease the area for development 
relies heavily on the argument that it will significantly improve 
our nation's national security. However, the report fails to 
analyse this statement and lacks any facts to back up the 
statement. Chapter VII states that if any oil is found in the 
1002 area, at its high point of production (the year 2005), it 
will satisfy only four percent of u.s. oil demand. That leaves 
roughly 96 percent of oil consumed by the u.s. coming from 
elsewhere. Thus the draft report fails to demonstrate that 
development of the Arctic Refuge coastal plain will either make 
the u.s. energy self-sufficient. or be able to •significantly 
reduce the economy's vulnerability to world oil market changes• 
as stated on page 164. These false statements must be corrected 
to reflect the report itself. 

Furthermore. the draft report fails to look at any 
co11prehensive planned approach to u.s. energy needs. Such an 
approach would rely on conservation and alternatives to oil and 
gas that will make the United States less vulnerable to world oil 
market changes. Even the National Energy Policy Plan developed 
by the Department of Energy in 1985 states that energy conserva
tion •has proven to be the most expeditious way to reduce the 
need for new or imported energy resources, and in fact it now 
contributes more to balancing our national energy ledger than 
does any single fuel source.• Defenders believes that measures 
to increase energy conservation, such as the recently vetoed bill 
that would have reduced energy consu11ption by major appliances 
need to be implemented and examined in this report as an alterna
tive to achieving energy security before one begins to cry wolf 
about the national need to develop the Artie Refuge. 

The draft suggests that the only way to fill the u.s. need 
for energy resources is to develop the coastal plain of the 
Arctic Refuge. The refuge is put forward as a virtual panacea for 
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the problem of American dependence on oil imports and need for 
energy resources. However. this conclusion is an illusion. and 
misleads the American public rather than dealing with the long 
term problem. Significantly. the draft fails to look at alterna
tives for meeting u.s. energy needs in the future. The final 
report should correct these problems. 

The second part of the Secretary's recommendation. that 
development. •could be done in an environmentally responsible 
manner based on lessons learned at Prudhoe Bay. on the 1002 
area ••• and elsewhere• is contradicted by the draft assessment's 
discussion of environmental consequences that leasing the entire 
1002 area and will have on the wildlife that inhabit this 
pristine wilderness. 

Specifically. page 106 cautions against comparing the 
experiences of the Central Arctic caribou herd and Prudhoe Bay 
development with the Porcupine caribou herd and possible 1002 
development. The density. dynamics, movement. and traditions of 
the herds are different as is clearly pointed ut in the document. 
Page 112 states that the •changes in habitat availability and 
value from development. combined with increased harvest, could 
result in a major population decline ••• • of the Porcupine caribou 
herd. 

The report points out the adverse affects that leasing the 
entire area will have on other wildlife: 

1. Muskoxen - nearly 75\ of high use calving habitat could be 
lost and could result in a major decline of the herd (p. 113). 
And, major negative effects on muskoxen population could occur 
(25-50\ of population may decline or change distribution <p.ll4l. 

2. Polar Bears - because of the small number of bears the 
population can sustain little mortality. Moderate impacts can be 
expected. The study notes that development is not likely to 
effect the overall survival of the species so long as similar 
intensive development does not occur along the entire north coast 
of Alaska and Canada. However, the study fails to analyse 
cumulative impacts of development in arctic Alaska and Canada. 

3. Snow geese - major reduction or change in distribution from 
loss of habitat and loss of feeding areas. Number of geese 
staging in 1002 area is expected to reduce by 50\. 

These impacts on the wildlife. described in the draft 
assessment, are significant. The report also fails to 
demonstrate how development could take place in an 
•environmentally responsible manner• with regard to water and 
gravel resouces and air and water pollution. In fact. again. 
just the opposite is true: the report demonstrates that one would 
not be acting in an environmentally responsible manner if they 
agreed to this type of development on the refuges's coastal 
plain. 
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other Criticisms of the Draft Assessment 

Besides this considerable lack of support in the assessment · 
for the Secretary's recommendation for full-scale leasing and 
development of these refuge lands. there are several other 
serious shortcomings in the resource assessment for the coastal 
plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge: 

1. Failure to look at alternative energy policies and other 
ways to achieve national energy security. The National 
Environmental Policy Act demands that alternative ways to meet 
objectives (meeting the national need for energy appears to be 
the goal of this environmental impact statement) should be 
examined. A thorough analysis of alternative energy programs and 
policies that would make development of these lands unnecessary 
is needed. 

2. Failure to justify leasing the area. in light of there only 
being a 19l chance of discovering oil and gas. 

3. Failure to develop a comprehensive and rigorous economic 
analysis, including how leasing and development during a time of 
depressed market value for leases and oil due to an oversupply of 
oil, will benefit the national economy. · 

4. Failure to develop a realistic assessment of the marginal 
probability of economically recoverable oil and gas being found 
on the coastal plain of the refuge. This failure results in an 
overestimate of the Net National Economic Benefit. The (NNEB is 
based on several assumption including the minimum field size 
likely to be economically produced, and the future oil price.) In 
the most 1 ike.ly scenai ro. the draft assumes that by the year 2000 
the price of oil will be $33.00 per barrel (p. 72) in 1984 
dollars. To reach this value the price would have to grow at an 
average rate of 4l per year <starting from an oil price of about 
$18 per barrel). 

The Mineral Management Service of the Department of the 
Interior uses three oil price growth rates in calculating·the 
margional probability of economically reeoverable oil being found 
in OCS areas: O, 1, and 2 percent per year (MMS - Proposed 
Program 5-Year outer continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing 
Program for January 1987- December 1991, Detailed Decision 
Document. Feb. 1986. Appendix F). The 4 percent growth rate used 
by DOI in this draft assessment is twice the highest growth rate 
assumed by the MMS. (Using the optimistic assumption of an oil 
price ~f $40.00 per barrel means that the yearly growth rate is 
approximately 4.9 percent.) Why bas the Department of the 
Interior used growth rates in this draft assessment which are 
higher than that used by the MMS? Defenders recognizes the 
uncertainty of estimating future prices of oil, but believes that 
this assessment should follow the standard proceedure used by the 
MMS. 
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Furthermore. instead of just giving the 19t and 26l figures 
the draft assessment should show that these percents are simply 
two possible financial and economic scenarios. The assessment 
should provide a spectrum of percentages in order to give a full 
analysis of the situation. For example, the draft assessment 
should include a probability distribution for prices and costs as 
well as field sizes. 

The effect of the high oil price assumptions by DOl is to 
project a much higher profitability rate for the oil-producing 
projects than would be the case for an oil price estimate in 
keeping with MMS projected growth rates. 

s. According to the draft assessment (p. 165) the value of the 
Net Nationa.l Economic Benefit from the average field size of 3.2 
billion barrels is likely to be $14.6 billion. The 95th 
percentile shows that the NNEB (with optimistic economic 
assumptions from a field size of 9.2 billion barrels will be $9.4 
billion. To get the total expected value of the NNEB from these 
field sizes. the DOI should have multiplied by the marginal 
probability (19 percent), to yield values of $2.8 and $1.8 bil
lion respectively for the NNEB. These are the values that should 
be used to estimate the monetary benefits that are derived from 
oil and gas production in the 1002 area. Furthermore. keeping in 
mind the point made in 13, if the NNEB is calculated using an oil 
price estimate that is too high. the benefits of producing oil 
will be over-estimated, and the resulting balancing of the costs 
and benefits of the project will be misleading. 

6. Failure to explain why the United States should develop and 
expend its oil resources during an oil glut (when prices are low 
and oil readily available). Furthermore, the assessment should 
explain why. with the current .low oil price the u.s. wouldn't 
better serve its national security interests by purchasing more 
oil for the nation's Strategic Petroleum Reserve. and saving u.s. 
oil. 

7. Failure to release for public review geologic data critical 
to determining the possible resources of the 1002 area. The 
federal government. state of Alaska. and oil industry have the 
information, only the American public does not have the same 
advantage. 

8. Failure to address the effects of. and ensure the control 
of air and water pollution and other toxic chemicals (drilling 
muds. and oil spills), such as those found at Prudhoe Bay. on the 
wildlife population of the refuge if it was developed. 

9. Failure to demonstrate how water and gravel supplies will 
be obtained without damaging the environment. In light of the 
following statement found on page 75 the water and gravel issues 
need to be· much more fully analysed: • ••• specific locations and 
sources of water and gravel for exploration and development 
activities have not been identified; it is understood that these 
resources. especially water. are not readily available on the 
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1002 area.• 

10. Failure td analyse the cumulative impacts of development 
from oil and gas leases, including1 Beaufort Sea ocs (Sale 97) -
21.2 million acresr adjacent state lands - over one million 
acres1 and, lands in canada. These cumulative impacts must be 
addressed in the environmental impact statement. 

11. Failure to deal comprehensively with the Native villages 
that will be affected ~ development. Although. Kaktovik is 
discussed in some detail, Arctic Village and Venetie in Alaska, 
and Old crow and other villages in canada are hardly mentioned. 
except to say that effects on them will be secondary and 
therefore are not discussed in the assessment. Furthermore. the 
list of contributers to the report lacks either an anthropologist 
or a sociologist. 

12. Failure to explain why it will take 10-15 years to bring 
the 1002 area on line when Prudhoe only took nine years. 

13. Failure to discuss the proposed land trades. the effects 
this will have on the arear why the Department of the Interior 
believes that this would be the best route to go if the area were 
opened, and what other options DOI has looked at or is 
considering. 

14. Failure to discuss the Northern Yukon National Park, and 
the international treaties applicable to the wildlife from this 
area. 

15. Failure to consult with the canadian government before 
releasing the draft document, even though section 1005 of ANILCA 
expressly requires consultation. 

16. Failure to discuss the Porcupine caribou herd agreement 
with Canada currently being considered and the need to 
cooperatively manage this international wildlife. 

11. Failure to analyse when Prudhoe Bay reserves will demi
nish. given that West Sac and Milne Point other known reserves 
are not being developed at this time. 

18. Failure to mention that in Alaska. less than 6 percent of 
U.S. oil reserves are estimated to be under designated or 
potential wilderness areas. including the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge. Congress made sure that those lands with the 
greatest potential for oil were excluded from wilderness 
designation or potential designation. 

ConJ;;lusion: 

Oil development in this crown jewel of the National Wildlife 
Refuge ~stem will result in the loss of its wilderness character 
and in the decline of its wildlife. Defenders of Wildlife 
believes that the crux of this issue is not to see how much 
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wildlife could be saved if it moved elsewhere or adapted to the 
development. Rather the wildlife must be saved in its wilderness 
setting. This refuge is not the place to see if we can manage 
the wildlife and keep up its numbers while development occurs. 
the rest of the north slope has already been devoted to that 
course. The refuge was established to protect wildlife in 
wildlands and that continues to be its greatest value to this and 
future generations. 

We agree with the Interior Department's statement that1 

•oil and gas development will result in widespread, long-term 
changes in wildlife habitats. wilderness environment. and 
Native community activities. Changes could include displace
ment and reduction in the Porcupine caribou herd. • Cp. 6) 

However, this statement only points out more clearly that 
development of this area should not occur. we should not •change• 
the wildlife habitat or the wilderness environment of this area. 
Furthermore, Defenders believes that there is no need for further 
exploration of the area. because this area should not be 
developed, and if practices to conserve energy and find 
alterntives are implemented -- it may never have to be developed. 
Defenders of Wildlife therefore strongly urges the Department of 
the Interior to recommend that the entire 1.5 million acre area 
of the Arctic National Wildife Refuge be designated as part of 
the National Wilderness Preservation ~stem. 

We greatly appreciate your consideratio of these comments. 

AS1dlt 

Sincerely. 

6)~ ~!bred 
Alaska specialist 
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Commments of Amy Skilbred, Alaska Specialist for Defenders or Wildlife 
before the U.S. Department of tbe Interior, Regaro;ting til.:. Draft Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Re: ource Assessment, January 
9, 1987. 

Good day. I am Amy Skilbred, Alaska Spooalist for Defenders of 
Wildlife. Given the time constraints on oral statements for tllis hearing, I 
Will biit!fiy summarize Defenders m~in <.-onccrnstwith the Draft Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge. Alaska. Coastal Plain Resourt:e Assessment. 
Defenders will be submitting more detailed written comments by the 
january 23 deadline. 

Before getting into our concerns I commend the staff of the Fish and 
Wildlife S(>rvice, Bureau of Land Management, US Geological Service. and 
Mineral Management Service for the considerable time and effort they have 
put in devetopingthis draft assessment. 

t j.j 
One of tbe IIJlljer blatant probl~ms with the rt-port is that it does not 

substantiat.e t.he Secretary's Recommendation (Chapter VIII) to lease thfr · 
entire coastal plain of the Arctic National Wlldli(e Refuge for Oil and gas 
development. 

Specifically, the statement in the Secretary's Recommendation that 
"Dev~topment of its (the 1002 area ·sJ potentall on and gas resources could 
mate a signHtcant contribution to the economy and security of this 
Nation, and could be done in an environementaUy responsible manner 
based vn lessons learned at Prudhoe Bay, on the 1002 area ... and else\rr'bere· .. 
rings hollow to someone who bas read the entire report. 

The recommendation to tease the area relies hoavily onthe argument 
that it will Significantly improve our nation·s national security. let"s look at 
exactly how Significant the report says th4 ·contribution to Ule e<;onomy and 
security of this Nation· will be if development proceeds. Chapter VII shows 
that if any oil is found in the 1002 area, at its high point of production 
(2005). it will only saUsfy 4.1 percent of U.S. oil\ demand. That leaves 
roughly 96 percent of oil consumed by the US coming from elsewhere. To 
say that this would be a stgmticant com.J ibutiC>IJ tv u •. :- ~:or:-:·m;. <>r that it 
W(•'.lld contrtDUk ~•l::.tilll• . .,,.,ul v..I::Jt;:,;.:.! ~: :·:~•t;·v t.i-~hl"' cuNP<~Hw•. ~~ 
best 

f~:·;..~:!h1;".C!i;· £'j-:;~1·;,-·! l·:.rr.::·~ ;::.~ (•;l T·r·-,,1tv~~~ J"iJ.:-.;· JE-JlJ.:.:. t1 :;-
1.::.r·!'f: .. ir•!'l··"" (\ft ~· t.~,.. .. ~1 n!f.-:,r-:-t~'!! !U1J<~rtb t·llt ·:1*-:-v~j·~·t-·aJ-: :JI. ·:·i !.lJ·: .... : 

plain of ?l_e Arctic National Wildlife Refug€' will not mate tlle U.S. energy 
self-suffJCtent. nor will it be able to "Significantly reduce tl1e economy"~ 
vulneraNiity to world oil marketcbanges· as stated on page- 164. 

To ten the American public that this is the case is misleading Only a 
comprehensive and plalmM approach to U.S. eno:>rgy no:>OOs emphaSizing 
conservation and alternatives to oil and. gas will make tlle United States less 
vulnerable to world oil market changes. 

1t. is t.1tarestJng to not.e t.he-r~ferences-that are made tothe NaUonal 
Energy Policy Plan developed by tlle Department of Energy in 1965. This 
Plan states tllat energy conservation "has proven to be the most el.-peditious 
way to reduce the need for new or imported energy resources; and in fact it 
now contributes more to balancing our national energy ledger Ulan does any 
single fuel source." 

Conservation of oil resources should be the cornerstone to a~y national 
energy policy. However. the concluSion of the report does not mention the 
rote conservation would play rather it stresses the overriding national need 
and national security interests in developing the 1002 area and puts forward 
the coastal plain of. the reJ"qge as a virtual panacea to tt1e problem of 
American dependence on·lmports. Development of the Arctic Refuge will not 
solve national security questions wbich arise beCause of the u.s. dependence 
on imports. 

Defenders believes that measures to increase energy conservation 
sucb as the recently vetoed bill that would have reduced energy ' 
consumption by major appliances (saving approximately 1 billion baw~ls of 
oil by the year 2000) need to be implemented before one begins to cry wolf 
about the national need to develop the Arctic Refuge. 

The second part or the Secretary's recommendation states that 
development "COuld be done in an environmentally responSible manner 
based on lessons learned at Prudhoe Baty, on the I 002 area ... and elsewhere· 
and goes on to say Ulat "although, circumstances within the 1002 area may 
be somewt.at different, the evidence derived from the Prudhoe Bay 
experience leads one to be quite optimistic about the ability to explore for 
and develop the hydrocarbon potential of tht> I 002 art>a withOut significnat 
d"'l.;-t..t.uou~. i-U~ .. t£ vu u.,.. unit·~:. wil.;lllloi< lot~tvuH.;,<.. The~:.-. ~:.tat..t.J.•"'~"~t£ asau. 
!:.:! t~_:-:~ ... .::: .::-=y..:::a: ·~·:1,: t-;~,:. t·c:, . .:: tt· .. r~;. ·:·:·t t!.:~ ~ ... f' . .:.:-:DJ.!r;: C~:·!t -.-_ 
will not be greatly affected by development.in. In tact, ttu~ statement is 
C(•fitl"o·:li-:t.o?d t•y tli"' dis·:u~.~;j·)fl (>f HJYil(•flll:-:-r.tr.:! (-:-11: . .:-:pJ-:-Il·:-:-f ':-! 1.:-a:ir:r U1'i 
ent··~- J(l((' <:rF· Cr~~·.: 1 1:·! v-."lwt. ~t-'·!•·: tt:·t "TI:• :~ (!·,··n-.:·: tn t;ol··•.:·• 



availability and value from development, combined .,..;th Increase-d harvest. 
could result in a major population decline .. : of the PCH. 

The same chapter also goes to lenghts to make it clear to the reader 
that the dynamics, and density differences be-t~n the PCA and the CAH 
(page 106) caution against one drawing any conclusions about the effects 
leasing the entire 1002 area will have on PCH, from CAH's experiences at 
Prudhoe Bas, as appears to be done in the Secretary's Recommendation. 

The draft Ghapt£:r of the Secretary's Recommendation appears almost 
to have been developed separately from the assessment itself. 

Besides the lack of support for the conclusion in the assessment ItSelf, 
there are several other omissions and inadequacies in the report. Including: 

I. Cumulative impacts of development are not addressed. Sev~ral 
places in the assessment mention possible off shore development in the 
Beaufort Sea and the probabiUty of additional State and private development 
if the refuge is opened to leasing. According to the National Environmental 
Policy Act these cumulative impacts mus be addressed in an environmental 
impact statement. 

2 The draft falls to Include the "risked" estimates throughout the 
chapter assessing the on and gas potential or the 1002 area. Tb~ assessment 
cites a document by the Mineral Management Service called Estimates of 
Undiscovered, Economically Recoverable Oil and Gas Resources for the Outer 
Continental Shelf as of july 1964. This MMS document consistently gives Ute 
·marginal probability of hydrocarbons· along with the "Risked mean· when 
comparing areas that have yet to be developed. Tbe draft assessment fails 
to do this in Figure 111-2, and Table 111-1 thus skewing the information. 

One of the most sailant points about any possible development In the 
1002 area Is that there is Jess than a one In five chance or finding anything. 
Tbls point is underplayed throughout the document and not even mentioned 
in the executive summary C1f tJ1e Secretary's Recommendation. Only it this 
condition is met will any oil be recovered from the- refuge's coastal plain. 
Tite- odd~ ar<- Nl~ in five-. a crap shoot that indmtry m~y w<>ll t"? v..illin~ t(• 
take, but not necessarily a gamble with a unique national treasure that 
should t..€o allc•\1/t-d 

f}' ta-:t..:•ring tr: tlli~. 19 po:-r(e-nt m<HTlli~l f•H·l.•::l·:llt;· tiJ•' "n<J:.: :l 
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sharply reduced !rom J2 billion barrels to 0.6 billion barrels (barely two 
monttts worth ot oil at. presP.nt. rat~s ot US consumption). 

3. THE JfOST LIKELY. AHD OfTUfiSTIC ECOHOHIC SCEHAIUOS FOB DEVELOPHENT AP.E 
BASED OH CRUDE OIL HABKET PIUCE or $33 AHD $40 PER JAWL IH THE JEAB 200:1. GIVEN 
TODAY'S PIUCE or $16 PER BAWL AND USIW THE MINERAL MANAGEHEHT SERVICE'S GREATEST 
ESTIHATE OF OBOWTH (INCREASE IH BARREL PRICE). 2~. $33.00 fEB JABBEL WILL HOT BE 
REAQ!ED Uk"TIL THE YEAR 202). IN r ACT 001 HAS USED AN UTIHATE OF :>.1'1. AHD :>.9$ 
GROWTJI PER YEAR. RESPECTIVELY. CONTBABJ Til MMS'S CUSTOHAJtY PBA<;tJC£ OF USIW 0. I 
AND 2'1. GROWTH. 

4. Tbe draft assessment fails to deal comprehensively With the 
Native villages that will be affected by development. Although, Kaktovik is 
discussed in some detail, Arctic Village and, Venetie in Alaska, and Old Crow 
in canada are hardly mentioned, except to say that effects on them Will be
secondary and therefC1fe not discussed In this assessment. We believe that 
this critical factor in assessing the impacts of developing the coastal plain of 
the refuge needs to be discussed. Furthermore, the list of contribut.ers to the 
report does not include either an anthropolgist or a sociologist, leaving one to 
question the Importance placed on the effect development may have on 
subslst.ence. 

. 5. Besides the effects on the caribou, already mentioned and the 
thorough job done In the report, muskoxen and snow geese and polar bears 
In the 1002 area stand to be aversely affected by development. 

Based on a thorough review of the report and other Information 

Defenders or Wildlife believes that the 1002 area of the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge should be recommended for inclusion in the National 

Wilderness Preservation System, as Its highest and best value Is for the 

Wildlife found in this pristine and unique arctic ecosystem. 



U. s. Fish and Wildlife SerVice 
Division of Refuge Managenent 
2343 Main Interior adlding 
18 and C Streets t1i 
washington, D~C. 20240 

Dear Sirs and Madams: 

January 19, 1987 

Sandy O'Brien 
Conservation Chairperson 
Dunes Call.lllet-
Aildubon Society 
5603 Mississippi st. 
Hobart, IN 46342 

This letter pertains to the draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, 
Coastal Plain Resource Assessrrent. The Dunes Calurret Audubon Society has a 
JUJi:ler of concerns about the oil and gas leasing ~-this draft report. 

"The 1002 area is the most biologically productive part of the Arctic Refuge 
for wildlife and is the center of wildlife activity on the refuge" and 
virtually the entire 1002 area would qualify as wilderness under the Wilderness 
Act the draft report states on page 46. Although. the rrean conditional estiDBte 
of economically recoverable oil is an inpressive 3. 2 billion barrels, there is 
an 80 percent chance that no economically recoverable oil will be found. Even 
under the 3.2 billion barrel full leasing estiDBte, only 4.17 percent of 
national oil deman:l is projected to be filled by the 1002 area during its peak 
of production in the year 2005. The 1002 area is projected to provide only 
0.91 percent of national deman:l in. the year 2000., ~ile it could be helpful, 
the 1002 area can hardly free the u.s. fran the economic and national security 
hazards of foreign oil dependence. ~ the mitlgation recamendations in the 
draft report seem very thoughtful, we feel the 1002 area is too valuable to 
risk in gas and oil developnent. The Arctic Refuge has just one coastal plain. 
other areas such as the Alaskan state lands west .of the Canning River could be 
found to be productive and able to take over when the Prudhoe Bay fields 
decline. 

Page 2 

The draft report does not rrention nuch of the effects of natural gas 
developnent other than the effects would not be IJllch greater than oil alone 
since gas was not expected to be economically recoverable in the next 30 
years. Congress should have more infomation than that if it is to decide if 
gas leasing should occur with the oil leasiD,J process. 

The effect of the inevitable accidental spills of crude oil and refined 
petrolei.IR products is minimized in the report. The 1978 spill of 658,000 
gallons and the 1979 spill of over 200,000 gallons nust have at least killed a 
great deal of vegetation. The consequences to the abundant coastal marine 
fish, birds, and wildlife of a spill there would be DBjor. The 50,000 barrel 
maxinun spill design of the valve locations on TAPS still allows for a large 
spill. Detecting and trying to clean up a spill would be very difficult duriD,J 
the frequent fog, blowi.o;J snow, and whiteouts of the 1002 cliDBte. 

The Native Inupiat Fsldmos in Kaktovik would suffer the loss of their 
traditional subsistance way of life with the oil developnent of the 1002 area. 
Although they have recently entered partly into cash econany, they can still 
pn-sue their traditional culture and subsistance without oil developnent. The 
monetary benefits to those individuals who get jobs during the develo(l'IIE!Ilt 
could easily be outweighed by the loss of the traditional life of the group, 
includiD,J the aesthetics of the wilderness they lKM use. The Inupiat of Canada 
who. depend on the Porcupine Caribou herd would be affected too. 

Major to moderately severe effects fran oil developnent on caribou, nuskoxen, 
wolves, wolverines, brown bears, polar bears, snow geese, golden eagles, and m 
vegetation, wetlands, and terrain types as described in the report are too 
great of a price to pay for the benefits of oil fran the 1002 area of the 
Arctic Refuge. The scientific value of having undisturbed arctic ecosystem to 
study would be lost as well. 

The draft report, although it acknowledged the inportance of vegetation and 
briefly described 17 cover types and 6 terrain types, did not rrention anything 
about the botanical diversity of the 1002 area. Cklly about six vascular plants 
were rrentioned specifically, and five of these were by OOillllOn name. It is 
difficult to convey the biological worth of the 1002 area without adequate 
description of the flora in the report. 

'!bank you for noting our caments on the draft report and opposition to oil and 
gas leaslD,J. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Sandy O'Brien 
Conservation Chairperson 
Dunes Calurret Audubon Society 
5603 Mississippi St. 
Hobart, IN 46342 
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February 3, 19H7 

Attn: Division of Refuge Management 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed are the coaaents of the Environmental Defense 
Fund on the Draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, 
Coastal Plain Resource Asseaa.ent. 

HO/la 

Enclosure 

Michael Oppenhei•er 
Senior Scientist 

COMMENTS OF THE ENVIROHMENTAL DEFENSE FUND 

on 

DRAFT ARCTIC NATIONAL lliLDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, 
COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT, 

Novellber 1986 

These caa.enta of the Environmental Defense FUnd on the proposed Draft 

ANWR Coastal Plain Resource Aaseas .. nt are lt.ited to discussion of potential 

iMpacts of develop-.nt on air quality, acid deposition, and the consequences 

thereof. We shall argue that air quality-related iapacts are potentially 

significant. The Aaaesa .. nt is characterized by a near total absence of 

discussion of such impacts, and reports no air quality aodeling. It is thus 

seriously deficient. 

1. IhJ. Dmft Asllapent J.a ylrtvally ~ .2{ dlscusdon 2f ootential 

.iJIIw;.U .2{ deyelopMnt .liD AU: .!IUAlJ.tx. 

The Asaess .. nt is seriously deficient in this regard. In particular, 

there is no discussion of the possible consequences for biota of low levels of 

air pollution below the NAAQS. Nor is there any discussion of the size or 

consequences of the deposition of these pollutants into the terrestrial 

environaent. Nor is there any discussion of potential i•pacts of such 

deposition on aquatic ecosyste•s. Nor is there discussion of •itigating 

alternatives involving aonitoring or technological control of eMissions. 
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2. Potential .lllb.1§nt. illili .l!f Bl!l1ll. ~ JW!. significant in .tt[JU. .l!f 

~ 20 terrestrial ecogyst&l§. 

Ozone is a well known phytotoxin. Althou~ studies of ozone effects on 

plant apecies coaaon to ANWR area are lacking, it may be assuaed that the 

effects of ozone noted for a wide range of other species, both annual and 

perrenial, will occur. These affects include reduction in photosynthesis 

and visible leaf damage. It is suspected that, ozone contributes to long tara 

growth reductions observed broadly for forests' in the eastern u.s.lL 

3. Pro1 ectad coocentratlons .l!f Bl!l1ll. JW!. t11nificant in .th1a J:21ltUJ;.. 

NO•, hydrocarbon and carbon aonoxlde ealsslons froa development 

actlvltlas aay be expected to increase ozona concentrations. Annual aeon 

ozone MaluraMnts during 1979-80 at Prudhoe Bay lndlcate an lncrea1e of 3-4 

ug/a
3 

due to actlvlty at the 1lte vlth total annual aeans exceeding 50 

ug/a3 (about 25 ppb). ANWR developaent aay be, 1aallar than that at Prudhoe 

Bay; an air ealssioDI ratio of l/3 ls eatlaated for the two sites. A rough 

estiasta suggests that lncraaantel 03 concentrations DRat ~ AHHB A1tR 

aay be larger then 1 ug/a3 above background values. The effects of such 

increases are not considered ln the Aasassaent. Nor ls any alr quality 

aodellng presented for the apeclflc·slta involved. Furtberaora, the aeasured 

values characterize a period of low activity at Prudhoe Bay. Air quality 

aodallng baaed on 1986·87 activity levels at Prudhoe Bay lndlcate factor·of-10 

increases for NO• coapared to 1979 aeasurad values. Although models are 

conservative, and NOx increases cannot be translated easily lnto 

concoaaltant 03 changes, auch.higber NO• concentrations aay aeon auch 

higher 03, both at the alta and downwind. 

" 2 • 

Even incremental increases of 1 ug/m3 must be considered as significant 

since no damage threshold for plants due to ozone bas been developed. In 

addition, the observed background values at Prudhoe Bay, as elsewbete, are 

large, so that biological consequences may occur for small pollutant 

concentration increases. For instance, observed damage to some planta in aucb 

less extreae environaents bas been observed for total ozone levels as low as 

40 ppb in regions where background levels asy be considerably higher than 

those in the Arctic.ZL Thus, relati~ely saall anthropogenic ozone 

increaants say cause biological change. 

4. Ibl. AasesiMnt contain• 112 ili Sllllll.Ux 119delin1 .l!f ,tU downwind 

increa1es in Bl!llll.· 

Ozone is a secondary pollutant which foras in pollutant pluaes as 

transport occurs away froa the source. Haxiaua increaental ozone 

concentrations aay occur tens or hundreds of ailes downwind. In thls case, 

such concentrations could occur on the north slope of the Brooks Range. 

5 • Potential ~ .l!f ~ concentratlgns and ~ A£ld 4epositlon 

.IW!. slsnlflcent in niH' .l!f .1.1u!A£Q .l!f terreatrlal and U!1AU£ .IYA.tl!U· 

Large increases ln local acld deposition aay occur due to N0
2 

saisaions 

at the site. N02 is a known phytotoxin as wall as a source of precipitation 

and surface water acidification. Based on the Prudhoe Bay aeasureaents, N0
2 

increaents on alta of 0.5·1.0 ug/a3 ln annual aean concentration aay be 
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expected. Using a dry deposition velocity of 1 cms" 1 this increase can be 

converted to an incremental deposition value of up to 3 kg N02/ha-yr. N02 

will be largely converted to nitric acid before deposition to soils and in 

surface water. ~et deposition of N03 from these emissions will also 

contribute to acid deposition. Based on the Prudhoe Bay measurements, total 

acid deposition at ANWR may be equivalent to as much as 5.0 kg/ha-yr sulfuric 

acid deposition. These values are somewhat below thresholds for episodic 

total acidification of lakes in sensitive drainage basins (~9 kgfha-yr). 

However, if model values of NO• concentrations from 1986-87 operations at 

Prudhoe Bay are scaled to the ANWR site, dry deposition alone far exceeds 

threshold values for acidification of surface waters on an annual or episodic 

basis. In the Arctic, transient pools of meltwater may be important 

environments for some animals, and sources of food for others. Since food 

~ chain disruptions occur when pH drops to only about 6.0, even partial 

...a. tn acidification from these emissions may have substantial environmental impacts. 

N02 is a relatively important source of acidification in such environments 

because snowmelt occurs in periods of low biotic activity when soils are 

frozen. Thus, the N02 emissions expecte~ at the ANWR site must be 

considered significant. Again, no modeling is available for downwind 

concentrations. Based on the Prudhoe Bay model values, some acidification 

also may occur for waters at higher altitudes on the North Slope. Since no 

modeling is presented, no quantitative conclusion is possible.~ 

~ith respect to terrestrial ecosystems, negative impacts have been noted 

for N02 in specific, and acid pollutants in general, for a variety of 

- 4 -

terrestrial species including lichens. For low concentrations and Arctic 

species, considerable uncertainty exists on potential impacts.!£ Again, 

local plume impaction as well as downwind effects may be important. No air 

quality modeling or discussion of downwind impacts is presented. 

6. In summary .th!. Assessment contains Alm2ll Il2 discussion .2.f .!!!11! Il2 

guantitatiye assessment .!!.f Wll deposition .Ail!i ili ~ ~ .1.mn!!£ll. 

These impacts are potentially very significant. 

- 5 -
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Hy naae is Cynthia E. Wilson. I aa the Executive Director of 
Friends of the Earth. By way of backsround, I was an Assistant 
to Interior Secretary Cecil D. Andrus during the Carter 
adainiatration and coordinated all of the Departaent's work on 
the Alaska lands issue. The Arctic Wildlife Range was one of the 
areas which received an enoraous aaount of attention, and after 
careful consideration President Carter and Secretary Andrus 
recoaaended that the entire area be desisnated wilderness. 

Prior to that, durin& eisht years as the Washinston represent
ative of the National Audubon Society, I worked on the various 
Alaska related iaauea -- the TAPS pipeline, the proposals for the 
saa pipeline, and the Alaska Native Claias Settleaent Act -
which arose durin& that period. 

I have read the draft Coastal Plain Resource Asaessaent and 
frankly was not in the least surprised to find that full scale 
developaent ia recoaaended despite the speculative nature of the 
inforaation about potential oil and gas. Let ae state our 
position clearly. Having read the inforaation presented in the 
aaaeaaaent, we reaain opposed to developaent in the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuse. 

The report atteapta to ainiaize the potential·iapact of 
devalopaent on the Porcupine caribou herd by claiain& that the 
TAPS pipeline project had "ainiaal iapact on wildlife resour
ces," and projectin& that experience to the Porcupine herd. Ae 
a aatter of fact, diaplaceaent of the Central Arctic herd froa 
traditional calvin& srounda as a result of oil developaent at 
Prudhoe baa been well docuaented. (1) Host of the caribou who 
pose for pictures alons the pipeline are bachelor bulla, whose 
behavior and requireaents are quite different froa cows with 
calves. 

Even if you accept the characterization of "ainiaal" iapact-
whlch is subject to dispute--this a classic case of coaparlns 
apples and oranges. The fact Ia that the Porcupine herd is 
aigratory, while the Central Arctic herd Ia not. The coastal 
plain in ANWR Ia relatively narrow and bounded by the Brooks 
Range on one aide and the Beaufort Sea on the other. The 
concentration of caribou on the ANWR calvin& grounds is fourteen 
tiaea greater than the concentration of caribou on the calving 
grounds of the Central Arctic herd. In a classic understateaent, 
the report on paae 112 states, "Given the geography of the 
calving areas and the current densities (of the Porcupine herd) 
in those areas, the availability of suitable alternative habitats 
is not apparent." 

Although the calving grounds are only a fraction of the herd's 



en~irc r2ngc. they ~rc clearly tL~ •udi ccucial fraction. 11 this 
area is disrupted, the impacts could be severe. Calving grounds 
are selected because they offer a unique combination of : 
condiLions that Javor survival. ThPAP~ lnrl"~P e~rly snow :clt 
c~~ly &ra~~h at na~ pldnLa,.cluM~ness to insect relief habitat' 
and lark nr predatoTs. These conditions are n~t preaent in aany 
parts of the Refuge~ 

The 1002 report does not show the complete calving grounds of the 
Porcupine herd,_which includes the entire 1002 area. However, it 
does show the high ·use of the ar~a between the Hulahula and 
Alchllik rivera. The places of concentrated calving activity 
~ary from yea~ to year and in aoae_years, there ara no 
concentrated areas. 

During years when snowmelt is early, calving takes place north of 
the foothills, out onto the coastal plain. The conflicts with 
oil development in those years would be extreme. Since calf 
survival rates are higher when calving takes place north of the 
foothills (2), the impact of oil development on the caribou 
population would be higher in these years- This does not appear 
to have been considered in the 1002 report. 

Right after calving, the caribou cow's energy reserves are at 
their Jowest.At the saae tiae, millions of mosquitoes hatch out 
~nd become a a~vere problem. Their harassment drives aaall 

nursery banda of caribou cows with calves into huge aggregates 
in an attempt to escape. In soae years, tens of thousands of cows 
with calves gather near the coast aout'h of Camden Bay--one of the 
proposed drilling sites. 

To escape the insects, caribou move almost continually. Access 
to forage and habitat which provides ~elief from insecta is 
crucial at this tiae, and insects contribute to the high death 
rate for calves • Research at Prudhoe 'Bay bas demonstrated that 
large mosquito harassed groups of caribou do not readily cross 
beneath eleveated pipelinea.(3) Diatuibance from oil exploration 
and development activities would add streaa at a point in the 
caribou's life cycle when additional •cress cannot be tolerated. 

We believe the proposal· to lease the 1002 area but delay work on 
the area described as "concentrated calving gr;unds" is simply a 
sop for public relations purposes. Once developa~nt begins in 
the Refuge, the impacts on the herd will likely be irreversible. 
Who will enforce the stipulations that are supposed to mitigate 
the impact -- where is the aray of enforcement personnel which 
would be required and--just as important--once the oil companies 
have started work in the refuge, bow will the Interior department 
resist the pressure to lease the concentrated calving area? 
Given how little we really know despite the years of information 
gathering, it seems unlikely that any fira conclusions can be 
drawn in the few years it will take to develop the bulk of the 
coastal plain, 

In addition to the effects of the oil exploration and development 
on the wildlife rsources, we are concerned about the effects on 
traditional sub~istence users dependent on the caribou. The 
indigenous people of Alaska and Canada have an ancient 
relationship with the caribou which is expressed by the 
Athabascan people as, "Every caribou has a bit of the human heart 
in hia and every human has a bit of caribou heart."(4) 

Oil development would reduce access to subsistence areas used by 
the village of Kaktovik, including loss of hunting opportunities 
in approximately one half of the 1002 area. Closure of a 5-mile 
corridor on either aide of roads, pipelines and developed areas 
was recommended in a workshop of caribou biologists sponsored by 
the Fish and Wildlfie Service. Further restricting the carfuou'a 
hunting season was also recommended. (5) 

1 would also like to touch on one of the aoat glaring flaws in 
the 1002 report -- the use of a price per barrel of $33 and $40 
in asking calculations. Although we realize that by the tiae the 
Refuge could be developed, it ia posible that prices will rise 
froa today'a $18 per barrel. But the fact that the viability of 
this proposal is premised on these prices shows the bias of this 
administration. Actually, when you look at the probability 
figures, and the industry's track record in predicting where 
giant fields will be found, you realize that the outcome is 
really a gamble. 

The Reagan administration baa vetoed legislation which would set 
energy efficient standards for appliances and dismantled 
virtually every energy conservation program, and then has the 
gall to tell us that we need to open up America's premier 
wilderness area because of national security. Baloney. If the 
administration is serious about reducing dependence on foreign 
oil, then it would be seriously working to promote energy 
conservation--instead of dismantling the solar collectors on the 
White House roof with great fanfare. 

In the aid-seventies, we beard the aaae national security 
arguments when the energy industry atteapted to stampede Congress 
into raaaing a gas pipeline through the Arctic Wildlife Range. A 
coalition of environaental groups and leaders froa the midwest 
managed to atea the hysteria and ultimately legislation was 
passed which set up a process for carefully selecting another 
route. But the irony is, ten years later that pipeline still 
hasn't been .built and yet somehow we have managed to survive. 

I have had the exhilarating experience of flying over the Arctic 
Refuge and seeing the vaat herds of caribou. It ia a sight I 
will never forget, and one which I hope future generations will 
have the opportunity to enjoy. It makes absolutely no sense to 
tear up this wilderness area on the chance that it aay contain 
econoaically recoverable quantities of oil--especially when 
according to the report (p.50) fields in East Texas and elsewhere 
still have greater reserves which would be far easier to extract. 



The Aaerican people are willlng and able to practice conservation 
f' n•!r l~~~~r~ ~~n~ thr ~~~- ~~tt~ 3ltc~::t!ve fer:: of C&Cr~J 
are 11ven •ore pr1ortty and•an energy rnnaervatlnn prngra• I~ in 
pla~~. the only Cti~! Cti~&uu Lu uptiU Lhti Arcllc RtiCugti is greed. 
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MY name is Cindy Lowry and I am the Alaska Field Representative for Greenoeace, 
an international environmental organization dedicated to the protection of the 
natural environment and marine ecosystems. Our organization has offices in 17 
countries and a membership of over 600,000 in the United States alone, including 
1600 Alaskans. I am pleased to have this opportunity to present Greenpeace's 
comments on the Draft 1002 report and recommendation to Congress regarding the 
coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

Greenpeace is opposed to oil and gas development in environmentally sensftfve 
areas, a category in which the arctic coastal plain certainly belongs. The 
report's recommendation to lease the entire coastal plain is absurd in that 
it fails to adequately address the detrimental i~acts of oil development to 
the ecosystem as a whole. Not only is the onshore area at risk due to the 
inherent adverse environmental affects associated with development, but also 
the sensitive marine ecosystem offshore is placed in jeopardy as well. In 
addition, the report is lax in evaluating the cumulative effects of oil and 
gas development of offshore lease sale areas in both federal and state waters. 
We are also concerned that development of the coastal plain could accelerate . 
the lease sale process in Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) waters. 

As an example of the report's in~dequacy, we make reference to its description 
of environmental consequences to marine .ammals found on page 11g. One 
sentence is allowed for "mitigation" of environmental i~acts for seals and 
whales which states "No mitigation beyond that already outlined for other 
species." We find it highly unlikely that all marine species react alike 
to oil exploration activities. It is evident by this section alone that 
not enough is known about the effects of oil development on marine species 
that inhabit both the nearshore waters and the coastal plain itself. 

Experience has shown that oil development brings with it a type of onshore 
industrialization that communities are just beginning to understand. Oil 
refineries and transfer facilities deplete fresh water supplies and encroach 
on coastal wetlands and wildlife habitats. These facilities as well as 
offshore operations themselves have also become major contributors to 
steadily worsening air quality conditions. What is known and what remains 
uncertain both point to an inevitable decline and possible annihiliation of 
the subsistence lifestyle of the lnupiat. 

In summary, the costs and risks to the environment inherent.in oil and gas 
development outweigh any potential gains from the production of oil and gas 
on the coastal plain. The possibility of a few days of oil resources for 
the country simply do not warrant the risk of destroying thfs unique, fragile 
arctic environment and the adjacent sensitive marine ecosystem. 

The U.S. government needs to develop a national energy plan. To continue 
using the ploy of national security and defense as a means of exploiting 
environmentally sensitive areas is unconscionable. Clearly, if the govern
ment does not perceive the necessity to develop a national energy policy 
whereby the efficient use of existing reserves is promoted and alternative 
technologies to reduce the need.for oil are developed, then they should not 
object to the public demanding that environmentally sensitive areas be 
excluded from oil development. We urge that the unique arctic coastal 
plain be given the fullest protection in that of federal wilderness designation. 
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u.s. Fish & Wildlife Service 
ATTN": Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, N.H. 
Washington, DC 20240 

SUBJECT: Comments on Draft 1002 Report to Congress 

Gentlemen: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review your Dra-ft Report to Congress 
on the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain Resource 
Assessment. 

The IPCC's responsibility is to speak for the interests of those 
people in northeast Alaska and northwest Canada who rely upon the 
Porcupine Caribou Herd for subsistence. 

First, you must know that our people are really angry about this 
report. It is unacceptable as written. We hope that our comments 
will help the Department do a better job in its Final Report to 
Congress. At this time the IPCC does not have a position for or 
against any alternative in the report. Our only purpose is to 
encourage you to meet your responsibilities to deal in good faith 
with the Native people of northeast Alaska :and to help Congress and 
the general public to understand the importance of these decisions on 
our peoples. Our specific comments and recommendation follow: 

1. With the exception of Kaktovik, your r,eport fails to recognize 
or analyze the importance of Porcupine caribou to the many other 
villages of Alaska and of northwest Canada who utilize the PCH 
for subsistence. 

We believe it is essential that your ~inal report describes the 
full range of use of Porcupine caribou by local communities. For 
those communities with a substantial dependence upon Porcupine 
caribou for subsistence (e.g., Arctic~Village, Old Crow and 
Venetie), you should fully describe their use of and dependence 
upon Porcupine caribou, and how they would be affected if the 
herd declined or shifted its movement patterns away from village 
hunting areas. 

The report must analyze the possible effects each alternative 
could have on our culture, on alcoholism, and on the future of 
our communities. This should include all the alternatives, 
including what effects the Wilderness alternative might have on 

USFWS 
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subsistence access - like the problems in Anaktuvuk Pass and 
Noatak. 

Your analysis failed to define the critical calving and 
post-calving grounds of the Porcupine Caribou Herd. This is 
ess~ntial information and must be addressed. In fact, by 
mapping just your •core• calving areas as "Resource 1" lands, 
you're hiding from people the truth about what lands are 
essential habitat for Porcupine caribou. Instead, you should 
define those lands used by the Porcupine Caribou Herd for 
calving and post-calving activities which together are critical 
to the future health and survival of this herd. From what our 
old people tell us and also from your own Fish and Wildlife 
Service studies, this essential habitat is much larger than the 
•core• calving area you defined in your map and report. You 
~aust address this issue honestly if people are to belie.ve your 
reports. 

For many years, your Department has rejected or failed to act on 
many Native allotments within the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge. You are recommending to open some of the most sensitive 
areas of this Refuge to exploration and possible develop~aent 
activities while still many, many allotments have not been 
granted yet. This shows again the disregard that your 
Department has held for the Native people who live in this 
region. We strongly recommend that the Department of Interior 
favorably adjudicate any outstanding Native allotment 
applications within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. In 
addition, allotment applications which were not accepted or 
which were rejected because of conflicts with the Wildlife 
Refuge should be re-adjudicated so that the Native people of the 
region may make a fair claim on those lands to which they would 
be entitled if it had not been a refuge. 

Please expand the discussion of no-hunting corridors around 
develop~aent areas, including (a) a ~~tap of the areas that would 
be affected if these unwarranted no hunting zones were approved; 
and (b) a fuller discussion of why the Department feels 
justified in restricting Native subsistence hunting activities 
near oil developments in ANWR while permitting many more people 
to hunt near oil developments on the Kenai Wildlife Refuge. 

How would the numbers for •economically recoverable oil 
resources• be affected if the price of oil did not go up as much 
as $33 (say $24 to $28)? 

under •standard for environmental protection• (pl2), you say that 
development will be "conducted in a responsible manner that 
results in no unnecessary adverse affects.• Does this change in 
any way your existing requirements that activities be 
•compatible" with the purposes of the ANWR including conserving 
the Porcupine Caribou Herd? The IPCC strongly believes that any 
activity within the range of the Porcupine Caribou Herd should 
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be compatible with the health and producivity of the herd and 
the subsistence needs of local people. 

Thank you for the opportunity to coaaent. The IPCC will carefully 
look at your final report to Congress. It will be a big help to our 
people if it evidences an understanding of all the issues involved in 
this decision before it is discussed in Congress. 

s~/1/. 
-~/!r ~r;/·?--- ·--
for Jonathon Solomon, Chair 
International Porcupine Caribou Coaaission 
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DECISIONS FOR TODAY--RESOURCES FOR TOMORROW 

am Lonnie D. Brooks, Marketing Manager of Western U.S. for 

Geophysical Service Inc., the company that conducted most of the 

geophysical field work t.hat formed the base for the petroleum 

resource evaluation Included In the 1002(h) r~rt. 

geophysicist, registered In the State of California. 

I am a 

appear 

before you today tesfi;rytng on behalf of the International 
\'# 

Association of Geophysical Contractors, better known as the IAGC. 

The IAGC Is an association whose members do virtually all the 

geophysical exploration for oil and gas In the free world. 

The IAGC Is strongly supportive of the recommendation of Assistant 

Secretary Horn con.cern I ng the deve I opment of o I I and gas In 

Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and commends that 

recommendation to Secretary Hodel for Inclusion In the final 

version of the ANILCA 1002(h) report that will be sent to 

Congress. We believe that recommendation to be required by the 

evidence presented In the report. Without question the 1002 area 

of the Refuge Is one of the best places lP.ft In the world to look 

for oil and gas. We are very fortunate that It Is located In the 

United States and should not pass up this gift with which we have 

been provided. 

We agree with the writers of the report when they say that any 

adverse environmental effects of addltlom:tl geological t~nd 

geophysical exploration would be negligible. On page 99 the 

report says those effects could be expected to be the same as 

during the 1984 and 1985 seismic surveys, and on page Ill It says 

the effects from those surveys were negligible. The sunmer 

following those surveys, the USFWS ANWR Assistant Manager, along 

with two other persons, hiked across the Coastal Plain with a map 

of the seismic lines In hand. The hikers crossed IS of the 

seismic lines and were able to detect visually only 7 of them. 

The stage Is being set for a very emotion charged public deb~te 

about the 1002 study area. Because of that It Is likely that not 

all of the discussion about the Department's I002(h) report will 

be based on the evidence. In 1971 J.E. Senungetuk published a 

book called Give Q.C. ~ a. Century In which the following 

statement appeared& "There has been a great outcry from the oil 

company combine, that the proposed pipeline, whict, would destroy 

Alaska's environmental Integrity, Is needed In order to make jobs 

ava I I ab I e for the nat I ve peop 1 e. " This statement was made during 

the heat of the debate over whether or not to build a pipeline to 

carry crude oil from Alaska's North Slope to an Ice free port In 

South Central Alaska. J·t was quite typical of the kind of 

emotional outpouring that occurred during that process from many 

good people of good will. The Trans Alaska Pipeline was destined 

to make the development of the oil fields of North Alaska 

possible, and Hr. Senungetuk's forecast was that It would destroy 
I 



Alaska's environment. But Forecasts such as that oF catastrophl.c 

consequences of thE' construction oF the pIpe I I ne proved 

Inaccurate. 

We are likely to hear a great deal of the same kind of rhetoric 

during the debate over whether or not to open the Coastal Plain of' 

Alaska's Arctic National Wlldl lf'e Refuge to additional exploration 

for and development of' petroleum resources. Quite likely much oF 

that rhetoric will be emotional In nature and extremely 

exaggerated with respect to possible negative consequences. 

Ironically, one o£ the principal causes oF concern among 

proFessional environmentalists during the debate over the 

construction of the pipeline and the associated development o£ the 

oilField at Prudhoe was the caribou that use the region, 

principal Jy the Central Arctic Herd. Ironic because another 

caribou herd, this time the Porcupine Caribou Herd, Is the focus 

of' most concern and because not only did a decline In the range 

and size o£ the Central Arctic Herd not occur as a result of' 

Prudhoe development, but the herd has more than doubled In size 

since that development. In the second paragraph of page 108 of 

the 1002(h) report, the authors go to some length to attempt to 

explain why the Central Arctic Herd did not decline £ollowlng 

development, Ignoring the f'act that the problem for the 

antldevelopment enthusiasts Is not to explain a Jack of' a decline, 

but to explain why the herd grew f'rom 6000 animals to 14,000 

between 1978 and the present. In protesting projections of 

Central Arctic Herd experience Into the· future of the Porcupine 
I 

Herd In a development scenario, the authors oF the report have 

M·.ated In the First paragraph oF page 106 the Following: "Because 

o£ the greater density o£ PCH [Porcupine Caribou .Herd] on their 

calving grounds, the PCH would Interact with oil development much 

more extensively and Intensively than the CAH has Interacted with 

o I I deve I opment In the Prudhoe Bay area." Even I£ one were to 

assume that such a statement Is true, the link between that 

hypothesis and a nP.gatlve Impact on the animals o£ the PCH Is very 

tenuou~, because there has been no demonstration that a herd's 

Interaction with f'acl I ft.Jes or anything else has any Impact on the 

behaylor of' Individuals In that herd. The authors make tt seem as 

though they were talking about ants, not large mammals. 

That habitat losses will occur Is probably correct. That those 

losses wl 11 be major In the unquall£1ed sense of' paragraph 3 0 £ 

page 107 of the report Is not supported by the evidence 

accumulated during the years of' Interaction between the Central 

Arctic Herd and the development f'acllltles at Prudhoe ·Bay and the 

Trans Alaska Pipeline. Even less supportable Is the conclusion Jn 

paragraph 4 .of' page 112 that the loss of habitat will possibly 

lead to decline or displacement of' the Porcupine Herd on the order 

of 20 to 40 percent. That projection needs to be understood as a 

possibility that Is only minutely probable In the mathematical 

sense when reasonably projected f'rom the data available. That 

also Is the case with the staten~nt In the second paragraph on 

page 112 which says that "the availability of' suitable alternative 

habitats Is not apparent." That statement Is In stark~contrast to 



the data In the report. The map of Plate 2A shows the llldjor 

insect relief area._ either t(t be In the !:!rooks Range foothills out 

of the area proposed for development or on the coast where 

proposed mitigation measures would limit development operations to 

those that are absolutely essential such as port facilities. 

Additionally that map shows large portions of high use calving 

areas not to be where facilities are proposed and significant 

portions of those calving grounds to be completely outside the 

1002 area. Therefore, a fraction of the habitat of a fraction of 

the PCH would be· affected, for which there are alternative 

habitats within the PCH range! 

The so calleod core calving area Is called that because It has been 

used for calving In only 5 out of the last 14 years. But that 

~ same figure necessarily Implies that 64' of the time the caribou 

~ have preferred to calve somewhere else. That completely destroys 

any contention that that area Is Irreplaceable In the life cycle 

of the herd. To support a claim that caribou can only calve one 

place one must be able to show they do not calve other places, and 

that obviously Is not the case. The same rigors of the scientific 

method are applicable to the biological sciences that are 

applIcable to the physical sciences. When one subjects less r·tgor 

and objective analysis to the living renewable surface resources, 

that are more easily observed and measured, than one does for the 

non-renewable subsurface resources. that are less eoaslly observed 

and measured, then a bias results that fuels the Irrational 

emotionalism. From the data displays In the I002(h\ report, and 

the documented evidence of the experience of the CAH, one should 

con~lude that the PCH would not be expected to be significanTly 

adversely Impacted by a petroleum development scenario with 

approprIate mIt I gat I on measures, Inc I ud I ng mon I t.or I ng of the PCH 

Interactions with petroleum activities. 

We support the testimony presented by the Alaska 011 and Gas 

Association, and further hold that It would be a national tragedy 

to forego the benefits that would accrue directly and Indirectly 

to all Americans from the development of the oil and gas resources 

that may underliE' the 1002 study area of the Coastal Plain of the , .. 
Arctic Natlonal"Wildllfe Refuge. The benefits to so many should 

take their proper place when weighed In contrast to benefits to a 

few who oppose development In favor o~ preserving the privilege of 

an elite few who have the time and resources to Invest In 

obtaining recreational access to an extremely remoteo region of 

A I aska' s north I and and want to enjoy that area w 1 thout. see 1 ng any 

signs of development. Development of the 1002 study area of the 

Coastal Plain will Involve a minuscule amount of the total area of 

ANWR, leaving an area bigger than the state of West VIrginia for 

the special use of elitist outdoor recreatlonlsts. 

Respectfully suhmltted, 

lonnIe D Broc•k , ChaIrman 
Alaska Re Governm~ntal 
Affairs Committee 



National Audubon Society 
NArn•N"'' l · .... ,.,,.,, t)n u·• 

January 23, 1987 

Division of Refuge Manageaent 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20240 

Dear Sirs: 

\\ ·\SIIIMiiUN. U l ~UU!n 

On January 9th, Mr. Peter A.A. Berle, President of the National Audubon 
Society, testified in the Depart.ent of Interior auditoriu. on the subject of 
the Draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge COastal Plain Resource Assess.ent. 
At the ti.e of his testi.ony, he made a .otion,to sub.it to the formal record 
of these proceedings a research paper prepared,by staff scientists for the 
National Audubon Society, titled "Oil and Gas Resources on Special Federal 
Lands: Wilderness and Wildlife Refuges," as published in the Annual Review of 
Energy 1986, Volu.e II, pages 143-61. 

Mr. Berte's .otion was accepted by the hearing officer, and therefore, on 
behalf of Mr. Berle and the National Audubon Society, I hereby enclose a copy 
of that paper with, again, our formal request that it be incorporated into the 
full record of these proceedings as if read by Mr. Berle. 

This is not a lengthy docu.ent, but it is extreaely significant in the context 
of the escalating debate about whether it is appropriate to open the Coastal 
Plain of ANWR to li•ited or full exploitation for potential oil and gas 
resources. As Dr. Beyea shows, less than six percent of Alaska's oil is 
projected to lie within all Alaska wilderness, designated and potential -
including the coastal plillrl of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. President 
Berle e•phasized this and related research findings in our formal state•ent, 
and noted that Audubon has prepared a National Energy Plan which points out 
our energy needs for the future can easily be •et without further exploitation 
of any protected or potential wilderness, or other protected areas, such as 
National Wildlife Refuges. 

IIJIJ'J. R,.,.,,.,,.d 1'11/lf'' 

Divison of Refuge Manageaent 
January 23, 1987 
Page 2 

It is because this paper, which has stood the test of peer review, is so 
significant, that we feel it .ust be,incorporated into the record of these 
proceedings to assist the appropriate officials as they aake reca.mendations 
for a final decision and position on this issue of vital concern to all of us. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

~~ 
Brock Evans 
Vice President for 

Natipnal Issues 

lOUF 
Enc. 
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OIL AND GAS RESOURCES 
ON SPECIAL FEDERAL 
LANDS: WILDERNESS AND 
WILDLIFE REFUGES 

Alex Stege1 and Jan Beyea 

National Audubon Sol:icty, 9SO Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022 

Of all federal lands in tbc United States, wilderncq and wildlife refuses 
are wbcre pressures for resource exploitation most often conllict witb 
environmental and conservationist objectives. Arsuments in favor of fed
cralleasins of lbcsc areas to encfBY developers have been bolstered by 
improvements in exploration methods, major oil price increases in tbc 
1970s, the need to allcviate US dependence on forcip oil, and the expec
tation tbat previously unexplored federal lands would contain larsc oil 
and BU rcscrvcs. Advocates of enefiY exploitation. critical of increases in 
tbc amount of restricted land, bave claimed tbat environmental restrictions 
on federal lands "lock up" sisnilicant encfBY reserves. 

The following discussion critically examines Ibis claim in lisht of recent 
reports indicatins tbat very small amounts of oil and ps are located in 
resions wbcre development is prohibited or severely restricted due to 
environmental resulations. We compare the sipilicancc of the environ
mental effects of oil and ps activities with tbc smallness of tbc recoverable 
oil and ps resources estimated to lie in wilderness lands, wildlife refuges, 
and otbcr special, federally owned areas. 

In order to describe tbc sensitive federal lands which are of primary 
concern in Ibis paper and to clarify uncertainties arisins from overlapping 
land catesorics. we besin with a few definitions. 

I C11110111adrlna: Ccalcr for llae Jlioloay ofN••-• s,_ Quecu Collcp, Fluohin .. 
NY 11367. 
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DESIGNATED WILDERNESS 

The Wilderness Act was established by Consrcss on September 3, 1964, 

lo aaun: tbal an illcrasint populalioo, --by upoadiea oetllcmcnt and 
arowlaa meclwoizalioo, does 1101 OOC1Ip1and mocll(y aU aras willlla tbe Uailld Slala 
and ill JICIIIIOSiioao, lea.U., DO Jandt daipaled ror pracrvalioa and prolel:lioa in lfleir 
nalunl caaditloa (I).· 

This Act, alons with <be Federal Land Policy and Manascment Act of 
1976, initiated <be Nalional Wilderness Preservation System. The wil· 
dcmcss system consists today of 88.5 minion acres of land lbat tbe federal 
aovernmcnt bas formally dcsisnated as wilderness' (sec Table 1). Dcs
isnated wildemcss, most of wbicb is in Alaska. covers only 3.8% of tbc 
total US land area, includinsl7% of all National Forest land 49'Yo of an 
National Park land, 2l'Yo of all National Wildlife Refuse S~tem land, 
and 0.1 'Yo of an Bureau of Land Manascmcnt land. (Sec Appendix E in 
Stcsc A Bcyca (2) for listinp of acreascs of dcsisnated and potential 
wilderness under <be jurisdiction of each of tbc four ascncics.) 

Wilderness includes mucb of tbc country's most beautiful, biolosically 
complex, unique, and primitive lands. Tbousb sometimes labeled "sinslc 
usc" federal lands, wilderness areas in fact serve <be public: in many ways. 
The protection afforded wilderness lands is vital for many fish and wildlife 
habitats, watersbcd protection areas, historic preservation sites, and scien
tific ~tudy areas. Wilderness areas are also used for bikins, fisbins, 
campms, and canocins. and tbcy oll"cr the spiritual lift of peaceful sur
roundinp. Public usc of wilderness lands bas increased dramaticany ; 
awareness of lbc frasility of these areas and concern for their protection 
bave hcishtcncd corrcspondinsJy. 

On dcsisnated wildcrncq, surface exploration (no drill holes) is allowed 
"if such activity is carried on in a manner compatible with tbc preservation 
of <be wilderness environment" (3), as determined by tbe appropriate 
sovernment ascncy (National Forest Service or Department of tbc 
Interior). Desisnated wilderness is also open to cncriY development in 

I As dclincd by die ~ Act (1), wildcr.-l il ........ o( undeveloped Fedenl 
land ntaioina ill .,n-va1 c:hanclcr and iall- without petmaMDI ~ or 
humaa llabitalioo, whldo is proter:ICd and ,._..,. 10 u 1o ........., ill nalunl caaditloao 
and wlliclo I. _,.ny appean 1o ltaw bono alfecled primarily by 11ae f- o( 801ure, wi1Jt 
11ae imprlat of ..... wor1t -llliaUy _,.,_.,.,, :z. 11u -..~~n1 ~-for 
oolilude or a primillw and ....-...! 1}110 of ncrealioa; 3. llu al lcul the lhoutaad ..,.. 
oflaadorilofoullcioalliDoulo _.epnclicaWtillpracrvaliall and -in aalllllmtloind 
coadilloa; and 4. _, aJoo COIIIaia ecoJop:al, potop:a1. or oilier fat- o( tdealilic, 
odacalioaal,-. or llioloricaJ Yaluo." 



T.W. 1 Onshore US .......... wilh • .....,kdown of federal land catqories lhowina..,.. .. for-'> CMtqory and _.. ... of the 101lollo-
4K, Alask•. and US land areas 

u.-4llsaat .. Alaska Total United Stata 
Onshore US land calqory (millions of acml (miUions of acm) (millions of acm) 

Federal land that is now. 99.9(5.1%) 139.1 (37.1%) 239.0 (10.2,-,) 
or may be in the future • 
...... lyrcstncted' 

DcsiiPIOied wilclemcss' 32.05 (1.6%1 56.411(15.1%1 81.53 (3.8,-,) 
Potential wildc,.,... 411.9 (2.5°!.) 80.2 (21.4%) 129.1 (5.5'!.) 
Special nonwilclemcss 8.0 (0.4Vo) 0.2 (O.IVol 8.2 (0.3Vo) 

cloled by ........ 
Special noawilclemcss 11.0 (0.6Vo) 2.2 (0.6%) 13.2 (0.6%) 

•v.U.blc subject to 
a..,..:yapprovor 

Other fedcral land' 362.1 (18.3%) 187.9 (SO. I%) sso.o (23.4%) 
Non-li:dcral land• 1515 (76.6%) 48 (12.8"·• 1563 (66.5%) 

Total US land• 1977 (100%) 375 (100%). 2352 (100%) 

•Tabulata.~ frum ~ralc .nap 1otah. for the NalioMI Park SyMCM fNPS), Nllbo•l Fonsl S,_.fNFS). Nalional WtldiUc Rcru11 S,_.fNWRS). alld lwaN~ a~ 
uf Laad Manapmml f BLMJ. Three miUMMI Kh:l tall ia abc &n.cr 41 ltalcsl witla wa&er a.upflly ud nduaatioll a their domulaul& ... t5) wac IUblraacd r,._tM 101111 
r ... .u-..yownodNPS ....... I4~NWitS ....... iadlldod11.05ml-.:raarwilcllifc..C-aodl.l- ..... arwaocrfowl ........ iaoaod-

~o:~tcd wildcmcaacreqttllrcc:urraluolthcdnipatiomi of the 9ltb Conpaa 1No¥cmhcr.l914)(6. 7). i 
~~~~~::.b~aa:",..:S~.=~:~=·N.;:=:f:::.U::::==•r::.: !; 

~:-~~~-==...:~=-~~.~~.(!~ ~:::.:w::-..:.·.::::....:=·- .. ~u:-~=-~~-::-~.:: .. ~ 
Wae~t lhaearcas mtDI be I"CYYC"'fCd ror wiklcmai.IUitability b)' Dcw:anbcr l. IJIJ(IO). BLM: Wilclcmcsl11..&y arasatad ......... aMdranu(TenyWOOiky, US ~~watt~ 
ol Lind M11napancnt. pnv•k .. TIII'I .. UIUI:IIlinn. D:c. 17. 1914). ,. 
'Spa:ial_w_ ............ ucas iao:ludo:• I. oD federally""""" -wilolcr- NWRS lalldt that wac-.....,.._ .. ocqoind ,-.., ,pna r,_ ,.;- > 

DVo.-:bf''non--.:&tuimi•Hbdn~wn''landtl Cl21. ~. otllli:dcr.ally nwnc:d nuQ'IIII~ ~tMaul...,.. Syw.em ....... ,. t'SL'Cf'l' rur l.O mtiOOn a.TCI•ttb Wotkr.uppl)' and ~ 
~ • their domiunl- .ad O.llllillioa -=rea ill two N.ltional Rsratioft Anal ia Wubiai'OD (5); J, 0.2 millioa M:n1 ol NFS ~ M~ ..t Cill 
0.9 mtlliao..,.. afNFS Na.-J Roo:na..., Arcu(5~ 

•Spooial ___ ri..ud.,..iodudc:l.aA.....U..U..--NWitSocrca•l•ppro'"'""tcl'4ooillloa.:ra~wllidl-arlalldtocqoind 
throqh pun:bax or pna. and priYatcly owned S.ada that NWRS is aDowc:d to UIC tluuush ~ or a.. Tbt miaaal ritbts 10 lbal ..... •Y or _, • be -
uw11t&.i by lhe ledc:r.tl p.U\'C'fnP-.:ftl Ulnm C'~&:CMC, tJS F1sh and Wildlit.: Scm&:c. flrivatc rumnUtNCIIIOII, Feb. 27. 1915); :t 0.2 million .era iD U:kc Chdle ud Rou f::, 
~~=n:a·=~~:::r.::.'~t~!:!a~ ~rca~:.~~=·~:.J!!•~;!~1~.:moflbc Calilonaia ~ NalioMI 

I Oltter ICdmallland &fCI,C: l&iw.b rcrNliUIRf ltm.hon: (cdmallandt. 1ttbl on!lobon: lakr:l.l KfaJC derived rmm ti.Sl 
•Total us ...... At.~. land Oln:-.b 'Ail'R hll.t:n rrlttn llftl. Fakr.alland OM:n:afC Will:.Yblnw.:tcd rmm &oual us lk'TeOip ID )'teld nooicdetal....-reap:. 
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areas where mineral rights arc held by private owners and in areas leased 
from the federal government before the December 31, 1983,1casing dead· 
line established by the Wildcmcss Act. Otherwise, dcsiP.ted wilderness 
is now closed to oil and gas activities by statuie. 

POTENTIAL WILDERNESS 

As a part of the wilderness review process set up b.y the Wilderness Act 
and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (17), the Departments 
of Interior and Agriculture must review certain roadlcss lands under their 
jurisdictions and report to the President on each area's "suitability or non· 
suitability for preservation as wilderness" (18). These lands, under various 
stages of review, arc grouped into the classification "potential wilderness." 
They include several federal land categories that have bccn identified as 
having wilderness qualities, but have yet to be formally designated as 
wilderness by Congress. Table I shows that there arc about 129 million 
acres of potential wilderness in the United States (80 million in Alaska), 
or S.S% ofthe total US land area. 

According to the Wilderness Act, the wilderness qualities of potential 
wilderness must be protected to allow for possible future designation. The 
legislation establishing certain National Park Service, National Wildlife 
Refuge System, Bureau of Land Management, and National Forest Service 
lands that arc listed as potential wilderness usually has similar require· 
ments. How these restrictions on energy development arc interpreted by 
the agency oOicials depends largely on the land management policies of 
the existing adntinistration. The current policies of the Departments of 
Interior and Agriculture allow, within the guidelines ortbcir interpretation 
of the mandated restrictions, oil and gas leasing, exploration, and possible 
development on potential wilderness lands that arc not closed by other 
legislation. 

For a more complete definition of potential wilderness broken down by 
federal agency, as well as a description of regulations and policies restrict· 
ins oil and gas activities in each of the potential wilderness land categories, 
sec Appendix A in (2). 

NONWILDERNESS WILDLIFE REFUGES AND 
OTHER SPECIAL NONWILDERNESS LANDS 

Although 90~~ of all National Wildlife Refuge System lands arc designated 
or potential wilderness, 9.0 ntillion acres of the refuge system in the con· 
tiguous 48 states arc not ( 19). Created by a series of acts culminating with 
the 1966 National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act (:!0), the 
National Wildlife Refuge System was designed "primarily" to protect fish 
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and wildlife resources. The system is under the jurisdiction of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service (Department of the Interior) and consists of just over 90 
million acres, 77 million of which are in Alaska. 

On about 5 million of the 9 million acres of National Wildlife Refuge 
System land outside of designated and potential wilderness, oil and gas 
leasing is prohibited by statute (12). Leasing of the remaining 4 million 
acres is not prohibited by statute, according to current Interior Department 
interpretation, altbousJ! the Secretary of the Interior must llrst determine 
"that such uses arc compatible with the major purposes for which such 
areas were established" (21). Nevertheless, the Department of Interior 
continues to follow its policy, established in 1958, prohibiting oil and gas 
leasing on wildlife refuJIC land in the lower 48 states (22). 

Unlike the Wilderness Act, which speciftcs that wilderness must be 
roadless and undeveloped, the legislation establishing the National Wild
life Refuge System docs not deftne bow to determine the "compatibility" 
of oil and gas development with the purposes of the rcfuJIC. This lack of 
dellnition gives the Secretary of the Interior considerable leeway in deciding 
what activities should be allowed in nonwildemcss wildlife rcfuacs. 

Other environmentally sensitive federal lands that arc of concern in this 
paper ioclude the nonwildemcss parts of the National Park System (5.3 
million acres), Forest Service National Monuments and National Rec
reational Areas (1.6 million acres), and Bureau of Land ManaJICment 
(BLM) National Recreation and National Conservation Areas (8. 7 miiHon 
acres). Of tbcsc ts.6 million acres, 3.2 miUion arc restricted by statute and 
3.2 million have water supply and control as the dominant usc (5). The 
remaining 9.2 million acres arc apparently available for oil and gas leasing 
subject to compatibility with their dominant usc. 

Another special federal land category that bas restrictions on devel
opment is the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Because it covers such a 
small area, largely within areas that fall in other federal land categories, 
the Wild and Scenic River System 'is not included in the tables or remaining 
analysis. 

For a more complete description of nonwilderness wildlife rcfuJICs and 
other special nonwildemcss lands, including repletions and policies 
restricting oil and gas development, sec Appendix A in (2). 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACfS OF OIL AND GAS 
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

The following discussion attests to the need for strinJICnt environmental 
rcsulations restrictins encrSY development on wilderness, wildlife rcfuacs, 
and other special federal lands. By evaluating the environmental effects of 
oil and gas activities, we wiD bring to lisht some of the social costs of 
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bypassing tbcsc regulations (that is, the loss of special values for which 
tbcsc lands were set aside). 

Some of the immediate, short-term environmental impacts of oil and 
gas exploration on wilderness and other special federal land include : 

1. increased soil erosion and siltation of streams (from deforestation, 
road construction, off-road vehicle travel, and landslides triggered by 
explosions used in seismic exploration), . 

2. disruption of surface and groundwater llow (by surface compaction, 
well drilling, and the extrac!tion of larJIC amounts of water for drilling 
activities) (24), ' 

3. persistent loud noises (e.g. from networks of seismic exploration sites, 
where there often arc continuous detonations of small explosions) (25). 

In addition to the above impacts, the production of oil and gas causes 
air and water pollution from (a) oil, grease, and other contaminants left 
on the ground surface, (b) well blowouts and subsequent evaporation or 
burning of the oil. (c) mudpit lloodingor leaching, and (d) pipeline ruptures 
or leaks (23). 

Althoush brief in duration, many of tbcsc effects can nevertheless cause 
long-lasting or permanent destruction of wildlife habitat, depending on the 
succ:css of reclamation. Overall, roads may be the sinsle most destructive 
features of development. They make up a significant percentage or the 
area around oil and sas llclds and greatly augment erosion. Roads also 
create dust and noise, fragment wildlife habitat, including huntins and 
migration routes, make possible wildlife injury or death from vehicular 
collisions, and increase uncontrolled human access to adjacent areas (26). 

As an alternative to road construction, the usc of helicopters for trans
porting equipment ncc:cssary for oil and gas exploration into remote or 
sensitive areas can be less environmentally destructive. Helicopter access 
is expensive, especially when heavy drill·ris equipment is needed fo~ larger 
well sizes, and road access almost always becomes necessary dunng the 
development and production stages (25). This low-impact alternative to 
road acc:css may become more viable with future improvements in heli· 
copter technoloBY. . 

The sensitivity of wildlife to human interfercnc:c and habitat destruction 
depends to some extent on the timing and duration of the intcrfcrcnc:c, 
and the species of wildlife involved. Some species have unusually narrow 
requirements for particular food, water, or cover. Many species with such 
narrow "niches" arc unable to adapt to chanacs in the environment, 
particularly chanacs that occur during nesting, reproduction, or other 
sensitive' periods. In addition, minor disturbances that occur continuo~sly 
or repetitively may allow insufficient lime ror recovery. Periodic habitat 
destruction from repeated human encroachment, made possible by new 
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roads and stimulated every time the price of energy resources increases, 
can permanently scar an area and cause wildlife to disappear from it. 

Disturbances that occur over a long period of time or cover a large 
area arc usually caused by the "secondary effects" of expanding human 
populations attracted by energy development. Often overlooked, these 
secondary elfccts can cause, srcater detrimental impact than the more 
short-lived, intensive disturbances from the enerBY facilities themselves. 
Some of the elfects of brinsins large numbers of people into previously 
undeveloped lands include an increase in urbanization, consumption of 
limited water supplies, use of olf-road vehicles. and construction of 
additional roads, power lines, and other utility corridors (27). 

The clfects wrought by inlluxes of people into areas where energy or 
minerals arc bcins extracted have been an important part of the historic 
process of rapid, unplanned development that has resulted in the per
manent loss of wilderness quality in over 9S"'o of the land area in the lower 
48 states. 

The rcmainins lands with wilderness qualitities arc particularly sensitive 
to the elfects or oil and sas development, because they arc generally found 
in remote areas with extreme climates, unstable hillslopcs, and frasile 
vegetation. These conditions not only make wilderness lands more sus
ceptible to surface disturbance but also often create insurmountable diffi
culties in reclamation. For ~xamplc, landslides and other landscape scars 
often cannot be revegetated because the initial slope failure enhances 
continued downhill movement of soil. The disturbed hillslope becomes a 
conveyor belt of material that eventually reaches streams and fills in gravel 
beds vital for fish spawning.tRevegetalion is particularly diflicult in arcti.;, 
alpine, and desert areas because plant recolonization and regrowth is 
extremely slow-sometimes' Iakins hundreds of years or more. In some 
areas where soils have taken thousands of years to form in balance with 
the coexisting plant life and climatic conditions, soil layers lost by erosion 
cannot redevelop. 

The destruction of wildlife refuge and wilderness qualities by oil and sas 
activities would last far lonser than the short-term energy supply that, as 
will be shown below, might be extracted from these reJions. Furthermore. 
the importance of wilderness and wildlife refuges and the demand for their 
usc arc expected to increase with time for a number of reasons. First of 
all, technoloJical growth a~d expanding populations in this country will 
undoubtedly result in the continued exploitation of less-developed areas 
outside the remaining islands of protected federal lands. Such growth will 
decrease the area olfering services similar to those of wilderness and wildlife 
refuges. As the availability orland suitable for wildlife habitat diminishes, 
many animals will die out since the carrying capacity of protected areas 
cannot increase to accommodate large inlluxes of animal populations 
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from surroundins lands. In addition, increasing human populations and 
urbanization will result in greater numbers seckins solitude ~nd primitive 
experience through recreational usc or wilderness lands. Finally, growing 
human populations will also bring increased demand for soil and water 
conservation. All these considerations heighten the value of remaining 
undeveloped, unpolluted land. 

The importance of setting aside some federal lands as a safety valve 
asainst development was recognized by the Congressional leaders who 
passed the acts establishing the Wilderness and Wildlife Refuge Systems. 
However, the conllict between exploitation and preservation of wilderness 
and wildlife refuges continues. This conllict has been upheld by a polarity 
of values and by notions that the United States must choose between 
energy and environment. A close look at recent studies by the US Gco
losical Survey (USGS) and others, Jiving energy resource estimates for 
onshore and olfshorc holdings, however, dispels the idea that such a choice 
must be made. 

OIL AND GAS RESOURCES ON WILDERNESS LANDS 

Consider the case of oil and gas resources on wilderness lands (both 
dcsipated and potential). Table 2 shows an estimate of the amount of 
known and projected oil and sas located in the lower 48 states. This table 
and other resource estimates in this paper arc based primarily on figures 
traceable to 1980 data sathered by the USGS during its last complete 
assessment of US resources (28). These 1980 figures have been updated to 
account for production losses subsequent to 1980. In the case of olfshorc 
resources, additional revisions have been made to account for recent 
(reduced) estimates of undiscovered oil and gas on the outer continental 
shelf made by the Minerals Management Service (29). All adjustments arc 
described in Appendix 8 of (2). 

The breakdown of the total onshore oil and gas estimates according to 
wilderness and other federal land categories was derived primarily rrom a 
study prepared for The Wilderness Society by Economic Associates Inc. 
(30}.1 The results or The Wilderness Society's study of onshore resources 
arc consistent with a draft study prepared by the Scientists' Institute for 
Public Information (32). 

To account ror changes in wilderness acreage by the 98th Congress since 

'The soporatc fiaura pmeated by The Wildcmess So<iely for the western states in the 
lower .q can he compared in an approllimatc way with a ra:eat specialized USGS report on 
the oltaad ps potcntlalofwildcmcu landoinclcvea western states(ll). Apccmcnt bet-= 
lite two seta of 11pm appcan to be JOOCI, with the USGS report projcctina lower mo""" 
estimates for bolb d<sipatcd aad potential wildcmess Iandi. Althoup a dim:t comparisoa 
between the two lludicl caanol be made because dift'crcnl nwnbcrs or staleS were iaduded 
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TaW.l Quads of US oil aad ps raoun:a estimated 1o lie on or oCr lhc....,... or the ~ower.., atala' 

P,troleum Natural ps 

Oasllon:uas 
Fcdenllaad 

llaipalcd wildcmcu' 
tl2lllillioaKm) (1.2%1 5 (0.7'Yo) 

Polcadal wildcmcu' (1.7%) I (1.1%1 
(49 million IICRII 

Other IHIIIIono federal ...,..... 77 (16.0%1 
(111 million ac:ra) 69 (9.5%1 

Noafcdcrallaad" 120 166.7%) 511 (70.1%1 

Ollihorc ........ 69 (14.4%1 116 (11.6'Yo) 

Total 410 (100%) 729 (100'/ol 

.......... ............,. - ._... ud ...-. ·-· ........_ Maa-.a.Aaaps ........ r.-Tible I.Oiludpa ...... 
_,_..,.., • ...,.....,. ............. _r..-:J.6q-,. 
loi~Mbomloorllll.t.OJ..-.,.....-.-r ... oroa~uno~pa. 
•s.-:-Auocia~a.tac.(lll.-...suo~.,...... .. -ror 

............... .-........ ..._ ............. kC-.~ 
IOTbo-Sociooy'ooil ... po-..ror.-... -....;. 
Appaodla I of(J~ 

'EIIioulaforlalol_ ... __ ............ _priooorily 

.. nr ..... 1:t1~ n.c.- .... --.. - r .. .,.... --·-Adolillaul......_ ..... ____ _ 

...,. __ for __ .. _t_oiludpa 

........,(29~-.....,_.,.dacrillodioA ......... Bof(:l). 
•Jachlda Dlillon raot~~GC~NI INMIII redcnl and 1111e waters. 

The Wilderness Society's study was published, adjuslmeniS have been 
made to the federal resource estimates pven by them [sec Appendix B of 
(2)). 

As can be concluded from Table 2, dcsianatcd and potenlial wilderness 
areas toacthcr bold only 2.9"/o of the oil and 1.8"/o of the natural ps 
resources in the lower 48 stales. This comes as no surprise since wilderness 
areas cover only 4.1% of the land an:a in those states (sec Table I). The 
map in Fipre I, which shows dcsianatcd and potential wilderness areas 

ia lllo dcfillilioa or "West," lllo dill"c- ia projections 1R prollebly due lo dilfcrcal 
~(-Appeadi&Cof(2)~ Had lllo USGSwildcmcuotudy been 1110n0complcle. 
or had lhc .,. il cowrcd ..schcd aoo1nploially lllo arcu ....u.cd ill lhc otudy by The 
Wildcmea Socioly, ill lipra could haYC been uacd dira:lly ia Table 2. Newnhdcu, the 
a(IIIRJiimale-'.......,. for lllo W011 ill lhctwo otudica_.. thatlhc -tloodoloiJ 
uacdbyThcWlldcmeaSociolycaarcuoaablybcapcclcdlop""validrauhsfotwildcrnas 
arcullllllido llloatata aaalyzal by USGS. 
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Figfn I Remaininf US wilderness. The darkened"""' on tbc map n:praeatlands t1ra111111 iD the Nalional W~ -..lioa Sys~~m aad 
other ro.o<lleu areas under study for ino:llllion in the wi~ ay1101n. Copyript 1915 Natioa&l Auduboa Society.· 
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in black, makes plain the confinement of wilderness to a small fraction of 
the lower 48 states land area [see Appendix C of (2) for a discussion of the 
methndology used to create the map). 

The most recent energy/witdcmcss controversy in the lower 48 states 
concerns a relatively small amc:runt of energy in the "Overthrust Dell" that 
cuts throu11h Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Utah. Despite implications 
to the contrary by some energy companies. the total likely amount of 
energy resources in dcsignated'and potential wilderness parts orthis region 
is almost certainly trivial from a national security perspective. It amounts 
to less than 3 "quads"' of oil and 5 quads of natural gas, according to 
another study commissioned by The Wilderness Society (33).' Three quads 
of oil represents about a live-week supply at current US oil consumption 
rates (34). The amount of oil and gas estimated to lie under designated 
wilderness land in the overthrust belt is. of course, even smaller. 

Table 3 gives estimates of both known and projected energy resources 
in Alaska. Even there, only S.6 and 8.6'Yo of oil and gas resources, respec
tively, are estimated to lie iri designated or potential wilderness lands, 
inclnding the Arctic National Wildlife RefuBC. Although the percentage 
of Alaska's land remainin11 as wilderness is large, the small perccntaBC of 
oil and gas in these areas suggests that most Alaska wilderness lies outside 
of known or potential oil- and gas-producing areas. 

Table 4 combines the ligures for the lower 48 and Alaska and gives the 
oil and gas estimates for the entire United States. It can be seen from this 
table that the amount of oil estimated to be recoverable on all land 
designated as wilderness is 9 :quads out of a total of 624 quads-that is 
1.4°/o of the total. Nine quadS of oil is less than a four-month supply for 
the United States. The situation for natural gas is similar; 1.1% ofthe total 
US supply is estimated to be located on lands designated as wilderness, an 
amount that equals a sis-month supply at current consumption rates (34). 

On a per-million-acre basiS; the amount of oil and gas localed on land 
designated as wilderne.ss is projecled to be only 41 'Yo of that of an average 
area in the United States.• This is not coincidental, since there are strong 
pressures, in choosing federal wilderness areas, to exclude land that 
appears biply promising from an energy standpoint. 

'A quod ilallllit o( -.y equallo I quadrillioa lllu's (Britl.t. lhcnualllllits), equivalent 
10 aboul5.6 billioa bamls o( oil, or t.OJ lrillioa cullic feet of JIOiuml ps. 

'This studJ il ..,....,.t out o( date but lhc combiacd cslimala for ....,..... in 
dcsi-'<d aud poiCIIIialwildcnlcu lio:rap sllould slill be approximaiCIJ c:om:x:t. 

'Tbece ue 2,352 million ..... oro......e land ia lhc UailedSiata(l6). Table4 indicata 
lbat 1175 quods o( oil aud ps IIIC located OD tbilland, i.e. 0.5 quods per million acres. In 
COIIUUl, oaly G.2 quads o( oil aud ps per million aaa ""' projcctcd 10 lie on dcsipated 
wildcnlculaad. 
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T oble 3 Quads o( US oil and pi resoun:es estimated to lie on or olf 
the shores of Alaska' 

Petroleum Naturalps 

Onshore areas 
Fodera! land 

DesiiR"ted wildemc:>l" 
(56.5 million ocm) (2.1%) 4 (3.4%) 

Poleatial wiklcmcss• (1.5%) 6 (~.2%) 

(80 millioa acres) 
Otbcr onshore foderalland" 29 (20.1%) 22 (19.0%) 

(191 miUion oaa) 
Nonfoderalland" 61 (42.4%) 41 (JS.J%) 

Olfshorc arcu<' 46 (31.9%) 4) (J7.1%) 

Total 144 (100%) 116 (100%) 

··-_., ........................ -rial (unditcoftrod) raoun:a. Mcaa........._ ACiftiCS are takea rrom Table I. Oil and pslptra 
MrC coa.med to qva&k ulin1 the followiaa cotlvcnkm r.:ton: S.6 quds per 
Wlioabondoofoil,t.Olquodopcr.n-cubio:rcctoraotundpo. 

"Sourm: Ecoaomic Auoc:Miel.lnc:. (30 •. SiDcc ao wilclcmesa 11C1UF ~ 
have CICICUI'fllll ia Alub Iince 1910, ao ad~ lo The Wi1dc:mcsl Socicly's 
oilud ... -farAiubo_wcn.......,.. 

• .,._ ................................ _,., ................... primarily 
oa l1lfct'cera (ll). n.- atiiMICI hawe boca dccrcmadcd to account for pro-
dtoctiotstloco t- Addltioool ,...._to .......................... ...... ...... -...-r .. ........_... ............ fcdcral.........,oilaad.., 
,_... (29~ 1ot1s odjuotmeotl.,. oletcribal ia Appendix B of (2~ 

•Jnchldel .......... ,........ ia bolh redcnl and state watcn. 

ToWo 4 Total quads of US estimated oil and SU raosm:os' 

Naturalps 

Oualtore IIICU 

Fodera! land 
llesipted-

(11.5 million ttt:rCI) 9 (1.4%) 9 (1.1%) 

Poleatialwildcmcss IJ (2.1%) 14 (1.6%) 

(121 million ttt:rCI) 

Other oasltorc foderalland 106 (17.0%) 91 (10.1%) 

(57J million aaal 
NottfcdcraJ land JBI (61.1'1.) 552 (65.3%) 

Ollitllorc ..... 115 (18.4%) 179 (21.2%) 

Total 624 (100%) 845 (100'4) 

., _ _., ........................ _...,_, 
~M .. ........_Jnc:NdaAiub.Oiludpsat'-taantbes-fJI 
--Tabblud3.Acrap.,.tabar.-Tablel. 
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Should all the land under study as potential wilderness be designated 
formally as protected wilderness, the total energy resources lost to the 
nation would be trivial from a national perspective. The amount of oil and 
aas on wilderness land per minion acres would still be only 42% of the 
average amount located on other US land. The total amount of oil and 
gas "locked up" would amount to 3o/o of projected US resources, not even 
enough for a I 0-month supply of oil or a I 6-month supply of gas at current 
consumption rates. Clearly, the nation would lose a small fraction of its 
energy if it were to complete the Wilderness Preservation System and 
permanently prohibit oil and aas leasing on potential wilderness. 

From an economic perspective, oil companies would be foregoing about 
$500 per acre in oil and aas wealth to keep designated and potential 
wilderness wild for all time (assuming energy prices equivalent to SSO per 
barrel of oil).7 

As has been shown in Tables 2 through 4, relatively little oil and aas 
is estimated to lie under wilderness lands. Because the strength of the 
conservationist argument hinges on the low oil and aas figures, the obvious 
counterargument is that the estimates could be low and that exploration 
should be allowed in order to check the USGS estimates. It is our con
tention that any exploration ofthese areas should be made by nonintrusive 
methods, without heavy equipment Requirements for resource assessment 
are considerably less demanding than those for actually locating specific 
oil and aas reserves. Examples include satellite survey, aerial photography, 
geological sampling, geochemical surveys, and certain forms of geo
physical surveys (e.g. gravity meters). Nonintrusive methods are currently 
inadequate for confirming existing USGS estimates, but that situation will 
no doubt change in the future. Fifty years from now, technologies for 
identifying natural resources will have surpassed the crude methods avail
able to energy companies today. 1 With such a small percentage of US 
land remaining as wilderness, it would seem wise for the nation to be 
patient in confirming the USGS estimates. 

If the USGS reports show such a small percentage of energy resources 
estimated to be on wilderness lands, how has the wilderness "lockup" 
misconception gained credence? One reason is that wilderness, non
wilderness, and olfshore locations are not always distinguished when fig-

'The discouolod, net praenl \'81ue would be less than SSOO per acre. In mal:inl this 
calculation, we define the economic value or the oil and ps to equal its market value minus 
the cost or production. We DIIUIDC that it will COl~ on avcraae, 7iJ% or the market price to 
locate and Cl!lracl oil and su in wildcmeso ,..;ems. The market price or natunl su is 
asaumcd to be 70% or the price or oil on a purely thermal basis. 

'For instance, Nobel Prize-winnina physicist Sheldon Glluhow bas proposed that 
neutrinos, whlch can penetrate deep into the earth. miJht be tucd to locate resoura:s (35). 
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ures are cited on the large oil and JllS resources estimated to lie on all 
federal lands. 

It can be seen from Table 4 that the amount of resources on federal 
lands is large, totalina over one-third of all projected US oil and aas 
resources. If the comparison is restricted to potential (undiscovered) 
resources, the projected percentage on federal lands turns out to be even 
higher. But to infer that wilderness restrictions will prevent these resources 
from beina tapped is unreasonable. As can be calculated from Table 4, 
wilderness restrictions to energy exploration, leasing and development will 
prevent extraction of less than 10% of the oil and JllS resources controlled 
by the federal government. Arguments that the United States must, for 
energy security, trade away the quality ofits last wilderness lands have no 
basis. 

Thus, barring the highly unlikely event that the total USGS estimates 
prove significantlY inaccurate,' the evidence presented clearly supports the 
position that the 9 quads of oil and 9 quads of natural aas estimated to 
lie under land already legally designated as wilderness can remain under
ground forever without significant loss of US energy supply. The same 
reasonins holds true for the 13 quads of oil and 14 quads of natural JllS 
estimated to lie under wilderness land that bas yet to be formally designated 
as wilderness. The tens to hundreds of years required for surface res
toration of developed land overwhelmingly dwarf the very brief time scale 
over which the United States could be supplied by energy extracted from 
wilderness lands. 

When litis country was first settled by Europeans, almost all of the 
land area corresponding to the 48 states was wilderness and teemed with 
wildlife. The unrestrained pressure of civilization has steadily eroded wil
derness areas to a small percentage of the total--4.1% in the lower 48 
states. Although development bas consumed forever almost all ofthe lower 
48, our wilderness resources can still be preserved in Alaska (where nearly 
37% of the land area remains as wilderness). To those who value wilder 
ness it is critical that the nation's last remaining fragments are safeguarded 
froU: development. Unless the nation maintains the sanctity of all wil
derness areas by completing the Wilderness system and giving potential 
wilderness the same protection now enjoyed by desisnated wilderness, 
much of that small percentage will disappear. 

'Jt is true that the estimates for any one wilderness area are uncertain. (The 95-t. 
conlidcnce upper Umit for a pven area may be a factor of two to three bisfler than the 
averap estimate.) But it is bil!h!Y uotikely thot aU the individual estimates would be unironuly 
low. Thus. tbe pe=ntap error in the total wildcmeso fisu,.. will be smaller than the 
percentage error in estimates for individual wilderness areas. 
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OIL AND GAS RESOURCES ON SPECIAL 
NONWILDERNESS LANDS 

There arc 8.2 ~n~llion acres of special nonwildcmess lands, administered 
by the National Wildlife Refuge System, the Forest Service, and the Park 
Service, that arc closed to oil and gas activities by statute. On another 13.2 
miUion acres, including8.7 million acres of BLM land, leasing is aUowed 
whenever the Secretary of the Interior or Agriculture determines that the 
oil and gas activities arc compatible with the purposes of the area (see 
Appendix A of (2)). In practice, a large percentage of these 13.2 million 
acres could be ruled out for energy activity indefinitely, by administrative 
policy or future legislation or court decisions. 

Consequently, it is ofinterest to estimate the amount of energy resources 
involved in all 21.4 million acres of these special nonwildcmess lands. 
Although separate estimates of oil and gas for this acreage arc not avail
able, it is reasonable to expcl:t that land excluded by Congress, or restricted 
by the Department of the Interior or the Department of Agriculture will 
contain less oil and gas per, million acres than docs average US land. If 
this is the case, then less than Squads of oil (two months' supply) and less 
than 6 quads of natural gas (approximately four months' supply) will be 
at stake. 

OIL AND GAS RESOURCES IN OTHER 
FEDERAL LAND (ONSHORE) 

Most of the federally controlled onshore oil and gas resources arc estimated 
to lie within the category "other onshore federal land" in tbe tables. The 
bulk of this land ia open to energy development, although some of the 
area may be subject to environmental requirements that increase the cost 
of exploring and drilling fc)r oil and gas resources. This increase in cost 
due to environmental regulations may delay extraction until such times as 
the overall economics become more profitable. Eventually, lowered costs 
due to improvements in' exploration technologies and production 
processes, coupled with increases in energy prices, will offset the cost of 
environtnental regulations lind allow development to continue. We expect 
that virtually all 101 quads of oil and 8S quads of gas remaining in this 
nonspcciallaad category will eventually be available to energy C!lmpanics. 

OIL AND GAS RESOURCES IN OFFSHORE AREAS 

More: total oil and gas resources arc estimated to lie in olfshorc holdinp 
titan an all the other federal land categories combined. At present, the only 
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olfshorc areas that arc pennanently off limits to energy development by 
statute arc 1.9 million acres within two National Marine Sanctuaries olf 
the coast of California (36). We anticipate that, subject to lease stipulations 
to protect biological and other nonenergy resources. the vast majority 
of offshore areas will eventually be explored and developed for energy 
purposes. 

At present, there is no offshore biological resources inventory and criti
cal a~. review process analogous to the wilderness review process for 
determining areas that should be placed pennanently olf limits to oil and 
gas development. The National Marine Sanctuaries Act (37) does not 
prohibit leasing in marine sanctuaries or require periodic review of offshore 
areas for inclusion in the sanctuary system. [See Appendix A or (2).) Until 
such a review process is established, it would be prudent to proceed 
with olfshorc leasing slowly enough for site-specific environmental impact 
assessments to determine what valuable nonenergy resources might be 
jeopardized by oil and gas development, and where leasing should be 
delayed or prohibited. Delaying offshore leasing would not be costly to 
the government in the long run. In fact, since olf-shorc leases arc expected 
to become much more valuable over the next few decades, such delays 
should result in significantly more money for the government when these 
areas arc eventually leased. 

There arc compelling environmental reasons for delaying olfshorc devel
opment in areas with extreme climates. such as "pack-icc" regions of 
Alaska. Here, drifting icc creates such a hostile setting for workers and 
equipment that current oil extraction, transportation, and spill control 
technologies are unable to ensure reasonable protection of the environment 
from otl spiUs. The authors of one major study state, "We doubt that there 
will ever be a completely satisfactory response to cleaning up an arctic 
offshore oil spill other than preventing it from occurring" (38). 

The elfects of both large oil spiUs and chronic low-level discharges from 
normal driUing and production operations on the sensitive and econ
omicaUy valuable biota inhabiting arctic and subarctic regions arc largely 
unknown. The same is true of other so-called frontier areas. One option 
is to proceed only after sullicient research has been performed to allow 
an informed assessment of the risks and benefits of oil exploration and 
development. For the moment, exploration in frontier areas could be 
restricted to places close to deposits that have already been located, and 
where demonstrated oil spill containment and cleanup capability exists. 

Despite the argument for gradual, site-specific leasing of olfshorc areas 
(with stipulations to ensure adequate environmental protection), the fed
eral government has been attempting to lease virtually the entire US Outer 
Continental Shelf-almost a billion aCres-by 1992. In response to the 
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Reagan administration's policy oflarge-scalc, an:a-wide lcasins. Consn:ss 
hils passed temporary moratoria on oil and sas leasing oft' much of the 
California coast, around Georges Bank olf the coast of Massachusetts, 
and alons a bulfer strip oft' Florida's Gulf coast. 

Nevertheless, temporary moratoria will not be extended forever and 
should aive way to permanent prohibitions on oil and sas leasing in 
sites identified by a critical offshore areas review process. Even without a 
comprehensive review process, sufficient evidence already available indi· 
cates that certain offshore n:aions should never be leased because of their 
importance as fisheries or because of their proximity to vulnerable coastal 
ecosystems-coastal marshes, coral communities, and pristine beaches. 
For instance, Bristol Bay in Alaska and Gcoracs Bank supply a significant 
portion of the world's fish protein and an: prime candidates for beins put 
olf limits to oil and sas lcasins by statute. 

As a result of excludins I. Bristol Bay and Georges Bank, 2. certain 
n:pons olfthe California coast, and 3. miscellaneous other sites that might 
be identified by an olfshon: areas review process, we estimate that perhaps 
13 quads of oil and IOquads of natural sas will be pennanendy unavailable 
for development (or about II% of olfshon: oil and 6% of olfshon: 1as 
n:sourccs, or 1.6% of total US oil and sas resources). Thus, if permanent 
restrictions come out of an olfshon: review process they an: likely to be 
modest. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the analysis presented in this paper, we expect that more than 
94% of US oil and sas resources will eventually be available to enersy 
companies (sec Table S). 11 This docs not, however, mean that enersy 
exploitation can be siven free n:in in areas that arc open for development. 
The case with which ecosystems can be damaged by development necessi
tates careful visilancc over the environmental impacts of enersy activities 
in aU areas. Laudable pro1n:ss has been made in the past decade by some 
ofthe larger oil companies that have accepted the need to seriously pursue 
miliption methods. Nevertheless, oil and sas companies would be wise 
to expand their eft'orts to develop environmentally sound methods of 
exploration and extraction that an: suitable for the srcat percentage of 
land, both public and private, on which such activities need not, or will 
not, be prohibited completely. 

11 AllllouP - - dinoctiJ ia Table 5, -F I'CIOUI<IO availabllitiet o:an be 
calculated for lud ......,... otloer llwl total US ....,..,.,.. llliaB ........ P- in earlier 
labia. Tbe .-.. iadicate that 1•1 91% of aD ........ - (6) 76% oflllllhonol'edenol 
lattdl,ud(t)U%ofaDfedcral_altould_lybeavailablcto"""''f_.,;.. 
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Then: will always be proposals to usc environmentally valuable land 
such as wilderness and wildlife refuges for energy and mineral devel· 
opment. The pressure of proposals for development in these areas cannot 
be relieved by sranting one-time access. Each time the price of energy or 
minerals jumps, or whenever a new technolosy allowing recovery of 
formerly inaccessible resources is developed, engineers have an incen
tive to return to an an:a for a closer look. Plans for development in 
environmentally sensitive areas, shelved due to economic or technological 
constraints, may be revived decades later. Only statutory protection. such 
as that srantcd by inclusion in the wilderness system, can provide Ions· • 
term protection. 

A nation, like oun, with a 200-year history should look at the wilderness 
and wildlife preservation issue in a lime frame that spans hundreds of 
years, not men: decades. Only with such a perspective can we pass on to 
succccdinssenerations these living laboratories of natural history that an: 
still intact. Wilderness Society chairman Gaylord Nelson has said, "The 
ultimate test of man's conscience may be his willinsncss to sacrifice some
thing today for future generations whose words of thanks will not be 
heard" (39). 

T- 5 Summary of lon1·1enn availability of US oil and ps resources (ir 
permanent racrictlons to dcYelopment wen: plac:ed on dcsi~Mtcd and potCIItial 
wildemea, special nonwiklemesa Dlllhore lands. and critical offshore aras) 

Areas that an: or IUl be mtrictcd 
Desii!Mted and polential 

wildc:mas' 
Special nonwildcmeu .. ~ 
Critical olfshore areas' 

Total 
Allothcrar<as'' 

TotalatinwtedUSmoun:os 

Oil 
(quads) 

22 
6 

13 
41 (6.6•1.) 

583 (91.4~~) 

624 (IOO"'o) 

Gas 
(quads) 

:!3 
7 

10 
40 (1.7~i.) 

805 (95.J"'o) 

845 uoo·'·l 
• Sowcc: Ecaaomic A..uocia&a. lac. C lO). MOCiilcd and upcllled as dacribed HI Appca· 

dis Bie(2). 
'Spedal-wildcmaaareu i-=lude ll . .flllillioft ac:ra. most of which till~~) have nn 

llat"""Y-oooilondpo.......,..tl!l.Eaerll' ......... rorlllil.....,. 
...rc (DYCr•) ............. ratio. derived rrom rd'ernc:c (lO). ror oil ud ps mowca 
por--ofta<aiUSiuod. 

•n.c. latnl are baed oa our atHute ol Dfl'tlaon: araa thai need to be placed 
,....._., ........ to ..................... _ ................... iloblclot 
---oiludpo ........ (29).2J ................. 7.1'1oofo8 
....... ....... oil ....... nsotiiU:I. 
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My na~ is Peter A.A. Serle, and I a• the President of the National 

Audubon Society. I a• testifying on behalf of the Society, including its 

550,000 ~bers nationwide, Z,600 of wha. are in Alaska. 

After carefully exa•ining the "Resource Assess~nt Report" for the coastal 

plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, we are convinced it is not in 

the long-te~ conservation, econo•ic or national security interests of the 

United Stat~s to open the coastal plain to leasing at this ti.e. we urge, 

therefore, that no leasing or land exchanges be per•itted by COngress, and 

that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service be directed to protect and .. nage the 

entire Arctic National Wildlife Refuge consitent with the conservation 

purposes, including wilderness protection, for which it was originally 

established by Congress. 

We wish to c~d the .. ny dedicated resource professionals in the u.s. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, u.s. Geological SUrvey and Bureau of Land 

Manage.ent who gathered infor.ation for the assess.ent report, often at great 

personal risk and sacrifice. Because of their uny contributions, the 

outstandina wildlife and wilderness values of the coastal plain have been 

reconfir.ed and understood better than ever before. 

As one of the oldest and largest conservation organizations in the United 

States, the National Audubon Society has a long history of involve.ent in the 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. We recognize it as a very spetial national 



treasure. uedtcated trtends in conservation, inciudina uiaus and.Maraaret 

Murie, worked lona and hard for its establis~nt in 1960 to preserve a 

portion of the eastern llrnnh lt.'lnae of ar<:ti<: o\lno;ka for ito; nutstnn:ling 

wilderness values. Thus, unilke uny other refuges in the systec, the Arctic 

Refuae was established not out of a singular need to conserve wildlife, but to 

preserve for all ti•e the spectacular wilderness ecosystea of northeastern 

Alaska as a whole. Audubon strongly supported: this far-sighted action, and so 

too enlarae.ant of the refuge in the Alaska National Interest Lands Act of 

1980 (~~ILCA). OVer the years we have worked with other conservationists to 

protect the refuge fra. a series of threats fro• developaent interests; for 

exa•ple, we opposed construction of an oil pipeline across the coastal plain 

in 1968-73, and opposed construction of a aas pipeline in the sa.a place in 

the years 19)4-77. 

In this debate over the future of ihe Arct.ic Refuge and its coastal plain, 

it is vitally i•portant to realize that .. joe ca.pr~ises have already been 

•ade on Alaska's North Slope between developaent and conservation interests. 

These capr011ises have resulted in current land jurisdictions that essentially 

.. ke al•ost 90 percent of the slope potentially available for oil and gas 

leasina. This is not to ention the additional 24 aillion acres of nearshore 

(state) and offshore (federal OCS) lands available in the adjacent Beaufort 

Sea. A .ere 2 •illion acres of the entire North Slope has been caaitted to 

conservation purposes in the Arctic Refuge. Now •ost of that is under siege 
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by develo.-ent interests. 'ftle questions .ust be asked: llhere will the 

ca.pr~isina stop? Aren't there any public wilderness lands alona the arctic 

coast of Alaska that should be considered sacrosanct? 

It is also i•portant to note that this 18 •illion-acre refUge is the 

second laraest unit in the National Wildlife Refuge Syste•, and the largest 

and •ost spectacular arctic wilderness sanctuary for wildlife in the world. 

Wildlife species of particular national and international concern include the 

180-thousand-.a.ber Porcupine caribou herd (whose calving ground is on the 

refuge coastal plain), polar bears, grizzly bears, •uskox, Dall sheep, wolves, 

wolverines, snow geese, perearine falcons and other •iaratory birds, and 

arctic char and graylina. 

llben considered in conjunction with the North Yukon National Park that 

adjoins it on the east, the Arctic Refuge constitutes an international 

c011111itent to the protection of wild nature. Major industrial develop.ants on 

either of these units is clearly inca.patible with their purposes. 

We agree with the Departent of the Interior ( on page 45 of the draft 

assessent report) that: 

''lbe Arctic Refuge is the only conservation syste11 unit that 
protects, in an undisturbed condition, a c~plete spectru. of the 
various arctic ecosystecs in North Merica." 

and ( on page 46) that: 
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'7he 1002 area is the most biologicallY productive part of the 
Arctic Refuge for wildlife and is the center of wildlife activity on 
the refuge. caribou migrating to ~d from the 100! area and the 
post-calving caribou agg~egation offer an unparalleled spectacle." 

Despite these outstanding natural values, and the fact that the chance for 

disco!ery of an economically recoverable oil field is only 19 percent, the 

f h I i is recoa~ending that the entire coastal plain be .Department o t e nter or 

aade available for leasing to the oil industry. The department has left us no 

reasonable alterna~\ve but to oppose its recoaaenda~ions because of the 

following serious shortcoaings in its resource assessment process for the 

coastal plain: 

1. Failure to point out that the compromise to establish the Arctic 

Refuge in 1960 to preserve its unique wildlife, wilderness and recreation 

values resulted in the remainder of Alaska's vast North Slope and adjacent 

offshore waters being made available for oil exploration. 

2. Failure to release for public review and comment geologic information 

critical to the 1002 assessment process. This gives those who could profit 

from exploiting r~fuge resources adavantage over those who actually own those 

resources -- the ~rican people. 

3. Failure to reveal its proposed land trades with various Alaska Native 

corporations and the State of Alaska, and to demonstrate how such trades will 

serve in the public interest. 
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4. Failure to justify full leasing when prospects for discovery of even 

one aajor economically recoverable oil field on the coastal plain is only 19 

percent ( pages 49 and 68), and with the market value of leases depressed 

because of the world oversupply of oil. 

s. Failure to conduct a comprehensive economic analysis to show how the 

benefits to the Alaska and national economies can be optiaized from leasing, 

both in the short and long ter.. 

6. Failure to provide evidence that the Departaent will ensure that air 

and water quality wll be protected from toxic cheaicals and other pollutants 

such as those creating problems in the Prudhoe Bay oilfield. 

7. Failure to explain how adequate water and gravel supplies will be 

obtained after finding that " specific locations and sources of water and 

gravel for exploration and development activities have not been identified; it 

is understood that these resources, especially water, are not readily 

available on the 1002 area," (page 75). 

8. Failure to explain why it wouldn't be in the strategic interests of 

the United states to purchase .are foreign oil at current low prices for 

addition to our nation • s "Strategic Petrol eta Reserve" rather than lose inc011e 

to the federal treasury by further flooding a depressed lease market through 

opening the Arctic Refuge. 
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9. Failure to evaluate cu.ulative iapacts:on the Arctic Refuge fr~ oil 

and ~as lease sales on ~re than a •illion acre~ of adjacent state lands 

lCallden Bay, De.arcatlon Poi~t and Pr~oe Bay uplands) and 21.2 •llllon acres 

of OCS leases (Sale 97) in the Beaufort Sea scheduled for July 1987. The 

latter sale, just off t~e refuge coast, is the largest oil and gas. lease sale 

ever held in the Artie Ocean. 

10. Failure to thoroughly discuss alternative energy policies that if 

i_,le.ented could aake the nation energy secure• without exploiting ~he Arctic 

" Refuge. 

11. Failure to assure that scarce refuge s.taff and funds will not be 

diverted fr~ refuge conservation progra•s to •onitor and regulate industrial 

activities on the coastal plain. (Since the coastal plain resource assess~ent 

was initiated in 1982, .are than 90 percent of ;the refuge budget has been 

devoted to the 1002 assessent process, result~ng in the almst total neglect 

of the overall refuge conservation progr ... ) 

12. Failure to recognize that a !tlrth Yukon National Park adjoins the 

Arctic Refuge and that the United States has responsibilities to cooperate 

with Canada in protecting shared wildlife resources. 

ll. Failure to address the need for cooperative unage.ent of the 

Porcupine caribou herd with Canada through the. international unage~ent 

agree.ent that has been negotiated over the past several years. 
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14. Failure to hold public hearings in all Alaskan ~ities that will 

be directly affected by the proposed action, and to uke an adequate nu.ber of 

copies of the·assess~nt report available in a ti~ely unner. 

Unfortunately, a series of citizens' lawsuits proved necessary during the 

assessilent process to assure that the' law was followed, and citizen 11011itoring 

of goverD~ent activities was required as well to learn of industry activities 

taking place on the Arctic Refuge. And, despite the ugnitude of resources at 

stake and the seriousness of the consequences of the decision on people both 

in Alaska and throughout the nation, the Departent of the Interior chose not 

to uke this report available for public review and ca..ent. A citizen 

lawsuit was necessary to uke the report available. lben, after being 'forced 

to release the report for public review, the Departlent abbreviated the 

ca..ent period to 60 days over the Olristus holiday period. 'Ibis is not the 

way a de10eracy like ours should work. 

In fact, it is clear to us that the Depart.ent of Interior has already 

shown such a bias on this sensitive utter that it is hard to believe that 

these· hearings are anythint .are than pro foru proceedings. One e:xa11ple of 

this strong and obvious prejudg-t of. the issue is an article written by 

Assistant Secretary Horn for the Decetlber issue of Alaska Constuction and Oil 

ugazine. This article, obviously prepared well before the public release of 

the report in late Noveeer, explains to the oil .industry and others how to 

influence the Congress to vote to open up the Refuge. 
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Further evidence of bias is not necessary -- but unfortunately it exists 

in the for11 of an extraordinary and unprec~ented "press release" of the 

"Ala:;ka Support Im.luslr)' •Uliance." nals document appeared on the Salle table 

as the Deparblent of Interior press release on the report, just outside the 

briefing rooa inside th~ Interior Building, where Mr. Horn was allegedly 

presenting the report to the public for the first tille. Such a release 

prepared by a presuubly non-goven.ental body·, wholeheartedly indorsing an 

allegedly secret report that no one had yet ·seen, is clear evidence to us that 

the oil industry and its supporters had been carefully consulted and 

coordinated with long before the report was shown to the rest of the Allerican 

people·. 

In addition to Audubon's long history of involve•ent in wildlife 

conservation, another ujor priority goal of the Society is to "pra.ote 

national strategies for energy developaent and use, stressing conservation and 

renewable energy resources." In an effort to achieve this goal, we have 

developed an energy plan with input fr011 energy experts in industry, 

gover~nt and the acade.ic coamunity. This was done in the realization that 

energy is a ujor factor in dete~ining the quality of huun life. It 

furthers the production of goods and services, but its production and use can 

seriously i~ct the quality of the environ.ent. 

The Audubon EnergY Plan is a practical, step-by-step alternative to the 

Administration's energy policy of exploiting the last remaining wilderness 
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lands in the United States. It shows that proper planning and policy 

developaent at the federal level will enable the United States to produce 110re 

goods.and services while actually i•proving the enviro~nt. nae 
envir~ntal pay-off will be cleaner air, purer water, and less pressure to 

exploit wilderness lands and wildlife habitat such as that in the Artie Refuge. 

True, the Audubon Plan requires the introduction of regulatory 11easures 

that correct i~rfections in the .arketplace, such as efficiency standards 

for hoe appliances and fuel econ011y standards for auta.obiles. Such reliance 

in our Plan on ~st .easures to pra.ote cost-effective conservation stands 

in contrast to the approach taken by the Ad•inistration, which holds that 

conservation should be left .solely to the .arketplace, no .. tter how far 

econ011ists tell us individual .arkets are operating fr011 the cost 11ini11U11, no 

11atter how 110ch energy is being wasted as a result. When this blindspot 

toward energy conservation is cOIIblned with the Ad•inistration's skepticis11 

towards envir~tal protection, it is perhaps not surprising that the 

Ad•inistration llakes drilling in wilderness areas one of the pillars of its 

energy policy. Fortunately, the recent bipartisan show of support in Congress 

for appliance efficiency standards indicates that the Ad•instration is out of 

touch with the country when it COlleS to tolerance of ~~adest conservation 

regulations. We are confident that a Presidential veto of the appliance bill 

in the upc011ing session will be overridden by Congress. We are also confident 

that, when the choice is clearly put, Congress will decide to enact additional 

conservation legislation in order to preserve our national treasures such as 

the Arctic Refuge (as well as to save consu.ers 110ney). 
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ln the meantime, and as long as this Ad•inistration refuses to take 

reasonable ad•inistrative and leaislative action' to pro•ote cost-effective 

energy conservation, we will ?ave no choice but to l'ppose attt'lll{'ts tn of"'n u1., 

Arctic Refuge to oil and gas develop~ent. Audubon has worked hard, 

particularly at the stat~ level, to get appliance efficiency standards 

enacted. In New York, we initiated the process that led Governor cua.o to 

introduce a tough efficiency standards bill last: year. Massachusetts Audubon 

played a si•ilar role in getting a bill introduc~d (and passed) in 

Massachusetts. Audub~n •e.bers are well aware that preservation of wildlife 

and pr~tection of the hu.an environ.ent requiresjwise husbanding of our energy 

resources. 

• 
Audubon has been actively involved in efforts to develop a long-range 

ca.prehensive manage~nt plan for' the Arctic Refuge. However, we have not 

been party to any actions that would pre~pt a thorough review of the •andated 

assess•ent report, waiting to judge it on its .erits, waiting to see if there 

•ight be any places where exploratory drilling could be allowed without 

risking serious interference with wildlife and the wilderness quality of the 

land. ltlwever, instead of a c~plete and objecdve report with viable 

.anage~nt options, we found the 1002 report biased, contradictory, and 

lacking essential infor.ation. The only possible excuse for this report is 

that Interior .ust not really be serious, but is floating a totally 

unreasonable position in the hopes of .axi•izing its bargaining power in 
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Congress. lf so, the tactic is likely to backfire by c~pletely alienating 

those organizations willing to not prejudge the .atter in advance. Certainly, 

this has been the effect on the National Audubon Society. 

The .ajor undiscovered deposits of oil and gas on federal land holdings 

are thought to lie off the coast of the lower 48 states and Alaska. Thus, in 

the next two decades, as known onshore reserves are depleted, offshore 

developaent will bee~ .ore i.portant. Relatively little offshore land is 

per.anently off-li•its to energy developaent. 

The fact that all federal lands have not yet been leased does not mean 

that developaent is proceeding too slowly. These leases will be .uch .Ore 

valuable ten to twenty years fra. now. If the gover~nt were to lease all 

these lands at once, flooding the .arket, it would get an unfairly low 

econa.ic return for the taxpayers. 

Judged in this context, the Reagan Ad•inistration is making a serious 

•istake in rushing to lease virtually the entire U.S. Outer Continental Shelf 

(OCS) -- al.ost a billion acres -- and onshore prospects as well. The 

practice of offering tens of •illions of acres of public lands each year at a 

ti.e when oil prices are depressed raises very serious questions about whether 

the entire federal leasing progra• is a.ounting to a giveaway to the oil 

industry. 

By flooding the .arket with lease offerings, it is clear that the 

ad•inistration is helping to drive the price of leases down, thereby providing 
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the oil industry with an opportunity to lease large acreages at bargain

baseMent prices. Evidence of this downward pressure on lease prices is 

overwhel111ing: 

• The average bid per acre under the Reagan Ad•inistration's 5-year 
progra• has been less than half that under the Carter progra• ($1,092 per acre 
versus $2,381 per acre), (Washington Post, Nove.ber 8, 1983.) Before Interior 
went to area-wide leasing in 1982, the average·price per acre for OCS lease 
bids in Alaska was $2,794. After area-wide leasing was initiated, OCS lease 
sales in Alaska netted an average of only $1,229 per acre, (OCS Report, MMS 
86·0067, Septelllber 1986.) t• 

• The General Accounting Office found that the nu•ber of bids per tract 
declined fr0111 of 2.44 bids to 1.65 bids under the area-wide progra•. 

\ 

• GAO estimated that "the federal governaent received about $7 billion 
(or a discounted value of $5.4 billion in 1984 dollars) ~ than it would 
have received if the sa11e acreage were under the tract selection progra11." 
(GAO Report, RCED-85·66, 1985, p.i.v.) 

• Even the industry recognizes the lease price depression caused by 

area-wide leasing -- the Oil and Gas Journal reports that "offshore producers 
agree that acreage costs on area-wide lease sales are lower than under the 
previous n0111inated tract concept because 1110re acreage is offered at one 
tiae." (Washington Post, Nove.ber 8, 1983.) 

Aside fr0111 the econ0111ic argu.ents against leasing so IIUch so fast when oil 

prices are depressed, there is a c0111pelling conservation arguaent. Huge lease 

offerings involving tens of •illions of acres ~~~ake it i111possible to do 
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aeaningful environaental i111pact analyses. Additionally, they 111ake it 

extreaely difficult for states like Alaska to conduct rational developaent 

planning. 

In Alaska, less than 6 percent of oil resources are estl111ated to lie 

beneath designated or potential wilderness lands, including those in the 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Clearly, Congress and the federal governaent 

have already ~~~ade sure that lands with the vast ~~~ajority of highest potential 

for oil and gas have been excluded fro• consideration as potential wilderness. 

Reiatively little oil and gas is esti111ated to lie under wilderness lands. 

When this country was first settled by EUropeans, 100 percent of the land area 

corresponding to the 48 states was wilderness and tee•ing with wildlife. The 

unrestrained pressure of civilization has steadily·eroded wilderness areas to 

a s~~~all percentage of the total -- 4 percent in the lower 48 states. To those 

who assign value to wilderness, it is ine011prehensible that anyone would 

object to protecting the nation's last re~~~aining frag~~~ents. Unless the nation 

•aintains the sanctity of designated and potential wilderness areas, even that 

s•all percentage will disappear. 

There will always be proposals to use wilderness and critical habitats for 

other purposes, particularly energy and •ineral developaent. But little 

wilderness will be left if the engineers are allowed to scour the land for the 

next thirty years and beyond -- building new roads and drill sites, returning 
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for a closer look each time the price of energy or •inerals ju.ps, and 

returninR ~nenever a new technology allowing recovery of fo~rly inaccessible 

r .. soun:.,:; 1;; developed. 

The National Audubo~ Society believes that a nation like ours with a 

ZOO-year history should look at the wilderness preservation issue in a time 

frame that spans hundreds of years rather than decades. Only with such 

perspective can the nation pass on to succeeding generations the wilderness 

resources that are still intact. Indeed, on numerous occasions in our 

national life, our leaders have consciously decided to forgo the sacrifice of 

wilderness and wildlife resources for the sake of others. The creation of 

Olympic National Park with its large a.aunt of caa.ercial forest, or the 

' recent refusal to permit oil and gas exploration in the Bob Marshall 

Wilderness come immediately to •ind. 

The fact is that wilderness such as that on: the Arctic Refuge coastal 

plain serves a variety of valuable, noncoaaercial uses: wildlife habitat, 

watershed protection, scientific study, fishing> hunting, ca•ping, hiking, and 

most other forms of dispersed, low density outdoor recreation. SUch 

wilderness lands offer also the spiritual lift of peaceful, truly natural 

settings. 

Although not every oil industry organization takes the li•ited view on 

wilderness protection espoused by such organizations as the Allerican Petroleum 
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Institute, there is obviously a clash in values between advocates of 

exploitation and those who favor preservation •• a dispute that .ust 

continuously be settled through the political process. The Audubon Energy 

Plan has been developed with this dispute in •ind. The Plan de.anstrates that 

there are practical alternatives to exploiting the last of our wilderness 

areas. The united States can leave wildernes3 alone and still solve its need 

for a safe and assured supply of oil. The total a•ount of oil and gas that 

•aY be found in wilderness is si•ply too small to justify the abandonmPDt of 

the nation's remaining wilderness heritage. 

Under the Audubon Energy Plan, the mean risked estimate of 1.6 billion 

barrels of oil and the 1.6 billion barrel equivalent of natural gas estiaated 

to lie under land already legally designated as wilderness would remain 

underground forever. The same would be true for the 2.J billion barrels of 

oil and the 2.5 billion barrel equivalent of natural gas esti•ated to lie 

under wilderness land that has yet to be formally designated as wilderness, 

(A. Stege and J. Beyea, "Oil and Gas Resources on Special Federal Lands: 

Wilderness and Wildlife Refuge," Annual Review of Energy, Vol. 11, 1986, pp. 

143·161.) Because wilderness land would never be exploited under the Audubon 

Plan, there would be no need for exploration. 

The estimates for oil in wilderness lands given above assume a mean risked 

estimate of 600 •illion recoverable barrels of oil for the Arctic Refuge. In 

contrast, the Draft Coastal Plain Resource Assessment mentions a figure of J.Z 
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billion barrels, Wltnout cleariy speciiying wileLiu:r ur noL Lhe esli~~ale .is 

''risked." (We suspect it is not.) Clarification on this point is needed fro• 

Interior. If the 3.~ billion fi5ue5 b risked, that is, already incorporates 

the risk of finding no oil (Sll), Interior would be claiming that there are 

2.5 billion .are barrels of oil likely to be found in wilderness lands than in 

tile estimtes we have been using. Nevertheless, even an additional 2.5 

billion barrels would not change the fact that a very s.all percentage of u.s. 
oil is in potential and designated wilderness lands. The percentage of U.S. 

oil resources on these lands would rise fro. 3.5 percent to 5.8 percent. 

The only type of exploration that we could ever consider, especially given 

the fragile nature of the arctic wilderness, would be that conducted by 

nonintrusive'aethods, such as satellite survey. Nonintrusive aethods are 

currently inadequate for confir•ing existing Interior estimtes, but the 

situation will no doubt change in the future. Fifty years froa now, 

technologies for identifying natural resources will have surpassed the crude 

•ethods available to energy ca.panies today. With such a saall percentage of 

u.s. land remining as wilderness, it would seem wise for the nation to be 

patient in confi~ing Interior's etiaates. SUrely, Mr. Chairman, the 

wilderness of the High Arctic -- mar Serengeti -- is one place where we can 

afford to wait. 

As has been indicated, the National Audubon Society is not opposed to any 

resource extraction on federal lands. We expect that more than 95 percent of 

\ 
\ 
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oil and gas resources on federal lands will eventually be tapped. The Society 

stands ready to work with oil and gas coapanies to help the. develop 

environaentally sound aethods of exploration and extraction that are suitable 

for the great percentage of land, both public and private, on which such 

activities need not be prohibited co.pletely. Audubon will continue to 

insist, however, that exploitation of resources on public lands be carried out 

carefully in a aanner that protects the environ•ent and wildlife. Audubon 

will continue to oppose oil and gas exploration in any situation where 

governaent agencies or energy coapanies .ave hastily, without fully assessing 

the environaental and econo•ic effects of activities or providing adequate 

safeg~rds for their i•ple.entation. This appears to be one of those cases. 

It is argued by industry that the coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge .ust 

be leased now becasue it will take at least 15 years to develop any oil fields 

discovered there. We strongly doubt that, It .ust be reaeqbered that 

following discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay in 1968, oil was flowing through the 

800-•ile-long Trans Alaska Pipeline (TAPS) by June of 1977, a period of only 9 

years. All that would be needed, should oil production be per•itted on the 

Arctic Refuge, would be a 100 to 150-•ile-long pipeline spur (at .axi.u•) to 

tie into TAPS. OUr guess is that industry could bring an oilfield on line in 

the refuge within five years, should it soaeday prove in the national interest 

to do so. 

It is an illusion to b~lieve that leasing on the coastal plain of the 

Arctic Refuge will solve the economic proble.s of the North. After all, its 
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whole purpose 1s to del1ver nortnern 011 to names and 1naustr1es 1n tne ~outn 

.--or perhaps the Orient. Indeed, rather than solving the North's econo11ic 

problems, it lla}' accentuate thP.III, F<:lr mdd~m"" of thi<:, wr. nr.r.d lnnl: nn 

further than the situation i~ Alaska today. With the Trans Alaska Pipeline 

carrying oil at near full capacity, the state is going through one of the •ost 

serious econo~~ic recessions in its history, The result in .any cases is lost 

drea.s and destroyed careers. 

,~e situation on the Arctic Refu~e obviouslylcalls for bold and courageous 

political leadership at both the state and national levels. For politicians 

to be holding out the pra.ise that yet another great oil bonan~a lies beneath 

the arctic tundra just waiting to be exploited only postpones the day when all 

Americans .u~t begin to live within their .eans by i•plementing cost-effective 

conservation •easures. 

On page 6 of its assess•ewnt report, Interior states: 

"Oil and aas develop~~ent will result in widespread, lon1-ter• 
chanaes in wildlife habitats, wilderness environ.ent, and Native 
cOIIIUDity activities. Chanaes could include-displace.ant and 

reduction in the Porcupine caribou heard." 

We aaree, and this only reinforces our belie.£ that it is not in the best 

strateaic, econa~~ic or conservation interests of the United States to 

rec01111end .akina such sacrifices on the finest arctic wildlife and wilderness 
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sanctuary in the world, at a time of a world oversupply of oil and with 

hundreds of •illions of acres of other federal and state lands available for 

exploration. 

It has been said by aany that we are now at our Last Frontier in Alaska. 

This has different weaning to different people. To sa.e it offers opportunity 

for resource develop~ent and the jobs and aaterial benefits delivered. To 

others, it is wildlife and wilderness spectacles, which constitute a heritage 

to be preserved for generations of Americans. The decisions we uke on the 

Arctic Refuge, therefore, are not si•ply about oil fields and caribou herds. 

They are decisions that touch our very deepest values as a nation, and as a 

people. 

The National Audubon Society feels the Departent of the Interior is 

aaking a serious •istake in reco.-ending that the coastal plain of the Arctic 

Refuge be sacrificed to industrial develop~~ent. The facts convince us that 

Aerica can achieve energy security without exploitina the last areat arctic 

coastal wilderness in the United States. 

We believe that u.s. Senators Howard Met~enbau• and Paul Tsongas were 

riaht when in the 1979 debate on the Alaska Lands Act they stated: 

"It appears as if the 'forbidden fruit' syndroe is operating 
with reaard to the Arctic National Wildlife Ranae. Regardless of how 
bitter that fruit aay be, there are soe oil and aas c011p11nies which 
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will want to invade this last stretch of north slope arctic land 
uni•pacted by san. What the Congress does with regard to this 

fragile area will be an indicatio~of how wisely we are going to 
conserve the nation's na~ural resources in the future. We can afford 
to .ake this Range the 'last place to go' in the search for energy 

and we should. We urge the Senate to study the arguments on both 

sides of this issue; for we believe strongly that aside froq high 
e.otions which have surrounded the debate on this issue, the facts 
support protection for the Range at this ti•e • • • " (Report of the 
co .. ittee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States Senate, No. 
96-413, Noveaber 14, 1979, page 4Zl.) 

The National Audubon Society, therefore, strongly opposes leasing of the 

coastal plain for oil and gas develo~nt at this ti.e, and reco.aends that 

the U.S. Fisp and Wildlife Service be directed to •anage the entire Arctic 

Refuge consistent with the conservation purposes, including protection of its 

unique wilderness, for which it was established. 

Your consideration of our ca..ents and reco.aendations is greatly 

appreciated. 



National Audubon Society 
ALASKA REGIONAL OFFICE 

J08GSTREET. SUITE219, ANCHORAGE, AK9950/ (907}276-7034 
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u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attnz Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets NW 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sirsz 

These are the final written comments of the National 
Audubon Society on the Department of the, Interior's Draft Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource 
Assessment released for public review November 23, 1986. 

After ~refully exa.ining the •Resource Assessment Report• 
for the coastal plain of the Arctic Natipnal Wildlife Refuge, we 
are convinced it is not in the long-term' conservation, economic 
or national security interests of the United States to open the 
coastal plain to leasing at this time. We urge, therefore, that 
no leasing or land exchanges be permitted by Congress, and that 
the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service be directed to protect and 
-nage the entire Arctic National Wildlife Refuge consistent 
with the conservation purposes for which it was originally 
established by Congress. 

The National Audubon Society believes that wilderness 
designation is the best way to pe~nen~ly protect the entire 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, including the coastal plain. 
We therefore support Alternative B, the wilderness alternative. 
The Society believes that Congress should proceed with 
wilderness designation unless assessment by the National Academy 
of Sciences confirms the importance of ~he Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge to the nation's immediate and long-term energy 
needs, and demonstrates that petroleum extraction can be made 
compatible with protection of the refuge's fragile ecosystem, 
including its internationally significant wildlife values. In 
the interim, the National Audubon Society believes that the 
entire Arctic Refuge should be managed as wilderness in close 
co~peration with adjoining North Yukon National Park. 

AMIORICANS COMMITIED TO CONSERVATION 
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We wish to commend the many dedicated resource 
professionals in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. 
Geological Survey and Bureau of Land Management who gathered 
information for the assessment report, often at great personal 
risk and sacrifice. Because of their many contributions, the 
outstanding resource values of the coastal plain have been 
reconfirmed and understood better than ever before. 

As one of the oldest and largest conservation 
organizations in the United States, the National Audubon Society 
has a long history of involvement in the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge. We recognize it as a very special national 
treasure. Dedicated friends in conservation, including Olaus 
and Margaret Murie, worked long and hard for its establishment 
in 1960 to preserve a portion of the eastern Brooks Range of 
arctic Alaska for its outstanding wilderness values. Thus, 
unlike many other refuges in the system, the Arctic Refuge was 
established not out of a singular need to conserve wildlife, but 
to preserve for all time the spectacular wilderness ecosystem of 
northeastern Alaska as a whole. Audubon strongly supported this 
far-sighted action, and so too enlargement of the refuge in the 
Alaska National Interest Lands Act of 1980 (ANILCA). Over the 
years we have worked with other conservationists to protect the 
refuge from a series of threats from development interests. 

Conservationists in Alaska and throughout the nation are 
becoming increasingly concerned about the ulterior motives of 
these development interests (including the Reagan 
Administration) who claim that the oil resources of the Arctic 
Refuge are critical to fulfilling growing national energy needs, 
particularly since President Reagan recently vetoed the National 
Appliance Energy Act of 1986. Passed overwhelmingly by both 
houses of Congress, this act would have saved the nation 
millions of barrels of oil and billions of dollars on utility 
bills by the year 2000, thus making exploitation of the Arctic 
Refuge totally unnecessary. In addition, the Reagan 
Administration has opposed establishment of fuel efficiency 
standards for automobiles and continuance of the 55 mile/hour 
speed limit. 

In this debate over the future of the Arctic Refuge and 
its coastal plain, it is vitally important to realize that major 
compromises have already been made on Alaska's North Slope 
between development and conservation interests. These 
compromises have resulted in current land jurisdictions that 
essentially make almost 90 percent of the slope potentially 
available for oil and gas leasing. This is not to mention the 
additional 24 million acres of nearshore (state) and offshore 
(federal OCS) lands available in the adjacent Beaufort Sea. A 
mere 2 million acres of of the entire North Slope has been 
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committed to conservation purposes in the Arctic Refuge. Now 
most of that is under siege by development interests. The 
questions must be asked: Where will the compromising stop? 
Aren't there any public wilderness lands along the Arctic coast 
of Alaska that should be considered sacrosanct? 

It is also important to note that this 18 million-acre 
refuge is the second largest unit in the National Wildlife 
Refuge System, and the largest and most spectacular arctic 
wilderness sanctuary for wildlife in the world. Wildlife 
species of particular national and international concern include 
the 180-thousand-member Porcupine caribou herd (whose calving 
ground is on the refuge coastal plain), polar bears, grizzly 
bears, muskox, Dall sheep, wolves, wolverines, snow geese, 
peregrine falcons and other migratory birds, and Arctic char and 
grayling. 

When considered in conjunction with the North Yukon 
National Park that adjoins it on the east, the Arctic Refuge 
constitutes an international commitment to the protection of 
nature. 

We agree with the Department of the Interior (on page 45 
of the draft assessment report) that: 

•The Arctic Refuge is the only conservation system unit 
the protects, in an undisturbed condition, a complete 
spectrum of the various arctic ecosystems in North 
America.• 

and (on page 46) that: 

•The 1002 area is the most biologically productive part 
of the Arctic Refuge for wildlife and is the center of 
wildlife activity on the refuge. Caribou migrating to and 
from the 1002 area and the post-calving caribou 
aggregation offer an unparalleled spectacle.• 

Despite these outstanding natural values, and the fact 
that the chance for discovery of an economically recoverable oil 
field is only 19 percent, the Department of the Interior is 
recommending that the entire coastal plain be made available for 
leasing to the oil industry. Meanwhile, officials of the 
Department are conducting negotiations in secret to trade away 
refuge lands on the coastal plain to private interests. This 
subverts the entire assessment report process preempts 
congressional options, and could lead to privatization of the 
refuge. Many of the individuals involved in these land trades 
are the same ones who attempted to trade away wilderness lands 
on St. Matthew Island to oil interests in 1984. In that 
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case, a federal judge ruled that Interior officials made serious 
errors in judgement, and that the land trade was not in the 
public interest. Now they are designing another refuge land 
trade scheme on an even larger scale. Apparently, little was 
learned by Interior from their St. Matthew'experience. 

The Department has left us.no reasonable alternative but 
to oppose its recommendations because of the following serious 
shortcomings in its resource assessment process for the coastal 
plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge: 

1) Failure to point out that the establishment of the Arctic 
Refuge in 1960 to preserve its unique wildlife, wilderness 
and recreation values resulted in the remainder of 
Alaska's vast North Slope and adjacent offshore waters 
being made available for oil explorationr 

2) Failure to release for public review and comment geologic 
information critical to the 1002 assessment process. This 
gives those who could profit from exploiting refuge 
resources advantage over those who actually own those 
resources--the American peopler 

l) Failure to reveal its proposed land trades with various 
Alaska Native corporations and the State of Alaska, and to 
demonstrate how such trades will serve the public interest1 

4) Failure to justify fuli leasing when prospects for 
discovery of even one major economically recoverable oil 
field on the coastal plain is only 19 percent (pages 49 
and 68), and with the market value of leases depressed 
because of the world oversupply of oil1 

5) Failure to conduct a comprehensive economic analysis to 
show how the benefits to the Alaska and national economies 
can be optimized from leasing, both in the short and long 
term, 

6) Failure to provide evidence that the Department will 
ensure that air and water quality will be protected from 
toxic chemicals and other pollutants.such as those 
creating problems in the Prudhoe Bay oilfieldr 

7) Failure to explain how adequate water and gravel supplies 
will be obtained after finding that • ••• specific locations 
and sources of water and gravel for exploration and 
development activities have not been identified, it is 
understood that these resources, especially water, are not 
readily available on the 10~2 area,• (page 75)1 
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8) Failure to explain why it wouldn't. be in the national 
security interests of the United States to purchase more 
foreign oil at current low prices !for addition to our 
nation's •strategic Petroleum Reserve• rather than lose 
income to the federal treasury by !further flooding a 
depressed lease market through opening the Arctic Refuge1 

9) Failure to evaluate cumulative impacts on the Arctic 
Refuge from oil and gas lease sales on more than a million 
acres of adjacent state lands (Camden Bay, Demarcation 
Point and Prudhoe Bay uplands) and 21.2 million acres of 
OCS leases (Sale 97) in the Beaufort Sea scheduled for 
July 1987. The latter sale, just ,off the refuge coast, is 
the largest oil and gas lease sale ever held in the Arctic 
Ocean1 

10) Failure to thoroughly discuss alternative energy policies 
that if implemented could make the nation energy secure 
without exploiting the Arctic Ref~ge1 

11) Failure to assure that scarce refuge staff and funds will 
not be diverted from refuge conservation programs to 
monitor and regulate industrial activities on the coastal 
plain. (Since the coastal plain resource assessment was 
initiated in 1982, more than 90 percent of the refuge 
budget has been devoted to the 1002 assessment process, 
resulting in the almost total neglect of the overall 
refuge conservation program)i 

12) Failure to recognize that a North 'Yukon National Park 
adjoins the Arctic Refuge and that the United States has 
responsibilities to cooperate with Canada in protecting 
shared wildlife resources, . 

13) Failure to address the need for cooperative management of 
the Porcupine caribou herd with Canada through the 
international management agreement that has been 
negotiated over the past several years1 

14) Failure to consult with the appropriate agencies of the 
Government of Canada as directed fn Section 1005 of 
ANILCAi and 

15) Failure to hold public hearings in all Alaskan communities 
that will be directly affected by :the proposed action, and 
to make an adequate number of copies of the assessment 
report available in a timely manner. 

Unfortunately, a series of citizens' lawsuits proved 
necessary during the assessment process .to assure that the law 
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was followed. Furthermore, citizen monitoring of government 
activities was required as well to learn of industry activities 
taking place on the Arctic Refuge. And, despite the magnitude 
of resources at stake and the seriousness of the consequences of 
the decision on people both in Alaska and throughout the nation, 

• the Department of the Interior chose not to make this report 
available to the public. Then, after being placed under court 
order to do so, the Department abbreviated the comment period to 
60 days over the Christmas holiday period. This is not the way 
a democracy like ours works best. 

In addition to Audubon's long history of involvement in 
wildlife conservation, another major priority goal of the 
Society is to •promote national strategies for energy 
dev.elopment and use, stressing conservation and renewable energy 
resources.• In an effort to achieve this goal, we have 
developed an •Audubon Energy Plan• with input from ener9y 
experts in industry, government and the academic community. 
This was done in the realization that energy is a major factor 
in determining the quality of human life. It furthers the 
production of goods and services, but its production and use can 
seriously impact the quality of the environment. 

The Audubon Energy Plan is a practical, step-by-step 
alternative to the Administration's energy policy of exploiting 
the last remaining wilderness lands in the United States. It 
shows that proper planning and policy development at the federal 
level will enable the United States to produce more goods and 
services while actually improving the environment. The 
environmental pay-off will be cleaner air, purer water, and less 
pressure to exploit wilderness lands and wildlife habitat such 
as that in the Arctic Refuge. 

True, Audubon's Energy Plan requires the introduction of 
regulatory measures that correct imperfections in the 
marketplace, such as efficiency standards for home appliances 
and fuel economy standards for automobiles. Such reliance in 
our Plan on modest measures to promote cost-effective 
conservation stands in contrast to the approach taken by the 
Administration, which holds that conservation should be left 
solely to the marketplace, no matter how far economists tell us 
individual markets are operating from the cost minimum, no 
matter how much energy is being wasted as a result. When this 
blindspot toward energy conservation is combined with the 
Administration's skepticism towards environmental protection, it 
is perhaps not surprising that the Administration makes drilling 
in wilderness areas one of the pillars of its energy policy. 

Fortunately, the recent bipartisan show of support in 
Congress for appliance efficiency standards indicates that the 
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Administration is out of touch with the country when it coaes to 
tolerance of modest conservation regulations. We are confident 
that a Presidential veto of the appliance bill in the upcoming 
session will be overridden by Congress. We are also confident 
that, when the choice is clearly put, Congress will decide to 
enact additional conservation legislation in order to preserve 
our national treasures such as the Arctic Refuge (as well as to 
save consumers money.) 

In the meantime, and as long as this Administration 
refuses to take reasonable administrative and legislative action 
to promote cost-effective energy conservation, we will have no 
choice but to oppqse attempts to open the Arctic Refuge to oil 
and gas development. Audubon has worked hard, particularly at 
the state level, to get appliance efficiency standards enacted. 
In New York, we initiated the process that led Governor Cuomo to 
introduce a tough efficiency standards bill last year. 
Massachusetts Audubon played a similar role in getting a bill 
introduced (and passed) in Massachusetts. Audubon members are 
well aware that preservation of wildlife and protection of the 
human environment requires wise husbanding of our energy 
resources. 

Audubon continues to be actively involved in efforts to 
develop a long-range •comprehensive Conservation Plan• for the 
Arctic Refuge. However, we have not been party to any actions 
that would preempt a thorough review of the mandated resource 
assessment report for the refuge's coastal plain, waiting to 
judge the report on its merits, waiting to see if there were a 
few key areas in which exploration could be allowed without 
risking serious interference with wildlife and wilderness 
resources. Instead of a complete and objective report with 
viable management options, we find the assessment report biased, 
contradictory, and lacking essential information. The only 
possible excuse for this is that Interior must not really be 
serious, but is floating a totally unreasonable position in the 
hopes of maximizing its bargaining power in Congress. If so, 
the tactic is likely to backfire by completely alienating those 
organizations willing to keep an open mind regarding multiple 
resource values on the coastal plain. Certainly, this has been 
the effect on the National Audubon Society. 

The major undiscovered deposits of oil and gas on federal 
land holdings are thought to lie off the coast of the lower 48 
states and Alaska. Thus, in the next two decades, as known 
onshore reserves are depleted, offshore development will become 
more important. Relatively little offshore land is currently 
off-limits to energy development. Most of these deposits will 
eventually be tapped. 
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The fact that all federal lands have not yet been leased 
does not mean that development is proceeding too slowly. These 
leases will be much more valuable ten to twenty years from now. 
If the government were to lease all these lands at once, it 
would derive an unfair economic return for·the taxpayers. 

Judged in this context, the Reagan Administration is 
making a serious mistake in rushing to lease virtually the 
entire u.s. Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)--almost a billion 
acres--and onshore prospects as well. The practice of offering 
tens of millions of acres of public lands each year at a time 
when oil prices are depressed raises very serious questions 
about whether the entire federal leasing program is amounting to 
a giveaway to the oil industry. 

By flooding the market with lease offerings, it is clear 
that the Administration is helping to drive the price of leases 
down, thereby providing the oil industry with an opportunity to 
lease large acreages at bargain-basement prices. Evidence of 
this downward pressure on lease prices in overwhelming: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

The average b~d per acre under the Reagan Administration's 
5-year program has been less than half that under the 
Carter program C$1,092 per acre versus $2,381 per acre), 
(Washington Post, November 8, 1983.) Before Interior went 
to area-wide leasing in 1982, the average price per acre 
for OCS lease bids in Alaska was $2,794. After area-wide 
leasing was initiated, OCS lease sales in Alaska netted an 
average of only $1,229/acre, (OCS Report, MMS 86-0067, 
September 1986.) 

The General Accounting Office (GAO) found that the number 
of bids per tract declined from of 2.44 to 1.65 under the 
area-wide program. 

GAO estimated that "the federal government received about 
$7 billion (or a discounted value of $5.4 billion in 1984 
dollars) less than it would have received if the same 
acreage were-under the tract selection program,• (GAO 
Report, RCED-85-66, 1985, p.i.v.) 

Even the industry recognizes the lease price depression 
caused by area-wide leasing--the Oil and Gas Journal 
reports that •offshore producers agree that acreage costs 
on area-wide lease sales are lower than under the previous 
nominated tract concept because more acreage is offered at 
one time.• (Washington Post, November 8, 1983.) 

Aside from the economic arguments against leasing so much 
so fast when oil prices are depressed, there is a compelling 
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conservation argument. Huge lease offerings involving tens of 
millions of acres make it impossible to do meaningful 
environmental impact analyses. Additionally, they make it 
extremely difficult for states like Alaska to conduct rational 
development planning. 

In Alaska, less than 6 percent of oil resources are 
estimated to lie beneath designated or potential wilderness 
lands, including those in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 
Clearly, Congress and the federal government have made sure that 
lands with the vast majority of highest potential for oil and 
gas have been excluded from consideration as potential 
wilderness. 

Nationwide, relatively little oil and gas is estimated to 
lie under wilderness lands. When this country was first settled 
by Europeans, 100 percent of the land area corresponding to the 
contiguous 48 states was wilderness and teeming with wildlife. 
The unrestrained pressure of civilization has steadily eroded 
wilderness areas to a small percentage of the total--4 percent 
in the lower 48 states. To those who assign value to 
wilderness, it is incomprehensible that anyone would object to 
protecting the nation's last remaining fragments. Unless the 
nation maintains the sanctity of designated and potential 
wilderness areas, even that small percentage will disappear. 

There will always be proposals to ~se wilderness and 
critical habitats for other purposes, particularly energy and 
mineral development. But little wilderness will be left if the 
engineers are allowed to scour the land ~or the next thirty 
years and beyond--building new roads and drill sites, returning 
for a closer look each time the price of energy or minerals 
jumps, and returning whenever a new technology allowing recovery 
of formerly inaccessible resources is developed. 

The National Audubon Society believes that a nation like 
ours with a 200-year history should look at the wilderness 
preservation issue in a time frame that ;spans hundreds of years 
rather than decades. Only with such perspective can the nation 
pass on to succeeding generations the wilderness resources that 
are still intact. 

The fact is that wilderness such as that on the Arctic 
Refuge coastal plain serves a variety of valuable, noncommercial 
uses: fish and wildlife habitat, watershed protection, 
scientific study, fishing, hunting, camping, hiking, and most 
other forms of dispersed, low density outdoor recreation. Such 
wilderness lands offer also the spiritual lift of peaceful, 
truly natural settings. 
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Although not every oil industry organization takes the 
limited view on wilderness protection espoused by such 
organizations as the American Petroleum Institute, there is 
obviously a clash in values between advocates of exploitation 
and those whose favor preservation--a dispute that must 
continuously be settled through the political process. The 
Audubon Energy Plan has been developed with this dispute in 
mind. The Plan demonstrates that there are practical 
alternatives to exploiting the last of our wilderness areas. 
The United States can leave wilderness alone and still solve its 
oil import problem. The total amount of oil and gas under 
wilderness lands is too small to justify the abandonment of the 
nation's remaining wilderness heritage. 

Under the Audubon Energy Plan, the mean risked estimate of 
1.6 billion barrels of oil and the 1.6 billion barrel equivalent 
of natural gas estimated to lie under land already legally 
designated as wilderness would remain underground forever. The 
same would be true for the 2.3 billion barrels of oil and the 
2.5 billion barrel equivalent of natural gas estimated to lie 
under wilderness land that has yet to be formally designated as 
wilderness, (A. Stege and J. Beyea, "Oil and Gas Resources on 
Special Federal Lands: Wilderness and Wildlife Refuges," Annual 
Review of Energy, Vol. 11, 1986, pp. 143-161.) Because -----
wilderness land would never be exploited under the Audubon Plan, 
there would be no need for exploration. 

The estimates for oil in wilderness lands given above 
assume a mean risked estimate of 600 million recoverable barrels 
of oil for the Arctic Refuge. In contrast, the Draft Coastal 
Plain Resource Assessment mentions a figure of 3.2 billion 
barrels, without clearly specifying whether_or not the estimate 
is "risked." (We suspect it is not.) Clarification on this 
point is needed from Interior. If the 3.2 billion figure is 
risked, that is, already incorporates the risk of finding no oil 
(81%), Interior would be claiming that there are 2.6 billion 
more barrels of oil likely to be found in wilderness lands than 
in the estimates we have been using. Nevertheless, even an 
additional 2.6 billion barrels would not change the fact that a 
very small percentage of U.S. oil is in potential and designated 
wilderness lands. The percentage of U.S. oil resources on these 
lands would rise from 3.5% to 5.8%. 

Certainly, any exploration that may eventually be 
permitted on these areas should be made by nonintrusive methods, 
such as satellite survey. Nonintrusive methods are currently 
inadequate for confirming existing Interior estimates, but the 
situation will no doubt change in the future. Fifty years from 
now, technologies for identifying natural resources will have 
surpassed the crude methods available to energy companies 
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today. With such a small percentage of u.s. land remaining as 
wilderness, it would seem wise for the nation to be patient in 
confirming Interior's estimates. 

As has been indicated, the National Audubon Society is not 
blindly opposed t.o resource extraction on public lands. We 
expect that more than 95 percent of oil and gas resources on 
federal lands will eventually be tapped. The Society stands 
ready to work with oil and gas companies to help them develop 
environmentally sound methods of exploration and extraction that 
are suitable for the great percentage of land, both public and 
private, on which such activities need not be prohibited 
completely. Audubon will continue to insist, however, that 
exploitation of resources on public lands be carried out 
carefully in a manner that protects the environment and 
wildlife. Audubon will continue to oppose oil and gas 
exploration in any situation where government agencies or energy 
companies move hastily, without fully assessing the 
environmental and economic effects of activities or providing 
adequate safeguards for their implementation. This appears to 
be one of t'1ose cases. 

It is argued by industry that the coastal plain of the 
Arctic Refuge must be leased now because it will take at least 
fifteen years to develop any oil fields discovered there. It 
must be remembered that following discovery of oil at Prudhoe 
Bay in 1968, oil was flowing through the 800-mile-long Trans 
Alaska Pipeline (TAPS) by June of 1977, a period of only 9 
years. All that would be needed should oil production be 
permitted on the Arctic Refuge would be a 100 to 150-mile-long 
pipeline spur (at maximum) to tie into TAPS. Our guess is that 
industry could bring an oilfield on line in the refuge within 5 
years should it someday prove in the national interest to do so. 

It is an illusion to believe that leasing on the coastal 
plain of the Arctic Refuge will solve the economic problems of 
the North. After all, its whole purpose is to deliver northern 
oil to homes and industries in the South--or perhaps the 
Orient. Indeed, rather than solving the North's economic 
problems, it may accentuate them. For evidence of this, we need 
look no further than the situation in Alaska today. With the 
Trans Alaska Pipeline carrying oil at near full capacity, the 
state is going through one of the most serious economic 
recessions in its history. 

The situation on the Arctic Refuge obviously calls for 
bold and courageous political leadership at both the state and 
national levels. For politicians to be holding out the promise 
that yet another great oil bonanza lies beneath the Arctic 
tundra just waiting to be exploited only postpones the day when 
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all Americans must begin to live within their means by 
implementing cost-effective conservation measures. 

on page 6 of its assessment report, Interior states: 

•oil and gas development will result in widespread, 
long-term changes in wildlife habitats, wilderness 
environment, and Native community activities. Changes 
could include displacement and reduction in the Porcupine 
caribou herd.• 

We agree, and therefore do not believe the long-term 
conservation, economic, or national security interests of the 
United States will be served by recommending that such 
sacrifices be made on the finest Arctic wildlife and wilderness 
sanctuary in the world at a time of a world oversupply of oil, 
and with hundreds of millions of acres of other federal and 
state lands available for exploration. 

It has been said by many that we are now at our Last 
Frontier in Alaska. This has different meaning to different 
people. To some it offers opportunity for resource development 
and the jobs and material benefits delivered. To others, it is 
wildlife and wildland spectacles which constitute a heritage to 
be preserved for generations of Americans. The decisions we 
make on the Arctic Refuge therefore are not simply about oil 
fields and caribou herds. They are decisions that strike to our 
very deepest concerns as a nation. 

The National Audubon Society feels the Department of the 
Interior is making a serious mistake in recommending that the 
coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge be opened to full leasing. 
The facts convince us that America can achieve energy security 
without exploiting the last great arctic coastal wilderness in 
the United States. 

We believe that u.s. Senators Howard Metzenbaum and Paul 
Tsongas were right when in the 1979 debate on the Alaska Lands 
Act they stated: 

"It appears as if the "forbidden fruit• syndrome is 
operating with regard to the Arctic National Wildlife 
Range. Regardless of how bitter that fruit may be, there 
are some oil and gas companies which will want to invade 
this last stretch of north slope arctic land unimpacted by 
man. What the Congress does with regard to this fragile 
area will be an indication of how wisely we are going to 
conserve the nation's natural resources in the future. We 
can afford to make this Range the "last place to go• in 
the search for energy and we should. We urge the Senate 
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to study the arguments on both sides of this issue, for we 
believe strongly that aside from high emotions which have 
surrounded the debate on this issue, the facts support 
protection for the Range at this time ••• • (Report of the 
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States 
Senate, No. 96-413, November 14, 1?79, page 421.) 

To reiterate our position on this issue, the National 
Audubon Society believes that wilderness designation is the best 
way to permanently protect the entire Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge, including the coastal plain. We;therefore support 
Alternative E, the wilderness alternative. The Society believes 
that Congress should proceed with wilderness designation unless 
assessment by the National Academy of Sciences confirms the 
importance of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to the 
nation's immediate and long-term energy ~eeds, and demonstrates 
that petroleum extraction can be made compatible with protection 
of the refuge's fragile ecosystem, including its internationally 
significant wildlife values. In the interim, the National 
Audubon Society believes that the entire!Arctic Refuge should be 
managed as wilderness in close cooperation with adjoining North 
Yukon National Park. 

Your consideration of our comments! and recommendations is 
greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

~~c:l~.~ 
David R. Cline 
Regional Vice President 
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U.S. Fosh and Wildlife Service 
Douision of Refuge Management 
2343 Main lnteroor Building 
18 and C Str,;.et:. Nl•J 
Washington, D. C. 20240 

RE: Draft 1002 Report for the Arctic Coastal Plaon 

Dear Sirs/Madams: 

Here ar·o;o the ccorroments of the National Park· and Con:er•oatioro 
Assocoatioro on the Draft 1002 Report for the Coastal Pla1n of the 
Arctic Nat1onal Wildlife Refuge. 

The National Park and Conservation Association, founded in 1919, 
ts the onlY non-profit, private organization devoted to 
protecting and Improving all of our Nation·s National Parks. At 
present the Association has over 50,000 members <300 in Alaska), 
While the Association is primarly concerned with manaoement of 
National Parks it has concerns for the health and wel~are of the 
environment nation-wide, 

It has been lono recoonized (first bY Robert Marshall and then bY 
Olaus Murie) th;t the~e is a need to preserve a portion of the 
Brooks Range and Artie Alaska for its great wilderness values. 
Th·is ,,oas the origional purpose to establish the Arctic Ranoe. It 
was a concern for the un1que wilderness ecosYstem that for~ed the 
purpose of the the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge when Congress 
establ tshed the area. The Refuge is a national wilderness 
treasure entrusted to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service bY the 
people to protect those unique wilderness ualues. Also, many of 
the corroponen t: of th 1 s ecosystem ex tend in to Canada, and 
ultimately dectsioros that we make for the Arctic Refuoe will 
effect Canada. ·· 

l·Ji th tto1 =· as a bacKground, ~>Je commerod the Service for· its 
statement on page 45 of the draft report that states: "The Hrctoc 
Refuge t= the onh· coros.ervation s.y:.tem unit that pr·cotect:, tro ;.r, 
•Jndesturbed condition, a complete spectr·um of the ooarious arcttc 
ecos>·:.tems In l'k•r·th Amer·ica.• We also agr·e,;. ''" th p;. 0 e <!~. that: 
"The 10~2 area •• the most biological!~ productue part of the 
Ar·cttc Refuge for· t~ildllf,;. and is the center of t<llldl1fe Htl'.oot. 
on the refuge.• Given these :.tatements, we find roo 1ust11 tc•toon 
for the Department's preferred al ternitiooe to make the enttre 
costal plain available for leasing to ondu~tr'. 

National Parks and Conservation As.~ociaticm 
lOIS Thirty-lo1rst Street, N.W., WashinJllun, I>.C. 21HHI7 

Telephone (202) 944-85311 
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The r·epor-t has :.ever·a1 :.hc•rtccerrlfTdngs in its r-E>E.c•ur·ce asse:.sment 
of the coastal plain. 

J) There were no hydrologists, ecologists, soils scoentists, or 
recreation planners on the planning team. 

2) The report cites outdated data to make various poonts. For 
example, the statement that the North Slope air is generallY of 
good quality <Burro, 1973). 

3) The report states that water resources in the 1002 area are 
ver>· I imi ted, but does not describe pr·actical, econc•mic t>Ja>'=· that 
industry must deal with this problem and still protect resource 
values. 

4> Large and obvious animals were selected for ",;.valuation 
species• which may not reflect resource development impacts of 
consequence to all of the r·elevant ecosystems. For example the 
arctic fox, sma II mamma Is, Lap I and I ongspurs, and pee tor· a I 
sandpipers could be used as indicators of environmental qual 1ty. 

5) The cultural importance of bowhead whales to the people of 
kaktovik has been inadequatelY addressed. The 1979-1985 bowhead 
whale studies <LJung-blad et at. 1986, Richardson 1986 and ~Iiles 
et at. 1986> are important to consideration of the Pokok port 
site and annual sealift activities. 

6> Baseline data reports show a tendency to duplicate ,;.ffor·ts or 
to establish habitat classification systems independentlY of 
other investigators. A concerted effort should be made to 
standardize a habitat classification applicable to most studies 
to expedite comparisons between habitats, areas, and populations 
over time and regions. 

7> Very I ittle use was made of the :.ub:.tantial data oro 
terrestrial bird populations of the Refuge that have been 
collected.over 4 year:.. A:. of 1985, 127 10-hectare plots in 7 
habitat types in 10 study areas of the 1002 area have been 
established and surveYed in variou:. years. A more consistant 
:.tudy des1gn should be conducted that addresses the need to 
C•btain infor·mat1on ·on biotic re:.ources of the Refuge pr·tor to 
further exploration, development, and producttoro of oil and qas 
resources. Results to date do root support the :t~tements of 
importance of rocK arod wi I low ptarmioan compared to other 
terrestrr~1 sp~cres. 

8.o J·Jeo mention •= made of the documents: Gr·a.,el Remeo.,al Studie:. 1n 
Arcttc and Subarctic Flood~olatns in AI\ (FI..JS.-OBS-80/0SJ and Gravel 
Removal Gut del troes Manual for Arcttc and Subarctic Floodplains 
~ FI·IS.· OBS ·80.· 09 >. 
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9) While culvert design is addressed tending them is not. 
Evaluations along the Trans Alaska Pipeline and the Dalton 
Highway show that metal culverts remain frozen after· spring 
breakup begins causing significant ponding: of surface water, to 
such an extent that vegetation is drastic~llY altered, animal 
popu 1 at ions changed, and washout of roads .and work pads occurs. 
Substantial areas of the North Slope have been altered bY 
non-functional culverts in runoff conditions. 

10) Based on studies alonf the Trans Alas~a Pipeline in 1980 and 
other years, snow drifting may be 5 to 6 times that indicated in 
the report (100ft.), This coupled with impounding of runoff 
from roads and workpads will account for several hundred more 
acres of nesting habitat effected than is indicated in the 
report. 

II> Based on s~udies during 1976-81 along :the Dalton Highway, 
dust shadows can result in a 55"/. reduction: of nesting bird 
densities and extend about 800-1000 feet down wind. The report 
states only 250ft. for a total of 7,000 acres will be effected 
by development. The actual effect of devlilopment may be more 
than 4 times what the r~port suggests. 

12) Increased snow drifting, accelerated snow melt due to dust, 
and impounding ·Of sheet flow by roads and workpads can combine to 
produce significant environmental impacts :over a larger area than 
the report states. 

13> Ongoing studies od the Lisburne Terrestrial Monitoring 
Program-1985 ~ 1986 have provided current idata of direct import 
to this area. Considerable insight as to consequences of 
development activities can be added to the assessment by 
including these data with the referenced ~aterial. 

14) Ptarmigan were one of the minor resid~nts on the area's study 
plots, Tundra-nesting birds <other than ptarmigan) and small 
mammals will probably incur greater losses than ptarmigan, and 
they are important foods for larger predators. 

15) Regulations that deal with oil spill prevention, containment, 
and cleanup should be noted in the report. 

16> Caribou herds are an enigmatic group of individua.ls, often 
unpredictable in response to natural and unnatural pher.omena, and 
are a unique resource. The report does not conta.in sufficient 
data to assess the potential inpact of development on this 
species. 

17) The scenarios presented for the various alternatives for the 
petroleum potential are pure conjectur·e unti 1 the rl'sour·ces ar·e 
definl'd. 

IB> The rl'port looks at the 1002 area in isolation, rathl'r than 
examining in detail the cumulative effects of o1l and gas 
development on adJacent state and fl'deral least's and offshorl' on 
the outer continental shelf. 

4. 

19> The disposal of hazardous wastes associated with oil 
development presents a serious long term problem that is not 
adequatelY addressed and are not fully understood in the Arctic. 

20> The report does not consider energy conservation and creating 
viable alternative energy sources that can better provide for 
future needs than can the Arctic Refuge. 

21> The report does not deal with the value to the people of 
establishing the 1002 area as part of the National Wilderness 
Preservation System. In fact the report, page 93, states that; 
"No further study or public review is necessary for the Congress 
to designate the 1002 area as wilde~ness.• It also states that a 
wilderness review was conducted in the early 1970's pursuant to 
the provisiona of the Wilderness Act, but the draft report was 
never made final nor was puplic coment obtained. The Wilderness 
Act of 1964 directed federal agencies to study areas to determine 
their suitabilitY as Wilderness. As part of this process, 
Agencies were directed to hold public hearings. Hear1ngs were 
never held and the report was never finalized for this area, 
although Congress directed the Secretary to do so. 

22>The Department seems anxious to pursue development. It has 
disregarded the purpose for designating the area for future 
generations of Americans. It wants to make all the decisions 
here and now and not leave any options for the future. The 
Department has taken every measure to prevent the public from 
commenting on this report. It took a court case to direct the 
Department to allow comment on this report. 

In view of these findings and others that we have no~ cited we 
can not agree with the Departments recommendation of "full 
leasing of the Coastal plain.• We feel that the unique wilderness 
resource of this area is important to the nation as ~<Jell as 
Canada. Therefore, we urge that no further development or land 
trade in the 1002 studY area take place and that the area be 
added to the National Wilderness Preservation s.ystem. 

Thank You for complying with the court for the opportunity to 
comment. 

Sincerely, 

l.)i 11 i am J. Holman 
Alas~a Regional Representative 
4300 Rendez~ous C1rcle 
Anchorage, HK Q9504 
( 9(17) 337-9'-154 
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NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, 1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W .. Washington, D.C. 20036·2266 (202)797·61100 - . .. -
Ollke of the Executive Vice President 

The Honorable Donald Paul Hodel 
Secretary 
u.s. Department of the Interior 
18th and c Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

February 4, 1987 

The National Wildlife Federation (NWF) has always viewed the 
Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge as a 
aagnificent natural resource. It provides critical habitat 
for an incomparable array of arctic wildlife, including 
caribou, polar bears, grizzly bears, ausk oxen, and snow 
geese. It is truly a world-class wildlife area and a 
national treasure. However, the Federation has long 
recognized that it significant deposits of oil and gas are 
present in this area, the question of their development and 
production will have to be addressed. 

The National Wildlife Federation has reviewed the ~ 
Qoastal Plain Resource Assesswent, the so-called 1002 
Report, which examines several questions surrounding the 
potential oil and gas resources of the Arctic Coastal Plain. 
Federation staff, knowledgeable leaders froa our state 
affiliate in Alaska (The Wildlife Federation of Alaska), and 
our consulting geologist have examined the report and have 
provided aa with detailed coaaents. Also, along with two 
other senior staff aeabers, I traveled to Alaska in aid
January to aaet personally with representatives of the aajor 
state and federal agencies, oil and gas companies, and 
environmental interests concerned about the future of these 
lands. 

Since the outset, I have had reservations about the process 
the Department of the Interior used in producing this 
report. Public interest groups bad to resort to litigation 
to obtain access to the assessment process and the 
opportunity to co .. ent on this draft. Then, Assistant 
Secretary Horn publicly unveiled a strategy for industry to 
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lobby Congress to open the Arctic Refuge to oil and gas 
develop.ant (December 1986 issue of Alaska Construction and 
Qil). And, of course, concurrent with all of this are the 
secret negotiations the Depart.ant of the Interior has 
underway with Native corporations to trade away the public's 
interest in the subsurface rights to oil and gas resources 
of the 1002 area. 

The course of action reco .. ended by Assistant Secretary Horn 
and the direction that seeas to be coming froa the Interior 
Department give us concern about your co .. itaent to be 
guided by the oath of public trust to which you have pledged 
yourself. 

The Federation, however, attempted to review the report 
objectively. our review has been extensive, and involved a 
critical analysis of all aajor aspects of the available 
inforaation. 

our first problem with the report is that it does not comply 
with the mandate of Congress in several important respects. 
One of the aost glaring oversights is that, despite the 
specific requirements of the law for a baseline study of 
fish and wildlife resources, there are significant 
shortcomings in the biological data upon which the report is 
premised. For example, one of the aost important questions 
to resolve before ADX reca..endations can be aade about 
future development in the 1002 area is to define the 
critical calving habitat for the Porcupine Caribou Herd. 
Yet, leading caribou biologists agree that the biological 
data is insufficient to define the ecological attributes of 
critical calving areas. 

Another oversight is the Department's failure to consult in 
a tiaely manner with the Government of Canada. Despite the 
explicit mandate of the law, no consultation occurred before 
the report was released. This is a significant omission, 
given that the Porcupine Caribou Herd is an international 
resource and the Government of Canada has recently 
established the North Yukon National Park i .. ediately 
adjacent to the Arctic Refuge. At the ainimua, this is an 
arrogant disregard for one of the United States' aost 
important allies. 
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Beyond such omissions, the analysis presented in the report 
is seriously flawed. For example: 

• there is little support for the apparent 
conclusion of the Executive Summary that impacts 
upon fish and wildlife resources can be mitigated 
effectively: in fact, this ,assertion appears to be 
contradicted later by the report when it states, 
for example, that mitigating the loss of caribou 
core calving habitat •is not possible•: 

• the cumulative environmental impacts of developing 
millions of acres of adjacent on-shore and off
shore lands -- which are planned for leasing 
are ignored: and, 

• the report concludes that providing the fresh 
water necessary to drill even 20@ exploratory well 
is a significant and unresOlved problem and then 
simply fails to address the question of providing 
the water necessary for any level of future 
development. 

These are only a few examples of the:problems which are 
evident with the assessment of the potential impacts of 
development of.the 1002 area. In general, the shortcomings 
of the fish and wildlife impact analysis are matched only by 
the zeal with which tbe.Department wraps its •lease
everything• recommendation in the flag of national security. 

Together, the conduct and content of ·the report, make it 
clear that the Department bas already decided what it will 
recommend to Congress regarding the future of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge. As a result, the critical 
questions posed by Congress in enacting ANILCA remain 
unanswered. It is regrettable that instead of responding to 
the mandate of Congress the Department bas embarked upon a 
course of action which can only add to the polarization of 
this controversy and cloud the very issues which it was 
asked to resolve. 

Therefore, the National Wildlife Federation does not believe 
that its submission of detailed comments on the Draft 
Coastal Plain Resource Assessment to the Department of the 
Interior would be constructive. The comments submitted by 
our state affiliate, the Wildlife Federation of Alaska, 
adequately represent our views. 
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Instead, in an effort to make a more positive and 
constructive contribution to the resolution of this 
controversy, the National Wildlife Federation will submit a 
comprehensive report regarding the future of the Coastal 
Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to the Congress 
shortly. 

We will be pleased to make copies of that report available 
to you, Assistant Secretary Horn, Director Dunkle, and 
representatives of other interests when it is released to 
congress and the public. 

Thank you. 

JDH:kg 

cc: Assistant Secretary Horn 
Director Frank Dunkle 

Sincerely, 

~tl..~ 
JAY D. HAIR 
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January 15, 1987 

Hr. William P. Horn 
Assistant Secretary for Fish and 

Wildlife and Parks 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
18th & C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Attn: Division of Refuge Management 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

This expresses the concerns and views of the National Wildlife 
Refuoe Association (NWRA) on the draft Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge& Alaska Coastal Plain Resource Assessment report released 
for pu lie review November 24, 1986. As a nationwide citizens' 
organization dedicated to the preservation and perpetuation of the 
National Wildlife Reful]e System, we appreciate this· opportunity to 
review and comment on the draft 1002 report document. Many of our 
members have had extensive experience in managing National Wildlife 
Refuges and in administerino oil and gas operations, including 
related developments on Alaskan refuges. -

Unlike some conservation oroups, NWRA has deferred taking a position 
on this controversial issue until we could review the Interior 
Department 1002 report. Despite the inevitable environmental dam
age of oil and gas extraction to dedicated conservation lands, we 
believe that such development could be sanctioned if a national 
emergency or crucial need positively existed and i~other energy 
development alternatives were impractical to pursue. We recognize 
that properly-directed oil and gas developments can be condoned as 
an acceptable use of federal lands, including wildlife refuoe units 
where habitat manipulation is a standard mana~ement practice. We 
also recognize and appreciate instances where direct or indirect 
contributions of the oil industry have benefited some refuges. Oil 
and gas leasing on the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge is, however, a horse with a different color. 

The Arctic Refuge was not the creation of a government bureaucracy. 
A review of the extensive and detailed files of the establishment 
of the original wildlife range reveals that this magnificent reserve 
exists because of the exhaustive efforts of citizens throughout the 
Nation. For a 10-year period, major conservation organizations, 
sportsmen's groups, civic organizations and renowned. naturalists, 
including Olaus and Margaret Murie, studied the area and supported 
its establishment. The arctic reserve concept was brought forward 
for executive confirmation by individual citizens and conservation 
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leaders in Alaska and throughout the Nation. It exists today 
because people cared enough to have it established. Its status 
will be vigorously defended because people care even more about 
its protection now in a world rapidly running out of virgin wild
lands and their associated wildlife. The Arctic Refuge is un
questionably one of the last outstanding natural treasures in the 
entire world. 

Since the inception of our organization in 1975, we have strongly 
supported the maintenance of the wildland character of the arctic 
and the expansion of the Arctic Refuge under the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 (ANILCA). We have worked 
with conservation groups over the years to protect refuge values 
from various detrimental threats, and our efforts to preserve this 
internationally important arctic reserve will prevail until it can 
be unequivocally demonstrated to be in the national interest to do 
otherwise. With respect to the recommendation for full leasing of 
the coastal plain, our position is that an action of this magnitude 
at this time is not in the long-term economic, national security, 
or conservation lnterest of our Nation. 

We find many inadequacies in the 1002 assessment report. We find 
the report to be seriously incomplete in vital information areas 
and woefully inadequate in analyzing and discussing alternatives, 
as well as the biological, social and economic impact of full scale 
leasing. A bias toward development is noted and we suspect that 
this is intended to influence public sentiment under the guise that 
the 1002 area is "clearly the most outstanding oil and gas frontier 
remaining in the United States", and full leasing would "contribute 
substantially to national economic and security interests." 
Unfortunately, these statements, in the absence of supportive infor
mation, may be viewed as contentions rather than facts. An action 
of this magnitude and its potential environmental and social con
sequence must be based on fact, not mere contentions. 

If it is in the national interest to develop oil and gas resources, 
industry should look first to developing the numerous leases 
already in its possession throughout the United States, including 
onshore and offshore lease areas situated along the breadth of the 
arctic coastal plain, and keep this part of the refuge's coastal 
plain intact, at least during the immediate future. Development 
of the 1002 area should be a last resort, predicated on a clearly 
demonstrated national need. We hasten to note that major compro
mises have already been made on Alaska's North Slope by both 
development and conservation interests. These resulted in making 
90 percent of the arctic coastal plain available to industry in 
addition to some 24 million acres of state-controlled nearshore 
and federal offshore areas along the Beaufort Sea. 

The problem of report completeness poses a major concern to our 
organization. Aside from the need to provide supportive informa
tion on full leasing, we believe that the report is remiss in not 
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describing the process and rationale leading to the establishment 
of the original arctic wildlife range. The draft report (page 45) 
states that, "the Arctic Refuge is the only conservation system 
unit that protects, in an undisturbed condition, a complete spectrum 
of tile various arctic ecosystems inJNorth America." This statement 
would be more meaningful if reviewers had a better insight to the 
exhaustive efforts, and the reasons for these efforts, that culmin
ated in a mandate to preserve the natural integrity of this special 
ecosystem. Development now or in the future is clearly in conflict 
with the original purpose of establishment. The 1002 report does 
not adequately address the wildland values of the coastal plain 
and how these values will be changed by large scale oil and gas 
developments. 

The report is conspicuously void of any discussion of commitments 
of the United States to the international community. It should 
recognize, among others, the fo.llowing treaties and legislative 
mandates: -

1. The Migratory Bird Treaty with Canada, Mexico and Japan 
as concerns the possible impact on the continental snow 
goose populations, produced in Canada and tranditionally 
using the 1002 area for feeding and staging prior to 
migration. 

2. The agreement for the Conservation of Polar Bear (1g73) 
with Canada, Denmark, Norway; and the U.S.S.R., which 
states that each contracting party shall take appropriate 
action to protect the ecosystems with special attention 
to protecting denning and feeding sites and migration 
patterns. Development in the 1002 area would adversely 
affect known polar bear denning areas. 

3. Agreement calling for cooperation in the field of environ
mental protection between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. (1972) 

4. The 1976 convention between the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. con
cerning the Conservation of Migratory Birds and their 
Environment (impact on birds migrating along the northern 
part of the continent). 

5. Impact on the ANilCA directive requiring consultation with 
the Canadian government involving oil development along 
the refuge coastal plain adjacent to Canada's Northern 
Yukon National Park. Canadian officials had not been 
consulted before the 1002 report was ~eleased November 24. 

6. Impact on on-going discussions with Canada concerning the 
establishment of an international Porcupine caribou 
treaty. Development would adversely affect this herd and 
subsistence activities associated with Arctic Village, 
Kaktovik, and the Canadian village of Old Crow. 
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These issues should have been presented and discussed in a separate, 
clearly-defined section of the 1002 report. 

We find the alternatives to be both narrow in scope and superfici
ally discussed. This may be by design to facilitate support of 
the preferred alternative of opening the entire 1002 area to full 
leasing. Due emphasis should be placed on greater objectivity in 
selecting alternatives and discussing their implications in the 
final document. We note that the 1002 report makes reference to 
structuring a leasing program to protect the southeast part 
(242,000 acres) used as a caribou calving area so this would be the 
last part to be developed. This type of rationale should be the 
key to all development alternatives. The manner in which alter
natives have been drafted induces our organization to oppose full 
scale leasing and to support the no action alternative. 

Because of the inadequacies which we perceive in this document, 
the NWRA strongly opposes oil and ~as leasing along the coastal 
plain area of the Arctic Refuge. We urge the Interior Department 
to manage this unique area--the refuge in its entirety--consistent 
with the purposes for which it was founded, lest this unique 
arctic reserve be sacrificed on the altar of economic dogma. 

In conclusion, you should know that we strongly object to the 
secretive efforts of the Interior Department to negotiate land 
exchanges with Native organizations. These negotiations are 
obviously aimed toward influencing congressional decision making. 
While we agree with land exchanges in principle, we strongly oppose 
the manner in which current negotiations behind closed doors are 
being conducted. This approach may lead to costly litigation on 
essentially the same grounds that the St. Matthew Island land ex
change was contested and ruled an illegal action by the Federal 
Court. The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge was established by the 
American people for the American people and they should have an 
opportunity to voice their opinions whenever dedicated public lands 
are transferred to private ownership. 

We will appreciate your careful consideration of the concerns which 
we have expressed. 

Sincerely, 
1 ' -. 

;f;L:, ,/;; (<?",;~-.~--
~Forrest A. Carp~~r 

President 
National Wildlife Refuge-Association 
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TI1e Interior De~rtment's recommendation to the Congress, in its 

"Draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource 

Assessment" pits the protection of a pristine National Wildlife Refuge 

enviornment of unparalleled ecological value against the exploration 

and development of those lands for the unproven production of oil. 

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (~iR) was set aside to protect, 

in an undisturbed condition, a complete spectrum of various arctic 

ecosystems, which together with Canada's adjoining Yukon National Park, 

constitute the most spectacular arctic sanctuary found anywhere in the 

world. The-18-million acre arctic NWR provides internationally important 

calving and rearing grounds for the lBO thousand head porcupine caribou 

herd as well as natural habitats for polar bears, grizzly bears, musk ox, 

dall sheep, wolves, wolverine, peregrine falcons, snow geese and other 
important migratory birds. 

Because the coastal plain area reputedly contained major oil and gas 

resources, Congress, in Section 1002 of ANILKA, identified 1.5 million 

acres of the 2.0 million acre coastal plain for study and required a 

comprehensive assessment of resource values, including petroleum resources 

through a Government-guided oil exploration program by means other than 

actual drilling. 

This past November, the U. s. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 

released the required draft resource assessment for a 60-day public 

review period. The "so called" 1002 report recognized that the study 

area is the mosl biologically productive part of the Arctic N\\'R. 

Despite this and the knowledge that the development of economically 

recoverable oil is going to depend upon full exploration, gambling on 

production and constructing all necessary facilities, the Interior 

Department recommends that all indicated oil bearing areas within 

the 1002 portion of 1.5 million acres of the Arctic NWR coast be leased 

for development. 

According to the 1002 report, the outstanding wilderness, wildlife 

habitat and fish and water qualities will be severely impacted by oil 

and gas leasing. The presence of oil development facilities would elim

inate tl1e wilderness character in development areas and cause intrusions 

into designated wilderness adjacent to the 1002 area. Development would 

cause widespread, long-term changes in wildlife habitats and interfere 

with native subsistence activities. 

The National Wildlife Refuge Association (~~) has strongly supported 

the expansion of the Arctic refuge unit and the maintenance of its 

wilderness qualities early in the deliberations of the Alaska National 

Lands issue. The NI·IRA and conservation organizations worked during 

succeeding years to protect the Arctic NWR from potential encroachments 

on the premise that the naturalness of the unique ecosystems of arctic 

Alaska should prevail when virtually the rest of the north slope and 

millions of acres of other Alaska lands and waters would be accessible 

to commercial interests. 

In a separate action, the Department and Native Corporations have 

negotiated towards the exchange of privately owned lands for sub-surface 

rights on the coastal plain area of the Arctic NWR surrounding Kalttovik. 

This unofficially estimated 95,000 acres of presumed oil bearing lands, 

at least equal to the potential of other refuge lands, invites a major 

private development over which the Government would have little control. 

The NliRAs position on the Arctic NWR development concerns serious 

inadequacies of the 1002 report. The report is flawed by an insufficient 
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analysis and discussion of alternatives other than opening 

the entire 1002 area to oil leasing. Another critical shortcoming 

concerns the distorted importance of the areas petroleum resources 

without providing a perspective of the cumulative benefits and impact 

from oil and gas lease sales already let and to be scheduled in other 

parts of arctic Alaska, including off shore areas. The ~,iRA believes 

that the 1002 report should be re-drafted to be more thorough and 

objective in content; otherwise, the review and decision making process 

will be woefully impaired. 

Based on the knm;n widespread, long-term changes in 10ildlife habitat 

and natural systems that will occur, weighed against the gamble of 

full exploration to develope what oil may be present under the locations 

that showed signs of promise will spread activity over most of the 

1 • 5 million acres studied. This appears to be, "over kill" and not in 

the best strategic, economic or conservation interests of the United 

States to recommend such sacrifices on the finest Arctic Wildlife Sanctuary 

in the world at a time of world oversupply of oil, and with millions of 

acres of other federal and state lands available. 

The National Wildlife Refuge Association ~ppreciates this opportunity 

to comment on this most important proposal under consideration for the 

Arctic NWR. 

dated 1-9-87 
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The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDCJ is a national 

environmental organization dedicated to the protection and 

enhancement of the nation's natural resources. NRDC's membership 

totals approximately 60,000 members and supporters in the U.S. and 

Canada. NRDC has had a long standing interest and involvement in 

the federal government's oil and gas leasing programs; we there

fore welcome the opportunity to comment on the Interior Depart

ment's draft Report to Congress and Legislative Environmental 

Impact Statement (LEIS) on oil development in the coastal plain of 

the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. our major comments can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. The draft Report/LEIS fails to meet the requirements of NEPA 
and its implementing regulations because it does not adequately 
assess: 

a. cumulative impacts of oil and gas development in the 
Alaskan and Canadian arctic; 

b. reasonable alternatives to the proposed action; 

c. impacts of gas development; 

d. impacts of full leasing on water quantity and quality; 

e. impacts of full leasing on air quality; 

f. conflicts between the proposed action and the Alaska 
coastal Management Program; and 

g. impacts on endangered and threatened species. 

2. The draft Report/LEIS fails to comply with Section 810 of 
the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act. 

3. The Department's estimates of the amount of oil and 
associated economic benefits that would accrue to the nation from 
full leasing of the coastal plain of the Refuge are overstated as 
a result of the use of overly optimistic assumptions and 
methodologies that inflate the amount and value of projected oil 
reserves. 

4. The Department's conclusions that the oil industry can 
operate in the arctic without significant environmental 
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consequences is unjustified and is contrary to evidence presented 
in the body of the draft Report. 

I. Introduction 

The 18 million acre Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is the 

second largest refuge in the National Wildlife Refuge System and 

the largest arctic wilderness sanc.tuary for wildlife in the. world. 

The Refuge, which stretches from the southern foothills of the 

Brooks range.to the Beaufort Sea in northeastern Alaska, supports 

one of the few remaining large caribou, herds in North America, as 

well as polar bears, grizzly bears, moose, muskox, Dall Sheep, 

wolverines, snow geese, peregrine falcons and other species of 

arctic fish and wildlife. The coastalplain portion of the Arctic 

Refuge lies.on the north slope of the Brooks Range and consists 

largely of pristine, extremely fragile tundra and wetlands. The 

coastal plain lies 60 miles to the east of the giant oil fields 

near Prudhoe Bay, and according to.the; Department's draft Report 

to Congress, there is a 19' chance that economically recoverable 

oil exists somewhere in this region of the Arctic Refuge. 

The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 

(ANILCA) placed roughly half of the Arctic Refuge under wilderness 

protection b~t deferred a decision to protect 1.5 million acres of 

the coastal plain as wilderness pending a comprehensive assessment 

of resident fish and wildlife, oil and gas potential and the 

impacts that o:i'l· development may have on the environment of the 

Refuge. ANILCA ·instructed the Secretary of the Interior to report 

his findings"on these three topics to the Congress along with his 
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recommendations regarding whether oil and gas development in the 

coastal plain would be in the national interest. 

On November 24, 1986, the Department issued a draft. Report 

to Congress and Legislative Environmental Impact Statement (LEIS) 

recommending full leasing of the coastal plain to the oil indus

try. The decision to recommend full leasing was based on three 

considerations: the analysis of impacts presented in the draft 

Report, the national need for domestic sources of oil and gas,.and 

"the ability of the industry to minimize damage to the North Slope 

environment as learned from oil and gas activities elsewhere in 

the Alaskan Arctic." Draft Report (hereafter, "D.R.") at iii. 

As discussed in detail below, the Department's substantive 

analysis of these three considerations is seriously flawed. In 

addition, there are many legal deficiencies in the draft 

Report/LEIS. Taken together, these defects in the Department's 

analysis render the document fatally flawed and therefore not a 

suitable or adequate basis on.which to make recommendations to 

Congress on leasing in the Arctic Refuge. 

II. The Analysis of Environmental Impacts in the Draft Report to 
Congress/LEIS 

A. The Conclusions Drawn in the Executive Summary are not 
supported by the Body of the Draft Report. 

According to the draft Report, full leasing of the coastal 

plain could result in a 20-40!11 declinl1! in the Porcupine caribou 

herd (D.R. at 112), a 20-50% reduction in the muskoxen population 

(which in 1985 numbered only •76) (id. at 114), a loss of half of 

the wolverine population (id. at 116), almost 50% of the snow 
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geese that stage in the coastal plain (id. at 122), and a loss of 

subsistence hunting opportunities throughout approximately one 

half of the coastal plain (id. at 132). In light of these and 

other impacts projected by the draft Report, it is difficult to 

understand how the Department can conclude in the Executive 

Sua.ary that oil development on the coastal plain can be expected 

to generate "minimal effects" (id. at 2). 

The Executive Sua.ary is the document •oat often read by 

decision-•akera and others. It •ust accurately reflect the 

conclusions of the body of the Report so that a co•plete under

standing of the i•plications of developing the Arctic Refuge •ay 

be had by all readers. The Executive Summary should be revised to 

explicitly state the losses of wildlife and habitat projected to 

result from full leasing. 

B. Deficiencies in the NEPA Analysis 

The purpose of an environmental impact statement is to 

provide a full and fair discussion of the significant environ

mental impacts of a proposal and to inform decision makers and the 

public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or 

minimize adverse effects an the environment. 40 C.P.R. §1500.2. 

The Council an Environmental Quality's regulations implementing 

NEPA specify that in order to achieve these goals, certain 

information must be presented in an EIS. Unfortunately, the draft 

Report to Congress/LEIS does not fulfill the informational 

requirements mandated by HEPA or its implementing regulations. 
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Omissions from the draft report/LEIS, discussed below, render the 

document so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis. The 

Department must therefore prepare and circulate a revised docu

ment, as provided for by 40 C.P.R. §1502.9(a). 

1. Cumulative Impacts 

Cumulative effects are those that result from the incre

mental impact of a proposed action when added to other past, 

present and reasonably foreseeable future actions (40 C.P.R. 

1708.7). Nowhere in the draft Report/LEIS does the Departm~nt 

analyze in detail the cumulative impacts of oil and gas develop

ment projects throughout the Alaskan and nearby Canadian arctic, 

despite the fact that a large number of oil and gas development 

projects have been undertaken in or are planned for the region 

(e.g., Prudhoe Bay, the Lisburne Field, the Kuparak Field, the 

Endicott Project, Milne Point, Seal Island, the Naval Petroleum 

Reserve-Alaska and State, federal and Canadian waters of the 

Beaufort_Sea). 

There are a large number of wildlife species that stand to 

be significantly affected by the incremental impacts of all of the 

different oil and gas development projects in northern Alaska and 

Canada. For example, denning polar bears are extremely sensitive 

to human activities. D.R. at 117. The draft Report notes that 

oil development could produce a major reduction in the availabi

lity of denning habitat in the 1002 area. !£· at 118. Similar 

reductions in denning habitat can be expected to result from 

current and future oil development elsewhere in the arctic. It is 
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therefore critical that the Interior Department analyze the 

cumulative impacts of all those developments. Only by doing so 

will the Department be able to assess the extent to which develop-

ment of the Refuge, in combination with similar developments 

elsewhere, will affect the overall health and survival of the 

regional polar bear population. 

Another species sensitive to human' disturbance is the snow 

goose. This species is highly sensitive to aircraft disturbance. 

Id. at 121. Studies have reported that ,snow geese flush in 

response to aircraft and helicopters passing by at distances of up 

to 9 miles. Id. The draft Report concludes that oil and gas 

activities in the Refuge could result in the displacement of these 

geese from up to 50~ of their preferred staging habitat. Id. at 

122. If this has occurred or is occurring in other areas of the 

Alaskan arctic subject to oil development, major impacts to the 

regional snow geese population could result. It is therefore 

extremely important that the Department •evaluate the effect on 

snow geese of leasing in the Refuge in the context of larger 

impacts resulting from development activities across the region. 

The Department has recognized the need to perform cumulative 

impact analyses for oil and gas development on federal land and 

routinely does so for federal OCS lease·sales. For example, the 

draft environmental impact statement for Lease Sale 97 in the 

Beaufort Sea evaluates the cumulative effects of oil and gas 

operations throughout the Alaskan Arctic. (FEIS Sale 97 at 4-A-

28). We note however, that the Sale 97 cumulative impact analysis 

assumes ng development in the Arctic Na~ional Wildlife Refuge and 
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fails to evaluate the effect of oil and gas activities in the 

Canadian Beaufort Sea. The Sale 97 cumulative impact analysis 

therefore could not be used in the final Report/LEIS on the Arctic 

Refuge. 

We recommend that the Department prepare and circulate for 

public comment a draft cumulative impacts assessment prior to 

issuing the final report to Congress in accordance with 40 C.F.R. 

§1502.9. 

2. Failure to Consider Reasonable Alternatives to the Proposed 
Action 

One of the most important functions of the NEPA process to 

assess the reasonable alternatives to proposed actions that will 

avoid or minimize adverse effects on environmental quality. 

Indeed, the CEQ regulations call the analysis of alternatives "the 

heart of the environmental impact statement". 40 C.F.R. §1502.14. 

According to the draft Report, energy independence and 

economic benefits appear to be the primary goals the Department 

hopes to achieve by opening the Refuge to oil development (e.g., 

D.R. at pages iii-8, 161-166, 169). Yet nowhere in the draft 

Report could we find any analysis of alternative methods of 

achieving these same goals. 

Rather than evaluating alternatives for enhancing energy 

security and associated economic benefits, which together consti-

tute the purpose for action, the Department improperly frames the 

alternatives in terms of forgoing such benefits in order to 

partially or completely protect the Refuge from oil and gas 

development. For example, the draft Report's discussion of the 
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wilderness alternative indicates that by designating the Refuge as 

wilderness, the nation must completely forgo the energy and 

economic benefits that will allegedly result from developing oil 

and gas in the Refuge.1 This is not necessarily the case, as 

there are many other options for reducing the nation's dependence 

on foreign oil achieving related economic benefits. 

The Report to Congress and accompanying Legislative EIS 

provide the opportunity to stand back and evaluate broad policy 

alternatives to promote national goals of energy independence and 

economic benefits. We believe that alternative energy sources 

should be discussed in the context of the "wilderness" and "no-

action" alternatives so that ways of avoiding oil and gas develop-

ment in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge can be explored. For 

example, if President Reagan had signed the National Appliance 

Energy Conservation Act of 1986, the nation could have saved about 

1.3 billie~ barrels of oil equivalent.2 This represents more than 

twice the risked mean oil resources that the Department estimates 

underlies the Arctic Refuge. 3 The "wilderness" and "no action" 

alternatives should be structured so< that comparisons of this sort 

can be readily made. This will permit the public to comment on 

1. "A decision to designate the 1002 area as wilderness will 
maintain long term fish, wildlife, subsistence and wilderness 
values at a cost of a potential but unconfirmed 3.2 billion 
barrels of oil." Draft report at 144. 

2. Howard Geller, American Council on an Energy Efficient 
Economy, 1986. Energy and Economic Savings Potential from Natural 
Appliance Efficiency Standards. 

3. Mean estimate of conditional, economically recoverable oil 
{3.23 billion barrels) times marginal probability (19%) = 614 
million barrels of oil. 
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the desirability of pursing one energy scenario over others. The 

following energy alternatives should be examined. 

a. Improved automobile gas mileage standards 

The Administration has rolled back fuel economy standards 

from 27.5 miles per gallon (mpg) mandated by Congress to 26 mpg 

for 1986, 1987 and 1988 model year automobiles. The decision not 

to enforce original fuel economy standards means that an extra 300 

million barrels of oil will be used by 1987, 1987 and 1988 model 

year cars. 

To put this number in perspective, the Department's draft 

Report to Congress estimates that the coastal plain portion of the 

Refuge contains an estimated risked mean of 614 million barrels of 

oil. Thus, by the single action of rolling back automobile 

efficiency standards for three years, the Administration will 

cause the equivalent of half of the oil projected to underlie the 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to be needlessly burned by less 

fuel efficient cars. 

b. Appliance efficiency standards 

The economic attractiveness of appliance efficiency stan

dards was demonstrated in 1986 when the appliance industry and the 

conservation community jointly sponsored federal legislation to 

enact uniform appliance efficiency standards. As noted above, 

these standards would have saved an estimated 1.3 billion barrels 

of oil equivalent from gas savings in furnaces, water heaters, and 

ranges. Despite the swift passage of the legislation by over

whelming margins in the Congress, the President chose to forego 

these significant energy savings and vetoed the bill in November. 
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It is difficult to understand why the Administration feels so 

pressing a need to open the Refuge in light of its rejection of a 

far more effective method of assuring energy security. 

c. Government funded conservation research 

According to DOE, 4 federal investments in 18 major indus-

trial/commercial energy saving technologies will be providing 521 

million barrels per year in equivalent energy savings by the year 

2010. These technologies have been introduced into the market in 

the 1978-1983 period and savings are based on expected market 

penetration by 2010. Despite the success of these technologies, 

the Administration is advocating a 50' cut in federal conservation 

technology research and development as part of its FY 1988 budget 

--on top of a 50' cut from FY 1980 through FY 1987. These budget 

cuts will mean that potential further major savings in energy 

conservation will not be realized. 

d. Incentive Programs for Building Retrofit 

Some 3.5 million barrels of oil equivalent per day are used 

in the form of oil or gas for heating homes. Incentive-based 

retrofit insulation programs have the potential to save more than 

1.5 million barrels per day at a cost of less than that of oil. 5 

Pilot programs sponsored by utilities have shown that almost 90% 

of the potential savings can be achieved with a three year 

4. FY 87 Energy Conservation Multi-Year Plan, July 1985, Office 
of Conservation, u.s. DOE. 

5. SERI/Solar Conservation Study, A New ProsP.erity, Sirek House 
Publishing, Andover, Massachusetts at 13. 
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implementation period, 6 yet the federal government has proposed no 

programs to help this process along. The only direct government 

involvement has been in solar and conservation tax credits. This 

program was terminated at the request of the Administration. 

e. Mass Transit Expansion 

Mass transit is more fuel efficient than automobiles and 

also allows a reduction in automobile travel miles in areas well 

served by mass transit. A 50' change in transit ridership up from 
I 

current levels could save over 3 billion barrels of oil over the 

next twenty years.7 Mass transit is generally a much lower cost 

option to the nation than automobile-based transportation systems, 

even excluding the benefits of their lower energy costs. Yet the 

Administration has consistently supported large cutbacks in 

federal mass transit funding and has withheld money that Congress 

directed to be invested in mass transit construction, despite the 

consequences on oil imports. 

To comply with CEQ's regulations implementing NEPA, the 

Department must perform a comprehensive evaluation of these and 

other alternative mechanisms of meeting national energy needs and 

the effects of such alternatives on oil imports and the environ-

6. Eric Hirst and R. Goeltz, "Potential Versus Practice Instal
lation of Retrofit Measures in the Hood River Conservation 
Project," ,Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ORNL/CON-189 1985, at 
26-27. 

7. David Goldstein, Senior Scientist, Natural Resources Defense 
Council, 1985. Testimony for House Appropriations Committee, 
Subcommittee on Transportation, on Appropriations for the Urban 
Mass Transit Administration, 2 May 1985. 
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ment. Included in such a discussion should be a "least-cost" 

analysis of different energy sources. 

Least-cost analyses are essential to economically rational or 

defensible decisions concerning the development of energy 

resources. Congress recognized the value of least cost planning 

as early as 1980, when the Pacific Northwest Electric Power 

Planning and Conservation Act authorized the creation of a new 

agency to plan for electricity use in the Northwest and charged it 

with acquiring electric! ty in a least cost fas:·:~ ::::. T!:.e Cali for-

nia Energy Commission has operated under at least cost principles 

for a decade under leadership from both political parties and now 

claims that those principles have saved that state's ratepayers 

billions of dollars. Before oil development in the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge can be justified on an economic basis, 

the Department must develop a least cost energy plan and see where 

development of the Refuge fits in. If it falls behind other 

options not being pursued, then the development of the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge should be postponed until other more 

attractive resources are exploited. 

This analyses should be prepared and circulated for public 

comment prior to the issuance of the final Report in accordance 

with §1502.9(a) of the CEQ regulations. 

3. Failure to Evaluate the Impacts of Gas Q~y~lopment 

The CEQ regulations require that an Agency evaluate impacts 

of a proposed action. While the Department is proposing full 
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leasing of the coastal plain, the draft report fails to analyze 

the impacts of developing the gas resources of the coastal plain. 

The Department assumes that crude oil is the only potentially 

economic hydrocarbon which would attract leasing interest if the 

1002 area were opened to leasing. D.R. at 75. Later in the draft 

Report, however, the Department notes that "it is expected that 

gas production from this area would also be economic within two to 

three decades." Id. at 143. The Department's failure to evaluate 

the impacts of gas recovery in the Refuge not only violates the 

CEQ regulations, but also section 1002(h) (3) of AtliLCA, which 

requires the Department to evaluate the adverse effects of 

exploration, development and production of oil ang ~ within the 

coastal plain. 

This is important because the impacts of gas development 

would not be limited simply to the construction of a gas pipeline 

for transportation of gas, as the draft Report implies. Rather. 

the development of gas will inevitably result in the increased 

demand for scarce supplies of water and gravel, new construction 

which will result in habitat loss, and other impacts associated 

with further development of the Refuge. In order to comply with 

both §1002(h)(3) of ANILCA and §1502.9(a) of the CEQ regulations, 

the Department must prepare and circulate a draft assessment of 

the impacts of both oil and gas development in the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge prior to issuing its final report to Congress. 
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4. Failure to Adequately Evaluate Impacts on Water. 

a. Water Quantity Issues 

The list of preparers of the draft Report/LEIS does not 

include anyone with expertise in water. Yet the report describes 

very significant potential impacts on water. The result is a 

woefully inadequate analysis of water issues. 

For example, the Report the Department acknowledges that "as 

much as 15 million gallons of water may be needed to drill one 

exploratory well. Taking this amount of water from the water-

deficient 1002 area could have a major adverse effect." D.R. at 

99. However, there is no discussion of what this effect may be in 

the chapter on environmental consequences. This is a major 

omission that must be corrected. In addition, in order to 

evaluate the overall demand for water, the Department should 

estimate the number of exploration and development wells that will 

be drilled in the Refuge. Since the Department routinely does 

this for OCS sales (see, e.g., Sale 91 DEIS at Table II-A-1), this 

should not be difficult. 

b. Water Quality Issues 

With respect to water quality, the Department fails to 

analyze the impacts of oil and contaminant spills, reserve pit 

fluid discharges and leaking reserve pits on the overall water 

quality of the region, even though the Department acknowledges 

that reserve pit fluid discharges into tundra ponds is resulting 

in a deterioration in water quality, and that the quality and 

quantity of organisms used as food by North Slope bird species may 

be decreasing as a result. D.P.. at 100. This information needs 
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to be incorporated more thoroughly into the analysis of impacts. 

For example, what percentage of food sources will be affected by 

contamination from reserve pits? What percentage of the habitat 

area will be contaminated with pit fluid discharges? 

In order to perform such an analysis, the Department must 

estimate how many tons of muds, cuttings and other wastes will be 

generated by oil and gas operations in the Refuge and disposed of 

in reserve pits. Calculations must them be made on the percentage 

of pits that leak and the amount of water that will be discharged 

into the tundra by pit de-watering operations. This will allow 

the Department to estimate the amount of habitat that will be 

contaminated by metals, hydrocarbons and other pollutants associ

ated with pit fluid discharges. Since the Department routinely 

estimates the quantity of muds and cuttings generated as a result 

of ocs lease sales (see, e.g., Sale 91 DEIS at Table II-A-1). 

This should not be excessively difficult. 

The Department must prepare and circulate a revised and 

expanded analysis of the impacts of the proposal (and alterna

tives) on water quality and quantity on the North Slope prior to 

issuing the final report to Congress in accordance with 40 C.F.R. 

§1502.9. 

5. ~~!lure to Evaluate Air Quality Impacts 

The list of preparers of the draft Report includes no air 

quality specialists, and the draft Report itself contains no 

adequate discussion of the impacts of oil and gas development on 

the air quality of the North Slope. This is of considerable 
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concern due to the fact ~hat large amounts of air pollutants are 

emitted by oil and gas operations elsewhere in the North Slope. 

For example, the approximately 20 state permits issued and pending 

for operations on the North Slope allow a total of between 80,000 

and 100,000 tons of oxides of nitrogen (NOxl to be emitted into 

the air annually. To put this number in perspective, the New York 

State Department of Environmental Protection reports that NO~: 

emissions in 1980 (the last year for which complete data is 

available) for the five boroughs of New York totaled 196,775 tons. 

so2 , total suspended particulates, carbon monoxide and volatile 

organic compounds are other air pollutants of concern that are 

emitted in substantial amounts by oil and gas operations. (Sale 

97 DEIS Table IV-B-5). DOI has concluded that a major potential 

consequence of increased air emissions is acidification of the 

local tundra. Id. at IV-B-126. Concerns have been raised with 

respect to the effects of so2 emissions on caribou forage. 

The Department must prepare and circulate a draft assessment 

of the impacts of leasing the coastal plain on the air quality of 

the Alaskan and Canadian arctic, prior to issuing the final report 

to Congress in accordance with §1502.9 of the CEQ regulations. 

6. Failure to Consider Conflicts Between the Proposed Action 

and the Alaska Coastal Management Program 

Section 1502.16(c) of the CEQ regulations requires the 

Agency to discuss "possible conflicts between the proposed action 

and the objectives of federal, regional, otate and local .... land 

use plans, policies and controls for the area concerned." In 
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addition, Section 1506.2(d) requires that EISs discuss any 

inconsistency of a proposed action with any approved state or 

local plan and laws whether or not federally sanctioned. Where an 

inconsistency exists, the EIS must describe the extent to which 

the Agency, in this case the Department, would reconcile its 

proposed action with the plan or law. 

Despite this requirement, we could find no comprehensive 

discussion of possible conflicts between leasing of the coastal 

plain and the policies and standards of the Alaskan Coastal 

Management Program (ACMPI (6 AAC 80). This is a serious omission 

given that leasing and subsequent exploration and development will 

have significant direct impacts on the state's coastal zone. 

Federal activities which result in an impact on a state's 

coastal zone must be consistent with tha-t state's federally 

approved coastal zone management program. While federal lapd is 

excluded from the coastal zone, the coastal plain of the Refuge 

directly abuts non-federal land that is subject to the goals and 

policies of the Alaska Coastal Management Program as approved by 

the U.S. Department of Commerce. Oil and go activities conducted 

on the coastal plain will affect these lands, and such activities 

must therefore be consistent with the standards of the ACMP. ACMP 

standards that must be considered in the EIS include the follow-

ing. 

a. Q_~staLpeve~~r!! (6 AAC.040). This standard governs 

the location of development, placement of structures, discharge 

of dredged material, and other activities affecting the coastal 
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zone. The Department must discuss means of conformance with this 

standard. 

b. Geophysical Hazard Areas (6: AAC 80. 050) • Onshore 

development will cover extensive areas of permafrost. Portions of 

the main pipeline and haul road from the Refuge to the TAP would 

cross onshore areas and streams included within the coastal 

boundary. Development along the entire route could be subject to 

problems with permafrost. These hazards will constrain the 

pipeline route. The Department needs to identify means of 

conformance with this standard. 

c. Energy Facilities (6 AAC 80.070). This standard 

includes 16 policies for siting energy related facilities, some of 

which would apply to development of the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge. For example, ACMP policies require that facilities be 

sited to 1) minimize adverse environmental and social effects 

while satisfying industrial requirements, and 2) be compatible 

with existing and subsequent uses (6 AAC 80.070[1],[2]). Other 

ACMP policies require that facilities be consolidated and sited in 

areas of least biological productivity, diversity and vulnerabi-

lity. (6 AAC §80.070[3],[13]) Facili'ties must be designed to 

permit free passage and movement of fish and wildlife with due 

consideration for historic migratory patterns. 

(6 AAC §80.070[12]). This is particularly critical given the 

concerns raised in the draft Report concerning the reluctance of 

caribou to cross barriers such as roads and pipelines. D.R. at 

108-109. 
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d. Transportation and Utilities (6 AAC §80.080) This 

standard requires that routes for transportation and utilities be 

sited inland from shorelines, among other things. Conformance 

measures must be spelled out. 

e. Mining and Mineral Processing (6 AAC §80.110) ACMP 

standards require that mining and mineral processing be compatible 

with other standards, adjacent uses and activities, state and 

national needs and District Programs. 6 AAC §80.110(a]. Extrac

tion of sand and gravel is a major concern on the North Slope. 

The Department estimates that several million cubic yards are 

required to develop an oil field. D.R. at 100. The sources of 

this gravel, the impacts of mining it, and means of conforming 

with the ACMP policies governing mining must be discussed. 

t·. Subsistence (6 AAC §80.120) State standards guarantee 

opportunity for subsistence use of coastal areas and resources. 

The draft Report notes that subsistence hunting will be precluded 

on up to half of the coastal plain. D.R. at 132. Given this 

impact, the Report must analyze means of conforming with ACMP 

standards on subsistence. 

g. Habitats (6 AAC §80.130) The ACMP standard for all 

habitats in the coastal zone require that habitats "be managed so 

as to maintain or enhance the biological, physical and chemical 

characteristics of the habitat which contribute to its capacity to 

support living resources." 6 AAC §80.130[b]. Habitats of 

particular relevance include rivers, lakes, streams and wetlands. 

Most of the coastal plain is considered wetlands; onshore develop

ment would therefore need to be designed and constructed to avoid 
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adverse effects on natural drainage patterns, the destruction of 

important habitat, and the discharge of toxic substances. 6 AAC 

§80.130[c][3]. In addition, rivers, lakes and streams are managed 

to protect natural vegetation, water quality, important fish and 

wildlife habitat and natural water flow under the ACMP. 

6 AAC §80.130[c][7]. Means of conforming to the ACMP habitat 

policies for all of these habitats must be examined. 

h. Air, Land and Water Quality (6 AAC §80.140) The air, 

land and water quality standards of the ACMP incorporate by 

reference all the statutes pertaining to and regulations and 

procedures of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation. 

Conformance measures for each of these statutes and regulations 

must be discussed in the Report. 

The Department must prepare a draft assessment that dis-

cusses possible conflicts between the proposed action (and 

alternatives) on the objectives, policies and controls of the 

Alaska Coastal Management Program prior to issuing the final 

report to Congress in accordance with 40 c.F.R. §1502.9. This is 

particularly important in light of the fact that the Department 

considers the Report the leasing EIS. D.R. at 13. 

7. Failure to Adequately Evaluate Impacts on Endangered and 
Threatened Species 

The evaluation of impacts on endangered and threatened 

species contained in the Report is totally inadequate. For 

example, the draft Report acknowledges that activity, noise, 

altered habitats and changes in availability of food sources from 

dredging and other operations may adversely effect seals and 
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whales, (D.R. at 136), but there is no discussion of specific 

impacts on endangered bowhead and grey whales, which inhabit the 

Beaufort Sea adjacent to the coastal plain. D.R. at 38. In 

addition, no consideration has been given to two species of plants 

currently designated as candidates for listing as threatened or 

endangered that occur within the coastal plain. Salix ovalifolia 

variety glacialis, a low growing willow, is found in sandy soils 

around the region. The other species, Thlaspi arcticum, .is a 

mustard that occurs in northeastern Alaska on well drained sites 

such as dry ridges and low river terraces. Both plants could be 

affected by activities such as coastal vehicular traffic, onshore 

development or sand and gravel mining operations. The u.s. Fish 

and Wildlife Service has stated in connection with development of 

the Beaufort Sea that "agencies wherever possible will be inter

ested in protecting such [threatened] species, thereby reducing 

the probability that they will require listing. We encourage you 

to consider them in your environmental planning." Sale 97 DEIS 

at J-1. 

The Department must prepare and circulate a draft assessment 

of the impacts of the proposal and alternatives or endangered 

species that includes the omissions cited above prior to issuing 

the final report to Congress. 

8. Failure to Adequately Analyze Archeological Impacts 

Early man occupied the Beaufort Sea area during the past 

18,000 years. Known archeological sites exist on the North Slope 

and others probably occur within the boundaries of AHWR. In 

preparation for Sales 97 and 87 in the Beaufort Seas, the 
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Department of Interior did an extensive assessment of the poten-

tial for archeological resources. Sale 97 DEIS at H-1-9. In 

contrast, the archeological analysis contained in the draft Report 

is totally inadequate, consisting of two sentences. A revised 

draft evaluation of archeological impacts should be prepared and 

circulated prior to issuing the final report to Congress. 

c. Failure to ComPlv With the Alaska: National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act (ANILCA) 

1. Section 810 

Section 810 of ANILCA requires that: 

(a) In determining whether to withdraw, reserve, lease, or 
otherwise permit the use, occupancy, or disposition of 
public lands under any provisions; of law authorizing such 
actions, the head of the Federal agency having primary 
jurisdiction over such lands or his designee shall evaluate 
the effect of such use, occupancy, or disposition on 
subsistence uses and needs, the availability of other lands 
for the purposes sought to be achieved, and other alterna
tives which would reduce or eliminate the use, occupancy, or 
disposition of public lands needed for subsistence purposes. 
No such withdrawal, reservation, lease, permit or other use, 
occupancy or disposition of such lands which would signifi
cantly restrict subsistence uses ,shall be effected until the 
head of such Federal agency --

(1) gives notice to the appropriate State agency 
and the appropriate local committees and regional 
councils established pursuant to section 3115 of 
this title; 

(2) gives notice of, and holds, a hearing in the 
vicinity of the area involved; and 

(3) determines that (A) such a significant 
restriction of subsistence uses is necessary, 
consistent with sound management principles for 
the utilization of the public lands, (B) the 
proposed activity will invoive the minimal amount 
of public lands necessary to accomplish the 
purposes of such use, occupancy, or other 
disposition, and (C) reasonable steps will be 
taken to minimize adverse impacts upon subsis-
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tence uses and resources resulting from such 
actions. 

(b) If the Secretary is required to prepare an environ
mental impact statement pursuant to section 4332(2)(C) of 
Title 42, he shall provide the notice and hearing and 
include the findings required by subsection (a) of this 
section as part of such environmental impact statement. 

While acknowledging that development of the 1002 area "will 

result in a major adverse effect on subsistence uses within the 

1002 area" (D.R. at 129), the Department claims that it need not 

perform an 810 analysis until the actual lease sale: 

Overall a major effect (considered a significant 
restriction of subsistence uses under section 810 of 
ANILCA) could occur if alternative A was implemented. 
If the Congress enacts the legislation to authorize 
the Department of the Interior to lease the 1002 area, 
the Secretary of the Interior must, prior to the 
actual lease sale, determine the effects on subsis
tence of such disposition in compliance with section 
810 of ANILCA unless the Congress were to exempt the 
Secretary from that requirement. Id. 

This directly contravenes the explicit language of section 

810(b), which states that if ~he Secretary is required to prepare 

an environmental impact statement, he shall include the findings 

regarding subsistence use required by subsection (a) in the 

environmental statement. If the draft Report to Congress/LEIS is 

to serve as a leasing EIS (D.R. at 13), (something which we 

believe is not appropriate), the Secretary must include the 

Section 810 analysis in the LEIS 

The findings required by §810 must therefore be made in a 

supplemental environmental impact statement that is prepared and 

circulated for public comment prior to the issuance of a final 

Report/LEIS. The discussion of alternatives to leasing the Refuge 
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required by §B10(a) should include an evaluation of energy 

alternatives described earlier in these comments. 

2. Section 1005 

ANILCA instructed the Department to "consult with the 

appropriate agencies of the government of Canada in evaluating 

••• impacts particularly with respect to the Porcupine caribou 

herd." This consultation is extremely important given that many 

of the species that stand to be affected by oil development in the 

Refuge migrate freely between the Refuge and the bordering 

Canadian National Park. According to testimony given by the Yukon 

Government on January 9, 1987,8 the Department has so far failed 

to fulfill its obligations to consult with the Canadian govern-

ment. NRDC shares the concern of the Yukon government and we 

strongly recommend that the Department begin consultations 

immediately. 

III. The National Need for Oil and Gas is Inadequately Analyzed 

The Department claims that full leasing of the coastal plain 

could help achieve national security and economic benefits. It 

claims that development of 3.2 billion barrels of oil could yield 

Net National Economic Benefits of $79.4 billion, based on an oil 

price of $33 per barrel. D.R. at 1. In addition, the draft 

Report asserts that leasing the coastal plain would reduce the 

B. W.J. Klassen, Deputy Minister, Department of Renewable 
Resources, Government of the Yukon Territory. Statement in 
Response to the Draft Arctic Natural Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain 
Resource Assessment at 6. 
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nation's dependence on foreign oil and enhance national security. 

D.R. at 162-165. However, each of these claims is based on 

flawed, misleading or insufficient evidence. In addition, nowhere 

in the Report is it acknowledged that there are other, far less 

environmentally damaging ways of securing far more energy than is 

thought to underlie the Arctic Refuge, such as these discussed in 

Section II.B.2. above. 

A. The Department's Estimates of the Amount of Oil and Gas in 
the Arctic Refuge are overstated 

The Department's estimate of 3.2 billion barrels of oil in 

the Arctic Refuge is a "conditional" mean estimate. D.R. at 72. A 

conditional mean estimate is "the average amount you would expect 

to find if at l~ast one of the prospects in an area contained 

economically recoverable accumulations of hydrocarbons and if all 

the prospects modelled were drilled."9 Conditional resource 

estimates assume that hydrocarbons will be present in some of the 

prospects. They do not take into account the possibility that the 

area may not be hydrocarbon prone; this consideration is taken 

into account in determining the ~ economically recoverable 

resources in a planning area.1° A risked estimate is one where 

the conditional mean is multiplied by the marginal probability of 

finding hydrocarbons. In establishing the size, timing aryd 

location of leasing for the federal Outer Continental Shelf 011 

9. U.S. Department of the Interior, February 1966 5-Year outer 
Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program for January 1987-
December 1991, Detailed Decision Documents at 29. 

10. !~· 
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and Gas Leasing Program, the Department uses risked estimates. 11 

In contrast, the oil estimates for the Refuge are conditional 

estimates. Inexplicably, the Department failed to risk the oil 

estimates in the way that it customarily does for ocs program. 

Since the marginal probability of finding hydrocarbons in the 

Arctic is only 19~, the total amount of risked mean economically 

recoverable oil underlying the Refuge is 614 million barrels, or 

one-fifth the amount of oil the Department claims is in the Refuge 

in the draft report, and there is 81~ chance that no oil at all 

will be found. The failure to make this clear in the Executive 

Summary and in the body of the report is unjustfiable and must be 

Furthermore, the estimates of both:" condi tiona! and risked 

economically recoverable resources do not take into account costs 

incurred in searching for oil and gas, primarily exploration 

expenses. In order to factor in such expenses, which are 

important to a company's decision on whether or not to explore and 

develop a lease, the Department has developed estimates of 

"leasable resources" in the proposed 5-Year ocs Leasing Program. 

In determining the amount of leasable resources in an area, an 

assessment is conducted of each prospect: to determine its risked 

economic value at the time of sale to both the lessee and the 

nation as a whole. If the private value" (after-tax net present 

value), is found to "be greater than zero:, then the economically 

recoverable resources associated with the prospect are considered 

leasable. If the private value of the prospect is zero or less, 

11. Id., Decision and Summary, at Table 2. 
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then the entire amount of the prospect's economically recoverable 

resources are deemed to be unleasable at the time of sale for 

given economic assumptions. Thus, the estimate of leasable 

resources in a planning area is the sum of economically rec~ver

able resources associated with prospects calculated by the 

Department to be worth acquiring, i.e., they have positive private 

values. 

It appears that the Department not only failed to risk its 

estimates of oil underlying the Refuge, but it also did not 

estimate the leasable resources as it typically does for the OCS 

program. Why are oil and gas estimates of the coastal plain for 

the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge assessed differently than oil 

and gas estimates of the federal outer Continental Shelf? 

B. The Department's Estimates of the Economic Benefits of Oil 
Development are Overstated 

It is extremely difficult to tell how the Department came up 

with its net economic value estimates, in that no information is 

given on how the Department calculated the alleged revenues that 

will accrue from full leasing of the coastal plain. In the final 

Report, the Department's methodology must be completely explained. 

It appears from what little information is presented that 

the Department's methodology for assessing new economic benefits 

is inconsistent with that used in the federal Outer Continental 

Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program. For eltample, estimates of net 

economic value in this OCS program are made for prospects contain-

ing leasable resources, which are risked estimates of oil that 

will bring positive net benefits to the lessees after deducting 

royalties, rentals and taxes. Had the Department based its net 
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economic benefit calculations on risked oil estimates, the 

economic value of full leasing would be 19~ of that cited in the 

Draft report ($15.1 billion vs $79.4 billion). If the net 

economic benefit calculations were based on leasa£le resources, 

the economic benefits would be even lower. In addition, the 

Department bases its estimate of conditional economically recover

able oil resources on an oil price of $33 a barrel in 1984 dollars 

in the year 2000. In order for this value to be reached in the 

year 2000, the oil price would have to grow at an average rate of 

about 4' per year starting from the current oil price of about $18 

a barrel. In contrast, MMS uses a real oil price increase of 1~ 

per year in calculating the net economic value of leasing ocs 

areas. 12 Thus, the 4' growth rate used in the draft Report is 

more than four times the growth rate assumed by MMS. As a result, 

the draft Report projects a much higher net economic benefit than 

would have been the case if the MMS oil price increase rates were 

used. We recommend that the Department make its projections on 

oil prices consistent with those used by the Minerals Management 

Service. 

NRDC has reviewed the economic analysis in the draft 5-Year 

Program and has provided the Department with major comments on it. 

Many of these comments are relevant to the economic analysis in 

the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge draft Report. For your 

convenience these comments are attached as Attachment 1. 

12. 5-Year OCS Leasing Program Janua.ry 1987-December 1991 
Secretarial Issue Document, October 1985 at Table 2, Table 5, 
Table 6. 

IV. Impacts of Oil Development Elsewhere in the Alaskan Arctic 

The draft Report notes very significant environmental 

problems that have resulted from oil and gas development elsewhere 

in the Alaskan Arctic. These problems indicate that, contrary to 

the Department's assertions, the oil industry in fact ~ 

operate in the arctic without severe environmental consequences. 

For example, the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has 

undertaken investigations into the effects of reserve pit fluid 

discharges on water quality and the freshwater macroinvertebrate 

community of tundra ponds. The aquatic invertebrates studied are 

known to be sensitive indicator organisms for a wide variety of 

environmental pollutants and an important food source to the 

approximately 150 species of water fowl, sea birds, shorebirds, 

raptors, and passerines using the North Slope for nesting, 

rearing, molting and feeding. D.R. at 100. Preliminary results 

of those studies show increases in heavy metals, including 

aluminum, barium, chromium, zinc and arsenic, hydrocarbons, pH, 

salinity, alkalinity, turbidity and sediment loads for ponds 

adjacent to reserve pits on the North Slope. Moreover there were 

concomitant decreases in oxygen levels, total taxa, taxa diversity 

and invertebrate- abundance in tundra ponds associated with reserve 

pits. The results of these studies indicate that the disposal of 

drilling muds, cuttings and other wastes in reserve pits on the 

North Slope is resulting in substantial deterioration and water 

quality as a result of leaching, breaching or overtopping of the 

pits. Along with deteriorations in water quality, the quality and 
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quantity of organisms used as food by North Slope bird species may 

be decreasing. Id. 

Another impact of existing oil operations on the North Slope 

is air pollution. Oxides of nitrogen (NOxl• sulfur dioxide (S0 2), . 
total suspended and particulate matter, and carbon monoxide (CO) 

are the principle air pollutants generated by oil and gas activi-

ties in Prudhoe Bay. State permits issued or pending for gas 

fired turbines on the North Slope allow close to 100,000 tons of 

NOx to be emitted annually. In contrast, the 5 boroughs of New 

York City emit approximately 197,000 tons of NOx per year. 

Permit limitations on carbon monoxide emissions on the North 

Slope have apparently been exceeded by older gas fired turbines. 

In addition, EPA is presently investigating whether or not permit 

exceedences for NOx have occurred as a result of "downwash" in the 

vicinity of stacks. Questions have been raised about the impacts 

of air pollutants, particularly SOx• on lichen and plant species 

which serve as caribou forage. 

Other major air pollution problems include gas flaring, 

which generates smoke trails that have been tracked for 100 miles, 

incineration of oily and hazardous waste, and visibility impair-

ment caused by smog. The draft Report deals td th none of these 

issues. 

Oil spills are another problem. Since 1972, some 23,000 

spills of crude oil, gasoline and diesel have been reported to the 

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation as a result of 

operations on the North Slope. 521 spills were reported in 1985 

totalling 82,216 gallons. D.R. at 104. The impacts of oil spills 
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in the arctic environment are quite·severe. Direct contact with 

oil or diesel often results in immediate mortality to the above

ground vegetation. Injury to the root system may not be immedi-

ately obvious ar.d can cause a slow deterioration of plants and a 

high degree of winter kill in future years. Id. at 103. The 

draft Report cites a study that found that the site of a diesel 

spill in Northern Alaska showed little recovery after 30 years. 

Id. The ability of the industry to avoid these spills appears to 

be minimal: "[a]ccidental spills of crude oil and refined 

petroleum products an inevitable consequence of oil field develop

ment." Id. at 103. 

To our knowledge, no one outside the oil industry has ever 

done a comprehensive evaluation of the environmental impacts that 

oil and gas development has had on the North Slope of Alaska. In 

addition, there has been very little monitoring of environmental 

parameters on the North Slope, particularly in the area of 

contamination from reserve pits. Given that knowledge about the 

environmental impacts of oil and gas development on the North 

Slope is so limited, the conclusion that the oil industry is 

capable of operating in North Alaska without causing extensive and 

long term damage is speculative and is insupportable. The limited 

evidence collected by state and federal officials indicates that 

air pollution, water pollution and habitat degradation are 

widespread. It is therefore irresponsible for the Department to 

base its decision to recommend full leasing of the coastal plain 

on the ability of the industry to limit environmental damage. 
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v. Conclusion 

The Arctic Refuge is the only conservation system unit that 

protects, in an undisturbed condition, a complete spectrum of the 

various arctic ecosystems in North America. D.R. at 45. The 

Administration has a large number of options to reduce oil imports 

and enhance national energy security other than leasing the Arctic 

Refuge to the oil industry. Very few of these options have been 

pursued by the Administration. In fact, as noted above, the 

Administration policies frequently have undermined national energy 

security. If the Administration feels comfortable with pursuing 

such strategies, surely it should feel comfortable forgoing oil 

development in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

Given the nationally significant natural values of the 

Refuge, the limited amount of economically reoverable oil and gas 

the Department projects to underlie the Refuge, the fact that 

alternative sources of energy are available, and that industrial 

development is clearly incompatible with the purposes of the 

Refuge, we believe the Refuge should be designated as wilderness 

in its entirety. 

Thank you tor considering these comments. 
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ATTACHMENT II 
COMMENTS ON 001 5-VEAR LEASING PLAt!• 

MAY 8, 1986 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The economic ;malysis provided in the Department of 

Interior's COOI'sl 5-Vaar Outer Continental· Shelf Oil and Gas 

Lea&ing Program for January 1987 - December 1991, dated Feb•·uai"Y 

1986, generally use& the same conceptual framework a& the 1985 

Draft 5-Vear plan in justifying a rapid disposal of federal OCS 

propertie&. One noteworthy improvement in .:the new analysis is 

the extensive discussion of the appropriate discount rate foo· 

comparing present and future economic benefit& from OCS 

development. The oll:>&t glaring deficiency of the 5-Veao· plan is 

the usa of oil price scenarios that are not appropriate in light 

of recent changes in world oil prices. 

We have cofllfiiRnted extenaively on the previous DOl Dr-aft 5-

Year Plan.• These co-•nt& wi 11 add•-ess new issues raisod ill the 

James P. Love. I would like to aclmowledge the 
contributions o·f Profeasor Joseph Stiglitz on an earlier dr-aft of 
these co-ents • 

.. Joseph Stiglitz, "Economic Issues in Do·art Fiv~ Ye.ao- OCS 
Leasing Plan," included as Attachm..,nt l in "Cc•mments c.f the. 
Natuo·al Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club. Envio·eoolmCo>tal 
Policy Institute, Conservation Law Foundation of New Enql;wd, and 
Fo·iends of the Earth, on DOl's Do· aft P1·oposed OCS Oi 1 .. nd G"'s 
Leasinq Program," May 20, 1996. .James Love and .Joseph St:Jqlitz, 
"ComiR<?nts on DOl's Do·aft 5-Vea•- Leasing Plan: Rev1sed Julv 1985 
Appeo"ldi:-: P," September 12, 1985. .James Love, "Sheort:com•nqs of 
the U.S. Depal-tment of Interioo· Draft 5-·teao· OCS Leastllll Pl<.\li•" 
,-ep.- in ted as "Prepared State111ent of James P. Love," U.S~ UeousFo of 
Repn:srmtatives, Committee on t·'lo•·chao-.t Mao·ine .1nd F\;;hEwies, 
Subcommittee on OCS and Panamc. Caolal, Hea.-inqs Cool the FivP-Vear 

In part icu 1 :u-. uo be 1 i ::!V£! the: ~Ur"IGilt D!li 

1.. 1)01 is f:!Sing tt,E- .. n-c•ng dt:c:outlt ,·ate- to ev.:.luiite the 
CC•st: tc• the tede.-al tcea.::u,·v ul P• t:.-ntr.l.ttrt_. lt""'A~J:,.J. 

2. The ,~ecent plu-·•9t? ltl w.:•e-ld .:•il pt-ic~·s has .-ende•·~d DOI··~ 

quantitative co!:!t benefit ao-.alysu; c•bsolete. 

3. The c:hanqerJ C•utloc•h C•tl i:•il f:\-lcas •-equb·es. accc.·•-d! 11q t,. 
DOI:os <.,.,,..,analytical F;-amnweo.-h. a ,-ad1cal ::tc•diftcation cd 
tt· ... OCS L.:asing :ct.-.>dule. 

'+. 
To:.,-

£:01 shc•uld cha.noe th&.- 5-Year Pl~.--. tc• o·ffe.- ·fewe,- tf"'act: 
~ale. Leas1ng en· h1gh co~t ~c:rf.~a.le should be:- d .. :-·f•Jr•·,~.J. 

II THE RELEVANT DISCOUNT RATES 

(l,·,e c•f the cantral problems for- DOJ cor.ce.-ns the contpar 1 son 

•:·f ::o:•clc;l "''1d private bene-fits and cost5 cov"'>" tirue. The oToothod 

used to mal(e ttoat comparison in the 5-Vear- Plan is dtscr.•unting 

Public and pr1vate groups ao·e held to have cert30 i 11 

rate5 at ~•hich they "discount" future bene•fi. t:;;; .;;nd costs. Those 

,-atPs ao·e used to determine the "present value" of different 

cons1de; 111 the ::i-Yec.o- Plao"l. lh&se include the pr1vate diEcl•tll"lt 

,- .. te li!:C!d by fio·ms tnat bld Coil UC!3 I"DSC•UI"Ces. tho o:lis<::ount I;,,,.., 
uh1c.h ru·flec:ts the ·federal qovc.-nme.-.tlls cost o"f borrowing •AOfh.~'t'• 

Uratt ,:-,-ooc-:ed P.·c.o•·am fc·•- Oil i!:\tid h.:\s Lea!!lt"ic;} oa1 OCS. iU1d the 
Str.te F•:;de:·.-.rtJ Con~;_ltattc••, Prc•c:::ss. SN 9Cf-2(t. ,'\uoust s .. 19Bb., p. 
28•). 
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and the "social discount rate" that DOl use" to dotermine ho•• 

society as a group compa1·es benefits and costs ove1· timo. 

The P•·Ivate discount rate is used to determine ho•• much 

money privatol! fi1·ms will pay today for the •·ight to develop OCS 

o·esou•·ces over the term of a lease. The pr1vate discount rato ;,. 

also used to dete1·111ine the inc:enti·/e" that private rinns uil! 

have to !i•ne the development of OCS resources. since po·icos fo• 

OCS resources, and the costs of de•-'elc•ping those resources, .we 

e::pected to change ove1· tima. 

The fede,·e~l government' !5 cost of bo1·rowinq mc•ney should be 

usP.d to compare the present value of lease paynoents [including 

bonus payments] that are expected to be collected, ac:co1·ding to 

diffornnt leasing schedules. The lease schedule a·ffec:ts the 

present value of lease payments in two ~•ays. First, bonus 

payments ao·e made at the time of the auction, ~lhich is eoltil-ely a 

·function of the lease schedule. Bonus payments ao·e in tun1 a 

function of the discounted profits that the firm ellpects to oa.-·n. 

Second, the timing of the lease auction affects the timing of t.ho 

development of OCS resources, and hence the timing and size of 

,-oya 1 ty and othe1· lease payments. 

The SOC:lCil rate of discount is used to detnrmino he•:-. soc:ict)· 

-as .:. whole values the futuo·e ec:c••lomic: bene·fi ts a11d costs. 

social discount rate is not so uouc:h an inten:!st ratP. that is 

Pl'<•found ph>losc•phic:al and ethicC~! .iudqments. Tft•E SC•t:: 1 a l .-·.:.1·,.:- t.:• f 
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dote,·mi ''"' 11r1e11 OCS n~tsources should be leased. 

Io, tlte 5-'{e"'r pl •• n DOJ dJscusses so.ne of th"' difforent 

methods of estimating the social di~c:ount rate. but does nc•t 

identif:, the soec:ific: me•.hc•dology that is app.-c·po· 1 ate fo1- OC3 

dP-veJc•plllent. Instead, DOl stmplv statP.s that 1t ,jill use a r;;nqe 

of !l'C•C.ial discount o·ates bet1~eon C> and 8 per•-:o2nt, ad ;ustntJ fco 1 

inflat1on. In fact, DOl use5 the a percent dJscount rato a$ its 

b&u;eJine assumpticm, with only limited sensitJvitv a.;ah·sis of 

' 
&he b ~ercpnt diSCount rAte. The a percent r~~~ dlZCount r~tQ 

Economic bfUI:>fi ti;; valued at one 1986 doll a•· [ad 1usted for 

1nflatio•1l that are received 25 yea1·s in the futuo·e are valued at 

lnss than 15 cents by ~Ol today. The same unit of benefits 

•·ecei·.ed 50 ye;;..-s in the future have a present vC~Iue c•l' 2.1 co11ts 

accc•rc! i ng to DOI. 

DOl Cl!i!serts that the po·ivate after-t;;l): ,- .. te c·f disc:cou 11 t 

faJle uithin the 6 to 8 percent ran~e UEed for t.hc social 

c .. , fcde.,·<•l 9'•verlln•ont bc·nds fall5 UJ thin this rar1qo. This •·•t.ouJd 

be a f~·r tu i tc.us coincidence fo1· DOl. if it w;;o·e tnuh broc.-usc:· 1 t 
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bondt is ~c·nsiderabl y lower than 6 to 8 percent. Duo· 01·m 

intetie••s ••ith oil industry personal sugges;t th.nt the f<'!Bl 

aftF!o": ta>: p•-ivate rate of di,;c:ount is con,;ido;,o-ably huJheo· than 

the 6 to 8 percent range. We believe that oconc•mic theory and 

empu·ical evidence support the notion that the three discount 

rates are difforent. In particular, the private rate of discount 

is coo1siderably hitJher than i.nterest •-ate on f~>dm-al gc•veJ·nonont: 

bonds. 

III THE RELEVANCE OF DIFFERENT DISCOUNT RATES 

1.1 designing a leasing po-oqo·am DOl must cc•nsider t:he impact 

of the plan c•n the timing of OCS development and the present 

value o·f e>:pected federal goven~ment receipts fo·om the salP c·f· 

the resource. 

DOl <ll'gues that the s;ocial discount rate should be used to 

determine the mos;t efficient timing for development. By this, 

DOl means that development should occur on OCS properties as soo11 

as the net social value [firm profits, plus ta.:es and royalties] 

is grotling [the change in net value due to e>:pected inco·nases ill 

price or decreases in development costs] at ~ rate that is less 

than the social rate of discount. This principh> is ,-,~·f•>rTt:!d l:o 

as the Hc•tellinq Rule. 

s~le eo·f the n:>:ouo·c:e is a related but conceptually distinct 

bc•nus pay,nent5 that ere paid at the time t.:cf t:he dUCtion.. lhQ 

uhich 

bc.•r•-!.·~1!: mc.·ney frc·m t:-.c c'il inductrr· c-gQit.st ftlt:Uie ;e;.pc~tt.;d 

b~nds i E !oignl·fio:antlv lo•·•er than the d1scc•unt rate used by th::. 

prt·,ate fio-ms that bid on OCS .resou~c:es. the ta.:oavers su·ffl?o· a 

lc•ss •·>loen OCS resources are sold prematurely. 

fede.·al goven1ment pays the oil u~dustrv dis;couolt ,-ate tc• boo 0·c·•• 

mc•nev nQnlnst future prc-·fits. 

c;f·fcct:!d bv titRlng of develc•pment ao~d the timin'J c·f' }.~as.:> 

o~ IE•s~ receipt~. Dut leas~ terms are flc:ible enough that 

d1ffewent developmeo·ot timing scenao·ios can be accoont110dated undeo· 

diffeo·ent lease schedules. This is particular·ly True for hic;oh 

.:c•st froo~t\er areas l~hP.re p1·ima1·y lease t<>roliS a.-e 10 ye;ws, a 11d 

<~re subject· tc• extension upon filing develc•pment pl<~mc. It is 

to bi? q•-eeuocd tc.gether .to RtOC!t commc•n d tltg£·nce requi .-2.nnnte,. 

years past the pr1~arv IE<~se term. Foo· e>:anople, on Alasl'a•s; 

lloilto Slc•pe scveo·al leases that weo·e issuo:?d in 1969, some 17 

lt-:!'drs t:;O(..•' a.-c just no"' beg1nni11g productic•n. A dif·ru.-ence io 
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loss in p1·esent value of bonus pay-nts of nearly 40 percent. A 

fifte.en ye.aor delay and an 8 percent difference in discount rates 

11ould result in a loss or nearly 70 percent in the present valuo 

of bonus payments. 

In the e»ampla given above, the federal govern~~~ant ehould 

dol•Y leasing o'f the property until it is ready to be doveloped. 

The best tltRing for dl!lvelopment may be based on 001 •s esti11ata of 

a social discount rate, while the timing of tho lease sale would 

be based on the government•s borrowing t·atl!. The1·e aJ·e, houevet, 

important distributive reasons for DOl to consider using the 

fede•·•d government bond •·ate to determine both the ti.ning eof 

development and the timing o'f the lease auction. 

The use o'f the social discount rate to ti1110 developmetlt 

mal:as sense if 001 is concerned only uith maximizing the net 

uains to sociaty as a whole, regardl.ass o'f the distribution o·f 

benefits. Ifo on the othe>r hand, the benefits o'f OCS development 

acct·ue largely to the private firms that dP.velop the resources 

anc:f the> federal government through ~ollection of lease receipts 

and taHes, and DOl places a smalleo· weight on the welfare of tho 

private 'firms than on the U.S. citizens who o~m tho resc•urcos in 

their ,-c•le as taapayers and benefic:ia1·ies of public sm·vices, l t. 

should use the federal gc•vernment's bc•nc:f rate to deterRoine bc.dh 

t•hen OCS •·esources should be deve 1 o:.ped and •·•hell 1 c•asa <suet 1 c• ''" 

shoulc:f be held. In the lattnr caso, DOl should C•nlv consid•.u lhr> 

bent.:-fi ts ·frc •• n lease paymonts and taxa~;~ ~nd development: shc•uld 

oceLli" •·•tten these benefits a.·e g•·ouing at a :lo:•wer ,·ate than ~h.-• 

wPight eon fhl!> ~·r•I-~'C'rP c·f the pri•.'ate fir!IIE that d~velop OC£ 

y·eaout·ces. First.. it mav believo that thR ehat·eholdr.rs c•'f tht? 

'firm£ ate better off than the citazens of the u.s. as a wholo, 

and that: a •·adis;tribution o'f income' is dns1rable. Second, 001 

maqht decade to place a smalle•· wt;iQht o., the welfare t•'f tho 

private fit·m• because their shi>l'eholdP.rs are not all U.S. 

c·· • · -Tn!li. J,;d:::od. most oil prc•duc•ng countrill!S ,-alv ho.avilv t•pon 

prc·~:u-E;ms ••.i th one objti!ctive : ·. -:>inc:f -- to captur•;o eco<•OHtic rent 

' \fo•· tt.e [JOvr,wn.nent. While the UtutF•d Stat·~~ t-· 7 • .·.t 01· 1 c<••l:. 

.:l"ma,;ated the oi 1 industry world ~•id&>, the otu.ership c··r '•·,:· 1.;:, 'l:! 

la.-ge 'fc•re>ign 'firms control significant amour.ts o'f u.s. oil 

produC'tioto. Fot· lt)lample, half of" tha giant Prudhou 8C'y oil 

··es&r~oir IS ouned by Sohio, which in turn lE cor•trolled by 

B•·itish Petroleum. Uany other larg': U.S. f"irms are 01~1\ed in pa1 t 

bv rc.reiQn shareholders, including m~mbor& of the OPEC cartal. 

IV tiEASUF:EI1ENT OF DISCOUNT RATES 

l·'<a do not b~lleve DOl hao;; accuratelv estimated va1·ious 

discc•unt r.;.tn= ur•det· discu&sior .. 

Itt t.h~:> 1985 r., .. rt 5-YO>at· F Ian DOl assurloc:f that thP , c.•l 

In 
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the ne~1 plan,· DOl asserts that recent yields c•n government bonds 

a1·e 6 tc• 8 percent in real te1·ms. 001 a1Tived at the 8 pe1·ce11t. 

number by tal:ing a single year, 1983, and subtracting t.he curn:mt 

•·ate of inflation from the long term nominal intP.rf!st C•n long 

term t.·easury bonds. By co•nparing the long term bond rate to the 

sh<wt t;;,nn inflation 1·ate DOl iqno1·ed the effects of anticipated 

~nflation. The interest rc.tc and inflation from that singlo 

peo·ieod ~1e1·e not typical of othe1· perie•ds.3 In previc•us cc•mme11t.s 

we calculated real eH post yields on t•·easury bonds from 1950 to 

198it and anticipated yields on future bond offerings usinrJ CBO 

pro 1ections a.,d estimated real interest ra1:C!s of 2 to 4 percent." 

The FC!bru<u·y 1986 CBO budget projectie•ns estimate no1ninal ratl:!s 

eon shoo' t ter~ treasury bonds fal q ng te• 5.4 percent by 1991, ui th 

rea 1 •-atC!s declining from the 1985 level of :3.4 percent te• 1 .1 

percent by 1991.~ 

Recent movements in interest 1·ates p1·ovide furthe1· evidence 

that an 8 percent real rate is too high. The yield 'fc•r three 

month Treasury Bills was 6.04 percent on May 7, 1986. The same 

"' Using the DOl <nethod, the real •·ate of interest <•n 10 
year constant maturity Treasury Bills ~•ere 6.9 pe1·cent 'for 1982, 
3.51 pe1·cent fm· 1981, minus 2.04 pe;·cent in 1980, m.inus 1.86 
percent in 1979 and .71 percent in 1978. 

Lc .. ,e e<10d Stiglitz, "Comments on the Depa1·tmcnt of 
Inte.1·to1·'s Do-aft 5-Year Leastng Plan: Revised Jul~ 1985 Poppc;ndi>: 
F· ... 

It~._: Et.:onc•tnic a\1d Budqet__Outlt:ool::: . Fiscal Y~a,·s t9R7-.\9~J.• 

CBO, Feb~uc.rv 1986. p. Mtv. 

1(1 

dav yield for 30 vear Treasurv Bi )).., .,,. .. 7."11 

lcong tfwm tnflatlOil l",ate 1· e_ :. •.•. p~.-t-d t b 3 ,.. t ... '-''- so o e .... u S P'='•"C.t:telL lhe 

fede,·al t;JC•vernment's re"l borrowi,,g cc•st ~1ould be: in the 

neiqhbC·•·~tood of ~-:5' tc• 4 percent. 

o,, an aftor ta:t basis, gove.·nme.,t iooterest rates are 

cc•nsioe•·ablv lc•wer. A 30 pe.-cetlt ,fu:oAte 1:a)t rate ,.,ould •ncan that 

c.n .:. pc:!rcent nominal yield, ilccon•panied by 4 percent in'flatioo'l, 

uu~.old have a •·eal pre-ta,. interest rate of 2 pP.rcent•, but ;on 

aftc-r-taH interest rate of c•nly .E percent. Lil:e•nse, a nominal 

bc••ld yield t:•f 7.5 percent and iii"l inTlat1on , . .:1te c•f 5 pet-cent; 

'" ,,,ould result in a pre-ta): re«l ~'ield cof 2.:::; perce,,t, but an 

• 
,a'ft€!.--t:t>: ··eal it"lterest ,·ate ;:_,f C•hly .25 p~1·c~nt. 

DOl toas cited hw s:tudios thc.t O?stimato? a roil} a·fter-ta:,: 

industrv dtscount rat;;, of ? percent. On~ of the ~tudies is ~ 

suo·,ey of la•·ge oil and gas producers.• The secm,d stL•dy 

::!stlmated rates of 1·eturn for Gulf c.f Malaco OCS lC!aeos fo'c•m 1954 

to 1<;175 • .,. Thus, .acco1·ding to DOJ. privato? fil·ms bidding c•n ocs 

resources usll! a "hurtle rate" on ne~• invll!etment that is the s.a-mo 

~~ the return that 001 sa · t 1 . ys 11wes o1·s cou d C•btain bv puo·cha:i•u:J 

llhile we .. .-enol prepared to c.·itiquo in detail 

H. Boyle and G. Schcl·.nl. 198'3, "lnvesttDent Analv!:i=. 1 
U.S. tlil and Got1s produce.-.;; Sc.c•o'o? High in Universitv stud'f," 
~l,:·t~a·,.,,;,l o·f Petroleum Tr'"&:hlilr•l~, \'ol. 3?, Nc•. 4. 
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soun:es; they cl;aim to use ~ priv;ate at"ter-tax real di:cc•ullt •·c.l:e 

of 10 to 14 percent. 

The p1·e-haM industry discc•unt •·ate is highe•· thao~ the aftco-

ta;: rato. It is more difficult to mal:e tho adjustment for oil 

develc•pmont p•-c•jects than for bonds, due to p1·.ovisions 1n the 

·federal il,come taM laws that provide for deductions of intorost 

en:penso. r·apid dep1·eciatio11, investment taut credits, e>~p•msiloq of 

intangible drill.ing eHpenses; and dry hole drilling costs, 

depletion allc•wances, and othe•· items. Industry income ta:. 1 3t.os 

ao·e not trivial, however, and average ef·fective rates have 

climbed ·following the recent curtailment of the peo·centaoJe 

deplotion allowance. 

When compa1·ing the indust1·y dis;count •·ate to the governmout 

bond rate, the appropriate comparison would be the pre-ta>: 

industry rate against the pre-taM bond rate, or the after-taw 

[net of corporate and personal inco1'!e ta>tesl industry rate to the 

after-ta>: bond rate [net of personal income ta>:.,sl. 

We bAlieve the industry discount rate is higher than the 7 

percent figLwe estimated by DOl. Ou1· intel"'• iP-I~E 1·11 th tndusto--y 

souo·ces suggest that the industry o·ate is o·el<~tively q.-eator f1•r 

gooloqy and o1l prices. 

\ 
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minimLtm bid PC•lic:y a!!sumes that this risl~ <wersJc•n results 

private firm's u~1der assessing the value of frc.nt\P.r .:.cre"•Je.• 

Thus the aiffcrenc:e between the government bond rate and tho 

~ndustry d1scount rate will be gre;ater in those s;ales that are 111 

The soc1al discount rate pr3sents a unique sot of • 
measurement problems. DOl has po·ovit.JeJj a review o·f manv of the 

~mpoo·taolt thec•retical and eth1c.:1l ques;tion'.i to be addo-e3sod 111 

chc•osinc;~ a social discount r<~te ... 
• 

In trad1t1on~l cost benefit an~Jve1s. econ~ruists h~ve 

debated the relative merits of us1ng the aft~r-taH return to 

eavere. tha pre~t~·: return ~n private inv~st~~nt. ~·- e~m~ 

weighted average of the t.wo. In recent years; tt1ere has been a 

grt•Wlo·.g recognition that the theoretical basia; for one rate or 

anc•ttoer is very sensitive to the particular proble111 the !:hscou11 t. 

rate 15 used to addre~s;, and to the.constraints that nre 

llhplicitlv eor e::plicitly assumed to limit thf> c•ptlc·•~" c•f 

tti.f·tqe·,,, Cat·c·l" .:.ald f·t:aa·=nall r~o:sc. 11 hn~Ivsis of lhniuu.un 
Elld F'olir:t:25 ... ~ranch C•f Ecc...,,C,iJIJC: Sh .. ldit,~, 0-tf=:hc··-~ r-:c•r:c.urcn 
E~&\lu.;,t lO:•n 01vi;;,1c•ll• 001. JUil& 7, 1985. 

llua- pr·ovic•us comments o•l the.- prc•poscd chan9ee in tniuJtfttltft 

~old rc.J icv unt;urlv co·it1c1::ed the current 5-'(Fal· Plan'.;; <~ned';"' is 
,:,f f·h·::o d 1 ~,:c.tui~ t·.:"t~ f,:.,- f',Ji l1nq to ··ect:.qni =• the ethtcal 
qu::::t IC11IE c-.t '!ti.\l~e. Lt..,ve. "C.:•.nment~ c•n Proposed thnintUJit Ecid 
.::equl.·~:u••.:.-,lt·." Uhil~ tho:'\t uae. b 4 ue C•1- the pr·f'~·llc•u: 5 ..... ~at Pl!t••• 
the~ ~u.-,~·::-nt 5-\··ec;,- Plan P•""C•vtd~s il muc:h richr:r dl£cus:::ic••, c.•f tuc.h 
l=!:"Lu'?'i • 
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cc•nsumeo·s, firms or policy makers. 

DOl has discussed some cof these issues. Fc•r e>:ampla, DOl 

asserts that federal policy mal<ers cannot mal<e rational decisic•ns 

to fiolao,ce federal goven~ent op.,o·atic•ns fo·om OCS .r·eceipts. •o 

The .ethical question concerns the value ~•e place on the 

•·•elfa,·e c•f future generations. OCS rescource5 a1·e e>thaustible, 

and depleticon today will preclude their development later. Tho 

ne~• 5-·feao· Plan discusses argumont5 for increasing or lo•·•eo·ing 

the discou(lt rate due to perceived marl<et failures that lead to 

systematic under eo.- over valuation of the ~•elfao·e of ·future 

generatio.,s. but offers fe~• suggestions e><copt to say that 

d.isputes cove1· such issues are best o·esolved through the political 

process.•" 

After navigating its way through the thicket eof ethical, 

"'' DOl asserts that federal policy mal:e1·s are not able to 
distinguish between current income and the depletion c•f a capital 
asset such as OCS oil and g=os properties, and hence will cha11qe 
spending priorities ba&ed solely on when ~he money ~s o:-eceived. 
If to·ue, this would be an argument to avo1d ea•·ly l1qu1dat1on of 
OCS assets, or to use a lower social discount rate. 

11 DOl cites a paper by Joseph Stiglitz to suppoo·t the v11ow 
that intortomporal equity is served by providing ·futun;, 
genr.?rati:::•ns "'i th fewe•· natural resource endc•"'ments than p\-e5eot. 
ge 11e,-atic•ns, because future generations "''i 11 ~av~ a l~rgea-
capi tal ;;;tc•cl< i;ind better t•:chnolc•gy. J.E. St1gll tz, A 
Neoclassical t~nalysis o·f the Economics of Natural Rc=ou,~ces!" .. in 
V.t<. Smith, etJ., Sc:a•-cit~/ and Gt·cu.·Jth Reconsidt~red, Bcdt;liiiC••-,~,, 
.Johns Hc•pt' ins Press. 1979. In recent years, hot·Jever<' ltn:~ t a·-t"=:~nd 
r·at:~ c•f q•·o~·•th 1n GNP has siQnl·ficantly dec··-eased. Duo 1:::.. nPl·~· 
to ~u 1- 1-Dnt ·fede~-al government fie:cal polici~s, lhe U.S. ~-aviHt.l!:: 
,-atE· 1s also wuch lc•"·•cr tc•day t:han the hlstctl·ic nc·•·m. fhus. 
pcd ic·.,.. mi:-\ht.?l"S do not have such assua-ancns of imp..-ovr.:d ~,,·.~1 fn1·t=: l•f 
futc,·F.. qcne•-atic•n!:. 
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t-hnc•reti~al ;md cmpi;-ical prc•blem•. in eetimation, DCii final 1 v 

IJl?•"'-"'nt. Just hc•w tt11s r .. ru;u;, u;as chosen is unclear. 

V THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CHANGED OIL PRICES 

·~s nt•ted o:~bove, liOI is o·e.lying upor\. the Hc•b?ll1ng o·ulc t.o 

.lustl·fv the pac& "nd ~cope of the OCS lea;;;1ng pla••· A:::cordi••g to 

this thee··-~" e::hc.ust.1ble resources a1·e e:·:oac:ted tc• app•··~clato iu 

value e~:: !c.u ceosts Ftocl:s oll'e depleted. 

fil"'ms .:,.ld •·e;c.u.·ce planners is dP-Clde t.Jhen thf'J ,-£~5c•urces st,r,u.lrt 

b" lurt in the grt•und to appreci.;.te, and >.t-..·H• ;;;tc.cl:!:' 5'ht•uld b~ 

devc: I opt~d. 

Hotelll(lg prov&d that in a competltive mao·lcet, firms heo-!e 

tho incC>(ltiv'!! to aefer development until the n;:,t tu:mefits f•·om 

preoduction [po·ice minus p1·oduction costs] are apprecioting at ill 

e J o••r·· ri\ te than the o·ate c•f i ntore::t. He• tell iJ·,g fur the.- arquocJ 

that EC• lc•ng as there are no other mao·J(et d i steoo· t 1 cons, thr. 

tnc:rJflt.Jves Jc:tC.lt"lg thE firm "'e.-o 5C•cially ~fficJt:•r.t. 

in 

C.•Uf pt-PVlL•US comments, the marlrL~ts fc·•- pP.trclelUft are nt)t 

bt~t,·le€?n th·~ ·firm discount rette .. !;he soctnl d1::::count rate,. dttd t-l;e 

In particular. the flrffi"3 
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discount rate is considerably higher than both the fede1·al 

government bond rate and DOl's estimated social discount rate. 

Leases that o·equi re royalty payme;~ts and di 1 igence ;·equiremonts 

also change firm incentives in ways that are not ,-eflocted in a 

simple application of the Hotelling ,-ule. 

~lhi le a simple application of the Hotell ing rule is 

impractical in today's world, an examinatic•n of the fundamo;otai 

concept is important for understanding how the roct?nt plunqe in 

~•orld oil p1·ices has changed the economic analys1s in· the Cl111·eut 

5-Ye>ar Plan. According to this rule, 1·1hich is quoted and ,-elied 

upon e::t.em&ively throughout the 5-Year Plan, society should 

determine the rate of appreciation in the net value of OCS 

resc•u;·ces;, and initiate developm•mt as s;oon as that rato of 

appreciation falls below the appropriate rate of discount. If 

the cost of oil is S25, and the price is S28 and app1·eciating in 

real terms at percent por year, the net benefit of developing 

the oil today is $3, and $3.28 percent noxt year. Tho inc1·ease 

in not benefits is thus 9.3 percent. For oil with a production 

cost of S27, the net benefits would be Sl and S1.28 respectively, 

for a rate of appreciation in net benefits of 28 percent. If the 

social l"ate of discount is 6 percent, developmellt should bto 

deferred unt1l the rate of app1·oci.ation of the resource sl:ock 

falls belc·•·• 6 percent. 

Oil that cost $20 to dR~olop would be evaluated in th~ ••me 
uay. Prc•cur.:~:d today at a p;- ice of ~28 it •mult.l yield ,-,ot 

bP.ne·fit.s of $8. Produced neHt yea;· it 11oulu yield net bPomiit.s 
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of $8.28. fc•r a ;·ate o1" ,.ppo·eciation of 1ust. :=t.~. n .. .-.-.. nt-. 

than the rilte of diecount, the 520 oi 1 o;hr.olllr! ""' cchedt.•led f~·-

de .. elopmont now. 

Holding eve;·ythi ng else equal, develc•pment should be delav£?<! 

mc•r::!, tho highPr the ;·ate of increalse in oil prices, the hight!r 

the £Q.tl of p1·oduction, and thll! lpuer the boqinning pdcP C•f oU. 

·• As DOl has recc•gni::ed i•·. the 5-Ve.ar Plan, changes in cn:pectet.l oil ... 
prices ;·equire a reassessment o·f t:he OCS leasing echedule. In 

the Append": F. DOl used three catngories to describe pc•tontial 

A. Uneconomic deposits: thos9 that are •~t econoruical 
unaeo- thE' pr1ce£ el:pected dur1119 thC! t•pcc•Bunq 
prc•duction pe•·iod. [Costs elJceed p•·ic<:! Coil these 
deposits.] 

B. Marginal dopositsl those th,•t c.re ecL•nomical but 
~•hose net benefits are growing at .a rata grpator than 
the discount rate. 

c. Economic deposits: thos;p that are economical a11d 
uhc•se net benofi ts would incrP.a5e <•t a l"ilte l::1ss th .. n 
the discount rate. 

The 1c•ll<.oui ng DOl di!Ecussion from the S-Year plan is que. ted 

o?>:t•~nsiveloy, .as it describes in detail the mc•diflc .. tit:ons to t.h"' 

5-Ye><u- pLan that DOl anticipated ~IC•Lild be nece>"aarily 'fc•r r.:r=o·tain 

1=-u-lce cc•ntinqencies: &a 

'"' p. F-32. 

lb1d. 
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Because of the abrupt and unanticipated oil price .. 
changes of the last decade or so, it is •·•orth e><allun~ng 
how a manager using this sequencing rule [tho Hotnlllng 
rulel would react to such price changes. Assumlrt\l t.he 
sequence of development prior to a price inc:roaso has 
followed the rule, the 111anager Liould have his inventc·;·y 
of non-producing oil and gas deposits divided into 
g 1·oups A, B, and C as desc:r i bed ear 1 i er. An abt·up 1: ':'' od 
unanticipated increase in oil prices, assum1ng that 1t 
~1ould raise prices throughout the upcoming production 
period but leave the rate of price increase duo·ing the 
peo·iod unchanged, would cause him to rego·oup his 
deposits. Numerous deposits wou 1 d be sh i ·rted from 
group B to C because they o~c·w yield such great uet: 
benefits that future price increases would not incroaso 
them at a o·ate greater than the du;count rate. 
In addition, some of the uneconomic deposits in group 
A. those that wore close to being ecouomic:al be·fore tho 
p~ice increase, would be shifted to group B. A larqo 
enough price i ncreaso cou 1 d mal<e some depos 1 ts that 
wece uneconomic shift directly fcom group A to grc•up C. 

The effect of an abo·upt and u11anticipated oi I price 
increase i& thus to greatly increase the number of 
depc•si ts ec:onomicall y ready for ctevelc•pment: and to 
substantially increa&e the net benefit& ~•hich the 
economy can r·ealize from the production of those 
deposits. The manager under these cc•ndi tions ~tould 
reasonably be ellpec:ted to substantially inct·easo the 
pace of development in order to realize those net 
benefits. 

Other unanticipated changes in oil prices could oc:r:11r. 
Fc•r e~tample, some e~ttcrnal factor could cause an 
increase in the long rOJn rate of oil price gro~tth. 
Thi& would cau&e &hi·fts in the grouping of oil and ga& 
deposi t 5 5 imi lar to the abrupt price increase sc:eol<u· in, 
but the inccease long-term pr·ic:e growth rate ••ould 
r·er:tuc:e the elltt?nt of shifting f1·om Group B to Go-ollp A 
and some from group B to group c. The deposits mc•ved 
·to group A would be those that •·•e•·e bao·ely e:t:onc•mic:al 
giveD the higher prices that were P.llpected later in the 
prc•duc:tion period. I-Ii thout such c:ont i nued i ncr·eascs, 
such deposits become uneconomical. 

Recent price trends in the world c•i 1 m<wl:ots shou 1:1 .. ~ 
possibility of a dec•-oase in the rnte c•f future cdJ 
pr·ice g•·owth. I·f the OCS onanageo· ~•en• confl onteo:J •·li t:lo 
dn unanticipated leveling o"f·f of oil po·iccs fL•i the 
cot111ng prc•duc:tion pfwiod a·ftP.r e::pec:tin<] conttnW·>ol 
inc,·eases, htl! wc•uld find it nec:E!ssacv lo regrol.1P htE 
in"entoa-y of dept='sits. mc.vinq so.ne f•·om t]•~,:.up B to 
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go·oup A and sonoe f1·om g•·oup B l:o group C. The dP.DOSlts 
oli()•.-e.d tc• •Jre>up A l"/f;'Uld be thc·.:o th.:~t ··•ore b.-.rcl-; 
wCOolOtltA\ .... 1 t;JlV,;on the higher prices that Wl!'rf"' evpeCTI"'CI 
later in the production period ••• 

On the other hand, som<;~ dopo.oits that •·lel"E: lolCreaSlll!J 
in 11alue under previou!l!ly eMpectod price increasns 
,.,ould be sh1fted tr.• group C because thl?re is nc• lC•IIQI"l 
anv inc:roa&e in th!!! oc~•noruic benefits, to be had by · 
waiting for higher oil prices. Thuo;, an Uolanticipater:t 
leveling of'f in the rate of future price gro•,•th, like 
an ab;·upt, Ullantic:ipatad increase 1n po·ices, cc•uld 
bring the OCS manager to order • an i ncroa.:ed numb:::.r c··t 
deposits into production in c•rder to achieve the 
greatost gain f'or the econoR•~· 

The DOl 5-¥ear plan •~as ~n-1tten prior to tha n:cont plun'lo 

-io:! wc•rlel oil prices. The f'ac:t that the price decrease> !liiS 

unant1clpated is evidenced by the fo.>c:t that DOl u;;ed a base price 
\ 

C•f $2•• dollr.•·s in 1984, increasing in real terms by 1 poccont a 

l'eao·, ~•ith o;lternate price sc:enaric•s bl!'qinni•~g a-t; a19 .3nCI :;;28 in 

1984 dc.olla.-s. tlc•rec.ver, the possibiUty of a dranoati= drop in 

the.beginn1ng price of oil was cone of the few alten1at1vcs !!Q.i 

di5c:ussed in Appendi:: F. 

~lc·t·ld oil pr1ce& uere falling in •·eal terms sine:"' 1980, b11t 

at a gradual rate until early 1986. Th1s pattern lead [)OJ on 

more ttoan c•n"' o;::cas;ion to sugge&t that prtces uill C•>nl:lo.ue t:o 

, ebcound by the.end of the century. ~li thin the .. nalytrcal 

framc~tC•l·l·. c··f the Hc•telling rule, as applied by DOl, caic:ulaticofo?; 

• .. ~we thi)r:le eof the ecc•nomic benefit.s o't· lPas.i.•lg huqt~ areas of Of:S 

resc•urcae. The s~if•e lc·gic uhich supported such ~ • .._ ilggr~esi '.,..e 
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There c:an be little doubt about the implications of the dreop 

in world oil prices. First, the starting price of oil is far 

lower than predicted in the base· c:aso, and even leower than tho 

lo•·•P.st po·ic:~ used in the sensitivity analysis. Second, assuminq 

that long tarm supply and dli!mand predictions were reasonabls, the 

expected future rate of growth in'pric:es has increased. The 

c:cmbination of a lo•:er star'ting price and a higher rate of 

increase in pric:os means DOl must return to the drawing board to 

reevaluate its leasing schedule. 

In DOl's Hoo-ds, many deposits that >lere previously 

c:lassi fled in greoL•p C should be placed in groups B and A. 

Liko>Jise, many, if not all, deposits in group B should be plac:nd 

in group A. Moreover, all the cost benefit calculations will 

have to be redone, to determine if the lower economic: value of 

OCS resources still outweigh the costs of environmental damage 

and other negative external i tit:!s. Finally, the e>tpoc:ted los;es to 

the federal treasury from high private discount rates are 

enpec:ted to grow, as development will be daferred by the lower 

oil prices. 

Recent coil prices have been unstable, but over tho past t.JO 

months have generally moved in a range of $10 to $15 per barrel. 

Crude oil deliv,;n-ies from Alaslca's North Slope al-e c:UI·rontly 

reporting a dP.livered price of $12.50, and a 1·1ellhead pric:e cof 

about $4.5<). t·lew eoil prc•duc:tion f•-c•m the t1ilne Pc•int fi<>ld 011 

Alaslca's tkorth Slope ~1as recently estimated tc. havo a omllhnad 

value close to •1 per barrel, leading Conoc:o and other preoduc:com 
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to asl< the Alasl:a ,State Legislature, to lower rc•yali:y payments to 

pre·.·ant ,. ~hut do•·m o'f the fiold. 
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I. Introduction: 

The New England Fuel Institute ("NEFI")!/ and the Inde-

pendent Fuel Terminal Operators Association ("IFTOA") hereby 

submit comments to the Secretary of the Interior concerning the 

proposed leasing and development for petroleum production of the 

Section 1002 area within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 

("ANWR"). NEFI is the association of home heating oil marketers 

serving the six New England states; IFTOA is the association of 

independent terminal operators marketing fuel oil and other pe

troleum products along the East Coast from Maine to Florida. 

The Section 1002 area consists principally of the 

Coastal Plain at the Northern tip of the ANWR.~/ Preliminary 

surveys indicate that this area has the potential for containing 

one or more giant (more than 100 million barrels) or super giant 

(more than 500 million barrels) oil fields. ANWR recoverable 

resources could equal, or exceed, the enormous field developed on 

Alaska's North Slope ("ANS") at Prudhoe Bay. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of 

the Interior ("DOI") has prepared a draft Resource Assessment and 

Environmental Impact Statement regarding development of the Sec

tion 1002 area. In this report, DOI outlines five possible al-

ternatives: 

!/ A description of IFTOA and NEFI is included as 
Attachment A. 

~/ Draft, Arctic National Wildlife Refuqe, Alaska, Coastal Plain 
Resource Assessment. Report and re·_· Jmmendations to the 
Congress of u.s. and legislative environmental impact 
statement; u.s. Department of the Interior (November 1986). 
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A. The full leasing of the Section 1002 area: 

B. The partial leasing of the area excepting the core 

calving area of the porcupine caribou herd (PCH): 

c. Further exploration of the area, including explora

tory drilling: 

D. No action: 

E. Designation of the Section 1002 area as wilderness. 

For the reasons discussed below, NEFI and IFTOA recommend adop

tion of Alternative A, and urge DOI to proceed promptly with 

development. 

I. The u.s. Needs to Develop ANWR Reserves 

A. Domestic Production Is Declining 

Oil is the most important energy resource for the u.s. 
economy. Oil supplies almost 43 percent of total u.s. energy 

demand. Because of its relative worldwide abundance, and its 

ease of transportation and distribution, oil will remain 

America's most vital energy resource for at least several de-

~ades, and probably much longer. Oil is clean, portable and 

safe, and burns more efficiently than other fossil fuel re-

sources. 

Despite the enormous increases in the price of oil in 

the 1970's, it remained America's fuel of choice, never falling 

to less than 41 percent of total energy demand. When prices for 

petroleum were high, incentives for maintaining and increasing 

u.s. production were adequate. u.s. production remained virtu-

ally steady from 1973 to 1985, in large part because of the 
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enormous contribution to domestic production from ANS reserves, 

which began production in 1977 and has already produced about 4.6 

billion barrels. 

However, the 1985 decline in the ·price of oil has ab

ruptly ended the extraordinary private incentives to maintain 

domestic production. Production declined in 1986, and barring 

unforeseen events, will continue to decline. Moreover, ANS pro-

duction cannot be sustained at current levels beyond 1988, and 

will decline significantly in the 1990's. The National Petroleum 

Council ("NPC") predicts that U.S. crude oil production will fall 

from 8.9 million barrels a day ("MBD") in 1986 to 8.0 MBD in 

1990, and to 7.0 MBD in 1995.1/ To a large extent, this decline 

is inevitable and unavoidable: much of this declining production 

is totally independent of price, particularly the projected de

cline in Alaska North Slope production. Now, more than ever, new 

incentives are needed. 

B. Maintenance of Domestic Production is Essential 

The maintenance of domestic oil production, or limiting 

the decline in production, is important to the nation's economic 

and military security. No price support or artificial, protec-

tionist measures could maintain domestic production as effec-

tively as prompt development of ANWR. 

See American Petroleum Institute, Domestic Petroleum 
Production and National Security (December 30, 1986). 
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Maintenance of domestic production reduces the likeli-

hood of a supply disruption and lessens the costs of such a dis

ruption to the economy, should one occur. Increased domestic 

production benefits the national economy most significantly by 

generating billions of dollars in income and related taxes; con

versely, the added domestic production eliminates a comparable 

level of imports that would further enlarge the u.s. trade im

balance. In the light of these considerations, a major opportun

ity to increase domestic oil production significantly should be 

pursued vigorously. Development of ANWR is such an opportunity 

with virtually no adverse economic costs. 

C. ANWR Development Will Moderate the Level of Imports 

The second consequence of the decline in the price of 

oil is rising import levels. The u.s. imported 24 percent more 

oil in 1986 than in 198S. The NPC predicts increases in imports 

from 4.3 MBD in 198S to 6.2 MBD by 1990, possibly reaching SO 

perc~nt of consumption, and to 7.9 MBD in 199S.!I 

Development of ANWR will significantly reduce the like

lihood of reaching these projected levels of imports. Unneces

sary reliance on imports weakens the economy by costing jobs, 

income and taxes that would otherwise be generated through domes

tic production. It has a serious impact on the u.s. trade defi

cit. In 1984, crude oil and petroleum product imports were more 

than $59 billion, almost SO percent of the trade deficit. 

y See API, Domestic Petroleum Production and National Security 
(December 30, 1986). 
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Because of the 10 year lead time needed for Arctic 

petroleum development, it is essential to commence development of 

ANWR now. ANWR is the single most potent weapon currently avail

able to the u.s. in its battle to prevent OPEC from regaining 

control over world oil prices and supply. 

D. Production from ANWR Will Have a Major Impact 

The DOI states in its draft report: "The (Section 

1002) area is clearly the most outstanding oil and gas frontier 

remaining in the United States and could contribute substantially 

to our domestic energy supplies." The mean estimate for .economi

cally recoverable oil in the 1002 area is 3.2 billion barrels 

("BB"). There is a 5 percent chance that 9.2 BB of economically 

recoverable oil lies within the area.. The mean estimate of 3.2 

BB is 11.35 percent of the total current U.S. proved reserves of 

oil. Further, if u.s. reserves decline as is now projected,~/ 

ANWR could provide more than 25 percent of total u.s. proved 

reserves by 2000. 

In addition, output from the oil fields at Prudhoe Bay 

currently constitutes about 20 percent of domestic production. 

However, this production has peaked at about 1.8 million barrels 

per day, and is expected to decline by 1988: it is estimated that 

Alaska North Slope production will decline to only 500,000 bar

rels per day by 2000. However, if ANWR is leased and developed 

promptly, oil production from ANWR could offset the decline in 

~I The DOI report estimates that by the year 2000 the u.s. 
proved reserves could drop to 11.6 BB. 
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production from Prudhoe Bay. Thus, much of the transportation 

and distribution facilities developed for ANS crude could be 

utilized for ANWR production. 

III. Benefits of Development of ANWR to u.s. and Alaska Economy 

The development of ANWR will significantly benefit the 

u.s. economy. "The net national economic benefit ("NNEB") is the 

expected net value of oil production, or the difference between 

revenues from the sale of oil and the costs of exploration, dev

elopment, production and transportation." The DOI draft report 

estimates the NNEB from development of ANWR could range from 

$79.4 billion to $325 billion, depending upon the price of crude 

oil. In addition, primarily by creating new jobs, development of 

ANWR can decrease unemployment in the depressed oil production 

and services industries, where 878,000 jobs have been lost.~/ 

Furthermore, the more favorable balance of trade created by dev

elopment of ANWR will significantly alleviate one of the most 

troublesome and intractible problems facing America today. 

Development of ANWR also will benefit the native land

holders of the area. The testimonies of various resident corpor

ations and Inupiat Eskimos at the hearing conducted by DOI in 

Kaktovic, Alaska, the one major village in the 1002 area, reveal 

the strong native support for opening ANWR to oil production. In 

fact, the Inupiat representative said: "The North Slope of Alaska 

is Inupiat land ••• we should not be denied the opportunity to 

~/ National Defense Council Foundation, "The Hidden Oil crisis," 
1986. 
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develop oil and gas underneath the lands which were granted 

us."ll The direct financial benefits of development from Inupiat 

lands will go to these landholders. Furthermore, employment 

opportunities will be created where few exist: and severance tax 

payments to the State of Alaska will generate further income to 

the State. 

IV. Mitigation of Environmental Impact Mitigation 

Development should not occur if it inflicts significant 

and permanent damage on the environment. Fortunately, oil devel

opment in the Section 1002 area can be achieved successfully with 

little or no impact to the environment. Alaska is a vast land: 

oil development and wildlife preservation goals can be achieved 

side by side. The successful development of Prudhoe Bay provides 

convincing evidence that mitigation of adverse environmental 

effects is possible. 

One example of the favorable environment consequences 

of ANS development is the increase in numbers of the Central 

Arctic Herd ("CAH") of caribou. Many felt this herd would be 

threatened by development of Prudhoe Bay and the Trans-Alaska 

Pipeline .System; the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System ("TAPS"), 

Dalton Highway corridor and Prudhoe Bay-Kuparuk oil fields all 

lie within the CAH's range. Nevertheless, due to careful engi

neering of facilities and extraordinary precautions, the CAH has 

continued to co-exist with the development. In fact, the CAH has 

11 Testimony of Oliver Leavitt, Elected Assemblyman from the 
North Slope Borough. 
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increased from 3000 in 1972 to more than 13,000 presently living 

near Prudhoe Bay. In addition, water fowl that were deemed ex

tremely vulnerable, continue to nest and rear their broods within 

the developed area. This demonstrates that wildlife in Alaska 

can thrive if oil development is undertaken carefully and with 

mitigation of environmental effects as a principal goal. 

A comparable sit~ation exists in the ANWR, and can be 

resolved similarly. The core calving area of the Porcupine 

Caribou Herd (PCH) is centered in the Section 1002 area of ANWR. 

This zone is particularly important as an identifiable habitat 

that the PCH has repeatedly used during critical life stages. 

NEFI and IFTOA recommend that DOl seek authority to lease this 

area last, in order to apply to this critical region the exper

ience learned through prior development of other Section 1002 

land. 

The planning and construction of transportation facili

ties can also be done in a way that minimizes the adverse econom

ic impact. As indicated, if the Section 1002 area is fully · 

leased, oil production from ANWR is expected to grow as produc

tion at Prudhoe Bay declines. Thus, existing pipeline capacity 

will be available to transport ANWR crude oil most of the dis

tance to Valdez. 

Not only will this eliminate the need for construction 

of a major new pipeline, it will also prevent the deterioration 

and premature abandonment of the existing TAPS facility. If TAPS 

capacity is inadequate, it would be possible to increase capacity 
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by looping or improving pipeline hydraulics. Furthermore, any 

connecting pipeline from ANWR to TAPS can be elevated to protect 

the permafrost and allow free passage to the caribou. Conse

quently, the transportation facilities needed to bring ANWR crude 

to market are largely in place, and supplemental facilities can 

be built with no adverse environmental effect. 

In countless other ways oil can be produced in the 

Section 1002 area with little or no adverse impact on the envir

onment. Consolidating production facilities to the maximum ex

tent will minimize effects on vegetation: insect relief habitat 

for the caribou can be protected by limiting surface occupancy in 

that particular zone: federal performance and design standards 

can be enforced to meet environmental and safety requirements. 

In short, environmental protection is not a sound basis for pre

venting or deferring development of ANWR. 

V. Conclusion 

The Section 1002 area of ANWR is the outstanding oil 

and gas frontier in North America. Declining domestic production 

and the inherent dangers to U.S. economic and national security 

resulting from such declining production makes development of 

this vast domestic resource imperative. Mitigation of adverse 

environmental impacts is clearly possible, as demonstrated by the 

previous development of Prudhoe Bay Moreover, by leasing the 

core calving area of the Porcupine Caribou Herd last, further 

experience in mitigation can be applied to development. In light 
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of these considerations, NEFI and IFTOA strongly recommend that 

the entire Section 1002 area be leased promptly for exploration 

and petroleum production. 



Northern Alaska Environmental Center 

February 4, 1987 

U.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, NW 
Washington, DC 20240 

Dear u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service: 

218 DRIVEWAY 
FAIIIIIANIIS, ALASKA 99701 

(907) 452-5021 

This letter constitutes the comments, views and opinions of the Northern 
Alaska Environmental Center (NAEC) on the draft Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge, Alaska, coastal plain resource aaaeaament, report and recommendation 
to the Congress of the United States and legislative environmental impact 
statement, as solicited in the draft report. This report was prepared to 
fulfill the requirements of Section 1002(h) of the Alaska National Interest 
Landa Conservation Act (ANILCA) and will hereafter be referred to as the 
1002 report or simply the report. To facilitate your review of our 
comments, we have consolidated them into broad categories according to 
subject. 

For reasons outlined below, the Northern Alaska Environmental Center 
recommends the adoption of Alternative E, Wilderness Designation, as being 
the most prudent and responsible course for management of the Arctic Refuge 
coastal plain. Due to the many oversights, misstatements, and problema in 
the draft 1002 report, we also feel that a near total rewrite of this 
document will be necessary before it can be presented to Congress in a 
useful fora. 

ADMINISTRATIVE IRREGULARITIES 

Public Comment 

The NAEC is composed of over 700 members in Alaska and most of the other 
states. It is the only environ.-ntal conservation advocacy organization 
that is entirely devoted to maintaining the environmental quality and 
promoting sustained, intelligent, long-term use of the natural resources of 
Arctic Alaska. It was, therefore, with particular displeasure that we 
observed that our organization had been left off of the original 
distribution list at the back of the report. We had to call the u.s. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (FWS) regional office in Anchorage to request our copy, 
and then had to wait many days after the report was released (organizations 
on the list had already received theirs) to receive it. We would like to 
think that this was merely an oversight, but leaving a key group like NAEC 
off the distribution list seems rath;.r a deliberate omission on the part of 
the FWS or top Department of the Interior (DOl) officials, who we realize 
are really responsible for the report. 

The other blatant omission that was even more puzzling and just as serious 
was the village of Kaktovik. The very village that would be changed and 

affected most significantly by the actions recoaaended in the report was not 
on the list to receive a copy. We understand that members of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge staff had to intercede and have copies sent to the 
village, though not without some difficulty since such a limited number of 
the reports were initially printed. The village almost had to wait until 
the second printing (three weeks later) to receive theirs. 

The DOl made it quite clear that it did not want public review of the report 
through its appeal of a District Court decision mandating public comment. 
This is bad enough for a public agency in our democracy. However, once the 
report was released, its limited availability was another serious 
shortcoming. So few reports were initially printed that the FWS was being 
extremely selective as to who received the reports during the first few 
weeks of its availability. Considering the short time period available to 
review such an important and complex document, not having it available to 
the public-at-large in a timely manner was a serious and obvious effort to 
limit the extent of the report's circulation and comments on it. This 
demonstrates to us that the DOl is still not really interested in public 
review of the report, but allowed the draft report to be reviewed merely to 
comply with the letter of the court decision. If review of the report had 
been delayed until after the Christmas holidays or if a longer comment 
period had been provided (at least 90 days), we seriously doubt whether 
Congress would have minded all that much, considering that the report was 
already almost three months late. 

A member of our staff was informed by DOl's Susan Reece in a phone 
conversation on December 11 that hearings on the draft 1002 report were 
being held only as a "courtesy" extended to the public by DOl. This seems 
preposterous in view of the court decision mandating public involvement. It 
is noteworthy that public comment periods held by FWS in Alaska on refuge 
draft Comprehensive Conservation Plana (CCP), which are decidedly less 
controversial and complex documents than the 1002 report, are a standard 90 
days in length. The number of public hearings held on these plana is also 
typically far greater than the number that were afforded for the 1002 
report. If FWS can provide double the minimum 45 day comment period 
(stipulated in Council on Environmental Quality Regulations) for draft 
CCP's, why could it not do so for the draft 1002 report, as the public 
requested? The fact that there will be opportunity for lobbying after the 
matter reaches Congress does not relieve the DOl from ita responsibilities 
as an agency within a democratic governmental system, especially when such 
an important recommendation is to be made to the legislature. The agency's 
attempts to prevent and later limit and stifle public involvement in the 
report are s terrible miscarriage of ita responsibilities to the people of 
the United States. 

The fact that only three publi~ hearings were held on the report represents 
a significant shortcoming relative to DOl's public involvement process. The 
hearings were held in Kaktovik and Anchorage, Alaska, and in Washington, 
D.C. The following groups or organizations have requested public hearings 
in Fairbanks and/or Arctic Village, Alaska: Greater Fairbanks Chamber of 
Commerce, Fairbanks North Star Borough, Arctic Audubon Society, Citizens' 
Advisory Commission on Federal Areas, National Audubon Society, the Northern 
Alaska Environmental Center, and the people of Arctic Village. There can be 
no doubt that Fairbanks and Arctic Village will be two Alaskan communities 
greatly affected by decisions relating to the Arctic Refuge coastal plain. 
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There can also be no doubt that, while written coaaents are supposed to be 
equivalent to verbal ones, aany people are .are co.fortable speaking than 
writing. Public hearings afford the opportunity for FWS to aake a verbal 
presentation concerning the contents of the 1002 report. With ita 172-page 
length, technical jargon, and lack of availability, the 1002 report 
represents a foraidable docu.ent to .oat lay people. Public hearings in 
Fairbanks and Arctic Village, which were desired and requested by the 
public, would have helped alleviate these probleas. 

Baseline Report Availability and Adequacy 

The 1002(h) report was released prior to finalization and publication of the 
1985 update and final baseline study reports that were required by Section 
1002(c) of ANILCA. Since the 1002 report was partially based upon 
infor.ation gathered in these studies, how could it have been written in 
coapliance with ANILCA without the benefit of these reports? Just as 
iaportantly, these reports should have been available to reviewers of the 
draft 1002 report during the entire review period for an adequate 
evaluation. The final baseline study report was not distributed until late 
Deceaber 1986. At 695 pages in length, it is not a docuaent that can be 
quickly perused. Under these ciruastaces, it is not surprising that very 
little infor.ation fro. the baseline reports is included in the 1002 report. 
The 1985 update report is still not available at the end of the review 
period. 

A further apparent irregularity is the availability of the final baseline 
report before coapletion of the 1985 update report. We understand that soae 
of the 1985 data were still being analyzed and the report was still being 
written at the tiae that the 1002 report to Congress was released. It also 
seeas that the 1985 update report should logically have been coapleted prior 
to the final, since the final report is supposedly based upon infor.ation in 
the 1985 update. This irregularity raises serious questions concerning the 
validity of the final baseline study report as well as the 1002 report to 
Congress. 

We further believe that the ANILCA 1002(c) studies were theaselves 
deficient. Subsection 1002(c)(D) requires that the Secretary of the 
Interior "analyze the potential iapacta of oil and gas exploration, 
developaent, and production on ••• " the wildlife and habitats of the ANILCA 
Section 1002 study area. Few of the great nuaber of research projects that 
constituted the baseline studies included work with the expressed objective 
of deteraining the iapacts of such activities. These were the study of 
aeiaaic exploration iapacts on auskoxen and liaited work on the effects of 
aircraft disturbance to staging snow geese. All of the studies focused on 
the 1002 area itself. We believe that certain key studies should have been 
conducted in the Prudhoe Bay oilfield 80 ailes to the west. These studies 
could have significantly helped in analyzing the potential iapacts of oil 
and gas developaent on the coastal plain of the Arctic NWR. For the reasons 
stated above, we believe that the FWS and the DOl did not coaply with 
Congress' intent relative to preparation of the 1002(c) reports. 

Inforaation unavailable to public or presented in a biased aanner 

Yet another shortcoaing is the non-availability of the geological data that 
the projections of oil and gas resources in the 1002 report are based upon. 
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The resources in question belong to the A.erican people. These data should 
be publicly available in order for the report to be adequately evaluated. 
The fact that the data were collected by private entiti~s should not be used 
as an excuse for keeping the data secret. This is a aatter that the FWS 
should have recognized and dealt with long ago, prior to the data being 
collected. We think that greater creativity could have been used in 
satisfying this iaportant concern. It ia interesting to note that 
Alternative C, further exploration, contains no stipulations to avoid such 
probleas in the future. 

Although the 1002 report purports to be an objective docuaent, it ia in fact 
biased in aany ways so that it favors support of full oil and gas leasing of 
the coastal plain. One of these subtle biases is reflected in the report's 
iabalance in its descriptions of the resources of the 1002 ares. A total of 
24 pages was devoted to describing the ares's geologic and oil and gas 
resources. However, only 11 pages were devoted to describing the area's 
fish and wildlife resources, which we think are equally, if not .are 
iaportant, especially considering that the area is supposed to be a wildlife 
refuge. The area's living resources are just as coapiex as the area's 
geology, so that can't be used as an excuse. The report askes only ainiaal 
atteapta to describe the coaplex ecological processes and relationships in 
this Arctic area, which we believe are iaportsnt in understanding what the 
long-tera effects of oil and gas develop.ent aight be. Other biases in the 
report will be illustrated elsewhere in our coaaents. 

LAC~ OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The introduction in Chapter 1 (page 9) does not include enough background 
inforaation on the history and actions leading to the eatablishaent of the 
Arctic National Wildlife Range, which later becaae the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge. This inforaation is iaportant in understanding the 
purposes for which this conservation syatea unit was established. This is 
especially iaportant in light of the fact that aany people reviewing the 
report, aost iaportantly aeabers of Congress, aay not know that creation of 
the wildlife range was the culaination of asny years of hard work by 
conservationists in Alaska and other parts of the country. 

The original inspiration and idea for eatabliahaent of a conservation unit 
in Arctic Alaska is attributed to Robert Marshall, who journeyed through 
what is now Gates of the Arctic National Park between 1929 and 1939 (Spencer 
et al. 1979). Marshall proposed the idea that large portions of Alaska 
should be protected as wilderness, since aost original landscapes and 
ecoaysteas were disappearing rapidly in the rest of the United States. He 
early recognized the importance of keeping significant areas of the earth 
free of huaan doaination. 

The first attempt to act upon Marshall's ideas occurred in 1949 when the 
National Park Service (NPS) conducted a survey to deteraine areas in Alaska 
that deserved formal protection as conservation units. Two NPS workers, 
George Collins and Lowell Suaner, spent two summers exploring and studying 
the eastern Brooks Range in this survey. They wrote a report proposing that 
the northeast corner of Alaska and adjacent portions of Canada be protected 
as a unique ecosystem (Collins and Suaner 1953). 
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The report's reco .. endstion soon attracted the attention of the conservation 
co.-unity and concerned citizens nationwide, who began pro.oting the 
report's findings and lobbying the DOl to establish a park or wildlife range 
in the area. Notable leaders in this effort included Olaua and Margaret 
Murie, who made several tripe into the area that later became the refuge. 
Olaua Murie had worked as a biologist for the Bureau of Biological Survey 
(FWS predecessor) studying caribou in various parts of Alaska (Murie 1978). 
Hurie was also a co-founder of the Wilderness Society, which played a key 
role in establishing the wildlife range. These and other conservationists 
worked extensively during the 1950's to get a conservation system unit 
established in the area. 

As stated in the report, their efforts finally resulted in establishment of 
the Arctic National Wildlife Range by Public Land Order in 1960. The 
purposes stated were to preserve " ••• unique wildlife, wilderness and 
recreational values." To the extent that these purposes do not conflict 
with those stated in ANILCA Section 303(2)(B), which re-established the 
range as the Arctic NWR, these same purposes still apply today. The report 
should be reviewed in light of this fact. 

WILDERNESS REVIEW 

We believe that the DOl baa not complied with the provisions of ANILCA 
Section 1004 which calls for a wilderness study and report on the 1002 study 
area. This study should be completed before the final report ia submitted 
to Congress. A blatant shortcoming of the 1002 report is the fact that 
there is only one-half page of text describing the area's wilderness and 
aesthetic values. We acknowledge that describing the oil and gas resources 
could rightly be more complicated and thus might require more text than the 
wilderness resources description. However, we believe that the wilderness 
values should have been described at least as thoroughly aa the oil and gas 
resources. As the report ia written, it barely does justice to this 
important aspect of the area. The area's wilderness resources are indeed 
the crux of the current controversy surrounding this issue. We note on page 
46, first paragraph, that the report states that the area "could" meet the 
criteria for wilderness status as deacrLbed in the Wilderness Act. We 
believe that the area DOES meet these criteria. 

This lack of detail concerning wilderness values is an obvious attempt to 
downplay the significance of the area's wilderness resources, and is an 
important omission in terms of report review by persona who are not already 
familiar with the area. We will therefore provide below augmentation to the 
report's meager description of the area's wilderness values. 

At least two formal wilderness reviews have been conducted for the 1002 
area. One of these considered the wilderness qualities of the entire 
wildlife range (USFWS 1973). Though this study was never finalized, the 
preliminary draft concluded that the entire wildlife range was suitable for 
wilderness designation, except for the two abandoned DEW Line sites on the 
coast, the Barter Island military withdrawal, and the Kaktovik Inupiat 
Corporation land selections. The reason this study vas never finalized and 
submitted to Congress for action was that the area was being considered as 
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an alternative route for the Arctic Gas Pipeline and because of the Alaska 
Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) Section 17(d)(2) debates in Congress 
which culminated with passage of ANlLCA in 1980. The Arctic Gas Pipeline 
proposal died in 1976. Early House versions of ANILCA, passed 
overwhelmingly, would have designated the 1002 area as wilderness along with 
the rest of the original wildlife range, but the question of oil and gas 
potential prevented that. The final version resulted in the 1002 area being 
excluded from wilderness designation, with the requirement for the present 
report incorporated therein. 

The second wilderness review was specific to the 1002 area as designated in 
ANILCA. That study (Thayer 1982) also concluded that the entire area, 
except for the abandoned DEW Line stations, was suitable for wilderness 
designation. 

The area exceeds the 5000-acre minimum size specified in the Wilderness Act. 
With few exceptions the area is in near pristine condition. It is currently 
the moat pristine large segment of Arctic tundra remaining in the United 
States that is protected from human development. The entire balance (over 
90%) of the Alaskan North Slope ia currently open to oil and gas 
development. The same is largely true for the Canadian Arctic as well, the 
exception being the new Northern Yukon National Park, which protects a very 
small segment of the Canadian North Slope. These factors drastically 
increase the wilderness significance of the 1002 area. 

The 1002 area is primeval land and provides excellent opportunity for 
solitude. This factor ia further enhanced by the wilderness status of the 
lands i .. ediately to the south and east. There are no roads or designated 
trails for travel; most travel occurs along the river courses. Visitors to 
the area can experience true solitude and wilderness equaled in few other 
places on earth. The area's present relative inaccessibility is a major 
reason for this. Travel across the area by primitive means is reminiscent of 
the hardships, challenge, drama and peril faced by early American people, 
but which is becoming increasingly difficult to experience today. There are 
few signs of human presence, these mostly being archeological sites and 
scattered artifacts. Occassionally one may see or hear an aircraft. Many 
people spend days without seeing a single sign of human existence. 

The area provides unexcelled opportunity for primitive and unconfined 
recreation. The special features of the area that contribute to this are 
its openness and feeling of unconfinement. The close proximity of the 
mountains and the Arctic coast in the 1002 area presents a unique wilderness 
situation in the North American Arctic, offering the wilderness 
recreationist the opportunity to experience, in a comparatively contracted 
zone, a variety of habitat and terrain types whether traveling by foot or 
river. A visitor can, within the span of a few days, go from the alpine 
zone of ice, snow and rock, to alpine meadows, to arctic tundra valleys, to 
tussock tundra foothills, to braided river floodplains, to rolling tundra 
plain, to flat thaw lake plain, to the coastal zone of wetlands, lagoons, 
barrier islands, and the ocean. This recreational variety is unavailable 
within such a short distance anywhere else on the Alaskan North Slope. 

The shallow valleys of the numerous streams that flow across the area to the 
Arctic Ocean provide good camping sites. Gravel outcrops on the plain above 
the rivers provide camp sites with broad views. The streams in the area are 
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not navigable by conventional power boat, and aost are not easily navigable 
by canoe, Rafts or kayaks provide the best crafts for river running. 

In teras of scenic quality, the Arctic NWR coastal plain is splendid and 
varied. To a person situated aidvay between the Brooks Range and the ocean, 
the aountsins doainate the southern skyline. Mounts Iato, Chaaberlin, and 
Michelson, the three tallest peaks in the Brooks Range, are always snow-clad 
and are iapreasive when viewed froa the coastal plain, their grays and 
whites contrasting with the greens and browns of.the tundra. To the east 
and west, one sees the vast expanse of treeless tundra rolling into the 
distance creating the illusion of liaitless wilderness in both directions. 
If one is situated in the right place and given the right weather conditions 
it is also possible to aee to the north the coastal lagoons, the ocean and 
the peraanent pack ice beyond. Because vegetation ia aostly very low, only 
a few centiaetera tall over aoat of the area, both visitor and wildlife are 
conspicuous. Aniaala are easily visible and, because of the relative lack 
of huaan presence, are often unwary or even curious when confronted by 
huaana. 

The Arctic coast, with the Arctic Ocean to the north and the broad coastal 
plain to the south and the general absence of aan'a work offer extensive 
priaitive and unconfined caaping and wilderness enjoyment opportunities. 

The Arctic NWR ia one of the aost priaitive and isolated wild regions left 
on earth protected as a conservation area. The 1002 area is an integral part 
of the wilderness ecosyateas encoapaased by the Arctic NWR, aa aost of the 
aajor wildlife species occurring on the refuge (caribou, aooae, grizzly 
bears, wolverines, wolves, auakox, polar bears, nuaeroua species of birds) 
utilize the coastal plain habitats for all or critical portions of their 
life cycles (i.e., calving, denning, nesting, breeding, staging), 

Seasonal abundance of wildlife on the coastal plain is high. Many species of 
aigratory birds utilize the coastal plain wilderness for nesting and rearing 
young. These apecies travel far beyond the boundaries of the refuge, The 
report correctly states that the coastal plain is the aost biologically 
productive part of the entire Arctic NWR and ia the center of wildlife 
activity on the refuge (USFWS 1978). 

The biological diversity and uniqueness of the Arctic NWR baa been 
recognized by aany scientists. A ayaposiua vas held concerning the wildlife 
range at the 12th Alaska Science Conference at the University of Alaska in 
1961 (Dahlgren 1962). At this syapoaiua, aany scientists vent on record 
stating the iaportance of the wildlife range to science, This iaportance 
was attributed to the relatively undisturbed condition of the area and the 
ecological diversity found within such a contracted zone. It vas stated 
that the area could serve as a control against which we can aeaaure the 
effects of land-use practices elsewhere in the Alaskan Arctic, an 
opportunity that has been forgone for aoat other North Aaerican ecosyateaa. 
The range's coabination of habitat and species variety vas coapared to that 
of Africa's Serengeti Park and it vas thought that the area could " 
provide topics for an untold nuaber of scientific publications." 

In originally reco..anding the area for preservation, Collins and Suaner 
(1953) wrote: 
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The region offers science the beat opportunity of any 
place in Alaska, if not in the whole of North Aaerica, for 
studying the processes by which these and othe~ Arctic 
aniaala aaintain their nuabera through the natural checks 
and balances of cliaate, food supply, and predation. 

The whole field of cyclic population fluctuations, so 
characteristic of the aaaller animals in the Arctic, can 
be studied here with no interference by agricultural or 
other huaan activities, Such research possibilities are 
of outstanding iaportance to various applied sciences such 
as gaae, fur and fish aanageaent, and huaan survival 
techniques. 

Ecologists recognize that research in an Arctic 
wilderness study area baa special usefulness beyond the 
confines of the region because the coaparative siaplicity 
of environaental factors in the Arctic aakes thea easier 
to isolate and analyze. 

If these atateaents were true in 1953, their truth and relevancy in 
1987 cannot be doubted; there are far fever acres of such wild 
richness today than there were then. 

In 1969 the Tundra Bioae Section of the International Biological 
Prograa (IBP) passed a resolution urging that all or a aajor portion 
of the Arctic NWR be included in the National Wilderness Preservation 
Syatea, and that scientific research be recogniz~ aa a priority use 
of the range (USFWS 1973). The resolution also called for ainiaizing 
aan-induced physical and biological change in the area. A aajor 
purpose of the IBP waa to study natural ecoayate .. to predict the 
consequences of natural or aan-induced environaental changes or 
stresses. 

The Arctic NWR is the only conservation ayatea in North Aaerica and 
perhaps in the world that protects a coaplete apectrua of the various 
arctic ecoayste .. in an undisturbed condition, and the 1002 area ia an 
integral part of that apectrua. The area presents unique 
opportunities for scientific study of an undisturbed ecoayatea. The 
area also presents excellent opportunity for wilderness environmental 
education. 

The 1002 area is the only portion of Arctic coastal plain in Alaska 
that has not been co .. itted to aan'a developaent activities, except 
for a tiny stretch fro• the Aichilik River to the Canadian border. As 
such it has extreaely high values aa a remaining exaaple of the 
natural coastal Arctic ecoayatea. Ita ecological, scientific and 
educational values as such an exaaple are incoaparable. 

The 1002 area in ita present state baa outstanding wilderness 
qualities, and coapletely aeeta the definition of wilderness contained 
in the Wilderness Act. The area baa been described as being de facto 
wilderness (HR Rep. No. 95-1045, Part I, 95th Congr., 2d Seaa, 151, 
1978; HR Rep. No. 96-97, Part I, 96th Congr., 1st Seas. 483 and 487, 
1979). In fact, the Arctic NWR is regarded by aany as epitoaizing the 
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values intended to be preserved by foraal wilderness designation (S. 
Rep. No. 96-413, 96th Congr., 1st Seas. 376, 1979). 

"A number of publications have described the wilderness qualities of 
the Arctic NWR and the 1002 area. Some of these are Abbey (1984), 
Brower (1971), Chadwick (1979), Kerasote (1984), Laycock (1976), 
Milton (1969), Sumner (1956), and Tall (1959). 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Impacts of Oil and Gas Production in the Arctic 

The Executive•Suaaary portion of the report does not accurately 
reflect material contained in the body of the report. This section 
contains major flaws, one of which is self-contradiction. On page 2, 
we read: "Most adverse effects would be minimized or eliminated 
through carefully applied mitigation, using the lessons learned and 
technology acquired from development at Prudhoe Bay and froa 
construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS)." Later, on 
page 6, we read: "Long-tera losses in fish and wildife resources, 
subsistence uses, and wilderness values would be the inevitable 
consequences of a long-tera coaaitment to oil and gas development, 
production, and· transportation." How can long-tera losses occur if 
most adverse effects are minimized or eliminated? The two statements 
quoted above are mutually exclusive. In view of the evidence compiled 
to date (some of which is presented in the 1002 report), the latter 
statement is eminently believable while the former is not. 

On page 2 of the Executive Suaaary we also read: "The evidence 
generated during the 18 years of exploration and development at 
Prudhoe Bay indicates miniaal impact on wildlife resources." This 
statement is totally insupportable. Perhaps the authors of the 
Executive Suaaary should have read the final baseline study report 
prepared pursuant to ANILCA Section 1002(c), before making such 
statements. "On the north slope oil fields, new facilities are 
presently being built, and successful rehabilitation techniques have 
not yet been developed." (USFWS, 1986, p. 563). It is too early to 
determine many of the long-term impacts that fish and wildlife 
resources (i.e. populations and habitats) have suffered or will suffer 
at Prudhoe Bay. In most cases, baseline studies of fish and wildlife 
resources were not conducted at Prudhoe Bay prior to oil development 
activities there. This makes it nearly impossible to tell what kinds 
of changes have occurred to date. 

The December 1986 final baseline study report devotes many pages to 
consideration of some of the adverse environmental impacts of oil 
development, production, and transportation. Here is a partial list 
of the causes of some of the impacts: human activity (including 
aircraft overflights, traffic, and increased legal and illegal harvest 
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levels), vehicle trails, gravel cover, erosion and sedimentation, 
impoundments, gravel spray, dust, snow drifts, thermokarst (permafrost 
degradation), fuel spills, drilling muds and reserve pits, and 
seawater spills. Some of the adverse impacts due to tfie 
above-mentioned causes: permanent changes in species composition and 
distribution, severe loss of vegetative cover, exposure of peat and 
mineral soil, thaw settlement, changes in moisture regime and drainage 
patterns, slumping, early snow melt, and delayed plant phenology. 

Although some causes and effects have been documented, there have not 
been many studies done that quantify impacts to fish and wildlife 
populations and habitats from oil development activities. For 
example, "Few studies have been done on the effects of drilling muds 
and reserve pit fluids on tundra vegetation, and the long-tera effects 
are essentially unknown" (USFWS, 1986, P• 560). From page 34 of the 
same report: "Little inforaation is available on the distribution of 
ground ice in the study area and the extent and origin of massive ice 
beds. The amount of ground ice is an important factor in deteraining 
the- effects of oil exploration and development on surface stability." 
As indicated repeatedly in both the 1002 report and the final baseline 
study report, aany types of adverse impacts are inevitable 
consequences of development, even using current technology and 
mitigation procedures. The logical conclusions to be drawn from this 
information are that devlopaent in the arctic cannot be conducted with 
on11 minimal impacts, and that it is presently unknown whether or not 
developed areas can be rehabilitated to their original state. 

The 1002 area's estimated oil and gas potential 

What isn't provided anywhere in the executive suaaary is the fact that 
there is only a 19% chance that an economic size field exists in the 
1002 area. In the introduction to the executive auaaary it is stated, 
"The area is clearly the aost outstanding oil and gas frontier 
remaining in the United States, and could contribute substantially to 
our domestic energy supplies". In support of this statement, the 
in-place estimates for oil and gas are given. The amounts of 
economically recoverable oil and gas, the really significant 
estimates, are provided obscurely in a single paragraph on the second 
to last page of the 7-page suaaary. We see this as a deliberate 
deception, which must be rectified in the final report. 

The high oil and gas potential for the area that is described in the 
executive suaaary and in the Secretary of the Interior's 
recommendation is not supported by the text of the report. Our 
reasons for this observation are elaborated below. 

1. On pages 49, 68, and 72, the report states that there is only a 
19% chance of there being at least one economically recoverable oil 
deposit in the 1002 area. We do not see this 1 in 5 chance as being 
very encouraging from the standpoint of discovering oil. Where did 
this figure come from? The derivation of this estimate should be 
provided, as should estimates for each of the prospects 1-26 that are 
shown in Figure III-1. Also, what is the chance of finding other 
prospects not mapped? 
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2. On page 50, Figure III-2 coaparea the conditional resources of oil 
on the refuge with the recoverable reserves of proven fields. These 
data are not coaparable, although the aanner in which they are 
presented aakea it aeea that they are. It would be aore appropriate 
for the eatiaated recoverable reserves in the 1002 area to be 
portrayed here. Conditional reaourcea should be portrayed elsewhere 
and identified by nuaber (1-26) for the eight largest prospects. Even 
if these data were coaparable, for all possible prospects on the 
refuge, the aost likely (95% probability) resource estiaates are well 
below the estiaated reserves of aost of the largest known fields. Yet 
in the paragraph at the top right of this page the report concludes 
that the area is one of the aoat outstanding prospects in the United 
States. This conclusion does not logically follow froa the data 
presented. 

3. Table III-I on page 50 ie aabiguoua. The caption atatea that the 
data do not reflect the risk that econoaically recoverable oil aay not 
exist in the "planning area". Does thia aean that this risk ie not 
reflected only for the 1002 area, or for all of the areas coapared? 
If the foraer ia true, then this table does not represent a valid 
coapariaon of data. 

4(a). In several places in the report, the proxiaity of the area to 
Prudhoe Bay is cited aa an encouraging factor in the 1002 area being 
highly prospective for oil and gas, On page 54 the report atatea that 
aoat of the Prudhoe Bay production is froa Ledge Sandstone rocks of 
the Ellesaerian Sequence. Yet it ie also stated that these rocks ere 
likely non-existent in the 1002 area. On page 54 the report also 
states that if Ledge Sandstone rocks are not present, then the chances 
of oil being present in the area are auch reduced. These rocks are 
cited as being the aajor possible source rocks for oil and gas 
production in the area, but their existence in the area is uncertain. 
Other possible source rocks are given on page 55 as being the Shublik 
Foraation and the Kingak Shale, However, the existence of these rocks 
in the area is uncertain. On page 62 the report indicates that these 
source rocks are probably gas-prone in the 1002 area, and further that 
"these rocks aay not be present in auch of the 1002 area." Page 54 
contains the vague atateaent that "drilling one or two wells in 
critical areas would help reaolve this question" of the presence or 
absence of Ellesaerian rocks, This stateaent should be euppleaented 
with a aap showing where these "one or two wells" would be placed, If 
it is indeed true that drilling one or two wells would resolve this 
iaportant queeton, please explain why the draft report rec~nda full 
oil and gas leasing rather than exploratory drilling, This does not 
aeea logical and prudent considering the predicted environaental 
consequences of fu.ll leasing. 

(b) Also, on page 62 the report atatea that analyaea of oil froa the 
Hue Shale in the 1002 area (natural oil seeps) show that this oil is 
not cheaically aiailar to oil froa the eaae foraation in the Prudhoe 
Bay area. 

5. On page 58 the report~atatea that the extreaely coaplex geology of 
the southeastern half of the 1002 area aakea location of structural 
traps and possible source rock in the Brookian sequence very 
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probleaattcal. Hue Shale is stated as the only possible source rock 
in the Brookian Sequence. The report states that no prospects were 
discovered in Brookian Sequence rock. Please indica~e how this 
inforaation helps support the conclusion stated in the Executive 
su-ary and on page 50 that "the 1002 area is clearly one of the aoat 
outstanding prospective oil and gas areas reaaining in the United 
States. 11 

6. On page 66 the report states that the two largest prospects (18 
and 19) account for the aajority (50%) of the eatiaated in-place oil. 
Yet it is also stated that these prospects, which are in the Folded 
Ellesaerian I Pre-Mississippian Play, are dependent on the presence of 
Ellesaerian rocks as reservoirs and also on Hue Shale as the aoat 
probable source rock. The report also states that the foraer rocks 
are likely not present in the area and that the Hue Shale ia only 
possibly present. Again, this inforaation aeeaa to indicate 
conclusions contrary to those drawn in the Executive Suaaary and 
elsewhere in this report. 

7. On page 68, Figure 111-6 should show the aean estiaatee of 
in-place oil and gaa by prospect, not by resource block. 

8. Page 70: It seeaa that for the PRESTO aodel a I in 20 risk level 
would aore closely coincide with what was reported, particularly for 
the very large prospects. The geologic risk section on this page 
needs to be clarified ao that the lay person can understand the 
aaauaptiona upon which the eatiaatee are baaed. 

9, The report usee the aean eatiaate ae the aoat reasonable eatiaate 
for in-place oil. Yet the probability associated with this estiaate 
ia only 40%. It aeeaa that a aora aeaningful eatiaate would be that 
at the 50% level (I in 2 chance of occurrence). The aaount of 
in-place oil at this probability level ie aoaewhat leas, 11.9 billion 
barrels of oil (BBO), coapared with 13.8 BBO, the figure used in the 
report. However, the aoat reliable and aoat probable estiaate would 
be that at the 95% probability level, which we note is only 4.8 BBO. 

10. The aoat likely or expected aaount of econoaically recoverable 
oil ia given in the report as the aean value (3.23 BBO). As with the 
in-place eatiaate we question the aeaningfulnesa of this value. It 
aeeaa that a aore reasonable eatiaate would be that associated with 
the 50% probability. That eatiaate would be 2.21 BBO. Aa with the 
in-place eatiaate, the aoat probable or reliable figure would be that 
at the 95% probability level -- 0.59 BBO. We note that this ie only 
slightly aore than the ainiaua econoaic field size for the 1002 area 
given on page 71 aa 0.44 BBO. 

11. The evaluations of econoaically recoverable oil are aade with an 
asauaed oil price of $33 per barrel. The current oil price ie leas 
than $18 per barrel, The report aakes no predictions of the future 
price of oil, Considering the recent drop in world oil prices, the 
$33 per barrel figure sounds unrealistically high, The report should 
have provided an evaluation of future expected oil prices. Otherwise, 
reviewers have no basis to judge whether the econoaic aaeuaptiona are 
realistic. It should be noted that lower oil prices would result in 
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larger 11ini.u. econoaic fields, At current oil prices the predicted 
.ast likely aMOunt of recoverable oil in the 1002 area would probably 
be well below the •ini•u• econoaic field size, 

12. It should not be "expected that this LEIS will suffice for 
initial leasingn-tpage 13), This statement shows a blatant disregard 
for the provisions of the National Environ•ental Policy Act (NEPA). 

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

1. A section on water quality should be added. 

2. The section on air quality is totally inadequate. All references 
cited predate develop.ent at Prudhoe Bay and in no way represent 
current conditions. Monitoring data collected in the late 1970's 
should be cited, AMbient air quality .onitoring at Prudhoe Bay began 
in late 1986. PerMitted.diacharge for nitrogen oxi~es is currently 
100,000 tons annually. Until results are available froa this 
research, effects .ust be considered unknown and warrant further 
evaluation. Sa.e attention should be given to e•issions froa start-up 
and upset flaring. Measures .ust be established to ensure that 
appropriate MOnitoring is conducted. Stipulations and operational 
procedures should be based on real data rather than supposition, in 
order to be effective. 

3, It should be mentioned on page 17 that average snowfall on the 
Arctic NWR is significantly leas than in the Prudhoe Bay area, 

4, On page 26 the Sadlerochit Spring area was mentioned as having 
been n011inated as a National Natural Land.ark, However, the report 
failed to mention another site that was likewise nn~~inated. This is 
the Beaufort Lagoon-Deasrcation Bay area (Bliss and Gustafson 1981), 
Another site·that was nOMinated for inclusion in a State syste• of 
ecological reserves is the Jago River drainage. This site was 
described by Sten.ark and Schoeder (1974) tocontain "a co•plete array 
of tundra and floodplain vegetative and ani.al types typical of the 
North Slope." The Secretary's reco~~~~endation would allow oil 
development over the entire extent of this proposed ecological 
reserve. Yet it was not mentioned at all in the report! 

5. The goals of the State's Coastal Zone Management Plan are 
mentioned frequently in the report (pages 27, 42, and 43). We note 
that 110st of these goals point toward the 11aintenance of a natural 
environment on the North Slope. The Secretary's reco1111endations 
should have addressed this. 

6. On page 34, specific inforll8tion is lacking for loons, Plate 3A 
i11plies that waterfowl and loons only nest in the shaded areas. This 
is inaccurate. The 11ap should also depict the i11portant 
staging/IIOlting areas for oldsquaw and other waterbirds in the coastal 
lagoons. More detailed habitat use data should be provided for all 
11igratory bird species. 
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7, An eKplanation of what the Kaktovik lnupiat Corporation (KlC) 
lands are, their ownership history and future, should be provided, 
SOMe mention is 11ade of these lands on pages 13, 15, and 42, yet no 
detailed explanation is ever provided, Mention should be 11ade of what 
effect the "1991" provisions of the Alaska Native Clai•s Settlement 
Act (ANCSA) Might have in ter.a of land ownership in the 1002 area, 
and the significance of ANCSA Section 22(g) relative to these lands. 
The fact that a land exchange in 1983 allowed private entities to 
drill an exploratory well inside refuge boundaries is significant. 
The trunk oll pipeline proposed under Alternative A "will transport 
oil fro• Federal leases and frOM any private lands in the 1002 area to 
Pu•p Station l" (p.89), The report's failure to address the 
additional i11pacts that 11ight occur froa leasing and production on 
these private lands is another of its .any flaws, 

8. On page 37 sport fishing is •entioned aa being •ini•al in the 1002 
area. Although we acknowledge that sport fishing is· not a pri.ary 
reason why people visit the area, it is an activity that is engaged in 
by.al•ost everyone who does visit the coastal plain. 

9. On page 41 in the last paragraph in reference to Kaktovik whaling, 
what is the definition of "historic" period? The next sentence 
appears to contradict the statement that no whaling took place at 
Kaktovik during the historic period. 

10. On pages 75-76 the lack of water and gravel resources are 
highlighted as •ajor engineering proble.a. We see these as 11ajor 
environmental proble•s as well if oil and gas leasing is authorized. 
The report's failure to adequately address these proble.a is one of 
its 11ajor flaws. 

11. Beginning on page 84 and beco•ing 110re c01111on fro11 there on the 
word "will" is used in places where the word "would" see.a 110re 
appropriate. This i11pliea a presu11ption on the part of the authors 
that develop.ent "will" take place, rather than "•ight" take place. 

12. Asau•ption 7 on page 89 states that additional geophysical 
exploration would be allowed prior to lease sales. We believe that 
additional exploration of any kind should be allowed only following a 
lease sale. 

13. The exclusion of the 1002 area froa the operation of the 
cn~~prehensive conservation planning (CCP) process is a perversion of 
Congress' intent in setting up that process. The CCP should proceed 
independently of the 1002 process, for the entire refuge. Congress 
will have the ultiiiBte decision concerning any lease sale authority or 
wilderness designation. We see this aa another exa11ple of the 
Depart11ent's atte11pt to li11it public co.aent and involvement in 
decisions concerning the 1002 area. 

14. No exact 
or areas that 
alternative, 
caribou herd 
exclude only 

boundaries were presented in the report as to the area 
would be excluded fr011 leasing under the li11ited leasing 
The boundary of the core calving area for the Porcupine 

is inexact. What rationale was used in deciding to 
the core calving area fro11 leasing under Alternative B? 
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Why not exclude the entire concentrated calving area? Apparently the 
basis for the difference between full and l~ited leasing relates 
entirely to caribou. Other resource values, of at least equal 
significance, are not even mentioned. Why? 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

This chapter focuses primarily on wildlife and habitat issues. We 
found several probleaa with this section (Chapter VI). These problema 
are detailed below. 

1. A aajor omission in the 1002 report is ita failure to consider the 
iapacta of possible. development associated with gas production. 
Please provide concrete substantiation for the statement on page 95 
that "no appreciable increase in environaental iapacta is anticipated" 
due to gas production. Referring to gas in the 1002 area, the 1002 
report states on page 143 that " ••• it is expected that gas production 
fro• this area would also be economic within two to three decades." 
It aeeas likely that there would indeed be iapacta associated with gas 
production that would be additional to those associated with oil 
production. The largest gas production facility in the world recently 
began operation on Alaska's North Slope, and DOl is currently 
processing an application to build the Trans-Alaska Gas Syatea (TAGS). 
For these reasons, we feel that a detailed discussion of additional 
facilities and iapacta associated with gas production would be 
suitable for inclusion in the final 1002 report. 

2. In paragraph 4, the process for consultation and coordination 
should be formalized so that each party is aware of their specific 
responsibilities. 

3(a). On page 97 moat of the discussion sounds good in theory, but we 
The 
the 

see this as being wishful thinking on the part of the authors. 
demonstrated environmental track record of the oil industry and 
success (or lack of it) of the regulatory agencies in enforcing 
mitigation procedures, does not give us much confidence that proposed 
mitigation provisions are realistic expectatona. The chapter on 
environmental consequences should have been written with the 
assumption of realistic aitigating measures. To do otherwise would be 
misleading. 

(b) The Fish and Wildlife Service is primarily a land management 
agency, not a regulatory agency. While general suggestions sound 
fine, it would be more appropriate to propose specific additional 
regulations to be added to the Code of Federal Regulations. Such 
regulations could be designed to increase the Fish and Wildlife 
Service's ability to promulgate effective and enforceable mitigation 
procedures. In the past, the oil industry has frequently balked at 
implementing mitigation procedures thought to be too expensive, 
regardless of their demonstrated effectiveness. An example of this is 
industry's steadfast opposition to timing restrictions designed to 
protect goose nesting and brood-rearing. 
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(c) Another way to ensure the use of effective mitigation measures would be 
the inclusion of stipulations for such measures in lease sale 
authorizations. This would likely be much more effective than the use of FWS 
special use permits or other authorizations. 

(d) In light of the above, Assumptions 2 and 3 used in assessing 
environmental impacts as stated on page 98 are invalid. 

4. Page 98 - Asauaption 4 - these standards and stipulations cannot be 
assumed to be adequate for the entire 1002 area nor should standards and 
stipulations used for exploration be considered acceptable for development. 
We are concerned that the excessive issuance of variances and special 
peralta could render all of these standards and stipulations irrelevant. 

5. We question the statements on page 99 that ice roads on NPR-A had 
"virtually no effect" on the tundra and that ice airstrips can be used on 
the tundra in the same place for more than one year without any effects. We 
would like to see documentation for~theae statements. Also, are we to infer 
from this information that the same would be true in the 1002 area? 
Differences in aicroaite characteristics between NPR-A and the 1002 area are 
liable to be significant. 

6. The discussion of reserve pita on pages 99-100 is inadequat~. There 
needs to be a review of practices used to date, and needed iaprovementa. 
"Approach 1." - leaving reserve pita open is NOT ACCEPTABLE! Page 100 is 
the ideal location for discussing alternatives to using reserve pita for 
exploratory drilling. Recycling, backhaul, annular injection, and 
incineration are alternative methods that merit detailed discussion, given 
the problema with reserve pit fluid discharges. 

7(a). On 
elongated 
sources. 
required, 

page 101, further 
deep pools" would 
We recommend that 
and show probable 

explanation of the "possible ,creation of 20-30 
be germane to the discussion of probable water 
you describe the size (length and width) 
sites on a aap, along with gravel borrow pita. 

(b) The discussion of unavoidable effects on the physical environment, also 
found on page 101, is incomplete. Additional unavoidable effects to address 
include: construction of a minimum of 50 miles of road from Prudhoe Bay to 
the Canning River, thermokarating of tundra, and flooding due to 
impoundaent. Also, a significant difference between Prudhoe Bay and the 
1002 area is that oil development in the 1002 area will require aany more 
croaainga of aajor river drainages than were necessary at Prudhoe Bay. This 
is important, as experience at Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk baa shown that 
industry favors the use of culvert crossings over bridge construction. 
Culverts are frequently ineffective for providing cross drainage of water. 

8. On page 102 it should be noted that changes in plant species composition 
result from seismic survey activity. 

9. Page 103 should include information on the number and size of reported 
fuel spills which have occurred along the TAPS corridor, both during 
construction and production. This might also be a good place to indicate 
the number and size of unreported spills for which fines or other punitive 
action has been levied. 
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10. On page 105, the probability of a catastrophic oil spill should be 
deterained. Cuaulative iapacta of offshore developaent, as well as 1002 
area developaent alone, should be considered. 

ll.(a) Plain English should be used throughout the report. On page 108, 
the stateaent "The lack of observable adverse effects fro• diaplaceaent 
exhibited by the CAR would be unlikely for the PCH" should be changed to 
"Observable adverse effects froa displaceaent are likely for the PCH." 

(b) According to the second to last paragraph on page 108, the Secretary's 
recoaaendation directly violates the FWS aitigation policy. Full oil and 
gas leasing would ensure the projected diaplaceaent froa preferred calving 
habitat of the Porcupine Caribou Herd. This displaceaent represents a 
coaplete loss of habitat values froa at least part of an area which is 
designated as Resource Category 1 habitat. The aitigation goal for Resource 
Category 1 habitat is no loss of existing habitat value. What is the 
justification for a wildlife protection agency violating its own goals? 

12. The negative stiaulua conditioning for caribou described on page 110 
would have the-additional negative effect of reducing the quality of 
wildlife viewing opportunities on the Arctic NWR. This activity is a aajor 
recreational use of the refuge. 

13. On page 111 under Mitigation, Itea 9 states that additional aitigation 
measures would be iapleaented after the Porcupine Caribou Herd started to 
decline. We believe it would be too late at that tiae. Also the discussion 
of additonal aitigation aeaaurea is very general and nebulous. We would 
like to see soae elaboration and clarification of what these additional 
aeasures aight be. What does "state-of-the-art" aean in this context? 

14. The conclusion on page 114 about negligible effects on Dall sheep ia 
flawed. We think that the increased huaan population in the area would have 
at least a aoderate if not a aajor effect on the Dall sheep population of 
the northern Brooks Range. The report aasuaea aore restrictive hunting 
regulations. However, unless enforceaent activities were concurrently 
increased, the aore restrictive regulations would be largely ineffective. 
Currently, law enforceaent on the Arctic NWR is negligible. Can we assuae 
that things would be different in the future! What sort of budget increase 
is proposed for the refuge to ensure effective enforceaent? 

15. On page 116, the stateaent "Measures designed for prey species such as 
caribou, auskox, and aoose will also benefit wolverines" is aisleading. The 
word "will" should be replaced by "could" or "aight". 

16. The conclusion of aoderate iapacts on the wolf population stated on 
page 115 is overly optiaistic, again relying on adequate enforcement. Past 
experience with this species has shown that where it coaes into direct 
contact with huaans, it tends to be diainished. It is a species that 
requires true wilderness to survive. We believe that most wolves would be 
eliainated from the area as has happened in the Central Arctic as a result 
of oil developaent activities (see 1002 report, p. 108). 

17.(a) The conclusions concerning brown bear stated on pages 116-117 are 
likewise flawed. The saae concerns expressed above for the wolf can 
generally also be stated for brown bear. In particular, the atateaent that 
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"Brown bears are not readily displaced by huaan activity" is highly 
questionable. "If the petroleum developaent prograa results in a decline in 
use of the area by PH caribou, a corresponding decline in brown bear 
population will be expected." (USFWS, 1986, p. 603). A population decline 
or distribution change for 20-40 percent of the Porcupine Caribou Herd is 
projected in the 1002 report. 

(b) Brown bears are also likely to suffer the adverse impact of increased 
aan-caused mortality if full oil and gas leasing of the coastal plain 
occurs. Under the sumaary of unavoidable iapacta, Alternative A (p. 132), 
it is predicted that developaent would cause the loss of one brown bear per 
year in the 1002 ares. Upon what is this prediction based? The final 
baseline study report says "Brown bears have historically not abandoned 
previously occupied areas when those areas were developed by aan. Instead 
bears continue to use the newly occupied areas and eventually are eliainated 
by killing because they pose a threat to huaan safety. The mortality rate 
of these encounters are unknown." (USFWS, 1986, P• 603). The saae report 
indicates that increased access has the potential for increasing the hunting 
mortality of brown bears, citing other studies shoving that this occurred 
during the construction of TAPS. In view of the above, it seeaa reasonable 
to propose that death is another, and perhaps the ultiaate, fora of 
displacement. 

(c) Once again, proposed aitigation aeasurea sound good on paper but in 
reality are likely to be ineffective in their present fora. Strict 
enforceaent and active aonitoring prograas cost lots of aoney. What level 
of increase is proposed for the annual refuge budget, in order to fund these 
prograaa? It seeas probable that under a full leasing prograa brown bears 
would suffer a aajor decline in the 1002 area. 

18(a)~ The conclusion with regard to possible developaent iapacts on polar 
bears (page 118) is flawed. This section states that development in the 
1002 area causing " ••• exclusion and decline in natality would likely not 
affect the species' overall survival, so long as siailar intensive 
developaents did not occur along the entire northern coast of Alaska and 
Canada." In fact, siailar intensive developaents have already occurred in 
these coastal areas, and aore are proposed both on and off shore. Thus it 
appears likely that polar bears in the Beaufort Sea region will be adversely 
affected by the cuaulative iapacts of industrialization of the area. The 
1002 report's failure to address these undeniable cuaulative effects is one 
of its aajor flaws. 

(b) The conclusion section goes on to state that annual aortality is 
approxiaately equal to annual natality for the Beaufort Sea population of 
polar bears. Under the aitigation section, it is proposed that polar bear 
den areas be docuaented so that "oil-development activities avoid thea to 
the aaxiaua extent possible." That baa been shown to be ineffective in the 
past, as the den abandoned by the suspected pregnant feaale polar bear in 
1985 had been well documented (the bear vas radio-collared). The cause of 
abandonment in this case vas strongly suspected to be repeated disturbance 
by motorized exploration support equipment. It was also thought that this 
bear aborted her pregnancy. 

(c) In the general section on polar bears, the 1002 report tells us that 
"preserving undisturbed onshore denning habitat each year is very iaportant 
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for the 12 to 13 per~ent of females denning on land rather than offshore 
i~e. Moreover, if there is an eape~ially signifi~ant area for denning on 
land in Alaska, it is on and adja~ent to the 1002 area." Yet we also learn 
from the report that oil development would require the ~iting of fa~ilities, 
su~h as the Pokok port site, in the exa~t areas where polar bear denning has 
been do~umented to o~~ur. Furthermore, the report indi~ates that the 
~onatruction of onshore facilities in polar bear habitat will probably help 
increase development activities offshore in polar bear habitat. 

(d) Given the above, please indi~ate why the Secretary's recommendation is 
for full oil and gas leasing of the 1002 area. Please also indicate how 
this recommendation augments the purposes for which the Arctic NWR was 
established under ANILCA. Specifically, how will full leasing help "to 
fulfill the international treaty obligations of the United States with 
respect to fish and wildlife and their habitats" (ANILCA Section 
303(2)(B)(ii))? According to page 33 of the 1002 report, "Polar bears are 
protected under the provisions of the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972," 
How will full leasing supplement the provisions of this Act? Also on page 
33, we read that the u.s. and four other countries ratified an agreement for 
the conservation of polar bears in 1976. "Article II requires that 
appropriate actions be taken to protect ecosystems of which polar bears are 
a part, especially denning and feeding sites." In our view, protection of 
the delicately balanced Beaufort Sea population of polar bears and their 
habitat is one of the strongest reasons for prohibiting oil and gas 
development activities in the 1002 area. 

19. In the discussion of marine mammals on page 119, the additional impacts 
of contaminants, including both chronic and catastrophic spill 
possibilities, should be considered. Again, this discussion is deficient in 
light of the indication, found elsewhere in the report, that port facilities 
built for production in the 1002 area would facilitate development of 
offshore oil and gas leases. These probable cumulative impacts should be 
discussed in detail. 

20(a). "The judicious placement of transportation corridors south of 
coastal nesting areas would be particularly important for tundra swans", 
according to the mitigation section on page 121. How can this be 
accomplished? What areas would not be leased in order to accomodate nesting 
swans? It seems likely that impacts to tundra swans in the 1002 area could 
be moderate to major considering the cumulative impacts that would result 
from development of KIC lands and state submerged lands offshore. Swans 
nest in areas with the most lakes. The huge demand for water out of those 
lakes would likely preempt attempts to keep development away from them. 

(b) We agree with the statement on page 121 that "Reserve pit fluid 
discharges and other contaminants should be adequately controlled." In what 
specific ways will this be accomplished? As stated before, the effects of 
these discharges on arctic tundra and wetland ecosystems are not yet fully 
understood. Perhaps reserve pits should not be used at all if the 1002 area 
is developed. 

(~) The discussion of the effects of various kinds of disturbance on snow 
geese is inadequate in that it does not consider possible indirect effects 
such as contaminants from reserve pita, and fuel and seawater spills. The 
high mobility of staging snow geese is irrelevant, as data has shown their 
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preference for staging in the 1002 area. Under the proposed full leasing 
program, the entire area would be subjected to development activities, The 
protection of internationally important migratory bird resources is another 
outstanding reason for the prohibition of development of the 1002 area. 

21. The conclusions stated on page 123 about impacts to seabird and 
shorebird populations are vague. This section should document the high 
potential for moderate to aajor effects that would result from development 
in riparian zones and coastal wetland systems. The potential effects of a 
catastrophic oil spill on birds need to be predicted and discussed. 

22.(a) On pages 125-126 the discussion of impacts on fish does not consider 
the effects of water withdrawal from streams. Unless specific regulations 
are formulated to the contrary, these impacts would be inevitable if the 
1002 area was opened to full leasing. "Water withdrawal in critical areas 
and/or during critical time periods, and gravel removal from fish-bearing 
stream systems would not be permitted", claims the 1002 report. Two 
paragrphs later: "Development in Block A would require both water and 
gravel. If these materials were taken from the Taaayariak River, moderate 
adverse effects on grayling would result," No alternative to the Taaayariak 
is mentioned here for gravel and water sources. This makes it obvious that, 
even before Congresaonal consideration of the coastal plain issue, plana are 
already being made to withdraw water and gravel from fish-bearing stream 
systems. Dewatering of fish overwintering pools at Prudhoe Bay has been 
documented to result in fish kills. "Large reservoirs excavated in "dead 
arms" of rivers, perhaps in conjunction with gravel removal, may be the only 
viable option to provide the large quantities of water needed to develop oil 
reserves at the more inland areas of the ANWR coastal plain" (USFWS, 1986, 
P• 609). 

(b) The cumulative effects on fish populations and habitats of docks and 
causeways from offshore development are not given adequate consideration. 
"Impacts can include: impedence of normal fish and prey organism movements; 
alteration of water temperature, salinities, and current patterns; and 
changes in disposition of sediments" (USFWS, 1986, p.610). This is 
important because industry has continually refused to accept causeway and 
dock designs other than solid-fill with inadequate breaching. 

23. At the top of page 127 we read that "Rehabilitation of the entire 
coastal plain ... could require as aany as 1,500 people for several years." 
This statement implies that rehabilitation can actually be achieved, and 
therefore is contrary to information contained in the final baseline study 
report. The discussion of employment also implies that local residents 
would derive great benefits, when in reality most of the oilfield workers 
would come in from somewhere else. Any benefits that did accrue to Kaktovik 
residents would necessarily be as long- or short-lived as the oilfield 
itself, whereas subsistence from the land has sustained the Inupiat people 
for 10,000 years. 

24. One of the major impacts on subsistence is likely to be the reduced 
availability of the Porcupine Caribou Herd to the people of Arctic Village 
and Old Crow if the herd population is reduced. Those villages depend 
principally on the Porcupine herd for subsistence. Yet the report on page 
127 only mentions the possible effects on these villages in passing. We. 
think that these effects should be dealt with more thoroughly. 
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25. Proposed land exchanges in the 1002 area, between the federal 
government and other corporate and government entities, could have aajor 
environmental and socioeconoaic iapacts. One of the most glaring aajor 
iteas that the 1002 report fails to address is the so-called "Hegatrade" 
negotiations and their possible effects relative to FWS environmental 
regulation as well as on state, local, and federal economic systems. These 
exchanges have the potential to seriously iapair• the ability of FWS to 
regulate oil exploration and developaent activities in the 1002 area. Page 
130 would have been the ideal place for a discussion of possible economic 
iapacts of land trades. It ia i•perative that the above iteas be addressed 
in detail in the final 1002 report to Congress. 

26.(a) On page 131 under the section on "Recreation, Wilderness, and 
Esthetics", the first sentence states, "Host recreationists ••• might 
perceive the existence of oil facilities in the area as lessening the 
quality of' that experience." We think that the word "•ight" should be 
replaced with "would." 

(b) Concerning i•pacts on hunting, the report states that hunting would not 
be allowed and access would be restricted in the oilfield area. Yet the 
analysis on page 131 goes on to conclude that the effect on hunting would be 
negligible. This conclusion ia ridiculous. If hunting is not illowed 
within an area, that in itself is a major i•pact on the activity. It is 
also patently ridiculous to i•ply that roada'built in the 1002 area to 
facilitate oil and gas production will i•prove public access for recreation. 
Because of tight oilfield security, access would effectively be denied to 
the general public. Even if it were not, the restrictions on the discharge 
of firearms would effectively preclude any hunting throughout most of the 
1002 area under full leasing. This in turn would cause increased hunting 
!•pacts on lands outside the 1002 area. 

27. The summary of unavoidable impacts, Alternative A, should also include 
the following: direct loss of at least 12,000 acres of shorebird, 
passerine, waterfowl, and other migratory bird nesting and staging habitat. 

28. On pages 105 and 133, we think that the effects on Sadlerochit Spring 
would be greater than negligible. Effects would likely be at least 
aoderate. Again, the report is relying on more effective enforcement than 
we believe is realistic. 

29. On page 134 the conclusion concerning effects on muskox from limited 
leasing is inconsistent. The conclusion begins by stating that effects 
would be the same as for full leasing. Those effects were given on page 114 
as major. Yet, the discussion on page 134 goes on to state those effects as 
being moderate. Which· is it? Since the concept of limited leasing appears 
to·be totally guided by concerns relative to caribou, it seems likely that 
effects on muskox would still be major. 

30. We think that the effects on Dall sheep from limited leasing (page 135) 
would be nearly as great as for full leasing because the increase in hunting 
by oilfield workers would probably be the same. These effects would 
probably be moderate to •ajor. 

31. We believe that the effects on the wolf and brown bear would likely be 
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nearly as great for limited as for full leasing (pages 135-136). 

32. On page 138 the reduction in econo•ic benefits froa limited leasing as 
compared to full leasing would probably not be quite as great as described 
(one third). The portion of the coastal plain that apparently would be 
excluded fro• leasing would only contribute about 25% of the economically 
recoverable oil, based on the estimates given. 

33. On page 139 the effects of li•ited leasing on wilderness values were 
described aa not destroying the wilderness qualities of the southeastern 
portion of the coastal plain. However, on the flat coastal plain, the 
visu~l and aural effects of an oilfield would extend much farther than the 5 
•ilea given in the report as being a •itigating buffer distance. 

34(a). On page 141 the description of socioeconomic effects of no action 
deceptively i•plies that the only chance for economic development in 
Kaktovik would be froa oil developaent in the area. This is not necessarily 
true. It is possible for economic change from sources such as touris• 
(currently an annual industry of over $700 .tllion in Alaska) or other 
industry. Furthermore, it is incorrect to state that under Alternative E 
"production of the estimated 3.2 billion barrels of recoverable oil would be 
forgone." Production of the oil, if it is there, could be postponed 
indefinitely, but the oil itself would remain. 

(b) On page 141 it is stated that under the no action alternative the 
entire coastal plain within the refuge, including the KIC land would be 
closed to oil and gas developaent. That is not necessarily true. It is 
codceivable that Congress could allow oil developaent on the Native land 
without opening up the refuge lands. 

(c) Also in relation to the above, on page 141 it ia stated that if 
Congress took no action then the 1002 area would then come under the CCP 
process. Can the Secretary force Congress' hand? When would it be 
determined that Congress had taken no action? The day after the report ia 
submitted? One year? Ten years? Never? What happens to the 1002 area in the 
meantime? It is still part of the refuge. 

35(a). On page 142 in the discussion of Irreversible and Irretrievable 
Commitments of Resources the report fails to consider the possible changes 
in fiah •igration patterns and use of lagoon areas that could result froa 
construction of docks and causeways. 

(b) Also in this section, wilderness deserves a separate category, for once 
it is destroyed, wilderness is surely irretrievable. It should be clearly 
stated that air access for traditional uses is allowed by fixed-wing 
aircraft only. Helicopter use requires a special use permit on the refuge. 

36(a). The reco .. ended •itigation measures listed on PP• 145-147 are 
inadequate for an area as important as the Arctic NWR coastal plain. Hany 
of the proposed measures have been unsuccessful in the past, or have been 
totally unacceptable to industry. For example, efforts by the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game to restrict oilfield activities during caribou 
calving at the Kuparuk fields were not completely successful. ln this case, 
so many variances were issued that the original restrictions might as well 
have never existed. The feeding of Arctic Foxes continues in the Prudhoe 
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and Kuparuk areas even though prohibited. 

(b) Proposed mitigation measures should be made much .are specific. For 
example, under number 13, key species should be listed: caribou (PCH and 
CAR), polar beara, brown bears, .uakox, Dall sheep, wolves, wolverines, snow 
geeae, peregrine falcons and other migratory birds, arctic char and 
grayling, and other species. Number 14 should show closed areas on a map, 
where no activity is permitted. Numbers 30 and 31 are extre.ely vague and 
rudiMentary. Applicable laws and regulations should be cited. Number 32 
should define specifically the proceaa whereby the suggestions will occur. 

(c) We also rec.,_end additional stlpnlattona. Number 33: lease sale 
stipulations shall prohibit any permanent facilities until a field has been 
delineated and a complete developMent plan approved. Number 34: Prohibit 
gravel extraction or gravel fill in drained lake basins, river deltas and 
riparian areas to protect important shorebird and waterfowl habitats. A map 
of these areas should be provided. Further measures, such as the 
implementation of stream setbacks for all facilities, should be considered. 
As stated previously, most of the proposed measures are likely to be 
ineffective without adequate enforcement. 

37. Throughout the 1002 report, and particularly in the Environmental 
Consequences section, there is a marked failure to include predictions of 
impacts associated with service and support industries and facilities. Oil 
production has never occurred without these industries in the past, nor is 
it likely to in the future. This oversight lessens the predicted extent and 
level of impacts, and serves to undermine the usefulness of the 1002 report 
as an instrument for determining what those impacts might be. 

38. Disposal of each solid waste and liquid waste·stream should be 
individually addressed. The treatment of drilling muds in this report is 
woefully inadequate•· The state of Alaska is working on drilling .ud 
regulations and these efforts should be taken into account. 

39(a). No discussion of hazardous waste management is included in this 
report. Of the 99,000 aetric tons of waste generated in Alaska in 1984, the 
oil and gas industry is responsible for managing 97,300 metric tons. 
Further growth is expected from exiaiting production areas and this will 
increase demand for disposal. The state is in the process taking over 
hazardous waste management f~om the EPA and is working on hazardous waste 
siting facility regulations. These efforts will have direct bearing on any 
development in the 1002 area and must be addressed. 

(b) Given the importance of the 1002 area to refuge wildlife populations, 
and the posslble effects of wastes on populations and habitats, it might be 
appropriate to lift the oil and gas industry exemptions extended unde~ the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. tf so, auch a recommendation should 
be made to Congress. Hazardous waste presents another problem under other 
federal legislation, the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation 
Liability Act (CERCLA). If a hazardous waste spill were to occur in the 
1002 area, it could significantly increase the federal government's 
liability under CERCLA. The potential for such a spill, and the resultant 
economic impacts to the federal government, should be addressed in the final 
1002 report. 
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NATIONAL ENERGY NEEDS AND TilE 1002 AREA~S POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION 

It is difficult to imagine what the actual basis is for justifying the 
opening of the 1002 area to full oil and'gas leasing. It seems obvious that 
private corporations will benefit the .aat froa a full leasing program, if 
econa.ically recoverable oil deposits exist. As private entities benefit, 
the public will lose as lands set aside in the national interest have their 
surface per.anently MOdified. Considering the argu.ents below, there seems 
to be nothing substantive to support claims that oil from the coastal plain 
is needed for national security. Nor would lt seem that such oil, if it 
exists, could make enough of a contribution to domestic oil production to 
significantly reduce our nation's dependence on foreign oil. 

We do not agree with the conclusions reached in Chapter VII. The fact that 
no national energy conservation policy is either implemented or proposed 
indicates to us that there is no serious desire to address energy problems 
in this country. Further.are, it is difficult to support invading a 
wildlife refuge for non-renewable energy resources while at the same time 
providing no support for the development of renewable energy resources. 
Workable techniques and technologies currently exist in this country for 
both energy conservation and alternative energy, yet there is no national 
leadership to foster either of these long-term solutions to our energy 
problema. Instead, aa the next paragraph graphically illustrates, the 
public is continually asked to believe that it is in the nation's beat 
interest to sacrifice environmental values in favor of developing 
non-renewable resources so that they can be wasted. 

According to aoae estimates, the recently vetoed National Appliance Energy 
Efficiency Act, passed by both the House and the Senate, would have saved 
the equivalent of over 1.5 billion barrels of oil over the next 20 years. 
That amount of oil constitutes almost half of the mean conditional resource 
estimate for the coastal plain (3.2 880) used in the 1002 report. There are 
also moves afoot to repeal the federal 55 mph speed limit. It is estimated 
that a national speed limit of 70 mph could increase daily u.s. energy 
consumption by as .uch as 1%. According to the 1002 report, if mean 
resource estimates prove correct for the coastal plain that area will 
contribute only 4.17% of u.s. oil de.and by 2005. Recent rec.,_..ndations 
from the Regulatory Review Task Force chaired by Vice President George Bush 
have supported the repeal of fuel economy standards for American cars. 
Thus, it would seem that more than 25% of the oil from the coastal plain 
would be used to enable Americana to go faster in their gas-guzzlers. This 
flagrant waste certainly does not constitute a "national need for domestic 
sources of oil." 

Significant questions remain unanswered relative to the need to lease the 
coastal plain at this time, as is recommended. Right now on the North 
Slope, producing oil fields and fields with proven reserves are shutting 
down or going undeveloped. Examples of this are at Hllne Point and the West 
Sak flelds. This indicates that economic factors, not the national 
Lntereat, are the true motivating forces behind oil exploration and 
development. 

Chapter VIl does not go far enough in evaluating the nation's total energy 
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needs and the development of energy sources other than fossil fuels. We 
realize that this would have been beyond what was technically required by 
ANILCA Section 1002, but it is certainly not precluded by that Act.. We 
think that the assessment would have been more meaningful if this had been 
done. Our specific problems are as follows. 

1. Throughout this chapter the analyses presented use the mean conditional, 
economically-recoverable estimate of 3.23 880, The probability associated 
with this estimate is only 40%. We believe this has resulted in 
unrealistically high predictions of possible benefits as described in this 
chapter. The report should have at least presented alternative figures 
based on the most reliable estimate at the 95% probability level. Otherwise 
the data presented are misleading. 

2. On page 161 the second to last paragraph, first column states that 
geologic conditions are "extremely favorable for major discoverita•" 
Perhaps the authors of this section have access to information t11at is 
missing from Chapter III; we don't believe that chapter supports such a 
conclusion as it now reads. One of the moat expensive dry"holes ever 
drilled vas in Arctic Alaska, in an area with a predicted 70% chance of 
finding economically recoverable oil. The chance for this in the 1002 area 
is 19%. 

3(a). On page 163 several statements in the left column support the concept 
that the nation's (and by inference, the world's) oil reserves are finite 
and will probably be exhausted in the not too distant future. The figures 
of 9 to 30 years are given for exhaustion of known reserves. In light of 
this it would be appropriate for the report to acknowledge that if the 1002 
area contains soy oil at all, it would only be a short-lived supply, and not 
very significant at all in terms of solving our long-range energy problems. 

(b) The third paragraph in the right column on page 163 contains a key 
statement as to why we believe that the oil industry is so intent on getting 
into the 1002 area. The fact that all of the known promising onshore areas 
have already been explored for oil makes the 1002 area that much more 
attractive; offshore exploration and development are expensive. We believe 
that the "forbidden fruit" concept may be at work here and that it is 
serving to inflate ideas about the real oil potential of the area. That 
appears to be obvious when one looks at the Secretary's recoaaendation in 
comparison to the data ~ontained in the report. If an area's untapped 
energy potential were sufficient reason for developing it, then Yellowstone 
National Park would be a geothermal energy project and Grand Canyon National 
Park would be a hydroelectric project. Coamitments to preserve areas like 
these (including the Arctic NWR) in their natural states have been made by 
the American people repeatedly in the past. Continuing to preserve these 
areas is a reaffirmation of that commitment. 

4. The answers to our long-range energy needs will be found only in 
looking at a broad range of sources and technologies, in addition to the 
implementation of effective energy conservation measures. On page 164 the 
second paragraph focuses only on fossil fuel energy sources. In this regard 
the report 1.a extremely abort-sighted. Also in this paragraph, what is 
meant by "long-term energy supplies"? Thirty years until the oil runs out 
isn't a very long time. 
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5. On page 164 the report concludes that full leasing o[ the 1002 area 
could significantly reduce the country's dependence on foreign oll. 
However, previous pages indicated that the United States would continue to 
rely heavily on foreign oil despite any possible contribution from the 1002 
area. Also, in reference to Table Vll-2 on page 162 we see that under full 
leasing the 1002 area would, if mean resouree estimates prove correct, 
contribute at best less than 5% of U.S. oil demand. In terms of oil imports 
it would be just over 8%. ,We don't see how these figures can be termed 
"significant" by anyone's definition. 

6. Also on page 164 the report states that oil produced from the 1002 area 
would enhance national ,security. Under the proposed development scenario, 
oil from the 1002 area would only be as reliable as the Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline System. America does have highly effective military forces, yet 
even they might be hard put to defend the 800 mile length of the pipeline. 
One well-placed bomb or cruise missile, or even land-based sabotage, could 
effectively eliminate this source of e~ergy very early on in any conflict. 
If oil is needed for national security, it is difficult to understand why 
additions to the Strategic Petroleum Reserve have been halted. It seems 
like now is the time to make such additions in the interest of national 
security, when oil prices are low and foreign oil is available. 

1. We note that the report states on page 165 that oil production from the 
1002 area could reduce the foreign trade deficit by just over $8 billion in 
the year 2005. Presumably this figure is based on the inflated $33 per 
barrel price of oil used elsewhere in the report. Predictions should also 
be made using a $20 per barrel price or other lower and more realistic oil 
prices. The report doesn't project what trade deficits or oil prices will 
be in 2005, but it does state the deficit will likely increase from its 
present level. The report gives the 1984 deficit as $123 billion. If the 
trade deficit in 2005 is not any more than this, which is not likely, the 
reduction from oil production on the 1002 area will only amount to about 
6.5%. Realistically, it might be someWhat less than this. 

8. Table VII-4 on page 165 fails to take into account the potential effect 
of land exchanges inside the 1002 area. These exchanges have been under 
negotiation for years, and draft agreements currently exist. Above the 
Table it is noted that if non-Federal subsurface areas are leased by others, 
then portions of bonus, rent and royalty income shown as Federal revenue 
will accrue to others. Although this statement referred to the potential 
leasing of seismically mapped structures off-refuge, .it remains true for 
lands traded out of federal ownership inside the 1002 area. Thus, under 
what now appears to be the .oat likley scenario if the 1002 area is 
developed, significantly smaller amounts of revenue will accrue to the 
federal government because of l'and exchanges. 

9. We note, to the report writers' credit, that in the first paragraph on 
page l66.it is acknowledged that the coastal plain's economically 
recoverable estimates are speculative and not very precise. The conclusion 
to Chapter Vll goes on to state that "Only actual exploration can provide 
the information needed to determine the extent and distribution of the 
resources, and, therefore, the potential benefit to the economy." This 
seems to provide a logical basts for the next chapter, the Secretary's 
RecoMmendations. However, the ndvtce was not heeded, as review of that 
chapter shows. 
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SECRETARY•s RECOMMENDATION 

We do not agree with the Secretary•s Recommendations presented in Chapter 
VIII. The recommendation does not appear to be based on the information 
presented in the report, nor does it appear to be compatible with refuge 
purposes as defined in ANILCA. Bearing in mind the purposes for which the 
Arctic National Wildlife Range, and l~ter Refuge, was established, we urge 
that the Secretary•s Recommendation be rewritten to favor protection of the 
area•a wilderness and wildlife resources over environmentally destructive 
development. To fulfill his obligations as guardian of our wild lands, the 
Secretary of the Interior should recommend wilderness designation for the 
1002 area. 

Our specific observations regarding the Secretary•a Recommendation are as 
follows: 

1. (a) The first paragraph on page 169 is highly misleading, It states 
that the 1002 area has been predicted to contain as much as 29 BBO but fails 
to mention that the probability associated with this prediction is only 5%. 
The failure to mention probabilities or to take them into consideration in 
the recommendations is highly deceptive, as is the failure to state that 29 
BBO is the highest figure predicted relative to oil in place. To be 
accurate and informative, the Secretary should mention here that even if 
there are 29 880 in place, the amount that could be recovered would be a 
much smaller figure. 

(b) The second paragraph on this page states that the coastal plain could 
make a significant contribution to the economy and security of the nation, 
again with no accounting for the probabilities associated with the oil 
estimates. This statement is not based on information gathered through a 
careful reading of the report, nor is it based on a realistic evaluation of 
the national and international situation. This paragraph also states that 
development of the 1002 area could occur in an environmentally sound manner. 
For reasons stated and documented in our comaents relative to the Executive 
Summary section, we emphatically disagree with this statement, 

(c) The third paragraph makes several statements that are not at all 
supported by the text of the report, in particular the text of Chapter III. 
By not basing the recommendations on the report, the Secretary demonstrates 
extreme negligence, which amounts to a gross misuse of the government funds 
spent in conducting years of baseline atudiea and doing the geological 
analyses. 

(d) This page goes on to paint an incredibly gloomy picture of the nation•a 
energy future. And then it proposes to destroy the last area of the Alaskan 
North Slope that could be preserved aa wilderness, in exchange for a meager 
supply of oil that would be a atop-gap measure at best in providing for that 
energy future. This indicates irresponsibility on the part of the person 
who is supposed to be the chief steward of this country•a natural resources. 

2. In the last paragraph on page 169 the recommendations make reference to 
the fact that the Central Arctic Caribou Herd population has increased 
substantially since oil development began in the Prudhoe Bay oilfield, using 
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this as part of the justification for recommending full leasing. This 
statement ignores information presented in Chapter V of the report which 
predicts major impacts on the Porcupine Caribou llerd and other species from 
full lessing of the 1002 area. Information included on page 108 of the 1002 
report itself describes important differences between the two caribou herds, 
and reasons why conclusions based on comparisons of the two herds cannot 
always be relied upon. On page 169, the Secretary oversimplifies the 
situation. The Central Arctic Herd is much smaller than the Porcupine Herd 
and has available to it much more extensive potential calving areas than 
does the Porcupine llerd. We could go on with this discussion of impacts to 
caribou, but it has already been treated elsewhere, and we refer the reader 
to that source (Elison et al. 1986). 

3(a) On page 170 the second paragraph presents an elaborate scenario for 
developing and offering lease sales in the 1002 area. It sounds like a lot 
of effort for an area that the DOl is already making extensive plans to 
trade away to private entities. 

(b) The statement "Development must result in no unnecessary adverse 
effects, and unavoidable habitat losses should be fully compensated", is 
found on page 170 and in Assistant Secretary Horn•a cover letter to the 1002 
report. This ia not only vague and contradictory, but has no bearing on 
reality (legislative, administrative, or otherwise). It seems like 
unavoidable habitat losses would be unnecessary adverse effects. Please 
explain what the words "unnecessary" and "compensated" mean in the quoted 
sentence, What standards will be used to define what "necessary adverse 
effects" are? 

(c) ANILCA Section 304(b) reads: " ••• the Secretary may not permit any use, 
or grant easements for any purpose ••• unless such use (including but not 
limited to any oil and gas leasing ••• ) or purpose is compatible with the 
purposes of the refuge," Does the 1002 report make such a compatibility 
determination? If so, where in the report can it be found? If not, then 
how can the Secretary propose full leasing without first determining 
compatibility? Given the purposes for which the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge was established under ANILCA Section 303, and the 1002 report•s 
admission that many adverse impacts will be unavoidable under a full leasing 
program, we submit that full Leasing cannot possibly be compatible with 
refuge purposes. 

5. The report fails to consider the cumulative impacts on coastal plain 
resources from other activities, such as possible oil development in Canada, 
on adjacent state lands and offshore. Development of the Arctic Refuge 
coastal plain will most likely lead to development of those other areas, 
thereby ensuring that cumulative impacts occur. The federal government has 
already sold offshore oil and gas leases in the Beaufort Sea, and the State 
currently plans to conduct two lease sales in waters offshore of the refuge 
in 1987 and 1988. It is highly likely that additional infrastructure within 
the 1002 area would be required to support future exploration and 
development activities in these other areas. Failure to consider these 
cumulative impacts makes the environmental impact evaluations in the report 
leas realistic, 

6. The report fails to consider some of the other more widespread, 
insidious impacts that would result from burning of the fossil fuels that 
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aight be produced from the refuge •. These include decreased air quality, 
with attendant disease and, in soae cases, death. It is estimated that as 
aany as 50,000 deaths occur each year in the U.S. as a result of fossil fuel 
pollutants (USOTA 1984 as cited in Postel 1986). Combustion products of 
fossil fuel are known also to be a aajor contributor to the global 
ataoapheric increase in carbon dioxide and other compounds, which are 
predicted to begin producing soae aajor cliaatic changes and other adverse 
effecta on huaan health, food production, and forests during the early part 
of the next century (Mercer 1978 as cited in Hayes 1978, Postel 1986). 

1. We are particularly disappointed that the report does not bring into ita 
consideration of the nation's energy future alternatives to this country's 
futile reliance on fossil fuels which will so•eday be expended. Such 
consideration would have been widely regarded as a progressive step into the 
future. In Menzies (1978)(aa cited in Hayes 1978), Robert Donahue, then 
Vice Chairaan of Sun Oil Company, was quoted as saying, "We are in a 
business that is dying." Soae new source or sources of energy will be 
required to fill th~ gap; that is inevitable. It has been predicted that by 
2025 as •uch as 75% of the world's energy could be obtained from solar 
sources (Hayes 1977). Hayes (1977) states that "Every essential feature of 
the proposed solar transition has already proven technically viable; if the 
50-year tlaetable is not aet, the roadblocks will have been political -- not 
technical." By disallowing oil developaent on the 1002 area, the federal 
governaent would be helping in a saall way toward speeding this transition, 
while at the same tiae preserving one of the world's moat significant 
wildlife and wilderness areas. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

OUr •ajor proble .. with and objections to the 1002 report in ita present 
form are: 

a) The report fails to consider cumulative !•pacta to coastal plain 
resources 

b) Proposed mitigation aeaaurea are likely to be largely ineffective 

c) Possible effects of contaminants and hazardous wastes on coastal plain 
populations and habitats are not adequately addressed 

d) The aagnitude of activities and facilities that will be necessary for a 
full leasing and production progra• are not adequately portrayed 

e) Possible sources and !•pacta of air, water and noise pollution are not 
addressed 

f) The report falls to consider the potential effects of land exchanges 
that are currently being negotiated for the 1002 area 

g) The Secretary's reco..andation for full oil and gas leasing not only 
violates FWS •itigation policy but is contrary to all of the purposes for 
which the refuge was established under ANILCA Section 303 
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h) Wilderness review, mandated under ANII.CA Section 1004, has not been 
conducted 

In conclusion, the NAEC finds the 1002 report to Congress extremely 
disappointing. We fail to see how the Secretary's recommendations are 
supported by information contained in the draft 1002 report if one considers 
the important wildlife and wilderness values of the Arctic NWR coastal 
plain, the predicted i•pacts of oil and gas develop!lent there, and the very 
limited contribution that the coastal plain could ever be expected to make 
to the country's energy resources. Under these conditions, we do not see 
how it could ever be in the best interest of this country to destroy the 
coastal plain's surface in what might be a vain quest for non-renewable 
resources. Therefore,.ve believe Alternative E, Wilderness Designation, is 
the most prudent and •eaningful course in this •atter, and we urge the 
Secretary to alter his recomaendations accordingly. 

We feel that a near total rewrite of the draft 1002 report ia necessary, due 
to the broad extent and serious nature of the problems we have outlined. 
The language in ANILCA ••ndates that this report contain the information it 
nov lacks before it can be presented to Congress. our co..ents in this 
letter indicate in detail what that informaton is. We look forward to 
seeing your responses to our concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Pendleton 
Associate Director 

cc: Hon. Ted Stevena 
Hon. Frank Murkovaki 
Ron. Don Young 
Governor Steve Cowper 
Secretary Donald Hodel 
Assistant Secretary Bill Horn 
Regional Director Bob Gilmore 
Refuge Manager Glenn Elison 
Other environmental groups 
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DO YOU llANT TO HAKE PUBLIC COHMENTS7 

If you would like to apeak at the hearing today, please flll ln the blanks 
below and turn lt ln to one of the Flab and Wlldllfe Staff meabers present. 
You·need not coaplete thia aheet to aubait written comaents. Thank you. 

Please print 

Naae 

Hailing Address 

Check appropriate boz below: 

I aa here to offer ay own views, 

I alt
--oi r- r . A· I. ,__ . I ,.~,-1' 

a• ape ng for 6•;t-Qv-h,L'':.r.:~ ,·-<"'.·J•r.?:r.,.,_,_,fii'J{ -••-•.:>_,-
(please enter na .. of organization you represent) 

January 5, 1987 

Northern Alaska Environmental Center 
21~ DRIVEWAY 

FAIRBANKS. ALASKA 99701 
(907) 452 5021 

STATEt1ENT OF PMIOALL R. ROGERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NORTHERN ALASKA 
ENUIPIN1ENTAL CENTER, BEFORE THE U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SEPVICE tt~ THE 
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSHENT 

Originally ~ounded in 1971, the Northern Alaska Enuiro~ental Center 
Is the northtrnmost conSPruation organizaticm in the Unittd Stal4!s. We haut 
a •e•bership o~ ouer 700 persons liuing both within and outside the State o~ 
Alaska. Tht Northern Center Is dedicated to the protection o~ public lands 
and wains o~ arctic and intnlor Alaska. ~• __ ,_, , _ 1 

.,m.~~oruc,......d."t't,..._.&--~r-s- ..,.._.~ 
The~ws in the rtasoning and conclusions of the draft 1002 report 

are .uch to Ullltrous to be adequatf I y dta It wi th1'thrn •i nu IPs of _uerba I 
ttsti.any. Tht Northern Center will prouide detailed written canatnts on 
the dra~t report prior to the closing of the public comment period. 

Wt art txtre•elY perturbed at the Oepart•tnt of Interior's atte~ts 
to knp the uo1cn of tht Alaskan public out of tht decision on tht coastal 
plain of the Arctic Refuge. It Is dispicablt that a public agency would go 
to such great lengths to auoid the inuolue•ent of tht a.erican people. 

W• wou I d not bt here today if it ~_oere not for a court order fore i ng 
tht D•part•ent to prouide for public inuolue•ent. Eutn with thrs court 
order, Interior has refused to conduct hearings in Fairbanks and Arctic 
VIllage, two of tht cawaunlties who will bt .ust affected by the final 
decision, We can only spt~culate ttoat the de:ision to auoid a hearing in 
Fairbanks was based on the U.S. Fi1h and Wildlife Struice's ~nowltdgt that 
residents of Farrbanks are dttply concerned with tht ecological lnttgrit~ of 
tht Arctic Refuge. We do not btlitut It was sr~ly a butrocratic ouersight 
that tht people of Farrbanks haue been denied the opportunity to uoice their 
concerns on tht draft 1002 report. 

Tht Northern Alaska Enuiro~ental Center supporh Alternatiue E, 
which recommends wildtrntss designation of the tntire 1002 area. 
Jnfor•ation prouidt~d In the draft 1002 report do•s not justify the proposal 
for full leasing of the coastal plain. In fact, it appurs that this 
recommendation Is based largely on political •otiuations to pro.ott the oil 
industry, rather than the data deriued during tht coastal plain r•sourct 
asstsllllent. 
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Tht environmental effects of oil development In the coastal can be 
s~arized by one quote from the report, 

"long-term loss•s in fish and wildlife resources, 
subsistence uses and wilderness values would be the 
inevitable consequences of a long-term committment to oil 
and gas development, production and transportation.• 

A major flaw of the report Is Its failure to cons1der the 
cumulative impacts fr~ other activities on coastal plain resources. 
The hdPra.l government has already sold oHshore oil and gas leun in 
the Braufort Sra, and the State is proposing to conduct two lrast sales 
in the waters offshore of the refuor in the near future. This failure 
to cons1dtr these cumulativt impacts makes the environmental impact 
eualuat1ons 1n the report less realistic. In addition, mitigation 
measurrs proposed 1n the report represent wishful thinking at best and 
do not realistically assure protection of biological resources. 

The high oil and gas pot•ntial for the area that is described in 
the executive summary are not supported by the text of the report. 
Reasons for this observation includtl 

a. The report states that thrre is only a IV/. chance of there bring 
economically recoverable. oil in the 1002 area. Wt do not stt this I in 
5 chance o4 discovering oil as very good odds for risking damagt to tht 
1nttrnit1onally significant wildlife and wildtrnts~ rtsourcPs of the 
rtfugP. 

b. In stvtral places in tht report, the proximity of tht area to 
Prudhoe Bay IS citPd as an encouraging factor. Tht rtport states that 
most of the Prudhoe Bar production is from ltdgr Sandstone rocks of tht 
Elltsmtrlan sequence. It is also stattd that thtst rocks are,llktiY 
~tx1stant in tht 1002 arta. ~,. 

c. Pagt 66 of the rrport statts that tht two largest prospects account 
for thr majority of tht est1m1ted in-place oil. ~tt it is also sta~td 
that these prospects are dPptndent on the presence of Elltsmtrian rocks 
as resprvoirs. Onct again, the report statts that these trpts of rocks 
art not likely present in tht 1002 arta. 

d. On page 54 tht report states that if ledge Sandstone rocks art not 
present, then the chances of oil bting prtsrnt in the area art much 
rtductd. Thtst rocks art cited as bting the major possiblt source rocks 
for oil production In tht area, but their existence in the area is 
uncertain, The report statts that "Drilling ont or two wells in 
critical areas would resolve this question.• Yet, the report recommends 
full leasing! This rtcommtndation Is not logical and prudent 
considering tht predicted environmental consequences of full leasing, 

<page 2l 

The report bases Its ar~ents on the national need for oil on 
unrnlist1call;· high oil pricn of 133 per barrtl .and tstnutn of 
in-place oil with low percentages for probability of occurance, If the 
report used realistic oil pric• assumption; and reli•d on estimates of 
in-place oil with high probabilities ~ccurance, strong arguments for 
the national nnd for oil could not be made, 

In fact, if one looks sohly at the econmic factors in 
considering the fate of the Arctic Refuge coastal plain, it does not 
make sense to moue forward with full scale leasing. At a t1mt when 
existing oil fields in Alaska and other parts of the nation are shutting 
down production we should not initiate leasing of a field which, in all 
liklihood, IS no larger and lies in one of the most environmentally 
~ensltive arras of North -er1ca. 

If h.asn .art sold In the 1002 aru during this time o~ low oil 
prices the only beneficiaries will be the MUlti-national oil companies. 
Alaskans and all americans who might benefit from oil least revenues 
will see only a minimal return while Jobs associlttd with actual 
production will not be realized until oil prices r1se adequately for~ 
oil compan1es to reap huge profits with little cost. 

In summary, we urge the Orpartment to consider the values for 
whch the Arcti~ Refuge was established and recon•nnd the best mechanism 
available to protect those values, namth, wilderness dn1gnat1on of the 
'coastal plain. 

<page 3) 
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ON THE DRAFT ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE 

REFUGE, ALASKA, COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

February 3, 1987 

RONALD A. ZUMBRUN 
ROBIN L. RIVETT 

Pacific Legal Foundation 
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 350 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Telephones (916) 444-0154 

JAMES S. BURLING 
Pacific Legal Foundation 
807 G Street, Suite 200 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 
Telephone: (907) 278-1731 

Attorneys for Pacific 
Legal Foundation 

INTRODUCTION 

Pacific Legal Foundation is a nonprofit public interest 

law firm based in Sacramento, California, with a branch office in 

Anchorage, Alaska. PLF has over 19,000 supporters throughout the 

United States and has the primary purpose of litigating in the 

public interest in defense of individual freedoms, private 

property rights, and the free enterprise system. PLF has 

extensive experience ih the field of natural resource and 

environmental law and the issues surrounding natural resource 

development. Because the disposition of the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) coastal plain is of great national 

significance, PLF is submitting these comments for the purpose of 

discussing the draft report. PLF believes that the report fully 

complies with all legal requirements and addresses all issues 

necessary under law. PLF also concludes that the report's 

recommendation for congressional action that would allow the 

leasing of the coastal plain is supported by the facts and is in 

the national interest. 

I 

THE FISH.AND WILDLIFE 
SERVICE HAS DONE AN 

ADMIRABLE JOB IN ENCOURAGING 
PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE ANWR COASTAL PLAIN 

Although·some controversy existed over whether or not 

public comment had to be solicited during the preparation of the 

ANWR coasta1 plain report, PLF be1ieves that the leve1 of pub1ic 

participation in the review of the draft report fully satisfies 

all legal requirements. The hearings in Anchorage, Katovik, and 
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Washington, D.C., were all very well attende•l, and it was obvious 

that the interested public had a•ple notice and was fully aware 

of the bearing process. It is especially noteworthy that the 

hearings in Katovik, Alaska, were well attended by local native 

individuals and associations who were able to express their 

concerns, support, or opposition to the reco .. endation of 

congressional action for leasing the ANWR coastal plain. Since 

Katovik will be the co.munity most affected by any oil and gas 

exploration or leasing activity, the participation of Katovik 

residents was crucial to the fulfillment of the public 

participation requirement. In addition to this evidence of 

co•pliance, it is to be expected that •any other individuals and 

organizations are participating with written co .. ents. In 

conclusion, allegations •ade by so•e groups of inadequate public 

bearings are totally unfounded. 

II 

THE DRAFT REPORT HAS CONSIDERED 
FULLY, TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY LAW, 

THE POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF 
EXPLORATION ON THE ANWR COASTAL PLAIN 

After reviewing some of the oral testimony given at the 

Anchorage bearings on the ANWR coastal plain report, PLF is aware 

that certain criticisms have been leveled against the draft 

report involving an alleged failure to adequately study certain 

potential environmental consequences of exploration on the 

coastal plain. PLF believes that these allegations are baseless 

and that the Fish and Wildlife Service has more than adequately 

- 2 -

studied all potential signific'lnt enviromaental consequences that 

might result fro• exploration activity. 

A. "Cu•ulativo Effects" 

It is especially important that the scope of the 

proposed report an~ its reco .. endation for congressional action 

be put into perspective when deter•ining exactly what should be 

included in the final report. Par exa•ple, it was suggested at 

the Anchorage hearings that the draft plan failed to address the 

•cumulative impacts• of a whole menu of activities in the 

arctic. In other words, the co••entator believed that the 

coastal plain report should have assessed every development 

activity, actual and proposed, anywhere in the sa•e general 

arctic geographic region. The draft plan, however, was 

co•pletely correct in limiting its study to those activities 

having so•e rational bearing to the range of proposals found in 

the plan. Otherwise, there would literally be no end to the 

scope, detail, complexity, and expense to the study: and there 

certainly would be no way it could be completed in an efficient 

and ti•ely manner. When Congress directed Fish and Wildlife to 

prepare the report it ordered that the coastal plain be studied, 

not the entire arctic geographical region. More importantly, 

there is no legal justification for extending the scope of the 

report beyond that which is the subject of the report--the 

coastal plain and the study's action alternatives including 

congressional action to permit leasing. 

Statutory and case law requires a discussion of 

"cumulative impacts" in only two situations. The first is where 
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an agency is proceeding according to a programmatic or regional 

plan, as when a proposed activity is merely a segmented part of a 

larger action. For example, the construction of a forest road 

cannot be considered in isolation from a timber ltarvesting plan 

when that road is designed solely to facilitate the timber 

harvesting plan. Therefore, a discussion of the environmental 

impacts from the road construction must also consider the related 

timber plan. The second instance in which cumulative impacts 

must be discussed is where a specific proposal for an activity 

simply cannot be considered in isolation from other similar or 

related activities in the same specific area. 

Neither circumstance is present here and there is no 

need to study additional "cumulative impacts." The secretary's 

proposal for Congress to facilitate leasing is in no way related 

to any other actual or proposed activity in the arctic. There is 

absolutely no connection between the recommendation for 

congressional legislation and oil activities to the west on the 

North Slope, or anywhere else. There is most certainly no 

relationship to any activities in Canada. 

Furthermore, the recommendation for congressional 

legislation will not result in any immediate leasing activity or 

environmental effects. Before any leasing commences after 

appropriate legislation there still must be a comprehensive 

environmental review. It is at this review stage where 

cumulative effects, if any, should be considered. Otherwise, the 

report will simply be far too speculative to be of any value. It 

is too soon to tell where leasing will be proposed and what its 

- 4 -

extent will be. When there ·:Ire actua 1 l~asing proposals on the 

table, then and only then will it be appropriate to study the 

"cumulative effects." For these reasons, the report properly 

confined its discussion to potential environmental consequences 

germane to the proposal for congressional action, namely the 

actual leasing of the coastal plain. 

B. "More Study" 

Some commentators have suggested that "more study" is 

required before the Congress can make a reasoned decision on the 

leasing of the coastal plain. This is untrue. The draft report 

is fully complete and contains all the data necessary for 

Congress to make an informed decision. It appears that the call 

"more study" is nothing more than a thinly disguised attempt to 

delay the project into oblivion. The nation needs to begin today 

the exploration for more oil reserves because production will 

take years to implement after a discovery is made. As domestic 

reserves decline, the need for future reserves will become 

imperative. If the needless call for more study is heeded, we 

will probably study ourselves right into another and more serious 

oil shortage. More to the point, the critics of oil exploration 

have submitted no compelling arguments for more study. The 

coastal plain region is one of the most studied environments in 

the world. 

Indeed this is not the first time calls for more study 

have clouded the picture in the ANWR. When the Alaskan Arctic 

Gas Pipeline Company began the process for building a gas 

pipeline, an exhaustive series of environmental studies were 
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initiated. Despite objections that the studies were inadeqate, 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission conclusively determined 

that pipeline construction could be compatible with environmental 

values in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

However there is one area of uncertainty that still 

must be resolved. Despite a plethora of geophysical and 

geological surveys, it is still not known how much recoverable 

oil may lie under the coastal plain. The only way this 

information can conclusively be discovered is for exploratory 

drilling to commence. Therefore, the secretary's proposed 

recommendation for congressional action to facilitate leasing is 

highly appropriate. 

III 

THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF OIL 
LEASING WILL INURE TO THE ENTIRE NATION 

The draft ANWR report accurately reports that tlte 

economic benefits from the development of the coastal plain will 

benefit the nation by helping to avoid future shortages, reducing 

our dependency on foreign oil and foreign pricing structures, and 

improving our balance of trade. A further economic advantage 

that should be considered is the tremendous economic benefit to 

tlte lower 48 states that will result from a major exploration 

effort on the ANWR coastal plain. The infrastructure and 

expertise required to take advantage of leasing opportunities on 

the coastal plain will not all be supplied by Alaska. Instead, 

tlte now severely depressed oil exploration industry of the lower 

48 will be called on to help explore and develop the coastal 

- 6 -

plain. This could very well ~e a substantial boost to the 

support industries. For example, between 1980 and 1986 a total 

of $10,536,000,000 North Slope oil development dollars were spent 

in the United States, of which $9.18 bilfion were expended in the 

lower 48. In the State of California alone, over $1.8 billion 

was spent through the oil support industries on North Slope 

production. If the exploration of the coastal plain commences 

there will be great direct economic benefits to all other states, 

and, if the exploration is successful, there could be a boost to 

the lower 48 economies to match that provided by North Slope 

production. This sort of private sector economic development 
I 

should be strongly supported. Adhering to the secretary's 

recommendation will help achieve this goal. 
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CONCLUSION 

The draft ANWR coastal plain report is an important and 

well designed document. It accurately portrays the potential 

economic benefits that will arise if the recommendation for 

congressional action is adhered to. All relevant potential 

·environmental consequP.nces are addressed as well. The report 

fully complies with legal requirements, and its recommendations 

should be supported. 

DATED: February 3, 1987. 

Respectfully submitted, 

RONALD A. ZUMBRUN 
ROBIN L. RIVETT 
JAMES S. BURLING 

f 1·-· 

By --+----,t=;;;;;:;,......-,i=;....,.=--
JAMES S. BURLING 

Attorneys for Pacific/ 
Legal Foundation 
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Renewable Resources Inc. 

January 26, 1987 

Director 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Division of Refuges 
U.S. Department of Interior 
Room 2343, Main Interior Building 
18th & C Streets 
Washington, ll.C. . 20240 
U.S.A. 

Dear Sir: 

Re: . ANII'R Coastal Plain Resource Asses511ent 

Enclosed are review ca.ments on the subject llraft EIS. I have also 
enclosed an unpublished paper which is cited in the review. 

S ince.re-l~yours, 

RENEWABLE ;RF.SOURr.F.S IIIC. 

7'7!/ 
~~~;_t:L~ 
R .B~ Jakimchuk 
President 

ROJ/ir 
enc. 

A REVIEw OF THE ki::PORT ON THI; ARCTIC NA'flONAL 

WILDLIFE RJ::FUGJ:: COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCES ASSESSMENT 

Prepared by 

R.D. Jakimchuk and L.G. Sopuck 

of 

Renewable Resources, Inc. 

For the 

Alaska Oil and Gas Association 

January 1987 
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1.0 IUTHOUUCTIOtl 

The pu~pose of this report is to review the 

te~~estrial wildlife portions of the u.s. Secretary of the 

lnterio~·s lOOZ(h) report concerning oil development in the 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) in northeastern Alaska. 

Our approach was to a.ssess the adequacy of the data base used 

to describe resource values and tc predict impacts. We then 

dete~mined whether the data uase was used in an objective and 

scientifically-sound manner to predict impacts and recommend 

appropriate mitigative measures. Following sections provide 

periodic reterer.ce to Appendix I which is a list of specific 

comments keyed to Chapters II and VI of the 1002 report. 

Appendix 

comments. 

should be consulted for additional and more specific 

2.0 ~DEQUACY OF THE DATA UASE 

The wildlife resource and impact assessnoent sect1ons 

of the 1002 ~eport often contain unreliable statistics and 

poorly referenced and unqualified statements. Conclusions are 

often based on uncritical acceptance of one or two studies or 

on unreliable data bases. In some cases, speculative 

statements are not distinguished from those which arc well

documented and hence are misleading. 
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There are several examples in the report of where the 

reliability of population data are no~ addressed. For example, 

the estimate of 180,000 animals for the Porcupine caribou herd 

(PCH) in 1986 is crude because the herd has not been properly 

censused since 1983 when an estimate of 135,000 animals was 

obtained (Whitten, 1986). However, the uncertainty of the 1986 

estimate was not addressed in the report. The report also 

states that there is a major concentration of Central ~rctic 

herd (CAH) caribou calving on the Canning River Delta. This 

was based on very limited survey information. In contrast, 

more extensive calving ground surveys conducted by Renewable 

Resources Consulting Services Ltd. (RkCS) from 1981-86 show 

that the Canning kiver Delta is not a major calving area, but 

that there tends to be a continuum of calving along the coast 

with concentrations between major river valleys (Carruthers et 

al., 19841 Carruthers and Jakimchuk, 19851 Sopuck and 

Jakimchuk, 1986). These stuCJies were not referenced in the 

~ext. 

The available data base on the distribution and 

movements of the PCH and CAH is vastly under-utilized in the 

report. The calving distribution of the PCH was studied by RRCS 

from 1972 to 1977 but these studies are not cited directly in 

the report (Jakimchuk et al., 1974: Roseneau et al., 1974: 

Roseneau and Curatolo, 1975, 1976: Curatolo and Roseneau, 

1977: Bente 1977). However, these rel'orts contain important 

3 

site-specific movement and distribution data for the PCH. The 

report states that caribou use riparidn areas during spring and 

summer but does not cite a recent study by Carruthers et al. 

( 1984a) that shows that females with ca~ves usually avoid 

riparian habitats. In addition, the movements and distribution 

of CAH caribou within the 1002 area are described in detail in 

the report, yet the movements have been very poorly documented 

to date. If recent unpublished data were used they should have 

been referenced in the report. 

The definition of the "core calving area" for the PCII 

was derived using information obtained from 1972-85. This 

re.,ort refers to this period as the "14-year study". In fact, 

the data were obtained from several individual studies and 

surveys. During some years (e.g., 1973, 1974, 1980) very 

limited information was obtained on the calving distribution of 

the PCH, and even more limited estimates of den~ity. Yet it 

appears in the report that the "core calving area" was defined 

based on a solid, 14-year data base. 

In the im1Jact section of the report, the indirect loss 

of habitat as a result of behavioral avoidance is quantified 

us1ng a worst-case scenario. However, based on the studies 

conducted to date, it is extremely speculative to predict a 

"zone of total displacement" around a particular develop11ent. 

These speculations are based primarily on one quantitative 
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study, Dau and Cameron (1986). This study shows short-term 

partial displacement by maternal groups around an active road 

system, but also shows that caribou responses can be highly 

variable. In addition, no quantitative information on how 

caribou may habituate to these disturbances is available. 

Habituation ovP.r the long term may significantly reduce this 

''zone of displacement". 

The report presents several statements as fact rather 

than speculation. For example, it is assumed that increased 

energy demands on individual caribou during the insect relief 

period will lead to reduced survival and productivity of the 

herd. However, there are no studies on North American 

populations of caribou that have established this link. Also, 

the report makes the implicit assumption that caribou are a 

"food-limited" species. However, there are no s.tudies that 

show that .mainland populations of caribou in North America are 

food-limited. European references are not appropriate because 

reindeer herds are maintained at artificially high stocking 

levels in .largely predator free systems. 

The report states that the PCH may have difficulty 

accommodating to developments such as pipelines because they 

will interact with them for short periods during the year. 

However, the report fails to discuss RRCS studies of the 

Nelchina herd (Carruthers et al., 1984b) which shows that this 
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herd is exposed to TAPS only twice each year, but crosses it 

successfully. In the dssessment -of the impacts of aircraft 

overflights on caribou, the report ignores the work by Davis 

et al. (1965). The 1002 report appears to cite references 

selectively rather than presenting a more balanced viewpoint. 

oav1s et al. show that caribou populations can continue to grow 

despite sometimes severe harassment from aircraft and other 

military activities including bombing and strafing within 

traditional calving ranges. 

In summary, the 1002 report does not adequately 

qualify or reference its conclusions and hence presents an 

unbalanced assessment of impacts. In many cases, the worst 

case scenario for impacts is unjustified. 

J,Q HAJOR ISSUES FOR THE PORCUPINE AND CENTRAL ARCTIC HERDS 

Although a worst case scenario is a valid approach to 

environmental analysis, for significant resources such as the 

PCH it should incorporate the following: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

Assumptions should be realistic and properly qualified. 

The tactual basis for analysis should be supported and well 

documented. 

Impact criteria should be well defined and supported. 
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4. Use of the scientific literature should be objective rather 

than selective. 

3.1 The Displacement Issue 

The impact assessment on the PCH is largely based on 

two studies: Whitten and Cameron (1985) who concluded that 

calving of the CAH has been displaced from the Prudhoe Bay area 

since the onset of petroleum development, and Dau and Cameron 

(1986) who reported local displacement of maternal caribou 

along the Milne Point Road. Whitten and Cameron (1985) present 

conclusions based on anecdotal data which are largely 

correlations after the fact. Jakimchuk (1986) presents a 

detailed rebuttal to the principal conclusion that calving of 

the CAH has been displaced from Prudhoe Bay. Their own paper 

recognizes the possibility of other factors such as flooding 

which may account for the lower calving density in the Prudhoe 

Bay Complex (PDC). Jakimchuk (1986) reviews evidence that 

indicates that the PBC was not an important calving area even 

before develop~nent and that the correlations made by Whitten 

and Cameron reflect a calving distribution in response to 

natural influences. However, neither viewpoint can be termed 

conclusive because of the post facto correlations which are 

made and the limitations of pre-development data and possible 

comparisons. Jakimchuk (1986) does, however, present a 

1 

critical appraisal of those data and the conclusions of ~fuitten 

and Cameron. The evidence supports the notion that the Prudhoe 

area is similar to other deltas in having a low calving density 

which existed pre-development and that conclusions that calving 

has been displaced from the PBC are unsupportable. 

Because of the contentious and inconclusive nature of 

the Prudhoe Bay scenario, the report of Whitten and Cameron 

(1985) is not a sufficient!~ strong basis to rely on for the 

PCH scenario analysis. 

Dau and Cameron (198&) present a far better study 

design and basis for assessing the implications of sensory 

disturbance to the distribution of calving caribou. Because of 

its·importance as the basis for the impact analysis we have 

reviewed that study (Appendix 11) for its relevance and 

validity. Several points have emerged from that review which 

are important to the analysis for the PCH. 

1. The Dau and Cameron study, although a better design than 

previous studies, is not definitive. It documents a 

partial avoidance by maternal cows over a period of high 

disturbance. However its limitations include lack of a 

control, and no discussion of conflicting results with West 

Sak Koad studies which show no avoidance by calving groups 

along the West Sak Road. Their comments on lack of 

habituation by caribou to disturbance are unsupportable. 
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Although Dau and cameron document reduced habitat use 

(i.e., lower densities) by maternal groups near the road, they 

did not in fact document displacement which may be defined as 

an active process of dislocation of caribou from a previously 

used area in response to a stimulus. Further, they do not 

comment on the signiticance of the fact that numbers of calving 

caribou in their study area almost doubled between the pre- and 

vest-development study periods. 

The most sic;,n~ficant error of the scenario analysis 

for tile PCH is the assumvtion that what is termed "behavioural 

<hsplacement" would be total for a 2-mi le zone adjacent to 

roads using Dau and Cameron (1986) as a basis for that 

analysis. A total displacement was~ found by Dau and 

cameron and there is no basis for the assumption of a zone of 

habitat loss of that magnitude. Moreover, the a~alysis 

unJustifiably fails to discuss the potential for habituation 

and is highly selective in use of relevant references. 1~ 

9 

reference is not even cited in the EIS. The'analysis of air-

craft disturbance ignores at least a dozen aircraft disturbance 

studies, many of which are more quantitative or relevant than 

those cited. The gratuitous editorial comment o~\Bergerud et 

al. (1984) (ref. 41. p. 110, App. I) as a paper that is "widely 

disputed" indicates a biased approach to dissenting viewpoints. 

We consider that such an arbitrary dismissal of a major, 

refereed, published paper 1s unethical. 

Previous sections of this review and Appendix l 

identify omissions of specific papers relevant to an objective 

analysis of impacts. Another example is omission of Carruthers 

et al. (l984b) on crossing success of TAPS by the ~elchina 

herd, which has a direct relevance to the question of effects 

on caribou which only periodically contact a pipeline (ref. 36, 

P· 109, App. 1). This report is not listed in the bibliography 

of the EIS. 

specifically ignores those references which may temper The assumption that displacement from the PCH core 

conclusions pertaining to the adverse eftects of disturbance 

and displacement on caribou demography. 

For example, Davis et al. (1985) revort no short term 

demographic effects on the Delta herd from displacement from 

their core calving area and no adverse demogravhic effects on 

the herd from severe disturbances on the calving grounds. This 

calving area would be complete is not justified on the basis of 

known examples. The further link to population decline is even 

more sveculative. There is inadequate t'reatment of alternative 

habitat use and the potential mitigating effects of 

habituat1on. The net result of the foregoing omissions is to 

greatly exaggerate the worst case beyond. what can be suvported 

on scientific evidence. 
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Although the qualifiers "could be", and "maybe" are, 

frequently used in the impact predictions they are not defined. 

The assessment would be enhanced considerably by an objective 

risk or probability analysis in order to place predictions in 

context with their likelihood of occurrence. 

The analysis of comparative calving densities for 

various herds has been linked to the vulnerability of the PCH 

to population decline if displacement occurs because of its 

higher calving densities. That analysis, however, depends 

entirely on undocumented assumptions that: 

a) There is a relationship between calving density and herd 

productivity. 

b) That alternative calving areas are incapable of sustaining 

the PCH at current levels. 

c) That displacement would be complete. 

d) That the growth of the CAH is partially a result of its low 

calving density. 

The arguments presented in the EIS regarding assumed relation

ships between calving density and herd productivity are both 

speculative and hypothetical. There is no supporting data to 

warrant the cone lusions made. Therefore, the severity of the 

impacts predicted are overstated and subJeCt to question. 

11 

We have given little attention to the impact 

assessment of the CAH in this summary and refer the reader to 

specific notes and comments in Appendix ·I. In general, 

projected impacts on tne CAH are highly overstated since 1002 

developments would impinge on a smaller portion of the herd 

than do existing petroleum developments in the Central Arctic 

region. 

3.2 The Insect Relief Habitat Issue 

Although there is considerable theoretical concern 

for, and discussion of, the importance of insect relief habitat 

to the PCH and CAH, there is very little documentation of its 

role or significance to the herds. The overall requirements 

for insect relief and its relationship to herd h~alth and 

energetics requires additional study and assessment. As a 

mi<Jratory herd the PCH has insect relief habitat options both 

north and south of the study area and has utilized both coastal 

and montane habitats for that purpose. Overall, insect relief 

habitats are neither scarce nor inaccessible. Maintenance of 

movement patterns as specified in the mitigation measures and 

the C•H would ensure access to insect relief as experienced by n 

habitats both along the coast and inland. In addition, 

elevated areas of gravel pads will increase availability of 

insect relief sites inland albeit to a minor extent compared to 

natural areas. 
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At present, there is no basis to conclude that access 

to insect relief habitat will be impaired by the development 

scenario provided that miti9ation measures proposed are 

implemented. 

3.3 Mitigation 

In general, we agree with the mitigation analysis. 

The major exception is the recommendations for ramps to 

facilitate caribou passage. Recent studies show that ramps are 

not necessary to ensure caribou passage across pipeline 

corridors provided adequate pipe clearance is available. 

Further, the construction of ramps has biological costs 

associated with gravel removal and transport and habitat 

alteration at source locations and ramp locations. 

Although we are in agreement that air traffic should 

be controlled to minimize disturbance the mitigation analysis 

presents a one-sided scenario by omitting references to caribou 

populations exposed to aircraft disturbance which have not 

suffered demographic effects (aergerud et al., 1984~ Davis et 

al., 1985). The restrictions proposed for aircraft appear to 

be overly conservative. For example 2,000 ft-ceilings on 

overflights are proposed trom 20 ~lay to 15 August. However, by 

13 

15 July the majority of caribou have left the 1002 area on 

their mid-summer migration into Canada. 

There is also scope to add to and improve the 

mitigation measures to further reduce impacts on the PCH. 

These include site-specific scheduling to minimize activity 

during sensitive periods. 

A major unknown is how large concentrations of caribou 

(100,000 or more in post-calving aggregations) would respond to 

and negotiate oil development infrastructure. There is reason 

to believe that large 9roups are more susceptible to influences 

such as deflection because of the impetus of their numbers and 

the dynamics of group leadership. Because of these unknowns it 

would be prudent to establish facilities such as roads and 

pipelines in areas of minimal potential conflict with large 

aggregations of caribou. 

Despite evidence that caribou cross under pipelines 

with clearances as low as 5 ft, we have previously recommended 

a higher clearance where interaction with large aggregations 

are anticipated. We feel that a minimum of 7 ft ground/pipe 

clearance within the range of the Porcupine caribou herd would 

be a highly significant improvement as a mitigation measure. 

The major rationale for increasing the clearance is to provide 

a larger margin for tacilitating passage of large 
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concentrations of caribou and because of the aforementioned 

impetus of large groups which can govern directional movements 

during post-calving and mid-summer migration. A higher 

clearance would facilitate passage of mature antlered bulls and 

would maintain a physical opening between passing animals and 

the overhead pipe which would be visible to those animals in 

the rearguard of large herds. 

The existing scenario shows a proposed pipeline 

location traversing the known post-calving aggregation area for 

the PCII south of Camden ~ay. Additional study is recommended 

to improve that location, possibly by 110ving it further north 

to avoid the area of massive aggregation without precluding 

access to insect relief habitat. 

The foregoing and other measures such a~ scheduling or 

convoying traffic during periods of major caribou movements 

would serve to greatly minimize adverse impacts on the herd and 

reduce the magnitude of predicted impacts considerablY· 

In view of the foregoing we disagree with the 

statement (ref. 43, P· 111, App. 1) that mitigation is not 

possible in Resource Category 1 lands and feel that there are 

significant mitigative opportunities and measures to reduce the 

adverse effects of development activities on those lands. 

15 

4.0 OTIIER SPECIES 

Appendix I provides specific annotations for other 

species. A major deficiency in the analysis is incomplete use 

of available literature and data sources. As a result, 

potential negative impacts tend to be over-emphasized, e.g., 

the status of Polar Bear denning is accorded considerable 

attention. However, denning in the 1002 area is an extremely 

minor component of denning adjacent to ANwR which in turn is a 

minor component of denning overall for the Beaufort Sea polar 

bear population. 

We are in agreement with the projected impacts and 

description on grizzly bears. The exponential growth rate of 

muskoxen may be limited by habitat availability in future. 

Effects of disturbance on this growth rate are SHeculative at 

the present time. The history of the transplant and growth 

have established the capability of muskoxen to pioneer a new 

environment and is evidence that they are responsive to 

opportunities provided by mitigation. In the absence of 

controls or management, muskoxen would be forage regulated at 

some future point and might compete with caribou in a 

conflicting way. 
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APPt;NOIX I. 

Detailed review comments on the ANWR impact 
assessment report, pp. 27-170. 

Chapter 11, Existing Environment, pp. 27-45. 

Reference 
No. 

1-2 

3 

4 

5 

Comments 

The "core calving area", as defined, has 
caribou densities of 50 animals/mi2 or more 
during five of 14 years. Caribou use of 
their calving 9rounds is very dynamic with 
site-specific densities varying greatly 
within the calving period. 

Core calving area is not necessarily 
"traditionally" favored and the words "strong 
fidelity" are misleading. It is in fact an 
area where high density of calving has 
occurred frequently, i.e., yearly overlap 
within the overall calving range. 

This paragraph lacks references and is mis
leading. The generalization that caribou use 
riparian areas as travel routes and important 
feeding areas is not fully supported by the 
available literature (see Jakimchuk and 
McCourt, 197~; LeRcsche and Linderman, 
1975). . 

References or 4ualifications are required on 
types of disturbances which may affect 
bonding and increase in mortality. We need a 
more realistic impact prediction on the 
effects of disturbance on calf mortality. 

Uplands are in southern part of calving 
grounds, not the northern part. Also, use of 
uplands by most calving cows contradicts 
previous statement (see t3) that calving 
"caribou" use vegetated riparian habitats 
(see Jakimchuk et al., in press). There are 
no citations of work done by Renewable 
Resources Consulting Services Ltd. on calving 
distribution of the Porcupine caribou herd 
during the 197Us. 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

28 6 

28 7 

29 8 

29 9 

29 11 

29 12 

29 l3 

17 

Comments 

It is important to distinguish between post
calving movement and aggregation and the mid
summer migration (see Jakimchuk and McCourt, 
1975). Summer movements (midsummer 
migration) are the most consistent movements 
of the year. Post-calving movements are also 
quite predictable. 

There is no attempt to define the phrase 
"critical life stages". 

Is productivity the basis for determining 
'impact' or is habitat? Unless the direct 
link implied is documented for caribou both 
definitions should not be used 
simultaneously. 

More documentation of August numbers is 
needed to determine the frequency of hugust 
occupation of the 1002 area (e.g., are 
numbers closer to 15,000 or to lower end of 
range?). 

This paragraph requires references. The 
movements of Central Arctic herd in the 1002 
area have not been adequately documented to 
date. 

Again no references are provided. The most 
detailed information on calving ~istribution 
of the Central Arctic herd is available from· 
Sopuck and Jakimchuk (1986), Carruthers and 
Jakimchuk (1985) and Carruthers et al, 
(1984a). The presence of 1,000 females and 
calves on Canning Delta in most years 
contradicts data which show more of a calving 
continuum along the coast with concentrations 
between major river valleys. Also, the 
calving situation at Prudhoe Bay oilfield is 
misleading. The results of \lhitten and 
Cameron ( 1985) were rebutted by Jakimchuk 
(1986) who reviewed evidence that the Prudhoe 
Bay area was never an important calving area 
for the Central Arctic herd. 

Use of riparian areas as travel corridors 
and feeding areas by the Central Arctic herd 
by cows and calves is not supported by the 
literature (see Carruthers et al., 1984a; 
Jakimchuk et al., in press). 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

29 15 

30 16 

20 17 

31 19 

32 20 

32 21 

33 24 

33 24 

18 

Comments 

This paragraph ignores the Central Arctic 
herd as a whole and only discusses the 1002 
area and is therefore, incomplete. Since 
most of the herd occurs outside the 1002 
area, this paragraph gives a misleading view 
of Importance of the area to the Central 
Arctic herd. 

ln the presentation of Central Arctic herd 
distribution and abundance there are no 
comments on productivity. This omission 
downplays the tripling of herd size which has 
occurred since the Prudhoe Hay development 
started. 

Additional data on moose obtained in the 
1970s are available from the Arctic Gas 
Biological Report Series, Vol. 6, Ch. 1. 

Data on the Sadlerochit Mountains s!leep herd 
are available in an earlier reference (see 
Arctic Gas Biological Report Series, Vol. 6, 
Ch. 1). 

~lore detailed in format ion than available in 
Chesemore (1967) on Arctic fox distribution 
in the 1002 area is available from Ouimby 
and Snarski (1974), Arctic Gas Uiological 
Report Series, Vol. 6, Ch. 2 •. 

Additional inforMation on wolverines in the 
1002 area is available from ouimby and 
Snarski (1974), Arctic Gas Biological Report 
Series, Vol. 6, Ch. 2). 

Again, earlier work on bears in the 1002 area 
by Quimby and Snarski (1974) is ignored. 

This paragraph lacks references which are 
especially required since conculsions 
presented are controversial. 

Numbers of polar bears in the ANWR part of 
the Beaufort should be indicated; the Beau
fort sea estimate of 2,000 includes Canadian 
waters. "Influx of females" implies l~rg7 
numbers moving into the 1002 area. _Thls lS 
not so. References for the populat1on 
estimate are not given. 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

.33 25 

34 30 

37 31 

45 32 

19 

Comments 

This paragraph contains very vague and mis
leading statements. It !eaves the im~ression 
that a high percentage of the 2,000 bears in 
the Beaufort population use ANWR. This is 
not the case. One to two dens in each of 
four out of five years does not indicate high 
use of the area by denning bears. See 1-loore 
and Quimby (1974) for earlier studies on 
polar bear denning locations (Biological 
Report Series, Vol. 32, Ch. 2) which also 
found a low frequency of denning in ANWR. 

The 15 dens found between 1951-1985 is 
cumulative and does not represent actual 
numbers in any one year. 

Additional information on ringed seals 
adjacent to ANWR can be found in Moore 
(1976)Biol. kept. Series, Vol. 36, Ch. 2. 
This reference was not cited. 

Studies conducted by, McCart et al. (Biol. 
Rept. Series) on fisheries resources in the 
ANWR area are not cited. 

The impacts of oil development on the llilder
ness resources of the 1002 area will be a key 
issue. 

B) Chapter VI, Environmental Consequences, pp. 95-119. 

96 1 

98 2 

98 3 

These definitions of impacts do not attempt 
to ~uantify the changes in abundance in wild
life populations from the natural state that 
corresponds to each level of impact. 
Also there is no allowance for accommodation 
or habituation by species to modifying 
influences. 

We agree that the PCH concentrated calving 
area is considered unique and irreplaceable. 

The remainder of the 1002 area cannot be 
considered scarce habitats, nationally vs. 
regionally, and should be category 3-4 for 
most species. 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

lOS s 

lOS 

106 7 

106 8 

20 

Comments 

Although up to 82 percent of calving for the 
Porcupine caribou herd has occurred in the 
1002 area, in some years almost no calving 
has occurred there. However, use of the area 
is more consistent during the late June/early 
July insect relief period. 

~he ~tatement that the insect relief period 
1s h1ghly stressful is based largely on 
theoretical considerations - insect relief 
habitats are widespread north and south of 
the 1002 area. An inland pipeline may inter
fere with movements to the coast and post
,calving aggregations; however, a coastal 
pipeline would not. 

This statement should be qualified as to 
extent of displacement and should indicate 
that only a minor comvonent of the Central 
Arctic caribou herd is involved. 

These statements are hypothetical and too 
generalized because: 
1) Density is only an important consideration 

if proposed activities have effects on 
popuLations. 

2) It is debatable if the interaction would 
be greater than at Prudhoe Bay. The 
Porcupine caribou herd does. not always 
calve in core area and not.all of the core 
area will be affected. 

3) Honetheless, calving and post-calving 
densities and numbers do differ signifi
cantly from the Central Arctic caribou 
herd and differing implications may occur. 
If an adverse effect occurs it would 
certainly affect a greater proportion of 
the population especially during post
calving aggregation. 

We agree also that the Porcupine caribou 
herd will form larger groups than the Central 
Arctic caribou herd during post-calving and 
that predator populations also differ 
between the two areas. 

This paragraph is of major importance and is 
highly misleading (see Jakimchuk, 1986; 
Caribou workshop paper) because: 
- the Prudhoe Bay oil field was never an 

21 
Reference 

Pa e No. Comments 

important calving area. 
- Whitten and Cameron (198S) do not show an 

absence of calving for the entire perioa
but co-incidentally with delayed snowmelt. 

- Whitten and Cameron also discuss other 
possibilities for low pre- and post-calving 
densities. 

- Other Central Arctic caribou herd calving 
areas show similar pre- and post-develop
ment low calving distributions. 

This section superficially covers a very 
important topic and uncritically accepts 
selected findings of one study (i.e., Whitten 
and Cameron, 198S). 

106 9 Inappropriate secondary reference to a 
review paper when other references, e.g., 
Carruthers et al. (1984a), are original 
sources of systematic data with wider 
coverage than any other. 

106 10 Long term data collected from 1981-86 by 
Renewable Resources Inc. indicates that the 
Canning River Delta is not a major calving 
area for the Central Arctic herd. However, 
it receives greater use during the post
calving period. 

106 11 Table VI-4 shows progressive increase in 
calving numbers in the oilfield from 1972-
1974. A detailed critique of these data is 
available in Jakimchuk (1986). 

106 12 

106 12 

Also, population estimates for the Central 
Arctic herd for 1981-1986 are available from 
vari'ous RRCS studies. 

The amount of the "core calving areas" 
within the 1002 area depends on the 
definition of core calving ground used. The 
criteria of >SO caribou/km2 in at least S 
of 14 years resulting in 80 percent within 
the 1002 area may be too conservative (i.e., 
the major calving grounds are actually much 
larger). 

There dre no recently published population 
estimates for the Porcupine caribou herd 
since 1983. The 1983 photocensus estimate 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

106 13 

106 14 

107 16 

107 17 

107 18 

22 

Comments 

since 1983. The 1983 photocensus estimate 
was 135,000. Therefore recent estimates of 
165,000 in 1985 and 181,000 in 1986 are 
guesses rather than actual censuses as 
implied. 

Year-round use of the 1002 area by 4,000 
Central Arctic ca~ibou is undocumented. 

Core-calving and concentrated calving areas 
are defined using the density of ~50 caribou/ 
mi 2 yet there is no indication of how these 
estimates of density were made. Also, a 
better indication of the use of the 1002 area 
for calving would be data on the percentage 
of the herd that calved there each year. 

Indirect habitat losses as a result of 
behavioral avoidance are difficult to 
quantify. Studies to date show that the 
degree of avoidance by caribou is variable 
and that caribou may habituate to these 
disturbances over the long term. Indirect 
habitat losses due to physical barriers may 
be more signficant depending on the success 
of mitigation measures employed. 
Insufficient pipe heights or over-reliance on 
ramps in combination with disturbance may 
impede free movements of caribou. This 
problem may be significant for very large 
aggregations of Porcupine herd caribou during 
the post-calving (insect relief) period. 
Data on the responses of very large groups of 
caribou to physical barriers are presently 
unavailable. 

Present studios of behavioral avoidance by 
caribou of roads do not prove that 
disturbance is a major source of habitat 
loss. We need to know how many caribou show 
the displacement response and whether 
habituation will occur in the long term. 

The statement is not true, and not 
definitive. Dau and Cameron (19~6) show 
local response to roads consisting of reduced 
densities of maternal caribou not dis
placement from calving grounds. 
Conclusxons and statements by Cameron and 
Whitten (1979) have been challenged by 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

107 19 

107 20 

108 21 

23 

Comments 

Bergerud et al. (1984). Citation is used 
inappropriately here. 

This statement is grossly misleading since 
there is no evidence available to support 
it. The following sentence can also apply to 
many other areas within the range of the CAH. 
Both the statement and cited study are 
misleading (Whitten and Cameron, 1985) and 
have been separately criticized by Jakimchuk 
(19tJ6) and Carruthers et al. (1984a). 

The extent of displacement in the Prudhoe 
Bay area caused by development is difficult 
to quantify since the area was never an 
important calving area and because 
pre-development data arE not sufficiently 
quantitative. 

The study by Dau and cameron (198&) shows 
reduced habitat use by caribou. However, the 
extent of reduced habitat use shows 
considerable variation. Habituation of 
caribou may reduce thi's effect in the long 
term. 

If displacement does occur, adjacent areas 
may not be undesirable since they are 
frequently used with no short ~erm adverse 
effects on productivity. Long term studies 
on effects on productivity of displacement 
would be required to determine the signifi
cance of displacement from a high density 
calving area. 

Although displacement of the Porcupine 
caribou herd from a "core calving area" may 
be deleterious, studies of the Central Arctic 
herd show that caribou numbers can increase 
despite development within their calving 
areas. We agree, however, that caution 
should be used in extrapolating Central 
Arctic caribou herd results to the Porcupine 
caribou herd since the Porcupine caribou herd 
occurs at much higher densities on their 
calving grounds and because predators are 
more abundant adjacent to the Porcupine 
caribou herd calving areas. In addition, 
caution should be used in the assumption that 
displacement of the Porcupine caribou herd 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

108 22 

25 

26 

108 27-28 

108 28 

108 29 

24 

Comments 

from a "core calving area" would occur in 
total as implied. The probability of this is 
low based on evidence from the CAll. 

This statement presupposes a food limiting 
habitat and a complete loss - the references 
used deal with non-caribou apparently since 
caribou are not a food limited species and 
comparable references are not available for 
mainland herds of l:larren-ground caribou in 
North America. 

·rhere is no basis for "unlikely" conclusion. 
This is speculation only based on inference of 
higher density. Also presuvposes a "massive" 
displacement rather than a local displacement. 
This is an example where the CAH experience 
is downplayed desvite the existence of data 
on compatibility with development. " ••• no 
recogni~able .•• long term effect •.. has been 
demonstrated to date (emphasis ours). 

However, all participants of the FWS workshop 
did not agree to the extent or significance 
of that displacement. 

Dau and Cameron (1986) indicate that reduced 
density of maternal caribou which they term 
displacement may occur within ~ miles from 
active roads. However, the percentage of 
caribou affected is uncertain. A 
significant number of caribou within 2 miles 
may be unaffected by d.isturbance. Therefore, 
development would not. result in the complete 
loss of 32 percent of the Porcupine caribou 
herd core calving area as calculated. 

It is erroneous and misleading to imply a 
"total displacement" two miles wide. 1'he 
term·probable po~ulation decline is 
unsubstantiated 1.e., displacement is linked 
to decline, but such an effect has never been 
demonstrated or documented. The assumption 
of massive displacement is unwarranted based 
on the Central Arctic caribou herd 
experience. 

Several studies show that pipelines such as 
TAPS and Kuparuk do not create a barrier. 
Note one-sided refs. Need to clearly 

keference 
Pa e No. 

109 31 

109 31 

109 32 

109 34 

109 35 

109 36 

109 37 
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Comments 

establish the likelihood of conditions which 
constitute interference or provide better 
qualifications of statements made. 

Agree - valid concern. I have previously 
recommended 7' ground to pipe clearance 
rather than the 5' level cited in this and 
the workshop report. 

We agree that the effect of potential 
barriers are greater during post-calving than 
during calving because of the very large si~e 
of post-calving aggregations and the sudden, 
erratic movements between inland areas and 
coastal insect-relief habitats. There is 
insufficient evidence, however, to indicate 
that survival or productivity of caribou may 
be reduced as a result of a disruption in 
movements during this period. We recommend 
that the location of a main east-west pipe
line be studied furtner and that pipe heights 
should be raised from the minimum of 5' cited 
in the EIS to 7' within the range of the PCH. 

The European references used are not 
appropriate - carrying capacity and 
nutritional limitations are greater for 
European populations. 

This statement is based on one example and 
hence is not objective. 

There is no evidence that ramps will 
significantly increase crossing success -
rather pipe heights and the presence of 
vehicular traffic are more important. 

It is appropriate to discuss RRCS studies of 
the Nelchina herd (Carruthers et a1., 1984b) 
here and reference it. This herd is exposed 
to TA~~ only twice a year, but crosses it 
successfully. 

This worst case is unjustified on the basis 
of known responses of caribou. It is 
unrealistic and ignores experience to date. 

Also should not assume 2-mile sphere of 
influence even without mitigation. 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

110 38 

110 39 

110 40 

110 41 

111 43 

111 44 

lll 46 

lll 47 
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Comments 

Disturbance and harassment are significantly 
different. There is no evidence that 
disturbance will result in direct or indirect 
mortality as a result of trampling or 
increased energy loss. 

This ~aragraph ignores several other studies 
some of which are more quantitative. 

Davis et al. (1985) report no demographic 
effects or calving yround displacement on 
the Uelta caribou herd from severe aircraft 
disturbance and other disturbance associated 
with Dtilitary activity. This is an example 
where significant conclusions of a recent 
peer review paper (Davis et a!., 1985) are 
ignored in favour of an outdated non-peer 
review reference. 

The editorial comment "widely disputed view" 
is an inappropriate and unsubstantiated 
comment on a peer-review published paper. 

We disagree with this conclusion since 
Category 1 habitats would not suffer an 
inevitable "loss". Mitigation of Category I 
habitat is possible because: 
1) A 2-miTe avoidance zone is not a valid 

assumption (see previous comments). 
2) 1-lany mitigation options are available 

including: 
- Traffic control 
- Reduced human activity during calving 
- Reduced aircraft overflights 
- Speed limits on traffic, etc. 

Ramps are over-emphasized and not justified. 
~lavation of pipelines to 7' above ground 
(because of large groups) should be a 
priority over ramvs. 

Davis et al. (1985) do not indicate a 
problem. Restrictions could be lifted after 
15 Jul~ because most PCH animals are gone on 
summer move11ents by that date.. We agree 
with a minimu11 altitude of 2,000' Hay 20 
through July 15th. 

We basically agree with all mitigation 
measures except for ramps. However, more 

Reference 
Pa e No. 

112 48 

112 49 

112 50 

112 51 

113 52 

113 54 

114 55 
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Comments 

measures could also be listed, to further 
ameliorate impacts. 

Environmental description map in Chapter II 
shows extent of alternative habitats. 
Whether these could sustain a growing 
population assuming loss of all core calving 
area (although unlikely) is unknown. 

Insect relief habitats need to be more 
accurate!~ described. We need to know how 
much space is necessary to give relief to the 
Porcupine caribou herd. 

There is a major step between potential 
undocumented effects and a population 
decline. However this paragraph seems to be 
properly qualified. 

Is it a decline or distribution change or 
both? There is no basis for predicting 
either a 5-10 percent decline or distribution 
change. The opposite, a three-fold 
population increase in the CAH accompanied 
the Prudhoe Bay development which interacted 
with a much larger proportion of the CAH th~n 
would be the case for the 1002 area. The 
prediction of a decline and distribution 
change for the CAH throughout ~ts range based 
on the 1002 interaction totally,ignores the 
well-documented facts of the actual effects 
of development. This paragraph is unfounded. 

There is no basis given for extrapolating 
effects on individuals to population 
effects. 

A major unjustified assumption here is that 
disturbance will result in absolute loss of 
habitat value. 

Also an exponentially expdnding population 
suygests.that in the near term it is below 
carrying capacity. 

Evidence is opposite, these sub-groups all 
originated from two trans~lants, one made on 
Barter Island (1969) and the other at Kavik 
Cam~ (13 muskox transplanted in 1970). 



Reference 
Pa e No. 

116 

117 57 

118 59 

119 60 
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Comments 

These conclusions are entirely speculative 
and. there is no possibility of subsequent 
determination if they are correct or 
incorrect. 

Agree with this section in general. 

This paragraph is misleading because 12-13 
percent of the Beaufort Sea Population do NOT 
den on land. 

This paragraph should be qualified with a 
more objective review of likelihood of 
effects on productivity of bears. 
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APPENDIX 11 

Review of Dau and Cameron (19&b) Report entitled "~ffects 
of a road system on caribou distribution during calving". 
"Rangifer", Special Issue No. la95-101. 

Dau and Camero11 have demonstrated a local, short-term 

reduced density of maternal caribou groups adjacent to an 

active road system which they refer to as partial displacement. 

However, several qualifications to their results need to be 

made that were absent in the report. The authors admit that it 

is speculative to extrapolate the local effects on maternal. 

caribou to the population as a whole. Yet they imply that 

displacement will result in widespread, long-term loss of 

tr~ditionally-used habitat. We argue that such conclusions are 

unwarranted at this time. 

The experimental design of Oau and Cameron, although 

more rigorous than previous work, did not include adequate 

controls. The design requires a control area containing a 

hypothetical road alignment and located in an area of similar 

habitat and calving density, well away from human activity. 

Monitoring of a control area during an equivalent study period 

(1978-85) would indicate whether changes in caribou 

distribution similar to the experimental area can occur in the 

absence of development. 
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ln addition, Dau and Cameron fail to note that: 

1) despite partial displacement and increasing development 

activity, caribou densities increased in their study area 

from 1978-85; 

2) most of the displacement was observed in the middle 

sections of the road, the north and south ends of the road 

alignment supported lower densities of caribou before and 

after the development; 

3) non-maternal groups, which included up to 25 percent 

calves, occurred at higher densities (although not 

significantly higher) !!!!.!. the road alignment than away 

from the alignment during the post-development period: 

4) habituation was not evident up to 19HS because the 

intensity of human activity was also increasing 

dramatically at this time. 

The Dau and Cameron study showed statistically 

significant differences in caribou density vs. distance but 

also indicate that annual variability was high. In fact, the 

annual variability within each 4-year period was alntost 

, significant (p = 0.053) for calves. This suggests that the 

displacement response varied considerably from year to year. 

31 

It is noteworthy that Dau and Cameron showed that non

maternal caribou were not displaced by the road development. 

Also, the response by maternal groups was partial displacement 

within a zone of 0-3 km (0-1.9 mi). In the ANWR report it is 

implied that all caribou show a total displacement within 2 

miles. This scenario is not supported by the Dau and Cameron 

report. 
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Figura 11·4.-·Migralion roules and winler range ol 
lhe Porcupine caribou herd. 

were as low as 101.000 (leResche. 19721. The lower levels ~ 
ol -.,. eslimltles may rellecl 1 lruly smallef populallon. 
less accurate or less complete SUfVey techniques, or 1 

comblnalion ol lhese flclors. Clribou populalions appeor 
lo llucluole unpredlclobly over the long term. The long·lerm 
l"a>lmum end minimum populalion of lhe PCH end lhe 
carrying capacity of the PCH are unl<nown. 

The PCH renges over 98.100 squore miles of 
northeosl Aloska ond norlhwesl Conado, and conslltules 
the largest populolion' or Iorge rnommals shared between 
lhe two notions (ftg. H .. l. 

The lnldillonol calving grounds or the PCH ••lend 
lhroughoullhe Alctic loolhtls and coostal plain ~ the 
Canning River in Alasko 10 the Bobbage River In Cenodo. 
Including lha entire 1002 oreo. lhe calving grounds 

encompass an area ol nHfly 8.9 - acres (pl. 2~. 
From yeor·ID·yeor. the d;slributlon ot caribou on lhese 
calving grounds varies considerobly. wllh most cllvtng 
usualy lllklng pflce In the area between lhe Huflhufl River 
and lhe Conadlan border. ·During 1972·85 detailed 
obsl!fVollons were made ol calving IIHS ot the PCH. As a 
resllft of these studies. aras where caribou were present 

(!) during colving al 1 denslty ol ol Ieos! 50 cafibou/square 
mile were ldenlitled as concenlroled calving a<eas. The 
core calving at'H is 1 location to which pregnant cows 
have shown a slr0119 fidelity as lnldilionally favored calving 

I 
habitat Those concentrated calvi1g areas used in at feast 

" 5 yeors dullng lhe 14·yeor sludy were Identified as lhe core 
' . calving lrH. or lhe 2.1 mlllon ocres idenlified as 

concentrated calving areas. 934,000 ocres (44 percent! ore 
(9 Within lhe 1002 areo An even greoler proporllon. 242.000 

acres (78 percenfl, ol lhe 311.000 ocres ol core colvlng 
area is within the 1002 area. 

Spring migrotlons lo the calving grounds start In May 
lrom winter renges. which are usualy soulh of lhe Conti· 
nental Divide In Alaska end In cenlral Yukon T errilory and 
ldjacenl Norlhwest Terrilories In Conada (ftg. H·4J. Tlming 
ond routes ol migralions vary annually depending on winter 
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&:.·tN J) 1, 1 ,-:1 · ,k~l.-t.-:1-c-
di~tribulions. snow cOndiltons. ~a the onset or spnnq 
weather. Mosl caribou migrate Ia reach the calving 
grounds ol the 1002 area from Canada. movtng westward 

along lhe northern foolhills of lhe Brooks Range. In some 
y~ars many caribou also pass through the first snow-free 
mounlaln valleys easl of lhe Aichifik River In Alaska. As 

spring conditions progress. caribou In lhe foolhills spread 
"orlhward along a broad ~onl. primarily following lhe major 
river corridors and associated lenaces where snowmefl has 
advanced. 

During years when snowmett on the coastal plain is 
early, a brood tone norlh ollhe loolhils Is used lor 
calving. In such years calving concenlrallons lend lo be 
more northerly and scanered calving mends lo the coast 
When spring is late. calving Is more southerly end eoslerty. 
followed by 1 disllncl movement wesl and norlhwesl. Once • <1 
clribou hove reached the calving grounds lhere Is less 14 's 
direclionll movement. J)urlng end lmmedllllly after ~. 
loragiJq caribou use v-"'led rlp!rion habitals IS wei as +
ht!sock l!l!flods. Riparian arns (pl. 2!Y are used as triiYel 
corridors and imporlonl feeding oreos in both spring end 
summer. 

The percenlage or PCH cows using the 1002 areo for 
calving was esllmaled 10 be 74 percent in 1983 and 82 
percent in 1985. In 1984. 35 percent of the cows calved In 
the 1002 area: 38 percent calved odjocenl lo the 1002 oreo. 
_, ol lhe Alchllil< River. The finer group moved lnlo lhe 
1002 oreo within 1 week of giving birth and joined the cows 
llreody there (U.S. Fish end WlcMe Service, unpublshld 
dolaJ. These es-es wore IICirepololions ~ locallonol 
data on rodio·-ld cows 

In arclic oreos. caribou reproduclion Is hiQhly 
synchronous. The majority ol calving occure within a 2· lo 
3·week period. when 1 single calf Is born to most ldull 
lemales (3 yeors oldJ. Clribou calves ore precocfcoJO 
being oble 10 stand arid nurse wifhln I hour following birth. 
They ore capable ol lrlvil with odulls within a week. The 
first 24 hours of life Is crllical, whan 1 behavioral bond is 
formed between lhe calf end Ks mother. OisiUfbance ol 

~cal groups on lhe ~ounds may ln~h (:£) 
bond formation and can Increase calf mortality. 

Usualy caribou begin lo arrive on lhe calving 

grounds of the Arctic Refuge dullng mid· lo file Moy. The 
r .. t calves ore born during the lost week ol May: pole 
calving occurs dullng June 4·8. Although colvlng has been 
observed In 1 vlriely of temoins. ~_!!.!!!._.born In - • 
mow~ "'"".!..~n!ICI!.~ds. where the cows 
seek sullible vegetalion. Predltor densilles om opporenlly V, 
l<oss in these orns end. subsequently. coli sur(lolllls belt~"' 
in lhe !!."""!" plrl!_"!_lh• .. calvtng_9'!!11!!!!-'wh~ ~·· 
snow-lrea when snowmell Is eiiiy (U.S. Fish 1ttd Wildlife "'. 
Service. 1982; Mouer end olhera, 1983; Whltlen end olhere. 
1984. 19851. 

Aller calving, smol bonds of cows with newborn 
calves grodually merge Into lorger groups. Veotlngs. blrren 



lernales. and butts occup.,mg the southern and easlrrn 
periphery of lhe calvtng grountfs begtn lo mut wtth the 
cows and calves. ultimately formmg huge poslcatving 
aggregahons By late June or earty July aggregaltOn$ or- _ 
80,000 or more caribou on the 1002 area are convnon ~ 
Poslcalving movements show considerable annual vafiialion. 

Atlhough ralher smaM 10 proporbon to the herd's 
entire range. lhe calvinglpostcatving area is an tmpOC1ant. 
Identifiable habitat that has been repeatedly usfll by lhe 
PCH durtng lhese c!!!.iAal life sieges 

(V 

_,, 

,· 
promote lhe emergence ol swar.ns ol mosqutloes Harass· 
menl by these insecls drives lhe caribou 11110 dense , .; 

As the spring progresses. weather conditions 

agc)fe!)llions and reswts '" their mcrea'led mov~l!nl 10 
• -.areas ol relief The groups usually move raptdfy lowa~d the 

coni seeking relet on points. river deltals. mudflats. aufees. 
large gravel bars. bamer islands. and in the shalows of 
llgoons tpl 2!) s~ groups also move to higher 
elevations in lhe mounlains lor rehl. In other years there 
can be a gradual westward stuft across lhe coaslal plailt 
and northern loolhils 

The postcatving season is lhe tow point of the I ;; :t 1 
• 

annual physfOkJgfcal cycle when energy reserves ol • l 
par1unenl cows are especaaly low The skesses of winter, 1 

The Centraf Arclic caribou herd (CAU) has been 
tncret~stng. and m 1985 numbert>d about 12 000 to t• 000 
Us range 1s enUrety n0f1h ol lhe Continental 01Vtde. from lhP. 
ftlc.illik and Colville Rivers on the west lo the St~dlefochit 
River on the east (pf 2ID The TAPS, Oahon Uighway h;:: 
cOfridof and Prudhoe Bay Kuparuk oil fields lie withtn the 6-
het"d's range In July 1983 the ht!td comprised 4S percent 
cows, 21 petcent cafves. and 33 percenl bulls (Hinman 
19851 

Females of the CAU wintering in lhe mountains and 
foothtlls near the western part ol the 1002 area migrate 
north·n0f1hwesl across lhe rolling uplands south ol /.. 
Camden Bay to the calvklg grounds on or near lhe (J.!/ 
Canntng and Slatnes River deftu A northward movement 
along lhe Canntng River corridor also occurs 

CAH caMng actNity hes been concenkaled k1 two 
areas the v;c:Jnity of the lower Kuparuk Rtver iRa the @ 
Canning River della Most years II manv as ',000 ,.,.,. .. s I' I 
calve on lhe Cann6ng River della within the 1002 area (pi 1• '· /,,. •1 

21!). Scattered, ktw·densitv calv6ng blends •• far east as 
lhe Sadlerochit River Utile or no calving h11 been 
observfll In the TAPS·Prudhoe Bay oil field area sJnce 
oboul 1973 !U.S. Fish and Wildlife S....lce, 1982; WhiHen 
and Cameron. 1985). 

pregnancy, migration, b¥1h. laclallon. hair moll, anHO< Aller calvlng, some CAH caribou move 
growth, and insect h~rassmenl drM heavily upon this southeastward. Ia the upt.nds south of Camden Bay. 
segment of lhe population (Dauphine, 1978: White and V During the Insect seoson l~llherels often a skong 

* 
olhers. 1975) Access to lnsect-reftef habflat and for•ge eastward movement a1ono coullil habitats between the 
resO<Ifces during this period may bo c:rillcaf 19, herd jj)"' ~ Canning River della and Comderr Bay. An esllrnaled 2,000· 
produc~. In eartv Jutv lhe herds usually move ust and • 3.000 caribou ol the CAH use the 1002 are. (Canning River 
so'Uih. vacating the 1002 area by mkf·~. tn clf1.., yurs.,~ t•·J detla and coastal hlbilats aktnQ Camden Bay) lor post· 
res&dual groups numbering up to 15.000 animals have . caMng and insect-relet (pl. 21l). During the surnrner. an 
remained on lhe 1002 area and adjllcent loothills and <!} additional 1.000 anknlls may be scattered west ol the 
mountains through August. Occas4onaly. remnants of such Sadlet"ochil River and north of the Sadlefochit Mounlatns 
groups tuP to 2. 000 antmals, have wlf'llered In north~n Riparian areas. are used. lor travel c_orridOfS as w.- tS ~ 
mounlatns and toolhills mportant spring and summer feeding areu In late l.!.J.-' 

summer and taJ. CAH caiibou are i~d Scadet"ed across {5) 
the coastal plain south ol Camden Bay. in foot_.s norlh of 
the Sadlefochil Mountains. and in uplands south ol the 
S.dlerochtl Mountains where they remain for the winter 

An mlemational agreement tor management ol the 
PCH ., currently being negotiated between the govemments 
ol the Untied Slates and Canada. The State ol Alaslca anti 
Prov111aal governmenls as wetl as local users ere 
p111K:1pa1eng en the negoliaHons 

Ounng most w~ntera. scaHered groups of CAH caribou 
range throughout the 1002 area west of lhe Kalalduruk 
River and ad;acmt uplands to the south The number ol 

Harvest ollhe PCH occurs m both the United Stales C!!v wkllering animals ranges from 100 to 1.000. 
and Canada The harvesl by tndividual Naltve villages is 

highly vanabte. depending upon herd rnovornenls Recent The annuli ha,..esl of CAH caribou by Kalclovlk 
annual hervests lrom the PCH bv KakiOvik. the ontv wilage reSKten«s has most recently been estimated to be 25· 75 
adjacent to the 1002 aru. have ranved lrom 25 to 75 animals (Pedersen and Coffint, 1984). This harvest occurs 
animals (Pedersen and Coffin9, 19a.tJ. Annual harvest of along the coast during the summer when resktenls can 
the PCH throughout Its r~nge was eslimllted 11 3,000·5.000 travel by boat and Inland during the lal and spring when 
onimals !LeBlond, 19791. The harvesl varies greatly kom snowmachlne travel Is possible lpl 21!1. 
vlage ta village and from year to year within the same 
vllage The annual harvest at ArcUc Vahge. Alaska. ranges 
torn 200 lo 1.000 !LeBlond, 19791. During 1983·85 annual 
harvasl ol the PCH wilhln Canada averaged appr .. tmalely 
1,700 1nirnats for the years in which data were available 
(Yukon Territory Wildlife Branch. unpublished dalal 

MUSKOXEN 

Muskoxen were ex1erminalfll bom the North Slope by 
lhe lite 1800's, so carrying capacity and past historic levels 
are unknown. In an eltOfl to reestablish an Indigenous 
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popul;1hnn. 'i'l •nu<>~•••t:"n wrrr. rrtnllmlu+."•l '" lht• tudtr. 

11f!fuqr. 111 t'lfi!J mul 1'170 jRoo;r.nrau flnfl '1h•tn 1'1/4) fhr. 
111\1'> .. 011. pnpulahon h:t'l I')IOWO f!JII'JlOOPOIIaHy ';IIH'.f' f!l74 flif) 

11 5) brcauo;e ol tuqh ptortuc1tv11y and luw •w~rhllt f In 
I'Jfl'l lhr. poslc<~lvtnq rrluqe populalton -'<~il"i P'ihtnalerJ al 
47'i rnore Jhan triple the 1979 poputahon 

Must.o•en are htghty soctal. usuaH·, found m mued 
'>P.• herds Uerd srte Ql the 1002 '~!rea populat•on 1anes 
o;P.nnnalfy the o;maKesl herds occuntnq duf~ng the rut W1 

Auqu~l Many bul must.o•en do nol rematn w1th a m•ed 
'11!.11 herd lnr long penod' of time, bul move from hl!fd lo 
herd. asso~le wtlh olht>r buls tn smal qroups. or travel 
ltkme tA~olds and olhefs. 1985) In re,pQn'\r lo 
pu~daiOfs or other lhreals. must.o•en lmm a compacl 
defmstve lormallon 

Musko•en have used the same areas along the 
Niguanak Olcefokovill: Angun, Sadlerochit, and Tamayariak· 
Kalaklurulc river dfatnaqes for the past several years wtlh 
appro•imalely 80, 160, and 230 animals using those 
dntineqes, respectivetv. Muskoxen using the Sadlerochit 
and T ..£.yariak ~teas seem to be part of the same 
,ubpoputatlon. wherees entmals in the Okerokovlk are• 
seem to be a sepa11te subpopUialion. Manv ol the cows 
rnar.,ed lor lhe baseline study research in 1982 85 have 
remained In these areas lpl 2g and show a high site· 
specific fideltty Riparian areas are mportant travel ccmklors 
and musko11en regulaffV teed lhere year round Dispersal of 
mt•ed se• hl!fds lnlo new areas on lhe Katakluruk rover 
and dratnages east ol lhe Aichihk River IS atso occurring 

Thouqh not migratory. muskoxen apparently move •n 
response to seasonal changes in snow cover and vegela· 
hon In summer and tal, they are ohen lound in riparian 
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Figure 11·5.-Esllmated numbers ol musko .. en 1n posl 

calvmg populations kl the Arclic Rehtge 1972 84 
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habllals along ma1l)f" rlfatn<lt)f!~. where lhey lrP.d on wdlnws 
and lmbs In wtnler r~nd sptmq many ammals move lo 
ad(Jtcent upland' wtlh le'is snow cover lo leP.d on tus'5ock 
ndges (Reynold, and nlhet'5. 1985} Preftmtnary FWS data 
tndicale lhat mu'ikowen apparently reduce both their 
movements and acUvtly durtng wtnler. ptobably as In 
adaplaltOn to conserve energy, Table 11·2 and plate 2J;;: 
show the ellent of muskowen halmal wtlhlf'l the Arctic 
Refuge and 1002 area and deftneate those seasonal or 
year round use arus where muskoxen heve been observ~ 
mosl frequently. ye.tr aher year (1982·8~) 

Table 11·2.-0bserved muskox range within lhe Arctic 
Nalional Wtldhfe Refuge and wtlhin the 1002 are1. 1982 85 

Within Within Percent of 

Arctic 1002 11ea total use 
Refuge (acres) area withtn 
(acres) 

Hfgh seasonal or year· 
round use with 
calving .... 251.000 207,000 82 

Htgh seasonal Of year· 
round use '"without 

calving" 211.000 158.000 75 

Total observed range, 
including high·USI 

areas. .........• 1,118.000 7110,000 aa 

Musko11en hunling on the Arctic Refuge under pemvt 
ltom lhe Alaske Oepanment ol Fish and Game star1ed In 
1983 Five buhnly permils hovo been bsued annually: the 
1983, 198 ... 1985, and 1988 harvesls were 4, 5. 4, and 3. 
respectively 

MOOSE 

Panerns ol moose distribution nor1h of the Brooks 

Range vary seasonaly (pl. t g. Winter concenlfaUons 
occut soulh ot the 1002 area where up to 158 and 239 J'\\:' 
moose have been counted in the Canning end Kongalcut ~ 
Rtver drainages. respecltvety. A few moose are scaltet"ed m 
olher river drafnages (U.S. Fish lnd Wtkftife Service. 1982: 
Marlin and Gamer, 1984, t985). 

In late May or earty June smal widety dtspet'sed 
groups of moose move nQflhward elong riparian systems. 
Moose using lhe 1002 area have dispersed lram popula· 
1tons to lhe south end use • vlfiety ol habilats In Juty and 
early Auqust The number of moose using the 1002 erea at 
any one lime probably does not ••ceed 25. In late Aui)IJit. 
moose begin to aggregate; the largest groups occur in 
October durtng the rut south of the 1002 area. Most 
moose using the t002 aree move southward to wtnter k1 
valleys ol the Brooks Range. Rlplrian willow species 



compnse 1 ma)OJ pan of the tontqe usoo by moose. 

mounlaltl akter IS an II'Jll)orlant wtnlrt' lood whert available 

SubSistence hunlers from Kaktovik take one or lwo 

moose annuafly (Jacobson and Wentworlh, 1982) Other 
hunters harvest a few moose, generaly less than 10 

annualy. kom the North Slope of the Atc:Uc Retuge Most 

of lh1s harvest •s in lhe Canning RiYtH and Kongakut 

dtainages. and nearty all oulstde the 1002 area 

DAll SHEEP 

Although the estimated total populahon of Oal sheep 
within the anginal 8 9·million-acre Atcltc Refuge IS appro111i· 
matety e.aoo Dal sheep are very rafe on the 1002 area. 

because suttabfe habilat 1s lacking The Sadtefochtl 
Mounta10s conlam an estimated 270 sheep, and consltlule 
the north6ntROSI e•tent ol lhett range 10 North America 

(T G Snuth 19791@ 

TraditiOnal sunvner range consiSts mainly or alpine 
slopes and meadows. Wtrller range. limited mostly by 
topography, consosts of wv>dblown slopes ond ridges, 
usualty soutft.facing. FWS surveys 111dicate that Oat aheep 
have used the tower loolhil ltm'atn near Sadlerochit Spring, 
mostty in wftter; in summer. th~ey cross this tundra area in 
movng to other habttats to Ron and M. A Spinder 

Ufiii<JI>!ished data. t98tl 

WOlVES 

Wolve• ato found throughout Alaska's NOIIh Slope 

On tho 1002 aru. the population density Is lowe< than in 
areas taMer south Wolves occupy large home ranqes tn 
WIRier woiYes lend to congregate in arus of overwll'ltering 
caribou and posstbJv moose or Oal sheep Daily move 
mont depends on avPab;tity ol P'OV Estlrnales ol density 
for restncted feOqtaphic areas v•ry widely. but most tal 
within lhe range of 6 to 200 square miles per woN 'Mech. 
t970t Malmg occurs in March. and pups (usualy 4·7 per 
lifter) are born an dens 2 months later Although the 1002 

arn appears to contm sUIIatM denninQ habitat no dens 
have been found Dens that have been documented ar! 1n 

mountatnous terrain 10 to 40 miles south of the 1002 area 

Tht number of wolves us1ng the 1002 aru on a seasonal 
basts 11 tow Met apparently does not e•ceed 5·10 101mals 

llllllllaly 

Poput.tions in or edjacl!ftt to the 1002 aru were 

dlpressed in the lato 1970's by an oulb<Hk ol rabies A 
similar outbtelk ocamed In 1915 when sia dead wotves, 
Including loUf rodio·colared animalo, we<a lound. FOU< of 
lhe antm111 were conlirmed as rabkf. Historical den si&e• 
an the kongalcut, Hulehula, and Alchilik Rivera were 

dner1td'" 1985 DHih of b<ee<ling wolves &om rabies 
was suspected as the reason Howlt'ltH. four new dens 

were found. lhfee ol them occupted by wolves which were 

remnants of earlier packs 

Wnt11es on the North Slope ;ue 1-.nown 1o pn~y oo 

canbou moose. sheep. qround SQUMU!Is. small rortr.nls and 

btrds Wolves are tvJHCattv assoc.aled wtlh dla~nage 
systems whiCh they use as ltavel comdors fh~ are also 

attracted to npanan areas because of the abundance of 

prey. mcluding ground squirrels Ounng lhe sufl1riWI when 
prey spectes are most abundant, wolves are distributed 

lhroughoul al 1002 area habitat types IUS. Fish and 
Wildttle Serv1ce 1982. Haugen. 1984. 1985; Weier and 

others. t985) Wolves are hunted and lntpped by Kaklov•k 
restdents Mosl or the harvest occurs in lhe Hulahula 
Sadlerochit. and otcpilak Rtver areas I Jacobson and 

Wentworth. 1982: Weiler end olhe<s, 19861. Generally. 
fewer lhan 10 wolves are harvested annudy, usualy south 

of lhe t002 area 

ARCTIC FOXES 

Arclic lowes move uasonally between summer 

brHding habitats in wet tut1dr1 and w111ter habitats afoog 
the northern At.slca coast and onto the tea ke 

IChesernore. 1967). Thly ate lmlted in thelr range by 
habitat and inlerspecillc compelijion wllh red lo•es. 1/l) 
Periodic outbteaks or rabies can reduce lo• populaUons 

Productivity or lo•es is relaled Ia abundance or rnictollllet 

lsmal rodents!. F"""' togulale lhelr load supply. despite 
lluctuoling p<oy ovailabilily, by caching load In elrly summer 
when l)fey Is abundant and uHitlng food caches and 
c11non 111 lale sunvner when fewer pr~ are avattabfe AI 
Demarcation Bay arctic fo•es spent most or their lime In 
medium relief. low·cenler polygon and meadow habHats, 
p<evong on srnal mammals ond bird nests llkrtgess. 19841 
In 1979 when rodents were at tow population leYels, fo•es 
al o ..... calion Boy depended rnainiV on birds ond eggs 
No pups we<e p<oduced lhal yeat llkrtgess. 19841. 

Arctic fo•es are trapped by Kak\Ovik residents in the 

wtnler kK lur Tha number tPI!n .nnua'r' lucluales 
accordinQ to their abundance In wears or abundanca more 
than 100 fo•es may be taken Most. ttlppll"'g is within 15 

miles or lhe coast, maintv on or near Bar1er Island 
!Jacobson and Wentworth. 19821 

WOlVERINES 

Wofverines kequent al IVJJIIS of lena'" lound in Arclic 

areas as evtdenl horn observaltons and kacks Rtvers and 
mounlatns are kequenlfy assoc11ted wllh temt01NII 

boundanes Snowdftfts are Wnporlllll for wolverine den 
sites. and. in the tundra. remnant snowdrifts In smal 

dra~nages are used by lemales lor rearsng their offspring 

IMagoun 19851 

A few wotvednes nhabit the 1002 area. Accurate 

populalkm figures 11e unavailable. A rough estimate ol the 
1002 area wolvenna popu4eUon can be made •om the 

wolvenne denseties and assumptions used by Magoun 
(1985) lor estimating the population in the Wntem Alctic 

On Magoun's asllllltiPilons. the estimated density lot lhe 
1002 area is 90 wolverines This figufe may nol be very 

(.!.f) 
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.u:nualf> Motqntlll '> .trri1 o1nrf th~> lllfl,' ;"Ju·:t ·'"' rutl 
trtfmltt:dl MatJrtlln 'ihltftf>tl a ~tttuaHy Ufii'"JIImlro•J flOJHII<lhnn 
V~~h(!IPOIS 'Nfflllr!I'IR~5 H1 lhP. f0fl2 1111'11 <ln•l f'RIII'JR'i .tre 
tOIJhllf'ly hllrlf~ .. t~d by Kalol011k fP. .. UIPnl'l rurthl!fhiOre. 

'>lqhtmq records lor the 1002 area '~'~ 'iJFU'ie rP.cent rws 
5lurl!es have resuMed in very few •uqhltnqs 

Wotvennes feed opp0f1um'Jhcaly and ha~e been 
reporlerf put'JUIRCJ lar94! ungulate'J such a'J caribou. moo'Je 
~nrf n .. • 'iheep. though they aJe morP cnmmonly scaven
qer'i than PJP.rf<liOf'J In the Archc gmund 'iqtllffei'J are an 
•tnpmlant lnor.l tRau~ch and PP.arson 1972) Caribou are 
<>ra ,,.nq~>rf p:u1tr:ul.lrly di.Hmg May anrf June when they 
ttre numPfOUS on the 1002 ate-a Ounng June and July 
oNnl-..etlfiP'O 11lso prey on blfdS anrf P.f)QS 

Kalo:to·••tr rP.'ildenls hunt wol-..~tmnP.'i mo'il trequenlly m 
lhP lonlhdlo;, and nnrthern mounlamuus areas of the Sadlf.o 

rochtl Hulahula and C».p.tak R•vers AOF SG records 

•nrttcate thai an average ol about one wotvP.Jme per year IS 

harvested lrom the 1002 area. lh11 may be an 
undefMhmate because of ncomplele reporltnq Magoun 

I1985J believed thAI harvest in Game Management Unil 26A 

(Weslt'fn Arctic) was 2 lo 10 times greater 1han reported 
Ounng the wtnter of 1980·8 I, seven wotver~nes were tall en 
by Klilltovilc res1den1s (Jacobson and W.mtworth 1982) 
Wolver111es are someltmes harvesled by lrappets near the 
vlllaqe ol KP:Iovik These animals are mosUy subac:tuns 
that may be dispersing onlo the 1002 area kom the 
foothils to 1he south fntormation 11 laclling as to whether 
lhe 1002 area wofvet"ine populalkm IS resident or transient 

BROWN BEARS 

Brown bears seasonally use the 1002 area AI 

netiOds of grl!atest abundance lin June) use IS esllmatflf al 

nne~., per 10 squlfe miles. or appro•wnalely 108 bears (,.;') 
ICi;un~ and others t!Mtt) lbown bears north ol lh• -- & 
Brooh Range ,.,. al the nor1hem limtl of their rMtge 
Th~se populaltons are characlenred a• havtng low 

t~loduchve rate'J as a result ol short periods of food 
4vatlablltly lArge 1ndivlffual home ranges (95 to 520 square 
mdP.sl and habtfals that provtde litHe protective cower 
(AP.ynolds and others 1976. Jleynolds t979. Garner Weii~Pt 

..nrf Martm t!Hill 

Drown bears appear on lhe t002 area "' lale May 

and are qeneralty most abundant dunnq June and July 

""hen cartbou are most plenliful The bears breflf durtm) 

this same petiOd Brown bears are lnund throughout the 

entire 1002 area There are two known .,•qh use Ifill 
Onf' used by 50· 70 adutl bears ~tnd cuM I'S m thP. 
'iOulheastern uclion of the 1002 area ~here canbou 

cal~mq 1s r:oncenlfated lhe ucond. uo;ed by IIS·20 bears 

1s a much smalfl area ilkmg lhe upprr reaches of the 
Ka1akluruk R1-..er (pi 1Q) Modetate use (10 80 bt!ars) is 
lor:atrd between and around the hH)h u'Je aren and are 

genrraly used tor a shorter petiOd (June July) (Note that 
heat numbers kom each use arra cannot be added 

ht!r.ause ·~ fept"P.SPnl dltlftent llfTIPS or ft!'SidenCy Each 
braJ mav lf"iP. ft\011! lhan nnf! or all arru deftneated I Aftpr 
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Cllnhou lcavf!' the 1002 aJra tn raJty Jtlfy, tnnwn bf'ars 
fjfadualy move south 1r1IO the loothllls and mountams 

(G:unP.r and olftr.rs. 1981 1984. 1985) Ripatian ar~as 111 f 
used I'J l,avP.I corrtdors Brown bear habitii Changes 
s•isonalfV ICCOfdlng lolood availabolily IU S. Fish and 
Wildlife Serv1ce, 1982). Sptirnj foods include viPgelafion. 

carrion. canbou, ground SQUtfrets. and rodents Rivet" 

cour•es kequently contain abundMtl pr~ as wei as 

peferrflf vegetation During mid· 1o late summer. brown 

bears shtft to eating horsetail. grasses. and sedges In lhe 

tall. they eat wild sweetpea roots, crow. berries, bluebemes 

beafberrtes. and QfOUnd squtnets and other rodents 

tPholltps, 19841 

Denning occurs n late September and October. 
depP.ndlng on sOli condtfions tthe top soil must be karen 
to support den e•cavalton) and weather IPearson. 19715: 

Reynolds and others. 1978; Gamet' and others. 1983. 1984. 

19851. Cubs sro born in lhe den In January ond early 
February Utters range lrorn one to three cubs: the 
average r.tler for bears using the 1002 aJea Js 1 9 tGamer 
and olhe<s, 19841 Most ~~ ar, located in lhe toothilts 
onc1 mountains soutii.Ofiiio 1002 atea. SIX oi 129 14 is 
pe<cenQ known den o~n Within llio Aictic Refuge have 
been located on the 1002 1110 !Garnet ond olhe<s. 1983, 
1984, 19851. Brown bells emerge •om winter denl in late 

April through May. On lha 1002 "'" lho ltHYivat role 
among cubs and yearfings renges lrom zero 10 100 percent 
Causes of juvenile mortality on lho 1002 atH ate nol wol 
known, but a majof cause lo probably the killng of juveniles 
by rMiwe males such as occurs In other bfown belf 
populalions ISiringharn. 111131. 

Residents of kaktovik harvest an average of 2 brown 
bears annually. The bears are Ioken opportunlslically on 
lhe 1002 aru at larthe< Iouth In lhe foolhih 01 mountains 
(Jacobson and Wenlwor1h. 1111121. Tho spOil harvosl wijhin 
the Atctk: Refuge north ol the Brooks Range averages 2·4 
brown bears annutlly. VIrtually al sport horvest io south ol 
11'\e 1002 area. 

ARCTIC GROUND SQUIRRElS AND OTHER RODENTS 

Arclic gfound squinels are lound throughout lhe too; 
area 10 colonies restricted to wei-drained soils tree of 
pl!t"malfosl. Ground squkTels hibemale from late September 
through May IU S. Fish and Wildtite Service, 19821. AciMiy 
resumes in lhe spring, before the snow begins 10 

dlsoppeat Mating Is lolowed by a 25·day goslalion period 
Voung ground squirrels grow rapidly in p<opatslion lot 
winter hibernalton. 

Ground squirrels are a subsistence load lot Kaktovik 
rosldenls. They are also importanl in lho dleto ol anowy 
owls. rough-fegged hawkS, brown beats. arctic: fo•es, red 

foaet, and wolvu 

Other rodents found on the 1002 area Include the 
cotlafed ternrninv. blown lemming. and lunclro vola. Red· 
backed votes ond tundra votes may OCCUf In lha loolltih in 



the southern pa'rt of the 1002 arll!'a The brown lemming IS 

\he leading h~bfvore atong lhP. coasl and n high popU· 
IaMon years can account lor more plant consumptkm than 
ungufates (8atzll and othet"S. 1980) Impacts on lhe 
vegetatton are cyclic and correspond lo the brown 
temming's 3· lo 5-year populalkm cycle lemmings and 
voles 'ate active al year. graling rrozen plant meteriat and 
breeding under the snow Maldmum popvtatton densflies @ 
occur after successful winler reproduction Shatlow "Snow 
depths resutt tn low temperatures under the '"ow ctniWtg 
an ~ergy stress thai cao reduce winter reproductive 
success 

MARINE MAMMALS 

FOUf1een spec:tes of marine mammals may oceut o" 
the coast of the Arctic Refuge Some or these··lhe spottf'd 
seal and wafrus--are occasional visitor'S. Others such as 
lhe kitlef whale, gray whale. humpback whale. fin whale 
narwhal, hafbor porpotse. and hnnded sral are only rarefy 
tren because this par1 of lhe Beaufort Sea Is 11 lhe 
extreme margtn of their ranges. Five of the species were 
l'faluated· polar bear. I"WHJJ'd seal. bearded seal. beluga 
whale. and the endangered bowhead whale 

POIAA BEARS 

Polar bears are clos~ assoceated wilh pack Ice of 
the Arctic Oceao throughoul most of lhe year The 
BuuforC Sea population or polar bears Is eslirnllt~ to ber 

n 2.000. Some femafes move IO Coastal areiS and DCCI• ~ 
y sionolly l~her ontand during Oclobor and N""ember lo 
c,) snk malemity den sites Pregnanl polar bears. and later · 
,J:I. thew cubs probably spend more hme on the t002 aru & 
1\) than other segments ol 111e polar bear population Otht!f 

9foups ol polar bNrs seasona11y lfequent the coastal , 
Ptncml!fY of the area Recapture of pollr bears mat1ced by 
lhe FWS ., recent yeors .,docoles lhol on inllu• of ~ 
accompanied bv cubs as old u 20 month'Sina SUbi 
anmals coincktes with the fal ice-edge advance to the 
shof'eline 

which polar bear den~ and rlcnnmg acli·Jtly have br.t!n 
obsl!rVed durmg mote lh11n one winter Dens or rtenninq 
activity has also been observer:l in other 1002 lttPa 
locaUnns but dat;e ate ~quale to confifm recunPnt U!>f! 

F ema1e polar bears lhal dM Of1 land move on short? 

lo nek nul den sites in October ;md Novemht"f dr.pPndtnq 
on 1ce moveme11 and ICP buildup in the lrtD (lenlfer ;~nrt 
Hensel. 19801 Oerming females rj.ve bir1h Ia I or 2 cubo; 
in Oecembe' or January and bears ~ge in l:tle MMr.h m 

earty Apnt. depending upon weaiher conditions The fm1aiP 
~md cubs generally r~ neer the den. m81cif19 shm1 

foravs for t lo 2 weeks until the cubs gain skrnqlh 1"d 
become acclimated to outside conditioos Soon lhen~aner 
lhey move to lhe SN ice to feed on seals. Many fP.meles 
with new cubs concffttrele their fOfltging on the shore fast 
rce. which varies In widlh rrom • f~ feel to more than 30 -· 

When the nearshore tee breaks up In the spring. the 
burs move with the sea fee and "*'Y concentrate al lhe
•outh edge of the pack fee. This positlon varies sea.sOMIIy 
but usually tS between the coast •nd latitude noN. 

E~ecept for a shore Ind. the Beaufor1 See is Ice 
covered yeoar-round. 'Jpen water nearshore begins to 
freeze in September or October. and neatsh-ota Ice does 
not melt untl May or early June. Male and non~ 
female polar beart lnhabil the aea ice lhroughovt the 
wlnler The dislribullon of polor bears Is Influenced by lhe 
ovoilobiily of lheir INijor prey species. ringed ond beorded 
seats. which concenkale in areas ol driftfng J)Kic ice 
(lenllor. 1971; SllrlrnJ ond olhers. 1975). Ringed seols 
probably constilule 85 pet"cenl of the pater bur's diet 
(Bums ond Eley. 1978). 

Pollr bears are prolecled ~ the provisions of lhe 
M.nne Mammol Proh!ctlon Acl of 1972 · An lnlemolionol 
agreement for the conservetlon of polar beat's was raflfted 

in t971S by the govemmems of Canada. Oenmartt. Norway. 
Potlr bear dcm~ have been found as far as 250 mint the Union of Sovftot Socialist R~s. and the umted 

oft'shore_ and 32 rnies tnfand Eiohty·seven percent of dens Stain of Ameria. Article H requirl!s lhat appropriate 
located ~ 1983-I!JS w!fe oHsh~e The ons~e eree from @actions be taken to protecl ecosystrms of which pollr 
the Cotvile delta to the Canadian border'' within the area bears are 1 part. especlelfV denning 1 nd feedinf siles 
used by lhe Beoulo~ Sea populallon of .,- bHrs lor 
donning However. lhe rnosl consislenlly used fond 
denning •ees were on and adjecenl to the 1002 area 
where 1·2 dent were found In • ol the 5 years •. between 
winler tHt-82. when the FWS bergen 1 cont6nving study of 
N011h Slope polor bears. ond wlnler 19115·88 (Amslrup. 
19881). the kleat dennmg sites •e riverbanks. draws. and 
the leeward side of blutls whe-e snow accumulaUon Is 
sufficient to suppof't den constn~ction AI least 15 dens t;;. 
were locolt!d"' lhe 1002 oreo. 1951-85 (pl. IEJ. Anolher & 
he dens have been located on tee nelf the 1002 area 

Three locolions In lhe 1002 area fpl IIi) hove been
17 

7) 
deineated as confirmed denning areas. lhat Is. areas in ~ 

l~s of .,- beors may occur seasonolly 
.tong the coast of the Arctic Refuge near the ...-.ge of 
Katctovlk where whtM ca«:asses Clln be sc••entJtPd 
(Amstrup end others. t!M!J8) Each yeer many bears are 
avalable 10 local subsistence hunters. bul In most recent 
yeors lhe k. hos been ..... (FWS. unpublished dolo). 
Annulil subsistence harvest of polar bears by tocat 
resktenls WIS as Ngh 11 23 to 28 In 1980-81; at leasl one 
.,- boor was confirmed oo being Ioken In eoch oflhe 
lolowin9 4 years. with three bears being taken In 1915-88 
(Schlit!be, 19115. Jacobson and Wenlw011h. 19112; FWS. 
unpublished dolo) 
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r;FAI ,!'; 1\NO Wlll\1 r r; 

Rrnqf'rl <;f'lllo;. br~rrlPd Sf'i!l'i ~tnrf nr.r~-;mn.1Uy 

'5Jlolh•d <;Pttlo; ncr:ur tn the Beaufort Sr.ort .,nrl ~lon1 lhP 
cn:~~-.1 north of lhe COII'il:.l plltin, includtnq lh'!' f<~qonn"i of 
lhP. 1002 t~rPa (US fish and Wlfdftfe S~IC" 19~tn ('}iJ 
Although thl!fP. 1s t;ome evkfence ol ril1ged ~ealo; .;.~tlhin the 
r~UQf! tn summl!f and faW, lheir primary h;ththti'O ;tr'! qenl!t 

""V out-;tde the 1002 In'!• Ringt!d seal!l usP. '5f~thle. o;hore 
lnl •ce ., lheir pnmary pupping habtlal (T G Smtih. 1980) 

f n tmprovtt chancr.t; of successfulty rearing ptJJ'JS ')Ide'. 
more dominant IP.mafP. nnged seals s~ecl and l'lcliv~V 
dP.fP.nd t~rilmies on 'liable shore·fast tee ror puppin9 
Subaduft anrt vounqer females are lorcf!d to con,trucl fatrs 
on achve p:tclc iCII!'. tncrr:tsintJ the chances ol prP.~Iion by 
polar b~11rs Bearded ,eels au! chlefty auoW.Ied with the 
pact.: ice P.rlqe throughout the year, Primary bref!ding and 
pupping hAbitat is as!ocial~ with the fee edge A !mal 
number of be11rded seels remain in n0t1hem k:e bound 
areas The ellllenl of aclive peck ice use by sP.als is "-of 
well underslood withln the t002 area. H-owever. SII!'IIS in 
Canada do occupy active pack ice, a pref~ htmllng area 
lor polor bears (T.G Smilh, 1980) 

t<ak1ovilc resldenls harvest spotted, ringed, and 
bl!'ardf!d •eats for sub'llslrnce. lhoui)h r~ali'lely few seals 
•re lahn IJacobson and Wentw011h t!MJZI 

Bowhead and IJfay whales are listed as endangefed 
species Gray whales are occasionalfv found In the 
Be11ufmt Sn. nor1h or the 1002 aru (US Fish and Wildlife 
SeNtee, 1982t The bowhead whale fs t.:nown to inhabit 
Nlftrs onshore of the Arcllc Refuge In ~lember and 
Oclobor during Ms lol migralion olong lhe Be~ Seo 
coast The soulhem boundary of the bowheads' fal 
migral4on corrtdof is generaly the 86 fool isobath. atthough 
lhey are occasionally sern in shalower wall!f 0ftnaf'catkm 
Bay east of lhe t002 area Is a feeding area for these 
whAles: watets off the 1002 area may also be us~ 
fN•IIonal Morine Fisheries Service. 19113) Belukha lbelugol 
whale'l also migrate lhrough waters nor1h of the 1002 arn 

Bowhead whales arf! tahn fOf 'Subsistence by 
reStdents of Kalclovilc Subsistence whating al Kalrtovik 
began in t9f54 During 1981·85 the annual h~tn~est hn 
averaged one whale'. wilh an IWI!favt of one additlonal 
whale struck and tosl each year 

BIROS 

One hundred eiqht species of birds h•ve been 
recorded on the Arctic Refuge coastal pfafn (GAmet and 
Reynofds. IH6a. b). The rnetorify are migfalory. present 
only from May to Seplembt!f'. Si• species are considered 
permanent restdt!ftts--rock and wilow ptarmigan. snowy owl. 
common raven. gyrfalcon, And American dJpper The 
c- ond hoo'Y redpol, Ivory gul. ond Ross' guR 
ocasionaly winter on the 1002 •e• Twenty-one spl!des 
occur o"shore. moslly from late July to mkf-Seplember, w~h 
rfi'llrlbutlon genealfy limited to within 35 mtfes of shme 
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Sl•lf'Pn oHshorc o;rcctPo; brPr.,f lor.~Hy Qn r.o<''>l:tl lunrffa or 
barrier •stands (Rar1r.lo;. 1973) Orf!:tlrsl conct'nlfallons ol 
'lUmrneJ residf!nl w;tfP.fhlfd1 on lhe Arctlr. RPhlqP. ocr:m tn 

twfl gmf!'fal h:~btli'll, sh;dlow r.oaslal walf!fs and lundra 

w•"•"dj(pl 3~ 

Birds b~Qfn usmg coasl11l lagoons when the 'lnow 
melts tn early June. Outing this period, river ov~s 
cover lagoon dehn anrt pfOvlde lhe lirsl open wlll@f ol the 
season. Habitat use during the breeding season (mainly 

June and Jufy) varies wlth bird species. Peak· numbers ol 
birds are often nen in Augusl and Sf1]1ember during 
'llaginv and early migration. SmaWer numbers are P'esrnt 
until lreezeup in late September or early October 

lagoon aren are relaltvety high in productlvily. and 
are important during al phases ol the avian life cycle. 
More than 35,000 waterbirds of 20·25 spedas (primarily 

ofdsqu.w) may use the coastal taooons during the open· 
walor period (July·Seplernbor). As many os 11.000 birds 
may be presenl in 1 lagoon at one tkne. Some bkds move 
lrorn tenestrial nesting habitats Into shalow lagoons. bays. 
ond sand spils lo moll and lor proleclion from predollon 
during lhis fti9htless slage. The lagoon systems are also 
impor1anl feeding areas used by oldsquaw, eiders. scoters. 
and other ducks, toons. phalaropes. tems. guls. laegers. 
ond bloclc gu-s (!llvol<y, 1971). 

Mtgralaty birds are lntemalfonal In range; nniJnt 1nd 
wintering pounds and migration routes may oecur nol ontv 
in differenl countdes but on different continents. tnter· 
natfonal lreaUe!l lor the protection of mlgr~~tory bifds have 
been ratified between the umt:ed Slates and the Unlon or 
Soviet Socialist Republct, JatJ•n. Canade. and Mt!Jdco. In 
oddlllon. musures lor lhe profecllon of migratory birds. ore 
conlalned In lhe Convenlion on Nalun! Profeclion ond 
Wlldlile Preservollon In lhe Western Hemisphere. on 
agfeemenl to which the UnMed Slates Is • party. 

Species-specific inlormalion follows. under live bird 
call!C)Ories: swans. geese. and ducks; seabirds and 
shorebirds: rapfort: ptarmigan; and passerines. 

SWANS. GEESE. AND DUCKS 

T undt'a swans are common breeding birds of the 
thaw-lake plains. Up to t50 nests end 1100 to 500 lduft 
swans have been counted on tha t002 ., .. during annual 
tUf'leys (Broclcney and olhers, 19115a) Swons arrive In loft 
Moy ond early June ond concenlntlt on lhe Conning· 
Tamayoriok della, lhe Hvlohvlo·OI<plloll della. B~er lslond 
lokes. Jogo River wellands, lhe Alchlllk·Egoksrek dellll, and 
Oernorcolion Boy oru lokoo (pl. 3~. Spmg ourveyo torn 
t912 to t985 showed average densltfet ol 1 sw~M PI' 0.17 
square m1e In concentratfon •real. These atHI epperentty 
ofter hlohfY desirable swan nestlrg •nd feeding h.tJIIat 
Avetege density for lhe cwet'd 2,910-tqulf•ml• IJH 
sludled was 1 swon per 7.7 tquatt miles. Swans ~ 
lhe breeding grounds torn tole August lo tole September. 
lhost swons wllh young being fool lo leovt (U.S. Fish and 



repot1ed include arclk: ch;u. arcltc gray~ng. arclic etsco 

arctic noundl!f fourhom sculptn lent ctsco. round @_) 
whtleftsh, broad whitefish. ninesptne 'ltickleb:tck. chum 
salmon and burbol lake trout If~! also found tn several 
lakes withtn the Canning Rivet dra~naqe bul oulstde the 

1002 an~a Other 1002 area streams {pi t eJ that support 
fish populalmns are listed befow 

Streams that suppot1 fish populalton'l 
1e11cluding Canntng RWetJ 

A: Arclic grayling. 
B: Restdenl arclte char 

C Anadromous arctic char 
0 Pink satmon 

A B c D 

Tamayanak Rwer X 
llkilyarilk Cr..,. X 
SadlerocM Rlvor 
Hulahuf8 River 
Al<uloldak River 
Okpolak Rlvor 
Aichflik River 

These and many other smaller slfeams and coastal 
IDes hllve pe)JMaUons of ntnespfne shcktflJact-s The 

other mator strums '" thl!' t002 area 'Katakturuk Rtver 
Marsh Creek. Cafter Creelc. J.tgo River and tributant!S 
Ntguanak River, Sitl;rMrak River Angun Rivet', and Kogotpak 
RIVer, apparmlfy do not supp0f1 majof' fish populaltons 
They rNY supoort fish tocany and sP.rVe as summer feedfng 
arPas lm :, •~ fish but seeminQfy l:tck adeauatr 
ov..-wtnlertnq habtfat 

The dtamages thai ortqtnate in or lranSKI the 1002 
area ranqe lfom smal mfermtttenl flow tundta strrams to the 
Canntng Atver whtch has an f'Siimated 50-year flood 
dtscharqe of 13500 cf'S {Childers and others. 1977, The 
iniiH]ftty of npartan artta'l '" •mp0f1anl tor maintenance of 
water qualtly and fish stoclrs on the coastal pfam Most of 
the water present 1s a re'Sult of prec!pifalfon. surface 
permafrost-thaw Pf'Dcesses. deep-lake drain. or springs 
Peale Rows are assoctated wtth snowmelt In eartv summer 
or wtlh rainlal during tale sunvner and ld. By late 
October, most rivers in the 1002 am hllve no meaSUfabfe 
ftow As nffte arees ffeere to the bottom. overwtnlerir1g ffsh 
become t'lolafed in deeper pools. spring areas. or brackish 
river deftas Substantial movement from summer feeding 
areas to smal overMntenng areas hn bem recanted (West 
and Wlswar. t985J, Ice accumulation on Arctic rivers Is 
lhlclceSI &om lalo March lhrough ellfly May 

Available lfsh ovet'Wintering habitat such as deeper 
pools. rs greatfy reduced In eatty spring Aflhough pool 
depth IS tmpor1anl. several olhet' lactors aHect suitability for 
overwmll!flflg These factors. which uftknalely aHect dis· 

'Solved oxyqen concenlral!on. tncludt! density nl nrq:tm~m'i 

to the ponl area speciP.!f physioloiJical lfflernncP.'!t. omlumn 
of thP. poot lemperaturP., amount of nrgamc m;yflr.r an1t thro 
•nftuence ol sprtngs Overwmteunq habtlat ,, pmhrthly thr 
grratest ltmtting factor for Arctic anadfomou5 and broo::h 
waler fish populaltons (pi I m 

Springs supply most. if not 1tll, of the frer. ftow1nq 
~Hater in the 1002 area durinq taiP. wintf"f lhP lfnpor1anr.r 
of spnngs lor spawning. rParmg, and ovl'fWmlr.rlng ~trrhc 
fish populahons has been weft documtml~ in thP. Arr.lk: 
Refuge and other Archc areas Macro invertebrates (aQU:IIic 
mooects consumed by lish} ;~re generalfy much mote 
abundant and diverse in springs and spring led section 'I ol 
stream channe-ls than tn other Arclfc AeftH)I! strttam habitats 
(Giesne and Oescherml"ier. 1984) 

Lakes are uncommon in the 1002 arra The few that 
e•tsl ate generaly thaw lakes located along the coast 
Lakes less than 6 or 7 feel deep gttneraly lack fish ove.
wtnterlng capabi!Hies· they riher freeze lo lhr bottom by 

late wenfer or have poor watrr quality because of krrze 
concrnlfaUons of dissotved solids and fow dissolved oxygen 
levrfs lakes near the coast may be bfackfsh, owinq to 
nltwaler lnlrvsion or windblown ocean spray In contrnl 
to the more intand takes. some sttalow coastal lakes may 

be Important summer feeding arras for anadromous and 
marine fish. dependimJ on access 

Coastal lakes near the Canning River della. sampled 
dunng summer. have contained arcHc char . .,ctic grayting. 
lfetfc Rounder. round whitefish, and broad whlteftsh (WMd 
and Crafg, 1974f In deeprr mountain and foothill labs to 
the south ol the 1002 aru. arclfc char. arctfc qrayfinq. 
and/or lake trout may be found The best known and most 
wtdely used for recreation and subststence are Lalce PeiP.ts 
and lake Schrader. k1 the headwalttrs olthe Sadlerochit 
River These lakes contain all lhree ol lhe alorementlonPd 
fish spectes 

Most Native subsistence usr ol fish occurs along thr 
coast Arctk: chat and arctfc dsr:o 11re the primary specif!l~ 
caugttl during summer when lh~ ant pt"esent in lar~ 
numbers tn the Arctic R.OOge lllgoon systems The arclfc 
dsco 15 an inlet'national resource befiev@d lo originate In 
the Mackl!f'lve Afver In Canad• Some ,ubsistrnce use of 
arctic cod occurs '" winter ln apparent response to Its 
increased abundance during th11l lime Arctfc cod (lowry 
and others, 1978) also conslitutes more than 95 percent of 
!he diel of ringed seol• which in lum ere lhe ""')or proy of 
the areas's polar brars. Some winter 'Subsistence ftshlnq 
also occurs at fresh-water overwintering sites. The most 
notable of these are ·Ftsh Hofe One• and •fish Hole Two' 
on the Hulahufa Afver (pf I ID whttre arclic char and arctic 
grayfing are caught from holes in tne river fee. 

Sport lishtng is currenttv minim~~tl in 1he 1002 arr11 
because ol diffk:ufty In acceu and srasonal limitaUons on 
fish abundance 
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'!ir.hnnl wtlh lnur rlac;o;mrnT1o; itht.lry I')Vnt11.1';ttlln ->wttrunu"l 

pnol .ami "•lr.hr.n A vnr:Jitrm<'tl ,.,fur:r~lion hulfriiiHl w.1 ... 

rompltol~>d '" lllflt Jumnr and o;rM!nJ h1qh '>Chnnl 

~>nroUmrnl lnr lhP H)l).l 1)1) sr.hnol yr:u was J6 

K""'"•'" h<~s a hr.r~llh clime o;taHed bv a hr.allh 'ltrle 
Two NSR OP.partmtml of Public Safety OfftePrS are lf'lr.tiiPrl 
al Kaktovik r P.dP.raf faottlies lnr.hJde lhe Post Office lhP. 
Arctic OP.fuqr. li~d office and lht;! Bar Mafn DEW 'Sit~ 

AnCHEOLOGV 

Appro•imalt!ty 100 ~trcheological sites are known to 
occur within the 1002 area (pf lA) Dated sites apptt~tr to 
be comparativety recent and of either Historic lnupiat 
(appro•imately AD 1838-presrntJ or Weste'n Thule (about 

AD 900· 1838) mtgin. Sevttral smatter sites-·mostly scatters 
of llhfc debris lrom the manufacture, matnlrnancl!. and use 
of stone loofS··Ife not yet datable but may be constdetabfy -

Sitrs near the 1002 ar"a arr known to be as much 
as 6.000 y~ars old (US Fish and Wfldltl'e Service. 1982J A 
lalrty wkftofy :tccrpled dale lfom the Otd Crow arl!'a of lhr 
Yullon Tt!trito•y (ltbout ISO rnP.s southP.asl of thr 1002 
IfNI Wtdtc:attts that people havf!' bren prrsent in thr 
Q4!neral area for the tast 27 000 yf!:trs Even though sites 
of !oUch 11n P.llrfy period are lew, ,ites 5.000 8.000 years old 
may occur on lhr 1002 area. but are yet to be diseovl!fed 

•n the 1002 arr11. arch~qical sites may occur 
almost anywhere Howl!'vet. s~ lff!'as are much more 
1ikrfy lo have ~ites especiaffy coUIRI ltreas and offshore 
b1rrier i~lands Most ktentifird '5itl!!s consist ol the rrmafns 

of sod hou''" log cllbins. burials. caches. lookout towrrs 
and r~ted teaiUfes Ofdttr sites may have become buried 
under conslder'lble sediment 

Arch~otogtcat silrs are al'5o lik~ along rfvt!IS and 
strHms that cross the 1002 arPa from the F'hitifJ Smith 
Mountains These rivers could have provkled fishing areas 
and woutd have bttrn nlttural lrRv!l routes beiW~ the 
c01st and the footh;tls Sites known from the tfvrr coutSes 
are chlefty lrnt ring!l, ahhough lhere are two Interior sifes 
wflh sod house! Potnts of par1fc1Mr Interest are high. 
wrl-drafned banks espt!datfy near stream confluences 

Undiscovered sHes may also be on high points nl 
land th11t provide overlooks abovr the surrounding moi,t 
lundta !Ut:h '!pots arr known to produce archeological 
sHes throughoul most ol n0f1htm Alaska and Canada 

There "'" reolattvefy lew 1uch lot:attons on the 1002 lfra 
and sites idrntllied in such tocattons are unfformfy small 
scaHer, ol filhk: mat~ial 

Archrofogteal sifes are even tess ltkety on thr 
retativ~y stable sandy areas en ~~~~ deltas As with the 
overtook silell. mat!rial from blowouts In such ~as i'!l 

cunenHy limited to lithic remains 

Thr. fPntltlnder of thro 1002' il'"" rnno;t"'l"i l.llQPfy of 
lbl '" rJ~nlly mH10g tundra. nr'Jw Jf"!fV NPI Sur.h "'~"" "'«! 
lro:to;l lil-~ly lo Cl')n1:110 sifrs or In cont~m '51h!'S lhal are 
'iU";C:Pplthh~ fO di'iCOVP.fY 

RECREATION 

RrcreaUonal use of the Arctic Refuge IS varied and is 

related to witdfife or wilderness values. Types and amounl 
ot rttcreahon are limihtd by lh! refuqP. s remotenrn, harsh 
dtmate, and poor tcc:ess. Fewer than 3,000 visits occur 
annuany W~l and moio;t ground conditions in fhl!! sh0f1 
summer season make surface lravet difficult, and rx1ended 
pl!liods of cold end darkness during the wlnter rtmuce 
ret.reatlonaf uses at that hme Access to the refuge is 
atmosl l!!llchntvefy by aircraft and Is costfy. Recreational 
usl!! or the 1002 area Is slowly Increasing as t1 becomes 
beHer known and scheduled afrfine smk:es to Bar1er Island 
improve 

The most common forms ol recreation on the 1002 
arra are hu"ling, backpacking, and ftoat trips on some of 
lhe lariJOf rlvor• such •• lho Conning. Hulahula. end 
Aichifik OthPr recrttalfonal pursuits lfe wM:Iife observation. 
photography, sightseeing, cross-country skiing. ftsh4ng, and 
"ature study. Most recre.Uonisls invofve tMmsrtvu In a 
variety of lhrse activities Kaktovik residents also engage in 
1nowmobilino 

In 1984. 13 hunllng guide• oporoled on !he refuge. 
though none gutded on the 1002 arra An addlional tO 
recreational guides conducted group float or bad:pack hips 
on the refuge Four of these operatrd. at feast k1 part, on 
the 1002 area. Floal-lrip groups average e. t Z peopfe. 
Flgurrs on nonquided rrcreatfonists 111e unavailable. But 
probably ~er than 100 unguided visil> occur annuoly on 
the ground tn the 1002 area. Several hundred visitors fty 
over the 1002 aru 1nnualty for slghteeetlnQ! or en route to 
other locations on the ArcUc Refuge. 

WILDERNESS AND ESTHETICS 

The Arctic Refuge Is the only consmaHon system 
unit that protects. In In undisturbed condition. a complete 
speclrurn ol the variou!l arclk: ecosystems In NOf1h 
America. Approxknattly II millon acrr1 of the refuge Is 
de•lgnoled os wlldemen by ANllCA section 702(31. and 
adJoin the 1002 ere• on tf,e south and nst. Thr eastern 
coastal plain, from the easmn 1002 arn boundary to fhe 
Canadian border Is deslgna,ed wild~ness 

Wilderness Is described by the Wifdemess Act of 
1984 (Public low 1111·5571 os •. . on area of undeveloped 
F l!dttral Iandt relainWu;, Ml primeval character and lnftuence. 
wilhoul permanent improvements or human htlbilatfon. 
whk:h Is Pfolecled and managed so IS to preserve Its 
nolilral condillons end which (II genoroly appears to have 
bern affecled primarlfy by the forces ol nature, with the 
trnprint ol man's wortc substantialy unnoticeabfe: (2) has 
outstanding opportunities for sofitudl! or a primitive and 
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Effect level 

Major. 

Moderate .................. . 

Minor. 

Negligible .. . ..... 

Major .........................•. 

Moderale ..... 

Minor ...............••.•.•.•.. 

Negligible .........•....•...... 

Moderate ...............•.•... 

Minor ............ . 

Negligible ... 

Tabla VI-1.-Qefinlllons ol envifonmental effects 

[long-term. 20 years or more. Short term. less than 20 years) 

OellnRion 

Physical resomces 

Widespread modification ol considerable severity In landforms. surface appearance. or 
distribution ol physical resources. or contamination of lhose resources, lasting several 
tens of years. Modifications could occur during development/production phase. 

local modiRcaUon of considerable severity in 18ndform. or surlace appearance. or contam
Ination of physical resources. lasting sevoral tens of years: or wideopread modification ol 
lesser severity In surface appearance or other charaderlslics of physical resources. 
lasting lroln a lew years to several tens of years. Modilicalions could occur during the 
e>eploration phase. 

localzed. -lively Isolated change lasting from less than 1 year to no more than 10 
years. with no obsetVable residual modification In surface appearance. distribution. or 
other characteriSiics of physical resources. 

Utlte or no change In the surface appearance. distribution or other characteristics of 
physlcol resources. 

Wldnpread. long-term change In habHat av8labllily or quality which would llcely modify 

naturol abundance or distribution of species using the t002 area. Modification wll persist 

at least as long as modifying Influences eolst. 
Widespread. short-term change In habilat avollabllily or quo!Hy which would lilcely modify 

natural abundance or distribution of species using the 1002 OfH; or local modification in 
habitat avollabilily·or quality which would llcely modify natural abundance or distribution at 
least as long as modifying Influences Oldat. 

Sholt·tllm. local change of spedes abundance. distribution. habilatavollabilily, or habHal 
quallly. 

Utlte or no chango In ~lion. habRa! avollabilily. or habitat quality. 

Socioeconomic resources 

Requires subS1anllol changes In governmenlol policies. planning. or budgeting. or is 61<cly 
to allecl the economic or social wei-being of residents of the area. 

Requires some modification of governmenlal policies. planning. or budgellng. or may allecl 

the economic or social wel·belng of r-11 ot the area. 
Roquires marginal change In govommantal policies. planning. or budgellng. or may margin

lily allecl the aconornlc or soct.t wel-belnt of residents of the area. 

Not sulllclanl to have any measurable ellact on governmental policies. planning or budget. 
ing. or any measurable ellact 011 the economic a< social wei-being of f1!siden1s of the ., ... 
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Table VI-3.-Resourr;P. categories and mii!Qnlion qoals 

FWS Mitigation Policy· FR. v. 46. no 15, January 21. 
1981 Habitat value: a measure ol the suilabtmy of 
an area to support a given evah.Jalion spec•es 1 

Jlesource 
category 

Designation cn1eria 
of habilal lo 
be anecled 

HabHat of high value lor 
evaluation species. 
Unique and Irreplace
able on a national 
basis or in the eco
region. 

Habitat of high volue lor 
evoluation species. 

Relatively SCIIfce or be

coming scarce on • 
national basis or In 
the ecoreglon. 

Habitat of high IO medium 
volue lor evaluation 

species. Relatively 
abundant on a national 
basis. 

HabHat of me6um lo low 
value for evaluation 
species. 

MHigabon 
planning 

qoal 

No loss of existing 
habt1at value 

No net loss of In· 
kind habHat 

volue. 

Minimize loss of in· 
kind habHat 
volue. No 

net loss of 
value. 

Minimize loss of 
habilal value 

consequent detennlnation of ml1lgatlon goals Is based upon 
the habHat values assigned to speciRed evaluolion species. 
This habftat value ls a meesure of the suMabiHty ol the am 

to support a given evaluetion species 

The mitigation policy recommends that legaly 

designated or set-aside areas. such as Nationol Wildlife 
llelugH. be given 1~ consldanlllon as ellher Resource 
C.legory t or 2. As described In Chapter II. high-volue 

habHat lor each ollha live evoluation species ellisls within 

the 1002 area. The Pon:uplne caribou herd (PCH) core (jl 
calving area Is considered unique and iiTeplaceable. HabHat 
In this area has been deslgnaled Resource Category I (pl. 

do not resuR in adverse impacts on habitat value may be 
acceptable. provided they wtlt have no slgnilicant cumulalive 
impact. 

Assumptions 

Assumptions used In lhe physical. biologtcal. an<l 
socioeconomic assessments Include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The Secretary of tho Interior. through the FWS. would 
retain authority lo issue refuge speclllt-use pennits lor 
aclivltles in the 1002 area. and to provide site-speclfte 
sllpulalions lor al necessary authorizations. 

Plamlng. design. construction. operation and 
molnlenance. and reh-ation would be 
accomplished using tho most current available 

lechnotogy - practices. It Is assumed that the 32 
mlligatlon measures summarized at the end of this 

chapter. or measures as least as effective. will be 
Included In development. construction. and operation 

plans. and will be Implemented. 

Any aulhortzed oporallons - -led actlvllles would 
comply wllh al applicable Federal and Slate laws and 

regulations. as wei as with any speclol laws and 
regulations the Congress or the Secrelary of the 
Interior promulgate to govern acllvHies on the 1002 ..... 
The envifonmental protection standards governing the 

seismic e>eploration program on the 1002 area (50 
CFR 37.31·331 and the land-use stipulations lor 
e•ploration drilling on the KIC/ASIIC lands (August 9. 
t963. agreement between ASfiC and lhe Uniled 
States) would continue to be In ellacl lor oil and gas 

activities In the 1002 area. This would Include 
•peclal protections Ia< t"'"'slrial and aquallc 

environments awd cultural ... sources. - designation 
of special areas such as Saclerochil SprinQ. ThHe 
regulation• and stipulations may duplicate oome of 

the mitigation measures recommended In this 

anaty.ls. but olso Include spectllc references to the 
handling and disposal of garbage. combu- and 
noncombustible solid wastes. used equipment. 

sewage - gray water. luel and hazardous or tolric 
materials. and provision lor hazardous substances 

con1ro1 and contingency plans. 

ALTERNATIVE A-FULL LEASING 

Effacta on Phyalcal Geography 
and Procaana 

2a) because of Ks high Ish and wldlle values. particularly .at:;) 
lor PCH caribou. The """"lnder oflhe 1002 area has been~ Polenllal- probable Impacts to the physlcol 
designated ROSCIUfCO Category 2. environment of ol devalopment mulling from a lui loaslng 

The FWS normally recommends thai aR losses of 

Resource Category t habHat be prevented. as these one·of· 

a-kind areas cannot be replaced. lnsignlllcan1 changes that 
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progmn on tho 1002 area are considered In lour phatH. 

each hhing pmgresolvely greater Impact: ~ -
goophyalcal (pflndpally ·-1 IIIPfcnllon; eoplonlory 
clrillrnJ: development clrillrnJ; and construction of al-season 



what melhods, without senously affecting fish, wKdlile, and 
habllal thai rely on the spring. However, the e><Osling "no 

surface occupancy• restriction lor oK exploration and 

development Is assumed Ia remain In effect This 

precludes suriece development and disturbance, maintaining 
lha area's physiclllftlures and imporlanl fish, wildlife. and 
subsistence resource vehles. 

Conclusion 

Development as a resull ol fully leasing the I 002 area 
would have negligible onects on tho SadlerochK Spring 
Special Atoa under current proteclivo management 

reguto-s 

COASTAl ANO MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

Pelroloum development and produc- In tho 1002 
area and associaled lransporialion 11 bolh onshore and 

onshore shes would have 1 vanely of onects. Oocks anti 
causeways can anect dispersion, nulrlanl transfer, 

temperatures, salinllles, lnveriobralo abundance and 
diversMy, fish passage, and other uses of those areas by 
fish and wildlife. Disruption of natunll nearshore currents 

can ntSUh in see water lntruskms into lagoons causing 
lower water temperatures and higher sallnMies. Salinity and 
lernperaiUre changes could Iller lnveriobrale abundance: 
decreases in lnvertebreles would meap lower coastal ern 
values to fish and wildlife. Such Intrusions may olso Iller 

fish '"""erneniS by reducing existing lavorahle habllat 
conditions in nearshore zones 

Noise created by construction and other operations 

WI coastal areas coutd be • disturbllnce factor, suffidentty 
reducing the quality ol tho coastal and marine habllals Ia 

cause avoidance by some marine birds and mommals 

Debris washing ashore from lranspori and oflshore 
ICiivMies could Increase wilh Increased human aclivllles In 
the area. The drlllllno Is used lor nosllnt habllal by several 

species of waterfowl and seabirds (pl. :J!, 11.. g. 
Disruption and physical llleralion of tho drlllllne from 

acllvilles associated wilh ol development could anect bird 
nesting success by disturbing nesting birds or lllering their 
nests. Oebtls and disruption ol drlllllnes would olso anect 

esthetics. Occasional fish and wldllle mortaltles could 
occur where animals become entangled In or Ingest debtls. 

Any spll of oil or other hazardous materials along 

tho coast could severely anect coastal and marine habllals 
and fish and wldllle. For .. ample. decreasad lnveriebrltn 
resull In decrnsed food lor fish and wildlife. Sea ducks, 

such as oldsquaw which heavily use this coastal area, 
could be displaced, and direct mottallty could occur. Level 

of Impact would relate to tho volume ol ol splled, -· 
oftecliveness of clftnup, lime ol y-. and ftsh and wildlife 
species present. 

Mtljgation 

Experience gained from construction and operation ol 

docks and causeways for Prudhoe Bay should be used to 

~an and construct docks and causeways for the 1002 area 
so that those facKKies do not affect longshore water 

transport and lagoon water chemistry or Impede fish 

movements. Reloese ol fuels and olher ha•ardous 
substances to tho environment should be minimized by 

developing and Implementing control, use, and disposal 
plans for such substances. 

Conclusion 

Dveral, the oftect of lui leasing Is anticipated to be 
minor on coastal and marine habftats. However, there is a 
smd probabi!My ol major adverso onects depending on the 

extent and dura- of future cumulative developments or In 
the event of a catastrophic onshore or coastal ol spil. 

TERRESTRIAL MAMMALS 

CARIBOU 

Caribou use lho 1002 area during the summer 

months Ia< two Important aclivMies, calving and seeking.., 
relief from Insect harassment During that period, 3,000· 
4,000 caribou from the 12,000·14,000 member CAH use lh'I:S> 
1002 area. Up Ia 82 ptll"!;ent ollhe calving caribou In tho 

PCH calved l5ri ihi 1002 area In recent years (t972·85) and 
the entire 180,000·member PCH may use tho area In some 

years, mainly during the tale June/eatly July lnsecl·rellef 

period. Concentrations of caribou are generafty absent 
from lhe 1002 area In winter, except lor as many as 1,000 
lnimals (1 percent) of tho CAH scaHered between the 
SadferochK Mountains and Camden Bay. 

Winter seismic programs in 1984 and 1985 on the 

1002 area, and exploratory drilling on ad)acenl Kaktovik 
lnuplal Corporation (KIC)/Ardlic Slope Regional Corporation 

(ASRC) lands In the winters ol 1985 and 19ae, resulled In 
no apparent conflict wRh CAH or PCH aclivhles. Similar 
resufts were lound during both seismic and exploratory 
drilling wort< In tho NPRA and on Stale lands wilhln the 
range of the CAH (U.S. Bureau of Land M~n~~gernenl, 1983; 

Fancy, 19113). Winter ol exploration, Inducing exploratory 
drifting, would likely have a negligible oftect on PCH caribou 
since they are generafty absent from the erea. Disturbance, "Vt:l 
resulllng In displacement, could occur to lha CAH. J3' 
Oisturbsnco and dlsplacernenl to both tho CAH and PCH 

from the short·term, scaHered and local aclivMies of summer 
surface geology programs would be almost negligible. 

Production, Transportation, and Development 

Enects on caribou from petroleum field development, 

production, and transport•- would occur from direct 
habllal modlftca-. Indirect habllal loss (displacement, 
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biJrners lo movr.menl which reduce acc£tss lo 1no;r.cl relief 
rmd other hahtlats, and disturbance/harassmenl). and dlrecl 
mortality (e q . hunting. collit;ions with vehiciP.!>. or othr.r 

acctdenls} Anafogtes comparing the effects of current oil 
development on the CAH and eHecls of potential 1002 area 

developmtml on lhe PCH must be drawn wtlh caulion. 
· Movements. densMy. and lraditlons of the PCH differ ~om 

!hose of the CAH (Chapler II). Because of the greater I'I.l 
densoly of PCH on their calving grounds, the PCH would C/ 
tnteracl with oif development much more extensively and 
'nlensivefy than lhe CAH has tnteracted with oil 
developmenl in lhe Prudhoe Bay area. 

Caribou calving in lhe Prudhoe Bay area was 
reporied by Gavin (1971), ChKd (1973), and WhHe and 
others (1975), when development of the Prudhoe Bay oil 
field was beginning. Later studios (Cameron and Whitten (W 
1919, 1980; Cameron and others. 1981; Whltlen and 

Cameron, 1985) Indicate an absence of calving near the 

coast at Prudhoe Bay during 1978·85, possibly due to 
avoidance of the activMy area by calving caribou. wo 

centers of concentrated calving aclivMy were Identified; (1) 
wesl of Prudhoe Bay In the vlclnMy of the Kuparuk and 
Ugnuravik Rivers (Including recent oil development In the 

M;tne Point and Kuparuk areas); (2) east of Prudhoe Bayic:rl 
primarily in the Buften Point Ia Canning River doha area \,/' 
(Shideler, 1986). Surveys In 1981 Indicate thai lhe Canning 
River delta area may support more calving caribou than the @ 
Kuparuk area (Whitten and Cameron, 1985). Table VI·~ 

compares calving In the Prudhoe Bay area and population 

of the CAH wMh development of the Prudhoe Bay oil field. 
Tho apparent herd Increase has been attributed to high calf 
produclion and survival as weft as relalively light hunting 
pressure (Whtnen and Cameron, 1983). 

Even more tenuous are paralels between caribou 
aclivHies end population trends on NPRA wHh those which 

mtghl resuM from oil development on the 1002 area. 
Afthough NPRA has been exlensively 011plored, no oil 
oroductfon or Infrastructure development has occulTed. 

~.Table Vl-4,·-Cenlral Arctic caribou h•rd population 
\..!!/ calvtng tn Prudhoe Bay area. and Prudhoe Bay 

development ;tctivtltes, 1969·85 

!Information from Shidcler (1986); some variation f!)(ists 

1n calving areas surveyed. long·term Investigations 

of the CAH begun In 1974 by AOF&G. N A, not 

available) 

Year 

1969·70 
1972 

1973 

1974 

1978 
1978 

1981 

1983 

1985 

Total Number 
CAH cows and 

Developmenl 
activities 

population calves 

(1) (1) Oil discovered, 

NA 13 Oeadhorse airport, road 

system, several drill 
N.A. 42 pads developed. 

NA. 51 Construction of TAPS; 
rapid area growth 
in roads, facilities, 
and drill pads. 

NA. (2) Oil production begins. 

8,000 (3) Drift sHes and road 

connecting Kuparulc 

wKh Prudhoe Bay 

developed. 

9,000 N.A. Kuparuk pipeline connect· 
lng to TAPS completed. 

N.A. 0 E.,.nsion of Kuparuk 
oK field. 

12,000· NA. Pipeline to M;tne Point 

14.000 constructed. 

1 Reports of area used lor calving by tho 3,000 or 
50 caribou reskiing in Prudhoe Bay area. earfy t970's 

2A handful. 

Approximately 242,000 acres of the 1002 area used 

as 1 core calving area by the PCH has been determined 
Resource Category 1 habitat in accordance with the FWS 
mitigation polcy More than 50 carfbou/sq ml have been 
present during calving In at least 5 of 14 years (1972-1!5) for 

which detaKed data e>dst (pl. 2~: ~!"~~ent of the 
lolal core caMng arn for the "0.! PCH occurs 
on lhls portion ol tho 1002 area (Ia VI·S). The romaintng 
approllimately 1,304,000 acres, considered Resource 
Category 2 habllal, includes areas used year.round by up 
lo 4,000 CAH caribou and for concentrated and scaHered 

® 
3Aboul tO. 

/c;i;\g, postca&10g aggee§iitons. and msect-rt!Nif hibhal by 
(jf the PCH. 

If the 1002 area's antfcipated olf and gas resources 
were developed across the entire area, direct modification 
ol caribou habllal could total approximately 5,850 acres. 

East ol the SadferochH River about 3.650 acres used by the 
PCH, of whk:h aboul 1,300 acres are Resource Cal~ory 1 
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habllal, would be affecfed. West of the SadferochK River 
some 2.000 acres, predomlnanlly used by tho CAH, would 
be anectod. Slightly more than 0.3 percent of al Rnourca 
Category 2 habllal would be directly modified. Most of lha 
reduclion In habitat value would resufl from covering feeding 

and calving habllal wHh gravel. 

Because Insects are easily blown on somewhat 

elevated, unvegetated areas by wind, soma positive onect 
might occur In tho form ol Increased Insect-relief habllal 
(Curatolo and others, 19112; Elson and others, 19ae). 
However, K Is generafty during the oestrid fty (nose bot and 
warble flies) harassment period from tale July to oatly 



Table Vlw5.-P~ine ~herd cafvklg area polenliaHy affecled by development under fuH lf;'><ts•ng 
or limited leastng. assuming an appro•malely 2·mite sohere of inftuence 

Concentrated Core catvmg 
caMng areat arl?a2 

Tolal calving arH wilhln 1002 area (acres) .......... . 
Area !acres) polenlially inlluenced by development: 

934.000 242 000 

Full leasing ...................................... . 
limited leasing........... .... . . . . . .. 

Percent ol 1002 calving area Jl')lenlially inlluenced by development: 
FuR teasing. 

limited leasing. . , ................ . 
TOial calving area (acres) In U.S. and Ganada.... .............. . ............................ .. 
Percent oiiOial U.S. and Ganada area Jl')lenllaly inlluenced by development: 

FuR leasing .. , ......... ····-····-···,. •••... ., .................................................................... . 
lifnil~ leasing .....•.. 4 ........................................................ . 

357.000 78.000 
261.000 10.000 

38 32 
28 

2.117.000 311.000 

17 25 
12 

( 
1 

'f. 
1 

;AIIeasl 50 caribou/square mile during calving. in 1-4 years. 1972-115. 

~ AI leas! 50 caribou/square mile during calving lor alleasl5 years, 1972-85."::' '<;;" '1 fl/ 'pt:..'•• ~ ••'f• I '·. /.,, 

I. If .• ·. / ... ,. '·: .. ·• '/ j"O 
Augusllhal caribou s- relief on unvegefaled gravel roads. ollnlenslly. OlsiUrbance can resullfrom a vlltlely ol r- t>• 1 "' 

wei pods, or lhe shade of pipelines and buildings on lhose sources Including presence ol pipelines and roads, afn:noft 
pods (Curalolo, 1963: Fancy. 1983~ Insect harassmenl ol operations. gen..r conslnlcllon, rou11ne operallon ollhe o1 
PCH on lhe 1002 area generaly resulls from sw~~m~s ol field. presanca of people, and hunlfng. Reacllons depend 
mosquiloes early in lhe summer SHson. The PCH usualy upon several factors, Including caribou age and sex, herd 
'eaves lhe 1002 area prior lo lhe ""'"'lJenCe ol oeslrid tries size. presanca of calves, season, and 1ype and dlslance ol 

lhe disiUrbance. 
Secondary modification or habilar due lo change5 ., 

surface water Row. snow ~lion. roadside dusl ath!vkgl ayokllm;e p1 developrnenl areas displaces 
deposilloo, gravel spray from vehicle movemenrs. and ca.!Jbou tgm prelemod h!!hl!lfs ot lrld!!fona! use. 11 1s c?:iJ 
polulion incidenls would reduce lhe habilal ·- ol generally bf!leved lo resu11 from human ec11v11y (noise. 
addilional acrHge. These c In vegt".allon, and lhus r...::l vehicle movemenrs. presence.of people, and odors), lnslead 
lood av • could oc.:ur on I 7.000 acres, 'el ol lhe mere presence of roads, ·pfpelnes, and buildings. 
of whlcli nearly 1. ocr rs ., Resource egory Avoidance ol o1 development end Olher human ec11v11y by 
percenl). TOial -lon or caribou habilal anrtbulabl<i , . 1 , caribou his been reported by numerous lnvesflvalors (Oou 
lo direct and secondely changes would oc.:ur on about !)•· ·• and Cameron, 1985: Cameron and others, 1979: Whil1en 
12.650 acres. or 0.8 Percenl ollhe 1002 area. and 1.3 { ."• • ' and Corneron. 1983; Fancy and Olh.,., 1981; Urquhlrf, 
percenl ollhe core calving- !Resource Cllegory 1 ,,•·: · 1973: Wrighl and Fancy, 1960). The reported extenl of 

habilaiJ. ' <!lsplacernenl varies. Oisplac.,.;,l or thti ~All from iilsl~ • 
calving grounds In response ro Oil CI§IIOPilieflf 11 f'iU(jj)_O; 

Major indirect losses of _, and ·- Bay his &een dOCUiiienred (Oeu and C!!!!!C!Q!! 1905· _.: •••. 
reducllons In hlbllal v- would be widespread lhnlughou1 r. Cameron and Whillen, 1979). Whil1en and Cameron 11965) '·, •. ~_,. 
lhe 1002 area. The hebilal v- losses torn 1hese indirect ~ ICI6iid CiiriilitiiiiiY lOW numbers of caribou and generally , , •. • 
ellects would resull from l!ef!avlorll avoidance of - •,. "' '. •. low percenlllges of calves In lhe Prudhoe Bay o1 lleld from . 1' ' 

J!eveloprnent area•: det:l;_ea~ ~ t'! unclevelc!Pid •• • .' !heir annual ~ oflhe CAH calving grounds, 1978-82, 

-~~-~·::..co:'=:.lrlllc. @1Z~0~0;81c;".;::;:~ .,1 
or lacilllles; and other disiUrbancn or harassment by ol ~calving grounds were 2 lo 18 limes higher lhln el '·,..:.:...::.: 
development a- and .,....,.,.. during senslllve, • Prudhoe Boy. Diu and Cameron 11965), In whal may be ~ 
caribou life slllges. Jf..~ .•. 7 ... lhe mosl syst.....UC sludy of caribou chplacernenl by oil 

~- p.-.. t/• •· development, repor1ed lhll malerrW caribou groups showed• i. . "' • 
Olslurbence lo caribou Is unavoidable H o1 , •• •• ''·"I ' meaSUtable -.. 1n habllal use wilhln _...m.tely 2 

development occunr on lhe 1002 area. Historically lhe 
1 

_. '··' miles on ellher - of lhe Mine Polnl road In lhe c;; • · 
enlire .,. his bean used by PCH caribou 11 ~levels Alaslcen orc11c. ~ It,., I,.· ' .... 
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.•.· Canbou select calvtng areas because of t:wvorable 
~rather caus•ng earty snowmelt. advanced emcrqt?nce or 
new vegetahon, relative absence ol predators. prmntnity to 

insecf.refiel habitat. absence of dislurbance. or some 

combinalion of these and other lactors. Matemal cows 
and lheir calves are most sensitive to disturbance dunng 
calving and immediately !hereafter (Calef and olhers. 1976; 
M;tter and Gunn. 1979: Elison and others. 1986) 

.\ Displacement of the PCH lrom a core calv,.g area toftll'l 

,y~·· 

I ' ... 
J· 

a less desirable area would be ex ted to reduce caribou (.;Y 
productivity. os important habitat has been shown to 
dit1"""rlmll5fict ungulale populations (Wolle. 1978; Slcovlin 2 
196~- Bul....,~recogiiiia e. g· enn ellect upon lhe CAH 
as a resull or displacement by ol development In lhe 
cenlrat Alaskan Arclic has been demonstrated lo dale. In 
considering lhe effecls ol displacernenl ol lhe CAH lrorn 
lradillonal calving grounds, Whllten and Cameron 11965) .... 
conlend lhal lhe CAH has nol errperienced a reduction in 
productlvily or consequenl population decline because: 11 
lhe CAH has been displaced &om only part ol Ks calving 
grounds: 121 sullable allernalive hlgh·quolily habhal appea 
aYiollable lor caribou displaced lrorn Prudhoe Bay; and (3) 

overal denslly ol CAH caribou on lheir calving grounds Is 
·., .... , much lower than that of o1her arctic herds ln Alaska. 

· i Jlllhough lhe CAH and PCH calving grounds are roughly 
equal In size ond lhe Weslern Arctic hl!fd calving grouiiil I 
aboul 50 percenl larger. lhe populallon ol the PCH Is a 
15 limes larger and lhal ol lhe Weslern Arctic herd is ab 
18 limes larger lhan lhe CAH (based on 1962 populallon 
estimates). 

Bolh absolute (number ot caribou. including calves, 
on lhe calving grounds divided by area ol calving grounds) 
ond elleclive (ollowlng lor lhe lenglh ot lime a herd uses Ks • 
calving- grounds each year) densilles ol lhe CAH ore a ,.';I 
fraction of PCH and Weslern Arctic herd calving ground \::7 
densilies. As described by Whllten and Cameron (1965). 
absolule density lor lhe PCH is nHrly 14 times. and lor lhe 
Western Arcllc herd nearly 15 limes greater lhan lor the 
CAH. The difference in elleclive densKies is even greater. 
particularly lor lhe PCH, which are found or approximalely 
24 caribou per square kllorneler as compared wilh 
approximalely 5 caribou per square kilometer lor lhe CAH. 
EHeclive density of the Weslern Arcllc herd is 15 caribou 
per sQUIIre kilometer. 

With lhe CAH calving denslly remaining low 
compared lo olher herdo, -pile a recenl population 
increase, overcrowding and consequent habitat stress that 
mighl resull In reduced produclivlly have nol yel occuned. 
nor have caribou been displaced lo areas of reduced 

hebltal value or areas where they mighl be exposed lo 
increased predallon. Unlike the Western Arctic or 
Porcupine caribou herds. lhe CAH has been ••posed lo 
minimal predation in recenl years. With the innux ol 
workers and use ol lhe haul road lor Prudhoe Bay 
developmenl, lhe wolf populallon in lhe Central Arclic area 
decreased In lhe mid-1970's because ol hunting. Allhal 
lime CAH numbers began increasing. The wolf population 
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has remained low and brown bears. which also prey on 
ca1ibou. are only moderalely abundant in the area. 

The lack ol observable adverse effects from J 
displacemenl eKhibited by lhe CAH would be unlikely lor ;l / 
lhe PCH. The PCH is much more crowded InKs calving ,) 
habilals. and o subslanllaRy greeter Pfoporllon ol importan 
calving habilals would be involved with developmenl thai 
included their core catvlng area. Fur1hermore. predators are 
more abundant adjacent lo their core and concentrated 
calving areos. For e .. mple. preliminary analysis ol radio· 
relocallon dala lndiclle lhal brown bears shift habilal use 
paHerns lo cooslal areas in Juno and early July (pl. 1Q) lo 
coincide wilh occupancy ol lhose hobilals by calving and 
poslcalving caribou !Gomer and olh.,., 1965). 

Biofogisls partlcipallng In lhe FWS workshop all 
agreed lhat displacernenl from areas or human aclivily /lJ, J ·. · . 
relaled lo ol and gas oclivllies would occut IEHson an~ 
others. 1986). 

Plales 2~ and 2~ show lhe subslonllal overlap ol 
polenllal oil developmenl lat:Rilies wilh PCH calving areas 
and smaller overlap of such ~reas with CAH calving areas. 
Calving caribou of the PCH and lhose CAH caribou using 
the 1002 area are the mosl senshfve sevmenl of those 
herds. They would annually encounler ol developmenl 
during one ol lhe mosl. H '!!!llhe_mo~l- cri!fcal l!r!!" In lheir w· 
yearly cycle. Bosed upon lhe work ol Dau and camerorr·- , . ' 
(1965), caribou 11e displaced opprordmlllely 2 miles our ~,d 
development This ts moSI eppllcable during calving and ~ 
immediately postcalving, which coincides wilh lhe grealesl 
caribou use ol lhe 1002 area. Within lhls apprordmlllely 2· 
mile area or innuence are oboul 357,000 acres 138 percenl) 
ollhe lotal concentraled calving grounds In lhe 1002 area. 

For lhls analysis. core calving areas lor lhe PCH are 
defrned as concenlrllled calving areas used by al leas! 50 
coribou/sq mi In 5 or lnore ol lhe lasl 14 Y""'" (Chapler II 
and pl. 2!). Developmeht In lhese areas Is or particular 
concern. Seventy·eight percenl ot lhe PCH's core calving 
areas Is wKhin lhe 1002 "'" and Is deslgnaled as 
Resource Category 1 hlbilot. An apprordmalely 2-mlle l •" · 
displacemenl or caribou oul from petroleum facilities would 1 •' 
include loss or 32 percenl ot lhe most crillcal PCH core ..• r.!·· 
calving areas liable VI·5J. The mlligation goal lor Reaource ,.; 
Calegory 1 habr1al Is no loss or exlsllng habllal value. The 

projected displacernenr from prelerted calving habilat would l 
represenl o p__omf!!!!!e_I!J_u_oU!abit!' v•"!!!· Measuring lhe ~ 
probable population decline from complete loss ol habilal 
values In calving iiilll lilii;j,osslble and lbe ullimala _r; 

1 
, ;..-·t' 

effects of displacement are unknown. _ ., , .•. y-" 
JJvo/''J' 

Barriers to caribou movements are another source or ~' 
Indirect habilal loss. Roads wfthout actlvlly generally ~ 
presenl tlltle problem lo free movernenl ot caribou. 
Depending upon design pfpelnes may creole a banlef(~ 
!hose adjacenl lo or close lo active roadways would V 
probably mosl impede free movernenl !Elson and olhon, 
1986). Severatlnvesllgalors hive -crlbed where passage 



of caribou lhrough oil or olher developmenl areas has been 
inhibiled because of linear oil-developmenl lacililles and 

associaled activ~ies (Curalola. and olhers. 1982: Smllh and 
Cameron. 198511. b: klein. ~) This is of particular 
concern in !he 1002 .,..-IH!c:ouse lhe probable 

p!pt!line/haul road roule would bisecl lhe aree. 

Kuparuk oil fields. Curalolo and Murphy (In press) aHribuled 

lhe lower crossing &equencies al pipeline/road sMes lo !he 

combined sllmulus of vehicular lraflic and e pipeline. 

Aller evolualing caribou responses lo pipelines. 
roads. and pipeline/road complexes In lhe Kuparuk oil field. 
Curalolo and Murphy (1983) suggesled lhal caribou 

Bamers Ia caribou movernen~s could resull ., (jj) mov""""'ls could be lacilifaled by s_.,.ring pipelines from ' • 
decreued calving success by reducing -.ccns1o preferred heavily lravefed roads and conslnK:ting nomps al slral~-. --"" 1 • " ,. t, 
calving areas. compounding lhe disploc"""'"l from calving localions over elevaled ~- Olher researchers h 3~ · ,

1 
<I • · 

areas which could resull from dislurbance as discussed concurred lhal roads should be s_.led 1rom pipelines ' \) ,o<J•'i' 
prev~sly f'. 9'"ltlr. cone..,., relative lo lf!elocalion of a mt!llns of Improving caribou passage lhrough .l•w• 
J>olen~l barriers under !he lui leasing scenario, would ~- I', c developmenl areas (Curalolo and olhers, 1982: Robus and 

- ••hibj!ing mov~s lor !he large poslcalving aggr"!181loo.s • 1 ....- Curalolo, 1983; Elson and ofhers, 19811). The op1imum 
which an~aly occur on !he 1002 area as !hey move /1(\.:-alion between roads and pipelines depends upon 
-~-inland feeding areas and coaslal insect-refief ~~: ...-.,y lnlormallon lndlca1es lhal 0 s_.lion of 
h_!~ls. In years when ice breakup Is lale and more of at least 400-800 feel Improves caribou crossing success 
the PCH calv.,g occurs east and southeast of fha 1002 (Curalofo and Regas, 19811). 

I' _.. Where CUralolo and Murphy (1983) and Smllh and 

•' 

area. lhere Is a slrong westward mov""'""t lollowing 
calving. Vlllualy !he entire PCH galhers on the 1002 area 

for foraging and Insect relief. wMh large porlions of the herd 
len<fing lo remain on lhe 1002 area laler Into July and 

August during the years of late breakup (Roseneau and 
Stern. 1974: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servicf!, 1982; U.S. Fish 
and Widlile Service. unpublshed data). The Insect season 

is • period of t!XIrerne na1ur111 harassment and one of the 
primary driving forces in the annuli caribou cyde. This 
herassment ,.,_s closely behind the cr111co1 calving period. 

_Insect herassment can ha•e o pronounced negative ef1ec1 
on caribou survival. Helfe and Tervalnen (1984) reported ·• · 

Cameron (198511, b) documented reduced crossing success 
in areas of oil-relaled development, M has been lor caribou 

-ed to lfllljor ol and ges development for I!XIended 

periods annualy In lha cenlral Alaskan Arctic slnca lha 
early 1970's. Because some hablluatlon would presumably 

have occurred, animals In the CAH may be more lcely to 
cross an ol-- development than lha PCH which would 

; .. ·~ 
. ·,encounter such developments lor ~ 2 or 3 monlhs each 

,, .. ye.r. 

* 
!hal insect herassment reduced growth in reindeer calves 1n Eighteen percent (294.000 acres) of the 1002 area, 

..... 

Finland and conlribuled heavily to increased mor1ality the 1 ~ including KICIASRC lands. used lor lnsect-r- and olher 
,.,_.,g w..ter. Insect harassment also allectedthe body~ purposes by the PCH lie north oflhe proposed 
soze al maturity. Insect herassment and the IIYOfdance pipeline/road conicfor. Use of lhis .,.. by lha PCH could 
aclions of caribou put cons- energy stress on be ollecled by two possible !actors. " caribou refuse to 
caribou (Reimers, 1980: While, 1983). Davis and cross through any development areas, then 294,000 acres h 1'1 
Valkenburg (1979) report~ several dead and sick calves In would be unavalable as habitat Thai aree """""'P8SSH - V 
the Western Arctic caribou liird, a1 wMh heavy infeslallons 52 percent of lola1 Insect·•- habitats and over 110 percenl j 
of nose bol larvae Reduced access to Insect-relief habifat ,.. of coaslal Insect-relief habMals.· This would """'" thai a1 · 
would resull ., grearer energy slress wMh possibly reduced • •

1 
coaslallnsect·refiel habMals wMhln the 1002 area. except lor • 

surviVal a sma1 am In lhe nslem por1ion. would become t 
1 

·' 

unevalable under lui development. The second factor Is lo 
Numerous invesligalors have reported on the varying assume the approooimalely 2-mile sphere of influence lor o1 

successes of caribou in crossing roads and pipelines development used previously. Under that essumplion 

associaled wMh Prudhoe Bay lacililies (Fancy. 1982, 1983:r?,J) caribou cmsslng through the development area would. avoid 
Curatolo. 1984: Curalolo end Murphy, 1983; Smith and \:;t using appro-ely 72,000 acres or 29 percent ofldenliled · 
Cameron. 198511, b). Crossing success depends on severai'W•' coastal Insect-relief habifal within the 1002 aree and 
lacJors including lrallic and human aclivMy levels. pipeline .,,,II KIC/ASRC lands (Pank and olhers, t1181l). Failure to-

design. season. and lype and - of Insect harassment. reliel lrom Insect harassment from eMher factor could 
Caribou crossing success Is generally greatest ol buried shorlen foraging -· leading to poorer physical condition 
pipelines and then decreases for roads wMhoul lrallic, to and subsequently 1o Increased susceptiJilly 1o predalion 
elevaled (at least 5 feel above ground) pipelines adjacent to and reduced overwinter survival. 
roads wMhoul 1nlllc, to pipelines adjacont Ia roads wMh 

lrallic. large ~f1erassed groups do no1 readly j !• ·• 1 
Nolwilhslanding the limited sanop1e s1re and 

.tmss beneath elevated pipelines (Curi~iiiif-~y. f!·>' --covered. the salelile tefomelry work ol Pank and 

~ 1983; Smllh and Cameron. 1985&J:Ifeilecuons of'!!! to ~([j- ' others (11181l) provides an Indication oftha oxtentlo which 
miles during which certbou Ironed or ,..,L~e t>ftn- f 1002 area ceribou could Interact wMh ,.-. and 
observed in the cenlral Alaskan Arctic. During the oeslrld inlraslnrclure necessary for lui leasing. Their ...-.,y 
tty SNson, caribou cmsslng success was markedly analysis of the polenlial lnteraclion between PCH and CAH 

Increased. In strmrMrizlng their 1981-83 sludies of caribou caribou and tha ol developmenl scenario used In this 
cros..,gs al roads and pipelines in lha Prudhoa Bay and 
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report 1nvotved 10 catibou radio-collared on wtnf(ff rangP. '" 

the Archc Refuge, lwo from lhe CJ\H ttnd r.tqht from the 
PCH. An mleraclion was defmed us whenever a cartbou 
potnt localion, or any segment of 11 line connecling two 

poml tocalions calcufated for the same caribou on adjacent 
days. was within appro1Cimalety 2 miles ol a road, pipeline. 
driH pad. airfield. or other development facility. Poinl 
locations for lhe five caribou from r.he PCH which enlered 
the 1002 area in summer 1985 can be eJtBmined to indicate 

the extenl of lln>e caribou usuaRy !;pend within the 
development area. Of the 232 polnl localions. 51 (22 
percent of the lime) were wMhln appro•imalely 2 miles of 
lhe inlraslruclura for lui development. Moreover. 34 
percent of caribou routes between locations on adjacent 
days were also within the eppro•irnalefy 2·mile area 
influenced by development The IYIO CAH caribou 
encountered the development scenario to a much greater 
extent than did !he collared PCH caribou: 413 (32.7 
percent) of 1264 point locations and 83 percent of roules 

were wMhln lhe approxlmalely 2-mil• inleraction area. 

Eftects of disturbance mlghl also Include Injury by 
trampling during stampedes, particularly calves; energy 
slress. possibly critical during -ll of low energy resl!fYes 
such as winter and poslcalving; and lnabMMy to reach 

lnsect-r- habllal which also lncruases energy loss. Miller 
and Gunn (1979) and Northwest To!rrilorles \Wdlile Service 
( 19791 no led thai major physlologk:al responses to 
harassment rnay occur in the absence of visible behavioral 
changes 

Aircraft actfvilies are another cause of disturbance: 

numerous Instances involving caribou have been 
documenled. For eocample, Calef a•d olhers (1976) 
repor1ed that helk:opters which hal:ed caribou lrom the rear 
caused lhe most severe panic reaction. : Large herds of up 
lo 60,000 animals could be herded by llying al a1111udes of 

up lo 2.000 feet above ground level (AGL). j Calves were 
more sensMivo than ofher age clasnes and caribou on 

calving grounds were most reacMve. 

Recommends!ions for alrcreft reslrictions difter. 
According to Calef and olhers (1978). lliglol elevalions of 

500 feel AGL would prevenl most hjurious caribou 
reaclions and a1111udes of 1.000 feel AGL would avoid mild 
escape responses. These investignlors recommended that 
aircraft maintain altlludes of t ,000 lo!el AGL during caribou 
calving, caribou rut. and early wlnh!r. Davis and Valkenburg 
(1979) also noled on Inverse refalfonship betw""" the 
altitude of aircraft and severtly of ltle caribou's reaction. 
They recommended alllludes of 2.01JO feet AGL from May lo 
August. The Peery caribou herd In Canada reacled 
similarly to helicoplers (Miller and Clunn. 1979); altMudes ol 
2.000 feet AGL were recommended lor May lo November 
and 1,000 feel AGL at olher lln>es. 

. 
> 

Davis and Valkenburg (1979) reported thai caribou @ 
may respond more to people on lhe ground than lo lying 
aircraft. They recommend thai people and vehicles maintain 
a minimUm dlslance of 3.000 feet hom caribou during 
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calving. Curalolo and olhers (1982), Miller and Gunn 

(19791. and Efison and olhers (1986) have al reported lhal 
lraffte. people. or general acUvily is more dislurbing to 
caribou than merely lhe presence of roads or skuctures. 

No agreement on effects. and sometimes even causes. of 
disturbance exists. For e•ampfe, Bergerud and olhers {j 
(1984) have a dissenting. !hough widely disputed, view 4f 
For review of the effects of various human devefopmenls 

lhe den>ographics of seven North Americsn caribou r<'s 
and one wMd Norwegian reindeer herd, lhey poslulatiJli!Joal 

caribou can wMhsland periodic severe disturbance whhoul 
adverse effecls on productivity and survival They 
discounted lhe effects of much of the dlslufbance 
associated wMh development actlvMies, concluding Instead 
lhat Increased hunting along transportalion conldors 

through several herd ranges was responsible lor 
dlslribulional changes. 

One of lhe more signMicanl effects on caribou as a 
resuh of boner human access lo their habMals has been 
Increased harvest (Bergerud end olhers, 1984). Obviously, 

hunting directly reduces the number .of. caribou In a 
population., More lmporlanl, h reinforces lhe negalfoif' 

, stimulus In surviving animals to assoclale human acllvlly 
. and development wMh danger. 'this negative slimulus 

Increases lhe lnlensily and 'drnfion of disturbance and (If. 
displac"""'"t II also reduces habituation which, over -· \J 
could otherwise oftset some displocernenl Habllualion of 

caribou lo slructures and activity occurs more readily In 
unhunled than hunted populalions (Klein, 1980). 

Legal harvest oulslde devaloped areas would be 

eocpected lo Increase moderately u workers could 
convenlenily travl!l to adjacent areas to hunt caribou In 
season. The State or Alaska as lead, In cooperation with 
the FWS. sl!ls seasons and beg limits lor lhe 1002 area. 
Closing the oil devefopmenl aree to hunters should reduce 
illegal take to a minor (evl!l. Sill, law enlorc~ In such a 

remote area Is often ~- For aumple, nolwMhslandlng 

lhe fact that a 5·mlle corridor along - side of the 
Dalton Highway 1rom lhe Yukon River north to Prudhoa 
Bay, the gravl!l TAPS haul road. has been closed to 
roreanns since 1975, Stale Flsh and \Wdlile Proleclion 
Olllcers and Alaska Oepartmenl of Fish and Game (AOF&G) 

biologists are discovering lncrNsing numbers of people 
hunling lllegaly wMhln the contdor and outside lha conidor 
1hrough llegal access using al-terTaln vehicles. Tho AOF&G 
has been monKoring the kll; their biologists esllrnale thai 
as many as 1100 caribou were talcen In Game Management 
UnM 268 (Cenhal Arctic) during tal and winter 198!1-191111. 

AI but 82 came from along the approxlmalely 200 miles of 
!he haul r<Hid between Prudhoa Bay and Atlgun Pass (K.R. 
Whlllen, AOF&G. unpublshed data). The majority of this 
harvest Is Illegal because hunters eMher lacked a road 
permit where necessary or lllegelly uaed al-temrln vehlctel 

for access. While lhe prohibilion on chchartflng •eanna 
mends to al users, Including subsistence """'· 
subsistence take Is not considered a slgnlllcant loclor In 
the lotal harvest because of the dlslanca of subsistence 
users from this area. Stale proteclion ollicers have found ft 



difficult to assign staH to such remote areas to enforce 
e11rsling laws and regufations 

Based upon e11pertence with TAPS and Prudhoe Bay, 
morlaflty as a result of vehicle colfislons. entanglement and 
olher accidents should be minor (A.D. Cameron and K.R 
Whilten. unpublished dala). 

MUlga lion 

The following measures would help avoid and 
minimize habitat value tosses in the 1.304.000 acres of 

4. 

5. 

Site nonessential faclfilles outside calving arras and 
major movement zones (Cameron and WhiHen. 1979; 
Elison and others. 1986). 

Separate roads and pipelines as necessary In areas 
used lor crossing to k"nprove crossing success 
(Curalolo and Murphy. 1983: Curalolo and olhers. 
1982; Robus and Curalolo, 1983; EHson and olhers, 
1986: Curatolo and Reges. 19861. 

1 Resource Calegory 2 caribou habitat Mitigation of lhe loss (§) 
l,\'l \of caribou habilal in Resource Calego<y 1 (242.000 acres or y-3 

core calving area) Is not possible. 

Acquire authority Ia establish lime and area ctosures 
or restrictions on surface aclfvity lo minirmze 
dlsiUfbances during calvlng or In concentrated use 
areas (Cameron and Whitten, 1979; Curatolo and 
olhers. 1982: Robus ond Curalolo. 1983). 

For exploration aclivilies, an environmenl.al proteclion 
measures required during the previous 1002 coastal plain 
expforallon program (50 CFR 37.31) and lhe drilling of an 
expforallon well on KIC/ASRC lands (Augusl 9. 1983, 
Agreemenl between Arcllc Slope Regional Corporallon and 
lhe UnHed Slales of America. Appendix 2. land Use 
Sllpulallons) will mainlain mosl habHal values. Oil 
explorallon. wHh lhe excepllon of surface geology sludles. 
should be fimHed lo lhe period of winter condillons. 
generally November 1 lo May 1 

For oif development. the success of various 
sllpulallons designed as mHigallon will uftlmafefy delermine 
the degree to which olf development actually anects caribou 
ustng the 1002 area. Measures previously used with 
success for Arcllc oK development IS wei as olher 

measures which should further help to reduce negallve 
eHects on caribou lndude: 

Bury aH pipefines where possible (Cameron and 

7. 

8. 

9 

Establish flme and area closures and minimum 
allilude reslricllons for aircraft operallons of 1000 feel 
AGl (Aug. 16 lhrough May 19) and 2000 feel AOl 
(May 20 through Aug. 15). Allllude ~nd lime 
reslricllons may be modllled after further sludy. 

MonMor lhe ellects of oK development on caribou. 

Annually monHor herd size, producllvily. movements, 
dislribullon, and general heafth. H greeler or 
addilfonaf adverse etl'ects are found to occur than 
lhose inHially predlcled. addillonal mUigallon or 
protecttve management actJons woutd be Implemented 
upon lhe recornmendallon of lhe FWS. In confuncllon 
wHh lhe Slale where effecls exlend beyond lhe 

boundaries of lhe 1002 area. Addillonaf mHigallon 
could Include further seasonal area cfosures, surface 
or air lralllc reslricllons. phasing of Reid development 
or slate-of.lhe--art measures. 

Whillen, 1979: EHson and olhers, 1986). Because of 10. ProJect lnsecl-relief habHat ond laclllale ~ 
movement ond access for caribou by reducing 
surface occupancy in tr.e zone from lhe coasl to 3 
miles inland (Elson and Others. t986). Occupancy 
would be restricted to marine facllitfes and 
lnhslruclure necessal)l lo move Inland beyond lhe 
restricted zone 

perma~osl. opportunilles for plpeHne burial will be 
few. Where burial is not reasibte: 

....... ,, t 

A Place ramps over structures en areas of natural 

crossings or where development tends to funnel Cii 
caribou (Curalolo and Murphy. t983; Robus and 1{- . 
Curalolo. 1983: Elison and others. 1988) 

B Elevale pipeHnes (lhe most common praclk:e) lo 
allow free passage of caribou in areas without 
ramps (ENson ond others. 19881 

Reduce dislurbance ~om vehicle actlvHy by limlllng 
use of developmenr inhslruclure to essenlial lndustl)l _ 

and agency personnel on ofllcial business (Elson ~ 
and olhers. 1986). 

Close lhe area wilhin 5 miles of al devetopmenr and 
associaled lnhslruclure lo hunting and !rapping. u 
welt as to discharge of firearms. so as to reduce 
disturbance to caribou and to protect people and 
equlpmenl (EHson and olhers. 1986; COfTUihers and 
olhers. 1984). 

II ProJect riparian and adjacenl areas by placing 

permanenl pt"odttctfon faciflttes outside the areas 
wHhin 3/4 mile of lhe hlgh-waler IYIIIflc on bolh sides 
ol ldenlllled watercourses (pl. 2!) and by fimHing 
crossings ol lran~llon facilities 

(§/ 
Conclusion 

SUrface geologic expforallon and sludy conducled 
lhroughout lhe yeor would be con~oled by speclllc lime 
and area closures to avoid conflicts with caribou calving 
and movemenls during the Insect-relief period. Seismic 
acllvHy would be confined lo winter woo1< only. Based 
upon experience from the 1983·1985 expforallon program in 
lhe 1002 area. only negligible ellecls would occur 
Localized avoidance and dislurbance of a minor nalure may 
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occur tn the area of e•ploralion wclls 1f r.~nh011 rn1Pff't1 the 
;nell while weft drilling ar.livilies were underway Bro.:i'Ju"Je 
human achvtly would be low. r.Hecls would mo"t lil..efy 
reo;ull from somP. avotdanCe and displacement around wetl 

pads 

The expanding populallon lrend lor lhe CAH in lhe 
past decade would Indicate thai the CAH is not at carrying 
capRoty (the number of heafthy animals that can be 
mainlatned by habitat on a given unit ol land) However. 
the point at which cumulative eHects and expanding 
developments all modify suitable displacement habitat is 
unknown Also unknown is carrying capacity of the PCH 
Given the geography of the calving areas and current 
densities in those areas. the availability or suitable_ 
alternative habitats is not apparent (j} 

A major change tn dislribulion as an adverse resuq 
ol displacemenl of bolh lhal portion of lhe CAH using lhe 
1002 area as wei as the enUre PCH gwk! occur if the 
1002 area were fully developed. The main Oil'lJipeHne 
would bisect the 1002 area between the western and 

nOflheaslem boundaries. Disturbance would occur from the 
presence and acti~ilies of up to 6.000 people. hundreds of 
vehicles. and mafor construction and production activities 
scaHered lhroughoul lhe 1002 area, including sensillve 

caribou catving areas. Use of appro11knatefy 25 percent of I 
the total PCH core catving area and 29 percent of the 
coastal insect-relet habitat coufd be reduced or eRminated. tf1 
Potentialfy a much larger pOflkm. nearly 80 percent of 
coaslal lnsecl-reHel habilal. could be offecled W developmenl 

proves to be a barrier to caribou movements. loss of 
calving habitat. barriers to free movement causlng reduced 
access to lnsect·refief and other areas. disturbance, stress. 
:tnd other factors would cumulatively reduce both avaUable 
habital and habitat values on remaining areas, resuMing in 
caribou -population declines. 

These changes in habitat avaifability and value. 
.. ·:· combtned with increased harvest could resuh in a Dl.IJQr 

,_. 
\population declin~ and change In distribution of 20·40 

pertenl. based o~ lhe amounl of calving and insecl·reHef 
habitats to be adversefy affected. Because of the many 
Y"ariables involved and lack of relevant experience in 
estimating impacts on this herd and because of the 
d1fftcully in quantifying impacts, this estimate Is uncertain. 

For the CAH, a moderate change In distribution or 
decline in that portion of the CAH ustng the 1002 area 
couJd occur. The effect on the enllre CAH population 
throughout Its range may also be moderate. Those eflecls 
on the segment of the CAH within the 1002 area would be 
similar to those on the PCH that occur from disturbance, 
displacement and barriers to free movement. The 

1 
c::;:() 

P~!'lallon decline or dislribullon change would be 5-tO 0 
percent lor the CAH lhroughoul ils range. 
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MUSKOXEN 

Aecenlty reintroduced to the Arclic Refuge. muskoxen 
are rapidly expanding and pioneering new areas. From the 
69 muskoxen Introduced between 1969 and 1970 the 
population has grown to 476 in t965 Carrying capacity 
has apparently not been reached. 

E11perience in the Arctic Refuge from winter seismic 
eMJ)Ioration In I 984 and 1985 and summer surface 
e11ploratton ln 1983. 1984, and 1985, indicates that these 
acliviUes have onfy minor dislurbance effects upon Arctic 
Refuge muskoxen. Harassment may result In a net P.nergy 
drain if II occurs during lhe critical winler period. and can 
lherl!by reduce survival. Reynolds and lal'lanl (1985) 
reported no long·term or widespread changes in distribution 
or use of traditional areas In response 10 disturbance by 
seismic expforallon. In response to seismic acllvHy, one 
herd did move 2.8 mKes and onolher herd moved I .9 mHos 
wilhin 24 hours. Jlngfors and Lassen (1984) found lhat 
musko• dislurbed by seismic vehicles eHher ran or 
gradually moved away. Olher lnvesllgators (CarNihers. 

1976; Russell. t977) reported similar responses by 
muskoxen from winler seismic expforallon in Canada. 

Polenllally economic prospects in blocks A. C. and D 
occur par1illlty in year-round high-use areas, lnctudfng 
calving areas (pl. 2Q). Direcl loll of muskoxen habHol 
from oil development could total approximately 2.100 acres. 

Dlslurbance caused by rouHne oK llold operallon and 

associated Infrastructure may exclude or reduce muskoxen 
use of preferred habitat. MuskoK ruction lo helfcoplers 
depends on sex and age of arnm.ls. group size. number of 
cafves in a group, the postlion of the sun and wind 
direclion relallve lo lhe dislurbance. what lhe ornm.ls are 
doing at lhe lime of dislurbance, and lerraln (Miller and 
Ounn. 1979). In !heir extensive sludy of lhe reacllon lo 
helicopter disturbance ol muskoxen on Banks Islands, 
Northwesl TenHories, Canoda, MIRer and Ounn (t979l 
repor1ed that: cows and calves and solitary buls were the 
mosl responsive to dislurbance: the reacllon of musko•en 
to disturbance was similar to their response to a predator: 
and lhe degree of reacllon 10 dislurbance was generally 
inversely relaled lo lhe dislance of the disturbing sllrnuH. 
The presence of people on the ground in assoclatkm with 
helicoplers lhat had landed Increased lhe dislurbance. 
Allhough muskoxen dislurbed by helicopters usually moved 
less lhan 0.2 mile, Miller and Ounn (1979) recommended 
minimum aftKudes of 2,000 feel AOl during Moy-Novernber 
and 1.000 feel AOl during December-April. 

Muskoxen may also be dislurbed by seismic surv~•·. 
One herd was reported to have run at least 0.8 mile a~ 
being dislurbed by seismic vehlcfes I .9 miles away 
(Reynolds and LaPianl. t985). Temporal)! displacement of 
up lo 2 miles has been observed on bolh sides of seismic 
Hoes (Russell. 19n). While oK lleld development and 
operallon would be much more lnlruslve and sustained lhan 
seismic expforallon. lhe Increased dlslurbance may be 



pa~loly onset by hllbltuallon which has bl!f!l1 observed hv 
Miler and Gunn (19791 doting c•penmental hPiicopter 
harassment 

Musko•en are present on the 1002 are~~ throughout 

lhe winter when most ellplofatton and construction activities 
woukf take pllice Musko•en daly actfvlty may decrease 
during wwtler (Reynokls, till) as part of their behavtotel 
strategy for en!'fgy conservation Repeated disturbance 
caus.,g oncrt!ased or prolonged actMiy during lhe winlor 
results in energy drain which mey adv@fsely affect survtval 
ol indivfduals or productivity of pregnant femafes 

and LaPlant (1985), a 2·mile spher@ ol ~nllumce was 

=1ssumed in cak:utating the rllfl9'! which could be anectP.d 
by lui lustng Table VUJ shows thai habttat values cnuld 
be tost or greattv reduced throughout about one thifd 
(251.000 aan) of the musko• range wtttHn the 1002 au.•a 
Habitats used tor high seasonal or year round use, 

oncludlng colving. would be disproporlionololy affocled; 
muskO>Oen would be ,.spbced torn eppro•wloly 53 

percent of those habflats. Habitat values could be lost on J 
no~ 75 percenl ol lhe high use h!lbllllls In which calving __ 

occurs Such. high porcenloge of loss In •olu- -lng 'rv 
ha!Mial could have • rnajof nege!Ne lnlluence on hetd \2 ... >..-
produc!Wily 

OOecl morllllily could resull lrorn hunllng, •ehlcle 
colisions. and other acckter11s associated with 

The •"eels on muskoxen from hllbttat toss or siren 
due to disturbance h•ve been dtfficutl to mro.:~wre M....
and Gunn (19191 concfuded that tack nf visible response 
does not necessanty rMan the absence of phystOfOgfcal 

changes or energy drP1 which may tt.ve a Ntof enect on 
the populatiOn over hme lruSROi!ri. is re•tderiiS on ihi 
1002 area. wil be expend to year.round achvHy As 
discribed in the pr~fous sectfon on caribou. loss of 

de.eloprnent ~011"':'_ .. highly ..,.,,.._ lo hvnlirl9. I~ ®"' direcl morliiiY would be ""'lt!Cied 1o lncreese .,.., 
lime liS ICCI!SI lnlo Pfll!!!'llousty undiPVrloped 8feas 

wnporlanl habtlat hiS been shown to have ,..;or negahYe -
effects Oft ungu' l!s Musko•en. Ae Ciii660. paesu:nabf~ 
setect wintering and eafving an~n because of f1ctors 
lavorebte to herd producttvtty and survival 1vailability of 

prefwrred lolage. belter weather or snow conditions. rNt+ve 
abseonce of prmators lack ol disturbance or some 

combmatton of these and other lactors Oisptac~l lfom 
cal;,.ng areas would have 1 negattve •"ec:t on mu1k011en 
producltOn The magnitude of that effect es dttfieull to 
accurall!fy pr~l. Plf1teularfy in view of the e•pamfing 
nature of the popufahon and rttfuqe m1n1gement obfecliv@s 
to llow conhnu~ populatton e•pansion The eftfl:l on 
producl.on would lilefy be related to the magnitvde and 
durattan of disptac~l 

No ~nformalton tS available on lhe reaclton of 
musko•en to sustaened 011 development and production 
acttvtftes From the repOfts of Russel 11977} and Reynolds 

Increased lnc:reesed hunllng regulallon and enlorcornenl 
would be required lo reduce •ega~ howes!. - adequale 
enlorcemenl ol susan and bag - reslricHons. lho 
number o1 -. ._ would be ...,...ed lo P"""' only 
• -or eHecl on lhe populallon. 

NrgeHve effects to muslco11en coufd be mitftated by 
sl...- sllpulallons prohiblllng ,.slwbence. Implementing 
nKessary lime end lfft dosures. and r4!'CIUirint on·slle 
monllorlng. Conllnued monHoMg ol lhe populallon's 
growth. dislribulion, and movements would detect changes 
end del..-e whal. I any, addillonll mlllgellon may be 
needed. Because riparian arns are f1¥ored habMals. thou 
sllpulallons lor cartJou !hal close •alu- r1per1en .,..as lo 
slllng o1 pennanenl 1..-s and limll crossings ollhose 
arees by lnnsporlllllon -.. would mlnlmln polenllal 
interaclfons and clslufbance, which would reduce effects on 
...,sko•en •• - (pl. 2!<) ' 

Table Vl-8.--observed muskox range polenltaly aHected by devefopmenl under tutte11s11uJ 
or limited leaSJng, assuming a 2 mate '5phf!fe of '"lluence 

Tolal ""'sko• r- (acrest wilhln Arcllc Refuge. . ... 
Area Cacresl within development sphere of influence: 

Fufl teasing. 
Llmiled leasing . ... . . ................................... . 

High·use range !flsomtfly 
or year·round 

Wilhoul caloling Wilh cal-ling 

251.000 

48.000 
48.000 

211 000 

112.000 
110.000 

Pll!!!lcenl ol Arctic Refuge range influenced by de'lelopment-
Fuft leasing . .. . .. . 
limited leasing. .. ................ .. 

Tolal musko• range (Kres) within 1002 arH ..... 
Percenl ol 1002 area lnHuenced by de.elopmenl: 

Fulleeslng .... ._._ ... ..... . ......... , ........ ._._ ........... . 
l.,..ed leasing. 

18 
18 

207.000 

22 
22 

53 
52 

ISG.OOO 

71 
70 

Dlher 
range 

65• 000 

98.000 
'JftOOO 

15 
15 

195000 

25 
25 

Tolal 
range 

I 118.000 

25G.OOO 
250000 

23 
23 

760.000 

10 
11 
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\,nnrhJ"itrtn 

M;tjor Of'Q:IIiv~ r.HPt:l!l upon HtP. rnuSkQ•Pn Jl1'1(lUI;tlion 

Prom rn1 rffovetnpmenl coukf occur. constdt!nng th" prr'ient 
m~n~ttJP.rMnl obftM:Hves for conlinurd population growth of 
thf! hf'fd und~ natural regulation and the ctisplac~mf!OI from 

haht111t .. Ply to occur Mustco11en coufd be displaced lrom 
up to 7t percent ol tht!k high-use, yeer.round wtfh calving. 

habitats wtthfn the 1002 are11. Thts, coupled wtth dirP.Cf 
mortality. and the un•voidable disttHbances would cau,. 
the population to ftcftrase and lis distribution to be 

aftered. Eftects would be most pronounced on the 
~ubpopulalion using the Niguanak·Oicerokovllt·Angun Rivet 

an~a This subpopufation Is the smalest (appro•imltefy 801 
and has thl! lust amount of Interchange with other 
'!ubpopulations Consequrnlty' the likelihood of ~~~ion 
tJH'!ettinq populaHon·depresslng forces on 1tlfs (.,.;' 

•ubpopulollon would be •"'Y lirnlled. 

Predicled populallon changes resulllng •om 
pP.It'oleum deYII!!!fopmenl are speculatiYe. Thrre are no 
refrrencn In the lterature to Malops actMtfes In other 

musko•en ranges. Howt!Yer. conlktertng the lat'ge ell'tent 

(t58.000 acrn. •3 pl!f'cent) ol .a high-use musko•en 
habitats -"'*' the t002 1rn, as wei as more than 33 
percent ol the populallon's hk)h·use Mbilats throut)hout the 
Arcllc Refuge which could be allecled under lull Iessing. a 
change In distribution Of ftclne anecllng 25·50 prrcenl of 

the populatton may occur 

The 1002 arn ts nol high·QUality moose habitat. 
PNk use by moose Is durin9 the summer when the t002 
au~• populltfon ptobabfy Is len thlln 2!5; during lhe winter. 
moose are rare on lhe area The portion of the total refuqe 
populallon reprtsenled by lhls llgure Is nol known 

OitKI loss ol habilal Is upec:ted lo be about t .tO 
acres out of the 91.000 acres or the 1002 area kfenHfted as 
rnoose·USI 1n~u. Afleclfd arNt .,. low-densl1y habitats 
(less than one moose Dt'f' 21 square miles). mainly In 8tock 
D (pi I!<) 

Moose adapt rll!lldify and habituate to the presence 

ol human oc!Wily: lhev are nol nsly ,.slurbed (Dennislon, 
1956: Peterson. 1955).· Moose have explnded lheir range~ 
., NMh America al lhe same lime !hal human clslurbanc: 
has spread (Da"' and Frannnem. 1979). On lhe Kenai 
Nallonal Wlldlle Aeluge In Alo .. a. helcoplenuppot1ed 
winter sei!mic surveys using e!tplosives dkf nol modify 
moose distribution panems. movements. Of behavlot' (Bangs 

and Bollev. 1982). Mosl oiUcleO h"'e- wHh moose in 
forested arees. The response ol moose to disturbance in 
tundra areas hat nail been demonstrated 

tncreased human devefopmenl on thP Kenat 

Peninsulll, Ataslcl. has resuflll!!!d In Increased monse rnortalty 
ltom hunttng. v~e collstons. poaching. and other causes 

(Oangs and olhers. 1982). Moo'e mortality on the 1002 
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rura r.ouk1 occur "" " r-:o~un of hunting or ar.cHtf!fll~l •ff'~lh 
P"'Pf!CL11y vehH:Ie r:ollisKms 8P.r.:wse so lew monse U"'P. 

lh~ arl!'a ~tnd bec:ws~ of lhll! ltrtt3's open n:11Ufe. thP 

number lfilfm woufd ptoNbfy be very tow. 

Moose populations south of the 1002 aru wnuld 

come under increased hunting pressUfe due to the lftflu• of 
workers to the area Declines In the population age 
slroctute and average antler size would probabty occur 
Moose concentrate in, riparian habitats south of the t002 
arn where lhey are highly visible and wufnerable to hunting 

MHigellon 

None would btt needed beyond those general 
measures for caribou such as lmiting use of trenSI)Oflation 
corridors and closing lhe aree wilhln 5 -. ol projecl 
.. ditin to 1111 clscharve ol harms. Moose harvest on 
Arcllc Aolllge would be rogulalod by lho Slale ol Alosluo In 

--wllh lhe FWS. and should consequenlly bo 
kept wfthln sustalnabte limits by modifyfng harvlll seasons 
and beg_s_ 

Conclualon 

Eftecls on lha regional moose populallon torn heblllll 
loss and morldly duo lo ol d"llopmenl In lho 1002 aru 
would be rNnor. 

DAll SHEEP 

Dol sheep are rarety lound norlh ollhe Sldlerochil 
Mount1ln1 k1 the 1002 area. although they are conwnon in 
lhe Broolts Renge. soulh ollho 1002 arn. 111creasod 
hunting pressure. air trarftc. and harassment by sighlseers 

could aclvorsetv afttcl Dol sheep 

More reslrlcllvo hunllng rogulallons could be required 
if incfeasftl hlrvtst anects the heafth ol Del sheep 
populations or reduces the quality of hunftng and 

nsocilled recrnt+on~ use. 

Conclualon 

lndlrecl I!Hecls on sheep oulslde lhe 1002 arn 
would be minor. Fullnslng would h .. o • "egllgR>Ia o11ec1 
on Dall sheep In lhe 1002 am: ••mgo age and. 
consequentty. hom site ol rams maY declne somewhat as 
1 resufl of Increased hunting prnsure. 

WOlVES 

Five to ten wolves snsonaly use the 1002 aru 
(W- and olhort, 19851. molnly In lhe ""'""'"' lor hunllng 

when proy It mool --'- WoH dent have nol been 
documenled In lhe 1002 aree. Wolwes have clenned 
ln&equenlly on lha coaslal plain eesl and wnl o1 lha 1002 



known to be cautious and wary of humans (Kron. 1960) 

Wolverine distributions and movements on the 1002 area 
woukl be ahered by the presence of human activity 
assoclaled wllh oil development Oisplacemenl of 

wolverines from local areas of developmenl on lhe 1002 
area Is very likely. In considering polenlial populallon 

eHecls lo wolverines from lhe proposed SUsllna 
hydroeleclric project, WhMman and Ballard (1984) lhoughl 
that local avoidance of work camps would not significantly 

inftuence wofverine movements or productivity. 

Because wolverines are primarily scavengers, lhefr 
abundance is related to the bfomass and turnover of large 
herbivore popuiallons (van Zyl de Jong. 1975). Thus, lhe 
magnilude of anllcipaled eHects on populallons of caribou. 
muskox. and moose upon which wolverines depend will 
direclly aHecl lhe degree of effecls on wolverines. Major 
enects have been projecled for caribou and muskox 
popuhllions. minor effects lor moose. Mogoun (1985) 
stated that successful man~~gmnenl of wolverines in Game 
Managemenl Unll 28A on lho NOflh Slope was dlreclly 
rl!laled to successful management of lho Weslem Arcllc 

and Teshelcpuk lake caribou herds. She further slated lhal 

a decline In lheso herds could resuH In a decline In 
wolverine producllvlly. WhMman and Bolard (1984) believed 
lhal a decrease In tho popuhllions of moose and other 
prey as a resuH of the proposed SUsMna hydroelectric 
project could eventually aHect wolverine densMies, 

population size. and movements. Reduction In abundance 
ol the primary predelors (wolves and brown bears lor 
which moderate and minor eHects are predicted. 

respectively) could also decrease lhe abundance of prey 
carcasses available for scavenging by wotverines. 

During the wlnler wolverines on the tundra are 

'ulnerable to hunllng from snowmobiles and aircraft. 

Increased hunting and trapptng could occur on the 1002 
area as a resuh of lhe greaUy Improved access provided by 
lhe roads. !ralls. and airstrips associated wMh oil and gas 

development. and lhe Increased human populations In the 
region. Hornocker and Hash (1981) found lhal trapping 
was lhe primary cause of wolverine mOflallty. Van Zyl de 
Jong (1975) leM that human predellon was lhe lac1or most 
likety to aHect wolverine numbers. 

Miligatlon 

Measures designed lor prey species such as caribou, 

muskox. and moose will also benefit wolverines. Control of 
access and harvest to mlnlmlte dlrecl mOttllilty would be 
the most important cnterminant of eHects. This control Is 
recommended Is mitigation for effects on several species. 

Conclusion 

The cumulative eHects of displacement/avoidance and 

reduced food resources could resuH In localized. long·lerm 
changes (a moderate eHecl) In wolverine dlstribullon. 

Inadequate controls on accest~ and harvest could possibly {;;;) 
reduce by half or more lhe 1002 area wolverine population.~ 
If this occuned. It woukt resuh ln a major eHect 
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BROWN BEARS 

Brown bears are common on I he 1002 area during 

May·Soplember when they IOfage and range widely. The 
1002 area contains habMal used seasonaMy by bears at 
moderale or high density (pl. 1QI. Habitat use and 
populalions throughout lhe Arctic Refuge have no1 been 
similarly dellnealed. 

Under 1u11 leasing. direct loss of brown bear habftol 
would total about 3,500 acres. QA.IIeld actlvMies would toke 

place 1hroughoul approximately 17 percenl of high a~d 
moderale brown bear use areas wflhfn the 1002 area. 
Ooantilylng lhe nutl.ber of animals Involved Is dllllcult. 
Senonal density of bears on the 1002 area averages one 
bear/30 square mMes, but local densMies can range from 
one bear/18.5 square mMes to one bearf2.200 square mMes. 

Brown bears use the 1002 area mainly lor feeding 
from lale May through July when caribou are present The 
potential decline In caribou popuiallon and change In 
dlstrlbulfon probable wllh lui leasing (major lor the PCH 

and moderale lor the CAH) could cause a decline In an 

irnpOflanl brown bear food sourca. Thla could resuH In 
decreased b- productlvlly and SIKYivll ol young In years 

when aftemole food sources. such •• small rodents, ore 
scarce. 

Brown bears are not readily displaced by human 
presence or acllvlly. Brown beers along the TAPS conldor 
became so habitUIIed to development activlly that they 
occasionally entered occupied buHdlngs In search of food 
(follmann and others, 1980), routinely led at garbaga 

dumps, and waKed along roads and olher activity areas 101 
handouts. Electrified fencing successluMy elirnlnaled 

problems wMh bolh brown and black bears In lwo summer 

camps of 100 people each In lhe !!rooks Ranga (foltmann 
and Hechtel. t9831. 

OistUtbance lo brawn bears dennlng on lhe 1002 
area could occur, particularly from wlnler seismic expiorallon 
because such activity occurs after brown bears have 
denned and den sHes may not be known. Olslurblnco of 
dennlng bears, once development Is complele, should be 
negligible since bears would likely avoid dennlng In areas 

where actlvlly was occunlng. Hanley and olhers (1981) 

found lhal brown bears In lhelr dens were dlslurbed by 

seismic blasting I .2 mMes away. as demonstraled by 
movement within the den, but no negative effect such as 
den abandonment was documented. Reynolds and others 
(1983) repOfled lhat seismic vehicles or shot delonallon 
resuhed In in<:reased heart rate and movement in the dens 
of lns1rumented brown bears. Harding and Nagy (1980) 
repOfled brown bears successfully wintering whhln 1-4 miles 
of active ol exploration camps. Conversely. lhey also 
repOfled 1 den being abandoned when a seismic vehicle 
drove over h. and den destrucllon during gravel mining. 
Quimby (1974) repOfled lhal 5 of 10 brown bears 

apparenlly abandoned dens In early October after being 

followed lo their dens by helicopters. 

Only 6 of 129 (" 7 percent) den siles documented 
during the Arclic Refuge baseline studies were located on 
thP. 1002 area (Gamer and others. 1984, 1985). Therefore, 
lhe potential to disturb denning habitat and disrupt denning 
aclivities of lhe regtonal brown bear population ftom oil 
e•ploralion and dev~opment would be low, and impacts 
would be ewpecled to be minor. 

Aircraft dls1urbance of bears Is unavoJdabJe. Doll and 
others (1974) and McCourt and olhers (t974) repOfled 
variable reacUons by bears lo aircraft disturbance at 1.000 
feet AGl Of less. Douglass and others (1980) reported 
bears reacted strongly to haztng by vehk:fes and aircraft. 

Direct bear mortalities lrom accldenls or betng shot in 
defense or human. fife and property wifl occur, Drug· 
induced dealh of bears occaslonafty occurs when nulsa11ce 
bears are immobilized for relocation. Accidents. such as 
vehicle coMiskms, coukl also reduce bear numbers. 
FoMmann and others (t980) repOfled 13 brown bears kiNed 

In conjuncllon wllh TAPS construction and operation during 
t971·79. The BlM (1983) estirnoled that oil development 

on NPRA In an are• of bear denslly similar to the 1002 

aru would produce a loss of one bear annually u a result 
of confrontation between bears and oil development 
personnel. The rate ol mor1aN!y would presumable be 

slmil!tr on the 1002 area. Most deaths ..Yould probabty 
result lrom bears' bemg anracted by Improper garbage or 
food handling. or Illegal feeding. 

Bears that seasonatty use the 1002 area are part ol 
the same regional poputaUun inhabiting the mountains and 

foothills o1 the Brooks Range. Hunllng pressure on lhls 
populalion could increase II oil workl!fS remained on the 

1002 area during oH·duty periods to pursue recreallonal 

octlvhies. lncrea~ed harvest of bears occurred during 
construcllon of TAPS (foMmann and Hachtel. 1983). 
Schallenberger (1980) similarly reported an Increase In bear 
harvest as a result of increased human presence 
associated whh oil development. Further regulallon of 
hunting by the State and the FWS would probably be 
required. 

Mitigation 

In addition to lhose measures Rsled earlier In lhe 

chapler. strictly enforcing prohibitions on feeding wildlife, 

adequate food storage, confrot of hatvost. and control of 
alrcratl mght altitudes and contdors would lessen adverse 
effects of devefopment resuhlng from full leasing. An active 
monitoring program lor brown bears during seismic 
e•pforatlon, construction. and other development aclivitles 

would help avoid disturbing dennlng bears. BuHer zones of 
at least 112 mile would be established around any known 
dens as required tor previous ewploralion In the 1002 area 
(50 CFR 37.32 (c)). 

Conctusion 

AJ moderate decline tn mown bear numbers or 
change in dlstnbution couk:l resuH from the additive eHecls 

of direct mor1aUty, decreased prey availability. harassment, 
and dislurbance in denning area,. 

ARCTIC GROUND SQUIRRElS AND OTHER RODENTS 

Arctic ground squirrels are commonly found 

lhroughout much of the 1002 area. Moderate effects would 
resuli from locaHzed hobllal alierallons such as placing 
gravel pads over squirrel colonies. Minor effects would be 
expecled as a resuh of road kifls. 

Olher rodents, primarily lemmings and voles, are 
naluraHy cycHc In abundance but can be expected to be 
oHected somewhat by developmenl on lhe 1002 area. 
Some effects may be positive-structures and debris would 
provide prolecllve cover from hawks. owls, or olher 

predelors. Negallvo effects could Include locallted 
deslrucllon of nesting sMes ond Increased mortaftllos hom 
entntprnenl and lraltlc. 

Mliigallon 

None addltlonll to thot already oulllned Is 

recommended 

Conclusion 

Developing oil resources throughout I he 1002 area 
would cause minor to moderate effects on squirrel 
populations because of habitat loss and aherallon. ERects 
on lemmings and voles should be minor. 

MARINE MAMMAlS 

Though 14 species of marine mammals may occur oH 

the coasl of lhe Arclic Refuge. only 5 species were 

evaluated: polar bear. ringed and bearded seals. and 
beluga and bowhead whales. 

POLAR BEARS 

Polar bears are one of the few large mammal species 
presenl on the 1002 area during winter. 

Polar bears are particularly sensitive lo human 

ocllvllles during lhe dennlng perlcd. Belikov (1976) repOfled 
that female• wlfl u•uafly abandon their dena prematurely If 
disturbed. Earty den abandonment can be fatal to cubs 
unable to fend for themselves or travel wlth theft' mother. 
Developmenl of polenllal petroleum prospecls In Block C 
could have a moderate adverse effect on the conUnued 
suliablllty of the eoslem pOflion of the 1002 area lor 
dennlng polar beors, subslantially decreasing the habhal 
values of this area. At least eight polar bear dens were 
localed wlihln this areo belween 1972 and t985 (pl. 1!i}. 

Faclors thai may lnlluence responses of dennlng 
female polar bears to disturbance include: frequency and 
level of disturbance, distance of the disturbance from the 
den. and lhe stage of dennlng when dlslurbanco occurs. 
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Pregnant females beginning to den in the lal are especially 
vulnerable. A radio-collared temate polar bear dennlng in 
the 1002 area emerged trom her den In early February 1985 
(Amstrup. t986b), as the suspected result of repeated 
disturbance tram motorized exploration support equipment 
within t ,600 feet of the den site. The bear was suspected 
of being pregnant when she entered her den, even though 
no cubs were laler observed. 

Pipelines and roadways may prevent temate polar 
bears from moving to and tram inland deming 11eas 
(Amstrup and others, 1986: Lentfer and Hensel. 1980). 
Disturbance from all exptor11k>n, constructton, and 
production In the lmmediele vlc:lnlly ot polar b111 dens 
could couse the bills to ablndon dens. Produc:llon 
activities could create disturbances thlt would ll<ety k
beors from returning to those preferred donning 1111s. 

Locotlng petroleum resources. with rosuttant 
development ond productkJn l1cltlttes, In conllrmed coos~} 
donning oreas could produce 1 molar reduction In lhe I~ 
avlilobllity of 1002 areo donning habltll. Although the 
number of bears returning eoch y111 vorteo depending on 
•ce. snow. and weather conditions. some researchers 
believe temate polar bllte show lldellly to birth sites and 
try to reoch oreas previously used lor deming (lentfer and 

Hensel. 1980). Recent 111111yses suggest thlt mort- of 
lernole polar beers ore now 1bout the trtllldmum the 
Beoulort Sel populodon con susllln (Amstrup and others, 
1986) without a decrease In populotkJn levels. Thus, 
preserving undisturbed onshore donning hlbllat each yur 

is very Important lor the 12 to 13 percent of ternoles :J 
donning on lltnd rather thon otlshore Ice. Moreover, M t:;( 
there Is an especlolty significant aru lor deming on fan In /" 
Alasko. M Is on and 1djocent to the 1002 oru (U.S. Ash 
and Wildlife Service, unpublshed doll). 

AddMional habMal value losses would reou1 tram 
development of rnorlne laclllttes. The Pokok pott site Is 
located In • conllrmed coastot deming areo: polar bears 
were known to hove donned within appro•lmatety t mile of 
the sMe in 3 at the last 5 years. The Cernden Bay aru 
nas also been used by deming polar bllte 

The etfects of all development on nondennlng 
segments ·or polar bear populodons are nor wei known. 
These segments at the populodon generolly lnhlbM the 
pack Ice throughout the yur. although In the lal a number 
of animals, primority family groups composed of temates 
and juvries, ore seen otong the coost (Arnstrup and 
others, 1986). Potentfot 1dverse etfects to burs lnhabMing 
pack Ice could be coused by shipping tretRc and Hs 
concomittant disturbance of water and Ice or tram on 
acctdentot all spll from 1 ship or loading tacMHy. 
Dislufbonce alone may not greatly etfect nondeming bllte 
Direct effects of ol contamination are not well known. 
!nttial resuHs of 1 study conducted In Canada (Hurst and 
others. 1982) indicate that bears forced to enter an all slick 
and then subjected to cold tempwatures ond wind wilt dia: 
that study did not delermtne K polar beers wilt voluntarily 
enter an all sli<:k 
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Potor bears are aHracted by garbage dumps and 
could become 1 nuisance or threat to personnel In camps 
Because bears are aHrecled to the Barter Island area to 
scavenge on whale carcasses, nearby oil facilities could 
experience a higher occurrence of nuisance beers than 
other tacltlttes report. 

Some odverse etfects to polar bears could be 
reduced by doc:umenllng den locallons and use lfOIS so 
that all·development acKvitlea ovoid them to the nwdmum 
ellen! possible. Avoiding suitable deming habMat Is most 
lmporlanl. To prevent diaturbance which could cause early 
den abandonment. buller zones of at least 1/2 mile should 
be estobllshed oround known dens. such os the zones 
described lor brown burs (SO CFR 37.32 (c)). ActlvHtes 
otong the coast during the late October·earty November 
period whan bllte come ashore to den should be 
minimized. Where possible. orienting seismic .,,s, 
pipelines, and roads ot right Ingles to the coost In coastot 
arus could lulther minimize Interference with deming 
bllte. Also. Ice quotlty and mD'Iemertl dolo cottected by 
Industry should be mode ov- to the FWS to ougrnent 
resoorch oHempts to understand polar bear mD'Iernenls and 
behlv!or. Such dota would be lnvotuoble In leomlng how Ia 
predict and minimize odversa etfects at Industrial activities 
on polar bllte. 

II 1ttracted by gorbllge, polar beore could become a 
nulsonce or threet to personnel and would need to be 
relocated. Proper gorboge control and fencing of comps 
would reduce this problem. Because Idling potor bears by 
onyone acept Alasun Nallvn II prohibited under the 
Morine Mommll Protection Act of 1972, nulaance bears 
would hove to be trapped and rotocoted. 

Conclusion 

Although only o ttw polar bills use the 1002 "'""· 
the .. elusion of only one or two beore tram 1111s j 
consistently used lor donning would be 1 moderate Impact 
on that segment of the Beoulolt Sel populodon becouse C.0 
soma decline In the reproductkJn rete c~. Given 
the apparently stable Belulolt Sel popiillilOii of 
approlimatety 2.000 polar bllte. such ncluslon and decline 
In notelty would likely not 1Wect the species' overal 
survival, eo long os slmita< Intensive developments did not 
occur otong the entire northern coast of Alasko and 
Canedo. lllctoglsts belove thlt the Beaufort Sel 
populotkJn can sustoln lttta, K any. incrNSO In mortotHy of 
lernoles biCIUse populotkJn ourvays and colcutolk>no show 
that the number of animals dying eoch yur Is 
approllmately equol to the populotkJn lncreese from 
repmducdon (Amstrup and others, 1986). 

SEALS ANO WHALES 

Olf.development actlvttles with the greatest potential 
lor oWacllng soots and wholes would be lhasa occunlng 
along the Immediate coost or Just otlshore. Under lui 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ide~l experimental design to test whether calving 

and post-calving cow/calf groups avoid TAPS and are displaced 

by oil developments in the Prudhoe Bay area is not available to 

us. Such a design would have as its basic elements comparable 

pre-development baseline data for control areas and areas which 

would subsequently be perturbed. Comparable techniques would 

be used to measure changes of various ecological variables in 

control and exposure areas before and following perturbation. 

The experimental design would be careful to ensure that 

comparisons are valid and would eliminate biases owing to 

either environmental variables or to the changing seasonal 

behaviors and distributions of caribou. The designs would 

endeavor to eliminate biases associated with the highly clumped 

or non-homogeneous distributions of caribou which characterize 

the species by recognizing the implications of differing 

densities, grouping behaviour, sexual segregatio~, and 

differential habitat use to the .analysis. Surveys would be 

conducted during comparable time and life cycle periods to 

reduce the foregoing potential biases. The foregoing would 

ensure that data were comparable for the test and control areas 

within years, so that between-year comparisons could be made 
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between controls as well as test (exposure) areas both before 

and after development. Finally, the study design would 

encourage identification and measurement of exogenous 

en•Jironmental influences such as snow characteristics, plant 

phenology or seasonal flooding which may, independently of the 

previously mentioned variables, affect the distribution of and 

habitat use by caribou between two apparently similar areas. 

Such measurements would help account for variations in use or 

density which might occur even where exhaustive attempts were 

made to standardize the experiment based on the criteria I have 

previously mentioned. 

The lack of many of the foregoing elements has 

contributed to differing interpretations on the relationship 

between caribou distributions and North Slope petroleum 

developments, especially as it pertains to calving 

distributions and the percentage calves associated with the 

1'APS corridor. These differing interpretations, in turn, have 

generated controversy which has often obscured rather than 

clarified issues. However, despite deficiencies in many of the 

data requirements I have described, there are numerous bodies 

of evidence which can objectively focus on questions of caribou 

interaction with the TAPS corridor and the implication of that 

interaction. These data, accumulated over a period of the past 

16 years, provide a basis for interpreting the relative role of 

ecological factors and disturbance in governing the 
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distribution, movements and habitat use of Central Arctic 

caribou. In this paper I can only develop and substantiate 

some important principles: do not intend to review and 

debate the minutiae of 15 years of survey data but to point out 

some of the most significant findings which encompass the 

period prior to and following development of the TAPS corridor. 

Specific data for the area are available for the 

period before extensive oilfield development, the construction 

of the Dalton Highway in 1974, or the pipeline between 1975 and 

1977. The main sources of1 pre-development data are studies by 

Angus Gavin from 1969 to 1978 (Gavin 1977; Gavin and 

Chamberlain 1979), White et al. (1975), and Child (1973). 

Post-development data are derived from a wide range of ADF&G 

and industry sponsored studies from 1975 to the present. 

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: UNEQUAL COMPARISONS 

One of the major difficulties in any analysis of 

Central Arctic caribou and development interactions is 

separating out the relative influence on caribou of the 

pipeline, the Dalton Highway and the oilfield development. 

Although this paper deals with the TAPS corridor, it cannot 

ignore pre-construction calving distributions as they relate to 

Prudhoe Bay and TAPS. Therefore I must comment, in part, on 
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the conclusions pertaining to the oilfield presented by Smith 

and Cameron (1983) and Whitten and Cameron (1985). Figure 1 

shows the study area and the TAPS corridor. 

The major conclusions of Cameron and Whitten (1980_) 

and Cameron et al. (1979) are that cow/calf groups avoid the 

TAPS corridor during calving and the summer period based on a 

comparison of calf percentages along the corridor versus 

regionally. The major conclusion of Smith and Cameron (1983) 

and Whitten and Cameron (1985) is that calving caribou have 

been displaced from the Prudhoe Bay Oilfield. This conclusion 

is based on low densities of calving caribou in the field and a 

lower calf percentage of total caribou in the field versus the 

regional percentage. 

The problem of comparability of dat~ is a major 

limitation to the conclusions drawn by Cameron and Whitten 

(1980_), Cameron et al. (1979, 1985). In the latter final 

report, comparisons of calf percentages between regional and 

corridor values during the calving period (June) are available 

for only two years (1975-76) of the seven-year study (1975-

1982). Other seasonal periods were compared but they combined 

periods in which seasonal distributions are known to vary 

considerably and frequently in response to environmental 

factors. Thus, comparisons of short yearling percentages in 

April/May between the TAPS corridor and regional values does 
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Figure 1. The study area. 
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not take intd account sexual segregation (Figure 2) and 

•lifferential habitat use hy the sexes at that time (Figure 3), 

while comparisons for the July-August period are confounded by 

the extreme flux in movements in response to insects which can 

affect calf percentages in a specific area drastically even on 

a given day (White et al. 1978). Even so, calf percentages 

along the corridor and regionally were the same in two of five 

years for the July-August period (Cameron et al. 1985), 

suggesting that factors other than the TAPS corridor influenced 

those percentages. 

Although Cameron et al. (1985) attempt to reduce 

previous biases in survey coverage of non-riparian habitats 

regionally by deleting road surveys south of Region 4 and 

coastal transects from aerial surveys, regional surveys still 

appear to oversample non-riparian habitats. The published 

methodology (Cameron and \fhitten 1979) states a deliberate 

effort to sample non-riparian habitats on regional surveys for 

at least 3 km on either side of riparian habitats. Thus, many 

high density non-riparian calving areas are sampled in the 

regional surveys (Figure 4) and compared to the 1 km wide 

surveys on either side of the Dalton Highway which is closely 

associated with riparian habitat of the Sagavanirktok River 

(Figure 5). The route of TAPS does not transect such calving 

concen~rations and traverses approximately three times the 

regional percentage of riparian habitat (Carruthers et al. 

1984). 
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I do not disagree that calf percentages are lower 

along the TAPS corridor than for the region as a whole but with 

the interpretation of why they are lower. There is 

considerable evidence that: 

1. The Prudhoe Bay area was not an important calving area even 

prior to development (Table 1: White et al. 1975: Gavin 

1911: Gavin and Chamberlain 1979) (Figure 6). 

2. There is well documented evidence that sexual segregation 

(Cameron and Whitten 1979: Carruthers et al. 1984) and 

differential habitat use result in different distributions 

of cow/calf and bull groups in riparian versus non-riparian 

habitats (Jakimchuk et al., in press: Curatolo 1985). 

Indeed, Curatolo found that this differential habitat use 

occurred even within intensively develope~ areas and that 

calf percentages were consistently lower in riparian 

habitat. Jakimchuk et al. (in press) show that differing 

distance relationships to ~iparian habitats between bulls 

and cows are consistent regional distributional trend. 

3. Finally, along the West Sak Road, where habitats normally 

used by cows and calves h~ve been traversed by a road 

corridor, thus eliminating the habitat bias to a large 

degree, summer calf percentages have been the same or 



Table 1. f:stimated caribou populations, North Slope, Alaska, l970-l97H. 

Colville-Canning Region, ca. 9000 Sq. Mi. Prudhoe Bay Areal, ca. 455 Sq. Mi. 

Calves Calves 
perloo2 Year- perloo3 Year-

Year Cows Calves Cows lin~s Bulls Total Cows Calves Cows lin~s Bulls4 Total 

1970 8,868 5,962 67 5,193 1,581 21,604 24 17 71 8 49 
1971 8,600 3,100 36 2,000 1,300 15,000 16 7 44 7 30 

1972 1,200 450 37 350 500 2,500 8 5 63 4 17 
1973 9,200. 3,500 38 2,500 1,200 16,400 24 9 38 9 42 

1974 10,000 3,1:100 37 3,500 1,100 18,600 34 9 27 8 51 
1975 7,800 2,-ROO. 36 2,600 1,300 14,500 27 13 48 4 44 

1976 2,200 750 34 1,100 950 5,000 19 4 21 5 28 
1977 3,200 1,200 37 600 1,000 6,000 14 ll 79 3 28 

1978 3,170 1,580 50 970 1,100 6,820 29 15 52 7 6 57 

!Encompasses the area from the Sagavanirktok River to Kuparuk River and fro11 the Coast 
to Franklin Bluffs. 

2colville-Canning Region ten year average = 41 calves per 100 cows per year. 
3prudhoe Bay Area ten year average = 46 calves per 100 cows per year. 
4No data available except for 1978. 

SOURCE: Gavin and Chamberlain (1979). 
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virtually the same as reqional values in five of seven 

years followinq the development of the corridor (Table 2) . 

Notwithstanding Table 2, which eliminates a major 

habitat bias, calf percentages alone are a poor measure of 

impact along the TAPS corridor when one considers seasonal 

variations in caribou distribution in response to environmental 

influences such as snow cover, insect harassment, and 

differential habitat use by the sexes. 

The ma"jor evirlence presented that calving has been 

displaced from the Prurlhoe Bay area are the low calf 

percentages recorded, the low number of calving groups found 

there during summer and the hiqhcr incidence of calving south 

of Prudhoe Bay (Whitten and Cameron 1983: Smith and Cameron 

1983). However, comparison of pre- and post-development 

calving distributions shows a similar distribution to that 

found in recent years (Sopuck and Jakimchuk 1986), with more 

calving south of Prudhoe Bay than in the Prudhoe Bay oilfield 

area even prior to extensive development (Figures 4 and 6). 

The apparent reason for this is the frequent, extensive 

flooding associated with sedge meadows in the Prudhoe Bay area. 

Late snow melt and flooding of lowland habitats in the coastal 

zone at calving has occurred in 7 of the past 13 years where 

data are available (Table 3). In years of delayed snow melt, 

calving farther inland has been consistently reported. This 
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Table 2. A comparison of regional calf percentages and calf 
percentages observed along the West Sak (Spine) Road 
during summer 1978-1984. 

Year 

Spine Road 
(West Sak) 

Percent Calves 

Regional 
Calf Percentages 

Percent Calves source 

• 

1978 26 25 Cameron & Whitten 1979b 

1979 25.0 25 Cameron & Whitten 1980b 

1980 20.0 21 Cameron et al. 1981 

1981 18.oab 27 Cameron et al. 1983 

1982 16.0 No Data Smith et al. 1984 

1983 17.5 21 Smith et al. 1984 

1984 22.3 23.2 Smith et al. 1984 

a Represents 14,966 total caribou seen from the road in 1981 
versus 4,552 seen in 1980. 

b Of caribou observed crossing West Sak road and Kuparuk 
ptpel ine in 1981, <:alves were 25'11 of total caribou. 
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T~b1e J. Pheonology of snowmelt and calving distributions in 
the central Arctic region, 1970-1986. 

Snowmelt 
Phenology 

Year During Calving 

1970 No data 

1971 Deep snow coastal 
plain 

1972 Heavy snow 

1973 Dry year 
1974 No data 

1975 No data 

1976 Heavy snow 

1977 

1978 Late snowmelt, 
flooding 

1979 Dry - relatively 
snow-free 

1980 Late Snowmelt -
extensive flooding 

t9al Dry, snow-free 
calving 

1982 Late snowmelt -
extensive flooding 

1983 Relatively dry 
1984 Relatively dry 

1985 Relatively dry 

1986 Late snowmelt 

Comments on 
Calving 
Distribution Source 

"Usual distribution" Gavin 1977 
(see Fig. 6) 
Calving in foothills Gavin 1977 

Low use of Coastal Gavin 1977 
Zone & Prudhoe Bay 
Some inland calving Gavin 1977 
"Usual distribution" Gavin 1977 
(Fig. 6) 
Scattered calving, no 
concentration areas 
"Usual distribution" Gavin 1977 
(Fig. 6) 
"Usual distribution" Gavin 1977 
(Fig. 6) 

No data Cameron et 
1981 

More inland caribou Whitten & 

al. 

Cameron 1985 
Little inland 

More calving 
inland 
Usual (see Fig. 6) 
Usual (Fig. 6) 

Usual 

Majority inland 
calving east of 
Sag River. 

Cameron et al. 
1983 
Whitten & 
cameron 1985 

Sopuck & 
Jakimchuk 1986 
Sopuck & 
Jakimchuk 1986 
Sopuck & 
Jakimchuk 1986 
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seems to be a reasonable explanation for the consistent calving 

associated with the Franklin Bluffs ~rea sout~ of Prudhoe Bay 

which was documented prior to extensive oilfield development at 

Prudhoe Bay. 

If we look at factors affecting pre- and post

calving distributions we find strong well-documented ecological 

reasons to explain observed distributions. When we test these 

hypotheses by looking at known calving and post-calving areas 

where development has occurred, such as the West Sak Road area 

and Prudhoe Bay, we find that the hypotheses pertaining to 

habitat use and their effects on distribution hold (Curatolo 

1985; Jakimchuk et al., in press; this paper). The 

explanations for apparent discrepancies between what occurs 

along the TAPS corridor and regionally are in response to 

ecological factors. This explains the apparent contradiction 

of avoidance of TAPS but no avoidance of the Spine Road during 

summer by the same caribou on the same summer range. 

I have concluded that absence does not equal 

displacement. do not think that cow/calf groups avoid TAPS 

but the major river valley associated with TAPS - a 

relationship which also holds regionally for other comparable 

major rivers such as the Canning and Colville. Similarly, I 

think the evidence is strong that the Prudhoe Bay complex prior 

to development was not an important calving area. Its present 
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low use for calving represents an historical distribution 

rather than a displacement of calving to other areas. 

I do not disagree that cows with neonates are 

sensitive to disturbance. There is ample evidence to support 

this sensitivity not only for caribou but for other cervids and 

bovids as well. This s~nsitivity appears to be strongly 

associated with a behavioral repertoire in response to 

predation. do not disagree, either, that developments such 

as roads with traffic and human acti~ity, are disturbing to 

cows with calves, or that some types of barriers can physically 

exclude caribou from their ranges. I do, however, distinguish 

hetween the sensory disturbances associated with the Dalton 

Highway which have been documented, and the notion of avoidance 

or displacement along the TAPS corridor which implies a 

permanency that is not justified by the eviden~e. I feel that 

the pipeline itself is not a source of disturbance -most of it 

is buried in the Sag. River floodplain. Most of the existing 

disturbance comes from the traffic and hunting along the Dalton 

Highway. But even here, except for hunting mortality, I feel 

that the distur.bances are temporary and are not instrumental in 

altering either the behavior or distribution of caribou along 

that corridor in any fundamental or permanent way. In short, I 

think that caribou are frequently disturbed by activity within 

the corridor but they do not avoid it for this reason. 
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Evidence suggesting that disturbances to date are 

temporary and sensory in nature is available from a broader 

review of the growth, distribution and movements of the Central 

Arctic herd (previous papers). There is no indication that 

there has been any change in distribution, life cycle patterns 

or the fundamental ecology of caribou resulting from the 

interaction with existing oil development. On the contrary, 

the herd has grown in size and has continued to use and occupy 

habitats in the region in a manner consistent with 

pre-development use. The best evidence for this is where pre-

development baseline data exist, such as the Kuparuk and Milne 

Point developments. There are no overall effects on seasonal 

distribution, habitat use or numbers which can currently be 

attributed to petroleum development. The seasonal cycles of 

caribou in the Central Arctic region continue despite the 

development which only recently includes their. major pre-

development calving ranges. 

As development continues and expands, it is important 

to monitor and document interactions with caribou and to assess 

their significance. If decisions are taken that any habitat 

alteration is deleterious and this forms the basis for 

permitting, it will be difficult to justify management oriented 

research because of the ! priori conclusion that all changes 

are equally deletrious. The most important requirement for 

future research, in my view, is to identify where compatibility 

~xists between a ui~hle caribou population and development, 

lncurnent where ueveloprnent activittes are 'incompatible, to 

1 ~enttfy the natur~ of the problem, and to develop means of 

effecttve rnlttgation. 

to 
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February 5, 1987 

Secretary Donald Hodel 
Department of the Interior 
Washington DC 20240 

Dear Secretary Hodel: 

The Resource Development Council respectfully submits the 
enclosed comments on the Draft Legislative Environmenatl 
Impact Statement for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
Coastal Plain Resource Assessment. 

I have also enclosed resolutions in support of the 
preferred alternative from a variety of cities, boroughs 
and other concerned parties for the official record. 

we hope these comments are of use to you and your staff 
as you review the document and prepare a final report. 
Please call on me if we can be of assistance in any way. 

cc: Governor Steve Cowper 
Senator Ted Stevens 
Senator Frank Kurkowski 
Congressman Don Young 
Vern Wiggins, Alaska Land use Council 
Representative Sam Cotten, Alaska Legislature 
Senator Jack Coghill, Alaska Legislature 
Janie Leask, Alaska Federation of Natives 
Alaska Coalition for American Energy Security 

Comments of Resource Development Council, Inc., 
on the Draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, 

Coastal Plain Resource Assess•ent 

February 4, 1987 

INTRODUCTION: 

The Resource Development Council for Alaska, Inc., 

(ROC) is a private state~ide economic development 

organization committed to the orderly development of 

Alaska' a resources. The broadly-based IDelobership of our 

Council comes from a ~ide range of economic, social, 

geographic and ethnic sectors of Alaska. Our membership 

represents individuals, companies, trade associations, 

native corporations, universities, chambers of commerce 

and municipalities throughout the state. 

The Resource Development Council strongly supports 

the opening of the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge to oil and gas exploration and 

development. In light of the national interest, 

Alternative A, full leasing of the "1002 11 study area, is 

the only acceptable alternative. 

Public Comment 

Although there has been some concern over ~hether or 

not public comment ~as required for preparation of the 
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l'epol't, HDC believes, especially in light of the ti•ne ex tension 

fol' wl'itten co1111ents, the level of public pal'ticipatlon in the 

l'evlew of the dl'aft l'epol't has been adequate and fully 11eets all 

legal l'equit"eents. ROC also believes that the public heal'ings 

in Anchot"age, Kaktovik and Washington, D.C. wel'e well 

publicized. Because of the advanced notification, lat"ge numbers 

of people attended the heal'ings. 

The National Intet"ast 

Thel'e al'e 11any good t"easons why the opening of eight pet"cent 

of the l'efuge to oil and gas leasing is in the national intet"est. 

Davelop•ent of wol'ld-class oil deposits in the l'efuge 

pl'oposed fol' leasing would pl'ollote econo11ic developtaent, t"educe 

out" dependence on fol'eign oil, fostel' ot"del'ly develop11ent in the 

absence of an enel'gy cl'isis, incl'ease l'evenues fl'OII taxes and 

l'oyalties, stl'engthen national secut"ity, l'estl'ain the national 

tl'ade deficit and cl'eate thousands of new jobs. 

Although thal'e is plenty of oil on the llal'ket today, 

domestic ct"uda t"eset"ves al'e plu1111eting while consu11ption is 

l'ising. Uo11estic ct"ude pl'oduction fl'OII existing fields is 

fot"ecast to decline fl'OII 8.9 11illion bal'l'els pel' day in 1985 to 

slightly ovel' 6 11illion bal'l'els pel' day in 1991. Cut"l'ent 

do11estic Cl'Ude pl'oduction has all'eady fallen by 400,000 barrels 

pel' day. By the yeal' 2000, pt"oduction 11ay plunge to 4 million 
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l:lat"l'els pel' day unless new domestic discovel'ies at"e found and 

developed. If new significant discovel'iea al'e not developed, the 

u.s. could find itself dependent upon fol'eign sout"ces fol' 75 

pel'cent of its consumption within 15 years, double out" pl'esent 

level of dependency. Since it takes up to 15 yeal's to bl'ing 

•aajol' Al'ctlc oil fields into pl'oduction, the i1amediate opening of 

tne ANWR Coastal Plain fol' explot"ation and develop1aent is of 

extl'e•ae illpot"tance. 

With the fl'ee wot"ld's sout"ces of petl'oleu• heavily 

concentt"ated in the volatile Middle East, lnct"eased futut"e 

dependency on this l'egion thl'eatens out" national intet"est. Saudi 

Al'abla itself holds about one-quat"tel' of the wol'ld's t"eset"ves. 

Neal'ly tht"ee-quat"tel's of all l'e&el'ves at"e found in the Middle 

East, a l'egion of gl'eat instability. Given past expet"ience, the 

u.s. is vet"y vulnel'able to supply disl'uptions and subsequent 

pl'ice escalation due to its dependence on fol'eign soul'ces of 

oil. 

The best way to assut"e that the United States will have 

secure supplies of oil is to pul'sue explol'ation and develop11ent 

hel'e at hoe. And the best chance to find a new wol'ld-class 

domestic supply of oil is in the Coastal Plain of ANWR. 

Many Amel'icans find it hal'd to believe that we have lost the 

advantages gained in consel'vation and at"e l'apidly 11oving back to 

a futul'e of 1aassive enel'gy impol't dependence. Wl th the 
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drastic drop in oil prices, corapounded with the fall in doonestlc 

production and the dramatic rise in consumption, the present oil 

glut will evaporate before the end of this decade. The drop in 

oil prices has resulted in significant reductions in U.s. 

exploration, production and drifling activity, and there is 

little that can be done to reverse this trend. 

Until oil prices increase significantly, U.S. ,exploration 

will remain stagnant. Our dependence on imports will continue to 

increase and our vulnerability to oil price shocks and oil 

shortages will rise to excessively dangerous levels. 

It is iraportant that the U.S. have the foresight to develop 

potential Al~WR oil and gas deposits soon to avoid a future energy 

crisis. All the geologic factors favorable for significant oil 

and gas discoveries exist in the 1002 area, which is the most 

promising area for a major discovery of oil and gas in all 

untested onshore areas of North America. 

It is particularly important that Congress allow the siting 

in ANWR of oil and gas facilities needed to support offshore oil 

and gas developraent occurring north of ANWR on state-owned 

submerged lands and on the federal Outer Continental Shelf. None 

of the alternatives in the report specifically states that 

support facilities would be permitted. This provision would be 

compatible with Alternative A, H, C and D, and should be ::tdded to 

these alternatives. 
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Economic Benefits 

Development and production of substantia 1 oil reserves in 

the 1002 area would proonote economic development not only in 

Alaska, but also in the contiguous states. l'housands of new jobs 

would be created as the demand for goods and services developed. 

Posi t1 ve impacts would be felt well beyond tne ener~y industry • 

In Alaska, oil production in the refuge would provide a 

oaajor new source of incoone to underwrite ionportant state prograras 

and promote economic growth. Other states would also benefit 

since rauch of the production and transports tion facilities would 

be designed and constructed prior to being shipped north. 

Oil and gas developrnent in the 1002 area would also assist 

ti1e nation in reducing the national trade deficit. The deficit 

soared to record levels in Noveraber and appears to be totally out 

of control. Bvery barrel of oil the U.S. buys frorn foreign 

sources increases that deficit. The,price that this nation pays 

for imported oil is the largest single factor in the deficit. As 

much as $90 billion is spent each year on foreign oil. With the 

mounting national tr::tde deficit, any improvernent in the oolance 

of trade picture is beneficial. Since every state is partially 

responsible for the deficit, each must do its share or more to 

produce resources that can help offset foreign imports. 
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Oil and Gas Resources 

Although there are some attractive offshore areas yet to be 

explored, the 1002 area is particularly promising a1nong onshore 

areas because it contains extensions of other producing trends. 

With all the geographic factors favorable for significant oil and 

gas discoveries existing in the 1002 area, the Coastal Plain 

holds the greatest potential of containing super-gaint oil fields 

of all unexplored areas of the U.S. 

According to the draft report, there is a 95 percent chance 

the 1002 area contains more than 4.8 billion barrels of oil. 

There is a 5 percent chance the area contains more than 29.4 

billion barrels of oil. The average range of inplace estimates 

yields a mean estimate of 13.8 billion barrels of oil. 'fhe 

report also esti11ates that there is an average economically 

recoverable resource estimate of 3.2 billion barrels of oil. 

However, the report said that 11 the estimation of recoverable 

resource was limited to those prospects (all structural) which 

can be identified and delineated with reasonable degree of 

certainty, and which are physically large enough that they could 

reasonably be expected to contain commercial quantities of oil." 

Given this criteria, the Resource uevelopment Couucil 

believes the report's reserve estimate should represent a 

minimum. Recoverable oil fro•• strat1graphic traps could be 
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considerable since 1nany of the plays are stratigraphic in 

nature. In addition, minimUIR economic field size would decrease 

as infrastruture from larger fields is developed. For example, 

fields considered less than economically marginal by themselves 

could co•ne on line later as infrastructure is developed 

throughout the area to tap larger fields. Further, price 

fluctuations could have a tremendous impact on the economic 

viability of any prospect. 

The report indicates that there is only a 20 percent chance 

of finding economically recoverable oil. This estimate is 

misleading to those who are not familiar with industry risk and 

success r~tios. The 20 percent estimate actually represents a 

considerable increase over typical industry success ratios and in 

fact establishes an excellent chance for finding major oil 

deposits. 

According to the Alaska Oil and Gas Association, only one 

out of ten wells drilled encounters any hydrocarbons at all, and 

or those that do, only one out of five ever turns into a 

developable oil field. Out of 100 exploratory wells drilled, 

only ten would encounter oil. Of those ten, only two will have 

discovered economically developable fields. This represents a 

two percent chance of success compared to 20 percent. As a 

result, 20 percent oaus are ten times higher than the industry's 

success rate in Alaska, a state that provides America with over 

2U percent of its domestic production. 
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Uue to the coMplex geology or the 1002 al"ea, dl"illin~ will 

de:flnltely be l"equll"ed 'CO de:flne the subsul":face values. Ul"illing 

should begin l1111edlately in Ol"del" to lnventol"y and confll"on the 

suspected l"esoul"ces. 

Nol"th Slope Bnvironaant/Bxperlence 

'rhe NEPA-mandated EIS pl"ocess :frequently fol"ces new 

develop~ent pl"ojects to predict envlron~~ental consequences with 

little or no previous field experience to guide the predictions. 

For the ANWR COastal Plain, the test case has already occurr~d 

over an 18-year period at nearby Prudhoe Bay. The experience or 

regulatory agencies co11blned with that of industry in the Arctic 

environ~ent provides convincing evidence that the 1002 area can 

be developed with ~lnlmal environ~~ental !~pacts. 

The Resource DevelopMent Council agrees with the DEIS in 

that "the evidence generated during tne 18 years or exploration 

and develop11ent at Prudhoe Bay indicates Minloaal impact on 

wildli:fe resources. Hence, it is reasonable to assu.a that 

development can proceed on the coastal plain and generate similar 

minimal ef:rects." 

Developoaent or Prudhoe Bay has enabled the industl"y lind 

regulatory agencies to spend oalllions of dollars and hundreds of 

man-years to research the interaction of :fish and wildlife witn 

oil field development. As a result, the North Slope is one 
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of the moat-studied ecosyateons in l•ol"th America. 'rhis fact 

should be cle'lr ly stated in the fina 1 r~pOl"t in light of char~es 

by non-development interests that very little study has occu~red 

and that 10uch IROl"e is needed befol"e develop10ent is allowed. 

The Council strongly concurs with the state10ent that "•oat 

adverse effects would be mlnionlzed or ellmlnated through 

carefully applied mitigation, using the lessons le'lrned and 

technology acquil"ed fl"om development at Prudhoe Bay and from 

constl"uctlon or the Trans-Alaska Pipe line Systeoo (TAPS)." 

It should be pointed out that the worst-case scenal"ios 

adopted by non-developoaent interests 15 ye'lrs ago to prevent 

construction or TAPS and developMent at Pl"udhoe Bay have been 

proven false. Dire predictions pointing to the destl"uction of 

oaajor caribou herds, waterfowl and ,loss or habitat have sloaply 

not occurred. TOday healthy caribou herds thrive in the midst or 

development activities. The Central Arctic herd, whose summer 

range includes Prudhoe Bay and KuparuK oil fields, has not only 

gl"own, but multiplied in size. 

Most of the highly-speculative envlromnental concerns that we 

hear today by those opposing developoaent in the 1002 area are 

similar to those aired in the 1970s to discourage construction or 

·rAPS. The public should recognize that the dire predictions being 

made today are unwarranted and in fact have already been pl"oven 

false throu~h enviromnentally-sound developonent at Prudhoe Bay. 
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The Resource l)evelopment Council believes that the small loss 

of habitat represented by development in the 1002 area will not 

impact grow_th or productivity of caribou. Habitat is not currently 

preventing the growth of the Porcupine herd since the herd's large 

population has remained far below the carrying capacity of the 

Coastal Plain. A small reduction in total range should not 

significantly alter the herd's population. Given existing 

technology, coupled with the potential size of any anticipated 

discovery, development in the refuge would comprise an extremely 

small portion of the 1002 area, which itself represents only eight 

percent of the refuge. 

Since habitat is not lim! t"ing the continued growth and 

survival of the herd, conclusions within the report regarding 

displacernent of maternal cows or bulls carry 11 ttle significance. 

As a result, loss of access to small portions of available habitat 

due to oil field development will have minimal impact on the herd. 

There has been some degree of displacernent of caribou at 

Prudhoe Bay due to habitat alterations. However, habitat is not 

lirni ting caribou populations for any Alaskan herds. Therefore, a 

small degree of habitat alteration as a result of development on 

the coastal Plain will have an insignificant impact on the growth 

and productivity of the Porcupine caribou herd. 
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In defining management goals for a herd, a key ingredient is 

the concept of habitat carrying capacity. Neither the Central 

Arctic Herd nor the Porcupine Herd approach the carrying capacity 

of their ranges based on food, calving habitat, insect relief or 

any other habitat basis. It is an established fact that the total 

habitat has never been fully occupied, and that caribou populations 

have maintained densities much lower than the rnaximum dictated by 

habitat. 

Since habitat is not limiting growth, ample roorn exists to 

accommodate development interests in the 1002 area without 

impacting the size or growth of the Porcupine herd. This point 

should be strongly emphasized in the net conclusions of the 1002 

report. 

The report correctly points out in Chapter II that wide annual 

variations in calving distribution frequently occur due to weather 

patterns and the timing of spring thaw. The acknowledged effect of 

weather erodes the core calving area concept and points out the 

wide annual variability and adaptability of caribou. In 1983 and 

1985, about 74 percent of the Porcupine herd calved in the 1002 

area. In 1984, only 35 percent of the herd calved in the area. 

These figures clearly show the adaptability of the herd to yearly 

variations in weather conditions and point out that calving 

distributions do vary widely. This shows that caribou have calved 

in other places outside the "core calving are!a" without harm. 
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The •core calving area" for the Porcupine t~rd has been 

arbitrarily defined as an area where high density calving has 

occurred for at least 5 or the last 14 years. High density calving 

has occurred in so11e of this area in 9 of the 14 years, which 

strongly indicates that calving has occurred outside the "core 

calving area" anywhere fro. 5 to 9 years. The facts show that 

caribou calve anywhere on the Coastal Plain, and in large areas 

outside the plain. 

What percentage of all calving areas does the "core calving 

area" represent? According to Table VI-5, the total "core calving 

area" is 311,000 acres, while total concentrated calving occurs 

over 2,117,000 acres. This shows that core calving represents 15 

percent of all concentrated calving areas, and would represent an 

even lower percentage if peripheral calving areas were included. 

While the core area is i•portant to the herd, it is not necessarily 

critical since the caribou have successfully calved over very large 

areas in the past. 

However, it has been assu11ed that areas outside the .•core 

calving area" have reduced habitat values or higher exposure to 

predators. If this assumption were true, reduced productivity 

should be apparent from years that the herd calved in alternative 

ranges. Data show no sign or reduced productivity, but does 

indicate that the herd has steadily grown since the early 1970s. 

The record also has shown that caribou have consistently shown 

flexibility in their habita·t require~~ents. 
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Skoog {196S) and Bergerud et. al. {19134) believe that caribou 

are not habitat Umited. Shank (1979) states that "· •• northern 

large 11a1nmals (excepting sheep) are 110st likely not often resource 

limited suggesting that at least so•ae degree of distributional 

alteration could be accommodated without drastic de•nographic 

consequences." 

Uiven the frequent variability of calving across the Coastal 

Plain and the flexibility of caribou in their habitat requirements, 

and the fact that alterations can be accommodated without drastic 

de11ograhic consequences, the Resource Develop•aent Council asks that 

conclusions regarding the relative importance of the Jago Highlands 

as a core-calving area be de-emphasized throughout the report. 

The Resource Development Council believes that tne "unique and 

irreplaceable" nature required for designating habitat as Resource 

Category 1 does not pertain to caribou calving habitat as indicated 

in the report. It has yet to be proved that the Porcupine herd has 

a specific "core" calving area that is unique and irreplaceable. 

The herd's calving concentrations vary each year, some falling 

within the same general areas, while in other years separated by 

hundreds of miles. Members of the herd calve in a range that 

spreads over 200 miles in an east-west distance and over an area 

exceeding 6,500 square •niles, larger than the state of 

Connecticut. In 1982, the .ajority of the herd calved east of the 

Alaska border in Canada.· In 1986, much or the herd calved outside 

the 1002 area. It is indeed a misconception that a "core" calving 
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area exists as a specific tract of land with fixed boundaries, used 

consistently and predictably. 

The fact that the Porcupine herd has higher calving densities 

than the Central Arctic herd at Prudhoe Bay is not sufficient to 

argue that displacement would likely cause adverse effects. As 

mentioned earlier, alternative calving habitat is available in 

sufficient quantities. The large area used by the Porcupine herd 

for calving and its historical use and success in that habitat 

indicate this is the case. 

Therefot'e, any at'guments against extl'apolation of Centl'al 

At'ctic het'd data to the Porcupine het'd at'e not valid when based on 

the fact that the Pot'cuplne het'd may occupy habitat in higher' 

densities than the Centl'al Arctic herd. We ask that this point be 

clearly made in the conclusion of the environmental impacts for 

Al tet'native A. 

In t'egard to insect relief, cat'ibou demonstt'ate wide variation 

in their selection and use of insect relief habitat. Although many 

gt'oups move towat'd the Arctic Ocean, the repot't COI't'ectly points 

out that many also .ave to higher' elevations along the mountains. 

However, we are concet'ned that the l'epot't places undue emphasis on 

the coastal insect relief habitats while falling to place enough 

t'ecognition on the wide vat'iations or insect relief habitats. It 

should also be pointed out that the Prudhoe Bay development pads 

and roads have ct'eated new insect t'elief habitat and have not 
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prohillited the Central Arctic herd access to co~stal :Jre'ls. The 

favorable experience at Prudhoe 13ay should be included in the 

report. 

on page six of the repol't", paragraph five states that "changes 

in wildlife habitat and wilderness environment £2~~~ include 

displacement and reduction in the size of the Porcupine Caribou 

Herd (PCH). The amount of t'eduction and its long-ter•• significance 

Cot' herd viability is h!&~!l_!pecul!!!!!·" (Emphasis added) 

We suggest that 11any of the environmental consequences are 

ovet'stated and highly speculative. Many of the conclusions of 

severe impacts and concerns fot' caribou populations, as presented 

in the report, are stated as fact, when in actuality, they are 

highly speculative and not suppot'ted by what has taken place at 

PI'Udhoe 13ay. 

It is impot'tant to note that the standard used in the 1002 

repol't Is "worst case." lfli:PA as nov a11ended t'equires that effects 

be "reasonably foreseeable." The requil'e•aent to prepat'e a "vot'st 

case analysis" when faced with inco11plete Ol' unavailable 

infot'mation was t'escinded last year'. Since most or the 

environmental consequences in the t'epot't are based on a wot'st case 

analysis suppol'ted by inadequate information, a major modification 

is in order. 

The Hesout'ce Development Council strongly ut'ges the authors of 
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the l'epol't to l'econsidel' the speculative "wol'st-case" stateroents. 

Due to the "wol'st-case" bias, ROC asks that those impacts based on 

a highly-speculative natul'e be clal'ified as such thl'oughout the 

envil'onroental consequences section. This will allow and hopefully 

ensul'e that those l'eading the l'epol't al'e awal'e of the 

highly-speculative natul'e of those conclusions. 

We believe it is impol'tant to point out that the stateraent on 

page 108, pal'agl'aph 7 is a majol' misl'epl'esentation of a study's 

conclusions. The statement l'eads: "Based upon· the wol'k of Oau and 

Csmel'on (19~5), cal'ibou al'e displaced appl'oximately 2 miles out 

from development ••• within this 2 mile al'ea of influence al'e about 

357,000 acl'es of total col'e calving gl'ounds in the 1002 al'ea." 

In l'eality, the l'elationship between calves and distances fl'om 

the l'oad (l11lne Point) is statistically insignificant. Dau and 

Csmel'on did find fewel' matel'nal gl'oups neal' the l'oad than away fl'om 

it, but the pal'tial displacement was fol' 2 kilometers, not 2 

miles. In addition, theil' data show a high degl'ee of annual 

Val'iability. Theil' data also show that non-matel'nal cal'ibou wel'e 

not displaced by the l'Oad COl'l'idor and that "pal'tial displacement" 

was shown within a zone of 0-3 km. 

Unfol'tunately, the USFWS uses these data to iroply that a 

complete displacement of all cal'ibou gl'oups occul'l'ed out to 2 

miles. 'fhis is gl'ossly incol'l'ec t and we ask that this section be 

revised to reflect proper study l'esults. Regal'dless of the 
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conclusions of pal'tial displacement, it is impol'tant to point out 

that a significant incl'ease in animals occul'l'ed in the study al'ea 

dul'ing a pel'iod of maximum development. 

Othel' pol'tions of this section should also be l'evised. Fol' 

example, Page 109, pal'agl'aph 6 states that "if cal'ibou l'efuse to 

cl'oss thl'ough any development al'eas, then 194,000 acl'eS would be 

unavailable as habitat. That al'ea encompasses 52 pel'cent of total 

insect-l'elief and ovel' 80 pel'cent of Coastal insect-l'elief 

habitats." The hypothesis that the Pol'cupine herd would be 

eliminated fl'om Vil'tually all its coastal insect-l'elief is based on 

a "wol'st-case" scenal'io that the hel'd would "refuse to Cl'oss 

thl'ough any development al'eas." Thel'e al'e no studies to suppol't 

the hypothesis that a pl'opel'ly designed pipeline and l'oad would 

pl'esent a total bal'l'iel' to cal'ibou roovernents. Yet thel'e al'e plenty 

of examples of hel'ds thl'oughout the wol'ld l'egularly crossing 

thl'ough not only pl'opel'ly developed al'eas, but inpl'opel'ly designed 

pipelines. 

Regal'ding the statements within the l'epol't on oil spills, it 

is impol'tant to note that while the authol's col'l'ectly state that 

the cumulative effect of spills has not been signficant, they 

completely ignol'e the main l'eason fol' the lack of significant 

iropact. Uf the 82,216 gallons spilled in 191:!5, vel'y little 

actually l'eached the envil'onment because the spills wel'e cleaned up 

very efficiently. Unfortunately, the discussion leads one to 

assume that all l:l2 1 21b gallons went into the tundra. 
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f4ost spills occul." on snow-covel."ed gl"avel pl"oduction pads whel"e 

they al"e easy to spot and cleanup. Those which occur in the summer 

and off the gl"avel pads are tl"eated with sol."bent pads and 

rehabilitation and l"evegetation pl"ocedul."es. 

Given industry's good recol."d and the fact that spills are 

routinely cleaned up before they harm the envil"onment, we take 

exception to statements such as the one on page 100, pal."agraph 8: 

"The almost unavoidable minot" oil leaks and spill ••• which would 

contaminate the tundl"a and, possibly, the aquatic environment ••• " 

Spills al."e easily noticed on ice and snow and l"al"ely escape 

detection, even in quantities of less than one gallon. A mixture 

of snow and oil can be easily scooped up by a snow shovel Ol" fl"ont 

end loadel". 

The Council Ul"ges the authol"s to eithel" delete Ol" clal"ify the 

statement within the l."epol"t that l"eads: "The 1002 area is the 

most biologically pl"oductive pal"t of the Al"ctic Refuge fol" wildlife 

and is the centel" of wildlife activity on the l"efuge." This 

statement is contl"al"y to the wildlife population data cited in 

pl."eceding pal."ts of the l."epol"t which point out the relatively low 

abundance of wildlife species and the l."elatively shol"t pel"iod of 

use of the 1002 al."ea. 

In addition, we stress that the authors acknowledge that the 

30-mile section of the Coastal Plain fl"om the 1002 al"ea east to the 

Canadian bol."der and ful"thel" into canada will remain as wilderness. 
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The l."epol"t CUI."l"ently fails to l."ecognize that 500,000 acl."es of the 

ANWR Coastal Plain is designated wildel"ness'. l!:ven with full 

leasing undel" Altel"native A, this section will remain untouched, 

thus presel."ving the complete spectrum of arctic ecosyste•as 

l"epl."esented in the Arctic Refuge. 

The U::lFWS, in assessing the envil."omaental consequences of 

possible oil and gas development in the 1002 area, has focused its 

impact analyses on loss of habitat value and has quantified its 

impact conclusions in terms of acl."es lost. Assuming a dil"ect 

col."relation between acl."es of habitat available and the population 

sizes of l"esident species, USFWS has translated its pl"ojections of 

acl."es lost to population l."eductions. 

The Resoul."ce Uevelopment Council does not believe that this 

simplistic appl"oach to biology justified pl"imarily on the basis of 

the USFWS Mitigation Policy was eve!." examined by the agency fol" its 

scientific validity in the al"ctic. The mitigation policy is built 

on the management of habitat as a means of managing the 

pl."oductivity of fish and wildlife populations. 

However, we agl"ee with the Alaska Oil and Gas Association that 

it is inappl"Opl"iate to use a habitat-based system to manage a 

population when habitat availability has not been shown to be a 

raechanis1n by which that population is l."egula ted. This poLicy is 

especially out of place in the arctic where habitat haa not been 

shown to be a 11•niting facto!." for caribou. Uata clearly suppol"tS 
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the finding that herd size is regulated by direct mortality due to 

predation. 

The Resource Development Council believes that the current 

policy of focusing on habitat serves no biologically meaningful 

purpose. A biologically effective approach to assessing and 

mitigating effects of develop1aent on wildlife would be to first 

determine systematically how project activities and structures will 

adversely affect a population and then apply mitigation measures 

that would avoid or mini•oize disturbances to the population. 

The USFWS Mitigation Policy should not be the foundation for 

~ impact analysis or mitigation requirements in the arctic. The 

:;;;:! foundation for i11pact analysis and mitigation requireoaents should 

be based on well-established principles of applied ecology and 

range science. 

Some repondents have suggested that "more study" is required 

before Congress can make an informed decision on whether to open 

the Coastal Plain. The draft report contains all the data 

necessary for Congress to make an informed decision. The call for 

"more study" is primarily an attempt by those who would like to 

delay the project forever. Americans must understand that the 

Coastal Plain region is one of the •aost studied enviromnents in the 

world. 

In concluding, the Resource Developonent Council for Alaska, 

Pav,e 21 
KIJC AI~WH Couuneu ts 

Inc., stron~ly endorses Alternative A, full le'lsiuP, of the 1002 

study area, as the •nost acceptable alternative consistent with the 

national interest. 



Submitted by: Assemblyman Kubitz 

Prepared by: Assembly 
Budget Analyst 

For Readinl~: _ h~o~ember 25, 1986 .·-l 
ARNe.~ 

ot.F /_/-.;!5-Sb ANCHORAGE, ALAS --- 1 . . - ·---

A RESOL~~ION OF THE MUNICIPALITi OF ANCHORAGE SUPPORTING 
EXPLORATION IN THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE (ANWRJ COASTAL 
PLAIN 

WHEREAS, most other potential Alaska basins have been 
tested with~sappei~-results, and 

varying 
WHEREAS, the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge has the 

highest potential of any unexplored region in the onshore United 
States, and 

WHEREAS, the development of new domestic hydrocarbon 
supplies is a crucial factor in the national interest, and 

WHEREAS, oil and gas activities on the North Slope 
provide significant economic benefits to federal and state 
governments and to Alaskans in general, and 

WHEREAS, it 
industry can explore 
environments. 

is a proven 
and develop 

fact that the petroleum 
while protecting· fragile 

NOW THEREFORE, the Anchorage Municipal Assembly 
resolves that Alaska's elected federal officials should, in all 
due haste, press forward • with appropriate legislation to 
facilitate the exploration and potential development of the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain. 

. 25th day ~~s_s.::.~o~Dv:..:e;::~;::h.:;er:..__AP_P_a_o_v_E_D ~-ly 

cy'7 

EJG:vk 
A:EJG046a.TXT 

tUs 



UL f'CI··-~1 DEC IH~-... .... ::c.l 2 21936 

AMBLER CITY COL'.'IClL 

RESOLCTIO:>. 0:-1 THE 1\~l>R COt\ST,\L f'L.\n 

RESOLUTION Oo-07 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National IHldlife Refuge includ"'s more 
than 19 nu.llion acres of land, amuunr in•J to appt··.•~.tr.ld
ately f1ve per•:ent of the enti1·e statP. ldn·~r.M""' and 

WHERE~S. the Coastal Plain is approximately eight percent of the 
r•=-f.Ut,.l''• .; !"": ,_.,_,11~..:..·: !"•1d to uf..• n1':1ho.;. pn:.·~·• .. ::o:-1••::• f•JI" 
tile d.LS('t.l\·er.Y t.lf ! .. -a:·•:f .... '!ll-:tllt .lt~':'S ,_,f •.•.11 a:td •J.'tS; ... nd 

l~HEREAS, Congre<,, . ~ resen·ed the discretion t.~ d~cide if the 
1.5 rnJ.ll1an acres will be u~ened · =~~ther exploration, 
de\·•:=ol•.Jf.'r:1'="!1'= .:tn·:! p!-.h~ua:-ti•Jn; and 

~HERE,\S, the petroleum industry has consistently c!e::tonstrd~ed 1.ts 
ability to operate in conditions similar to those found 
on the coastal plain in a safe, 1·esponsible mdnner 
without significant adverse environmental impacts, and 

WHEREAS, the ~nited States must prepare to develop domestic 
petroleon resources if it is to preclude overwhe!r.ting 
dependence on foreign petroleor.t sources in the 21st 
century; and 

WHERE,\S, the value and development potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the 
ANWR Coastal Plain would be enhanced by a Congressional 
decision to open the coastal plain to further 
exploration, development and production; and 

·.·!EREAS. facil it1.es developed to transport petroleorn resources 
on the coastal plain to Pump Station One may all<JW 
marginal discoveries b.,~,,· ·, the .1\NWR Coast:al Plain and 
Prudue Bay to be developed; and 

WHEREAS, national energy securit}· depends on the developr.t€mt ·:·~ 
domestio: oi 1 and 9as resnuees t•J replace depleto;od l" .~. 
reserves; and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including po1·ti•Jns 
of bonuses, royalties and rents from o1l and gaH 
reserves; and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to further exploration, 
develop;:•.·:: · ·.!nd production will 9enerate increased 
employment and bus UIO:'i>s ..... ,,~·tunit ies for all Alaskans 
and all A13ericans; 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT City Council of Ambler, Alaska 
strongly urges the Congress of the United States to op.-n the ANI~R 
Coastal Plain to environmentally responsible oil and gas 

1 

PASS;::D A);D 1\PPHOVED thJ.s //4 r.l,iy of J_; ..... ,,.,.l::,,,v , l~!l.H:. i.'Y 
a majority ~ate of the C1ty Counc1l of Anbler, Alaska. 

ATTEST: 



\ RECEIVED U;tl 2 1 1937 

Brevig Mission City council 
General Delivery 

Brevig Mission, Alaska 99785 
907·642·3851 

'•.'LJ;;;n .. ...,, !ll'l::Jin's :LJ.'ctic :htion·J.l \ildlifry .(P.fuse incluoeo: raor<> 
t:1 ~r; f:r ·n.i.ll io,, .1crt:'~ o.f L;~:td, .li:1oU·1ti.•1.; t~ ; . .:.:;;ro.<~ ·· -
t7l·; r:.·.;·fi !'·?;."'~~,~~ .:Jf t;.·l-7 ~nt:.~.=- .::;~ !;:. 1. ,_.,·:··~···~·., ."!"..:: 

··:~-;;:po,,:.;, the ,;o:tstJ.l .?1:.11'1 .ia approxim•1tely elgnt !•erc•:?nt of the 
r•fltlie, it 1.:: consiiered to be highly nro;:;pective f::>r 
the> rl.i.Jt:over., of large r.uantitie<J of oil and g·).s; ~.nrl 

'•':i":rl'~~.;::;, Gongress h•JS renerved the di ... cre tion to decide if the 
1. 5 million acres 1dll be opene1 to further explor•,,tion, 
1ev-elop;nent an1 prorluction; .1n1 

the p"'troleum industr1 has con::Jistently demon:.~trBted its 
·tbili ty to oper·Jte in condi tionll similar to those found 
o:t the coaatal plain in ;t dafe, ret3pon::Jible mm1ner 
wit hou.t s i"?;nifican t ad•era~ an vironmen tal i:npactu, ·an1 

t~e Unit"'1 dtates ~ust prepare to develop no:ne<~tic 
petroleu:n reaourcea if it is to ~reclude cverwhPl:nln~ 
dependence on foreig!l petroleum dourcell in the 21.1lt 
cP.ntury; •1n<'! 

the value anrl development potentLtl of at ltP-ownPd 
tid,.lands and fedPrally-owne>~ C•JS lands offshore of the 
!;E'·':{ Coastal Plnin would. be enhance1 by ..1 ::ongresaional 
decision to open t11e coast;:l pl:>.in tJ further 
explor~tion, development and production; and 

f~cilities developed to transport petroleum resources 
on the co..1stul plain to Pump .;)tation OnP may allow 
m'irginal discoverieG bet~teen the Ali:ift t:oastal .tlain :m<l 
Eru4~cP. Bay to be developei; 3!la 

national energy security depen1s on th"' development of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace dPpleted U.S. 
rpseorves; and 

the n'ltion s"tan1s to drive revenues including portion!! 
of bo:lUSe3, royalties and rentll from oil and e;as rlevelopP.
ment; and 

opening the :UI'#H Coastal ?lain to furthe>r exploration, 
rlevelopement and production will generate increased 
employment and business opportunities for all Alallkanll 
an~ all Americans; 

ur~es th• Conrrrea3 of the Unitei Jtute~ tJ open t~e ~-·;~ ~o~~t~l 
l'l::tin to PnvironmP:t tally reGponaible oil 'ni g"~;; e.<i·lor.:t';lon, 
~evelopment and production. 

··:illtP.r deP.tot, i-i.:..yor {Qk_ ~LC) 

________________ tit even Clann<:, l'•ember 

City :.:ler:t 



CITY OF ET,HI 
P.~solutio:J a7-2 

A R~solution on the 1\N\iR Coastal Plain. 

tiliEP.Ei\S, Alaska's A!"ctic ~lationO!l tiil'llif~ Refuge includes 
more than 19 r.tillion acres of land, at~ounting to 
approximately five percent of the entire state 
landr.tass: and 

liliEP.EAS, the Coastal Plain is approxiMately ei:;ht psrcent 
of the refug~, it is considered to be highly 
prospect;iv~ for the discovery of large qu:mtiti~s 
of cil ar.~ gas: and 

riliEREAS, Congress has reserve~ t~e discretion to decide if 
the 1.5 million acres will be opened to further 
exploration, d~velop~ant and production: and 

tiliEREAS, the petroleuo ir.dustry has consistently denonstra
ted its a~ility to operate in conditions sioilar 
to those found on the coastal plain in a safe, 
responsible mar.ner without significant adverse 
environmental i~pacts, and 

~JIEREAS, t~e United States must prepare to develop domestic 
petroleu~ reso~rces if it is to preclude over
whelming dependance on foreign petroleum sources 
in the 21st century: and 

t~EREAS, t~e value and developreent potential of state-owr.ed 
tidelands and federally-owr.ed OCS lands offshore 
of the A:mR Coastal Plain would be enhanced by a 
Congressional decision to open t~e coastal plain 
to further exploration, development, and produc
tion: and 

:iH!::REAS, 

t-:HEitEAS, 

I'IIIEREAS, 

facilities developed to transport petroleum 
u•soucCE::i u:l the COdSt.al ('lain to Pumi' Station C!'le 
may allo~.r r.tar.,;;inal discoveri~s bet·.,een the ;\;l:"l!l 
Coastal ?lain and Prudhoe 9ay to he d~veloped: an~ 

national en:?rgy security de!)ends on the cevelop
ment of do~sti= oil a~d gas resources to replace 
de?lated U. s. reserves: and 

the nation stan:Js to derive revenues incl•J.:iing 
portions of bonuses, royalties and rants from oil 
and gas develope~nt: and 

o':lening t!\e ANt·:R Coastal Plain to further P~:plora
tion, de\•elopr.l<!:lt and production ,.rill generate 
increas·~..! t!!mployment a:1d ~usiness op;:>ortunities 
fer all A!'!skans .~nd all i\.~~r.i,7C::!!H 

NOli THEREFORE DE IT RESOL'/[';0 Tlli\T Elin City C-:>tmcil stronJl'l 
urges th~ Congress of the United States to O?e:J the l\tllm 
Coastal Plain to environm~ntally responsi-ble oil and gas 
exploration, develo2ment and production. 

PASSED A:ID APPROVED by a DULJL CONS'fiTU-;:EO Qt:OP.U:1 of the 
ELHI CITY COU:·ICIL this -~day of_j/V:uA"SV 1937. 

.:51-A e.&w--.l ci:'Sar.--C~-
rr~dericr. Bn j ley 1'!-laJor 
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CITY OF HAINES, ALASKA 

RESOLUTION NO. 86/87-9 

A RESOLUTION ON THE ALASKA NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 
COASTAL PLAIN. 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes .are than 19 
•illion acres of land, a.aunting to approxi.ately five percent 
of the entfre state landllass, and 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

IIIEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

the Coastal Plain is approxi.ately eight percent of the 
refuge, it is considered to be highly prospective for the 
discovery of large quantities of oil and gas; and 

Congress has reserved the discretion to decide if the 1.5 
•illion acres will be opened to further exploration, develop
lll!nt and product~on; and 

the petroleu. indust~ has consistently dewonstrated its 
ability to operate in conditions si•ilar to those found on the 
oil range in a safe, responsible .anner without significant 
adverse environnental i.,acts; and 

the United States .ust prepare to develop dolll!stic petrol~ 
resources if 1t 1s to preclude overwhel•ing dependence on 
foreign petroleu. sources in the. 21st century; and 

the value and develoPIII!Rt potential of state-owned tidelands 
and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the AHWR Coastal 
Plain would be enhanced by a Congressional decision to open 
the oil range to further exploration, development and produc
tion; and 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleu. resources on the 
oil range to Pu.p Station One .ay allow .arginal discoveries 
between the AHWR oil range and Prudhoe Bay to be developed; 
and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the develoPIII!nt of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. 
reserves; and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including portions of 
bonuses, royalties and rents f~ oil and gas develoPIII!nt; and 

WHEREAS, opening the AHWR on range to further exploration, developllll!nt 
and production will rnerate increased e.ploy.ent and business 
opportunities for al A.ericans; 

ZZl 

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HAINES, ALASKA, strongly 
urges the Congress of the United States to open the ANWR oil range to 
environRentally responsible oil and gas exploratioft. 

PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 1ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1986. 

~ 
ATTEST: 

~~ 
S E A L: 



KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH 

RESOLUTION 86-160 

Introduced by: MayorjGlick 
Date: Nov. 18, 1986 
Vote: 13 Yes, 1 No 
Action: Adopted 

URGING CONGRESS TO OPEN THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE TO 
OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION AND DEVELOP~ffiNT. 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes 
more than 19 million acres of land, amounting to approximately 
five percent of the entire state landmass; and 

WHEREAS, the Coastal Plain is approximately eight percent of 
the refuge and is considered to be highly prospective for the 
discovery of large quantities of oil and gas; and 

WHEREAS, Congress has reserved the discretion to decide if 
the 1.5 million acres will be opened to further exploration, 
development and production; and 

WHEREAS, the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrat-
ed its ability to operate in.conditions similar to those found on 

~
the Coastal Plain in a safe, responsible manner without.signifi
cant adverse environmental impacts; and 

WHEREAS, the United States must develop additional domestic 
petroleum resource.s .if it is to preclude overwhelming dependence 
on foreign petroleum sources in the 21st century; and 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the ANWR 
Coastal Plain would. be enhanced by a congressional decision to 
open the Coastal Plain to further exploration, development and 
production; and 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleum re
sources on the Coastal Plain to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline may 
allow marginal discoveries between the ANWR Coastal Plain and 
Prudhoe Bay to be developed; and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development 
of domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. 
reserves; and 

WHEREAS, the state of Alaska stands to derive revenues 
including portions of bonuses, royalties and rents from oil and 
gas development on the ANWR Coastal Plain; and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to further explora
tion, development and production will generate increased employ
ment and business opportunities for all Alaskans and Americans; 

Kenai Peninsula Borough 
Resolution 86-160 
Page 1 of 2 Pages 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI 
PENINSULA BOROUGH: 

Section 1. That the Kenai Peninsula Borough Assembly 
strongly urges the Congress of the United States to open the Al~R 
Coastal Plain to environmentally responsible oil and gas explora
tion, development and production. 

Section 2. That borough clerk shall send copies of this 
resolution to Donald P. Hodel, U.S. Secretary of the Interior; to 
Governor Cowper; U.S. Senators Frank Murkowski and Ted Stevens; 
and to U.S. Representative Don Young. 

ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH ON 
THIS 2nd DAY OF December , 1986. 

ATTEST: 

~&~ 

Kenai Peninsula Borough 
Resolution 86-160 
Page 2 of 2 Pages 



CITY OF KENAI 
"tJd e~ 6f ~~~, 

111fiiMLOO 1C11W, ALA11CA IWH 
11!LIJOHOHEJa-.,.. 

December 23, 1986 

TO: All Concerned 

John Williams IJ ! 1/~ / t/ 
Mayor ,$'~~ .,,. 

FROM: 

I felt there is an urgent need to advise you of our position 
concerning ANWR, and have decided to include you on a 
personal mailing of our'resolution. We are all aware of the 
fact that ANWR may produce the next economic generation for 
Alaska and with that in mind I am sure I can depend on each 
of you to stay abreast of the developments affecting ANWR as 
they occur. 

JW:jw 

Suggeseed by.Mayor Williams 

RESOLUTION 86-120 

A RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF KENAI, ALASKA, 
URGING CONGRESS TO OPEN ANWR COASTAL PLAIN TO OIL AND GAS 
DEVELOPMENT ' 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes 
more than 19 Million acres of land, amounting to 
approximately 5\ of the entire State landmass, and 

WHEREAS, the Coastal Plain is approximately 8\ of the 
refuge, it is considered to be highly prospective for the 
discovery of large quantities of oil and gas, and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development 
of domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted u.s. 
reserves, and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including 
portions of bonuses, royalties and rents from oil and gas 
development, and , 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to further 
' exploration, development and production will generate 

increased employment and business opportunit1es for all 
Alaskans and all Americans. 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
KENAI, ALASKA that the Council strongly urges the Congress 
of the United States to open the ANWR Coastal Plain to 
environmentally responsible oil and gas exploration, 
development and production. 

PASSED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF KENAI, ALASKA this 17th 
day of December, 1986. 

ATTESTi 

rLd:JdlL 
~net Whelan, City Clerk 



CITY OF ltOTZEBUE 

USOLUTIOR 86-37 

A resolution urging the Congress of the United States to 
open the ANWR Coastal Plain to environmentally responsible 
oil and gas exploration, development and production. 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
includes more than 19 million acres of land, amounting to 
approximately five percent of the entire state landmass, and 

WHEREAS, the Coastal Plain is approximately eight 
percent of the refuge, it is considered to be highly 
prospective for the discovery of large quantities of oil and 
gas; and 

WHEREAS, Congress has reserved the discretion to 
if the 1.5 million acres will be opened to 
exploration, developaent and production; and 

decide 
further 

WHEREAS, the petroleum industry baa consistantly 
demonstrated its ability to operate in conditions similar to 
those found on the coastal plain in a safe, responsible 
manner without significant adverse environmental impacts; 
and 

WHEREAS, the UDited States must prepare to 
domestic petroleum resources if it is to 
overwhelming dependence on foreign petroleum sources 
21st century; and 

develop 
preclude 
in the· 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of 
state-owned tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore 
of the ANWR Coastal Plain would be enhanced by a 
Congressional decision to open the coastal plain to further 
exploration, development and production; and 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleum 
resources on the coastal plain to Pump Station One may allow 
marginal discoveries between the ANWR Coastal Plain and 
Prudhoe Bay to be developed; and 

WHEREAS, national energy 
development of domestic oil 
depleted U.S. reserves; and 

security depends on the 
and gas resources to replace 

WHEREAS, the State, Regional and 
stand to dedve revenues including 
royalties and rents from oil and 
potential land swaps; and 

village co~porations 
portions of bonuses, 

gas ckivelopment from 

WHEREAS, opening the 
exploration, development 
increased employment and 
Alaskans and all Americans; 

ANWR Coastal Plain to further 
and production will generate 

business opportunities for all 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Council of the 
City of Kotzebue strongly urges the Congress of the United 
States to open the ANWR Coastal Plain to environmentally 
responsible oil and gas exploration, development and 
product lion. 

Passed and approved this /"P-t!'day of J)ec~n. b-e.- ,1986. 

A T T E S T: 

City Clerk, City of Kotzebue 



CITY COUNCIL OF MOUNTAIN VILLAGE 
P.O. BOX 32085 

MOUNTAIN VIllAGE. ALASKA 99632 
(907) 591·2929 or (907) 591·2232 

RESOLUTION 86 - 014 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildelife Refuge includes more 
than 19 millian acres of land, amounting to approximately 
five percent of the entire state landmass, and; 

WHEREAS, the Coastal Plain is approximately eight percent of the 
refuge, it is considered to be highly prospective for 
the discovery of large quantities of oil and gas, and; 

WHEREAS, Congress has reserved the discretion to decide if the 
1.5 million acres will be opened to further exploration, 
development and production, and: 

WHEREAS, the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated its 
ability to operate in conditions similar to those found 
on the coastal plain in a safe, responsible manner 
without significant adverse environmental impacts, and; 

WHEREAS, the United States must prepare to develop domestic 
petroleum resources if it is to preclude overwhelming 
dependence on foreign petroleum sources in the 21st 
century, and: 

WHEREAS, the value and. development potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the 
ANWR Coastal Plain would be enhanced by a Congressional 
decision to open the coastal plain to further explora
tion, development and production, and; 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleum resources 
on the coastal plain to Pump Station One may allow 
marginal discoveries between the ANWR Coastal Plain and 
Prudhoe Bay to be developed, and: 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. 
reserves, and; 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including portions 
of bonuses, royalties and rents from oil and gas 
development, and; 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to further exploration, 
development and production will generate increased 
employment and business opportunities for all Alaskans 
and all Americans; 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT ~ 
ANWR 

and gas 
exploration, development and 

ATTEST: ~UlddV 
City Clerk 



RECEiVED f!:S 
Resolution No. 87-01 

RESOLUTION ON THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE (ANWR) COASTAL PLAIN. 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes more than 19 
million acres of land, amounting to approximately five percent 
of the entire state landmass; and 

~IEREAS, the Coastal Plain is approximately eight percent of rhe refuge, 
it is considered to be highly prospective for the discovery of 
large quantities of oil and gas; and 

WHEREAS, Congress has reserved the discretion to decide if the 1.5 million 
acres will be opened to further exploration, development and 
production; and 

WHEREAS, the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated its ability 
to operate in conditions similar to those found on the coastal 
plain in a safe, responsible manner without significant adverse 
environmental impacts; and 

WHEREAS, the United States must prepare to develop domestic petroleum 
resources if it is to preclude overwhelming dependence on foreign 
petroleum sources· in the 21st century; and 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of state-owned tidelands and 
federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the ANWR Coastal Plain would 
be enhanced by a Congressional decision to open the coastal plain 
to further exploration, development and production; and 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleum resources on the coastal 
plain to Pump Station One may allow marginal discoveries between 
the ANWR Coastal Plain and Prudhoe Bay to be developed; and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development of domestic oil 
and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. reserves; and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues ,including portions of bonuses, 
royalties and rents from oil and gas development; and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to further exploration, development 
and production will generate increased employment and business 
opportunities for all Alaskans and all Americans. 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Nulato strongly urges the Congress 
of the United States to open the ANWR Coastal Plain to environmentally 
responsible oil and gas exploration, development and production. 

DATE: ~ '"1 ~ J'U1 ,/"!!::~~ 
· Vice-Mayor 

Resolution No. 87-01 
PAGE TWO 
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Member 



CITY OF OUZINKIE 

RESOLUTION 86-15 

RESOLUTION ON THE ANWR COASTAL PLAIN 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Includes 
mort than 1~ million acres of land, amounting to 
approximately five percent of the entire state 
1 andmass, and 

WHEREAS, the Coastal Plain Is approximately eight percent 
of the refuge, It Is considered to bt highly 
prospective for the discovery of large quantities 
of oil and gas1 and 

IIJHEREAS, Congress has reserved th, discretion to c!tcldt If 
the 1.5 million acres will be opened to further 
exploration, development and productlonJ and 

WHEREAS, the petrohum Industry has consistently 
demonstrated Its ability to operate In conditions 
similar to those found on the oil range In a saft, 
responsible manner without significant advtrst 
envlronnmtntal. lmpacts1 and 

WHEREAS, the United States must prepare to dtvtlop domestic 
petroleum resources if it Is to preclude over
whelming dependence on fortlgn pertoleum sources 
In ~he 21st centurY! and 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of statt-owntd 
tidelands and federallY-owned OCS lands offshore 
of tht ANWR Coastal Plain would be tnhanctd by a 
Congressional decision to open tht oil rangt to 
further exploration, development and productlonJ 
and 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleum 
resources on the oil range to Pump Station One may 
allow marginal discoveries between the ANWR oil 
range and Prudhoe Say to bt developed! and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the 
development of domestic oil and gas resources to 
rtplact depleted U.S. restrveSJ and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues Including 
portions of bonuses, royalties and rents from oil 
and gas dtvtlopmtntJ and 

WHEREAS, optnlng the ANWR oil range to further exploration, 
development and production will generate Increased 
employment and business opportunities for all 
AmtrlcansJ 

RESOLUTION ON THE lJiWR COASTAL PLAIN 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Artie National Wildlife Refuge includes more 
than 19 million of land, amounting to approximately 
five percent of the entire state. landmass, and 

WHEREAS, the Coastal Plain is approximat~ly eight percent of the 
refuge, it is considered to be highly prospective for 
the discovery of large quantities of oil and gas; and 

WHEREAS, Congress has reserved the discretion to decide if the 
1.5 million acres will be opened to further exploration, 
development and production; and 

WHEREAS, the p~troleum industry has consistently demonstrated its 
abliity to operate in conditions similar to those found 
on the coastal plain in a safe, resopnsible manner 
without significant adverse enviromental impacts, and 

WHEREAS, the United States must prepare to develop domestic 
petroleum resources if it is to preclude overwhelming 
dependence on foreign petroleum sources in the 21st 
centry; and 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands, offshore of the 
ANWR Coastal Plain would be enhanced by a Congressional 
decision to open the coastal plain to further 
exploration, development and production; and 

WHEREAS, facilities develop to transport petroleum resources 
on the coastal plain to Pump Station One may allow 
marginal discoveries between the ANWR Coastal Plain and 
Prudhoe Bay to be developed; and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted u.s. 
reserves; and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues to including portions 
of bonuses, royalties and rents from oil and gas 
developement; and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to further exploration, 
development and production will generate increased 
employment and business opportunities for all Ala~kans 
and all Americans; ~Mi ~qYD~I 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT ~i ~ of jU'"-' \~'\Jl l·.r·L 
strongly urges the Congress ofe ited States to open t!ie AtiWR 
Coastal Plain to environmentlly responsible oil and gas 
exploration, development and production. 



WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

QHE.~EAS, 

WHEREAS, 

lfflEREAS, 

WHF.REAS, 

WHEREAS, 

CITY OF PORT HEIDEN 

Resolution 36-45 

P~SOLUTION ON THE AtruR COASTAL PLAIN 

Alaska's. Arctic tlational \JUdlife Refuge includes more 
than 19 million acres of land, a.ounting to approxima
tely five percent of the entire state landmass, and 

the Coastal Plain is approximately eight percent of the 
refuge, it is considered to be highly prospective for 
the discovery of large quantities of o!l and gas; and 

Congress has TPservet:l . tlte c.H scret1.on to otled.t:le 'f tit~ 
1.5 million acres will be opened to further exploration, 
developaent and production; and 

the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated 
its ability to operate in conditions similar to those 
found on the oil range in a safe, responsible manner 
without s!gn!ficant adverse env!ronmental impacts; and 

the Un!ted States must prepare to develop domestic 
petroleum resources if it is to preclude overwhelming 
dependence on foreign petroleum sources in the 21st 
century; and 

the value aDd development potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the 
ANWR Coastal Plain would be enhanced by a Congressional 
decision to open the oil. range to further exploration, 
development and production; and 

facilities developed to transport petroleum resources 
on the oil range to Pump Station One may allow marginal 
discoveries between the ANWR oil range and Prudhoe Pay 
to be developed; and 

national energy security depends on the development of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. 
reserves; ana 

opening the ANWR oil range to further exploration, 
development and production will generate incresased 
employment and business opportunities for all 
Americans: 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Port Heiden City Council strongly 
urges the Conress of the United States to open the ANijR oil range 
to environmentally responsible oil and gas exploration, development 
and production. 

PASSED and APPROVED by 
of A:w~ , 1986 

Attested by Clerk 

the PORT HEIDEN .CITY COUNCIL this // day 

Hr:Jr~ 1/tztf:::_ -



CITY OF SOLDOTNA 

RESOLUTION 86-49 
(lnii'IJdtJced IJy CII!II'IM8§er) 

A RESOLUTION URGING CONGRESS TO OPEN A PORTION OF THE ARCTIC 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE TO OIL & GAS EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

WHEREAS, the the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge contains about 1.5 
million acres of coastal land between Prudhoe Bay aild the Canadian Border 
which represents the largest and, perhaps, last remaining on-shore deposit 
of on In the United Stoles; end, 

WHEREAS this land Is 1 part of e 19 million acre parcel of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge of which 17.4 million acres has already been 
closed to the development of.noturol resources; end, 

WHEREAS, the U.S. Congress Is expected to decide whether this coastal 
plain should be opened lo on end ges explntton or whether It should be 
fully pledged end set ulde os e naOonol wildlife refuge; end, 

WHEREASt the Soldotna Cltg Council desires to Jet Its opinions be known 
prior to tne Congresssl~al ilebate on this Issue; 

NOW.t.JHEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
SOluu1 NA, ALASKA AS FOLLOWS: 

~ct~n I. A finding Is mode that sufficient ecreege of the State of Alaska 
aseen ·elreedu been pledged to wildlife preservation and that the 

remainder should" be opened to resource development to further enhance 
the economy of this state lnd the nation. . . 

l:fllon 2. Congress Is urged to open tht coastal plain of the Arctic 
D oneJWIIdllfe Refpge for environmentally responsible on and gas 

exporetlon end production. 

ifcllOJ} 3. The Cl~ Cleric Is directed to send 1 copy of this Resolution to 
es e s CCJ1!9r8sslonal Del!'9atlon end the. Resource Development Council 

for AleskaL.!nc. to facilitate e demonstretlon of stele wide concensus on 
this Issue uy responsible Aleska organizations. 

ADOPTED thls-lsL day of October, 1986. 

ATTEST: 

~,/liaLcL 
( City Cleric 



CITY OF WRAHGELL, ALASKA 

RESOLUTI Oil NO .09-86-258 

A RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, URGING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO 
OPEN THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE OIL RANGE 
TO ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE OIL AND GAS EXPLORA
TION, DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION. 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) includes 
more than ]g million acres of land, amounting to approximately five 
percent of the entire state landmass; and 

WHEREAS, the Coastal Plain is approximately eight percent of the 
refuge, it is considered to be highly prospective for the discovery of 
large quantities of oil and gas; and 

WHEREAS, the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated its 
ability to operate in conditions similar to those found on the oil range 
in a safe, responsible manner without significant adverse environmental 
impacts; and 

WHEREAS, the United States must prepare to develop domestic petro
leum resources if it is to preclude overwhelming dependence on foreign 
petroleum sources in the 21st century; and 

WHEREAS, the-value and development potential of state-owned tidelands 

I 
and federally-o~med OCS lands offshore of the ANWR Coastal Plain would be 
enhanced by a Congressional decision to open the oil range to further 
exploration, development and production; and 

- WHEREAS, the facilities developed to transport petroleum resources 
on the oil range to Pump Station One may allow·marginal discoveries be-
tween the ANWR oil range and Prudhoe Bay to be developed; and 

,WHEREAS, National energy security depends on the development of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted U. S. Reserves; and 

WHEREAS, tho nation stands to derive revenues including portions of 
bonuses, royalti~s and rents from oil and gas development; and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR oil range- to further exploration, develop
ment and production will generate increased employment and business 
opportunities for all Americans; 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF WRANGELL, 
_ALASKA , strongly urges the Congress of the United States to open the 
ANWR oil range to environmentally responsibl~ oil and gas exploration, 
development production. 

PASSED AND APPROVED __ ___::S;::;EP.....:T.=EMc::B:::ER::.....;;:2=-3---------' ]g86 

-c.:.~--::;·-_-· ... 

1
~ ) -'1) .;· / 1 

...,_,,. atnoa..,. Jiu'oR :.-. -.. --
ATTEST:_ fi?t..t.-U ~~~.41 >~.Ll,.l~ntth•or!!llndllledto ,·_,,. 

CITY CLERK ·-:<0 c _/ --~ 
~/~/-~ 

CIJ tbrk 9-..J.(.- f(,. 

. • 

GJy of Y/Papll, Afab 



CITY' OF VALDEZ, ALASI<A 

RE9JWl'ICN l!l>. 8634 

A RESOLUTION URGING CONGRESS TO OPEN THE ANWR OIL RANGE 
TO ENVIRHtENl'AILY RESPCNSIBIE OIL AND GAS EXPUJRATICN, 
L'!.".'!:!.OPM!Nr .. ~!) ~-~!t:'N· 

WHEREAS, Alaska's lll"ctic National Wildlife Refuge includes mre than 
18 aillion acres of land, aaounting to approximately five percent of the 
entire state l.andlassr and 

WHEREAS, approximately eight percent of the refuge, known as the 
.ANWR oil range, is considered to be highly prospective for the discovmy of 
larqe quantities of oil and qas: and 

WHEREAS, Q:ngress DJSt decide in the near future if the 1.5 aillion 
act·e oil range will be opened to further exploration, developaent and 
production: and 

WHEREAS, the petr;oleua industry has consistently demnstrated its 
ability to cp!rate in conditions siailar to thoae foun:l on the oil ran:Je in a 
safe, responsible aanner without significant adverse environaental ilplctsr 
and 

WHEREAS, the United States aust prepare to develop doaestic 
petroleum resources if it is to preclude ovenmelaing dependence en foreign 
petroleum sources in the twenty-first century: and 

WHEREAS, the value and developaent potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the ANWR oil range are 
dependent upon a Congressional decision to open the oil range to further 
exploration, developaant and production: and 

WHEREAS, facilities develcp!d to transport petroleu111 resources on 
the oil range to PUlp Station One my allow mrqinal discovm·iea between the 
.ANWR oi 1 range and Prudhoe Bay to be develcp!dr and 

WHEREAS, national enet·qy security depends on the development of 
doaestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. reserves: and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including portions of 
bonuses, royalties and rents fraa oil and qas developnentr and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR oil range to further exploration, 
development and production will generate increased eaployment and business 
opportunities for all Alllericana. 

NCM, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
VALDEZ, ALASKA, that the City of Valdez strongly urges the Congress of the 
thited States to cp!n the .ANWR oil range to envil"Oillllentslly responaible oil 
and gas exploration, develq.mt and production. 

CITr OF VAUEZ, AlASKA 

WHEREAS, Alaska's luetic National Wildlife Retuge welutles lll.Jte Uldll 
18 n1illion acres of land, amounting to approximately five percent of the 
entire state landmass: and 

WHEREAS, approximately eight pet·cent of the refuge, known as the 
.ANWR oil range, is considered to be highly prospective for the disoovmy of 
larqe quantities of oil and qas: and 

WHEREAS, Q:ngress DJSt decide in the near future if the 1.5 aillion 
acre oil range will be opened to further exploration, developaent and 
production: and 

WHEREAS, the petroleua industry has consistently dellll:nstrated its 
ability to cp!rate in conditions siailar to thoae foun:l on the oil range in a 
safe, responsible aanner without significant adverse environaental ilplcts: 
and 

WHEREAS, the United States aust prepare to develop doaestic 
petroleu111 resources if it is to preclude ovenmelaing dependence en foreign 
petroleu111 sources in the twenty-first centuryr and 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned ocs lands offshore of the ANWR oil range are 
dependent upon a Congressional decision to open the oil range to further 
exploration, devel~t and production: and 

WHEREAS, facilities develcp!d to transport petroleum resources on 
the oil range to PUlp Station One my allow mt-ginal discoveries between the 
.ANWR ciil ran:Je and Prudhoe Bay to be develcp!dr and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development of 
dolllestic oil and qas resources to replace depleted u.s. t·eserves: and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including portions of 
bonuses, royalties and rents froa oil aild qas developnent: and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR oil range to further exploration, 
developaent and production will generate ina·eased eaployment and business 
opportunities for all Alllericans. 

NCM, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
VALDEZ, ALASKA, that the City of Valdez strongly urges the Congress of the 
thited States to cp!n the .ANWR oil ran:Je to envil"Oillllentally respx111ible oil 
and qas exploration, developnent and production. 

CITY' OF VALDEZ, ALASI<A 

ATl'ESTr 



ALASKA STATE CH,\MDER Of COl!MimC:E 

RESOLUTION 

Adopted October I, 1986 
Fairbanks, Alaska 

WHER~\5, the Arctic National Wildlife Refug~ (~~~~) include• more than 
18 aillion. acres of land; and 

WHEREAS, approximately 8%" of the refuge known as the coastal plain id conaidt'red 
highly prospective for the diacovery of large quantities of oil; and 

~11ERE.\S, Alaska's petroleum industry during the- post 15 years hns demonstrated 
its ability to ,o1wrate on the North Slope In 11 safe, resprr.slble m11nner wtthcut 
adverse environmental impact; and 

WHEREAS, develormcnt of the oil and ga11 rr.:•oLrces would b£nefit the State of 
Alaska by job cr,ntinn,. royalty and tax fnc:.>me; and, 

WHf.RE.\S, the llnlted St3te9 am .. t .levelop drmesttc jletru!Pum regoutcPs for 
national security r~afinnn; 

THEREFORE be lt n:.;oh·~d that the Alaska Stnt;. Ch;~mber of Cnmmerce nrg<,: the 
lOOth Congress of the Unite<! S t:oteR to O!'en the coaNtal pi nfn of the ,\ret lc 
National Wlldl He Rduge to envirm•mt'ntal'.y respon~lble oJl and gas exploration, 
tlevelopmcnt and production. 

dent 

October I, 198b 0·~ tober I, I ;I lifo 



Anchorage•Storojlllc Norlll 
Chamber of Commerce 

RESOLUTION 86-09 

ANWR COASTAL PLAIN 

Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes more than 19 
million acres of land, amounting to approximately five percent 
of the entire state landmass, and 

the Coastal Plain is approximately.eight percent of the refuge, 
it is considered to be highly prospective for the discovery of 
large quantities of oil and gas, and · 

Congress has reserved the discretion to decide if the 1.5 million 
acres will be opened to further exploration, development and 
production, and 

the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated its ability 
to operate in conditions similar to those found on the coastal 
plain in a safe, responsible manner without significant adverse 
environmental impacts, and 

the United States must prepare to develop domestic petroleum 
resources if it is to precluie overwhelming dependence on foreign 
petroleum sources in the 21Ft century, and 

the value and development potential of state-owned tidelands and 
federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the ANWR Coastal Plain would 
be enhanced by a Congressional decision to open the coastal plain 
to further exploration, development and production, and 

facilities developed to transport petroleum resources on the coastal 
plain to Pump Station One may allow marginal discoveries between the 
ANWR Coastal Plain and Prudhoe Bay to be developed, and 

national energy security depends on the development of domestic oil 
and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. reserves, and 

the nation stands to derive revenues including portions of bonuses, 
royalties and rents from oil and gas development, and 

opening the ANo¥R Coastal Plain to further exploration, development 
and production will generate increased employment and business 
opportunities for all Alaskans and all Americans; 

4Hi F Strrrt. AnchnraRe. Ala<l<a 9fl501·!!254 (90il 27!!-~~~~l 

UTION 86-09 
.wR COASTAL PLAIN 

Page Two 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Anchorage Chamber of Commerce strongly 
urges the Congress of the United States to open the ,ANWR Coastal Plain to 
environmentally responsible oil and qas exploration, development and pro
duction. 

APPROVED BY 'l'IJ~ Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors this ~/ S>7'" 
day of t/~ , 1986. 

President Executive Vice President 



WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

~ WHEREA~, 
1\) 

WHEREAS, 

COMMON SENSE FOR ALASKA 
P.O. BOX 202087 

ANCHORAGE, AK 99520-2087 

RESOLUTION OH THE ANWR OIL RANGE 

Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife refuge includes more than 18 
million acres of land, amounting t~ approximately five percent 
of the entire state landmass; and 

approximately eight percent of the refuge, known as the ANWR 
oil range, is considered to be highly prospective for the dis
covery of large quantities of oil and gas; and 

the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated its 
desire and ability to operate in conditions similar to those 
found on the oil range in a safe, responsible manner without 
significant adverse environmental impacts; and 

the United States must prepare to develop domestic petroleum 
resources if it fs to preclude overwhelming dependence on for
eign petroleum sources in the 21st century; and 

national energy security depends on the development of domestic 
oil and gas resources to replace depleted ~.S. reserves; and 

Common Sense for Al~ska Inc., in its February 1986 report, 
~to Grips with Runaway State Spending, re.commended optfm
rnng the state's natural resources assets by, "Maximizing land 
use through multiple use classifications ••••• eliminating road 
blocks, whether in permitting, regulatory control or taxation"; 
and 

the Congress of the United States must take the necessary legis
lative action to permit access, exploration and subsequent dev
elopment of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that Common Sense for Alaska, Inc., whose 
goals include fiscal responsibility in goverriment, and private sector vs. 
public sector emphases on economic development, strongly urges the Congress 
of the United States to open the ANWR oil range to environmentally respon-

.sible oil and gas exploration, development and production. 

~.\~ .. 
Jack Hayes 
President 
Common Sense for Alaska, Inc. 



RECEIVED DEC t t t9S6 

THE GRANGE 
AMERICA'S FAMILY COMMUNITY FRATERNITY 

December 8, 1986 

NorthGnd Pioneer Grange No. 1 

P.O. Box 2304 
Palmer, Alaska 

Robert H. Frederick, Legislative Director 
National Grange 
1616 H Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Dear Hr. Frederick; 

The Northland Pioneer Grange No. 1 discussed the need for a congressional 
decision regarding oil ex~loration in Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
at our meeting on November 20, 1986. 

Our Grange agreed to support a resolution drafted by the Resobrce Development 
Council for Alaska, Inc. in regard to ANWR·. It is the opinion of the Northland 
Pioneer Grange that additional exploration and knowledge of petroleum reserves 
is of great value to Alaska and the entire U.S. I don't have the latest book 
of the National Grange Legislative Policies but in several previous ones the 
National Grange has supported the development of domestic energy reserves in a 
manner that would minimize any impact on the environment. The enclosed ADC 
resolution seems consist&nt with the National Granges ttland on energy and 
Alaska would appreciate any support that could be generated in regard to 
getting the Congress to approve further exploration in the 1.5 million acres 
of ANWR proposed for exploration. The Alaska congressional delegation would 
be helpful in supplying any information you .ay be interested in. 

Thank you very much for any support you.can generate. 

Sincerely, 

;:. . /-b-r--#. 
·-&f !A4J~/ 
Sigm~d H. Restad, Master for 1987 

Enclosure 

cc: Resource Development Council for Alaska, Inc. 
file 



GREA'1.'m ·KEIOUKl\N CllliHBm OF CDfo1EB:E 
Resolution an the 

~ (A!CfiC .NI\TI00!\1. WII.DLIFE REFOOE) 

WHEREIIS: Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife llefuge. includes JOOre than 18 million 
acres of land, aarounting to approxinately 5% of the entire state land mass; and 

WHEREIIS: Approxinately 8% of the refuge,. known as the ·1\mR oil range, is considered 
to be highly prospective for the discovery of large quantities of oil and gas; and 

WHEREAS: Calgress llllSt decide iq the near future if the 1. 5 million acre oil range 
will be qJened to further exploration, develqment and production; and 

WHEREIIS: 'lbe petroleum industry has consistently denDnstrated its ability to operate 
in conditions similar to those found on the oil range in a safe, responsible IIB1'Iner 

without significant adverse envircnnental inpacts; and 

WHEREAS: '!he United States of llmerica llllSt prepare to develop danestic petroleum 
resources if it is to preclude oveni!lelllti.r.g deper.dcnce on foreign petroleuo sour~ in the 
21st Century; and 

WHEREAS: '!he value and developnent potential of state-owned tidelands and federally
owned OCS lands offshore of the ~ oil range are dependent upoo a Congressional decision 
to open the oil range to further exploration, developnent and production; and 

WHEREAS: Facilities developed to transport petroleum resources on the oil range to 
Pimp Station One IIBY allow marginal discoveries between the ANWR oil range and Prudhoe Bay 
to be developed; and 

~ WHEREAS: National energy security depends on the developnent of dcmestic oil and gas 
: resources to replace depleted u.s. reserves; and 

WHEREAS: .'lbe nation stands to derive revenues including portions ·of bonuses, 
royalties and rents fran oil and gas developnent; and 

WHEREAS: Opening the ANWR oil range to further exploration, developnent and 
production will generate increased enploynent and business opportunities for all 
llmericans: 

'l'HmEFORE, BE rr RESOLVED THAT the Greater Ketchikan CbaniJer of Cam1erce strongly 
urges the Congress of· the United States of llmerica to open the ANWR oil range to environ
RE!ntally responsible oil and gas exploration, developnent and production. 

01\TED at KE:l'CHIJQ\N, ALASKA this 18th day of Septeni?er, 1986. 

JOf k 
President 
Greater Ketchikan CbaniJer of Camlerce 
P.O. Box 5957 
Ketchikan, AK 99901 
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HECHAMBEP ---------- -- --· ____ ..'~! 
GREATER SEATTLE CHAMBEROFC~~~ 

ADOPTED 

by the 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

of the 

GREATER SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

January 13, 1986 

Tne Greater Seattle Chamber of Commerce supports opening the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge's Coastal Plain to environmentally responsible 
oil and gas exploration, development and production. 

BACKGROUND 

When Congress passed the Alaska National lnter~st Lands Conservation Act 
of 1980, it in effect •Jocked up• approximately 19 million acres of land 
now known as the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) by. designating 
it 1 wilderness area. At the same time, Congress commissioned the 
Department of Interior to evaluate the 1.5 million acre Coastal Plain 
for its oil and gas potential and for the effect of oil and gas 
exploration and development on the environment. The five year study was 
released November 24, 1986, recommending Congress enact legislation 
making the Coastal Plain available for oil and gas leasing and authorize 
the Secretary of the Interior to impose appropriate measures to protect 
refuge resources. The Coastal Plain is regarded by geologists as the 
most promising area for major discoveries of oil and gas in North 
America. Publtshed estimates indica.te potenthl reserves which could be 
~s great as Prudhoe Bay and the Kuparuk fields. (Prudhoe Bay oil 
reserves ar.e dec 11 ni ng. Lead times from discovery to ft rst production 
are long in Alaska--at least 10-15 years.) 

During the coming months, the U.S. Congress will decide whether the 
Coastal Plain should be opened to oil and gas exploration, development 
and production or preserved IS a wilderness area. Opening the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain to environmentally responsible 
oil and gas development is not just 1 state of Alaska issue. It is a 
national issue that must be decided in Washington, D.C., and the outcome 
could have substanttal economic impact. 

J~X OI.:E UA.·.:t'. ~~·.1:! ~ '··· .t.·.: , .••• ~ 
Sf4-!! "!"1t·•.i·l7·. •·· · .:· · •. 

Page Two 
ANWR Resolution 

--

National Security and economic stability depend on sufficient ongoing 
quantities of domestic oil production. Increased domestic oil product 
can minimize the possibility of economic disruption due to dependence on 
foreign oil and help towards decreasing the nation's trade deficit. 
Presently, one-third of the trade deficit is caused by the purchase of 
foreign oil and according to the Department of the Interior's report, 
contributions from the Coastal Plain would save $8.1 billion in the year 
2005 on tne cost of imported oil. 

In addition to the national interest in providing for future energy 
needs, the ooening of the Coastal Plain could represent billions of 
dollars in business opportunities for the private sector. 

During the past fifteen years, Alaska's petroleuffl industry has 
demonstrated its ability to operate on the North Slope in a safe, 
responsible manner without significant adverse environmental impact. 

This decision has come after reading the material available, inviting 
and hearing the Resource Development Cou'ncil Inc. present the case for 
opening the Coastal Plain to oil and gas exploration and development, 
inviting and hearing the Sierra Club present the case for closing the 
Coastal Plain to oil and gas exploration, and reading the United States 
Department of Interior's report concerning the Coastal Plain of ANWR. 

Opening ANWR's coastal plain to oil and gas exploration and development 
is supported by the U.S. Department of the Interior, the U.S. Department 
of Fish and Wildlife, Alaska Oil and Gas Exploration, Alaska State 
Chamber of Commerce, Resource Development Council for Alaska, Inc., 
Arctic Slope Regional Native Corporation, and the Interstate Oil Compact 
Commission. 



Page Three 
ANWR Resolution 

OPPOSITION 

The decisions to be made about opening the ANWR Coastal Plain to 
exploratory drilling and potential petroleum development are 
controversial. The Sierra Club, Defenders of Wildlife, The Natural 
Resources Defense council, the Trustees for Alaska, and the Northern 
Alaska Environmental Center feel that if oil is found, pressure will 
build to develop the rest of the refuge. These organizations say that 
exploration on the 1.5 million-acre refuge would disrupt the porcupine. 
caribou herd estimated at between 160,000 and 200,000. This area is 
where they breed and calve. Opponents fear the herd will diminish if 
their calving grounds are developed and want the Coastal Plain added to 
the 19 million acre wildlife refuge and preserved as an untouched area 
for arctic wildlife. 

Opponents claim the situation of the central herd ts different from the 
porcupine herd, so it ts not possible to make good extrapolations about 
what might happen to the herd if ANWR is opened for oil and gas 
exploration. The sec~etary's reports state that the Central Arctic 
caribou herds have increased from 3,000 in 1972 to over 13,000 in 1986. 
While circumstances are somewhat different between Prudhoe Bay and the 
Coastal Plain, this evidence of responsible oil development concurrent 
with increased wildlife activity at Prudhoe Bay leads them to be quite 
optimistic about oil development in the Coastal Plain without 
significant negative effects on the wildlife resources. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Upon approval of the recommendation, communication will be forwarded to 
each member of Washington's congressional delegation urging their 
support of the opening of the coastal plain of Alaska's Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge to environmentally responsible oil and gas exploration, 
development and production. 

• ••••••• 

ANWR's Coastal Plain 
.......... 

NATIONAL 

tviLOLIFE 

REFUGE 

ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 
(ANWRJ • 19 Mtllton Acres 

ANWR COASTAL PLAIN 
SeciiOfl 1002 Study Are1 • 1.5 Mdlion Acres 

KAKTOVIK INUPIAT CORPORATION/ARCTIC SLOPE 
REGIONAL CORPORATION LANDS 
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December 10, 1986 

Throughout 1986, the Port of Tacoma has taken major steps 
to increase its visibility and involvement with Alaska. 
With both sea-Land and Totem Ocean Trailer Express (TOTE) 
serving the Alaska trade from Tacoma (along with TOTE's new 
barge service, Alaska Barge Lines) the Port of Tacoma has 
become the New Gateway to Alaska, handling over 65\ of all 
waterborne commerce to the State. 

However, our interest and commitment to Alaska go far 
beyond our shipping lines. We realize that the economies 
and futures of Washington and Alaska have a great deal in 
common. That's why we established a "Partner Port" 
relationship with the Port of Anchorage in September. 
That's why a team of Port Commissioners and staff attended 
the Alaska State Chamber of Commerce Convention in Fair
banks in october. We were there to talk, and we were there 
to listen. And the clear message we received, time and 
time again, was that the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
(ANWR) issue would be a key political issue for not only 
Alaska, but also for the entire United States during 1987. 

I am pleased to tell you that on December 1, 1986, the Port 
of Tacoma Commission officially adopted a resolution urging 
Congress to open up the coastal plain of ANWR to environ
mentally responsible oil and gas exploration, development 
and production. 

We have already started working with our local media to 
educate them on this important matter, and we are also 
working to let our elected officials in Washington State 
know just how important this issue is for the future of our 
State. We will be expanding these effort::a during 1S87. 

I believe the ANWR issue helps illustrate how closely the 
future of Alaska and Washington are tied together, and 
gives us an excellent opportunity to work together to 
improve that future. ~~ 

fkf.~ 
Director, Port Relations 

PO. Box 1837. TIICXJITlll, Washllgllln98401 •Tefephone(206)383·5841 •TWX 910.441·2646• Telex 32-7473 
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RESOLUTION ON THE ANIR OIL RANGE 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes more 
than 18 million acres of land, amounting to approximate
ly five percent (5%) of the entire state landmass; and 

WHEREAS, approximately eight percent (8%) of the refuge, known as 
the ANWR oil range, is considered to be highly prospec
tive for the discovery of large quantities of oil and 
gas; and 

WHEREAS, Congress must decide in the near future if the 1.5 mil
lion acre oil range will be opened to further explora
tion, development and production; and 

WHEREAS, the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated its 
ability to operate in conditions similar to those found 
on the oil range in a safe responsible manner without 
significant adverse environmental impacts; and 

WHEREAS, the United States must prepare to develop domestic pe
troleum resources if it is to preclude overwhelming 
dependence on foreign petroleum sources in the 21st cen-
tury; and · 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of state-owned tide
lands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the ANWR 
oil range are dependent upon a Congressional decision to 
open the oil range to further exploration, development 
and production; and 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleum resources on 
the oil range to Pump Station One may allow marginal 
discoveries between the ANWR oil range and Prudhoe Bay 
to be developed; and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted U.S. 
reserves; and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including portions 
of bonuses, royalties and rents from oil and gas 
development; and 

WHEREAS, the Port of Tacoma is the New Gateway to Alaska, han
dling over 65% of all waterborne commerce to Alaska; and 

WHEREAS, the Port of Tacoma is a Partner Port of the Port of An
chorage, and is working to cooperate on areas of mutual 
interest; and 

WHEREAS, the continued economic growth and development of Alaska 
i~ important to the continued growth and development of 
Tacoma and Washington State; and 
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WHEREAS, numerous businesses in the Tacoma-Pierce County area 
have major markets in Alaska; and 

WHEREAS, the Port of Tacoma has ample area available for module 
construction work; and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR oil range to further exploration, 
development and production is expected to generate con
struction, shipping and business opportunities for the 
Port of Tacoma, the entire Tacoma-Pierce County region, 
and the State of Washington; 

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT TBB PORT OF TACOIIA COIDIISSIONBRS 
strongly urge the Congress ·of the United States to open· the ANlfR 
oi~ range to environmentally responsible oil and gas exploration, 
development and production. 

ADOPTED by the Commission of the Port of Tacoma at its regular 
meeting held en the 1st day of December, 1986, a majority of the 
members of the Port Commission being pr.esent and attested· by its 
Secretary under the official seal of said Commission in authen
tication of its passage this 1st day of December, 1986. 

President of tbe Port Commission, 
Port of Tacoma 

ATTEST: 

Secretary of the Port Commiss1on, 
Port of TAcoma 



December, 1986 

Resolution 
to the 
Board of Directors 
of the 
Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber of Commerce 
from the 
Alaska Committee 

SUBJECT: Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (~\h~) Oil & Gas Exploration, 
etc. 

POLICY: The Chamber supports opening the A.\hK Coastal Plain to environ
mentally responsible oil and gas exploration, development and production. 

BACKGROUND: Virtually every state has experienced the economic benefits 
of oil production from Alaska's North Slope, especially Washington and 
particularly Taca.a. But future jobs will depend on new discoveries of 
oil, since the majer planned facilities are no~ in place. In addition 
to the money federal government receives fro: petroleum lease bonuses, 
rentals, royalties and excise and income taxes, the oil industry 
has spent more than $25 billion in North Slope development in goods 
and services purchased in all 50 states during the last five years. 

Specific benefits to Taco.a fro. further oil exploration and development 
include: 

Increased tonnage through the Port of Tacoma, and therefore 
revenues to the Port. TOTE and Sea-land together ship over 
65 percent of all waterborne freight to Alaska. 

- Manufacturing and construction of ao~ulas used in oil re
covery would provide jobs at Parsons in tacoma. Parsons 
supplied the North Slope modules during Prudhoe Bay dev
elopment. The last major RP.Rlift left this summer (1986). 

Indirect benefits through employment and manufacture 
of secondary products used for oil recovery. 

The ANWR Coastal Plain is 8 percent of more than 18 million acres 
of wildlife refuge. 

Congress this year will decide Whether it is in the national interest 
to open the Coastal Plain to exploration or to close off the area as 
wilderness. Representative t~rris Udall (D-AZ) has promised to intro
duce legislation to designate A~~ as protected wilderness. A Depart
ment of Interior study released November 23, 1!186, termed the Coastal 
Plain "the most outstanding frontier oil snc! gas area in the U.S." 

-
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The four issues identified in the early debate have these comments: 

National security and economic stability depend on sufficient 
ongoing quantities of domestic oil production. Remember the 
oil embargo? The Vhole oil industry has had an impact on 
the Port of Tacoma, in employing plumbers, pipefitters, long
shoremen and others involved in shipments to Alaska. 

ANWR's oil potential is huge. The Coastal Plain is America's 
best prospect for new discoveries of domestic petroleum to 
replace dwindling supplies. 

the environmental record in Arctic Alaska provides positive 
proof than sensible development can coexist harmoniously with 
wildlife. The issues have been identified and successfully 
dealt with in the development of Prudhoe Bay P.nd the constr
uction of the Trans-Alaska pipeline. 

the caribou of the Central Arctic Herd calve and spend their 
summers on the coastal plain of Alaska--in the Kuparuk and Milne 
Point (Prudhoe Bay) oil fields. There's every reason to believe 
the Porcupine Caribou Herd, Vhose summer range includes the 
Coastal ·Plain of ANWR, would likewise adapt and prosper. 

I~WLEMENTATION: Inform our Congressional delegation of the Chamber 
position and our reasons for that position. Work to develop media reco
gintion of the importance of ANWR development on the local economy. Work 
to develop coalitions for support of ANk~ development. 



RESOLUTION ON THE ANWR OIL RANGE 

WHEREAS, Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes more 
than 18 million acres of land, amounting to approximately 
five percent of the entire state landmass; and 

WHEREAS, approximately eight percent of the refuge, known as the 
ANWR oil range, is considered to be·highly prospective for 
the discovery of large quantities of oil and gas: and 

WHEREAS, Congress must decide in the near future if the 1.5 million 
acre oil range will be opened to further exploration, 
development and production; and 

WHEREAS, the petroleum industry has consistently demonstrated its 
ability to operate in conditions similar to those found.on 
the oil range in a safe, responsible manner without 
significant adverse environmental impacts; and 

WHEREAS, the United States must prepare to.develop domestic 
petroleum resources if it is to preclude overwhelming 
dependence on foreign petroleum sources in the 21st 
century; and · 

WHEREAS, the value and development potential of state-owned 
tidelands and federally-owned OCS lands offshore of the 
ANWR oil range are dependent upon a Congressional decision 
to open the oil range to further exploration, development 
and production; and 

WHEREAS, facilities developed to transport petroleum resources on 
the oil range to Pump Station One may allow marginal 
discoveries between the ANWR oil range and Prudhoe Bay to 
be developed; and 

WHEREAS, national energy security depends on the development of 
domestic oil and gas resources to replace depleted u.s. 
reserves; and 

WHEREAS, the nation stands to derive revenues including portions of 
bonuses, royalties and rents from oil and gas development; 
and 

WHEREAS, opening the ANWR oil range to further exploration, 
development and production will generate increased 
employment and business opportunities for all Americans; 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT Seward Chamber of Commerce strongly 
urges the Congress of the United States to open the ANWR oil range 
to environmentally responsible oil and gas exploration, development 
and production. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE KELASE Contact: Frank Benson 

U.S. CHAMBER'S BOARD URGES CO~GRESS TO PERMIT 
EXPLORATION OF ALASKAN ARCTIC WILDLIFE REFUGE 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 13 -- Publicly owned lands that PlaY be a1110ng 
the nation's richest sources of oil and natural gas should receive 
Congressional exploration approval, and efforts to clcse cff the aroa 
peraanently to future exploration and develop~ent should be rebuffed, the 
U.S. ChaMber of Commerce stated today. 

The Cha~er's policy-setting board of oirectors, at its 
regularly scheduled fall .eeting here this week, called for Congress to 
enact leylslatlon to deterMine the extent of r~serves tn Alaska's Arctic 
National Wflallfe Refuge (ANWR). Such lands were withdrawn frOM 
exploration and aevelopuent wfth enact.ant of the 1980 Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act, whtch provided that Congress MUst 
specifically authorize any drtlltng tn AN~K's coastal plains. 

That area may contain MOre oil and gas reserves than Alaska's 
Prudhoe Bay area, and gany consider the coastal plain as containing one 
of the nation's most prOMising areas for new do.esttc reserves of crude 
ofl. ln light of such a potential, the ChaMber's board decided, Congress 
should authorize exploratory efforts to ascertain the extent of the 
r£~C:''.'P! and should reject efforts to declare the entire coastal plain as 
wilderness ana permanently off-ll•fts for any exploratory or producing 
efforts. 

Acting on recomwendatfon of the business federation's 22-member 
natural Resources CDR~ittee, the Chamber's board declared that finding 
new domestic reserves of oil and natural gas Is critical to reducing the 
nation's dependency on !~ports -- up 37 percent fro• last year -- and to 
curbing the country's foreign trade deficit of which one-third represents 
payments for foreign oil products. 

litlt 
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ROBERT H. ZIEGLER. SR. 
H7 eAWDIIN ITIIIP 

kE.TCHIKAM. AI.AIKA 11101 

......... ~ .. 
PO •oxv 

.JUNCAU. ALASKA 11e1t 

septeaber 30, 1986 

Ms. Joy Clark, President 

6tnatt 

Greater Ketchikan Chaaber of co ... rce 
Box 5957 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 

Dear Joy: 

...... \. 
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 'J 

SELECT COMMITTI:;;;;;:IEGISLATIVIE ETHICS IA4 
WESTIEIIN STATES LI:GtSLATIVE w :,. 1 

FOJIESTIIIY TASK FOIIICE rl'7C~M 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ~ 
WESTERN LEGISLATIVE CONFERE"'CE .1\...1(\. 

COUNCIL OF STATE. GOVERNMENTS 0 \\'-, \ 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURLS 
STATE AND FEDERAL ASIEMILY 

You might consider having me (or Lloyd Jones, as the case may 
be), try to pass a similar resolution through the state 
Legislature comes January. 

Regards, 

Robert H. Ziegler, Sr. 



DO YOU WANT TO HAIC! PUBLIC COHKENTS7 

If you would like to apeak at the heariog today, pleaae fill in the blanks 
below and turn it in to one of the Fish and Wildlife Staff ae•bers present. 
You need not co•plete this sheet to suh.it vritteo ca.aents. Thank you. 
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·•Resource Development Council 
~~for Alaska. Inc. ...~~~;.:~:u:::;:i~~;:~:;: 

~ ... 

DRAFT TESTIMONY OF THE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
"ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, 

COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT" 

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 
JANUARY 5, 1987 

GOOD MORNING. I AM BOYD BROW!lFIELD, PRESIDENT OF THE RESOURCE 

DEVELOP!~ENT COUNCIL FOR ALASKA, INC. (RDC). RDC IS A PRIVATE 

STATEWIDE ECONOIUC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION COMMITTED TO THE 

ORDERLY DEVELOPME!~T OF ALASKA'S RESOURCES. THE BROADLY BASED 

MEMBERSHIP OF OUR COUNCIL COMES FHOM A WIDE RA!JGE OF ECONOMIC, 

SOCIAL, GEOGRAPHIC AND ETHNIC SECTORS OF ALASKA. OUR MEMBERSHIP 

REPRE:SE!ITS INDIVIDUALS, COMPANIES TRADE ASSOCIATIONS, NATIVE 

CORPORATIONS, UNIVERSITIES, CHAMBERS OF COMI~ERCE, AND 

MUfiiCIPALIT}:ES THROUGHOUT THE STATE. 

THE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE OPENING OF 

THE COASTAL PLAIN OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE TO OIL 

AND GAS EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION. THERE ARE MANY GOOD REASONS 

WHY THE OPENING OF EIGHT PERCENT OF THE REFUGE TO OIL AllD GAS 

LEASING IS IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST 

DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD-CLASS OIL DEPOSITS IN THE REFUGE PROPOSED FOf 

LEASING WOULD PROMOTE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, REDUCE OUR DEPENDENCE 

ON FOREIGN OIL, PROI40TE ORDERLY DEVELOPf.IENT IN THE ABSEfiCE OF AN 

ENERGY CRISIS, INCREASE REVENUES FROM TAXES AND ROYALTIES, 
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STRENGTHEN NATIONAL SECURITY IrlTERESTS, RE!::TRAIH TH!!: NATIOUAL 

TRADE DEFICIT AND CREATE THOUSANDS OF NEW JOBS. 

WE MUST NOT BE BLINDED BY A TEMPORARY OIL GLUT. BEFORE TOO LONG, 

AMERICA COULD BE FACING AN ENERGY CRISIS OF UNMATCHED PROPORTIONS. 

ALTHOUGH THERE IS PLENTY OF OIL ON THE MARKET TODAY, DOMESTIC OIL 

"RESERVES ARE PLUMMETING WHILE CONSUMPTION IS RISING. RELIABLE 

SOURCES INDICATE THAT U.S. OIL IMPORTS COULD RISE DRAMATICALLY 

FROM ABOUT 27 PERCENT OF DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION IN 1985 TO OVER 60 

PERCENT IN EIGHT YEARS. 

PRUDHOE BAY, AMERICA'S LARGEST OIL FIELD, ACCOUNTS FOR 20 PERCENT 

OF U.S. DOMESTIC CRUDE PRODUCTION. HOWEVER, IT HAS .ALREADY BEEN 

PUMPED HALF EMPTY AIID A STEADY DECLINE IN PRODUCTION WILL SOON 

BEGIN 

IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE LOOK FOR OIL IN ANWR NOW BECAUSE 

DEVELOPING OIL FIELDS IN ALASKA REQUIRES LEAD TIMES OF 10 TO 15 

YEARS FROM DISCOVERY TO FIRST PRODUCTION. ASSUMING A MAJOR FIELD 

IS DISCOVERED ON THE COASTAL PLAIN TODAY, FIRST PRODUCTION WOULD 

I~OT BE LIKELY BEFORE THE YEAR 2000. 

IF AMERICA FORGOES OR DELAYS THIS MAJOR OPPORTUNITY TO REVERSE ITS 

INCREASING DEPENDENCY ON FOREIGN OIL, OUR VULNERABILITY TO OIL 

PRICE SHOCKS AND OIL SHORTAGES WILL INCREASE TO DANGEROUSLY HIGH 
I 

LEVELS IN THE NEXT DECADE. THE BEST WAY TO ASSURE THAT THE UNITED 

STATES WILL HAVE SECURE SUPPLIES OF OIL IS TO PURSUE EXPLORATION 

AND DEVELOPMENT HERE AT HOME. AND THE BEST CHANCE TO FIND A NEW 
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HORLD-SLA33 Dot·1E8TIC SUPPLY OF OIL IS Pl THS COA3TAL PLAW OF 

SOME PEOPLE CLAII~ THAT DEVELOPMENT OF THE COASTAL PLAIN ISN'T 

WORTH THE EFFORT SINCE THE 1002 REPORT ESTIMATES THAT THERE IS 

ONLY A 19 PERCENT CHANCE OF FINDING ECOOHICALLY RECOVERABLE OIL. 

THOSE WHO CARE ABOUT OUR NATIONAL SECURITY AND ENERGY NEEDS THINK 

·IT IS WORTH THE EFFORT NINETEEN PERCENT ODDS ARE TEN TIMES 

HIGHER THAN THE INDUSTRY'S SUCCESS RATE IN ALASKA, YET LOOK AT ALL 

THE OIL PRODUCED FROM THIS STATE. ONLY 2 PERCENT OF THE WELLS 

DRILLED IN ALASKA HAS EVER RESULTED IN A MAJOR DISCOVERY. 

THE QUESTION BEFORE US TODAY IS NOT A WILDERNESS VERSUS NO 

WILDERNESS ISSUE. THERE ARE ALREADY 8 MILLION ACRES OF DESIGNATED 

WILDERNESS IN ANWR. THE 1.5 IHLLION ACRE COASTAL PLAirl COMPRISES 

ONLY EIGHT PERCENT OF THE REFUGE. MOREOVER, 92 PERCENT OF THE 

REFUGE IS OFF-LIIUTS TO OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT. SHOULD THE 

REMAINING EIGHT PERCENT BE CLOSED TO OIL AND GAS DEVELOPI·tENT, THE 

POTENTIAL LOSSES TO OUR NATIONAL ENERGY POSITION WILL BE 

INCALCULABLE WHILE THE "GAINS" WOULD AMOUNT QI~LY TO A SLIGHT 

INCREASE IN THE AMOUNT OF DESIGNATED WILDERNESS LANDS IN ALASKA, 

WHICH ALREADY ARE LARGE ENOUGH TO CONSUME THE ENTIRE STATE OF 

UTAH. 

NOR IS THE ISSUE BEFORE US ONE OF ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES VERSUS OIL 

AND GAS DEVELOPMENT. WE CONCUR WITH THE REGULATORY AGENCIES AND 

INDUSTRY THAT MOST ADVERSE EFFECTS WOULD BE MINIMIZED OR ELMINATEC 

THROUGH CAREFULLY APPLIED MITIGATION, USING LESSONS LEARNED AND 

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECNOLOGY ACQUIRED FROM DEVELOPMENT AT OTHER 
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NORTH SLOPE OILFIELDS. 

APPLICATION OF FORTY YEARS OF ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE IN ARCTIC 

ALASKA CULMINATING IN DEVELOPMENTS ON THE NORTH SLOPE DEMONSTRATE 

THAT OIL DEVELOPMENT CAN AND DOES EXIST IN HARMONY WITH THE 

ENVIRONMENT. WILDLIFE POPULATIONS ARE THRIVING IN CONJUNCTION WITH 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AT PRUDHOE BAY, KUPARUK AND MILNE POINT. 

HOWEVER, SOME PEOPLE ARGUE THAT PRUDHOE BAY IS NOT COMPARABLE TO 

THE COASTAL PLAIN OF ANWR IN TERMS OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS. 

WE BELIEVE THE SMALL LOSS OF HABITAT REPRESEtiTED BY DEVELOPMENT IN 

THE 1002 AREA WILL NOT IMPACT GROWTH OR PRODUCTIVITY OF CARIBOU. 

HABITAT IS NOT quRRENTLY PREVENTING THE GROWTH OF THE PORCUPINE 

HERD SINCE THE· HERD'S LARGE POPULATION HAS REMAINED FAR BELOW THE 

CARRYING CAPACITY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN. A SMALL REDUCTION.IN 

TOTAL RANGE SHOULD NOT SIGNFICANTLY ALTER THE HERD'S POPULATION. 

GIVEN EXISTING TECHNOLOGY, COUPLED WITH THE POTENTIAL SIZE OF ANY 

ANTICIPATED DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT IN THE REFUGE WOULD COMPRISE AN 

EXTREMELY SMALL PORTION OF THE COASTAL PLAIN EVEN UNDER THE MOST . 
OPTIMISTIC PRODUCTION SCENARIO. 

A MAJOR DISCOVERY IN ANWR WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE OIL IMPORTS, 

THEREBY CUTTING THE NATIONAL TRADE DEFICIT. THE $90 BILLION WE 

NOW PAY FOR IMPORTED OIL IS THE LARGEST SINGLE ELEMENT IN THE 

TRADE DEFICIT, WHICH SURGED TO A RECORD $19.2 BILLION IN NOVE14BER 

ALONE. 1986 WAS BY FAR THE WORST YEAR EVER FOR THE NATION'S TRADE 

ACCOUNTS. FOR THE FIRST 11 MONTHS OF THE YEAR, AMERICANS IMPORTED 

$159 BILLION MORE THAN THEY EXPORTED. 
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WE BE:...IEVE THAT WHERI:'!Si"l POSSIBLE, EVERY STATF HAS A 

flE3PON:JIBILITY TO WORK ON THI3 STAG":;ERWG DEFICIT. A!JWR COULD 

PROVIDE ALASKA WITH A SIGNIFICANT OPPORTUNITY TO RESTRAIN THIS 

DEFICIT. HOWEVER, IF A DECISION WERE MADE TO DESIGNATE THE 

COASTAL PLAIN WILDERNESS, WE WOULD IN EFFECT BE CHOOSING TO 

INCREASE OUR DEPEimENCY ON OIL IMPORTS, ADDING TO OUR AWESOME 

TRADE DEFICIT, RATHER THAN SUBTRACTING FROM IT. 

ROC WILL RESPOND TO SPECIFIC ELEMENTS IN THE 1002(H) REPORT IN 

MORE DETAILED WRITTEN COtiMEtiTS TO BE SUBMITTED. WE DO WISH TO 

POINT OUT HERE THAT MANY OF THE ENVIRON14ENTAL IMPACTS INDICATED IN 

THE REPORT APPEAR TO BE BASED ON "WORST CASE" EVALUATIONS. WE 

RESPECTFULLY CALL TO YOUR ATTENTION THAT NEPA-EIS GUIDELINES HAVE 

BEEN CHANGED FROM "WORST CASE" ASSESSMENT TO "MOST LIKELY TO 

OCCUR." WE DO APPRECIATE, HOWEVER, THAT THE RECOMMENDATIOl~S OF 

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR REFLECT .WHAT IS "MOST LIKELY TO 

OCCUR." 

DUE TO THE "WORST CASE" BIAS, WE REQUEST THAT THOSE IMPACTS BASED 

ON A HIGHLY SPECULATIVE NATURE BE CLARIFIED ~ SUCH THROUGHOUT THE 

ENVIRONI4ENTAL CONSEQUENCES SECTION. THIS WILL ALLOW AND HOPEFULLY 

ENSURE THAT THOSE READING THE DOCUMENT ARE AWARE OF THE 

HIGHLY-SPECULATIVE NATURE OF THOSE IMPACTS. 

IN CLOSING, WE WOULD LIKE TO CLEAR UP A MISCONCEPTION FOR THE 

RECORD. ONE IS THE MISLEADING VIEWPOINT TIIAT THE RESERVE 

POTENTIAL OF THE COASTAL PLAIN HAY BE TOO SMALL TO JUSTIFY 

LEASING. IT MUST BE REMEMBERED THAT TOTAL PRODUCTION FROM PRUDHOE 

BAY ACCOUNTS FOR 18 MONTHS SUPPLY OF OIL TO AMERICA. NOTABLY OUR 
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NA':'IDrl HAS 0!\i.Y A F:VE: YSAR SUPPLY OF DOf~i!::~TI:~ C:CSI:R':c.:; BZING 

PUHPED AT TOTAL PRODUCTION. UNDER THIS Bh3I:3. THE COASTAL PLAIN 

FIELDS MAY CONTAIN ONLY A FEW YEARS SUPPLY OF OIL. HOWEVER, IN 

REALITY, ALL OF THIS IS TRUE ONLY IF THE FIELD IS FULLY PRODUCED 

ALL AT ONCE. NO COMMERCIAL FIELD IN THE WORLD CAN BE FULLY 

PRODUCED AT ONCE. FOR EXAMPLE, PRUDHOE BAY !4AY PRODUCE OIL AND 

GAS FOR 30 YEARS, EVEN .THOUGH ITS TOTAL PRODUCTION WOULD SUPPLY 

THE NATION FOR ONLY ONE AND A HALF YEARS. CONSISTENT PRODUCTION 

FROM PRUDHOE BAY COULD OFFSET ABOUT 13 PERCENT OF FOREIGN OIL 

IMPORTS FOR 30 YEARS. 

AMERICA SHOULD .NOT FORECLOSE ON HER OPPORTUNITY TO INVENTORY AND 

DEVELOP STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVES AFTER SPENDING BILLIONS OF 

DOLLARS ADVANCING THE LEARNING CURVE IN THE ARCTIC. WE CAN BE 

PROUD OF THAT ADVANCE. WE HAVE THE WORK FORCE TRAINED AND 

WAITING. LET'S DO IT RIGHT ONCE AGAIN. 
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ORAL TESTIMONY OF !liB RBSOURCB DBYELOPIIEN'l OOURCIL 

BRVIROHIIEN'lAL IMPACT S'UTEJIEN'l 
•ARCTIC RATIONAL VILDLIFB RBFUGB, ALASKA, 

COASTAL PLAIR RESOURCE ASSBSSJIEN'l• 

YASHIRGi'OR, D.C. 
JANUARY 9, 1987 

THE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL FOR ALASKA, INC. (RDC) IS A 

PRIVATE STATEWIDE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION COMMITTED TO 

THE ORDERLY DEVELOPMENT OF ALASKA'S RESOURCES. THE BROADLY BASEI 

MEMBERSHIP OF OUR COUNCIL COMES FROM A WIDE RANGE OF ECONOMIC, 

SOCIAL, GEOGRAPHIC AND ETHNIC SECTORS OF ALASKA. OUR MEMBERSHIP 

REPRESENTS INDIVIDUALS, COMPANIES, TRADE ASSOCIATIONS, NATIVE 

CORPORATIONS, UNIVERSITIES, CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, AND 

MUNICIPALITIES THROUGHOUT THE STATE. 

THE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE OPENING 01 

THE COASTAL PLAIN OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE TO OIL 

AND GAS EXPLORATION AND PRDOUCTION. THERE ARE MANY GOOD REASONS 

WHY THE OPENING OF EIGHT PERCENT OF THE REFUGE TO OIL AND GAS 

LEASING IS IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST. 

DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD-CLASS OIL DEPOSITS IN THE REFUGE PROPOSED F! 

LEASING WOULD PROMOTE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, REDUCE OUR DEPENDENCI 

ON FOREIGN OIL, PROMOTE ORDERLY DEVELOPMENT IN THE ABSENCE OF AN 

ENERGY CRISIS, INCREASE REVENUES FROM TAXES AND ROYALTIES, 
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STRENGTHEN NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS, RESTRAIN THE NATIONAL 

TRADE DEFICIT AND CREATE THOUSANDS OF NEW-JOBS. 

WE MUST NOT BE BLINDED BY A TEMPORARY OIL GLUT. BEFORE TOO LONG, 

AMERICA COULD BE FACING AN ENERGY CRISIS OF UNMATCHED PROPORTIONS. 

ALTHOUGH THERE IS PLENTY OF OIL ON THE MARKET TODAY, DOMESTIC OIL 

RESERVES ARE PLUMMETING WHILE CONSUMPTION IS RISING. RELIABLE 

SOURCES INDICATE THAT U.S. OIL IMPORTS COULD RISE DRAMATICALLY 

FROM ABOUT 27 PERCENT OF DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION IN 1985 TO OVER 60 

PERCENT IN EIGHT YEARS. 

PRUDHOE BAY, AMERIC~'S LARGEST OIL FIELD, ACCOUNTS FOR 20 PERCENT 

OF U.S. DOMESTIC CRUDE PRODUCTION. HOWEVER, IT HAS ALREADY BEEN • 

PUMPED HALF EMPTY AND A STEADY DECLINE IN PRODUCTION WILL SOON 

BEGIN 

IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE LOOK FOR OIL IN ANWR NOW BECAUSE 

DEVELOPING OIL FIELDS IN ALASKA REQUIRES LEAD TIMES OF 10 TO 15 

YEARS FROM DISCOVERY TO FIRST PRODUCTION. ASSUMING A MAJOR FIELD 

IS DISCOVERED ON THE COASTAL PLAIN TODAY, FIRST PRODUCTION WOULD 

NOT BE LIKELY BEFORE THE YEAR 2000. 

IF AMERICA FORGOES OR DELAYS THIS MAJOR OPPORTUNITY TO REVERSE ITS 

INCREASING DEPENDENCY ON FOREIGN OIL, OUR VULNERABILITY TO OIL 

PRICE SHOCKS AND OIL SHORTAGES WILL INCREASE TO DANGEROUSLY HIGH 

LEVELS IN THE NEXT DECADE. THE BEST WAY TO ASSURE THAT THE UNITED 

STATES WILL HAVE SECURE SUPPLIES OF OIL IS TO PURSUE EXPLORATION 

AND DEVELOPMENT HERE AT HOME. AND THE BEST CHANCE TO FIND A NEW 
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WORLD-CLASS DOMESTIC SUPPLY OF OIL IS IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF 

ANWR. 

SOME PEOPtE CLAIM THAT DEVELOPMENT OF THE COASTAL PLAIN ISN'T 

WORTH THE EFFORT SINCE THE 1002 REPORT ESTIMATES THAT THERE IS 

ONLY A 19 PERCENT CHANCE OF FINDING ECOOMICALLY RECOVERABLE OIL. 

THOSE WHO CARE ABOUT OUR NATIONAL SECURITY AND ENERGY NEEDS THINK 

IT IS WORTH THE EFFORT NINETEEN PERCENT ODDS ARE TEN TIMES 

HIGHER THAN THE INDUSTRY'S SUCCESS RATE IN ALASKA, YET LOOK AT ALL 

THE OIL PRODUCED FROM THIS STATE. ONLY 2 PERCENT OF THE WELLS 

DRILLED IN ALASKA HAS EVER RESULTED IN A MAJOR DISCOVERY. 

THE QUESTION BEFORE US TODAY IS NOT A WILDERNESS VERSUS NO 

WILDERNESS ISSUE. THERE ARE ALREADY 8 MILLION ACRES OF DESIGNATED 

WILDERNESS IN ANWR. THE 1.5 MILLION ACRE COASTAL PLAIN COMPRISES 

ONLY EIGHT PERCENT OF THE REFUGE. MOREOVER, 92-PERCENT OF THE 

REFUGE IS OFF-LIMITS TO OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT. SHOULD THE 

REMAINING EIGHT PERCENT BE CLOSED TO OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT, THE 

POTENTIAL LOSSES TO OUR NATIONAL ENERGY POSITION WILL BE 

INCALCULABLE WHILE THE "GAINS" WOULD AMOUNT ONLY TO A SLIGHT 

INCREASE IN THE AMOUNT OF DESIGNATED WILDERNESS LANDS IN ALASKA, 

WHICH ALREADY ARE LARGE ENOUGH TO CONSUME THE ENTIRE STATE OF 

UTAH. 

NOR IS THE ISSUE BEFORE US ONE OF ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES VERSUS OIL 

AND GAS DEVELOPMENT. WE CONCUR WITH THE REGULATORY AGENCIES AND 

INDUSTRY THAT MOST ADVERSE EFFECTS WOULD BE MINIMIZED OR ELMINATED 

THROUGH CAREFULLY APPLIED MITIGATION, USING LESSONS LEARNED AND 

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECNOLOGY ACQUIRED FROM DEVELOPMENT AT OTHER 
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NORTH SLOPE OILFIELDS. 

APPLICATION OF FORTY YEARS OF ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE IN ARCTIC 

ALASKA CULMINATING IN DEVELOPMENTS ON THE NORTH SLOPE DEMONSTRATE 

THAT OIL DEVELOPMENT CAN AND DOES EXIST IN HARMONY WITH THE 

ENVIRONMENT. WILDLIFE POPULATIONS ARE THRIVING IN CONJUNCTION WIT~ 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AT PRUDHOE BAY, KUPARUK AND MILNE POINT. 

HOWEVER, SOME PEOPLE ARGUE THAT PRUDHOE BAY IS NOT COMPARABLE TO 

THE COASTAL PLAIN OF ANWR IN TERMS OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS. 

WE BELIEVE THE SMALL LOSS OF HABITAT REPRESENTED BY DEVELOPMENT II 

THE 1002 AREA WILL NOT IMPACT GROWTH OR PRODUCTIVITY OF CARIBOU. 

HABITAT IS NOT CURRENTLY PREVENTING THE GROWTH OF THE PORCUPINE 

HERD SINCE THE HERD'S LARGE POPULATION HAS REMAINED FAR BELOW THE 

CARRYING CAPACITY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN. A SMALL REDUCTION IN 

TOTAL RANGE SHOULD NOT SIGNFICANTLY ALTER THE HERD'S POPULATION. 

GIVEN EXISTING TECHNOLOGY, COUPLED WITH THE POTENTIAL SIZE OF ANY 

ANTJCIPATED DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT IN THE REFUGE WOULD COMPRISE AI 

EXTREMELY SMALL PORTION OF THE COASTAL PLAIN EVEN UNDER THE MOST . 
OPTIMISTIC PRODUCTION SCENARIO. 

A MAJOR DISCOVERY IN ANWR WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE OIL IMPORTS, 

THEREBY CUTTING THE NATIONAL TRADE DEFICIT. THE $90 BILLION WE 

NOW PAY FOR IMPORTED OIL IS THE LARGEST SINGLE ELEMENT IN THE 

TRADE DEFICIT, WHICH SURGED TO A RECORD $19.2 BILLION IN NOVEMBER 

ALONE. 1986 WAS BY FAR THE WORST YEAR EVER FOR THE NATION'S TRAD 

ACCOUNTS. FOR THE FIRST 11 MONTHS OF THE YEAR, AMERICANS IMPORTE 

$159 BILLION MORE THAN THEY EXPORTED. 
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WE BELIEVE THAT WHEREVER POSSIBLE, EVERY STATE HAS A 

RESPONSIBILIT\ TO WORK ON THIS STAGGERING DEFICIT. ANWR COULD 

PROVIDE ALASKA WITH A SIGNIFICANT OPPORTUNITY TO RESTRAIN THIS 

DEFICIT. HOWEVER, IF A DECISION WERE MADE TO DESIGNATE THE 

COASTAL PLAIN WILDERNESS, WE WOULD IN EFFECT BE CHOOSING TO 

INCREASE OUR DEPENDENCY ON OIL IMPORTS, ADDING TO OUR AWESOME 

TRADE DEFICIT, RATHER THAN SUBTRACTING FROM IT. 

ROC WILL RESPOND TO SPECIFIC ELEMENTS IN THE 1002(H) REPORT IN 

MORE DETAILED WRITTEN COMMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED. WE DO WISH TO 

POINT OUT HERE THAT MANY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS INDICATED IN 

THE REPORT APPEAR TO BE BASED ON "WORST CASE" EVALUATIONS. WE 

RESPECTFULLY CALL TO YOUR ATTENTION THAT NEPA-EIS GUIDELINES HAVE 

BEEN CHANGED FROM "WORST CASE" ASSESSMENT:TO "MOST LIKELY TO 

OCCUR." WE DO APPRECIATE, HOWEVER, THAT THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF 

THE SECRETARJ OF THE INTERIOR REFLECT WHAT IS "MOST LIKELY TO 

OCCUR. II 

DUE TO THE "WORST CASE" BIAS, WE REQUEST THAT THOSE IMPACTS BASED 

ON A HIGHLY SPECULATIVE NATURE BE CLARIFIED ~ SUCH THROUGHOUT THE 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES SECTION. THIS WILL ALLOW AND HOPEFULLY 

ENSURE THAT THOSE READING THE DOCUMENT ARE AWARE OF THE 

HIGHLY-SPECULATIVE NATURE OF THOSE IMPACTS. 

IN CLOSING, WE WOULD LIKE TO CLEAR UP A MISCONCEPTION FOR THE 

RECORD. ONE IS THE MISLEADING VIEWPOINT THAT THE RESERVE 

POTENTIAL OF THE COASTAL PLAIN MAY BE TOO SMALL TO JUSTIFY 

LEASING. IT MUST BE REMEMBERED THAT TOTAL PRODUCTION FROM PRUDHOE 

BAY ACCOUNTS FOR 18 MONTHS SUPPLY OF OIL TO AMERICA. NOTABLY OUR 
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NATION HAS ONLY A FIVE YEAR SUPPLY OF DOMESTIC RESERVES BEING 

PUMPED AT TOTAL PRODUCTION. UNDER THIS BASIS, THE COASTAL PLAIN 

FIELDS MAY CONTAIN ONLY A FEW YEARS SUPPLY OF OIL. HOWEVER, IN 

REALITY, ALL OF THIS IS TRUE ONLY IF THE FIELD IS FULLY PRODUCED 

ALL AT ONCE. NO COMMERCIAL FIELD IN THE WORLD CAN BE FULLY 

PRODUCED AT ONCE. FOR EXAMPLE, PRUDHOE BAY MAY PRODUCE OIL AND 

GAS FOR 30 YEARS, EVEN THOUGH ITS TOTAL PRODUCTION WOULD SUPPLY 

THE NATION FOR ONLY ONE AND A HALF YEARS. CONSISTENT PRODUCTION 

FROM PRUDHOE BAY COULD OFFSET ABOUT 13 PERCENT OF FOREIGN OIL 

~MPORTS FOR 30 YEARS. 

AMERICA SHOULD NOT FORECLOSE ON HER OPPORTUNITY TO INVENTORY AND 

DEVELOP STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVES AFTER SPENDING BILLIONS OF 

DOLLARS ADVANCING THE LEARNING CURVE IN THE ARCTIC. WE CAN BE 

PROUD OF THAT ADVANCE. WE HAVE THE WORK FORCE TRAINED AND 

WAITING. LET'S DO IT RIGHT·ONCE AGAIN. 
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US Fish & Wildlife Service 
Att'n: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Moin Interior Building 
18th & C Streets NW 
Washington DC 20240 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

22 January 1987 
(BY FEDERAL EXPRESSJ 

This letter comments on the Department of the Interior's Draft Arc-lie- Nati01ral IJ'ildlif<' 
Refuge. Alaska. Coastal Plain Resourc-e Assessment, which recommends opening to full 
oil and gas leasing the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (the "1001 
area"--a reference to § 1002 of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act). 

These comments deal with the Draft's grossly inadequate and misleading treatment of 
two issues: national energy needs and policies, and the economic evaluation of the 1002 
area. Other issues are no doubt being dealt with by other reviewers. A summary of my 
qualifications is attached. 

Ontissjoll of energJ'-ellicjencJ' qlternati•e 

The most fundamental Oaw in the Draft--one which in my opinion renders it useless as 
a basis for informed decisionmaking--is that it does not even mention, let alone analyze, 
the most attractive alternative to increased oil extraction•, whether in the 1002 area or 
elsewhere. That alternative is the more effic-ient use of energy in general and of 
petroleum products in particular. As the 1985 National Enerfl.l' Poliq Plan--on which 
the Draft relies for its energy projections and supply-side goals--states at pp. S and 13: 

El!!rcr con""aUon: M iftkCAJ part of tM gem triad. IEnesv conter'Yationl hu pnnen to 
he tho moot npedllk>uo way lo rod- lhe noed for ...,. or Imported enerv reoourceo. and In 
fact It now contribuln mo~ to balanclnt: our national eneJ'U' ledpr than doN an,. .&nal• fuel 

eource. Detplte a 21" lncnue In the number of U.S. houeltolcll .tnce 19'13, for nample, cur

rent total en«I'Q' c:onwtnplion in the U.S. houHhold __,. -ctor M alntod the ••me u it wu 
lwelve JOan aao. SoYinp In lhe lnduotrial, commercial, andlnnoportallon oec:ton ore olmilarly 

impnaive. Even if curnnt eneru pricel remained etable or declltMd moderately. It would 
appear to be economk:allr feuible to contlaue ellidencr pl111 at a .ubatantlaJ pace for the ned 

2& yean. 

Conunation--our larut! 1in«le I'!!OUI'C•· Couenatlon contribute. more to balanclnc the 
national !Mfl)" ledpr todaJ' than any lin1le , .... eource. If pn-U»7S trench In "'HD" UM had 
continued, DOE calculatn that American• would Jaaye comuamecl about 19 quadt2 more ol' pri

mary enercJ than they actually did In 198t~ Tltl8 compara with approximately 21 quads np

plied lhal year by domeotic petroleum, 20 quado of U.S. coal produced, andiB quodo of domn· 

tic natural .... Co....nation hu come chiefiJ from lncreued .mdeftCJ' In the Ule of enero-, 
and from a 1hift in the nation"• mix of pod~ and HrYicel toward len enefiT intenlivenea. The 

enefiY producli•ily of lhe U.S. economy •.• hu lncreued 28" durinc the decode lrom 1974 lo 

111114, and rooe 14" In thelaot lour yean of that period alone. 

11 - thlo lerm ralhor lhan lho traditional "production" becauoe II mon oceuralelJ deocribeo the proc .... Oil ,. .. 

l!ll!!l!ls!!l aeololical - aao; all we know how lo do lo dl1ll up and burn II. 

20ne quod (quodriHion or lOt& BTU) lo equlnlonllo 0.47 miHion barrelo of oil per day. 

,,, \ i• j f • I I It ~ f, II l\ \I ·\ \ > 

The Draft irrationally ignores all demand-side options, even as its Chapter VII cites the 
same DOE document as the authoritative official statement of the need for and benefits 
to be derived from additional supplie.r of domestic oil. 

The case for primary attention to the demand side can be stated even more strongly. 
Since 1979, the United States, according to Energy Information Administration statistics, 
has gotten more than SO times as much new energy from more efficient use as from all 
net increases of energy combined. (Moreover, of those increases, more new energy has 
come from sun, wind, water, and wood than from oil, gas, coal, and uranium: renewable 
sources now total at least a tenth of the Nation's total primary supply, and the fastest
growing part, outpaced only by savings.). Yet the Draft assumes that only more oil 
itself --not more efficient use of the oil we already have--can meet national needs. 

The functional equivalence of oil and oil efficiency is well established. For example, the 
1983 National Energy Policy Plan states at p. 3 that of three "particularly important" 
areas "of energy programs and action," 

The tint Ia _..., CORHI'Yation, whk:Jt OUChl to be viewed by policymden, producen, and 

COMUmen u a lllpHicantiJ' important enera;r 1!12!11S!· That Ia, ener'U' c~ation •hould be 
lfttl u a Hl of actionl thallndl•klu• and buelnen. can take that are c011t-eKeeUve altema
tiYa to new npplr deYelopment. EM...,. crmeenalion actioM are oRen cheaper and euler to 
undedale, and thq often ma•• pod bualnne ....... Slnu the _....,. price •hock• of the tD'Io., 
_....,. un per dollar of poa national product hu dedlned ateadiiJ'; and Important eneru
.mdenq (mpi"'fttiMftb haYe occurnd In a holt of areu, from automobiln to homea and office 

bulldlnp and m-t-1 proc-. TheM -.mpllohmen .. , coupled with the otablllty of 

eRUI7 pr-Ice. In pnaral and the lowerln1 of world oil pri~ within the put year, 1hould not 

obKun the fact that further 1•l• can 1till 1M made. ConH"atlon it, and will remain, an 
Important component of the available enero- reeource mix . 

Since 1973, according to the Energy Information Administration's M01rthly Etrerg_v 
Review (August 1986, p. 12, data to mid-1986), the United States has reduced the energy 
intensity of its GNP by 2S% and its oil and gas intensity by 36%. OPEC's market share, 
too, has been cut roughly in half. Yet this was done with such straightforward measures 
as a 37%-more-efficient car Oeet (id., p. IS, preliminary J98S data vs. 1973), caulk 
guns, and duct tape. Still untapped is the potential offered by newly commercial techno
logies vastly more powerful, cost-effective, and sophisticated than these. For example, 
an improved insulating gas used to fill spectrally selective windows--a proven techno
logy entering the market in the first quarter of 1987--raises the potential saving of these 
windows, when eventually they are fully used in the Frostbelt, to more than one Trails
Alaska Pipeline's worth of saved oil which therefore need not be supplied. Such 
"negabarrels," unlike actual barrels, do not run out and do not harm the environment. 

Even with 1980 technologies, the most detailed Federal assessment of the practical 
potential for raising energy productivity found' that it would be very cost-effective to 
fuel in the year 2000 an American economy 80% larger than that of 1917, with 22-29% 
less fuel than was actually used directly (excluding that used to make electricity) in 
1917. That is, more, bigger, and more fully equipped and comfortable buildings could by 
2000 be using SB% less total direct fuel than in 1917; industry could add 48'lb more value 
while using 6% less fuel; and transportation could increase by 30-70% for personal 
driving, 60-90'111 for personal air travel, and 80% for freight, while transportation fuel 

3Solar Eneru Re:Harda IMlltute. A New PmD!tity: Buildin« a Swtainablc EMrv Future, Brick Houn (Andover 
MA), 19111, 462 pp.). 



needs dropped by I S--3S%. Even these potential savings were quite conservative at the 
time4

, and have become even more so with age. 

Energy-saving technologies are now entering the market so quickly that most of today's 
best electricity-saving devices were not on the market a year ago; the same was true a 
year ago; and it is now about six times as cost-effective to save electricity as it was five 
years ago. Very detailed analyses by this Institute have shown that full use of today's 
best electricity-saving technologies would deliver the same or improved services while 
saving half of U.S. electrical use at zero net cost, or three-quarters of U.S. electrical use 
at a cost below I.S¢/kW-h--less than the cost of operating a fossil- or nuclear-fueled 
power plant, even if building it were free. Unfortunately, since 1981 the Department of 
Energy, on whose Energy Research Advisory Board I served in 1980-81, has lost most of 
its capability to analyze modern energy-saving techniques. DOE's projections of future 
energy needs therefore take little account of these new developments and hence 
substantially exaggerate likely future demand1• That exaggeration inflates the •need" for 
oil from the I 002 area, and understates the importance of demand-side alternatives to it. 

A major study8 for the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, in which the President of 
this Institute and I were Principal Investigators, examined major oil-saving opportuniteis 
in the U.S. economy. We found, in addition to many individually smaller but collectively 
large opportunities, two essentially untapped supergiant "oilfields," each bigger than the 
biggest in Saudi Arabia, and each capable of sustainably producing (not just temporarily 
extracting) over five million barrels of oil per day at costs of a few dollars per barrel. 
One of these "oilfields" is in our attics: it is the •weatherization oilfield" of oil, and 
natural gas fungible for oil, which could be saved by basic insulation, reglazing, and 
weatherstripping of sievelike American buildings. The other "oilfield" is under Detroit: it 
is the "accelerated-scrappage-of -gas-guzzlers• oilfield, representing the savings available 
by getting Petropigs off the road faster and replacing them with efficient cars7• Either 
of these oilfields could eliminate U.S. oil imports--before a synfuel plant, power plant, 
or 1002-area oilfield ordered today could deliver any energy whatever, and at a tiny 
fraction of its cost. Either of these "oilfields" could produce in, say, 200S about eight 
times as much oil as the Draft contemplates for a successful development program in the 
I 002 area. Both of these "oilfields" would achieve every national policy goal which the 
Draft presents as a justification for leasing in the I 002 area, but neither would have 
significant environmental impacts. It is thus absurd, and contrary to NEPA, to exclude 

See !:L A.B. Lovin• !!....16 Leut-Cod Eneru; Solvtn1 the CO~, Brick Route, 1011 (an analyal• 
eommt .. toned by tiM German Federal Environmental Arency). Copt• are available from Rocky Mountain 
ln•titute. 

5
1 1ay thi1 from the penpecllve of an analy1t who, unlike DOE, hu correctly foreteen the major trendl in enetiJ 

demand for the put decade, by payln1 attention to the emefKinl competition between eneraJ tupp1y and 

Improved ener'Q' elliclency, and ueumin1 that conaumen would behave ratlonally--u, to the di.comfort of the 
enerv lndustrie1, they lara:ely did. 

8
Publl•hed u a book, Brittle Power: Enem Stratea for National Security, Brick Houae, 1981. Cople~ are 

available from Rocky Mountain Institute, 

7
For example, Brittle Power showed that rather than bulldinc synfuel plant., the U.S. would uve more oll, futer 

and cheaper, by &!rl!!.& a free 40+-mPI car to anyone who would tcrap his or her Brontomobile so that nobody 
would ever drive it acalnj or by paylnc a cuh bonus of nveral hundred dollan for eyery mpe by which your new 

car Improved on your old car which you tcrapped. Thue kinds of numben were apeed, In a recent meetinc of the 
lntematlonal Auociation of Enet'l)' Economllb, to be reallltlc--but were said to be too nnsible to affect Federal 

enero- pollcyl For morw such examplu, aee A.B. Lovln1 !LJL, Enem Unbound: A Fable for America's Future, 
Sierra Club {San Francltco), 19111. 
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these and other energy efficiency options from the Draft's, and policymakers', informed 
consideration. The authors of the Draft appear to have artificially restricted their choice 
of alternatives so as to appear to support a predetermined position, rather than to 
conscientiously seeking to compare the full range of choices available to achieve the 
same policy goals. 

Energv security issues 

The same DCPA analysis8 documented in detail why frontier projects like North Slope oil 
extraction do not improve, and may well reduce, national energy security. The same ob
jections, such as vulnerable tanker traffic, which apply to oil from the Mideast (Draft, 
p. 164) apply also to Alaskan oil, in spades. The Trans-Alaska Pipeline, for example, has 
been found by the U.S. Army to be utterly indefensible; it runs for nearly 600 miles 
over some of the roughest and least hospitable terrain in the world, yet is accessible by 
road or float plane over most of its length. Although its proprietors apparently do not 
think they have a security problem, TAPS has already been repeatedly shot at and 
bombed; fortunately, these attacks have so far been incompetent. One of the TAPS 
pumping stations blew itself up by accident in 1977; had it been a northern instead of a 
southern station, and in the winter, some nine million barrels of hot oil could probably 
have congealed in a few weeks into the world's largest Chapstick9• Even in good 
weather, the cost of failure in TAPs's oil delivery is measured in hundreds of dollars per 
second; yet it would take as long as seven months, with good weather and smooth logis
tics, to replace a large section of the !abyrinth of 48-inch pipe at the system's north end. 

Such a fragile supply link can actually interrupt a larger fraction of U.S. oil supply, for 
longer, with fewer alternatives, than a complete embargo of Arab oil. TAPS, according to 
the Draft, carries a fifth of U.S. crude oil input, whereas U.S. net imports from Arab 
OPEC countries accounted in 198S for only 3% of U.S. petroleum products supplied, and 
all OPEc countries, for only 12%. Simple, low-technology, probably anonymous and un
detectable, and certainly unpreventable sabotage to TAPS therefore presents today a 
greater threat to America's energy security than any conceivable interruption of oil 
imports from the Mideast. Increasing dependence on TAPS (and additional, equally 
vulnerable facilities to gather oil from the 1002 area and deliver it into TAPS) would 
therefore decrease, not increase, national energy security. As our DOPA analysis showed 
in detail, energy efficiency--coupled with the more diverse, dispersed, renewable supply 
system now emerging in the marketplace--is the key to true energy security. 

Investing one year's budget for the Rapid Deployment Force (meant to seize Mideast 
oilfields) in a good weatherization program would about eliminate all U.S. imports of oil 
from the Mideastt0

• Until energy efficiency programs receive more than Federal budget 
cuts and benign neglect, it is hard to take seriously the kinds of handwaving "national 
security" rationales presented in the Draft. 

Ecollomjc benefits clajmed 

Similar fallacies lurk in the Draft's treatment of balance-of-trade benefits (even 
neglecting the likelihood that area-1002 oil would be exported to J11pan, under a revised 

And a lay summary publllhed ln The Atlantic Monthlx. November lDBS, pp. 118-128. 

0The operaton are aald to beltne that their pumps are powerful enouch to move even cooled-oft oil, but that 

capabillty ll controvenial and hu never been empirically verined. 

10tt Ja plauaible that leut-coat lnvutrnent of the auru which would be required to nnd and deliver oil from area 

1002 mlaht achieve the orne result. but the DraR does not present enou1h cotl data to pennit 1uch a calculation. 



statute such as the oil industry is earnestly seeking for TAPS output, rather than used in 
the United States). Energy efficiency produces far more benefit to the balance of trade 
than new domestic oil supplies can, partly because cheap efficiency, unlike costly oil, 
directly improves the competitiveness of U.S. industry in world markets. Efficiency 
investments themselves also tend to have a high labor-intensity and a relatively low 
capital-intensity. Frontier oil facilities have the opposite characteristics, and hence tend 
to reduce, not increase, net employment by starving other sectors for capital. 

Efficient energy use also has a vastly larger potential for economic benefits to the 
Nation than all the unexplored hydrocarbon provinces combined. For example, national 
energy bills in 1984-8S ran about $430 billion, plus another -$SO billion or more in 
direct Federal subsidies to the energy sector11• This total energy bill of about $480 
billion a year would be about $ISO billion a year higher still if the U.S. were as energy
inefficient today as it was in 1973. Yet if Americans were now as energy-efficient as 
their Western European competitors are--and those Europeans are still far short of cost
effective efficiency levels themselves--then U.S. energy bills would fall by an additional 
$200 billion per year--about enough to balance the Federal budget. And if we simply 
chose the best energy buys at each opportunity for the. rest of this century, the resulting 
cumulative net savings by 2000 could be several trillion 1987 dollars--about enough to 
pay orr the entire National Debt. The hoped-for benefits of area-1002 oil would be 
about 200 times smaller than that. Yet no policymaker reading the Draft could be 
expected to gain that essential perspective on the decision presented--to appreciate that 
the main alternative omitted can yield, over the same! 30-90 years, hundreds of times as 
much benefit, without the proposed· action's costs. 

Exqggeration of benefits 

Moreover, the Draft seriously exaggerates those potential economic benefits or area-l 002 
oil. For purposes of this review, I shall assume that the probabilistic analysis of the 
recoverable hydrocarbons likely to be found in area~ 1002 is correct in every respect, 
even though no evidence is presented for the past reliability of the methods and models 
used, and the main assumptions which drive the economic model are in an unpublished 
paper which has apparently not received the critical! peer review normal in published 
scientific literature. I shall further assume that the JO'Ib real discount rate used is 
consistent with the level of risk in the project, although it appears unlikely that free
market investors would be willing to invest for such' returns in a project with a stated 
81% probability of finding no oil economically recoverable even at high oil prices. 
Subject to these assumptions, the Draft's economic assessment of area I 002's 
hydrocarbon prospects includes the following major naws: 

• Only an unusually careful reader would note that all of the slated probabilities or 
finding various amounts of oil, and obtaining various economic benefits, are 
fiYefold too high. This is because all those probabilities are "conditional" on there 
being any economically recoverable oil in are(1002 at all, and the probability of 
thai occurrence is estimated at -0.19 (pp. 49, 68, 72, etc.). Thus the oYerall 
probability or finding > 1.0 billion economically recoverable barrels is only -I 5%; 
the overall probability of a very large (9.2 billion recoverable bbl) reserve would 
be only 1%; and the probability that "the estimated (mean-case) 3.2 billion barrels 
of recoverable oil would be foregone" under Alternative E is not unity but -0.19, 
there being an -81% probability that wilderness designation would actually 

Thue have been exhautllvelJ raearched at RMI bJ H.R. Beede, whon publit:ation• an available from the 
Jn~tltute. For a preliminary •ummarr, ... n. Wall Btmt Journal/IT September 108&, p. 28. The dind eneru 
biU of 1430 billion a rear probablr aclucl .. minor expenditure~! for certain renwable IOUI'Cet on which the 

Department or EMriJ don not •••P atatiltla. 
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forego no benefit whatever, but only costs. Yet the Executive Summary nowhere 
melllion.t this fivefold exaggeration of the probabilities which the reader is 
invited to infer. Such a consistent relegation of this fivefold factor to technical 
fine print leaves an unfortunate impression of dishonesty. 

• The -19% stated probability of finding economically recoverable oil, the size of the 
reserves corresponding to various probabilities, and the economic benefits of 
those reserves all depend sensitively on the future price of oil assumed. No 
sensitivity test is provided for this crucial variable. Yet the $33 base-case price 
assumed (1984 $) for the year 2000 is a point estimate from a DOE model which 
is already badly outdated12• For example, another major model equally well 
regarded by mainsteam energy modellers--that of the Gas Research Institute-
used in 198S a reference-case year-2010 U.S. refiners' crude acquisition cost 
($S6.97 in 1984 $) virtually identical to that of the reference case of the 1985 
DOE model.on which the Draft relies1s ($56.77 in 1984 $). Yet one J•ear later. 
GRI's {Jreliminary 1986 model showed a J2'16 lower oil prit:e in 2010--onlv 
SJB.JJ14 

• Presumably, the 1986 DOE/NEPP model will show somewhat simil~r 
behavior11

, although its 1986 runs have not yet been published and were not used 
or cited in the Draft. 

• Such price volatility makes the Draft's conclusions utterly meaningless, because the 
minimum economically recoverable size of an oilfield in the I 002 area, and hence 
the probability of finding one or more such fields, will depend very sensitively 
on the oil price assumed. It would not be SUrPrising, for example, if a 30-SO% 
drop in the assumed oil price in 2010 reduced the stated 19% probability of find
ing any economically recoverable oil in the 1002 area to less than S%. No data 
are presented from which this sensitivity can be calculated; the 5% is an 
illustrative guess on my part. Whatever the change actually turned out to be, not 
only the probabilities of finding various amounts of economically recoverable oil, 
but also the economic value of that oil would depend on the price assumed. It is 
therefore plausible that a more realistic and up-to-date estimate of long-term oil 
price could reduce the mean-case present-valued internal benefit of the oil (to be 
set against all its external costs) from the stated $14.6 billion (1984 $)to -$5-10 
billion, while greatly reducing the probability of realizing any benefit from the 
irreversible loss of the 1002 area's non-hydrocarbon resources. 

• As an illustration or the uncertainty of long-term oil prices, the Gas Research 
Institute's draft 1986 baseline forecast includes a "consensus• or oil experts' 
estimates of the real oil price in 2000-2010. That "consensus" embraces a range of 
values spanning a range of more than fourfold 16--yet the Draft nowhere even 
hints that future oil prices are highly uncertain or that such uncertainty can 

l2 Aduallr, tho dlod ooun:e ciGa not lin a b ... -cuo llllt-t world oil prlco In 2000 of 133/bbl, but rolhor or 
tse.75, and a U.S. rellnon' IICqulolllon cool of -136.1111. Thlo dloc:nponqo lo apparontlr unexplained. 

ISNalional En!m PoJky P!tn Proltcllon! to 2010. DOB/PB-0020/S, Docombor IIIII, at p. 2-1. 

14LL, 139.81 in 1011 t, eon•Hled to 1914 I uelnc the GNP implicit price deflator. See D.A. Drerfue, •Pnlimlnarr 
1016 ORI Baseline Projection of U.S. Enerc1 Supply and Demamt,• 4 Au1utt 1010 paper to GRI Seventh Annual 
Joint Board ofDirecton/Ad•ltorJ CouncU Enerar Seminar. 

15Jt hu dono oo before. DOB'o Tobie 1-t, at p. 1,1, DOE/PE-0020/3, !!J!.J!L, ohowo lhal tho NEPP-111111 
projecllon of a rear-2010 world oil price or tl8.77 reOocled a 37" drop In lwo roan: tho NEPP-111111 projection 
wu 119.91 (both In liMit 1). 

16ooE lteelf (I!!J notu a year-2010 ranee of authoritati•e projection• of 2.7-fold. 
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invalidate its conclusions17. Just in the four months from November 1985 to 
March 19116, the world oil price fell from about $211 to about $1218--a soberins 
reminder of how lillie confidence •consensus• forecasts merit, even those made 
months rather than decades into the future10• 

• The Draft reflects an apparent effort to distort readers' perspective of the benefits 
claimed from leasing. For example, a mean net-present-valued internal benefit of 
$14.6 billion (p. 165) sounds like a big number in isolation; but it is only -3% of 
the Nation's total energy bill/or a single year (and even a smaller fraction of the 
energy bill in a future year with hiaher prices and presumably higher consump
tion). In other words, the Draft recommends destroying important values or the 
1002 area ror a benefit equivalent, over the 30-90 y of proposed hydrocarbon 
exploitation (p. 6), to about 0.03% to 0.1% of today's annual national eneray 
bi1120• Yet It certainly doesn't leave that impression: it artfully invites the reader 
to suppose that in a national context, the potential benefits of the leasing are 
truly important. 

• The Draft often uses undiscounted benefits to inflate their apparent size even more. 
• Similarly, the apparent importance of the potential oil resource is seriously distorted 

(pp. 165-166) by comparing it with resrrrrs--the much smaller quantity which 
the oil industry has bothered to Invest in proving out for short-term extraction. 
The text correctly, thouah obliquely, suuests that this is not a fair comparison, 
but it does not make a fair comparison, which would be far less favorable to the 
Draft's conclusions. 

• The Draft's comparisons of area 1002's potential oil output with national oil needs, 
imports, etc. similarly rest on a single DOB/NBPP model run, showina 16.S million 
bbl/d of demand and 7.6 of imports in 200S. (The model actually shows that de
mand as declining: 16.9 Mbbl/d in 2000, 16.S in 200S, and 16.1 in 2010--al
though the Draft leaves the impression of ever-rising demand.) But the Draft 
does not mention, amona other sensitivity tests, a "high-efficiency• DOB/NBPP 
run21, described at length in the same report, which would reduce year-20 10 
liquid-fuel requirements (excludina synfuels and electric utility inputs) by 10%, 
or 1-2/3 million bbl/d. That is equivalent to 1.5 times the mean output 
projected for the 1002 area. Oil imports are likewise shown in that DOE sensitiv
ity run to decline from the Draft's reference case by 19'!1J, or H Mbbl/d, or 2.3 
times the mean output from area 1002. The year-2010 world oil price drops by 

17For • ooluiOUT nmlndu, Won liM 1HS/M all prlco uuh, altho "henl lnotlacl" of oll-prlco -uloro, •" 
The Fulu11 o( OU Prien: Tho Por!!t of Prpph!cr, Cuabrldp Bnerv Rnoudl ~oln/ Arthur An"- 1r Co., 
198t. 

11J.M. Orlll'en lr C.T. Joan, Tho JSnmr Joymol 7(t):s7 (Oelobor 198e). 

UtTh•n are fundamental nUOUi to bel&..e that the wodcl oil price wiU nmaln volaUie and unpredictable lor 

miiiiJ doclldn lo come, juol u II lo for olhor commodllloo. In 111J opinion, II lo follo.clouo lo lry lo projocl o fuluro 
oil prlco u • bull for ln•nlmonl boho•lor lod•J· II • cHonl ukod mo lo muo ouch • projocllon, I would laolood 
uk ol whol oil prlco lho propoood projocl cooud lo bo prollloblo, - lhen uk lho cllonl how much rlok ho or oho 
wlthed to take. For what It II worth, however, the two loncutlna croupe with the beat track record In recent 
:r•an--bolh cornctly called the 1081/11 prk.e craah--opecl that with 101ne fluctuallone, !:.L If war or peace 
brow oul In lho Mlddlo Eul, lho rool oil prlco will probobiJ nry wllhln lho 111-U/bbl ron .. !or ol Jeul lho 
ml o( thit centua. The mean or that nnae it about two-RRhl below the Draft'• point projection. 

20Bxprouod dl!!oronliJ, lho moon-cuo oulpul of e&Dkbbl/d In 2001, ol lho opp011nl uoumed price of 133.7/bbl 
(198t t In 2005), would corroopoad lo • ....,.. oulpul •oluo o! -lUI biUion (198t I .,......1-nluod lo 19111) per 

year, or 0.01" or Ute 10M nationaletM'IJ' biU. The 11!1 value, after tublncllnt coda, would be enn leel. 

21DOB/PB-002D/s, !!J!...S1b pp. t-32 - t-SI. 
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S2.SO/bbl. "In fact, the impacls of these efficiency level changes on the world oil 
prices is marginally higher than those of (another sensitivity test assuming) ... 20 
percent changes in the U.S. oil and gas resources levels."12 The Draft, however, 
doesn't mention any sensitivity tests of or variations on the single demand 
forecast which it assumes2s--not even those done by DOE itself in the same place. 

• The Draft has an "optimistic" case but no corresponding •pessimistic" case, and does 
not discuss what plausibility it regards any variant on its base-case as meriting, 
or why. 

• The Draft at pp. 164-S comes perilously close to double-counting benefits. It gives 
1002-area oil credit for avoidins potential disruptions of oil supply (p. II) when 
those benefits have already been supposedly achieved, and paid for, by the Stra
tegic Petroleum Reserve. It qualitatively assigns a benefit to the extended utiliza
tion of TAPs, without considering that the cost of TAPS is already sunk and is 
therefore irrelevant to any comparison of the marginal costs and benefits of a 
new decision. 

More broadly, one might reasonably have expected the Department of the Interior, as 
the appointed steward of the Nation's resources, to discuss the policy implications of 
domestic oil depletion. The Draft describes the collision between supposedly srowing 
demands and declining domestic oil output2t. What is one to Infer from that collision? 
That the botlom of the barrel must be scraped, in the Refuse and everywhere else, be
cause there is, as the Draft leads one to suppose, simply no alternative? Or that we 
should instead thouahtfully consider whether postponing the ultimate depletion of the 
Nation't oil resources by fewer than 200 days25 is worth the Refuse, given that depletion 
of the finite resource is Inevitable and that whatever alternatives will be used to replace 
that oil will need to be adopted anyway--either sooner or, in the unlikely event that the 
I 020 area Is fully leased and actually does contain economically recoverable oil, 190-odd 
days later? If alternatives are available, as presumably they are at some price (since even 
the Draft is not so apocalyptic as to suppose that the United States will cease to exist on 
the day its last barrel of oil is depleted), what are the costs and benefits of adoptina 
them some 200 days earlier and not leasing the Refuge? Isn't leasing taking a gamble, 
against stated odds wone than S: I, that those alternatives will need to be adopted 
anyway, because no economically recoverable oil will be found even with full leasing of 
area 10027 The Draft is silent on these central questions: it tacitly assumes that any 
extension of the Nation's oil-resource life, however improbable, damagins, or brief, is 
worth the price. That approach, as economist Prof. Herman Daly once remarked28 in 
another context, 

J!L, p. c-so. 

21ror offk:laiiT ncoplaed alkmallvu, 11e !.:.I! SERJ, !!L...dL1 and DOE, Low Enem Fulun• for the United 

1!!1!!, DOB/PE-0020, Juno 1-. MonJ lndepondenl oxporll, lncludln1 mo, would 111•nl "'n lhon low -0111 
u an undentatement of how much elfk:lenc:y I• now available, worth burln1, and practically ac:hluable by a 
nriou• commitment to a cornpetltl•• ener11·••"lc:e mar.dplace. 

24n don not, however, dnc:rlbe how oil-and-au lntenalty le conllnulnt to decline even with lOIMI'• nma,.ablr 

low real pricn. 

21Mean economically recoYerable oil, S.2 billion barnle, divided br the DOE/NEPP model'• projected annual 

conoumpllon of 18.1 million bbl/d In 20011, oquolo 1Dt dop. 

28•on Thinldnl About Futun Ener11 Requirement•,• trpeeeript, Department of Ec:onomlc:•, Loulelana State 

UnlnnllJ (Bolon Roure), 1978. 
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..... unworthy of any ortanltm wlth a central nervout Qltem, let alone a cerebral cortex. For 
th01e of Ul who al.o have 1oul1 it .. almoll incompnhen1ible In It• lnvenlon of mean1 and end•. 

The Department of the Interior should not shame its traditions, and expose its honest 
analysts to ridicule, by proceeding with this mendacious Draft. It needs to be done over. 

encl: blopaphical•k•tch 

Sincerely, 
._, __ , -~·. I 

I I 
Amory B. Lovins 
Director of Research 
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BJOGRAPIIICAL SKETCII OF AI\IORV B. LOVINS AND L. IIUNTER LOVINS 
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resource policy in over fifteen countries. Their prophetic analyses have placed them among (in N<•w.t
week's phrase) "the Western world's most influential energy thinkers." They shared a 1982 Mitchell Prize 
and a 1983 Right Livelihood Award (often called the "alternative Nobel Prize"). A 36-minute, 16mm 
film on their work, Lovirr.t "'' the Soft Path, got blue ribbons at the American and three other film 
festivals, and in 1985 60 Mirrult!.t featured their work. 

MRs LovtNs, 36, earned DA degrees from Pitzer College in political studies and sociology, a JD from 
Loyola University School of Law with the Alumni Award for Outstanding Service, and an honorary 
doctorate. For six years she was Assistant Director of the California Conservation Project ("Tree 
People"), which she helped to establish. A member of the California Dar, she has served on the City of 
Los Angeles Energy Management Advisory Hoard, lectured extensively, published many papers, coau
thored five books on energy policy, and been 1982 Henry R. Luce Visiting Professor at Dartmouth 
College. Her current research focuses on resource efficiency and local economic development. 

AMORY LoVINS, 39, is a consultant experimental physicist educated at Harvard and Oxford. A former 
Oxford don, he holds an MA by Special Resolution and five honorary doctorates. He was Regents' Lec
turer in the University of California in resource policy (1978) and in economics (1981), Grauer Lectur
er in the University of British Columbia, 1982 Luce Visiting Professor at Dartmouth, and 1982 Distin
guished Visiting Professor in the University of Colorado. In 1980-81 he served on the Department of 
Energy's senior advisory board, and in 1984 was elected a Fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science "for his book Soft EllergJ• Paths and many other noteworthy contributions to 
energy policy." He has briefed five heads of state, testified at hearings in eight countries and twenty
odd states, and published a dozen books and over a hundred papers. Dr. Alvin Weinberg, ex-Director 
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, has called Mr. Lovins "surely the most articulate writer on energy in 
the whole world today." 

The Lovinses' clients have included U.S. and U.N. agencies, the International Federation of Institutes 
for Advanced Study, oECD, Resources for the Future, the German Federal Environmental Agency, the 
Science Council of Canada, eleven state governments, the U.S. Navy, and the U.S. Defense Civil 
Preparedness Agency. As part of their work with managers of electric utilities and related industries in 
more than thirty states, the Lovinses have briefed, among others, the Energy Committee of Xerox Cor
poration and the senior managements of Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Royal Dutch/Shell Group, 
Phillips Petroleum, Dank of America, Allstate Insurance Co., Donneville Power Administration, Tennes
see Valley Authority, Texas Utilities, Public Service Co. of New Mexico, Snohomish PUD, and other 
public and private utilities. They have addressed Edison Electric Institute functions, the Electric Power 
Research Institute, an American Public Power Association. workshop and annual meeting, the National 
Association of Rural Electric Cooperatives, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commission
ers, the National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates, the National Regulatory Conference, 
California Puc and Brookings lnslilution utility colloquia, and many other industry groups. 

Mrs. Lovins is Executive Director, nnd Mr. Lovins is Director of Research, of RocKY MOUNTAIN 
INSTITUTE, a nonprofit foundation which fosters efficient resource use and global security. RMI's 23 
staff explore the connections between energy, water, agriculture, security, and local economic 
development. Much of RMI's budget ($820.000 in 1987) is earned, mainly by consultancy. 



Rural Alaska 
Community Action Program, Inc. 

February 6, 1987 

William P. Horn 
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
ATTN: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and c Streets, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20240 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

We appreciate this opportunity to co•ment on the Draft Report to 
Congress and Legislative Bnviron•ental Impact Statement regarding the 
coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. These comments 
are filed on behalf of the Rural Alaska Community Action Progra• 
(RurAL CAP), which works to aid rural Alaskans (principally Natives) 
bring themselves out of poverty. 

RurAL CAP does not have a formal position on whether the coastal 
plain should be opened to oil and gas exploration and development, 
left as a refuge within the national wildlife refuge syste•r or 
designated aa wilderness. We are concerned, however, that full 
infor•ation be presented to Congress and the rural people of Alaska, 
so that the best decision can be •ada. These comments are offered in 
the spirit of assuring as comprehensive and accurate a report as 
possible. 

The principal concern of rural people, especially Natives, is what 
the impact of development or wilderness will be on subsistence. We 
commend you on the frank statement& contained in the subsistence 
section in the report with regard to those i•pacts, which we feel are 
generally accurate as far as they go. But nevertheless, certain key 
areas do not receive sufficient coverage. 

First, the report does not adequately discuss impacts of development 
on users of the Porcupine Caribou Herd other than residents of 
Kaktovik. The people of Arctic Village principally rely on the PCH 
for subsistence, and the herd is of great i•portance to other 
villages as well, such as Venetie, Port Yukon, Chalkyitsik, and Old 
Crow in the Yukon Territory. If there are fewer caribou available 
for these villages, the impacts could be severe. Congress should be 
made aware of what might happen to other village residents before it 
decides whether to allow oil and gas development. 

Administration e • (007) 27U·2ri I I 
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Second, the report gives very short shrift to coastal impacts. If 
oil and gas development does occur, then it is quite likely that 
there will be considerable interest in offshore prospects near the 
coastal plain. For example, shore-based facilities might be used by 
offshore rigs, and if oil is found, it might be pumped through a 
pipeline located on the coastal plain. This sort of associated 
development could have impacts on key subsistence resources, 
particularly fish and bowhead whales. The report should therefore 
focus more carefully on the impacts of associated development. 

Relatedly, the report pays very little attention to cumulative 
impacts, focusing purely on what might happen to the coastal plain. 
This is insufficient to provide the necessary information to Congress 
or rural people in Alaska. The report should address a variety of 
cumulative impacts. A critical deficiency in this regard concerns 
the central Arctic Herd, another important source of subsistence, 
especially for Kaktovik and Nuiqsut. Development of the coastal 
plain might have the effect of pushing the CAR into an even smaller 
area, given existing development at Prudhoe Bay. This is 
particularly important in view of the evidence that cows and calves 
have been avoiding the areas that have been developed in Prudhoe 
Bay. The report, however, only looks at impacts due to development 
on the coastal plain -- it should consider the overall impacts on the 
CAH, due to development throughout the North Slope. 

The report notes that two key issues revolve around where the oil and 
gas facilities will obtain the needed gravel and water. But having 
said this, the report is totally silent on where these vital 
•aterials will be found, or what the environmental impacts of the 
various alternatives might be. Given the importance of this issue, 
and the possible negative impacts, the report should contain a 
detailed discussion of alternative methods of procurement, and the 
impacts of each alternative. 

The report also is totally silent on development for gas, on the 
grounds that such development is unlikely. But the conclusion that 
it is unlikely is only part of the report, for Congress wanted 
information on what exploration for and development of gas would do 
to the environment. The report must provide this information. 
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Finally, we are troubled by the lack of analysis in the actual draft 
recommendation. That recommendation is for full leasing, and 
operates on the assumption that full leasing can be accomplished 
without adverse impacts on fish and wirdlife or subsistence. But 
this conclusion is belied by the analysis of the report itself, which 
concludes that even with stipulations, 'effects on caribou and 
subsistence will be major. The recommendation also points to Prudhoe 
Bay as an example of how environmentally safe development can 
proceed, yet the report states unequivocably that the experience with 
caribou at Prudhoe Bay cannot be applied to the coastal plain of ANWR. 

We do not feel that the Department, or Congress, can have it both 
ways. While as noted above, we do not,take a position on what the 
recommendation ought to be, we feel that it is disingenuous for the 
Department to claim that development can occur in harmony with the 
wildlife, given the conclusions of the'body of the report. It 
appears that Congress is faced with a basic choice: whether to allow 
oil and gas exploration and development in the coastal plain and 
accept the apparently severe impacts on fish and wildlife and 
subsistence, or to preserve the status''quo, or to select wilderness. 
The Department's recommendation shouldt>recognize this basic choice 
explicitly, so that all involved know what they are getting into. 

Thank you for your attention to these comments. 

Sincerely, 

· Jeanine Kennedy 
Executive Director 

JK:ct 
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u.s. Fish anti Wildlife Service 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 202~0 

February 6, 1987 

Attention: Division of Refuge Management 

Dear Sirs: 

The Sierra Club has corapleted its review of the draft Coastal Plain 
Resource Asse!lmn•lllt for the Arctic flatlonal Wildlife Refuge, The Sierra 
Club is an environm .. utal organization with over 400,000 members 
nationally, and approximately 1,800 members in 1\hska. 

Sierra Club strongly supports wilderness designation for the entlr•• 
.\rctic Natillnal Wlloflife Refuge coastal plain. We subralt the attache•l 
comments for your consideration. 

Jlifra~ Michael MCCloskey 
Acting Executive Dir or 

"When we try lu pick uul nnythin~ hy iiSt.•lf, Wt' find it hildtt'tl lo t'\'t•rythii'J.! t+>t• in tht• 11111\.'t'r'"' }ttlm Mull 
NalitHtalllt·ac.Jquarlcrs: f.tU l'c~k Sln.'l'l. Siln frmK·isc.·u. Calirnrnia 'J.lltlll Hl!'il ii'h llll 

The resource ass~ssment is required by Section 1002 of the Alaska 

National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA), passed by Congress in 

1980. ANILCA left unresolved the question of whether oil and gas 

development should be allowed to occur on the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge. The 1002 Report, as it is ref~rred to, is to gid Congress in 

making its final determination on the disposition of the coastal plain, 

which may 'lold significant quantities of oil and gas reserves but alSo 

contains preeminent wildlife and wilderness resources. 

The Report is therefore a very important document; however, the 

Department of the Interior refused to allow public review of the Report. 

Only after a successful lawsuit brought by several conservation 

organizations was the public given this opportunity. As the steward of 

publicly owned lands, the Department of lnteriol seriously breached its 

responsibility by initially denying citizens this very basic right, 

The Department is still not fiving up to the spirit of the court's 

judgment for a complete and open review process. The Report should have 

been submitted to Congress in September of 1986 as required by Section 

1002. Instead, the Department chose to release the Report in late 

November with a brief 60-day review snd comment period (later extended 

by two weeks) that overlapped the holiday season when most people are 

traveling or otherwise preoccupied, 

Concurrent with the review and comment period for this Report was 

the same period for several other public documents. These include the 

Beaufort Sea Sale 97 Environmental Impact Stateraent and an environmental 

impact statement for a gas pipeline frora the North Slope south to the 

tidewater. Additionally, the Alaska Department of Natural Resources is 

soliciting conwents on Camden Bay Sale 50, which is scheduled for 

leasing later this year; and the Fish and Wlldlif<! Service is also 
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conducting its Comprehensive Conservation Plan process for the rest of 

the Arctic Refuge at this same time. 

The public is currently overwhelmed with reports, environmental 

impact statements, or preliminary analyses. All except one call for oil 

and gas development in environmentally sensitive arctic coastal and 

off-shore regions. The impossibility of careful review of each of the 

proposals limits the useful involvement of concerned and affected 

individuals. No discussion of cumulative impacts as a result of all 

this development is presented in any or these documents. 

Report Deficiencies 

The draft Report omits some critical components that are required 

by the Alaska H~tlonal Interest Lands Conservation Act and other 

applicable laws. 

First, Section 1002(c)(B) of AHILCA requires a determination of the 

carrying capacity for fish and wildlife habitats. Alteration of 

wildlife habitat caused by the development of oil and gas resources 

would affect ~ts carrying capacity. Without information on carrying 

capacity, it is even more difficult to assess potential losses of fish 

and wildllfe resources. This may mean that many of the assessments of 

fish and wildlife losses contained within the Report are too 

conservative. Furthermore, no discussion ·is presented relative to the 

impact that full leasing would have on the natural diversity or wildlife 

populations. ANILCA requires the Fish and Wildlife Service to manage 

fish and wildlife populations and their habitats ln their natural 
diversity. 

Second, the Report has not assessed the impact from development of 

gas resources as required by Section 1002(h){J). If the aforementioned 

proposal to construct a gas pipeline is permitted by the Bureau of Land 
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Management, ~nd construction proceeds, then gas resources of the coastal 

plain may be judged economical to extract -- contrary to the contention 

of the Department ln the Report that "natural gas ls not expected to be 

economic during the time period considered." Additional industrial 

activity and support facilities for gas production would increase t·he 

impact to fish, wildlife and wilderness resources. The l~w requires 

that those impacts be assessed; however, they are not in this Report. 

Third, Section 1002(h){5) requires a discussion of the national 

need for the oil and gas resources of the coastal plain. Such a 

discussion is done in a cursory and biased fashion in Chapter VII. of the 

Report. No assessment of national need for oil and gas is complete 

without a discussion of how alternative energy sources and energy 

conservation programs could cut the nations's need for oil. Existing or 

proposed programs in this regard should be cited as part of this 

examination. 

Fourth, ln Section 1005 of ANILCA the Department is required to 

consult with various entitles and individuals. This has not been done 

in a satisfactory manner with either the Government of Candada or the 

people in several Canadian villages who depend heavily on the 

international wildlife resources of the coastal plain. This oversight 

in procedural matters needs to be remedied prior to the Report's 

fin ali zatlon. 

Finally, since this is an environmental imp~ct statement, the 

Report must conform to the guidelines stipulated by the N9tlonal 

Environmental Polley Act. ~ese guidelines require that an evaluation 

of cumulative effects be performed. It has not been done in the Report. 

As mentioned above, current state and federal proposals would result in 

leasing of state submeo·ged lands and federal outer continental shelf 

areas adjacent to the coastal plain. In !tdditlon to the development in 

the Prudhoe ~y area, a gas pipeline may also be proposed. The major 
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cumulative effect to the fish and wildlife resources from all these 

develoP'Ients are not analyzed. The Department neglects to examine what 

additional legal authority would be required to minimize environmental 

impacts. 

In our detailed c011111ents that follow, we elaborate on these and 

other deficiencies in the draft Report. 

Wilderness 

The coastal plain is an integral part of vast arctic ecosystem 

encompassed in a priatine state by the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 

and the adjacant Y•Jkon National Park in Canada. The Report notes, in an 

extremely cursory and inadequate discussion, that •the Arctic Refuge is 
the only conservation system unit that protects, in an undisturbed 

condition, a complete spectrum of the various atctic ecosystems." 

Moreover, the coastal plain ls the portion of the Arctic Refuge most 

prolific in wildlife. 

The irregular coastline -- for.ed by barrier islands, ice-choked 

beaches, and sprawling river deltas -gives way to an auster.e and 

rolling coastal plain. Broken only by braided waterways, the coastal 

plain stretches northward from the Brooks Range. The mountains here are 

at their closest to the Beaufort Sea of any point along the entire North 
Slope, making the galcier-covered peaks stunning sentinels that peer 

downward on the coastal expanse and outward to the ice pack. 

The Department assesses impacts to wilderness solely from the 

perspective of damage incurred to recreationsists• experiences. 

Recreation is only one reason for the designation of wilderness areas. 
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Americans have become increasingly conscious of the need to retain 

soe arP.as in an undeveloped condition for the intrinsic benefits to 

society. Wilderness areas provide unparalleled research opportunities. 

Wilderness areas maintain genetic diversity. Wilderness provides 

wildlife managers with their most effective management tool for 

conserving fish and wildlife populations. Wilderness areas epitomize 

our national heritage. We carved our American society out of the 

natural world around us. Now we finallY have come to the sensible 

conclusion that we have carved enough, and that we need to retain some, 

as enacted in the Wilderness Act of 196•. 

For a century, intense controversies have occurred between those 

who recognized wilderness• intrinsic benefits to society and those who 

could not understand resources as other than commodities to be tapped, 

harnessed, plowed or scraped! the battle over Retch Hetohy dam in 

Yosemite, geothermal development adjacent to Yellowstone, efforts to 

construct t!ams in Grand Canyon National Park anti Dinosaur National 

Monument, and attempts to log the forests of Olympic National Park. 

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge represents our country's last 

chance to preserve intact an arctic ecosystem unique in its n11tural 

wonder. To the west lie the Prudhoe Bay industr tal area and the. 
National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska, both of which are available for oil 

and gas leasing and other development. The Beaufort Sea to the north is 

currently scheduled for oil and gas development. Only 25 miles of 

coastal plain are currently designated wilderness, out or 1,100 miles or 

arctic coastline in Alaska. Any development on the coastal plain would 

not just affect those 1.5 million acres, but a significant portion of 

the established wilderness area in the At·cttc Refuge, as well as a 

Canadian natlonal park. 
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The Report is sadly remiss in delving into the importance of this 

wilderness resource. In its final Report, the Department should cite 

some of its former employees• writings on this subject. Hurie and 

Calef, noted explorers and researchers, ;long ago recognized the need to 

protect this arctic world from encroachfng development. 

Environmental Consequences 

Aside from the inevitable -- and if~eparable -- loss of a 

magnificent wilderness treasure, the coastal plain biota would be 

seriously harmed by oil and gas develo~nt. 

' In general, the sections of the Report that describe the fish and 

wildlife resources and detail the environmental consequences of oil and 

gas development are comprehensive and informative. The executive 

summary, however, fails to note several,critical points that were made 

in the body of the Report. The recommendation to allow full oil and gas 

leasing is apparently based without complete regard to these issues, 

highlighted below. 

Caribou 

The Porcupine Caribou Herd (PCH) is the fourth-largest herd in 

North America and the only herd in Alaska whose entire range is almost 

entirely protected from development. The Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge and the adjacent Yukon National Park in Canada were both 

principally established as sanctuaries for this herd. 

The 180,000-head herd is highly migratory in behavior and travels 

hurdreds of miles in a never-ending cycle. The cycle begins with 

calving on the coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge in late spring, moves 

through the summer aggregation and fall+rut, and ends in its wintering 
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grounds in the Ogilvie Mountains of Canada and in the interior of 

Alaska. This cycle has been repeate1 year after year for ~ons. 

The far western portion of the coastal plain also provides habitat 

for the Central Arctic Herd (CAH), which at 13,000 anim<Hs is 

approximately one-fourteenth the size of the PCH. The CAH does not 

migrate extensively and has ample stretches of unconstricted coastal 

areas on which to calve. Biologists have studied the impacts of 

development on the CAH for only the last decade or so. 

The differences between the two herds are great, and wildlife 

biologists note that comparisions can only be made with extreme caution. 

Yet, the executive summary carelessly compares the two herds, and 

downplays the significance of the differences. The executive summary 

echoes oil industry claims that experience with its extensive 

development has shown no adverse effects to caribou and other wildlife 

resources. This ignores scientific data that demonstrate otherwise. 

Impacts from development include displacement from preferred 

calving habitat. Development also impedes movement to Insect-relief 

areas. That the CAH has not seen a population decline to date means 

only that it has yet to reach the carrying capacity of available 

habitat, and was far from such a limit when development of the 

trans-Alaska pipeline and Prudhoe Bay development began. Moreover, the 

CAH remains in the vicinity of oil development year-round, and therefore 

has more time to adjust to industrial activity than would the PCH. The 

CAH has been further aided by a prohibition on hunting and low predation 

by other natural predators, which have decreased in numbers since the 

development at Prudhoe Bay. 
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More importantly, comparisons cannot be credibly drawn between the 

two herds because of these additional reasons: 

• The absolute density of the PCH on its calving grounds is 
1q times that of the CAH. This results in a ratio of 
more tha~ 50 caribou per square mile for the PCH as 
opposed to 5 caribou or less per square mile for the CAH. 

• The CAH has been displaced from only a small portion of 
the entire area available for calving, which is equal in 
size to the PCH calving area. Suitable alternative 
habitat exists. The PCH, however, will see over a third 
(381) of its concentrated calving area list to 
develoPMent under full leasing. No alternative habitat 
for calving exists. The PCH has calved in the same area 
for nine of the last fourteen years in which studies have 
been conducted. 

In general terms, the executive suamary notes the consequences of 

oil ami gas development to be •some long-term effects on caribou fro. 

the Porcupine herd," and foresees that "long-term losses in fish and 

wildlife resources ••• would be the inevitable consequences of a long-term 

commitment to oil and gas develo~t, production and transportation." 

The executive sumary, however, fails to point out just how adversely 

the caribou of the PCH would be impacted. Field experts predict "a 

major population decline and change in distribution of 20 to qo 

percent.• Forty percent of the herd is 72,000 animals. They note that 

this estimate is uncertain, due in part to lack of relevant experience. 

The Report, especially the executive suamary, needs to clearly 

distinguish and interpret differences in these herds. 

lfuskoxen 

Muskoxen were extirpated in the last of the 19th century by 

overhunting. The prehistoric-looking animals were reintroduced in 1969 

and have been slowly 11111king a comeback under the careful eye of wildlife 

managers. They number about 500 .nimals now. 
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Development of the oil and gas resources would reverse this trend 

by displacing muskoxen from as much as 711 of their high-use habitat. 

Field researchers predict a major population decline or change in 

distribution of up to 501. The Report should, assess what effect this 

will have on the statewide population of muskoxen, of which the coastal 

plain populgtion constitutes one-third. 

Polar Bears 

The coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge is the only portion of the 

entire arctic coast of Alaska where researchers have found polar bears 

to den onshore. The Report falsely states that "the onshore area from 

the Colville delta to the Canadian border is within the area us~ by the 

Beaufort Sea population of polar bears for denning. However, the most 

consistently used land denning areas were on and adjacent to the 1002 

area ••• " 

In 1985, crews transporting materials to an exploratoty well site 

within the coastal plain on Native-owned lands traveled too close to a 

known den of a pregnant female polar bear. The radio-collared animal 

later was found to have left her den prematurely, and when she was later 

tracked and sighted, she had no cubs with her. Presumably, the 

disturbance caused her to abort her young. 

Biologists contend in the Report "that the Beaufort Sea population 

[of 2,000 animals] can sustain little, if any, increase in mortality." 

The Report concludes that full-scale development would cause only a 

moderate impact, •so long as similar intensive developments did not 

occur along the entire northern coast of Alaska and Canada." Such 

development is ongoing and proposed throughout the Alaska arctic coastal 

and outer continental shelf areas, and ongoing in portions of the 

Canadian outer continental shelf areas. 
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The polar bear popuhtion is now stable. But ll'ly. additional 

mortality --which has already occurred a~ a result or oil exploration 

efforts -- will be detrimental to the Beaufort Sea population. This 

impact will be be exacerbated by similar intensive development elseWhere 

in the range or polar bears. The Report should thoroughly consider 

these cumulative effects in making judgments on the degree to which the 

polar bear population will be affected. 

Other Marine and Terrestrial Mammals 

Very little is known about the migration and habits or the 

endangered bowhead and grey Whales, or Beluga whales, which are all 

found in the waters north of the coastal plain, as are ringed, bearded 

and spotted seals. The assumption in the "eport that impacts to these 

species would be minor neglects consideration of cumulative impacts. 

If the coastal plain were opened to oil and gas development, the 

Report acknowledges that the area would be used extensively as a staging 

area for off-shore development. Additionally, the prevelant method or 

extracting oil fro• arctic off-shore areas is the construction or gravel 

causeways and islands. The gravel islands and attendant off-shore 

development would affect feeding areas for the bowhead whales in 

Demarcation Bay, and disrupt migration ro~tes for all species. The 

implications need to be assessed in the Report. 

Other terrestrial mammals include moose, wolves, grizzly bears, 

arctic foxes, wolverines and other small mammals. Though each or these 

species will be affected to one degree ortanother, no comprehensive 

discussion or cumulative impacts is contained in the Report. Since this 

is an environment:Jl impact statement, CEQ regulations (qo CFR Sections 

1502.16 and 1508.8) require a discussion or cumulative impacts be done 

for all wildlife species. 
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Birds 

or major concern here is the disruption or a major staging area for 

a variety or migratory waterfowl. 011 ll'ld gas development would cause a 

major population decline and change in·distribution or 501 for lesser 

snow geese, and would also affect other waterfowl and bird species, 

including the endangered peregrine falcon. For the waterfowl species, 

development of oil and gas resources would be inconsistent with 

international migratory waterfowl treaties signed by Cll'lada, Mexico and 

the u.s. Signatory nations should have been consulted, but were not; 

this needs to be remedied prior to release or the final Report. 

Water Resources and Gravel Extracl.lon 

The. potential environmental degradation resulting from w=1ter and 

gravel use for exploration, development and production is hardly dealt 

with in a comprehensive manner. This is one or the most serious 

shortcomings or the Report. The Report states that not enough water or 

gravel are available; the lack or water presents a "major engineering 

obstacle" for the oil industry. 

Nearly all or the few lakes, rivers and streams of the coastal 

plain freeze solid in the winter months. Those that are deep enough not 

to freeze to the bottom, or that do not freeze entirely becaus'! or warm 

springs, are used by fish for overwintering areas. Likewise, gravel is 

in short supply on the coastal plain, and is a much-needed material for 

the construction of well pads, roads, airstrips, port faclltties and 
causeways. 

Apparently, the most feasible means or solving both shortages is to 

mine for gravel in stream and river channels, which would create deep 
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pools that would remain unfrozen during the winter. If this is the 

case, then it is difficult to understand how the Department can claim 

such development would cause only minor intpacts to fish resources, 

especially when the Report in another section notes that taking the 

amount of water necessary front a water-deficient coastal plain could 

result in major adverse effects. The effects of this scenario are 

unsatisfactorily discussed in the Report. Hore contplete discussion 

should be contained in the final Report. 

The Report notes that "populations of slow-growing fish can be 

affected easily by changes in environ.antal factors." Some of the 

anticipated changes could be increased turbidity, decreased water 
quality, and changes in streBnt courses, as well as disruptions in the 

off-shore currents. This will present a ntUch greater intpact to 

anadromous and freshwater species than tbe Report addresses, and a 

reassessment of these impacts needs to be conducted in the Report. 

Additionally, the effects associated with reserve plts of drilling 

RIUd fluid discharges are just now in preliminary stases of study. These 

investigations have only besun in the last few years on the North Slope. 

The findings so far are not encouragins, and the scope of study is 

extremely narrow in these initial stages. Still, results indicate that 

"alon& with deterioration in water quality, the quality and quantity of 

organisms used as food by North Slope bird species may be decreasing." 

Asain, the cumulative effect should be addressed but is not. 

Hany questions are left unanswered in the discussion of water and 

&ravel resources. Con&ress is left with incOntplete information on which 

to base its decision to open the area for oil and aas leasing. 
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Air Quality 

Discussion of likely degradation of air ~ualtity as a result of 

intensive industrial activity ls essentially nonexistent in this 

docUntent. Four brief paragraphs in Chapter II note that effects on air 

quality are localized. 

Mention is made of arctic haze, an 0n1inous phenomenon of increasing 

concern. Its intplications to the coastal plain are not discussed even 

though news reports from the past year cite studies that show increased 
ground temperatures and associated melting of perntafrost in arctic 

Alaska. The rBRiifications of these changes are unknown, but potentially 

serious to the arctic biota. 

The extent to which emission or pollutants front North Slope 

industrial activities contributes to this environntental degradation 

should be looked at closely in the Report. Some characterizations of 

North Slope industrial emissions place them in the category or a 

Chicago-sized city. Self-monitorin& bY industry has made an accurate 

assessment virtually impossible. Funding is lackins for monitoring and 
enforcement agencies on the state and federal levels. 

This is especially intportant, siven that the coastal plain is prone 

to tentperature inversions, which concentrate pollutants nearer to the 

ground and inhibit dispersal. No studies have been initiated to 

investigate such a concentration's effect on the biota. Hore study is 

needed regatdins air quality before Congress has sufficient information 

to allow oil and aas leasins. 

Natural Diversity 

The opening parasraphs of Chapter I cite the purposes Congress 



delineated for the Arctic Refuge when tt was enlarged tn 1980. The 

first of four purposes reads, in part: 

To conserve fish md wildlife populations and habitats in 
their natural diversity including, but not l111ited to, the 
Potcupine caribou herd, ••• polar bears, grizzly bears, 
IIIUSkox, Dall sheep. wolves, wolver.ines, ~ seese, peresrine 
falcons and other •isratory birds and Arctic char and &rayling. 
(ellphasts added) 

A 11ajor population decline and chanse., of distribution of 20..1101 for 

the PCH, and a 38S reduction in its calvi~g habitat, is not conserving 

this wildlife species and its habitat in ita natural diversity. 

Si~ailarly, a .ajor population decline and change in distribution of 50S 

for muskoxen is contrary to the natural diversity •andate. The same ill 

true for polar bears, snow seese and other wildlife species. All will 

see impacts Consress did not intend the• to experience when it expanded 

the Arctic Refuge in 1980. 

Another or the purposes: 

To fulfill the international treaty obligations or the 
United States with respect to fish and wildlife and their habitats. 

This refers to •isratory waterfowl treaties, which will be violated 

1r development ill allowed to proceed on the coastal plain. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Department reels that in most instances major i11pacts to fish 

and wildlife and to the environ11ent can b~ •itigated by placing 

stipulations on·develoPIIent activities. Oil industry representatives, 

however, have at various ti~aes expressed their displeasure with such 

stipulations. Industry often clai11s such. restrictions are unnecessary 
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or imptoperly desisned to produce the desired effect. Industry 

representatives have even gone so far as to admit publicly that they 

often do not abide by the Fish and Wildlife Service's mitisation policy, 

which is applied to the Prudhoe Bay industrial development and which 

would be applied to any development on the coastal plain. Moreover, 

stipulations can be administratively chansed ot tossed out. 

These factors inspire little faith in the ability of the Fish and 

Wildlife Service to ensure protection of fish and wildlife resources. 

ANtLCA Section 1002 requires that the Fish and Wildlife Service exa11ine 

and request what additional legal authority would be necessary to ensure 

protection of fish and wildlife resources. 

It is apparent that protection or populations and habitats in their 

natural diversity for most species is impossible, and pollution or air 

and water from noxious e~aissions and hazardous wastes is unavoidable. 

In fact, the Prudhoe Bay industrial development is not the shinins 

ex•ple both the oU industry and the Depart~aent claim it to be. Since 

1972, there have been 23,000 oil spills in the Prudhoe area. The two 

largest or these spills, categorized aa "SIIall," were 200,000 &allons 

and 658,000 sallons. Studies or 30-year-old oil spills in the arctic 

show absolutely no recovery. The effects or e~atttin& 80,000 to 100,000 

tons or nitrogen oxides into the air - currently perllissible for North 

Slope operations -- are unknown because of litt~e or no sovernment 

monitorins. Atlantic Richfield Company recently signed a consent decree 

allowing them to exceed carbon monoxide standards until early in the 

1990s. Finally, a state report notes that discharses from 20 out or 21 

waste disposal operations are in violation or government standards. 

Much of the dirty work is contracted out to Sllaller firms. 

Probably the most eye-opening example of abusive practices involved a 

firm which in 1983 had an illesal spill or approximately 10,000 barrels 
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of hazardous waste. The fact that this work was contracted out does not 

absolve the oil'industry•s responsibility. The operations at Prudhoe 

Bay are not the idyllic model the industry would like the public to 

believe. A lack of government ~itoring and no enforcement of 

mitigation measures have obscured the extent of the problems. 

Additional authority is needed by the Fish and Wildlife Service and 

other agencies to minimize adverse environmental impacts. Yet, the 

Department in its Report makes no substantive requests that would enable 

the Fish and Wildlife Service to minimize as much as possible impact 

associated with development, if it is allowed. A more complete 

examination or the need for additional authority should be included in 

the final Report, along with requests for such legal measures as would 

be required to minimize environmental degradation. 

Subsistence 

The third purpose outlined for the Arctic Refuge is: 

To provide, in a manner consistent with the purposes set 
forth [above), the opportunity for continued subsistence uses 
by local residents. 

The Report candidly admits that the major adverse effects to the 

Porcupine Caribou Herd, "in combination with adverse effects on other 

subsistence use species, disruption or traditional subsistence use 

sites, and likely psychological effects on a people accustomed to 

isolation, will result in a major adverse effect on subsistence uses in 

the 1002 area." 

This ancient way or life would be completely and undeniably lost to 

a cash-based economY. This is contrary to the purpose quoted above. 
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Oil Resources 

Using data collected from two years of seismic exploratory work, 

the Department estimates a range or possible in-place oil resources. 

The Department contends there is a 5J chance that 29.Q billion barrels 

of oil (BBO) and a 95J chance that Q.B BBO could be found in 26 

different prospects scattered across the coastal plain. The Report then 

assesses the economically recoverable oil resource, and estimates that 

at the 5J probability level there could be 9.2 BBO, and 590 HBO has a 

95J chance of being recovered. The mean estimated value of in-place 

resources is pegged at 13.8 BBO in-Place, with 3.2 BBO recoverable. 

Two very critical factors included in the meat of the Report are 

omitted from the executive summary. First, the econo~ically recoverable 

oil resources are calcuated at prices of. $33 and $qo per barrel. 

Second, the chance of actually finding any deposits that could be 

considered commercial, figured at the lower price, is a mere 19J. 

Stated another way, at a price of $33 per barrel, there is more than an 

BOJ chance that no oil could be recovered economically from the coastal 

plain of the Arctic Refuge. 

The Department has misled the public in its executive summary about 

the likelihood or recovering oil from the coastal plain. 

Furthermore, to compare any oil prospects or the coastal plain to 

the Prudhoe Bay fields ignores some or the Report's findings. The 

discussion or geology notes that "none or the sampled oils are similar 

to Prudhoe Bay oil." Additionally, potential oil reserves of the 

coastal plain would be found at depths of 26,000 feet, more than three 

times the depth oil reservoirs at Prudhoe Bay are found. The analysis 

of geological formations, 11101·eover, finds marked differences between the 

"relatively simple structure that underlies" the Prudhoe Bay area and 
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the "coMPlexly folded and faulted" subsurface of the Arctic Refuge 

coastal plain. 

The Report further acknowledges that ln.-place oil estimates clearly 

include "many deposits well below any economic size limit which may 

currently be assumed for the Arctic, and includes deposits which have 

reservoir characteristics that preclude them from being economic." This 

is calculated at an extremely optimistic price of $33 per barrel (in 

19811 dollars). The Alaska Department of ~evenue price projections do 

not foresee oil prices reaching· that level for at least the next 
eighteen years: 

1987 
1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 

$13.00/barrel (1987 dollars) 
111.98 
15.88 
17.38 
19.511 

Admittedly, price projections are subject to a high degree of 

uncertainty; yet there are strong indications in the world oil market 

that conservative projections are more realistic for estimating future 

price trends. The price the Department uses to base economic 

feasibility of potential oil reserves is unquestionably too optimistic. 

The present and reliably predicted future oil price is the primary 

factor preventing several proven North Slope discoveries from being 

initially tapped or from continuing production. The onshore West Sak 

field contains 750 H80 to 1 880 of proven reserves, yet remains untapped 

by the lessee, Atlantic Richfield Company.. Another onshore deposit, 

Milne Point, began production over a year., ago, but operator Conoco 

recently shut down production from this 60 HBO field. Three off-shore 

deposits in the arctic - Seal Island, Colville Delta and Sandpiper -

collectively hold upward of 750 HBO. Oil, prices would need to be $211 

per barrel to cover high capital expenditures of arctic oil development 

for the fields noted above. The potentia,l oil fields of the coastal 

plain would incur the additional expense of drilling deeper to reach the 

oil. 
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The highest probabilities for finding economically recoverable oil 

on the coastal plain would be in amounts that are virtually identical to 

the size of fields described above. The Alaska Department of Natural 

Resources assessment of the coastal plain's oil potential backs this 

statement, finding a 95J chance of only 80 H80 present, with 35J 

recoverable. 

Unfortunately, the Department's analysis contained in the Report is 

not tempered with a less optimistic economic scenario. Instead, the 

Sunnary misleads the public by misrepresenting economic recoverability. 

Only by carefully scrutinizing the contents burled in the Report does 

this important facet become clear. 

The Department should provide an analysis of economically 

recoverable resources using more realistic oil price projections. This 

is critical to later discussions in the Report that discuss benefits 

from producing oil to the national budget deficit and to state and local 

government revenues. 

National Need 

While many of the substantive discussions in the heart of the 

Report concerning wildlife resources, environmental consequences and 

geological formations are admirable in their objectivity, the chapter 

which examines the national need for the coastal plain's potential oil 

is fraught with subjectivity. 

The Report lists and briefly describes the contribution to national 

objectives production of potential oil from the coastal plain might 

make. Three of the six include: 
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• Reducing dependence on i~rted oil 

• Enhancing national security 

• Improving international trade balance 

These are substantially the s1111e point. 

As d0111estic oll production continues to decline, the u. s. bec0111es 

increasingly dependent on foreign sources of oil. This dependence 

increases the nation's trade deficit and possibly subjects the nation to 

an interruption of oil supplies. Both these situations jeopardize the 

national security. 

The Department contends potential oil reserves fro• the coastal 

plain could help prevent this situation from occurring by significantly 

contributing to the domestic supply of oil and gas. During the field's 

production life, however, no more than 81 or U. s. production would be 

provided by this speculative field. Only 41 or u. s. need would be 

satisfied by potential oil of the coastal plain. The mean estimated 

recoverable reserve of 3.2 BBO represents only a six~th supply at 

current consumption rates of 16 MBO per day. 

Furthermore, the aforementioned proven fields in arctic Alaska 

could be tapped at prices of $24 per barrel. Those fields would then 

contribute to domestic supplies. The Report completely ignores these 

prospects. 

Unquestionably, the U. s. will become increasingly dependent on 

foreign oil supplies, nMely, the two-thirds of the non-c-nlst 

world's oil reserves that are found in the Middle East. 

J:n the interest of national security, co.->n sense argues against 

draining the natton'-a dwindling d011eatlc supplies, which are estlaated 
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to be 901 depleted by 2004. Oil flows from the Middle East in stable 

supplies currently, and at relatively low prices due to a wo~ld-wlde 

oversupply. The Strategic Petroleum Reserve, created by Congress to 

provide a buffer in the event of a supply interruption, should be filled 

to two or three times its 1986 target level. Yet the presant 

Administration has ceased oil deposits into this reserve at its 1985 

level rather than filling it to its •lnimal target of 750 HBO. 

The nation should aggressively pursue energy conservation programs 

that have proved effective in the last decade and we should continue 

efforts to find alternative sources of energy. This Administration has 

proposed discontinued funding for alternative energy and energy 

conservation programs. The President vetoed legislation passed last 

year that would have saved the equivalent or a billion barrels of oil 

per year by requiring energy standards for appliances. The 

Administration has rolled back standards for automobile fuel efficiency, 
and favored raising interstate highway speed limits. 

· Current recovery techniques of the oil industry can only recover 

351 to 501 of known oil reserves. The remainder is left in the ground. 

There is as yet no concerted effort by the industry to enhance oil 

recovery rates. 

While the Department currently stresses the need for the energy 

resource represented by the potential oil of the coastal plain, it also 

processes a permit f,or a pipeline from the North Slope of Alaska to 

tidewater for exportation of natural gas to the Far Eaost - energy that 

ironically could be·. used to -et current U. S. needs. 

These glaring ~nconsistencies in a national ener8J plan do not 

inspire confidence ln .the Department's assess-nt of national need for 

the coastal plain's potential oil resource. 
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The Department needs to present a summary or reassessment or the 

present Ad~inistration's current energy plan, rather than merely quoting 

bits and pieces of the Department of Energy's 1985 National Energy 

Policy Plan. The Department should explain,,why it believes that 

potential oil reserves or the coastal plan fit into this plan. As part 

or this discussion, the Department should p~ovide an in-depth discussion 

of energy conservation measures and alternative energy sources, which 

could decrease ener~gy demand and lessen the nation's dependence on oil. 

Finally, a detailed discussion examining the political and economic 

ramifications of hastened depletion of the nation's last remaining 

domestic oil supplies should be included. 

It is safe to assume, since answers to:these important questions 

are crucial to asking a decision on the coastal plain's disposition, 

that Congress intended a comprehensive discussion that included these 

aspects of a national need deter•ination when it required such an 

evaluation be incorporated in the Report. The Department has covered 

this component unsatisfactorily in the 5-page discussion contained in 

the Report. 

Conclusion 

Sierra Club strongly disagrees with the Secretary's recommendation 

that Congress should adopt legislation which would open the coastal 
plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to full easing of oil and 

gas resources. 

The recommendation has been based on highly speculative information 

regatding potential oil reserves, and on an extremely biased and 

self-fulfilling analysis of national need for the potential oil 

underlying the coastal plain. The recommendation also fails to consider 

cumulative impacts to the arctic biota, despite legal requirements to do 
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so, and does, not consider environmental consequences in relation to the 

statutory mandate or maintaining wildlife populations and habitats in 

their natural diversity. 

We are compelled to urge the Department to select Alternative E 

Wilderness -- and recommend such be adopted by Congress, in order to 

provide the appropriate protection for preeminent wildlife and 

wilderness resources or the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 
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The Sierra Club, a national conservation organization of QOO,OOO 

members, supports statutory wilderness protection for the coastal plain 

of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Olr Alaska Chapter, which 

testified in Anchorage on January 5, strongly agrees. 

Sierra Club's support for wildlife protection and wilderness 

preservation of this one remaining area of the Arctic slope, which is 

~devoted to petroleum production, dates from before the days or its 

establishment in 1960 by President Eisenhower. 

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, together with adjacent 

national park lands in Canada, comprise the MOst extensive and diverse 

undeveloped landscape in the American tbrth, including unsurpassed 

wildlife values and a "MOuntains to the sea" spectrum of high Arctic 

ecosystems and life forms. It is the home for the 180,000-animal 

Porcupine caribou herd (so named for the Porcupine River). This herd 

When wt• try t•• pick out anything hy itr.t.·lf. wt• find it hitdtt,l to t'Vt•rythintt t·l~· in lh•~ u~i\'1 '~~·' frJm Afwr 
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includes half of all the caribou remaining in Alaska, and is the last 

large caribou herd which is intact and healthy, living in an intact nnd 

healthy wilderness range. These animals are essential to the 

subsistence culture or Eskimo and Indian peoples on both sides of the 

international border. 

The Porcupine caribou herd calves and raises its young on the 

Arctic coastal plain within the Arctic National Wildlife Range. This 

area has characteristics essential to the caribou during this critical 

portion of their life cycle. These natural values overwhelm the 

conclusions reached by the 1002 report. 

The Interior De par !:alent has atte~~pted to prevent pubUc input on 

this must important issue. Only through the courts have we been allowed 

to review the draft report, much leas comment on it in a public hearing. 

Furthermore, the Secretary's rec~endation, and in particular the brief 

"executive summary" of the draft report, at.ost completely ignore the 

serious environaental consequences of full oil leasing, as delineated by 

FWS in the EIS section. We do not feel this is in keeping with the 

responsibilities entrusted to government officials as stewards of our 

public lands. 

The draft report predicts a mean of 3.2 billion barrels of 

recoverable oil in the 1002 area, but also notes that only a 19 per cent 

chance of economically recoverable oil is present. This estimate is 

based in part on a questionable prediction of a $33 per barrel price of 

crude oil at the time of production. Furthermore, under this scenario, 

under maximum production, the 1002 area would supply only 4~ of total 

u.s. oil demand, and BJ of domestic production. Its projected lifespan 

is only about 30 years for active production. 
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Except for the minor portion of the ANWR coastal plain east of the 

1002 area now in wilderness, all of the other lands-- state, Native, 

and federal -- onshore and offshore, are o~n to or devoted to petroleum 

resources. These include state-owned offshore and onshore lands between 

Prudhoe Bay and tile Canning River, such as,, the Camden Bay and 

Demarcation Point Lease Sales of 1987 and ,1988 and Federal OCS lands in 

the Beaufort Sea, such as proposed Lease ·Sale 97. There may be oil 

development offshore and in the Mackenzie .River Delta of Canada. 

Not only do these adjacent development possibilities make the 

protection of wilderness values in ANWR more essential, but they also 

may produce a cumulative impact on the region Which is not analyzed in 

the draft report. 

A major weakness of the 1002 repol't is its failure to explain 

adequately how water will be obtained for 'exploratory drilling, It 

takes about 15 million gallons of water to drill one exploratory well; 

yet the FWS states that there is simply not much water available in the 

1002 area for oil exploration, which is usually done in the winter. 

Almost all of the lakes and 211 major streams in the 1002 area freeze to 

bottom in winter and are not available fo~ water access. The 

suggestions offered in th.e report for obtaining water range from the use 

of piped-in seawater to the creation of deep streembeds by gravel 

mining. The Fish and Wildlife Service calls water access a major 

engineering problem for oil development in the 1002 area, yet does not 

predict the enviromental consequences of. the proposed schemes to obtain 

it. 

The fish and wildlife values of the .1002 area are incomparable. 

According to the report, the environment~! consequences of full oil 

leasing would be devastating. Contrary to oil industry claims, we can 
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only compare Prudhoe Bay oil development and its effects on wildlife to 

development in the 1002 area with extreme caution. For example, the 

magnificent 180,000-animal Porcupine caribou herd has its major calving 

grounds and major insect-relief habitat in the 1002 area. The absolute 

density of this herd on its calving grounds is 111 times that of the 

Prudhoe-area Central Arctic Herd of some 12,000-111,000 animals, giving 

the Porcupine herd little room to adapt to oil production or to escape. 

There has been almost no reported calving by the Central Arctic Herd in 

the Prudhoe Bay oil fields since oil development. Full oil production 

also could result in loss of much of the insect-relief habitat available 

to the Porcupine herd. The FWS predicts that a major population decline 

and change in distribution of 20 to 110 percent could occur. 

Some of the other significant effects on wildlife could include a 

25-50 percent population decline or change in distribution of muskoxen, 

which now number about 500 animals; a moderate decline in brown bear 

numbers; a moderate decline in golden eagle numbers, and a major cnange 

in _lesser snow geese distribution of up to 50 percent. 

As pointed out by the Goverment of the Yukon, "There is no 

adequate treatment of the transboundary consequences of those direct 

impacts [on wildlife that utilizes the coastal plain and Canadian 

habitats] or is an important constituent of a larger regional 

population." This criticism is very well taken, and again points up a 

major flaw of the draft report -- the attempt to isolate the coastal 

plain for purposes of impact analysis. This basis shortcoming must be 

corrected if the final Assessment is to assist Congress in its 

decision-making process. 
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The draft report also predicts that oil develo1J11ent will have a 

major adverse effect on the subsistence lifestyle of Native people. 

The Sierra Club finds the above environmental consequences of oil 

exploration and/or production in the 1002 area totally overwhelming. We 

do not accept the Secretary's citing of national security as sufficient 

justification to drill in this area. In fact, the discussion in the 

draft report on the nation's need for any oil that might be found on the 

coastal plain is inadequate. 

A detailed discussion and comparison of alternative strategies for 

meeting the nation's energy demands and objectives should be part of 

this LEIS. An analysis of alternatives is of course the essence of the 

environmental impact statement process. Congress is not well served by 

an LEIS that discusses -- and unabashedly promotes -- only one strategy. 

Among other alternatives is one that permanently forgoes 

exploration and possible development of the coastal plain in favor of 

reliance on other existing and potential oil and gas reserves. For 

example, instead of permitting the export of North Slope natural gas 

(other than po.ssible reserves in the ANWR) to Far F.astern markets, 

Congress could prohibit such export in the interest of domestic 

consumption. 

Hare efficient use of existing energy could also help meet the 

national need for additional energy and at the same time avoid the 

permanent environmental degradation of the ANWR that the draft report 

acknowledges will occur if leasing is allowed and economically 

recoverable quantities of oil and gas are discovered. 
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The omission of discussion concerning energy conservation programs 

and alternative energy sources completely discounts any possibility of 

prolonging existing supplies and lessening the perceived need for oil 

from the coastal plain. The underlying premise is to allow complete 

depletion of this country's last remaining on-shore oil suppliP.s, 

without coherent plans for a future with severe shortages of domestic 

oil. This would be ironic if it were not for the recent Presidential 

veto of the National Appliance Energy Conservation Act which would save 

1.117 billion barrels of fuel and $3 million to consumers over ten years. 

Such policies are not in the national interest. 

There is no discussion of a proposed land exchange with various 

Alaska Native regional corporations, in which some subsurface estate in 

the coastal plain would be exchanged for corporation-owned inholdings 

within other national wildlife refuges in Alaska. This bundle of 

exchanges is sometimes referred to by the Department as the "megatrade." 

In his introduction to the draft report, Assistant Secretary Horn 

observes that "Development must result in no unnecessary adverse effects 

and unavoidable habitat losses should be fully compensated." As the 

draft report acknowledges, there will be substantial adverse effects and 

unavoidable habitat losses asaociated with the proposed leasing. The 

megatrade is the compensation envisioned by the Department and thus is a 

fundamental part of the Administration's proposal to open the coastal 

plain to full leasing. 

Already, several hundred thousand dollars of federal funds nave 

been expended ror appraisals, negotiations, and other aspects of the 

proposed megatrade. According to the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service, 

the Service hopes to submit the proposed exchange to Congress at the 
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aane time as the final Resource Assessment is submitted or as soon 

thereafter as posaible. 

In order that the public and Congress may have the opportunity to 

assess the Administration's entire proposal, the final Assessment should 

include a full discussion of the proposed megatrade. 

Finally, we oppoae any oil drilling in the 1002 area because it 

will destroy forever one of North America•a greateat wilderneas areas. 

No amount of reclamation would ever render this area "wilderness" again. 

We are not merely trying to protect beautiful scenery in the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge, nor are we merely atte~~pting to maintain a 

population of magnificent and unusual animals. We are trying to 

preserve the best, the largest, the most diverse migratory wildlife 

wilderness habitat on the continent. 

Let IRe refer to the statement of llr.' Edgar Wayburn, chair11an of the 

Club's Alaska Task Force, to the House Interior Committee in 1977: 

"Tne Sierra Club itself hall a long-ti11e interest in Alaska. 

The Club's founder and first president, John lluir, went to Alaska 

three times on extensive visits, starting in 1879. The Club's 

intense concern, however, dates to 1967, when the Directors of the 

Sierra Club made the future of Alaska' a land one of our fi priority 

proJects. Today, with aome 170,000 ,member a all over the country, 

the Sierra Club has made Alaska' a National Interest Landa our 

nUIRber one priority. 
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"Why is the Sierra Club so concerned about Alaska? Is it the 

tremendous areas or scenic magnificence in Alaska? Is it the great 

number and variety or its wild rivers? Is it because in Alaska 

there roam freely the last great herds or large wild animals in our 

country? Is it because in Alaska there is the last .,r our 

unspoiled wilderness remaining on a grand scale? Is it because in 

Alaska people can experience the wonders or nature as they can 

noWhere else on earth? 

"It is because of all these reaaons -- and much more -- that 

we are testifying here today. For we believe that in Alaska there 

are rare -- indeed unmatched -- opportunities for all the people or 

the United States. There is not only the superb scenic and 

wildlife resource and un~~atched recreational potential. there is 

the chance for our country to make wise decisions - to combine 

good development with good conservation -- and to do it right the 

first time. In Alaska we have an unparalleled opportunity to learn 

from our past IRistakes. In the past, we have been all too generous 

with many of our country's greatest treasures ••• We have given 

away California's coastal redwoods, the Big Thicket in Texas, 

norida's Great Cypress swamps- to name only a few. Now we are 

having to buy them back for the ~•eric an people and at enor..ous 

cost. In Alaska, we have this re~~arkable opportunity -- we can set 

aside superb national lands for their highest and best use at no 

cost to the American people - the people to whom they now belong. 

"The critical decisions in Alaska are being made at this 

moment. And these decisions are being made by you. Congress has 

already dealt generously with the l'tate of Alaska. In the 

Statehood Act of 1958, ~ngress granted the new state 104.2 million 

acres of land, and approximately 45 11illion acres of tidelands and 
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submerged lands passed into the ownership of the state at the same 

time. Thus Alaska was granted a total of nearly 150,000,000 acres 

of land, more land than was granted all the 17 western states 

together. 150,000,000 acres, incidentally, is an area 1-1/2 times 

the entire state of California. 

"Congress has also dealt generously and fair-ly with the Native 

peoples of Alaska, conveying to them some Q3.7 million acres to be 

their private property to use as they choose -- along with near-ly 

one billion dollars in cash. Congress has in the past also set 

aside key areas in Alaska to remain in particular Feder-al 

ownership. It now seems opportune for Congress to reser-ve the 

r-emainder of the unappropriated public lands of Alaska for their 

highest and best use for all the Alllerican people. We are convinced 

that the highest and best use for these lands is a status which 

will protect for all time their unequalled natural values." 

"HR 39 is based on the general principle that significant 

portions of the wildlands of Alaska which are now in the public 

domain should remain in public ownership because of their

'nationally significant natural, scenic, historic, geological, 

scientific, wilderness, cultural, recreational, and wildlife 

values.• Therefore, the policy goals include preser-vation of the 

wildlife, both the resident populations and the millions of 

wildfowl which migrate seasonally; pr-otection of the habitat in 

Arctic and sub-Ar-ctic ecosystems; preservation of histor-ic and 

ar-chaeological sites and cultur-al values of Native peoples; 

pr-otection •Jf the wilder-ness; and provision of wilder-no=ss 

recreational opportunities. 
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"A· second, related principle behind HR 39 is that the national 

interest lands should be administered by the most appropriate 

agency. HR 39 places administration of these lands primarily under 

the two agencies of our government .mich are charged with the care 

or natural ecosystems: the National Par-k Ser-vice and the Fish and 

Wildlife Service. Tne National Park Ser-vice is r.har-Red with the 

objective of preserving land in its natural state, and providing 

for human use and enjoyment of the land consistent with that 

preservation. The Fish and Wildlife Service is char-ged with 

protection of habitat for- wildlife in the National Refuge System. 

We pr-opose that these two systems are the proper ones for the 

protection of most of the Federal lands in Alaska and tne 

perpetuation of the vast wildlife populations they shelter-." 

The principles that led to Sierr-a Club's original involvement in 

the Alaska Lands legislation, H. R. 39, remain unbowed today for the 

coastal plain of the Ar-ctic National Wildlife Refuge is tne quintessence 

of_ the natural values remaining in Alaska. Chancy, envir-onmentally 

destructive energy devdopnent in this one magnificent place is not in 

the national interest. 
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TRUSTEES FOR ALASKA'S COMMENTS 

ON THE DRAFT RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

FOR THE COASTAL PLAIN OF THE 

ARCTIC NATIONAl. WILOLIFE REFUGE 

FEBRUARY 5, 1987 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Trustees for Alaska submits the following conunents on the u.s. 

Department of the Interior's Draft Resource Assesse1nent for the 

Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, prepared 

pursuant to section 1002 of the Alaska National Intere~t Lands 

Conservation Act (ANILCA) and section 102 of the National Environ-

mental Policy Act (NEPA). Trustees for Alaska is a nonprofit, 

public interest environmental law firm with approximately 700 mem

bers within Alaska and in other states. ThE' opportunity to comment 

on this draft of the section 1002 report was proviued only as a 

result of a lawsuit filed by Trustees for Alaska. The court ruling 

required Interior to provide both an opportunity for v•ri tten com-

menta and public hearings, and emphasized that Interior was re-

qui red to incorporate and to rL•spom.l to puu] ic conunents in the 

final report to Conyn•ss. To c01np]y with this manuate, Interior 

wust audress each of these coumt<>nt,; in its final revort, as well as 

"725 Christensen Drive, Suite 4 Anchorage. Alaska 99501 (907) 276-4244 



the conunents raised by other 1,1art ies. 40 CFR 1502.9 (b l. 

The Interior Oepartment violated the svirit of the court or

der, which expressly required the Department to pn.whle the "lucal 

population" an opvortunity to conunent on the report, by fail irog to 

hold public hearings in Fairbanks, Arctic Village, and othPr loca

tions where significant public interest was evident. Moreover, it 

was unconscionable for Interior to schedule the pub! ic conuuent 

period and the public hearings over and through the Christmas and 

New Years holidays, particularly when the District Court decision 

had been rendereu almost a full year before the hearings were held. 

Even the extended public comment period was insufficient given the 

complexity and importance of this issue. By scheduling public 

hearings in this manner, the Department continued its policy of 

restricting public input into this important issue as much as 

possible. 

However, the procedural deficiencies in the Department's pro

cess are dwarfed by the substantive problems with the draft report. 

~!any of these deficiencies run to the heart of Interior's analysis, 

and render the current version of the report almost entirely inade

quate as a basis for Congress to make an informed decision as to 

the proper management of the coastal plain of the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge. More importantly, the draft report does not 

comply with a number of relevant laws and regulations, including 

NEPA and section 1002 of ANILCA, rendering the report legally defi

cient and inadequate. As a result of these deficiencies, we be

lieve that the proper course would be for the Department to rewrite 

the report completely, based on the public comments received, and 
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to subnd t a new version of the report for public review before 

vresent ing a f l nal report to Congress. The NEPA imp) ement i nu regu

lation of the rouncil on Environmental Quality state that if a 

uraft statement is "so inade4uate as to preclude meaningful analy

sis," a revised draft shall be prepared and circulated for addi

tional public review. 40 CFR 1502.9(a). 

our comments are divided into two main sections. The first 

section will outline the broad legal and substantive deficiencies 

in the draft report, .and wil J cut across a number of specific sub

ject areas. The second section will address specific omissions and 

deficiencies involving particular environmental issues. 

II. Major Deficiencies in Interior's Analysis 

The draft 1002 report is not merely deficient in the details 

of its analysis. It contains a large number of fundamental omis

sions and analytical flaws that render it completely inadequate for 

purposes of Congressional review. First, the report does not com

ply with a number of applicable laws and regulations, including 

NF.PA and ANILCA. Second, the report suffers from additional broad 

analytical defects. It suffers from an exceedingly narrow and 

obviously result-oriented perspective' it lacks an adequate evalua

tion of wildlife habitat and carrying capacity, and most important

ly, the conclusions do not match the body of the report, as if the 

author of the draft Secretarial Recomntendation section did not read 

the rest of tloe document. These broad deficiencies will be de

taileu below. 
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A. Legal Deficiencies 

1. NEPA 

In Trustees for Alaska v. Hodel, the Interior Department 
l 

ultimately conceded that it was required,to include, as part of the 

section 1002 report, a legislative environmental impact statement 

under section 10?.(2) (C) of NF.PA. However, the draft report fails 

to comply with a number of well-accepted,requirements for environ-

mental impact statements. Most clearly, ,the reports fails to con-

aider a large number of individual environmental issues addressed 

in part 2 of these conunents, such as air quality and water quality. 

But the report falls short of NEPA requirements in a number of n~re 

comprehensive respects discussed below. 

Cumulative I~acts Anallsis 

First, the report fails completely, and in m~ny cases express-

ly, to consider t.he cumulative environmental impacts of oil and gas 

development in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge with similar 

development elsewhere in arctic Alaska and Canada. This type of 

analysis is fundamental to NEPA review, particularly where a pro

ject will have regional impacts. Kleppe" v. Sierra Club, 427 u.s. 

390 (1976). The CEQ regulations require EISa to evaluate both 

direct and indirect environmental effects, 40 CFR 1502.16, which 

encompass cumulative environmental impacts. 40 CFR 1508.R. A 

"cumulative impact" is defined as: 

the impact on the environment which results from the 
incremental impact of the action when added to other 
past, present, and reasonably ,foreseeable future actions 
regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or 
person undertakes such other actions. 

40 CFR 1508,7. 
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The environmental effects uf oil and gas development in tlte 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge cannot be separated from the ef-

fects of similar development both onshore and offshore along tl1e 

entire coast of Alaska and Canada. This development includes ex-

ploration and extraction from the NPRA, state leases at and around 

Prudhoe !lay, extensive existing and proposed state leases in coast-

al lagoons across the entire northern Alaskan coast, existing and 

proposed leases in the Beaufort Sea (Sale 97), and existing and 

proposed exploration and development onshore and offshore in the 

Canadian Be~fort. Maps of this extensive development can be found 

in the Mineral Management Service's DEIS on Proposed Sale 97 (Beau-

fort Sea) (Sale 97 DEIS) and in the State of Alaska's Preliminary 

Best Interest Findings on Proposed Sale 50 (Camden Bay) (Sale 50 

Findings). For example, the Sale 50 Findings note that the state 

has leased more than 3,6 million acres since 1964, and plans to 

lease an additional l,q million acres on the North Slope within the 

next five years. 

The resources that are threatened by the leasing proposal are 

not, in many cases, local in nature. This is particularly true for 

migratory species such as marine mammals, waterfowl and other bird 

populations, caribou, anadromous fish, and other resources. More-

over, Interior's approach does not recognize that habitat losses 

within the ANWR, in combination with similar habitat losses else-

where, may have substantial effects on regional resources. 

Tnterior's failure to consider cumulative impacts is all the 

mo1·e uifficult to understand in light of tl1e fact that the develop-

ment of the llrctic National Wildlife Refuge is considered a neces-
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sary economic prerequisite to the development of the nearshore 

coastal lagoons owned by the state, (Sale 'iO Findings). JndecLI, 

development of the two areas will almost certainly share onshore> 

support facilities, including port and loading are>as. Vet the too;~. 

report fails to address the cumulative effects of development with-

in the 1002 area with development of the coastal lagoons along the 

entire coast of the Refuge, Given the intensive use of this area 

by resources that migrate between onshore and offshore areas, such 

as birds, marine mammals, caribou, and anadromous fish, this flaw 

is fatal to the adequacy of Interior's review. 

Similarly, the 1002 report does not address the relationship 

between 1002 development and proposed federal OCS leasing in the 

Beaufort Sea. Incredibly, at the same time that its sister agency 

is proposing full leasing of the ANWR coastal plain, MMS assumes in 

its Sale 97 DEIS that effects on the Porcupine Caribou Herd from a 

pipeline and road across the coastal plain are "not likely to occur 

••• since an onshore pipeline is not assumed to occur under the 

proposal" (p, TV-B-68). But if oil development occurs in both the 

ANWR and in the eastern portion of the Beaufort Sea, pipe>lines from 

the eastern Beaufort would logically intersect the ANWR onshore 

pipeline, Vet tbe cumulative effects of this development are not 

considered in either document, 

There are a large number of examples of the types of cumula-

tive effects on biological and other resources that should have 

been considered in the 1002 report, but a few examples will suf-

fice. Perhaps the most glaring example is the statement that 

disturbance to polar bear denning sites: 
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wuuiLI not likely i:lffeet the species' oVE•rdll survival, so 
long as sinoilar intensive development did not occur i:ilong 
the entire northern coast of Alaska and Canada, 

100:1. Report, at 1.111. Rut as noted above, similar intensive develop

ment is either occuring or planned throughout the northern coast of 

Alaska and ranada. The 1007 report notes the possible effects of 

losses of polar bear denning sites on the ovPrall population (pp. 

1l7-1R). In particular, Amstrup et al. assert that the Beaufort 

population can withstand little if any increase in the mortality 

rate of females. In light of these realities, the lack of a cumula

tive impacts analysis of this issue is difficult to understand, 

Notably, the Sale 97 DEIS predicted "moderate" effects on the polar 

bear population without consideration of development in the ANWR or 

in the state coastal sales. Obviously, these effects will be fur

ther exacerbated by disturbance to denning sites in the Camden Bay 

and Demarcation Bay lagoons, and in the ANWR coastal plain. No 

agency has evaluated the total impact on the polar bear population, 

Another example of an important cumulative impact ignored in 

the 1002 report is the effect of port and causeway development on 

water quality and fish migration. Interior predicts generaly minor 

effects on aquatic resources from causeway construction, 100:1. 

Report, at 125-26. Yet evidence indicates that the West Dock and 

F.ndicott causeways are alre>ady resulting in adverse effects, and 

the Sale '17 nP.TS (p, TV-R-7.4-7.'5) predicts MA.TOR cumulative offshore 

effects from additional developments, without including development 

in the ANWR and the offslmre state waters. Interior not only under

slates the potential effects of similar developroot.>nts in the ANWR 

alone, but fails to consider the cumulative effects, 
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Similar aryuments can be raised with respect to a large number 

of additional issues. The continuation of the proposeu !'iyel ine 

across the coastal plain on state lands between Prudhoe Bay and the 

Canning River, which would occur as a direct result of the develop-

ment of the coastal plain, will transect a major calviny area for 

the Central Arctic Caribou Herd (CAH), but no analysis of the ef-

fects of this development on the CAH is given, 'l'hP report dis-

cusses chronic water quality degradation due to leaking drilling 

muds reserve pits and other sources of waste discharge, but aside 

from quantifying the number of acres effected, no attempt is made 

to assess the long-range and cumulative effects of this chronic 

degradation. The Sale 97 DEIS engages i~ a comprehensive cumula

tive oil spill and fuel spill risk assessment, but expressly omits 

the ANWR and offshore state sales. This gap is not filled by the 

1002 report, despite the need to transport large quanti ties of fuel 

through the two proposed port facilities. 
t 

Until the 1002 report is revised radically to include a compre-

hensive cumulative environmental impacts analysis, it falls short 

of the well-accepted standards for environmental impact analysis, 

as required by NEPA and the CEQ regulations. 

Consideration of Alternatives 

Evaluation of all reasonable alternat"ives is another mainstay 

of NEPA analysis. Natural Resources Defense council v. Morton, 458 

F.2d 827 (1972). In fact, the CEQ regulations indicate that the 

evaluation of alternatives is the "heart of the environmental im-

pact statement," and require the agency to "rigorously explore and 

objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives" to the proposed 
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action. 40 CFil 1502.14. 

The 1002 Report sets forth a ranye of alternatives fur the 

management of tl~ coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge, from wilderness designation to full-scale oil and gas leas-

ing. However, the fundamental reasoning behind the proposed Sec-

retarial recon~endation for full leasing is the national need for 

energy resources from the llrct ic National Wildlife Refuge. Nowhere 

does the document evaluate alternative means of meeting the cited 

energy need, as is required to give the decisionmakers (The Sccre-

tary and Congress) and the public a valid basis for a reasoned 

decision on this issue. In particular, there is no analysis of 

other energy supply sources, or more importantly, of available and 

anticipated methods of reducing the nation's consumption of petro-

leum resources rather than extracting these resources from the last 

great arctic wilderness in the United States, Notably, even the 

Sale 97 DEIS includes a consideration of alternative energy 

sources, including energy conservation and efficiency. While this 

analysis is woefully deficient (for example, it relies on 1979 

information), at least it recognizes the basic NEPA requirement to 

evaluate alternatives to the project. Failure to consider other 

strategies for meeting the nation's energy needs essentially consti-

tutes a failure to give due consideration to t.he wilderness or no 

action alternatives in the 1002 report, because these options are 

dismissed out of hand on the basis of national security and need 

for energy. 

Interior's approach is particularly disturiling given this 

Administration's sorry record in the area of alternative energy 
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resources. The Administration .vroposes to lease the Arctic Nation

al Wildlife Refuge at the same time that it rejects programs that 

would save a good portion of the oil that might be extracted from 

the Refuge. 

For example, President Reagan vetoed the National Appliance 

Efficiency Act, which would save approximately 1 billion barrels of 

oil, and the energy equivalent of 3 billion barrels of oil. The 

Administration also proposes to repeal fuel economy standards for 

automobiles, and to raise the speed limit on interstate highways, 

both of which will increase oil consumption for reasons that are 

entirely unrelated to national security and energy independence. 

In short, the Administration's policy is to increase the demand for 

oil for reasons of personal comfort or convenience, and then to 

justify oil and gas development in sensitive environmental areas, 

indeed, in national environmental treasures, on the basis of nation

al security. The only winners are the oil companies that reap 

profits from petroleum product Gales. The American public pays 

more for their energy needs, and loses a major part of their nation

al wilderness and wildlife heritage. 

The case for using demand side energy strategies for meeting 

the energy demand cited in the 1002 report is far from speculative. 

This case was made in detail in comments submitted to Interior by 

Amory Lovins of the Rocky Mountain Institute on January 22, 1987, 

which we incorporate herein by reference. Mr. Lovins nutes that 

since 1979, the United States has gotten 50 times as much new ener

gy from more efficient use than from all net increases of eneryy 

supply combined, and demonstrates clearly that equivalent energy of 
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even tlw most optimistic vredictions for ANWR can be reaped using 

available but untapped energy efficiency strategies, at far lowPr 

economic and environmental cost. The 1002 report, however, ignores 

this potential resource entirely (as well as all energy supply 

sources other than oi 1), and assumes that only oil extraction can 

meet the cited den•and growth. 

Interior's failure to consider alternatives to increased oil 

and gas extraction as a means of meeting national energy needs is 

all the more inappropriate given the tim£>-frame of the analysis. 

Oil and gas extraction from the ANVIR will not occur for at least 

10-15 years. Existing energy efficiency resources could substan

tially reduce the demand for petroleum resources, as demonstrated 

in Lovins' comments, without even considering improvements in effi

ciency technology. By the time the 1002 oilfield could be put into 

place, these existing technologies could be saving far more oil 

than would be produced from the ANWR, at far lower cost. The only 

losers would be the oil companies. Moreover, given the tremendous 

recent advances in this area, and ongoing improvements in energy 

efficiency technology, there is strong reason to believe that even 

greater gains could be made, at lower cost, by the end of the 

century. 

Interior's complete failure to consider alternative means of 

meeting the nation's energy needs is a fatal flaw in the DEIS, and 

constitutes a blatant violation of NEPA and the CEQ regulations. 

In fact, 40 CFR ·1502.16(e) and (f) expressly require the considera

tion of the energy conserv<~tion potential of altern<~tives. This 

deficiency sl!ould be cured as part of a rewritten draft of the 1002 
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report. 

Consideration of Long-Range Impacts 

Interior inexplicably considers only the impacts of develop-

ment that is expected to begin during the first 10-15 years after 

initial oil and gas leasing of the ANWR. Most notably, the report 

ignores almost entirely the effects of gas production from the 

ANWR, because it is beyond the time frame chosen by Interior for 

analysis. But no reason for the selection of this time-frame is 

given, and the report itself predicts that gas production would be 

economically feasible within 2-3 decades. Prevailing NEPA law, 

however, requires the Department to consider the long-range impacts 

of development, even if development pro~eeds in stages. Cady v. 

~· 527 F.2d 786 (9th Cir. 1975) .• 

It is interesting in this regard to note Interior's own defini-

tiona of long-term versus short-term impacts: "Effects that could 

likely persist 20 years or more were considered 'long-term' and 

those likely to persist less than 20 years were considered 'short-

-term.•• Based on this criterion, by excluding the effects of gas 

production because it is not likely to be economically feasible for 

2 or more decades, Interior is considering only the "short-term" 

effects of leasing in ANWR. 

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources and 
Comparison of Short-term Uses and Lon~-term PrOductivlt~ 
These two sections are expressly requ reJ to be include in 

environmental impact statements under section 10::1.(::!) (c) of NF.PA, 

and by the C:F.Q regulations, as they form part of tl•e fundamental 

basis for decisiomnaking. Interior's treatment of these issues, 

however, is entirely summary and cursory in nature, and does not 
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include the comprehensive explication reyuireu l>y llJ·:PI\. Iu fact, 

it d!J!JE'ars that tloese two sections, both uf which cumbineu compri!,;e 

less than 3 pages, were simply tacked on to the 1002 report whmo it 

was decided that the report had to be accor.opanied by an EIS. 

The sununary nature of these two &ectious ledvt>s little if 

anything on which the pub] ic can conuuent. To give an example of 

the deficiency in these sections, however, nowhere does Interior 

explain in full the significant losses to the nation as a rPsult of 

the elimination of the only remaining arctic coastal wildE>rnE>ss in 

the United States. 

For example, the report should notE' that thrre would bE' an 

irretrievable loss of the only baseline area for the study of a 

complete scope of arctic ecosystems in North America. This would 

constitute an irretreivable loss to the scientific conununity and to 

our civilization's ability to understand natural arctic ecosystems. 

The rE'port should explain the uniqueness of this region as a wild-

1 i fe and wilderness resource, rather than stating simply tloat 

long-range losses of these resources would occur. The fundamental 

problem with Interior's treatment of these issues, both here and 

elsewhere in the report, is the lack of recognition that there is a 

major difference between the loss of some wilderness acreage on the 

North Slope of Alaska and the loss of the last chance for a compre-

hensive arctic wilderness in North America. (Thus, the report 

mentions in passing that an earlier government analysis recommended 

wilderuess designation for this area, but does not expldin why the 

area is a significant wilderness resource.) Similarly, there is a 

major difference between some disturbance to a 180,000 head caribou 



herd and the disturbance to and predicted decline in the last major 

migratory caribou herd in the United States which is substantially 

undisturbed by major human development. Congress and the public 

have the right to understand what is truly at stake before deciding 

whether to go along with Interior's proposal to lease this area. 

It must be acknowledged that this choice reduces to value judgments 

but these judgments cannot be made without a full understanding 

of the stakes in the debate. This is the fundamental purpose of 

NEPA. 

2. ANILCA 

The 1002 report violates both section 1002 and section 810 of 

ANILCA as a result of fundamental omissions in the analysis: 

a. section 1002(c) and (h) both require an analysis of the 

impacts of oil and gas development. Yet the report e~pressly 

ignores the impacts of gas development due to the unexplained 

choice of time frame. Thus, the report on its face fails to comply 

with the statute. 

b. Section 1002(c) requires an evaluation of the carrying 

capacity of fish and wildlife habitats in the coastal plain, but 

the 1002 report contains little or no analysis of this issue. For 

example, the report fails to explain or to analyze the effect of 

forcing a fixed caribou population into a smaller calving and 

post-calving habitat. Notably, MMS recognized: 

The need for caribou to migrate appears to be a behavior
al adaptation that prevents destruction of forage habi
tat. If movements are greatly restricted, caribou are 
likely to overgraze their habitat, leading to perhaps a 
drastic, long-term population decline. 

Sale 97 OEIS, at III-31. The 1002 report does not analyze or even 
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discuss such habitat reductions, for caribou and other species, in 

its evaluation of fish and wildlife resources. If such analysis 

underlies the report, it is neither mentioned nor explained for 

purposes of public critique. A "black box" evaluation does not 

serve the public comment goals of NEPA. 

c. Section 1002(c) requires an evaluation of the effects of 

oil and gas development in the coastal plain on the culture and 

lifestyle of affected native villages. It must be recognized that, 

even if fish and wildlife mitigation were completely successful, 

the type of intensive industrial development that will accompany 

oil and gas leasing in this area will result in major, irreversible 

changes in the culture and lifestyle of the region. Yet Interior 

evaluates this issue solely in terms of subsistence yields of fish 

and game. This approach is not only unduly narrow -- it reflects a 

callous indifference to the integrity of the local Native culture. 

d. Section 1002(h) requires Interior to identify additional 

legal authority necessary to protect the ar~a's resources. This 

section of the 1002(h) report is entirely absent. One interpreta

tion is that Interior believes that the existing regulatory regime 

is completely adequate to protect the valuable natural resources of 

the area. But given the conclusions elsewhere in the report that 

long-term losses to fish and wildlife populations and other re-

sources will result from the proposed leasing, it is difficult to 

understand why Interior would not seek more stringent authority and 

tools to protect these resources. 

e. Section 810(b) of ANILCA states clearly that where environ-

mental impact statements are required pursuant to section 102(2) (c) 
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of NEPA, as Interior admits here, the not,ice and hearing required 

by section 810 of ANILCA are required to be incorporated into the 

NEPA process. Interior admits openly, at p. 129, that leasing 

could result in a significant restriction of subsistence uses under 

section 810 of ANILCA, but expressly refused to incorporate the 

section 810 analysis into the NEPA process. This omission denied 

residents of affected villages, including not only Kaktovik but 

Venetei, Old Crow, Fort Yukon, Arctic Village, and Nuiqsuit, the 

opportunity to understand and to comment on the proposed signifi

cant restrictions on their subsistence uses. Interior's decision 

conflicts not only with the plain language of ANILCA, but with 

prevailing Ninth Circuit case law created in the context of ocs 

lease sales in Alaska. 

3. Fish and Wildlife Compatibility Test 

The most fundamental legal basis for the management of activi-

ties in fish and wildlife refuges is the •compatibility" test set 

forth in the National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act, and re

peated and applied in section 304 of ANILCA. The Secretary may not 

permit uses in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge that are not 

•compatible with the purposes of the refuge,• as set forth in sec

tion 303(2) of ANILCA. Incredibly, in evaluating whether oil and 

gas leasing should be permitted in the coastal plain of the ANWR, 

Interior did not even evaluate, on the basis of its own assessment 

of probable impacts, whether the compatibility test would be met. 

It is difficult to believe, in fact, in light of some of the 

predicted impacts in the 1002 report, that this test would be met 

under even the loosest standards. For example, is it compatible 
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with the purposes of the refuge to allow an activity that will 

result in adverse effects to 20-40% of the Porcupine Caribou Herd 

(36,000-72,000 caribou), 25-50% of the muskoxen population, 5-10% 

of the Banks Island Snow Geese population (30,000-50,000 geese) and 

half or more of the wolverine population? The only way to arrive 

at the conclusion in the proposed Secretarial recommendation is to. 

consider the oil and gas values of the refuge to be paramount to 

the fish and wildlife purposes for which the refuge was created. 

This approach is illegal under existing law. 

4. Other Environmental Laws 

The draft 1002 report fails to consider a wide range of 

environmental protection laws that could be violated by oil and gas 

leasing in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. In particular, 

there is no consideration whatsoever of compliance with federal and 

state air quality, water quality, solid waste, and hazardous waste 

laws and regulations. This major flaw in the report was noted in 

the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation's (DEC's) com

ments on the 1002 report, at 1-3. Consideration of these laws and 

regulations would require major revisions to the draft report. 

Individual environmental pollution issues will be addressed in 

greater detail in the second part of these comments. The funda

mental assumption used in ignoring these environmental issues, 

however, appears to be Interior's assumption, as part of its envi

ronmental assessment, of full compliance with all relevant laws and 

regulations (p. 98). However, despite the oil industry's unsub

stantiated claim to a perfect environmental compliance record at 

Prudhoe Bay, assunting 100% compliance with applicable laws and 
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regulations for purposes uf weighing envi romnental im.oaet >< i >< com-

pletely inappropiate. 

For examplE', a printout of state enforcement action:; in 

progress identifies 24 open items, including Notices of Violation, 

compliance orders, and criminal and civil actions. Violations havE' 

ranged from air quality to water quality, solid and hazardous 

waste. Fur example, ARCO signed a Consent Decree in 1986 for viola-

tions of carbon monoxide air emissions. According to DEC, dis-

charges from 20 out of 21 drilling muds reserve pits violate appl i-

cable effl uPnt standards, with viol at ions involving toxic mE' tills 

sur.h as arsenic, n•anaanese, chromium, lE'ad, and copper, as well as 

aromatic hydrocarbons. A si naJ E' brine spi 11 at one 1 nc-CJt ion de-

stroyed 5 ac-res of tundra vegetation, and t:hE're hils been at lPast 

one major hazardous waste incident. In 1983, North Slope Salvaye 

spilled thousands of gallons of chemicals genE>r<~ted by Nnrth Slope 

oil companies as a result of the improper storage of over 10,000 

druws of waste material. The own~rs were convicted of criminal 

charges. In light of this compliance history, Interior's failure 

to consider the likelihood of compliance with environmental laws 

and regulations is completely unwarranted. 

treat . . 
Fina11y, both Interior and the oil companies.l\the "1nev1table 

minor oil spills" as if they were not violations of environmental 

laws, so long as prompt cleanup action is undertaken. This is 

simply not the case. Moreover, therP is a widPspreatl tendency to 

understate the magnitude of this problem. Accordiny to DEC, theno> 

were 521 oi1 spills on the North Slope in 1985 alone, with a total 

of more than 82,000 gallons spi11ed. According to these fiuun•s, 
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thr> mean volume of oil spillc•d per incident iu ilpproximatley 150 

u«llons, a conservative estimate given that i11uiviuual spills over 

thP life of the Prudhoe Bay CO!nplex havE' exceeded 200,000 gallons. 

Interior states that there lwve b£>en more than 23,000 separ·ate oi 1 

spills since 1973. Multiplying this figure by the conservative 

average of 150 gallons per spill, n~re than 3.5 million gallons of 

oil have been spilled at Prudhoe Bay sincE" 1973. It is difficult 

to understand how Interior can refer to this major environmental 

compliance problem as "inevitable small oil spills." 

B. Other ~fajor Flaws in IntE'rior's Analysis 

In addition to the report's failure to meet the requirements 

of a large number of applicablE' Jaws and regulations, the reJ,Jort 

suffers from aduitional major flaws in its analytical approach. 

The report suffers from an exceE'dingJy narrow pE'rspectivE', par

ticularly in its evaluation of national need an<l national security 

issues. It is immediately apparent from reading tltf> report that 

the authors, at least of the Executive Summary antl Chapters III, 

VII antl VIII, worked backwards from a foryone conclusion that re-

fleets the genera] bias of the current Administration to a ration-

alization of the recommended action. This is reflected in a large 

number of specific biases within the body of the report. These 

biases are reflected in overstatements of the oi1 and gas and econo-

ndc pot£•ntia1 of the coast<l1 plain, an<l in trementlous understate-

ments of the value of the coastal plain to the nation aid a wildlife 

and wilderness resourcP. 

Seconu, thE' slanted approach in the report is ref1ectE'd in 

the relationshit• between the n•couuu.·roddticms and the report itself. 
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In fact, the conclusions simply do not match tloe report, as if the 

author of Chapter VIII did not even read many of the specific con

clusions in the rest of the analysis. 

1. Major Biases 

It was noted earlier that Interior understates tremendously 

the losses to the nation of allowing oil and gas leasing in the 

coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. These argu

ments will not be repeated here. Interior matches this bias with 

its optimistic and unbalanced evaluation of the economic value of 

the region. 

For example, Interior's oil and gas estimates chronically 

overstate the potential of the region by burying the relationship 

between the 19% marginal probability of~ economically recover

able oil and gas in the ANWR and the probability curve of potent.ial 

recoverable resources !f there is recoverable oil. It is particu

larly misleading of Interior not to include this fact in the Execu

tive Summary of the Report, particularly when busy members of Con

gress (and interested members of the public) are not likely to sift 

through the entire report. 

Even the 19% figure is questionable, however, in light of the 

economic assumptions used by Interior in determining the minimum 

economic field size (MEFS), and in calculating the economic bene

fits of production. Most disturbing is Interior's use of a "most 

1 ikel y" oi 1 price of $33 per barrel (1984 $), and their acconopany

ing failure to employ a sensitivity analysis reflF.•ctiny a noore 

1 ikely average figure as well as a low-price scenario. In fact, 

the failure to include a low-price scenario entirely prejudices any 
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evaluation of the no action and wilderness optious in the report. 

In fact, the $33/bbl price estimate lacks credibility given 

current and predicted market conditions. ~lost oil economists have 

drastically reduced their predicted oil price estimates given re

cent dramatic declines in world oil prices. Economist Arlon Tus

sing commented that Interior's $33/bbl estimate is twice what is 

currently expected through the turn of the century. Instead, Tus

sing predicts that oil pricf's will more 1 ikely center around the· 

•nid-teens for the foreseeable future, and rise at most to the 

mid-20's. Seattle Times, January. 11, 1987, at B4. The current 

Alaska Department of Revenue forecast is that oil prices will not 

rise above $20/bbl into the late 1990's. Notably, oil production 

in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is not even economically 

feasible at a price of $15/bbl. Other economic assumptions used by 

Interior, such as a 10.0% real discount rate, are similarly noncon

servative, and should be tempered by a sensitivity analysis. 

Interior's geologic predictions also appear to be unduly opti

mistic, in order to make a stronger case for allowing full leasing 

of the coastal plain. For example, Interior admits that the proba

bility of large oil finds in the coastal plain would be reduced 

drastically if there were no Ellesmerian rocks below the region, 

but there is no clear evidence on this point (p.54). The report 

also admits that the complex, folded structure below much of the 

coastal plain is far different from the geology in the Prudhoe Bay 

region, which increases the risk factor (p. 70). These uncertain

ties dn uot ;tppf>ar to havr~ affected Interior's full leasing 

recormnPnc1at. ion. 
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A comparison between the fpderal and state geoloaic pn•rlic

tions is also illuminating. State geologists, using tloP. Aame clat;o 

available to USGS as well as additional data from state lands, wen" 

far Jess optimistic than their federal counterpart!!. WhilP thP low 

probability (5%) state estimates approached the ft>deral estimates 

(26,52 8BO versus 29.4 BBO), the state estimates drop off sharply 

through the rest of the probability curve: 

~lEAN 

.so 

.95 

STATE FEDERAL 

7.22 880 13.8 BBO 

3.77 880 

0.08 880 

11.9 880 

4.8 880 

These differences do not appear to affect the low probability of an 

extremely large find in the coastal plain, but render extremely low 

the chance of finding some oil in economically recoverable quanti

ties. Interior was in possession of the state estimates well be

fore· the 1002 report was drafted, but completely ignored the 

state's predict ions. This bury! ng of significant information evi

dences the Department's lack of objectivity. Congress and the 

public are entitled to a full understanding of the uncertainty 

inherent in the oil and gas estimates for the coastal plain. 

Final) y, Chapter VII of the report consists of unabasloed scare 

tactics designed to frighten the American public into thinking that 

all possible sources of petroleum resources, wherever located, must 

be explored and developed. As noted above, Interior ignor£>s com

pletely all other strategies for meeting the nation's energy ne~·ds, 

including other supply side options and all demdnd siue options. 

However, the report even ignores other potential sources of 
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oil a.ml gas. Must incredibly, the list of major oil fields on page 

162 (anu elsewhere) omits the 20 8BO West Sak field west of Pruuhoe 

Bay. ThiA fiPld is more certain than the ANWR, is proximate to 

existing pipelines and support facilities, and would serve the same 

goal of replacing oil for transport through TAPS. While it was 

initially thought that extraction from the West Sak sands was not 

feasible, ARCO recently completed a test well demonstrating that 

extraction from this field is technically feasible, but not econom

ical given current oil prices. The same economic factors, however, 

would prevent development in the ANWR, !~ oil is dicovered in the 

coastal plain. Moreover, since development i.n ANWR cannot be ex

pected for a minimum of 10-15 years, ARCO has at least that amount 

of time to improve extraction technology in the West Sak area. 

Development of West Sak, which is in a currently devdoped area 

rather than the most sensitive portion of one of the nation's most 

valuable wildlife refuges, is a clear alternative to ANWR develop

ment, but is not even mentioned in passing in the draft 1002 

report. 

2. Variance Between Report and Recommend at ions 

Perhaps the most insidious flaw in the draft 1002 report is 

the gross variance between information in the body of the report 

and the proposed Secretarial Recommendations. We believe that a 

proper rewrite of the draft report would clearly support a wilder

nP.ss rP.cnmmendation for thlo' coastal plain. HowevPr, even as writ

ten, the existing body of the report supports, at~, a recom

memlation for em extremlo'ly 1 imited, winter-only exploration vrogralll 

to determine tl~ nature of rucks beneath the coastal plain. Only 
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by ignoring much of the information in the re(Jort ito;elf cetn a full 

leasing proposal be rationally justifie<l. The following comparison 

of a few selected statements in the body of the report with paral-

lel statements in the recommendations evidences the misleading 

proposed conclusion: 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Central Arctic caribou 
has increased substantially 
during the period that devel
opment has occurred within 
the heart of its range. 

Overall ••• most adverse 
environmental effects would 
be minimized or eliminated 
through mitigation. 

••• the coastal plain has 
been predicted to contain 
as much as 29 billion 
barrels of oi 1 

REPORT 

Analogies comparing the 
effects of current oil <level
opment on the CAll and effects of 
potential 1002 area development 
on the PCII must be drawn with 
caution. 

Long-term losses of fish and 
wildlife resources, subsistence 
uses, and wilderness values 
would be the inevitable conse
quence of ••• development •••• 

Though the structures appear 
highly fav(.>rable, there is no 
assurance that they do in fact 
contain oil and gas. 

Other key conclusions in the body of the report are completely 

ignored in the draft recommendations section. For example, the 

report states: 

Traditional subsistence life styles would be irreversibly 
and irretrievably lost or altered with the introduction 
of widespread industrial activity and greater opportuni
ties for a cash-based economy. 

Apparently, the author of the reconunendation section felt that the 

tremendous impact of oil and gas leasing on the local population 

was not even significant enough to address in the recommendation 

section. 

The generally biased approach evidenced in the report appears 

to be a political maneuver to begin with an extreme position in an 
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~·ffort to obtah1 a less extn.'lne result. This ctp(Jruac:h is inap(Jrup-

riate for a government agency that was directed by Congress to 

prepare a thorough and objective report so that Congress could 

reach Its own conclusions from a fully informed basis. This tactic 

also denegrates the hard work and sound analysis obviously per-

formed by staff level personnel in the Interior Department, as 

evidenced by portions of the report and by the Baseline studies 

prepared pursuant to section 1002(c) of ANILCA. 

III. Specific Comments on Environmental Impact Analysis 

In addition to the major analytical flaws identified above, we 

have a number of comments on specific issues addressed, and in some 

cases omitted entirely, in the environmental impacts section of the 

1002 report. Given the large number of probletns, only major issues 

are raisPd. These conunents are organized topically rather than 

chronologically. 

Caribou 

The draft 1002 report admits substantial possible impacts to 

both the PCII and the CAH if oi 1 and gas leasing is allowed in the 

coastal plain. Given these predictions alone, it is impossible to 

justify the proposed full leasing recommendation. In fact, the 

full leasing proposal contradicts the recommendations of virtually 

all of the caribou biologists at the caribou workshop sponsored by 

USFWS in 1985 for the express purpose of reviewing this issue. The 

result is also criticized by biologists in the Alaska Department of 

Fish find Game>, in the>ir comment,; on the 1002 report. 

Historically, major industrial development has been foun<l to 

be incompatible with, and highly tlisruptive of, caribou popula-
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tions, particularly during calving and post-calving. See Sldc.lt.'l£•r, 

Impacts of Human Developments and Land Use on Caribou, Vol. II, at 

27-34 (case histories from Norway and the U.S.s.R.) In an evalua-

tion of potential oil aml gas leasing in the Teshekpuk lake Specinl 

Area, the Bureau of Land ~lanagement (which has less of a clNor 

mandate to protect fish and wildlife populations than USFWS) 

stated: 

Based on the available literature ••• pregnant cows and 
cows with calves would not be compatible with a major oil 
and gas development con~lex. 

Teshekpuk Lake Special Analysis, Biological Evaluation, at 66. In 

short, the report's conclusions cannot be justified in light. of the 

vast wei~ht of scientific opinion on this Issue. 

Even the analysis in the report, however, is incomplete and 

understated. For example, the 1002 report focuses on protection of 

the "core" and "concentrated" calving grounds of the PCH. Core 

calving grounds are defined by reference to a density of 50 animals 

per square mile1 concentrated calving grounds are areas where core 

calving has occurred in 5 of the last 14 years. Nowhere, however, 

is the derivation of these magic numbers explained. While the 

numbers obviously have value for comparative purposes, there is no 

explanation of why they are an appropriate basis for deciding which 

areas should be protected or not protected, particularly given t.hP 

historical variation in the use of calving areas by the PCH. In 

some years, for example, the PCH has used none of the "core" or 

"concentrated" calving grounds. See ADFG, Alaska ll<~bitat 
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~1anayemcnt Guide (1\HMG), Ar·ct ic Vol. II, at 51 et !W•!· SincE> the 

rPasons for this variation are not well underst~od, it is insuffi

cient to prot£>ct only the core ar£>as. 

Nor does Interior evaluate the potential effects of restrict-

ing caribou to the same calving and post-calving area year after 

year as the result of permanent industrial development.. For exam-

·pie, driving the PCH further south for calving each year will ex-

pose calves to higher predation, since predators are more common in 

the southern calving areas, and since predators will "learn" calv

ing locations with greater certainty. Since predation is a major 

factor In calf survival, this could have a major effect on the 

herd. AHMG, Vol. 1 at 123, Vol. II at 69-701 1002 Report at 28. 

A second possible effect of restricting calvir~ areas is 

overgrazing If calving and post-calving aggregations are forced 

into t.he same area each year. Sale 97 DEIS at III-31. Shideler 

noted the importance of nutrition to reproductive success and calf 

survival, but these effects are ignored in the 1002 report. (or at 

least go unstated). In fact, nowhere does Interior address the 

issue of maximum calving densities for caribou. Is there a maximum 

calving density, and if so, what is the carrying capacity of the 

remaining undisturbed calving areas given predictec.l habitat losses 

in the 1002 area? 

Finally, Interior fai Is to ex1>lain why insect rei ief areas are 

not considered Category I hdbitat, deserving of full protection, 

The report admits that "accPss to insect-relief habitat and forage 

resources ••• may be critici'll to herd production." P. 28; ~also 

p, 109; ShiuE•lE•r, at 23-24; ADF'G co1mnP.nts at 7-0. For this reason, 
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ADFG reconunended a 3-mile developlnent-free corridor along the 

coast. Since "insect harassment can have a J,nonouucPcl negdt ive 

effect on caribou survival." these crit:ical insect relief areas are 

worthy of protection. 

~ 

The report recognizes some major potential imvacts on the 

major bird vopulations of the coastal plain, but unclerstat~·s or 

ignores other possible impacts. For example, there is no discus

sion of the use of the Camden Bay area (where a port facility and 

state leasing are proposed) by threatened brant populations. Sale 

50 Findings, at 19. Given the sensitivity of brant to disturbance, 

and the clan~.wr of further declines in brant populations, Teshekpuk 

Evaluation, at 17-23, this issue should be addressed in greater 

detail. 

Similarly, the report understates possible in•pacts to threat

ened peregrine falcons, because Interior states that there is no 

nesting in the 1002 area. But the state reports that peregrines 

nest immediately adjacent to the 1002 area along the Canning River, 

and hunt in a 5-15 mile radius. Therefore, activity in the 1002 

area, including the construction and use of the area west of the 

Canning for road and pipeline construction and use, could adversely 

affect these populations. 

Tundra swans are also extremely sensitive to disturbance, 

Teshekpuk Evaluation at 44. Camden Bay is a high density nestiuy 

area for tundra swansr in fact, graphic 3 in the Sale 97 DEIS iden

tifies the ANvlR coastal plain as the only major tundra swau coucen

tration an?a on the Harth Slope. But the 1002 revort does nut· 
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i<lPnti fy tltis cuufl let as a major issup. 

Finally, the revort dOE'S not fully analyze tlte possible ef

fects of two major types of disturbance on ANWR bird vopulations. 

First, aircraft fligl•t re,;trictions are one of the major mitigation 

methods to protect bird stwcies (as well as other wildlife). How

ever, the report also notes that fog restricts visibility 27% of 

the time from May to September, with a maximulol of 31.5\ in August. 

This is precisely when major bird activity occurs in the area. 

Human safety will always take precedent over environmental protec

tion (as it should if leasing is allowed). TherE-fore, Interior 

must presume that flight restrictions wi 11 be avoidE-d much of the 

t in•e in weighing unavoidable impacts to bird populations. 

Second, the report fails completely to conduct a risk assess

ment for the potentially most devastating impact to l\NWR bird l>Opu

lations -- the risk of a major oil or fuel spill in the coastal 

lagoons, either from supply vessels or from related oil extraction 

in state lease areas. Since even a single exploratory well re

quires 500,000 to 800,000 gallons of fuel (refined fuel is more 

toxic to both plant and animal 1 ife than crude oil), the risk of a 

major spi11 should be considered even for exploratory activity. 

According to the Sale 97 DEIS, at IV-B-27-34, a major oil spill 

could kill thousands or tens of thousapds of birds in a coastal 

lagoon. Rather than performing a risk analysis, as ~IMS typically 

does, Interior simply speculates that the ri~k of a major spill is 

minor. However, this al>proach is unwarranted in light of risk 

iivures produced by f.IMS. For E'Xdmple, without ev•m consic.lering oil 

<levelo1•111ent in state coastal litgoons and in the 1\I·JWR, l·IMS predicted 
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a most likely cumulative probability of 24 s..,ills gn•ctt(•t thctn 1000 

barrels in the Beaufort Sea (i.e. not unlikely events). 8c1le 97 

DEIS, at III-A-S. This is not a low probability event. ~loreuver, 

the greatest risk of land contact is from nearshore activity tltat 

would be precipitated by ANWR leasing, and the effects of land 

contact could be devastating: a 10,000 barrel spill could contami

nate 30 kno of shoreline, and a 100,000 barrel spill could contami

nate 90 km of shoreline. Id. at III-A-10. PartJcularly in light 

of the relationship beh1een state and federal leasing in the ANWR 

region, Interior should have engaged in a serious oil spill and 

fuel spill risk evaluation, to give a true picture of the potential 

environmental risk of leasing in the Arctic National Wildlife Ref-

uge. Obviously, this risk extends to other species as well as 

birds, particularly marine mammals and fish. 

~ 

1. Interior minimizes or does not consider effects to species 

that are not used for sport or commercial fishery. (p. 125) But 

the Refuge is not a fish hatchery, it is supposed to be managed for 

its natural diversity. Impacts to all fish species should be 

considered. 

2. As noted above, other agencles have documented major water 

quality and fish passage problems from port and causeway develop

ments, Interior virtually ignores these impacts, and fails to 

weigh tile cumulative impacts of coastal developruent.. 

3. Spring-fed and other fish overwintering art·ds <~••Pedr tu ue 

critical to the survival of many freshwater species. ADFG colil

ments; 1002 report, at 37. Given the shortage of water iu the 
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arl'cl, and lloe t rt•oneru.lous nr.•E.•u for water· for oil and gas vruduct ion, 

this poses a rotajor, unresolved n•source conflict. Based on this 

conflict, ADFG rPconunends tltat overwintering areas be treated as a 

Category 1 habitat, worthy of complete protection. Yet Interior 

goes so far as to suggest the withdrawal of water from Saddlerochit 

Spring to meet water needs for oil and gas production (p.104). 

4. The identification of fish only in certain watershed areas 

is highly misleading, According to the AHMG, Arctic ~lap 11. the 

watersheds not idenU fied as having fish are in fctct unsurveyed. 

In fact, the map states expressly that "the category 'not present 

in watershed areas' is not included because available data do not 

document such areas.• 

Polar Bears 

1. Interior's complete failure to evaluate the cumulative 

impacts of disturbance to denning sites was addressed extensively 

above. It is clear, however, that human industrial activity poses 

a serious threat to polar bear denning. Sale 97 DEJS, at IV-B-38. 

In fact, one incident of apparent den abandonment resulted from 

winter exploratory activities on the coastal plain, and is docu

noen ted in F~IS records. 

2. Polar bear habitat is protected by the Marine t4ammal Pro

tection Act and by International Agreement. The 1002 report does 

not explain how the unavoidable disturbance of denning sites (both 

onshore and offshore) that will result from Al~IR leasing is consis

t-ent with theSE' legal protections. 

Bowhead whales 

As noted a~ove, JntPrior performed no oil spill risk analysis 
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or other extl•nsive evaluation of environmental disturloanc~o·<; l·l• 

nearshore and coastal areas as a result of leasing in the coa<;tal 

plain. As a result, there is virtually no evaluation of potential 

impacts to endangered bowhead whales. However, the possible ad-· 

verse effects of human activity on bowheads is well-documented. 

AH!·IG, Vol. I, at 38-46. Moreover, the Demarcation Bay region east 

of Barter Island, where Interior proposes a port and loading facil

ity and where the state proposes a lease sale that is not likely to 

be economically feasible without ANWR development, is one of the 

two most vulnerable areas ·for the Beaufort Sea bowhead migration, 

as it is a critical fa]) feeding area. AHMG, Vol. II, at 12, 15 

and Map 9; Sale 97 DEIS, at I-10, II-27, IV-B-47. Interior's fail

ure to evaluate possible effects to this endangered population is a 

critical flaw in the report. 

Terrestrial predators 

\'lhi le Interior predicts the impacts of oil leasing on caribou 

populations, little attempt is made to discuss the resulting effect 

on predator-prey cycles in the coastal plain. In particular, reduc

tions in caribou populations could have ripple effects on popula

tions of brown bear, wolves, and golden eagles. See AH~ID, Vol. II, 

at 41 and Hap 17. Interior's statements regarding the effects on 

wolves are particularly disturbing. The report indicates that only 

5-10 wolves per year use the coastal plain (p. 31) but proceeds to 

predict only a "moderate decline" in the wolf population (p. 115). 

l'lhat is a "moderate decline" with resl)ect to such a mar"'inal popula

tion? This issue tnust be viewed in li;,ht of th"' fact that oil 

development near Prudhoe Bay has virtually eliminated the r£>gional 
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wo] f population. A similar result in the 1002 an•a c,u111ut. be con

sidered unlikely. 

Muskoxen 

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge contains the second lar

gest muskox population in Alaska, with one third of the state's 

total population. In addition, the high growth ratE' of tlois 

reintroducE-d population evidencE's excel] ent tuuskox habitat. In 

light of the obvious importance of the 1002 area for the survival 

of this population, Interior's acceptance of major (20-50%) effects 

to muskox is inexplicablE>. In particular, oi.J develolJlllent is pro

posed in the middle of two critical habitat areas -- traditional 

calving areas and important wintering areas. Tl1ere appears to be 

no reason why muskox calving areas should be treated as any less 

important than caribou calving areas. In fact, since Alaska has 

far fewer heal thy muskox herds and vastly lower total numbers of 

muskox than caribou, it could be argued that it is even more import

ant to protect muskox habitats, or in the 1 anguage of the mit iga

tion policy, that muskox calving habitat is even more "unique and 

irreplaceable on a national basil; or in the ecoregion." Yet Inter

ior classifies caribou calving areas, but not muskox calving areas, 

as category I habitat. This rPsult is anomalous and inappropriate. 

Subsistence 

1. As noted above, IntPdor treats the subsistence issue as 

one of pure harvest and harv£•st opportunity. This demonstrates a 

funda111ental misunderstandinv of the imvortance of subsistence to 

the wa:t of 1 ife of the residents of an•a villayes. Doth under NEPA 

ctlld SPctions 810 and 1002 of 1\NJL.Cl\, the revort should include a 
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far mor~ comprehensive evaluation of the impacts of development un 

Native culture and life style. Unfortunately, the unavoiddoll.' 

result of major oil and gas leasing in this area, unlike sinoi lar 

leasing at Prudhoe Bay, which is further from any villa!Je, wiJI be 

a drastic change in the life styl£> of the people of the village of 

Kaktovik. Similar impacts will occur in other vi1Jages that rely 

heavily on the PCH not only for food, but for cultural sustenance, 

if major changes in the size and distribution of the PCH and CAH 

result. 

2. Interior's major focus on subsistence impacts only in 

Kaktovik is entirely inappropriate in light of the heavier reliance 

on the PCH by other villages, including Arctic Village, Old Crow, 

Venetie, and Fort Yukon (p. 29). Interior has exhibited an extreme-

ly callous indifference to the wei fare of th£> people of these 

villages. 

Water and gravel resources 

Interior properly identifies the fact that oil and gas develop-

ment in the coastal plain will require major amounts of water and 

gravel resourceos, and properly identifies this as a major resource 

conflict. However, the report falls far short of evaluating and 

resolving these major conflicts. For example, if the "innovative" 

methods of water use identified on page 76 are unsucceoE<sful, it is 

1 i kel y that far more gravel roads wi 11 be constructed than are 

currently predicted. Al ternativeJy, once a major connuitm•mt to oil 

and yas extraction frono the AtiWR is made, it is unlikely that the 

oil industry will be prevented from using avdilc~l.o1E· frPsh water dod 

yravel sources, despite adverse £>ffects on fish and other popula-
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tionu. Tlwn•fore, the sources of water and grdv<'l nec~ssary to 

supf>ort oil uev~Jopment i.n the area should be fully identified 

before a decision to allow leasing is made. If environmentally 

acceptable sources of these materials are not prE-sent, tlais fact 

should be clearly stat£>d in the report rather than engaging in an 

ex£>rcise in wishful thinking. 

Environmental pollution 

As noted above, Interior's evaluation of a wide range of envi-

ronmental pollution effects from oil leasing in the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge is woefully inadequate. Major potential prol>Je~o~s 

are identified below: 

l. Air (J011ution. There is no evaluation wloatsoever of air 

quality impacts from oil developJooent in the ANWR, despite E!videnceo 

of major potential problems at Prudhoe Bay, the posr:ibility of more 

severe problems in the 1002 areoa in 1 ight of the cl oseor proxinol ty 

of mountainous terrain and frequent inversions, and the cumulative 

air quality effects of additional deovelopment on the North Slope. 

DF.C and EPA currently haveo a very poor understanding of the effects 

of air pollution from Prudhoe> Bay facilities, but there are a num

ber of reasons for concern. Permit ted NOx emissions at Prudhoe are 

80,000 to 100,000 tons per year, and ambient monitoring to deter

mine whether these massive emission rates result in ambient air 

quality violations has just begun. ~loreover, it is suspected that 

F.PA's NOx modE>] has untiPrprPclieted ambient NOx concentrations, and 

no snow pi! onr~dsurements have been taken tu dr!terwiroe whether acid 

1JIE>cipitatioro is a problem. But in coflUuents subnoittPd on the 

state's proposed Camden B.ty sale, DEC coronnli"nte<l tloat "otir quality 
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in the vrovosell sale area will be a significant corocetll if ,,.,., 

vroduction facilities are develoved." AnothPr 111ajor <lir quality 

proble>111, particularly in a National \Hldlife Refuye 1vitlt pro:<illl<lt<' 

wilde>rness areas, is startup and "emerye>ncy" yas flarin!.J, or bl<tck 

smoke inciuents. Re>cent startup flaring 011 the Nortlo Slol>e con

tinued for an entire month, with black smoke visible for uv to 50 

miles from the site>. 

3. Oi 1 s~d l l s. ThE> massive cumulative probl E>m of chronic oi 1 

spills was ide>ntified above. In addition to dire>ct svills to tun

dra, DEC indicatE's that chronic le>aking of oil through gravel pads 

is adding to the ove>rall amount of oil reaching the> environme>nt. 

ThE> 1002 re>port identifies thE> proble>m, but make>s no attempt to 

e>valuate the long-rangE> and compre>hensive effe>cts of oil pollution 

on the re>fuge. 

4. Hazardous waste>. As noted above, at le>ast onE> major hazar

dous waste> spill has occurred in the Prudhoe> Bay are>a. In addi

tion, both thE> state> and the> oil companies are> currPntly grappling 

with the major problem of how to handle hazardous wastes from North 

Slope operations. Curre>ntly, oily wastes are taken to the> North 

Slope Borough's Oxbow landfill, but the>re is no approved facility 

for hazardous wastes unde>r RCRA. The> 1002 report does not address 

how either oily wastes or other hazardous wastes ge>ne>rate>d fro111 

de>velopnte>nt in the ANWR will be> handled or transported. 

5. Solid waste. Similarly, the 1002 re>port does not addre>ss 

where even nonhazardous solid wastes, which are generated in treme>n

dous -:~uantitie>s by North Slope ope>rations, will be hdndle>d. Either 

these wastes must be transported out of the> refuge> for disposal, or 
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a landfill will have to uP sHed in the refuge. 

6. Drilling muds. Inte>rior's treatn1ent of this noajor waste> 

disposal probl t>m is insufficient. Notably, DEC rc·fers to the> 1002 

report's treatment of the drilling muds issue as "grossly inade

quate and misleading." Each of the 500-600 we>lls at PrudhoE' Bay 

generate approximate>ly 840,000 gallons of wastes per year. In 1984 

alone, 58 million gallons werE> discharge>d to tundra wetlands, but 

as noted above>, there have bee>n pervasive violations of <tppl icabl~· 

<lischarge> standards. Rathe>r than addressing the major wate>r <jual

ity problems that could result in the ANWR, Interior sugyests that 

the only permane>nt effects of drilling muds disposal practices will 

be the creation of "rectangular-appearing vonds" after operations 

cease. While mentioninu pervasive leakage problems in passing, 

Interior does not analyze the potential long-ranye effects on the 

water supply a)"1d other resources in the refuge. Finally, no men

tion is made of the fact that EPA is in the process of reevaluating 

the regulation of all oil industry wastes, pursuant to a consent 

decree in Alaska Center for the Environment v. Thomas. The initial 

results of this study indicate that existing industry waste dispo

s<tl practices, on the North Slope and elsewhere, may be inallequate 

t.o protect human health and the environment. 

IV. Conclusion 

Base>d on the above deficiencies, the draft 1002 report does 

nut serve its intended purpose, and violates a number of applicable 

laws dll<l re9ulations. Cunuress snuyht an independent, objective 

analysis so that it could have a wel 1-infonue<l basis for the deb<tte 
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over the fate of the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge. This basis si111ply has not been provided. The report 

should be rewritten, and submitted for another round of public 

comment before a final version is submitted to Congress, as re

quired by the NEPA regulations. 

However, even on the basis of the adverse impacts predicted in 

the report, it is apparent that oil and gas development in the 1002 

area cannot be accomplished without major, long-term losses to 

internationally-significant. fish and wildlife populations, the 

irretrievable loss of the nation's last arctic wilderness, and 

major damage to the culture and lifestyle of the Native villages in 

and around the refuge. 

On the otloer hand, it is equally apparent that no effort what

soever was made to evaluate the true national need for the petro

leum resources that may exist in the region, i.e. whether equal 

amounts of energy could be generated or saved through other strate

gies. If such an analysis were undertaken seriously, it would be 

realized that the national security and energy independence goals 

discussed in the report could be met without the tremendous losses 

that will acconopany oil and gas 1 easing in the refuge, and at a 

lower economic cost to the nation. We do not have to lose such 

precious resources in order to meet our energy goals. 

No valid case has been made to allow oil development in this 

area. Rather, the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge should receive the ~rotection it deserves throuuh placement 

in the National Wilderness Preservation System. 
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Washington Native Plant. Society 
"Preserve and Enjoy Washington's Floral" 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

4611-2nd. Avenue N.E. 
Seattle, WA '3!H05 

20 Januat·y 1387 

Division of Refuge Maroagement Resources 
2343 Main Interim• Bldg. 
18th. arod C Sts. N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Gt•eetings, 

This letter is written on behalf of the Washington 
Native Plant Society's Board of Directors to comment on the 
pt•oposed altet•natives fot• oil development on the At·ctic 
National Wildlife Refuge (dt•aft 1002 Report>. The WNPS is an 
organization of over 800 professional and amateur botanists 
in Washington state who share an active intet·est in the 
pt•eset•vat ion of out• nat ion's roat ive"" flot•a and fauna. 

The WNPS would like to offer its full support to 
Altet•native E. We wholeheat•tedly endot•se Wildet•ness At•ea 
designation fot• the entire Arctic NWR. We stt·ong1y oppose 
any fot•m of gas and/or oil development in the Arctic NWR. 

We find the "Prefert•ed Alternative" to be totally 
uroacceptable for the following reasons: 

1. You have not adequately evaluated or considet•ed the 
probable impacts of the proposed action on native plant 
communities and on rare and sensitive plant species. 

2. You have not demonstrated a convincing case fot• 
either the need for or the feasibility of the pt•oposed 
extraction program. 

3. You have not properly evaluated the cumulative 
effects of the pt•oposed act ions on the extremely fragile 
natural ecosystems of the high at·ct ic. This is in cleat• 
violation of NEPA regulations. 

4. You have not adequately assessed the impacts of the 
pt·o•posed action on cat•ibou herds or on the native peoples 
dependent on these het•ds. 

5. Pt•oper environmental safeguat•ds in t·espect to 
disposal of hazardous waste by-products ft·orn the pt•op•::~sed 

actioros '•lt"e not delineated. 

6. The pt·oposed act ic•r• and othet• develc•plllent 
altet~natives presented would caiJse sevet'e envit'c~nrney.tal 
degt•adat ion of one of No:n•th Amet•ica' s most impot•tant and 
ft•ag i le wild ecosystems and would make a mbcket•y of the vet•y 
concept of the Natioroal Wildlife Refuge system. This is 
cleat•ly not acceptable. 

The WNPS urges the withdrawal of the proposed 
altet•native in favor of the only ecologically and 
biologically justifible course of action - the adoption of 
Alternative E. 

Sincerely, 

1~ I) {' 
{t1Xll6. ( w 'L 

Mark Egg~~ If 
Pt•esident, WNPS 

c~: Hon. Bennett Johnson 
Hon. Stve Cowper 
Hon. Dan Evans 
Hon. Brock Adams 



THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge 

Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and c streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

February 6, 1987 

RE: Comments on the Draft Resource Assessment for the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain 

Dear Sir: 

For over SO years, The Wilderness Society has been 

dedicated to the wise management of the federal lands and 

the preservation of wilderness. The Society's history in 

Alaska goes back to its very founding by Robert Marshall, an 

early explorer of the Brooks Range. 

The incomparable and indisputable wilderness and 

wildlife values of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and 

specifically the coastal plain, have long made it a major 

focus of The Wilderness Society. The original wildlife 

range was established in 1960 largely as the result of the 

tireless efforts of Olaus and Margaret Murie. The late 

Olaus Murie, President of The Wilderness Society for 17 

years, spent years conducting research in the refuge, and 

Margaret Murie still guides the organization as a member of 

the Governing Council. The Muries recognized the "unique 
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wildlife, wilderness, and recreational values" that the 

refuge was established to protect. 

The following comments on the draft Resource Assessment 

and recommendation to Congress on the Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge coastal Plain are submitted on behalf of The 

Wilderness society's 160,000 members nationwide. 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

In these comments, The Wilderness Society concludes 

that the 1002 report fails to meet the requirements of 

either the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act 

(ANILCA) or the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

specifically, the report falls short in the following 

respects: 

** Analysis of oil and economics. The Department's 

geologists estimated that there was just a 19 percent chance 

of finding economically producible oil under the coastal 

plain. This key finding was buried in the report and was 

not included in either the executive summary or the press 

release. Moreover, in calculating the likely revenues from 

oil development and the total value of development, the 

report fails to multiply the dollar values arrived at by 

that 19 percent probability. 

Further inflating the projected economic gain were the 

exceptionally optimistic assumptions about future oil 

prices. The report assumes a 4.1 percent annual increase 

through the Year 2000. That is more than twice the most 

optimistic estimate being used today by the Department's 
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Mineral Management Service (MMS). The report's projected 

Year 2000 price of $33 per barrel (real 1984 dollars) is 39 

percent greater than the price would be using the highest of 

MMS's assumptions. 

** Potential role of energy conservation. In 1985 the 

Department of Energy issued a National Energy Plan stating 

that energy conservation "has proven to be the most 

expeditious way to reduce the need for new or imported 

energy resources, and in fact it now contributes more to 

balancing our national energy ledger than does any single 

fuel source." Yet the Administration has vetoed a bill 

setting efficiency standards for appliances, rolled back 

automobile fuel efficiency standards, pushed for higher 

speed limits, and cut the energy conservation budget. The 

1002 report fails to investigate alternative energy sources, 

as required by the National Environmental Protection Act. 

The Administration should pursue such options before 

drilling in an area that, according to the 1002 report, 

would account for only four percent of u.s. oil needs in the 

Year 2005. 

** Projected environmental consequences. The report 

predicts population declines of up to SO percent for 

muskoxen and 40 percent for the Porcupine caribou herd. It 

acknowledges that wolves, polar bears, and snow geese, and 

other wildlife populations would suffer, as well. These 

projected impacts are conservative. Assuming for the moment 

that they are reasonable, it is disturbing that the u.s. 
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Fish and Wildlife Service finds them acceptable. The 

Wilderness Society considers such losses unacceptable. 

Nor does the report show much concern about potential 

pollution. It does not mention that since 1972 there have 

been 23,000 oil spills reported at Prudhoe Bay. It does not 

mention that at Prudhoe Bay 20 of the 21 major reserve pits, 

which store toxic chemicals and heavy metals, violate. EPA 

discharge standards. It fails to address the impact of the 

serious air pollution caused by Prudhoe Bay operations on 

the growing Arctic haze problem--or the contribution that 

oil activity in the 1002 area would make to that problem. 

These are important concerns that call for thorough 

investigation. 

** Appropriate mitigation measures. The report 

acknowledges that there would be serious wildlife population 

declines and difficulty for those with a subsistence 

lifestyle, and it concedes that "[.t]he wilderness character 

of the 1002 area would be destroyed ••• " But the report 

fails to spell out how these impacts would be mitigated. 

** Analysis of area's wilderness values. Section 1004 

of ANILCA required a thorough review of the coastal plain's 

suitability for wilderness designation. Yet the report 

includes only half a page on the subject, half of that is a 

quotation from the Wilderness Act. The report concludes 

that the area could meet the criteria in the Wilderness Act, 

an indefensibly weak statement in view of the plain's 

pristine condition, natural qualities and spectacular 

wilderness values. 
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** secret land trade negotiations. The Interior 

Department has been conducting secret land exchange 

negotiations with several Native corporations despite 

requests from Members of Congress to desist. Negotiating to 

trade away the very area it was directed by statue to study 

for wilderness protection demonstrates the lack of 

objectivity that is reflected throughout the report. 

** Consultation with Canada. Despite the clear mandate 

in ANILCA's Section 1005, the Interior Department failed to 

consult officially with the canadian Government during 

preparation of the report. Since release of the report, 

both the Yukon Government and the Government of Canada have 

stated clearly that they disagree with its recommendations. 

** Provision for public comment. Despite the 

importance of this issue, its complexity, and the broad 

interest in it, the Department provided for a relatively 

brief comment period and hearings in too few locations. 

THE INADEQUACIES OF THE OIL AND GAS ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS 

Many of the assertions made by the Interior Department in 

the report's Executive Summary, the "draft" recommendation 

to congress, and many of the conclusions drawn throughout 

the document are not supported by the findings in the 

report. 

In stating the oil potential, for example, the 

Executive summary fails to report the marginal probability, 

or risk, associated with Arctic Coastal Plain development. 

The Wilderness Society 
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Only upon delving deep into the body of the 1002 report does 

the reader find that there is an 81 percent chance that no 

economically recoverable oil at all lies within the refuge. 

The chances of discovery reported in'the Executive Summary 

and fact sheet are "conditional" estimates. The condition 

is that at least one economically recoverable field will be 

found. In other words, the much-touted probability that the 

refuge holds from 0.6 to 9.2 billion barrels of recoverable 

oil is valid if economically producible oil is discovered -

the chances of which are only one in five. 

The Executive Summary declares the Arctic coastal Plain 

to be "the most outstanding oil and gas frontier remaining 

in the U.S." However, though a cursory glance at the report 

may appear to lend credence to this statement, careful 

scrutiny fails to substantiate it. This peculiarity results 

from a combination of omission of crucial information, 

incomplete analysis, and the inclusion of incomparable sets 

of numbers in single charts. 

The report presents two probability distributions to 

answer the following questions: (1) what is the likelihood 

that any hole drilled in the region will encounter economic 

quantities of oil and gas, and (2) if economic quantities of 

oil and gas are found, how much is there likely to be? 

These probability distributions are based on simulation 

modeling of data obtained from minimal outcrop 

investigations and reconnaissance seismic surveys. 

The Wilderness Society believes that the 1002 report 
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should instead ask these questions: (a) what is the likeli

hood that oil and gas will be developed if the area is 

opened to ·leasing, and (b) what will be the resulting costs 

and benefits of this action to the federal ~~c!~l:t .,govern

ments, and the oil-producing corporations. The difference 

between questions (a) and (b) and the issues addressed in 

the report is that the DOl document does not go beyond the 

estimation of the quantities of oil and gas that may be in 

the refuge. The relevant question that needs to be answered 

is: What are the financial benefits (both magnitude and 

duration) that are likely to accrue from opening the coastal 

plain of the Arctic Refuge to oil and gas development? 

If petroleum is economically-producible in the 1002 

area, then lease bonus payments, corporate income taxes, 

severance taxes, windfall profits taxes, royalties, and 

perhaps other benefits would be obtained by the federal and 

state governments. These quantifiable benefits from 

petroleum production must be compared with the largely 

non-quantifiable costs of development of the wildlife 

refuge. These costs include the disruption of the caribou 

calving grounds and other wildlife habitat losses. 

If the 1002 area is opened to full-scale oil 

exploration and development and cOI'IIIICrcially-exploitable 

quantities of oil and gas are not found, then the state and 

federal governments would not receive corporate income 

taxes, severance taxes, or royalties, and the oil companies 

would not earn a profit on their exploration investment. In 
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addition, many of the same non-quantifiable costs that would 

be realized in the commercial-production scenario would also 

occur, including the environmental damage caused by the 

building of haul roads, drilling pads, airstrips, port 

facilities, desalination plant(s), in the midst of an 

otherwise pristine area. 

Clearly the decision to open the wildlife refuge to 

petroleum development must consider the quantities of oil 

and gas that are likely to be present, but the net economic 

benefits of development must also be considered. The DOl 

analysis, however, skews this assessment towards development 

by ignoring the non-quantifiable costs of foregone wildlife 

and wilderness values and grossly overstating the potential 

benefits of development. 

The estimation of the Net National Economic Benefits 

(NNEB) presented in Chapter VII of the report is deceivingly 

high. Unrealistic oil price assumptions are used in the 

analysis and oil and gas volumes and dollar values are 

oftentimes presented as if there is a 100 percent 

probability of finding these commodities. In reality, the 

probability of drilling a hole that taps an economically

viable oil pool is only.l9 percent (pg. 68). Thus, any 

estimate of the likely oil revenues and associated benefits 

that could be obtained from the 1002 area should be 

multiplied by this marginal probability factor in order to 

present a true picture of the likely value of opening the 

refuge to petroleum production. To do otherwise ignores the 
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fact that 8 out of 10 wells drilled in the area will yield 

no net benefits. 

The Net National Economic Benefits are defined in the 

report (pg.165) as "the expected net value of oil 

production, or the difference between revenues from sale of 

oil and the costs of exploration, development, production, 

and transportation." The remaining dollars go to the state 

and federal governments and the oil-producing corporation. 

state and federal benefits are obtained from the lease bonus 

payments, royalties, severance taxes, and corporate income 

and profits taxes. Any money left over from these costs is 

a profit to the oil companies. 

According the DOI analysis, the NNEB from full-scale 

development of the mean potential find of 3.2 billion 

barrels of oil (BBO) is $14.6 billion (adjusted for 

the time value of money). The NNEB of limited leasing from 

a field size of 9.2 BBO (there is a 5\ probability of this 

size or larger) is presented as $9.4 billion using 

optimistic economic assumptions. These values fail to 

account for the high potential that no economic oil will be 

discovered if leasing is allowed. To get the true expected 

NNEB from these field sizes, the agency should have 

explicitly factored this risk into the analysis by 

multiplying the above values by the 19\ marginal 

probability. This would yield the much lower net national 

economic benefits of $2.8 and $1.8 billion respectively. 

The values for the NNEB reported above are obtained 
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from an analysis using critical assumptions about (1) the 

minimum field size that is likely to be economically 

produced, and (2) future oil prices, among others. 

According to the most-likely DOl scenario, the oil price in 

the year 2000 is assumed to be $33 per barrel in real 1984 

dollars (pg.72) (or about $36.30 in 1987 dollars). In order 

for this value to be reached in the year 2000, the oil price 

would have to grow at an average rate of 4.1 percent per 

year (starting from the current oil price of approximately 

$18 per barrel). The most recent projections of the 

Minerals Management Service (MMS) of the DOI assume three 

oil price growth scenarios: 0, 1, and 2 percent per year. 

The 4.1 percent growth rate in real prices -- is more 

than twice the highest growth rate assumed by the MMS. 

Using the optimistic assumption of an oil price of $40 per 

barrel (about $44 in 1987 dollars), yields a yearly growth 

rate of approximately 4.9 percent. Sinqe these values are 

compounded annually, the effect of such a price assumption 

is magnified with each passing year. For example, using a 

growth rate of 1 percent per year, the price for a barrel of 

oil in the year 2000 would only be $18.62 (in 1984 dollars, 

$20.69 in 1987 dollars). Thus the value of $33 per barrel 

is 77\ higher than the value of $18.62 that would be 

obtained from a one-percent-per-annum oil price growth rate, 

and 39\ more than the two-percent-per-year growth rate. 

The effect of these very high oil price assumptions 

is to project a much higher NNEB for the oil-producing 
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projects than would be the case for a more conservative oil 

price estimate. If the NNEB is calculated using an oil 

price estimate that is too high, the benefits of producing 

oil will be over-estimated, and the resulting balancing of 

the costs and benefits of the project will be misleading. 

The incomparable sets of numbers in the two charts on 

page 50 of the report can also be misleading. Table III-1 

fails to report the risks associated with potential oil 

resources in a variety of areas around the country. Since 

many of the areas listed are already producing, there is no 

longer an associated risk that economic finds will not be 

made. However the range of risks. associated with the 

undiscovered resources vary widely and, by definition, are 

all greater than the risks associated with proven areas. If 

the risk were factored .into the probabilities for the 

Arctic, the average quantity of economically recoverable oil 

expected to occur in the area would be 0.61 billion barrels, 

not the 3.2 billion barrels reported in this table and 

throughout the report. Based on current domestic 

consumption, 0.6 billion barrels would supply the nation for 

a mere 33 days. 

The Interior Department's failure to include a column 

in the chart (pg. 50) showing the risked probabilities makes 

it impossible for the public to make any meaningful 

comparison of the oil potential of the 1002 area with other 

areas around the country. If the risk information were 

available, it would likely show that other areas with higher 
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probabilities of discovery, though of lower quantities of 

oil, actually have more "outstanding" oil potential than the 

Arctic. 

The same criticism holds true for Figure III-2, also on 

page 50, a bar graph of the conditional production estimates 

for the 1002 area compared to five producing fields. once 

again, the numbers do not fit because the estimates for the 

Arctic are contingent upon the one-in-five chance that any 

economic fields will be discovered, while the other numbers 

refer to proven ~eserves. To make a meaningful comparison 

of this sort, the estimates for the 1002 prospects should be 

explicitly adjusted downward to account for the differences 

in risk among the different areas. If the Interior Depart

ment had done this, instead of the highest bar for the 

Arctic outstripping Prudhoe Bay, it would only reach about 

as high as Kuparuk, a difference of about 7.5 billion 

barrels. This report is intended to guide the general 

public and Congress in reaching a decision on the future of 

the Arctic Coastal Plain. Misrepresentations such as these 

only serve to undermine the credibility of the entire 

report. 

ENERGY CONSERVATION 

The Secretary's recommendation states that "[d]evelop

ment of its potential oil and gas resources could make a 

significant contribution to the economy and security of this 

Nation ••• " However, even the 3. 2 billion barrels of 

supposedly recoverable oil would supply a mere 4 percent of 
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u.s. oil demand in the year 2005 (page 169). This much oil 

could be saved through a variety of energy conservation 

measures, leaving the Arctic Refuge intact for the benefit 

of future generations. 

In 1985, the Department of Energy issued a National 

Energy Policy Plan which stated that energy conservation 

"has proven to be the most expeditious way to reduce the 

need for new or imported energy resources; and in fact it 

now contributes more to balancing our national energy ledger 

than does any single fuel source." Despite this 

acknowledgement of the benefits of energy conservation, the 

President recently vetoed the National Appliance Energy 

conservation Act, passed overwhelming by both houses of 

congress. This single piece of legislation, which would 

have established national efficiency standards for home 

appliances, would have saved more than 1.5 billion barrels 

of oil over the life of appliances purchased during the next 

14 years. How can the Administration talk about the need to 

develop a highly speculative area of the Arctic Refuge for 

national security, while vetoing a sure-fire way to conserve 

a very significant amount of energy? 

Likewise, the Administration has rolled back automobile 

mileage standards and supports raising the 55-mph speed 

limit. Collectively these energy conservation measures and 

others could save more oil than the Arctic Refuge is 

predicted to yield under the most likely scenario. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Not only does the Department exaggerate the oil 

potential of the refuge, it dramatically understates the 

threat oil development poses to the refuge's incomparable 

and irreplaceable wildlife. For example, the report 

concludes that full-scale oil development would have a major 

adverse impact on the nearly 600 muskoxen that reside on the 

coastal plain, resulting in the loss of up to SO\ of the 

population. Habitat loss and direct mortality would have a 

major adverse affect on the snow geese population, a species 

that is already declining in numbers. The report predicts 

the average number of snow geese using the 1002 area for 

Fall staging could be reduced by nearly SO percent. With an 

average of 105,000, and as many as 325,000 birds staging in 

the area, this is a reduction of 52,000 to 162,000 geese. 

Polar bears, a circumpolar species also in decline, 

would lose two of three known concentrated denning areas 

within the 1002 area to development such as port facilities 

and desalination plants, vehicles, human intrusion, and 

noise during critical phases of the animal's life cycle 

hibernation, birthing and nursing. The report concludes 

that the Beaufort Sea population could not sustain an 

increase in mortality because the death rate is already 

equal to the birth rate, yet states that development in the 

refuge would have an adverse effect on the species. In 

reaching this conclusion, the report assumes that similar 

intensive development will not occur along the entire 
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northern coast of Alaska and Canada. This assumption 

ignores the fact that, outside of 'the refuge, the entire 

Arctic coastal plain shoreline and outer continental shelf 

in Alaska are open to development. Petroleum development is 

also occurring east of the refuge in the Mackenzie River 

delta region of the Northwest Territories. The cumulative 

effects of current and future oil'development could 

virtually eliminate the polar bear in 'the United States. 

The Interior Department report estimates that five 

to ten wolves (Weiler and others, 1985) seasonally use the 

1002 area, while the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

(ADFG) documented as many as 27 adults and seven pups in the 

northern portion of the Arctic Refuge in late summer, 1984. 

Both agencies report high mortality in North Slope packs due 

to hunting, aerial hunting, and disease (e.g. rabies). It, is 

generally acknowledged that wolves have been eliminated in 

the area around the Prudhoe Bay complex. Yet the report 

concludes that full-scale petroleum leasing and development, 

along with 6,000 people moving onto the the coastal plain of 

the refuge, would result in only a moderate decline in the 

wolf population. What is a moderate impact on 5, 10, or 20 

wolves? 

Researchers report the wolf populations on the North 

Slope are considered low compared to their abundance prior 

to intensive aerial hunting and predator control (Weiler et 

al., 1985). The Interior Department report predicts this 

trend will continue due to the direct mortality (i.e. 
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hunting) that can be attributed to development. It seems 

more reasonable to conclude that development would result in 

the continuation of a major adverse impact on wolves. 

Porcupine Caribou Herd 

The assessment concludes there could be a major 

negative impact on the 180,000-head Porcupine caribou herd 

(PCH), that mitigation is not possible in the herd's core 

calving area, and that full-scale leasing and development 

could result in up to a 40\ decline in the population. Not 

only do we believe that such losses are unacceptable, but 

based on the best scientific research and information, we 

believe that the effects on the herd would be far greater 

than the report predicts. 

The Wilderness Society's primary concerns are: 

1) Loss of calving habitat would be the major 
contributing factor to population decline. Studies 
have shown that parturient and postpartum cows 
accompanied by calves are intolerant of stressful 
surroundings and seek areas of little or no disturbance 
(Cameron, 1983). Cameron believes that "intensive 
oilfield development may result in virtual abandonment 
of areas previously occupied during calving." 

2) Specifically, calving and feeding habitat would be 
lost by covering drill pads, approximately 20 to 35 
acres in size, with 5 feet of gravel. However, the 
visual impacts of pads with derricks would be far 
greater. Dau and Cameron (1985) report a two-mile 
sphere of influence around development -- an area that 
is avoided by caribou during the critical calving and 
post-calving period. Under the preferred alternative, 
the assessment estimates that 50 to 60 drill pads would 
be constructed on the herd's calving grounds. If the 
caribou do in fact avoid each of these pads as the 
research indicates, an enormous amount of habitat would 
be lost. To make matters worse, the ADFG believes that 
"the numbers of drill pads and material sites are 
greatly underestimated." This should be a serious 
concern for the Fish and Wildlife Service and must be 
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adequately addressed in the final Environmental Impact 
statement. 

3) The loss of insect-relief habitat, particularly in 
coastal areas, is also greatly understated. While the 
report does admit that nearly 80\ of the coastal 
insect-relief habitat could be affected if development 
proves to be a barrier to movement, it ignores the fact 
that research indicates that linear development, such 
as the proposed east-west road and elevated pipeline 
bisecting the 1002 area, has the lowest crossing 
success rate (Shideler:ADFG Technical Report No.86-3, 
pg. xi, No. 12). Smith and Cameron 11985) found that 
"large, mosquito-harassed groups of caribou do not 
readily cross beneath elevated pipelines." They found 
that many animals walked or trotted parallel to the 
pipeline for long distances, "result[ing] in a 
substantial increase in energy expenditure. These 
authors expressed concern that if this unproductive 
activity is repeated several times during the summer, 
as it surely would be in the case of the PCH, it "would 
result in a net decrease in fat accumulation • • • 
during the [crucial] midsummer period of rapid growth 
and fattening." These changes in energy status and the 
associated stress could have serious implications for 
the winter survival rate for these animals and 
adversely affect the long-term health and viability of 
the herd. 

While the report admits that roads/pipelines would 
impede the free movement of tens of thousands of 
animals in the PCH, little attention is given to a 
subsea pipeline alternative. It is stated that such a 
route is technically feasible but presents 
significantly higher environmental risks than does an 
onshore pipeline. This may be true in the short run, 
but given the irreparable damage any onshore route 
would have on the PCH, it certainly is not the case in 
the long run. The ADFG agrees. The agency points out 
that "although the consequences of an oil spill from a 
marine pipeline may be catastrophic, the probability of 
such a spill is very low" (Commissioner Collinsworth, 
ADFG comments, Enclosure F, pg 1, para.5). Further 
"the long-term environmental consequences of an 
aboveground onshore pipeline ••• are cumulatively much 
more adverse to fish and wildlife than a marine 
pipeline." This issue must be more fully developed and 
discussed in the final report. 

4)Finally, numerous researchers have reported that 
vehicle and aircraft traffic, noise, people, and 
general activity is more disturbing to caribou than 
merely the presence of roads or structures. The 1002 
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report asserts many of the adverse affects from 
development but seems to ignore the effects 6000 people 
are going to have on the herds, especially during such 
a critical phase of the life cycle. 

Pollution Impacts 

The assessment is seriously deficient in addressing the 

effects of pollution from oil development on the refuge and 

its sensitive wetlands, aquatic systems, and wildlife. For 

instance, the report fails to mention that there have been 

more than 23,000 reported oil spills at Prudhoe since 1972. 

The two largest spills were 200,000 and 658,000 gallons. Or 

that in 1985 alone there were 521 spills dumping more than 

82,000 gallons of oil onto the tundra and into the 

drainages. Nor was it pointed out that studies have shown 

that 30-year old spill sites in Alaska show little signs of 

recovery. 

Improper disposal of drilling waste is seriously 

affecting water quality in the vicinity of the Prudhoe 

oilfields. The report should have noted that the 

900-square-mile complex contains S00-600 wells, with 

operations producing approximately 840,000 gallons of 

drilling muds per well per year. State Department of 

Environmental Conservation (DEC) reports indicate that 

discharges from 20 out of 21 major reserve pits that store 

these wastes violate EPA standards, discharging toxic 

chemicals and heavy metals such as arsenic, barium, lead, 

manganese, chromium, zinc, and copper, brine, and 

carcinogens such as aromatic hydrocarbons into aquatic and 
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wetland habitats. The ADFG is concerned that this practice 

will continue in the 1002 area and will "result in chronic 

and/or acute contamination of wetland organisms by heavy 

metals, hydrocarbons, or salts." The agency also expresses 

concern over industry's practice of controlling road dust by 

applying reserve pit supernatant, further spreading these 

harmful pollutants to uplands or other wetland areas. 

The ADFG concludes that "although the data are 

strongly suggestive that impacts to fish and wildlife 

habitat and to lower food-chain organisms are occurring as a 

result of reserve pit discharges to the surrounding 

environment, the conclusive link, that of effects on higher 

food-chain organisms, remains to be proven. However, all 

indicators suggest that such im~cts can and probably do 

occur-- water quality.degradation around the pits has been 

documented, uptake of compounds known to be detrimental to -

organisms in laboratory conditions has been found, an 

important aquatic food-chain organism has been effected, and 

aquatic invertebrate c011111unity structure has been changed." 

It is therefore perfectly reasonable to conclude that oil 

development in the coastal plain:of the refuge would 

compound the existing pollution problems on the North Slope 

and affect a greater number and variety of wildlife species. 

Moreover, the health of humans living in and adjacent to the 

refuge, as well as others in North America who consume 

migratory species, could be affected through consumption of 

contaminated animals. What is certain is that studies have 
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either not been undertaken or are inadequate to make these 

determinations. Meanwhile the industry continues to pollute 

unabatedly and hopes to expand the current operation into a 

national wildlife refuge. 

There is no mention in the report of the dangers of 

hazardous waste spills such as ARCO's contractor, North 

Slope Salvage Company's 1983 spill involving more than 

10,000 barrels or how this waste might be properly disposed 

of should oil development be authorized by Congress. 

The 1002 report also fails to address the contribution 

that air pollution from the Prudhoe oilfields is having on a 

relatively little understood problem known as Arctic haze. 

The state permits the release of 80,000-100,000 tons of 

nitrous oxides (NOx), but the effects of this pollutant are 

unknown since there has been no air quality monitoring in 

the region. What is known is that the once-pristine arctic 

air is becoming increasingly fouled by development in this 

and other countries. This may have serious implications for 

global air quality and contribute to climatic warming, 

commonly known as the "greenhouse effect." Dr. Robert 

Schnell at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration reports that this blanket of soot in the 

atmosphere can be as thick as 18,000 feet and may be raising 

temperatures in the arctic and contributing to the rise of 

average surface temperatures of the entire planet. 

The analysis in the 1002 report of the impacts from air 

and water pollution are wholly inadequate. Among the many 
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questions that must be addressed are: What will be the 

effect of increased arctic haze from development in the 1002 

area? Might the temperature inversions, caused or 

exacerbated by the air pollution that inevitably accompanies 

petroleum development, contribute to local climatic warming? 

If so, what could be the long-term effects of such a warming 

trend? In such a delicate and carefully balanced environ-

ment, th' consequences could be devastating. 

THE INADEQUACIES OF THE BIOLOGICAL DATA AND ANALYSIS 

The draft report fails to address or analyze thoroughly 

the coastal plain's natura! en,itorlment and the problems and 
!.l'·l~ .,1 

imPacts posed by exp~~~~~lon and development. Though the 

report ac~urateij"s~ates that the "Arctic Refuge is the only 
~~ 

ppn~ervation system unit that protects, in an undi&turbed 
,•¥ ",, 

condition, a complete spectrum of the various arctic 

ecosystems in North "America t ~:,~·.( ;Pii·~tf ~5) it fails to 

ellicidate the biologicai li;~g~ificance of this fact. The 

long-term effects of oil and gas development cannot be 

understood without an explanation of the complex ecological 

processes and interrelationships of these ecosystems. 

The report also states that the "1002 area is the most 

biologically productive part of the Arctic Refuge for 

wildlife an~ is the center of wildlife activity on the 

refuge" (page 46). The statement is an accurate, but 

somewhat empty, one without further elaboration of the 

broader consequences of exploration and development in the 

1002 area. 
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The most glaring omission of the report is the absence 

of any discussion of the cumulative impacts from development 

in areas adjacent to the refuge, both on and offshore. Oil 

and gas lease sales are scheduled for millions of acres of 

adjacent state lands (Camden Bay, Demarcation Point, Prudhoe 

Bay Uplands) and of 21.2 million federal acres (Sale 97) 

just offshore in the Beaufort Sea. Sale 97 is scheduled for 

July 1987 and will be the largest lease sale ever held in 

the Arctic ocean. Activities in Canada must also be 

considered. The effects of all these activities considered 

together are surely substantially greater th~~ if considered 

piecemeal. 
I I' 

The report acknowledges the lack of fresh water 
' I 

supplies in the area and the need for large quantities of 

water for both exploration and development. Yet it do~~·not 
I 

adequately explain how water will be obtaine~l~nd,what the 

environmental consequences will be, particularly to fish. 

Experience at Prudhoe Bay shows that reduction in the 

quantity and/or quality of water available to overwintering 

fish is likely to have serious impacts on fish stocks. 

Therefore water should not be withdrawn from spring areas. 

The report should also note that surface waters in the 

1002 area differ in character from those in the Prudhoe Bay 

area. Thus comparisons cannot be freely drawn. Also, the 

impact of reserve pits on flora and fauna, and their 

habitats, are not adequately considered. Research indicates 

that reserve pit discharges are making their way into the 
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food chain, though the full extent of the harm has yet to be 

documented. 

Another resource essential to petroleum exploration and 

development is gravel which, like water, is extremely scarce 

in the 1002 area. The report does not adequately address 

the sources of gravel, the potential for rehabilitation of 

materials sites, and the impacts on fish and wildlife. To 

date, no Prudhoe Bay sites have been returned to a standard 

suitable for fish and wildlife use. 

Throughout the report, in regard to virtually every 

species of wildlife associated with the refuge, the 

inadequacies of baseline data and information are cited. 

Without this critical data and understanding, the 

predictions of impacts have very little credibility. It 

seems wholly inappropriate for the agency, at one moment, to 

cite its own lack of understanding, and, in the next 

instant, to state as fact that effects will be minor or 

moderate. This is exactly the posture taken by the agency 

with regard to moose, fox, wolverines, wo.lves, brown bears 

and polar bears, among others. Regarding muskoxen, nothing 

is known about the effects on industrialization on the 

species (page 113). Muskoxen have already been eradicated 

once from the Arctic Refuge. There would be no excuse for 

repeating the error. 

MITIGATION OF IMPACTS ON FISH AND WILDLIFE 

The report fails woefully and inexplicably to address 

the question of mitigation of impacts on fish and wildlife 
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resources. First, there is no statement that any or all of 

the proposed mitigation measures would be required under a 

leasing scenario. second, even if such were made, The 

Wilderness Society questions the effectiveness of the 

proposed measures. 

The conclusion of the report itself leaves open the 

question of the Department's intent regarding mitigation. 

The description of the area's natural, historical and 

cultural resources is replete with statements recognizing 

the severe harm that will come to these irreplaceable 

values. For example, the report states if leased, "[t]he 

wilderness character of the 1002 area would be destroyed ••• " 

(page 139). The report also acknowledges that the Porcupine 

Caribou Herd, and so the people who depend on it, will 

suffer significant harm should the core calving area be 

leased. Nevertheless, the proposed recommendation to 

congress is to lease the entire coastal plain, including the 

critical core calving area. 

INADEQUATE CONSIDERATION OF WILDERNESS VALUES 

The 1002 report fails to fulfill the requirements of 

ANILCA section 1004, requiring the review of the area for 

wilderness designation. Despite the determination that the 

area "has outstanding wilderness qualities ••• " (page 46), 

the report states merely that "the 1002 area could meet the 

criteria" (emphasis added, page 46) of the Wilderness Act. 

The Arctic Coastal Plain, without question, is eminently 

worthy of inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation 
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System. The u.s. Bouse of Representatives has twice passed 

legislation to designate the area as wilderness. In 

addition, two separate Fish and Wildlife Service studies 

(Thayer 1982; draft USFWS 1973) concluded that the area is 

suitable for designation. 

The final report should include a detailed description, 

rather than a short list, of the area's wilderness 

qualities, including a discussion of the area's uniqueness, 

its international significance, and its importance to the 

scientific community. A half page of description, of which 

one-quarter consists of a quotation from the Wilderness Act, 

is siaply indefensible in a report intended to assist 

Congress and the general public in deteraining whether the 

coastal plain's wilderness should be protected or foregone 

for oil development. 

INADEQUATE CONSIDBRATiml OP BFFBCTS ml SUBSISTENCE 

The report fails to adequately describe the use of the 

area for subsistence and the iapacts petroleum development 

would have on it, despite the recognition that the "adverse 

effects of petroleum. • .would have major adverse effects on 

subsistence activities" (page 138). The report acknowledges 

that "caribou is the most important food source" (page 41) 

in Arctic Village and Old Crow. Nevertheless there is only 

a passing discussion of these villages that are even more 

dependent on the Porcupine caribou Herd than ·Kaktovik. Yet 

the effects these communities would suffer should the herd's 

population be reduced significantly or its migration 
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patterns altered are not even considered. Moreover there is 

no discussion of bow the various mitigation measures 

proposed, e.g. area and seasonal bunting prohibitions, would 

affect the subsistence way of life. Finally cumulative 

impacts of development of adjacent areas must be considered 

specifically in assessing the effects on subsistence. 

The requirements of ANILCA section 810 should be met in 

the 1002 report, so that Congress may consider its findings 

in determining the fate of the Arctic Coastal Plain. The 

report contains the clear implication that the Interior 

Department decided to postpone the section 810 analysis, 

until a lease sale is actually planned, in the hope of 

evading'"this important requirement. Such an inference is 

drawn from the statement that section 810 complianc~ will 

occur prior to a lease sale, "unless the Congress were to 

exempt the Secretary from that requirement" (page 129). The 

Department has no reasonable justification for not preparing 

the analysis at this critical juncture. 

FAILURE TO DISCUSS LAND EXCHANGES 

The Department of the Interior has entered into secret 

land exchange negotiations with several Native corporations 

and the State of Alaska. The Wilderness Society is 

unequivocally opposed to any land exchanges regarding the 

subsurface of the 1002 area and believes this approach is 

wholly inappropriate. An agency charged with preparing an 

objective study for Congress should not have simultaneously 

been negotiating to trade away the very area it was to 
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study. The lack of neutrality and objectivity proven by 

this effort manifests itself thro~ghout the report. Despite 

numerous requests from Members of Congress to suspend the 

negotiations, the Department has chosen to continue them. 

Therefore the status and content of this process should be 

discussed in detail in the 1002 report. 

FAILURE TO ltECOGNiZE INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS 

The Arctic coastal Plain is an area of almost 

unparalleled international significance, but the report 

fails to tecognize thia simple fact. Furthermore the report 
I . 

omits any .;aningful discussion of how international treaty 

obligation• regatdlng migratory speeies would be met in the 

faa' 6f d~velopment~ 
The report contains no mention of the Notthern Yukon 

National Park adjoining the refuge or of the importance of , .. 
cooperative management of shared wildlife resources, 

including caribou, snow geese, polar bears, and muskoxen. 

Four-fifths of the subsistence use of the Porcupine Caribou 

Herd is estimated.to occur in Canada. Yet the report fails 

to assess the consequences to the people of Canada should 

the herd suffer major declines in·number or alteration of 

its migration pattern. Even more dismaying is that the 

agency failed to consult Canada in preparing the report. 

This is inexcusable in any case, but particularly in light 

of the explicit mandate of ANILCA:section 1005 to do so. 

THE EFFORT TO EXCLUDE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

Despite requests from conservationists, and the clear 
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mandate of NEPA, the Department refused to provide an 

opportunity for public comment. Thus The Wilderness 

Society, and other conservation groups, were forced to sue, 

at considerable expense to the u.s. taxpayer, to claim a 

right that should have been accorded by the agency without 

argument. 

Even though it lost the lawsuit, the Interior 

bepartment continued to seek to prevent effective public 

participation. First, it provided only a 60-day comment 

period that fell over the christmas holidays, effectively 

reducing the time concerned citizens would have to devote to 

the report. At any time of year, 60 days would be totally 

inadequate for a report of this magnitude and complexity. 

At least 90 days should have been provided. It should afi!lo 

be noted that a last minute two week extension was hardly an 

effective remedy to the problem as there was no way to 

notify the general public, outside of Alaska, of the 

extension. 

Second, hearings were not scheduled in several places 

known to be centers of interest and concern about the issue. 

One is Fairbanks and another is Arctic Village, which could 

suffer even greater harm that Kaktovik if the Porcupine 

Caribou Herd is splintered or diminished in size. Where 

hearings were held, they were scheduled to exclude broad 

public participation. The Anchorage hearing, for example, 

was held the day after most people returned from the 

Christmas holidays and was scheduled during the day. The 
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evening session was not announced until the very day of the 

hearing, providing no notice to the many people who were 

unable to take a day from work to attend the hearing, but 

who could have attended in the evening. 

CONCLUSION 

Among the many unknowns, one certainty remains: 

development of the Arctic Coastal Plain would devastate the 

sensitive and unique wilderness environment and would prove 

highly detr~ntal to the wildlife that thrives in the area. 

In light of the known high degree of harm threatened by 

development and the low probability of petroleum, there is 

no reasonable justification for the Interior Department's 

full-scale leasing recommendation. 

The Wilderness Society urges the Department of the 

Interior to reverse the draft recommendation of full-scale 

leasing and development. The Arctic Coastal Plain is 

irreplaceable and far too precious to be squandered for what 

may, at best, be a few months worth of petroleum. It should 

be given the protection it so richly deserves as a unit of 

the National Wilderness Preservation System. 

GTF:rds 

Respectfully, 

Ge...r.,e-. 1·~ ~lilLy 
George T. 1rampton,· J~:--ur 
President 

.,. ;Z~-1 ( -<1 .,JJ7r~ ""'"'-
Randall D. Snodgrass 
Alaska Program Director 
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My name is Randall Snodgrass and I am the Alaska 

Program Director for The Wilderness society, a national 

conservation organization of 160,000 members dedicated to 

the wise use and preservation of the nation's public lands. 

It should be pointed out at the outset that this 

hearing is being held today because The Wilderness Society, 

along with other national and Alaska conservation 

organizations, filed a lawsuit forcing the Interior 

Department to so1icit public comment on the draft report and 

recommendation. At great expense to the taxpayers, the 

Department is currently appealing the decisions of a federal 

district court judge in Alaska and a panel of judges from 

the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in california ordering them 

to comply with the Alaska National Interest Lands 

Conservation Act and other laws. This is inexcusable and 

illustrates an arrogant disregard for the public process. 

The 60-day comment period scheduled during the holidays 

(November 24- January 23), today•s hearing, and two 

hearings held earlier this week in Alaska, still do not 

provide the general popu1ace adequate opportunity for 

analysis or comment. 
1400 EYE STREET, N.W WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005 

!202! 842-3400 
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The wilderness Society believes that the Assistant 

Secretary's recommendation for full-scale leasing and 

development of oil resources that may lie within the 1002 

area is totally unsubstantiated by the findings in this 

report. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The report concludes that full-scale oil development 
would have a major adverse impact on the 180,000-head 
Porcupine caribou herd and could cause a population 
decline of up to 40t; It also admits that mitigation 
of the loss of calving habitat is impossible. 

Muskoxen habitat values could be lost or greatly 
reduced throughout one-third of their range, with 
losses of nearly 75t of the herd's calving habitat. 
The u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service concludes that 
"[s]uch a high percentage of loss in valuable calving 
habitat could have a major negative influence on herd 
productivity • • • and would cause the population to 
decrease." 

Many other wildlife species -- polar bears, grizzly 
bears, small mammals, and the millions of birds that 
utilize the coastal plain for summer nesting and 
feeding -- would be advtrsely affected by the 
development. 

Internationally signifiqant wilderness values will be 
foregone to acca.modate the level of development that 
has been recommended in the 1.5 million acre coastal 
plain. 

The report fails to address the effects of air and 
water pollution, oil spills, and hazardous waste (such 
as drilling muds) on the human and wildlife populatione 
of the refuge. The Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation has documented that this environmental 
pollution is considerable in the Prudhoe BayfKuparuk/ 
Milne Point oilfields. The agency is discovering 
dangerous chemicals (e.g. arsenic, lead, etc.) and 
carcinogens appearing in the food chain. 

The report admits that there is only a one in five 
chance that !EY economic fields will be discovered in 
the 1002 area. Yet the Department's recommendation 
seems to ignore this probability. In public 
announcements the agency cites the area's mean 
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conditional potential of 3.2 billion barrels, an 
estimate that fails to incorporate the risk that no 
economic finds will be made. If this 19t marginal 
probability is incorporated, the potential falls to 600 
million barrels, a 33 day supply of oil at the current 
rate of consumption. Finally, the study assumes an oil 
price of $33 per barrel, but most industry analysts 
predict that prices will not be that high until after 
the year 2000. 

o The hypocrisy of this Administration is evident when 
you consider that the development-at-all-cost 
decision was made as President Reagan was vetoing the 
National Appliance Enerqy Conservation Act -
legislation that passed overwhelmingly in both houses 
of congress that would have saved more oil than would 
be produced under the moat optimistic scenario in the 
coastal plain of the refuge. 

The risk of oil development to this priceless national 

wildlife refuge and wilderness area is unquantifiable. The 

Wilderness Society believes that the sacrifice the American 

people are being asked to make ia too great. The Arctic 

Wildlife Refuge was established in 1960 to protect unique 

and pristine arctic ecosystems. It is a part of our 

national heritage and is of inestimable value to future 

generations. We cannot allow it to be destroyed for a one 

in five chance at a 33 day supply of oil. The Wilderness 

Society urqes the secretary of the Interior to recommend 

wilderness protection for the entire 1.5 million acre 1002 

area. 
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
STATEMENT OF IIIIIIMJhlkiJ3flLASKA REGIONAL DIRECTOR, THE 
WILDERNESS SOCIETY, BEFORE THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, ON 
THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE 
ASSESSMENT, JANUARY 5, 1987. 

For over SO years, The Wilderness Society has been 
dedicated to the wise management of the federal lands and 
the preservation of wilderness. The Society's history in 
Alaska goes back to its very founding by Robert Marshall, an 
early explorer of the Brooks Range. 

The incomparable and indisputable wilderness and 
wildlife values of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and 
specifically the coastal plain, have long made it a major 
focus of The Wilderness society. The original wildlife 
range was established in 1960 thanks, in large part, to the 
efforts of Olaus and Mardy Murie. The late Olaus Murie, 
President of the organization for 17 years, spent years 
conducting research in the refuge, and Mardy Murie still 
~lides the organization as a member of our Governing 
council. 

On behalf.of our 160,000 members nationwide, including 
1,400 in Alaska, I would like to present The Wilderness 
Society's comments on the section 1002 report and recommen
dation to Congress on the coastal plain of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge. The problems and shortcomings of 
the report are far too numerous to elucidate at this hearing 
and will be discussed at length in written comments to be 
submitted later. Therefore I will focus on just one of 
those problems: the gross misrepresentation perpetrated by 
the Interior Department upon release of the report on 
November 24th and found throughout the report. 

Many of the assertions made by the Interior Department 
in the materials distributed on November 24th -- the 
Executive Summary of the report, the news release, and the 
fact sheet -- are simply not supported by the report itself. 
All evidence points to the conclusion that the agency set 
out intentionally to mislead the public, knowing full well 
the media would have no choice but to rely on the findings 
set forth in the abbreviated documents supplied at the press 
conference. For the record, the 1002 report, itself, was 
not available on that day, except by special request. 

ALASK ... REGION 

519 WEST 8TH AVENUE, SUITE 205, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 995111 

(907) 2:'2·9453 
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In stating the oil potential, these documents fail to 
report the marginal probability, or risk, associated with 
Arctic Coastal Plain development. Only upon delving deep 
into the 1002 report itself does the reader find that there 
is an 81 percent chance that no economically recoverable oil 
at all lies within the refuge. The chances of discovery 
reported in the Executive Summary and fact sheet are "condi
tional" estimates. The condition is that at least one econ
omically recoverable field will be found. In other words, 
the much touted odds that the refuge holds from .6 to 9.2 
billion barrels of recoverable oil only come into play if 
economically producible oil is discovered. Again, there is 
only a 19 percent chance of that occurrence. To put this 19 
percent risk figure in context, the odds of finding an 
economic field at Mukluk Island were greater than 70 per
cent. The drilling at Mukluk Island resulted in a dry hole. 

The news release and Executive Summary declare the 
Arctic Coastal Plain to be "the most outstanding oil and gas 
frontier remaining in the u.s." However, though a cursory 
glance at the report may appear to support this statement, · 
careful scrutiny fails to substantiate it. This peculiarity 
results from a combination of the omission of crucial infor
mation and the inclusion of incomparable sets of numbers in 
single charts. In effect, the agency has mixed apples and 
oranges in reporting their analysis. 

This misleading outcome occurs specifically in the two 
charts on page SO of the report. Table III-1 fails to 
report the risks associated with potential oil resources in 
a variety of areas around the country. Since many of the 
areas listed are already producing, there is no longer an 
associated risk. However the range of risks associated with 
the undiscovered resources vary widely and are all greater 
than the risks associated with proven areas. If the risk 
were factored into the probabilities for the Arctic, the 
average quantity of economically recoverable oil expected to 
occur in the area would be .61 billion barrels, not the 3.2 
billion barrels reported in this table and throughout the 
report. .61 billion barrels would supply the nation for 
just over one month. 

The Interior Department's failure to include a col~~n 
listing the risks in the chart makes it impossible for the 
public to make any meaningful comparison of the oil poten
tial of the 1002 area with other areas around the country. 
If the risk information were available, it would likely show 
that other areas with higher probabilities of discovery, 
though of lower quantities of oil, actually have more 
"outstanding" oil potential than the Arctic. 

The same criticism holds true for Figure III-2, also on 
page SO, a bar graph of the conditional estimates for the 
Arctic compared to five producing fields. Once again, the 
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numbers do not fit because the estimates for the Arctic are 
contingent upon the one-in-five chance that any economic 
fields will be discovered, while the other numbers refer to 
proven reserves. To make a meaningful comparison of this 
sort, the estimates for the 1002 prospects should be explic
itly adjusted downward to account for the differences in 
risk among the different areas. If the Interior Department 
had done this, instead of the highest bar for the Arctic 
outstripping Prudhoe Bay, it would only reach about as high 
as Kuparuk. That's a difference of about 7.S billion 
barrels. This report is intended to guide the general 
public and Congress in reaching a decision on the future of 
the Arctic Coastal Plain. But it requires an economist to 
detect the misrepresentations made by the Interior 
Department. 

What this explanation means is that the probability of 
finding oil in the Arctic Refuge is far smaller than all the 
agency hype leads the public to believe. Moreover the 
anticipated harm to the wildlife, particularly the Porcupine 
caribou Herd, is far greater than the agency admits. For 
example, careful reading of the report reveals such conclu
sions as "(m)itigation of the loss of caribou habitat in 
[the core calving area) is not possible" (page 111). 
Furthermore the report repeatedly cites the lack of infor
mation and experience required for an accurate assessment of 
the impacts. 

Among the many unknowns, one certainty remains: 
development of the Arctic Coastal Plain would devastate the 
sensitive and unique wilderness environment and would prove 
highly detrimental to the wildlife that thrives in the area. 
In light of the known high degree of harm threatened by 
development and the low probability of oil, there is no 
reasonable justification for the Interior Department's 
full-scale leasing recommendation. 

The Wilderness society urges the Department of the 
Interior to draw the only conclusion demanded by the report 
and thus, to reverse the draft recommendation. The Arctic 
coastal Plain is irreplaceable and far too precious to be 
squandered for what may, at best, be a few months worth of 
oil. It should given the protection it so richly deserves 
as a unit of the National Wilderness Preservation System. 
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February 6, 1987 

ATTN: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets NW 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Comments and Rec0111aendations Pertaining to Draft "Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource 
AssesSIIIent", Novaa~ber 1986 

The Wildlife Federation of Alaska (WFA) is the state affiliate of 
the National Wildlife Federation, an organization with 4 1/2 
million members nationwide, 8,000 of whom are Alaskans. We have 
reviewed the above referenced report and recommendation to the 
Congress of the United States and the legislative environmental 
impact statement prepared in accordance with Section 1002(h) of 
the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCAI and 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The Wildlife 
Federation of Alaska recommends that no oil and gas leasing or 
development activities be allowed on the Coastal Plain of the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge until the issues and deficiencies 
identified in our comments and recommendations are adequately 
addressed. 

The Wildlife Federation of Alaska offers the following comments 
on the 1002 process, the Coastal Plain Resource Assessment, and 
the recommendation of the Department of Interior proposing full 
leasing of the coastal plain. We have previously offered 
testimony at a public hearing on the Coastal Plain Resource 
Assessment held in Anchorage, Alaska, on January 5, 1987. We 
wish to expand upon selected concerns and issues identified in 
that testimony by addressing the following topics: 

o 1002 Evaluation Process 

o Coastal Plain Resource Assessment 

o Mitigation 

o Recommendations 

P.O. Box 103182 • Anchorage, Alaska 99510 
(1107) 278-3420 

1002 EVALUATION PROCESS 

As stated previously in our public testimony, the coastal plain 
of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge must always be viewed 
first as a wildlife refuge. The assessment report recognizes the 
value of this conservation unit when it states (p. 45) " ••• The 
Arctic Refuge is the only conservation system unit that protects, 
in an undisturbed condition, a complete spectrum of the various 
arctic ecosystems in North America." The important values of the 
coastal plain are also acknowledged by the report's observation 
that " ••• The 1002 area is the most biologically productive part 
of the Arctic Refuge for wildlife and is the center of wildlife 
activity on the refuge" (p. 46). 

The establishment of the refuge in 1960 to preserve its unique 
wildlife, wilderness, and recreation values resulted in the 
remainder of Alaska's North Slope and adjacent offshore waters 
being made available for petroleum exploration and development. 
Passage of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act 
(ANILCA) in 1980 created a requirement under Section 1002(h) of 
the Act to prepare the Arctic National Wildlife.Refuge Coastal 
Plain Resource Assessment. The analyses and evaluations required 
for the Section 1002(hl Report to Congress are clearly intended 
to provide an assessment of the biotic resources, oil and gas 
production potential, and compatibility of exploration and 
development in view of impacts to fish, wildlife, and habitats of 
the area. 

The Department of the Interior, and the Draft Resource Assessment 
before us at this time, would have benefitted significantly from 
a more open public process that included conservation groups, 
industry, the State of Alaska, and Canada. Lacking this input, 
the report exhibits critical deficiencies in adequately 
addressing the requirements of Section 1002(h)(1-6). We are 
particularly concerned that the Secretary's recommendation to 
pursue full leasing of the 1002 area (Alternative A) is not 
supported by the information and analyses presented in the 
report. To the contrary, our examination of the baseline 
information, recognized values of fish and wildlife habitats, and 
environmental consequences of oil and gas development as 
presented in the Resource Assessment clearly identifies a level 
of adverse impact to national and international wildlife 
populations which is unaccepatable and clearly not compatible 
with the purposes for which the refuge was established. We find 
it incongruous that this report, recognizing the anticipated loss 
of unique wildlife use areas and irreplaceable habitats, still 
concludes that this significant level of adverse impacts is 
justified. While espousing adherence to the Fish and Wildlife 
Service Mitigation Policy (46 F.R. 7644-7663, January 23, 1981) 
in the report's assessment process, the Department of Interior 
has failed to comply with the criteria for treatment of 
unmitigable impacts to Resource Category 1 habitats. For those 
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habitats, the policy direction is cleaq " ••• all losses of 
existing habitat be prevented as these one-of-a-kind areas cannot 
be replaced ••• " (46 F.R. 7657, January 23, 1981 ). If the 
Mitigation Policy is truly an integral part of the 1002 area 
evaluation process and not just a placebo, Resource Category 1 
habitats must not be impacted, and the ecological function and 
access to these areas must be maintained. 

As an organization principally concerned with maintenance of fish 
and wildlife resources and the habitats upon which they depend, 
the Wildlife Federation of Alaska will attempt to focus their 
comments in this area of primary interest. However, we feel 
compelled to briefly express our concerns relating to the 
economic and social issues addressed in the report. 

The Department of Interior predictions of oil and gas potential, 
estimates of contribution to domestic energy supplies, and 
projections of net national economic benefits are subjective and 
highly speculative. Lacking exploration confirmation of oil or 
gas discoveries, location and size of reservoirs, and a highly 
optimistic assumption of $33 per barrel for oil, the economic 
benefits and national need for exploration and production of 
petroleum from the 1002 Area is not well supported. 

This is particularly true in light of the fact that President 
Reagan recently vetoed the National Appliance Energy Act of 
1986. Passed overwhelmingly by both houses of Congress, this act 
would have saved the nation millions of barrels of oil and 
billions of dollars on utility bills by the year 2000. In 
addition, the Reagan Administration has opposed establishment of 
fuel efficiency standards for automobiles and continuance of the 
55 mile/hour speed limit. 

No development in the Coastal Plain should be allowed until the 
concept of national energy security is more clearly defined, 
including a full discussion of economic forecasts, domestic oil 
consumption, the projected need for domestic oil reserves in the 
1990's, and national strategies for energy conservation such as 
efficiency standards for home appliances and fuel economy 
standards for automobiles. 

COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

The Description of the Existing Environment (Chapter II) provides 
a reasonably good summary of available information and research 
results for fish and wildlife distributions, populations, and 
seasonal use of terrestrial and aquatic habitats within the 1002 
area. However, discussions of the coastal habitats, their 
occurrence within and outside the 1002 area, and ecological 
relationships to fish and wildlife populations are generally not 
adequate to define specific habitat affinities and habitat 
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This short-coming is particularly important 
opportunities for maintaining no net loss of 

values, an important consideration in the 

characteristics. 
when evaluating 
in-kind habitat 
mitigation process. 

The Evaluation of Environmental Consequences (Chapter VI) is 
seriously limited since its assessment is dependent on 
hypothetical development scenarios derived from insufficient 
geological information. The general locations of oil and gas 
development activities may be reasonably accurate, but the 
scenarios are dependent on additional information which is not 
currently available, including the depth of structures containing 
oil or gas, the type of recovery methods, well spacing, the need 
for water injection or gas lift, and other factors specific to 
the petroleum field. Lacking more dependable geological 
information which may only be attainable through selected 
exploratory drilling, the locations, routing, and density of 
development facilities as shown in the proposed scenarios are 
meaningless. 

The evaluation process and analysis of anticipated impacts to 
fish, wildlife, and habitats as presented in this report is 
highly influenced by the presence and precise siting of 
facilities in relation to important habitats and use areas, 
including migration corridors. Relatively minor relocation of 
facilities in the scenario could physically impact comparable 
acreages, but have drastically differing effects on fish and 
wildlife populations, their use of habitats, and access to those 
habitats. The Evaluation of Environmental Consequences should 
identify facilities and structures which are not site-dependent 
and which could potentially be relocated as part of the 
mitigation process. The evaluation must acknowledge that a 
significant portion of the oil and gas development facilities are 
site-dependent and do not have the flexibilty of relocation to 
minimize adverse impacts to important habitats. 

The Evaluation of Environmental Consequences also suffers from an 
excessive dependence on mitigation techiques utilized in the 
Prudhoe Bay development area (which may not be applicable to 
resources and habitats in the 1002 area) and the assumption that 
mitigation technology to be developed in the future will reduce 
anticipated impacts to an acceptable level. When considering the 
irreplaceable values of some of the fish and wildlife resources 
at stake, we are not confident that " ••• performance standards 
••• developed for safety and environmental requirements rather 
than adherence to highly specific design or operational 
procedures ••• " (p. 97) is an appropriate approach to mitigation. 
It is perhaps more important to recognize that a Prudhoe Bay 
scale development may not be acceptable within a national 
wildlife refuge. 

Consideration of cumulative impacts of oil and gas development in 
the 1002 area with other existing and proposed onshore and 
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offshore developments has not been adquately addressed in the 
Evaluation of Environmental Consequences. In addition, the 
national and international range and human use of migratory 
wildlife resources which are highly dependent on habitats 
available in the 1002 area has not been adequately recognized for 
the Porcupine Caribou Herd (PCH) ·or snow geese. Some of our 
concerns regarding the treatment of these key species are 
presented below: 

PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD: 

A great deal has been learned about the effects of oil and gas 
exploration and production on caribou in the Prudhoe Bay area, 
e.g. levels of road traffic that can occur without adversely 
affecting free passage of caribou or the minimum distances 
required to separate roads and pipelines to cause minimal 
disturbance to caribou. However, we must be careful not to 
extrapolate from all of the Prudhoe Bay conclusions when 
estimating impacts in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge because 
the refuge must accommodate a very 'large number of animals in a 
small space. In comparison, Prudhoe Bay supports a relatively 
small caribou herd in an area of very extensive suitable habitat. 

The available literature concerning the Central Arctic Caribou 
Herd suggests that portions of the herd have been displaced from 
the Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk areas during part of their annual 
cycle with no obvious effect on herd growth. However, within the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge the Coastal Plain is extremely 
narrow when compared with the Prudhoe - Kuparuk area. The Arctic 
Refuge Coastal Plain is 6 times larger than the Prudhoe Bay 
field, but there are approximately 12 times more caribou in the 
Porcupine Caribou Herd than the Central Arctic Herd. In 
addition, the PCH appears to be reaching maximum herd size. Most 
large mammal biologists would conclude that a herd approaching a 
peak population within its range would occupy essentially all 
suitable habitat available. Therefore, the opportunity for 
displacement of the PCH during calving is probably limited, and 
such displacement could result in a net loss to the caribou 
population. Although the projected 20-40% decline in PCH 
population estimated by FWS under a full development scenario (p. 
112) is impossible to verify con~idering all the variables 
associated with preferred calving and insect relief habitats and 
migration movement areas, it strongly indicates that displacement 
of the PCH could cause a significant decline in population. 

We heartily concur with the designation of approximately 242,000 
acres of the PCH core calving area as Resource Category 1 
habitats, recognizing that the 1002 core calving area represents 
approximately 80% of the total core calving area used by the 
Porcupine Caribou Herd (p. 106). The assessment also notes (p. 
108) that " ••• measuring the probable population decline from 
complete loss of habitat values in calving areas is impossible 
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and the ultimate effects of displacement are unknown ••• ". Under 
the full development scenario, the FWS has appropriately 
recognized that " ••• mitigation of the loss of caribou habitat in 
Resource Category 1 ••• is not possible ••• ~ (p. 111). Following 
the premise (p. 98) that " ••• the FWS normally recommends that 
all losses of Resource Category 1 habitat be prevented, as these 
one-of-a-kind areas cannot be replaced ••• ", the logical 
conclusion is that the PCH core calving habitats within the 1002 
area should be justifiably excluded in the Secretary's 
recommendation for oil and gas development. 

As spring progresses on the coastal plain and the weather warms 
following completion of calving activity, conditions are ripe for 
the emergence of swarms of ~osquitos. As harassment by these 
insects increases, caribou form dense aggregations and move 
rapidly toward the coast to seek relief in cooler, windswept 
areas such as river deltas, mudflats, aufeis, large gravel bars, 
barrier islands, and in the shallows of lagoons (p. 29). At this 
time, parturient cows are particularly stressed from the rigors 
of pregnancy, migration, birth, lactation, hair molt, antler 
growth, and the the ever-present insect harassment. 

The Resource Assessment noted that " ••• the entire 180,000-member 
PCH may use the area in some years, mainly during the late 
June/early July insect-relief period ••• " (p. 105). The FWS 
observation that " ••• access to insect relief habitat and forage 
resources during this period may be critical to herd 
productivity ••• " (p. 29) recognizes the significant importance of 
insect relief areas to the post-calving aggregations of the PCH. 
The availability of forage resources and the physical features 
which make up insect relief areas comprise a specialized habitat 
that . may not be replaceable. We recommend designation of primary 
insect relief habitats in the Coastal Plain of the 1002 area as 
Resource Category 1 habitats which are unique and irreplaceable 
components of the Porcupine Caribou Herd use area. In addition 
to maintaining the function of insect relief areas, access to 
these habitats from the core calving area must be assured. 

Contrary to the facts and analyses presented in the Environmental 
Consequences and Mitigation discussions, the Secretary's 
Recommendation (Chapter VIII) to make the entire 1002 area 
available for oil and gas leasing, even with the caveat that 
" ••• leasing would be phased so the core calving area of the PCH 
would be last to be explored and developed ••• " (p. 170), is in 
direct conflict with the findings of the Resource Assessment and 
the procedures of the FWS Mitigation Policy which " ••• guided the 
assessment team in identifying appropriate measures for 
mitigating avoidable adverse impacts so there would be no 
unnecessary adverse effects" (p. 97). In this light, we can only 
conclude that the Secretary has determined "avoidable adverse 
impacts" to the Porcupine Caribou Herd are the "necessary adverse 
effects" of oil and gas development. 
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SNOW GEESE: 

Critical fall staging habitats of snow geese from the Banks 
Island population have not received adequate attention in the 
report discussions and evaluation of environmental consequences. 
The Resource Assessment should be expanded to include greater 
detail on the importance of fall staging activities to the 
welfare of migrating snow geese, the characteristics of preferred 
staging habitats, and the human use values of this resource 
outside the boundary of the 1002 area. An average of 105,000 
snow geese, and as many as 325,000 snow geese, have historically 
staged on the 1002 area in the fall to feed intensively and build 
energy reserves prior to their southward migration. These fat 
reserves are considered by waterfowl biologists to be necessary 
energy reserves to successfully complete migration, particularly 
for female snow geese recovering from the stress of reproduction 
activities. 

Chapter VI recognizes that " ••• reduced time spent feeding and 
lost habitat in which to feed would result from petroleum 
development, adversely affecting the accumulation of energy 
reserves essential for migration" (p. 121). In addition, " ••• a 
major reduction or change in distribution of snow geese using the 
1002 area could occur through the cumulative effects of direct 
habitat loss, indirect habitat loss due to disturbance, and 
direct mortality" (p. 122). Based on the report's assumed 
displacement of snow geese from 45' of their preferred staging 
habitat, a reduction in the Banks Island snow goose population of 
5-10' could occur and the number of snow geese annually staging 
in the 1002 area could be reduced by almost 50 percent (p. 122). 
We are not impressed by the statement that " ••• staging snow geese 
are highly mobile ••• " (p. 121) as it indicates a lack of insight 
into the concepts of preferred habitat and carrying capacity. 

The potential reduction in numbers of Banks Island snow geese 
would be 15-30,000 birds. Approximately 60-70,000 snow geese are 
harvested annually in the Pacific Flyway with 80-90' of this 
harvest occurring in California. An additional 30-50,000 snow 
geese are harvested annually in Alberta and western Saskatchewan. 
A draft management plan for the Pacific Flyway identifies 
protection of the Arctic National Wildife Refuge and Yukon 
staging areas as an important need. The potential reduction in 
Banks Island snow geese numbers from loss or disturbance of fall 
staging habitats in the 1002 area could be equivalent to 50' of 
the total Pacific Flyway harvest or essentially all of the 
Alberta and western Saskatchewan hunting harvest in a given 
year. Based on the important value of this species to national 
and international uses, we would not consider potential impacts 
of oil and gas development in the 1002 area to be insignificant. 

The report does not demonstrate the availability of alternate 
staging habitats which could be utilized for in-kind replacement 
of habitat values, an important consideration for these staging 
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areas which are currently designated Resource Category 2. The 
baseline studies for snow geese conducted on the 1002 area do not 
define the habitat characteristics which were representative of 
preferred staging areas, although they noted a heavy dependence 
on cottongrass (Eriophorum sp.) and speculated that annual shifts 
in preferred staging areas may be related to heavy utilization of 
previously used staging areas. If this annual shift to allow 
recovery of staging habitat vegetation is verified, it would 
suggest the necessity of considering all fall staging areas used 
by snow geese in the 1002 area as a part of an annual habitat 
rotation. 

The significant segment of the snow goose population which could 
be adversely affected or displaced by oil and gas development, 
the vulnerability of staging snow geese to disturbance, and the 
undefined unique habitat characteristics of traditional staging 
areas supports the WFA recommendation to include snow goose fall 
staging areas within the coastal plain as Resource Category 1 
~abitats. 

PERENNIAL SPRINGS AND FRESHWATER OVERWINTERING AREAS FOR FISH: 

Perennial springs and freshwater overwintering areas for resident 
and anadromous fish have not been adequately addressed in the 
Resource Assessment. Suitable overwintering habitats in 
freshwater systems of the refuge are concentrated at a limited 
number of locations where adequate flow, water quality, dissolved 
oxygen, and benthic food organisms are available. Perennial 
ground water sources (springs) are found on most of the major 
drainages in the 1002 area. 

Within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, " ••• overwintering 
habitat is probably the greatest limiting factor for Arctic 
anadromous and freshwater fish populations ••• " (p. 37). The 
Alaska Habitat Management Guide for the Arctic Region (Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game, 1986) notes that in smaller North 
Slope drainages it is conceivable that a single spring-fed site 
might harbor virtually all members of a particular Arctic char 
population from eggs to mature adults during the winter period. 

Due to the limited occurrence of spring-fed overwintering areas 
for fish and their importance in maintaining anadromous and 
freshwater fish populations in the 1002 area, the Wildlife 
Federation of Alaska recommends that perennial ground water 
sources which support overwintering fish be designated Resource 
Category 1 habitats. Protection of these vulnerable habitats 
must also include appropriate protection of the groundwater 
source which supplies the overwintering use areas and prohibition 
of water removal for domestic or industrial use during the winter 
period. We also request that FWS identify the location of known, 
spring-fed overwintering areas, suspected but unsubstantiated 
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overwintering areas, and necessary mitigation measures to avoid 
adverse impacts to these irreplqceable habitats. 

MITIGATION 

The WFA has previously identified serious concerns with the 
approach to mitigation of impacts to fish, wildlife, and their 
habitats in our January 5, 1987 testimony. We wish to expand 
upon those concerns and the mitigation process as it applies to 
the resources and proposed activities identified for the 1002 
area. 

As examples of the important fish and wildlife habitat values of 
the 1002 area, the report recognizes intensively used calving, 
postcalving, and insect-relief habitats for a significant portion 
of the Porcupine Caribou Herd and sensitive fall staging areas 
for a large segment of the Banks Island, Canada, snow goose 
population. The sensitivities of these species and the unique 
factors of the habitats they utilize are documented. 
Approximately 78 percent of the PCH core calving area is within 
the 1002 area, and disturbance of· the cow-calf groups on the 
calving grounds may interfere with bond formation and can 
increase calf mortality (p. 28). 

In addition, the limited availability of these habitats is 
acknowledged with statements such as " ••• Geography apparently 
limits the availability of suitable alternative calving or 
insect-relief habitats for the herd., •• " (p. 6) and " ••• Access to 
insect-relief habitat and forage resources ••• may be critical to 
herd productivity" (p. 28). 

Summary statements 
to a wide spectrum 

.area is the most 
Refuge for wildlife 
refuge" (p. 46). 

also reflect the importance of the 1002 area 
of wildlife resources by stating " ••• The 1002 
biologically productive part of the Arctic 
and is the center of wildlife activity on the 

The evaluation of Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of 
Resources for Alternatives A and B recogni.zes the s .. gnificant 
impacts attributed to oil and gas development: 

0 

0 

declines 
patterns 
142, 

in 
due 

population, herd vigor, and behaviorial 
to disturbance and displacement of PCH (p. 

long term losses in fish and wildlife resources, 
subsistence use, and wilderness values as the inevitable 
consequence of long term development 
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0 

0 

lack of relative 
adaptability of 
activities 

experience regarding the responses or 
the PCH to intensive development 

unknown capacity of the PCH to utilize undisturbed areas 
in greater concentrations for calving 

o acknowledgement that EVEN WITH EFFECTIVE MITIGATION 
(emphasis added), PCH displacement or reduction could be 
as great as 20-40 percent 

o recognition that Alternative A development will result 
in a loss of, at minimum, a significant part of the PCH 
calving grounds and other use habitats, a limit to 
continued expansion of 1002 area muskoxen herds, and a 
loss of notable staging habitats for internationally 
important migratory snow geese. 

A summary of biolog.ical effects of Alternative A on the 1002 area 
identifies major effects on caribou (PCH), muskox, and snow geese 
(p. 149). Major environmental effects were previously defined 
(p. 96) as " ••• widespread, long-term change in habitat 
availability or quality which would likely modify natural 
abundance or distribution of species using the 1002 area". 

The Secretary's Recommendation (p. 170) to make the entire 1002 
area available for oil and gas leasing includes the control of 
development by imposition of appropriate mitigation measures to 
insure " ••• no unnecessary adverse effects on the refuge's fish 
and wildlife and their populations ••• " and with assurance 
" ••• that any unavoidable habitat losses are fully compensated" 
(p. .170). Additionally, the Secretary indicates that 
" ••• Development would proceed with the goal of no net loss of 
habitat quality ••• ", a goal discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter VI, Environmental Consequences. 

The Fish and Wildlife Service Mitigation Policy (46 F.R. 
7644-7663, January 23, 1981) recognizes four resource categories 
with corresponding mitigation planning goals to insure that the 
level of mitigation is consistent with the fish and wildlife 
resource values involved. Within the 1002 area, the FWS analysis 
designated the PCH core calving area as Resource Category 1 based 
on its unique and irreplaceable values; the remainder of the 1002 
area has been designated Resource Category 2 for its importance 
to five evaluation species used in the analysis. 

Resource Category is defined as habitat of high value for 
evaluation species which is unique and irreplaceable on a 
national basis or in the ecoregion. The commensurate Mitigation 
Planning Goal is no loss of existing habitat value. Development 
of the rationale for mitigation planning goals (46 F.R. 7645, 
January 23, 1981) included a fundamental principal " ••• that 
avoidance or compensation be recommended for the most valued 
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resources ••• " and that " ••• the degree of mitigation requested 
correspond to the value and scarcity of the habitat at risk". 

The Secretary's Recommendation (Chapter VIII) proposes making the 
entire 1002 area available for oil and gas leasing based on the 
assumption that most adverse environmental effects would be 
minimized or eliminated through mitigation based on information 
from prior oilfield development at Prudhoe Bay, or through 
additional, ongoing studies and assessments conducted during 
phased leasing. The FWS Mitigation Policy Guideline for Resource 
Category 1 habitats states " ••• The Service will recommend that 
all losses of existing habitat be prevented as these 
one-of-a-kind areas cannot be replaced" (46 F.R. 7657, January 
23, 1981 I. · Where there is likely to be a significant fish and 
wildlife resource loss (Resource Category 11, the FWS Mitigation 
Policy (46 F.R. 7659, January 23, 1981) provides criteria to be 
addressed in evaluation of projects. Of significant importance 
is criteria (2) to select the least environmentally damaging 
reasonable alternative, and criteria (4) which states " ••• All 
important recommended means and measures have been adopted with 
GUARANTEED IMPLEMENTATION (emphasis added) to satisfactorily 
compensate for unavoidable damage or loss consistent with the 
appropriate mitigation goal." Since the mitigation goal for 
Resource Category 1 is no loss of existing habitat value and no 
means and measures have been identified to achieve that goal in 
the 1002 report, we believe that any proposal to permit oil and 
gas development in or adversely affecting Resource Category 1 
habitats is not in compliance with the FWS Mitigation Policy. 

Finally, the mitigation measures identified in Chapter v~ (p. 
145) are more appropriate for protection of discrete location 
habitats and use areas which can be addressed by development 
buffers, timing of activities, and performance criteria within 
the scope of technical concerns addressed in prior North Slope 
oil and gas developments. In particular, the calving, 
post-calving, and insect relief habitats of the PCH are more 
extensive, and currently available information indicates unique 
characteristics which may not be replaceable or available in 
alternate habitats. The important issue of free movement between 
seasonally-important use areas of the PCH has not been adequately 
addressed in the evaluation process. Wildlife movements and 
migration are recognized as a part of habitat values which must 
be addressed during the mitigation process (46 F.R. 7645, January 

· 23, 1987 I. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Wildlife Federation of Alaska recommends that no oil and gas 
leasing or development activities be allowed on the coastal plain 
of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge until the issues and 
deficiencies identified in our comments and recommendations are 
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adequately addressed. In summary, these include the following: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

National energy security should be clearly defined, 
including a full discussion of economic forecasts, 
domestic oil consumption, the projected need for 
domestic oil reserves in the 1990's, and national 
strategies for energy conservation such as efficiency 
standards for home appliances ahd fuel economy standards 
for automobiles. 

Decisions on the use of the coastal plain should be 
delayed until biological research on the characteristics 
of the Porcupine Caribou Herd calving habitat can be 
clearly defined. The conclusions of our nation's 
leading caribou biologists at a workshop entitled 
"Demography and Behavior of the Central Arctic and 
Porcupine Caribou Herds in Relation to Oil Field 
Development" conducted in October 1986 was that 
scientists do not yet have a clear understanding of the 
ecological attributes of caribou calving areas on the 
Arctic Slope. (This workshop was sponsored by the 
Alaska Oil and Gas Association and the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game.) Until critical calving habitat 
boundaries can be delineated, all land use decisions 
within the 1002 area should be deferred. 

Insect relief habitats used 
Herd in the Coastal Plain 
designated Resource Category 
provision made for adequate 
use areas. 

by the Porcupine Caribou 
of the 1002 area should be 

1 habitats with specific 
access by the PCH to these 

Fall staging areas for snow geese in the Coastal Plain 
of the 1002 area should be designated Resource Category 
1 habitats. 

The Coastal Plain Resource Assessment should clearly 
describe appropriate mitigation measures for each 
development alternative that would result in no net loss 

· of critical fish and wildlife habitat. How will the 
Department of Interior determine whether appropriate 
technology is available to restore or revegetate plant 
communities which occur on the coastal plain, 
particularly those which comprise caribou calving 
habitat, caribou insect relief habitat, and snow goose 
staging habitat? 

The following criteria 
mitigation process for 
alternatives considered: 

should be incorporated into the 
all oil and gas development 

no net loss of caribou calving or insect relief 
habitat is justified in any of the alternatives; 
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free passage of caribou must be provided to all 
insect relief habitats~ 

no net loss of snow goose fall staging habitats is 
justified in any of the alternatives~ 

o The Wildlife Federation of Alaska opposes any land trade 
actions that precede or circumvent completion of the 
1002 process or any land trade actions that would remove 
Resource Category 1 habitats (including caribou calving 
and insect relief areas, snow goose staging areas, and 
fish overwintering areas) from the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge. 

If these issues and deficiencies are 
an open public process, then the 
conservation groups, the·oil industry 
tools necessary to make well-reasoned 
development and the protection 
subsistence, and wilderness values 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

addressed in the context of 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 
and Congress would have the 
decisions about oil and gas 
of wildlife, recreation, 
on the Coastal Plain of the 

Thank you for your consideration of these comMents. 

cc: Senator Ted Stevens 
Senator Frank Murkowski 
Congressman Don Younq 

Sincerely, 

Jay Hair, National Wildlife Federation 
Bruce Apple, National Wildlife Federation 



Wildlife Management Institute 
Suile 725, 1101 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 • 202/371-18011 

01\NIEL 1<. POOLE 
Pte~ch-nl 

L. R.IAHN 
Vtfr,Pte~"knt 

l L WILLIAMSON 
Sf'£tf'fa')· February 5, 1987 
WESLEY M. DIXON, lr. 
Boatd Ch.-nn.m 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attn: Division of Refuge Management 
2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Gentlemen: 

Re. the resource assessment of the coastal plan of the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge. 

Institute staff has reviewed the draft assessment, which, from the stand
point of identification of the refuge's biological environment and discussion 
of environmental effects of development, we find reasonably well done. Our 
review of these aspects will continue. 

Our primary concern at this point cente~s on the Secretary's Recommendations, 
Chapter VIII. We strongly urge that the Secretary incorporate the following 
suggestions in his final report to Congress: 

1. That the preferential formula whereby the State of Alaska 
currently receives 90 percent of oil and gas royalties be reduced 
to no more than are received by other states--50 percent maximum 
to the state and 50 percent to the federal government. 

2. That a substantial portion of the fe~eral ~hare hP crp~lterl. 

directly to the Migratory Bird Conservation Fund to implement 
the North American Waterfowl Management Plan. · 

3. That a lesser amount be credited to the Fish and Wildlife 
Service for satisfaction of the payments-in-lieu of taxes 
requirement. 

4. That some of the money be made available for refuge operations 
and maintenance. We would object, however, to any significant 
coRIDitment of money for O&M until after the needs of the North 
American Waterfowl •hnagement Plan have been satisfied. 

DEDICATED TO WILDLIFE SINCE 1911 

U.S. Fish mul IH!dlifc SPrvln.! -2- Fehrunry 5, .l9H7 

5. FinalLy, we are inclined to believe that oil companies would 
Ond favor with the lmposltlun of a small surch:1rge per barrel 
in support of the fish and wildlife program. 

We request that this letter be included in the Secretary's final report to 
Congress. 

DAP:dt 

Si11cerely, 

.~c..Laaee._ 
Daniel A. Poole 
President 
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